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“On his rare humanity and sympathy one could write a sonnet.” 

Mary Baker Eddy, Miscellaneous Writings, p. 379. 
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[Photo of Phineas P. Quimby from McClure’s magazine in 1907] 
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Tintype of P. P. Quimby from the Quimby Family Collection 
(Belfast Historical Society, Belfast, Maine.) 

 
 

 
 

Lebanon, New Hampshire (ca. 1870s), where Phineas P. Quimby was born in 1802 
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Phineas Parkhurst Quimby (known as “Park” by his friends) was born in Lebanon, New 
Hampshire, on February 16, 1802, the sixth of seven children of Jonathan Quimby and Susanna 
White Quimby,1 who married on March 23, 1790. Interestingly, even though his followers and 
historians have never noted this, he was almost certainly named after a local physician and 
Revolutionary War soldier of some note, Dr. Phinehas Parkhurst2—someone who has even been 
called “Lebanon’s Paul Revere, physician, banker, and raiser of mules.”3) 
 
 

 
 
Quimby’s siblings consisted of four brothers and two sisters, ranging in years of birth from 1792 
to 1804.4 Quimby’s father was also born in Lebanon, New Hampshire, but he moved his family 
in 1804 to Belfast, Maine—and P. P. Quimby would forever be known as a resident of Maine, 
especially Belfast, Maine. Even when he moved late in his life to Portland, Maine, for business 
purposes, he always considered Belfast as his real home.5 
 
In Joseph Williamson’s 1877 History of Belfast in the State of Maine, a hand-drawn map of 
Belfast from 1805 is reproduced that showed where Jonathan Quimby had his blacksmith shop, 
at the corner of High and Spring Streets, directly across from his house.6 Another important early 
historian of Belfast, William G. Crosby, born this same year of 1805, remembered Jonathan 
Quimby: 
 

Mr. Quimby came here to reside in 1804 from Lebanon, N.H.; the residue of his days 
were passed here; he died in 1827, aged sixty-two. He was a skillful workman and 
therefore a valuable acquisition to the community, a man of large muscular development 
and great physical power. The writer well remembers him and the many times he has 
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lingered at the shop door on this way to and from school, wondering at the might of the 
arm that wielded that heavy sledge, and watching the  

—“burning sparks that fly 
Like chaff from a threshing floor.” 

 
He never to this day read Longfellow’s “Village Blacksmith,” from which the above 
quotation is made, without thinking of Jonathan Quimby, and the old shop: 
 

“Under a spreading chestnut tree 
The village smithy stands; 

The smith a mighty man is he 
With large and sinewy hands; 

And the muscles of his brawning arms 
Are strong as iron bands.”7 

 
It is not known why the elder Quimby chose to leave the western edge of New Hampshire, not 
far from Dartmouth College, for the town of Belfast on the seacoast of Maine, but it was a 
growing community. Its population increased from about 900 to 1259 just five years later. 
Speaking of the next three years, Crosby wrote: “[The three years] were years of prosperity. 
During those years there had been a large influx of population and of the right class; men who 
did not come to spy out the leanness of the land nor squeeze out if it fatness, but to lay the 
foundation of homes for a lifetime. Their energy, enterprise and industry contributed largely to 
building up the place, developing its resources, and carrying it through the dark period in its 
history upon which it was now to enter [due to a Congressional embargo that adversely affected 
all shipping interests, followed by the effects of the War of 1812].”8  
 
In these early American communities life was difficult, and Quimby was not the only blacksmith 
in town. P. P. Quimby’s son later wrote of the family’s “scanty means,” and that forced Quimby 
to grow up early. His educational opportunities were limited, as will be discussed below. An 
unexpected brief, stray look at Quimby’s early life is seen in a notice in the Hallowell, Maine, 
newspaper, American Advocate (May 4 and 11, 1822), in which the reader was offered a reward 
of one cent for the return of a “runaway” who was “an indented apprentice named PHINEAS 
PARKHURST QUIMBY aged 20 years.” 
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Our next look at Quimby is five years later when he married Susanna9 (also alternately 
Susannah) Burnham Haraden on December 23, 1827, just a few months after his mother’s death 
and less than a month after his father’s death.  Susanna was six years younger than her husband, 
and they would have in time four children: John, William, Susan (but known by her middle 
name, Augusta), and George.10 
 
Many years later, in March, 1888, Quimby’s son, George, published a biographical sketch in 
New England Magazine, where he included the following on these early years: 
 

Owing to his father's scanty means, and to the meagre chances for schooling, his 
opportunity for acquiring an education was limited. During his boyhood he attended the 
town school a part of the time, and acquired a brief knowledge of the rudimentary 
branches; but his chief education was gained in after life, from reading and observation. 
He always regretted his want of education, which was his misfortune, rather than any 
fault of his. 
 
When he became old enough to go to work, he learned the trade of watch and clock 
making, and for many years after engaged in that pursuit. Later, before photography was 
known, he for several years made a business of taking a style of portrait picture known as 
daguerreotype. He had a very inventive mind, and was always interested in mechanics, 
philosophy, and scientific subjects. During his middle life, he invented several devices on 
which he obtained letters patent. He was very argumentative, and always wanted proof of 
anything, rather than an accepted opinion. Anything which could be demonstrated he was 
ready to accept; but he would combat what could not be proved with all his energy, rather 
than admit it as a truth.11  

 
George Quimby’s comment on his father’s “reading and observation” is backed up in family 
lore. When George died in 1915, his obituary said that he “inherited his father’s taste of reading, 
his enquiring mind and ready and natural wit. . . .”12 
 
Also his remark about his father having obtained patents is confirmed by the several patents for 
mechanical devices that were awarded his father; three of them are now preserved at Boston 
University.13 One is seen, for example, in the following article in the Washington, D.C., 
newspaper, National Daily Intelligencer, Tuesday, August 20, 1833: 
 

Chain Saw.—P.P. Quimby, of Belfast, (Me.) has invented a saw for cutting lumber, &c. 
which is believed to be an important improvement. The power may be supplied by horse, 
steam, or water. The Belfast Journal says— 
It is put together much like a watch chain. The teeth are separate, and new ones are added 
as easily as teeth can be set in the common saw. It runs over two cylinders with grooves, 
and saves more than one half of the time and labor of the straight saw, as it is constantly 
operating, and it moves like the circular saw. It saws back and forth, and thus saves all 
the time occasioned by the necessity of carrying back the carriage of the common saw. It 
unites most completely all the advantages of both the straight and circular saw, and 
promises to make a rapid and complete revolution in the whole business of sawing wood, 
marble, &c. We have seen the model, or rather the miniature, in successful operation, 
doing its office with surprising precision and beauty. A patent, we hear, has been secured, 
and  a saw on a large scale will shortly be put into action. It has attracted much attention 
from many curious and practical observers of its principle and work, and will reward the 
trouble any one may take to call and examine it. 
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The article to which the National Daily Intelligencer referred appeared in the Republican 
Journal on August 3, 1833.14  
 
Williamson, in his history of Belfast, Maine,15 recorded that the first watch and clockmaker in 
Belfast was Abel (Abiel) B. Eastman, who died November 13, 1822, and was succeeded by 
William Quimby (to whom he had been apprenticed perhaps as early as 1806, when Eastman 
moved to Belfast), the older brother of Phineas. According to a history of William as a 
clockmaker on the website, Ancestry.com,16 William worked from 1822 – 1830 as a 
“silversmith, watchmaker, and jeweler in Belfast. . . .”17 The site largely drew upon an important 
and little-known source for history of the early Quimby years, Henry N. Flynt and Martha Gandy 
Fales, The Heritage Foundation Collection of Silver With Biographical Sketches of New England 
Silversmiths, 1625-1825.18 According to Flynt-Gales, William was recorded in town deeds dated 
April 23, 1824, as a silversmith, and later as a goldsmith, in 1828 and 1830. In the Hancock 
Gazette, March 22, 1826, he advertised himself as a clockmaker in addition to being a seller of 
silver spoons and tongs. Again according to Flynt-Gales, William’s shop was at the corner of 
Main and Beaver streets in Belfast. 
 
Was Phineas involved with his brother in those early years? The above website said that he 
worked from 1825-1843 as a “silversmith and watchmaker.” Oddly the same website said that 
William was “master” to Phineas in his business starting in 1815, but a connected page giving a 
history of Phineas said that he was apprenticed to William starting in 1820. Both statements 
would seem to go against its declaration that he started in that business in 1825. The confusion 
perhaps comes from the general statement made by George Quimby above: “When he  [Quimby] 
became old enough to go to work, he learned the trade of watch and clock making, and for many 
years after engaged in that pursuit.” Regarding the claim that the younger Quimby was 
apprenticed to his older brother starting in 1820, recall above the reward in 1822 for his return as 
an indented apprentice to a Hallowell resident named Dole. It seems clear that they did work 
together as clock makers, but exactly when is not clear. In 2015 a clock repairer posted a 
question on the website of the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors asking for 
information on a banjo clock with the following partially readable label: 
 

MANUFACTURED 
 

BY 
 

W. & P[missing]UIMBY 
 
Based on the spacing, it would appear that the last line read originally, “W. & P. P. Quimby.” 
Someone of unknown reliability wrote on the label “BELFAST | MAINE | 1821.”19 
 
Whether or not Phineas was working with his brother in 1826, see this notice in the Belfast 
Gazette (October 4, 1826): 
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Wanted, 
Two Lads, of about 14 years of age, as apprentices to the Clock Making 
Business.—Good encouragement will be given. 
 
                                                   WILLIAM QUIMBY 
 
Belfast, Oct. 4, 1826 

 
Was Phineas working with his brother, who still wanted to expand or give some other young 
“Lads” a start in the business or was Phineas not with him and needed help? Regardless of the 
exact date when Phineas started, it does certainly appear at least that Phineas got his start in the 
business of making and repairing watches and clocks from William. 
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That they worked together is further supported by an original notebook in the author’s collection 
from 1830, seen above. As we see, the notebook is a “copy of tax assessed in Belfast AD 1830 to 
be expended in labor and materials on the highways.” Two taxes were assessed, a poll tax and a 
tax on “Estate & other income.” Quimby and all four of his brothers were duly noted as having 
paid their tax, but what is especially noteworthy is that P.P. Quimby was listed twice, once as an 
individual who paid both taxes, and once in collaboration with his brother, William (who also 
paid both taxes as an individual)—they were listed as “Wm & P.P. Quimby.” This seems to 
reference their partnership, which as a business did not have to pay the poll tax. Nonetheless, I 
have found no evidence in the Belfast newspapers that supports that they publicly declared that 
partnership. William ran many advertisements in the local Belfast papers from 1826-1830, and 
none that I have seen mentioned Phineas. 
 
Despite the above tax statement that linked the two Quimbys together, in the second half of 
1830, William decided he was done with his business. He advertised this in the Belfast Maine 
Farmer and Political Register, September 8, 183020: 
 

I 
Am about closing my business in this town—and wish all who are Indebted to me, 
to Call and Settle without a more particular Invitation. If they do not—they shall 
have one. 
                                                    WILLIAM QUIMBY. 
September 8, 1830.  

 
Note that Phineas was not mentioned in any way, including any reference to him as a successor.  
 
Soon after this William teamed up with a Samuel Jackson, Jr., to form a new partnership, duly 
noted in the Republican Journal, November 24, 1830. The new venture was a store for goods 
and groceries. In the December 15 issue they were advertising for 1000 cords of wood, and in the 
September 22, 1831, issue of the Journal they were seeking 100,000 to 200,000 feet of pine 
boards. (Flynt-Gales, p. 307, said that the Quimby-Jackson partnership dissolved in April 1831, 
but given this advertisement in September, 1831, using the combined name, that does not appear 
to be the case. A notice of the dissolving of the partnership appeared in the Maine Working 
Men’s Advocate, May 3, 1832, dated April 25 of that year.) 
 
1830 proved to be an eventful year for the Quimby family. William decided to close his business 
(and presumably Phineas decided to go into the same business the following year) and start a 
new one. Daniel and Jonathan announced early in the year that they were dissolving their 
partnership, as announced in the local press—and then Daniel later died, on September 23 
(“suddenly in a fit” his obituary said in the Republican Journal, September 29). The youngest 
brother, Robert, ran this advertisment, in the Republican Journal, February 17, 1830:  
 

BLACKSMYTH BUSINESS. 
_____ 

 
THE subscriber having established himself in the line of his profession at 
the New Blacksmith shop, situated on Range street, south of the Eagle 
Hotel, offers his services in all kinds of  
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Smith Work. 
 
He has stocked his shop, wita[sic] suitable materials, for the accomodation 
of the public and solicits their custom, and by faithful diligence and 
constant attention, hopes to merit their patronage. 
 

ROBERT W. QUIMBY. 
 
Feb. 

 
A shorter version, February 24, 1830, appeared in the Maine Farmer and Political Register: 
 

BLACKSMITHING. 
 
The subscriber having established himself in the line of his profession, at 
the new shop in Range Street, south of the Eagle Hotel—offers his services 
in all kinds of Blacksmith Work. He has stocked his shop with suitable 
materials for the accomodation of the public, and solicits their custom—
and by faithfulness, dilligence[sic], and constant attention, hopes to merit 
their patronage. 
                                                                  ROBERT W. QUIMBY. 

 
By 1831, Timothy Chase was an established seller in Belfast of clocks, watches, and jewelry. He 
published many advertisements luring the Belfast residents to his latest purchases brought back 
from Boston. Such an advertisement appeared in the Republican Journal, September 15, 1831, 
but Chase would soon have a competitor. The earliest record I have found of Phineas 
Quimby’s own work as a jeweler and seller of clocks and watches is this advertisement in 
the Republican Journal of October 27, 183121: 
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As recorded by Flynt-Gales, Quimby ran this advertisement for an apprentice in the November 3, 
1831, Maine Working Mens’ Advocate, another Belfast newspaper: 
 

 
 
Quimby, as a young businessman, was short on capital and had to make a request of his clients to 
pay quickly to give him the cash to buy stock during his upcoming trip to Boston. This appeared 
in the Maine Working Mans’ Advocate, May 17, 1832: 
 

 
 
The Republican Journal ran an advertisement on June 14, 1832, in which the reader is alerted to 
the fact that Quimby, located on Phoenix Row, had just returned from his Boston trip “with a 
general assortment of Clocks, Timepieces, WATCHES AND JEWELRY; together with a variety 
of MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS: . . .”   
 
Quimby’s business must have been fairly good because he ran an advertisement, dated July 9, 
1833, in the Republican Journal, that sought an apprentice for his clock and watch making 
business. He sought a “boy from the country, who is steady, industrious, ingenious and active, 
from 16 to 18 years old. . . .” (Quimby evidently did not get the “first rate Journeyman” that he 
sought two years earlier.) Quimby, along with probably most other small businesses at this time, 
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had problems with poor-paying customers, as is seen in the following notices that he was forced 
to run in the Republican Journal22: 
 

June 19, 1833: 
 

P. P. Quimby 
 
HAS for sale a rich assortment of JEWELRY, GOLD BEADS, SILVER 
SPOONS, WATCHES, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, and most other 
articles in the line of his profession. 
 
     Watches, Clocks and Timepieces, cleaned and repaired in a cheap—
yet faithful manner. 
 
     N.B.— He requests all who are indebted him, whose term of credit 
has expired, to call and settle—to call and P-A-Y. 
              20                                                    June. 

 
A similar notice appeared in the June 26, 1833, Maine Working Man’s Advocate: 
 

 
 

October 31, 1833: 
 
 

FLOOK SHARP!! 
 
I SHALL leave all the demands due me with a Lawyer for collection, on 
the 20th of Nov., next, at 10 o’clock A.M. 
 
Oct. 28.                                                            P. P. Quimby23 
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May 8, 1834: 
 

NOTICE. 
  

THE subscriber has left his notes and accounts with W. G. Crosby for 
collection. All persons failing to make payment on or before the first day 
of June next will be sued. 
 
                                                                          P. P. QUIMBY 
Belfast May 5th, 1834.24 

 
For reason apparently due to ill health,25 Quimby decided to sell his jewelry business soon 
thereafter. One F. C. Raymond ran a notice in the Republican Journal, May 22, 1834, saying he 
“Would inform his friends and the Public generally, that he has purchased the stand formerly 
occuplied by P. P. Quimby, opposite to the fire proof, next door to S. Locks tailors shop, where 
he intends carrying on the business of a Clock, Watch Maker and JEWELLER. . . .” The 
advertisement is dated the same day as it first ran (May 22), which is one day later than a 
competing advertisement by a John Hayden, announcing his new jewelry shop in Belfast. Thus, 
perhaps Quimby picked a good time to sell out.  
 
Quimby did not exist outside of the political world. The Maine Working Men’s Advocate on 
April 19, 1832, reported on meeting of the “National Republican Young Men of the County of 
Waldo.”  Quimby was reported as being one of five local men assigned to a committee to prepare 
the resolutions for the upcoming national meeting in Washington, D.C. Two years later, on July 
31, 1834, the same paper reported: “The Whigs of Belfast held a meeting at the Ct. House on 
Thursday evening last” and included in the names of attendees were both P. P. Quimby and J. T. 
Quimby. 
 
It is known that Quimby was also a blacksmith, and it may be significant that his younger 
brother, Robert, ran an advertisement in the Republican Journal, July 2, 1835, seeking a “stout 
healthy boy, as an apprentice to the Blacksmith business, from 16 to 17 years or age—one from 
the county would be preferred. N. B. All branches of the business will be taught.” Robert was 
evidently unsuccessful, for in the Republican Journal of November 12, 1835, he announced that 
he had sold his smithing business to one R. M. Monroe. Nonetheless, as will be seen below, P. P. 
Quimby maintained some level of support as a blacksmith. 
 
The venture of F. C. Raymond does not appear to have been successful, for Quimby ran this 
advertisement in the Belfast Intelligencer of November 17, 1836: 
 

FA Word to Old Friends. 
  

P. P. QUIMBY 
 
Would respectfully give notice to his old friends and customers and the 
public generally, that he has opened a shop over the store of J. Haraden 
& Son, where he will be found at all times ready to attend to repairing 
WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY, &c. He assures those who may 
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favor him with their patronage, that all work entrusted to his care shall be 
done in a faithful and workmanlike manner.  
FOLD FRIENDS will please recollect the number. 
                                                                    Belfast, Nov. 17, 1836. 3m 

 
A comparable advertisement appeared in the Republican Journal as well. 
 
Competition was still tough in Belfast in the jewelry business because not only was John Hayden 
still advertising, but a new jeweler, John Dorr, was offering to clean and repair watches and 
clocks at 25% less than had previously been charged in Belfast. (Dorr proved to be an energetic 
businessman, as he soon was also advertising hats, caps, gloves, and even another business 
selling books, quills, papers, and the like.) 
 
As a clockmaker, Phineas Quimby was later recognized by the Town of Belfast, when it hired 
him and his competitor in town, Timothy Chase—who was about eight years older than Quimby 
but was still listed as a “jeweler” as late as the 1870 census of Belfast, Maine—to manufacture 
the official Belfast town clock in 1836.26 The clock was completed in due course and put into 
operation on October 3, 1836, and it worked continually until the clock mechanism was replaced 
in 2013.27 
  
 
 

 
 

A Night-time View of the Quimby-Chase Clock 
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A report more than a half-century later of Quimby recounted this from 1836: 
 

The Belfast Journal says: There are two souvenir spoons in this city which date back more 
than half a century and are of special interest. In 1836, the national government found 
itself with a surplus of public money in the treasury, and it was decided to apportion it 
among the different States. Maine applied for and received her share, and Belfast voted to 
distribute her share per capita. . . . Under this arrangement each person received [$]83.33. 
Mr. P. P. Quimby then in the jewelry business here, made from the coin received table 
spoons for his three children. One of these spoons became worn and is supposed to have 
been melted down and made over, but the other two are now in the possession of Mrs. J. 
W. Frederick and Mr. John H. Quimby, of this city. Mr. W. H. Quimby, on learning the 
history of the spoons, recently took them to Portland and had them suitably engraved. The 
inscription on Mr. Quimby’s reads: “Property of John H. Quimby, Belfast, Me. Made from 
coin paid him by the United States under act of Congress, 1836, dividing the surplus 
revenue.” Mrs. Frederick’s spoon bears like inscription. The spoons are somewhat worn 
on the end from use, but otherwise are in good condition.28 

 
1836 was also the year Quimby signed on to the reorganization of the Universalist Society (i.e., 
Universalist Church). Two other signatories on July 27 were Henry Burkmar, the older brother of 
Quimby’s later assistant Lucius, and Reverend Frederic Hodsdon,29 who would later write a 
public testimonial about Quimby’s healing ability. Hodsdon was also reportedly the brother-in-
law of early animal magnetism pioneer John Bovee Dods. An example of Hodsdon’s own liberal 
Universalist thought—so different from the religious upbringing of Eddy and yet so similar in 
some respects to what Eddy argued later about a perfect God and the perfect man—is found in an 
1845 book, Fifteen Sermons Together With as Many Prayers from Fifteen Universalist 
Clergymen, of Maine: 
 

No Christian denies that God is a Being of perfect character—infinite in wisdom, in 
goodness and power. Now the exercise of these attributes in the government of the world, 
must produce perfection. They must institute, and carry out, a system perfect in all its 
parts. God must impress his image upon his universe; he must work like himself and 
establish the perfection of his character upon the universe he has created and governs 
with absolute control. As certain as there is a God of infinite wisdom and goodness, who 
determines the final estates of his creatures, there can be no one thing which will not 
harmonize with the dictates of wisdom and goodness. 
 
To say that endless evil will result to the intelligent creation, who are made in the image 
of God to be immortal, is to deny the perfection of God. It is to say that he is wanting in 
wisdom, or goodness, or power.— It is virtually denying the existence of a God of 
infinite perfection, for it is a proposition, never to be controverted, that a being who has a 
will, will carry out that will,  if he is possessed of sufficient power to do it If 
imperfection, or evil, result from the arrangements of the present existence, which shall 
forever prove to be imperfection and evil, then there can be no God of perfection who 
governs the world. 
 
Such is the impious conclusion that is involved in every system which teaches that 
intelligent beings will suffer forever, in the world to come, in consequence of having 
passed through this world, where they are subjected to vanity. No matter whether that 
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suffering consist in absolute and unutterable torment, in a prison of despair, called hell, 
among the demons and infuriated spirits, or in the faintest lingerings of regret, in heaven, 
among angels and the glorified hosts! If there is something wanting to complete the 
perfection of their being, if some evil shall need to be removed, and it place be supplied 
with good, it argues a want of perfection in the Divine character. Let us be careful that we 
do not adopt a theory so impious.30 

 
The world was changing. In this same year, 1836, Ralph Waldo Emerson issued a small but 
highly influential book, Nature, the kind of book that could help start an entire movement in 
thought. In it he wrote of an external power that could bring about miracles and self-healing, and 
said that,  
 

there are not wanting gleams of a better light,—occasional examples of the action of man 
upon nature with his entire force,—with reason as well as understanding. Such examples 
are, the traditions of miracles in the earliest antiquity of all nations; the history of Jesus 
Christ; the achievements of a principle, as in religious and political revolutions, and in the 
abolition of the slave-trade; the miracles of enthusiasm, as those reported of Swedenborg, 
Hohenlohe, and the Shakers; many obscure and yet contested facts, now arranged under 
the name of Animal Magnetism; prayer; eloquence; self-healing; and the wisdom of 
children. These are examples of Reason's momentary grasp of the sceptre; the exertions 
of a power which exists not in time or space, but an instantaneous in-streaming causing 
power. The difference between the actual and the ideal force of man is happily figured by 
the schoolmen, in saying, that the knowledge of man is an evening knowledge, vespertina 
cognitio, but that of God is a morning knowledge, matutina cognitio. 

 
Two years later, in his famous address to the Harvard Divinity School graduating class, he 
decried the failure of “historical Christianity” in the way it had, in his view, corrupted religion 
and the “noxious exaggeration about the person of Jesus”: 
 

In this point of view we become sensible of the first defect of historical Christianity. 
Historical Christianity has fallen into the error that corrupts all attempts to communicate 
religion. As it appears to us, and as it has appeared for ages, it is not the doctrine of the 
soul, but an exaggeration of the personal, the positive, the ritual. It has dwelt, it dwells, 
with noxious exaggeration about the person of Jesus. The soul knows no persons. It 
invites every man to expand to the full circle of the universe, and will have no 
preferences but those of spontaneous love. But by this eastern monarchy of a Christianity, 
which indolence and fear have built, the friend of man is made the injurer of man. The 
manner in which his name is surrounded with expressions which were once sallies of 
admiration and love, but are now petrified into official titles, kills all generous sympathy 
and liking. All who hear me, feel that the language that describes Christ to Europe and 
America is not the style of friendship and enthusiasm to a good and noble heart, but is 
appropriated and formal,—paints a demigod, as the Orientals or the Greeks would 
describe Osiris or Apollo. Accept the injurious impositions of our early catechetical 
instruction, and even honesty and self-denial were but splendid sins, if they did not wear 
the Christian name. 

 
To what extent Quimby or Eddy knew specifically of Emerson—and the Transcendentalist 
movement he and a few others were helping to create—we cannot say at this late date. But the 
Zeitgeist, the general knowledge in society that at least somewhere people were thinking 
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different thoughts, and that the old traditional ways of thinking about religion and health and 
healing were giving way to alternative thoughts and means, these likely made their way to both 
of them in the coastal towns of Maine and the hills of New Hampshire. In later years both 
Quimby and Eddy were presumed by observers and pundits to have been influenced by specific 
individuals who came before them. Such alleged influences were sometimes overstated, if not at 
times completely made up, but both of them dealt with the world of thought, and as such were 
likely at least to have considered the varying arguments, fads, opinions, and movements that 
came their way.31 
 
 

Much of the information we have on Quimby’s early years comes from his untitled manuscript 
later called “Lecture Notes” (more on that document later), but the account by Quimby in his 
writings of the earliest point in his life came rather from an article that he wrote in January, 1863, 
entitled “My Conversion” Here Quimby gives his account of how he first began to believe that 
there was a mental component to healing: 
 

Some thirty years ago [i.e., ca. 1833] I was very sick & was considered fast wasting away 
with consumption. At that time I became so low that it was with difficulty that I could 
walk about. I was all the while under the allopathy practice & I had taken so much 
calomel that my system was said to be poisoned and I lost many of my teeth from that 
effect. My sym[p]toms were those of any consumptive & I had been told that my liver 
was affected & my kidneys were diseased & that my lungs were nearly consumed. I 
believed all this, from the fact that I had all the Symptoms & could not resist the opinion 
of the physician while having the proof with me. In this state I was compelled to abandon 
my business & losing all hope I gave up to die, not that I thought the medical faculty had 
no wisdom but that my case was one that could not be cured. Having an acquaintance 
who cured himself by riding horse back, I thought I would try riding in a carriage as I 
was too weak to ride horseback. My horse was contrary and once when about two miles 
from home, he stopped at the foot of a long hill & would not start except as I went by his 
side. So I was obliged to run nearly the whole distance. Having reached the top of the hill 
I got into the carriage & as I was very much exhausted, I concluded to sit there the 
balance of the day if the horse did not start. Like all sickly & nervous people I could not 
remain easy in that place & seeing a man plowing, I waited till he had plowed around a 
three-acre lot & got within sound of my voice when I asked him to start my horse. He did 
so & at the time I was so weak I could scarcely lift my whip, but excitement took 
possession of my senses & I drove the horse as fast as I could go, up hill & down till I 
reached home & when I got into the stable, I felt as strong as I ever did.  
 
From that time I continued to improve, not knowing however, that the excitement was the 
cause, but thinking it was something else. 
 

This was, in Quimby’s later recollection, a turning point in his life, where not only was he helped 
by the physical exercise and excitement of the moment, but the mode of his improvement led 
him to suspect that physical cure could come from something completely unrelated to allopathic 
or similar medicine. Quimby’s recollection continued, probably for the time period about 1843: 

 
When I commenced to mesmerise, I was not well according to medical science but in my 
researches I found a remedy for my disease. . . . Now for my particular experience. I had 
pains in the back which the doctors said were caused by my kidneys which were partially 
consumed. I also was told that I had ulcers on my lungs. Under this belief I was miserable 
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enough to be of no account in the world. This was the state I was in when I commenced 
to mesmerise. On one occasion, when I had my subject asleep, he described the pains I 
felt in my back (I had never dared to ask him to examine me, for I felt sure that my 
kidneys were nearly gone) & he placed his hand on the spot where I felt the pain. He then 
told me that my kidneys were in a very bad state, that one was half-consumed & a piece 
three inches long had separated from it & was only connected by a slender thread. This 
was what I believed to be true, for it agreed with what the doctors had told me & with 
what I had suffered, for I had not been free from pain for years. My common sense told 
me that no medicine would ever cure this trouble & therefore I must suffer till death 
relieved me, but I asked him[?] if there was any remedy & he replied, ‘Yes, I ‘[sic]can 
put the piece on so it will grow & you will get well.’ At this I was completely astonished 
& knew not what to think. He immediately placed his hands upon me & said he united 
the pieces so they would grow. The next day he said they had grown together & from that 
day I never have experienced the least pain from them. Now what is the secret of the 
cure? I had not the least doubt but that I was as he had described & if he had said as I 
expected that he would that nothing could be done, I should have died in a year or so. But 
when he said he could cure me in the way he proposed, I began to think & I discovered 
that I had been deceived into a belief that made me sick. The absurdity of his remedies 
made me doubt the fact that my kidneys were affected, for he said in two days they were 
as well as ever. If he saw the first condition he also saw the last for in both cases he said 
he could see. I concluded that in the first instance that he read my thoughts & when he 
said he could cure me, he drew on his own mind & his ideas were so absurd that the 
disease vanished by the absurdity of the cure. This was the first stumbling block I found 
in the medical Science. I soon ventured to let him examine me further & in every case he 
would describe my feelings but would vary about the amount of disease & his 
explanation & remedies always convinced me that I had no such disease and that my 
troubles were of my own make.  
 

Quimby continued with an account of his working with young Lucius E. Burkmar, his subject 
and assistant,32 at the invitation of a local physician, and the effect that a discovery had on him. 
He became convinced that it was the human mind that was the cause of the disease and was 
thereby also the means to its cure. 
 

At this time I frequently visited the sick with Lucius, by invitation of the attending 
physician, and the boy examined the patient & told facts that would astonish every body 
& yet every one of them was believed. For instance, he told a person affected as I had 
been only worse, that his lungs looked like a honey comb & his liver was covered with 
ulcers, he then prescribed some simple herb tea. The patient recovered & the doctor 
believed the medicine cured him. But I believed that the doctor made the disease & his 
faith in the boy made a change in the mind & the cure followed. Instead of gaining 
confidence in the doctors I was forced to the conclusion that their science was a humbug. 
33 

 
Albert Amao would make this a red letter day for Quimby, when Quimby realized that it was all 
just the human mind that was causing disease. Actually Quimby’s theories were much more 
complicated than that, but Amao brings up a good point. This later account by Quimby, which 
looked back to a time when evidently Quimby’s work with Burkmar was fairly new (i.e., ca. 
1843), said he learned that disease was mental then. That is an important deduction, because 
conventional wisdom places that Quimby realization about 1847, which realization led Quimby 
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to dismiss Burkmar.34 It could be hypothesized that Quimby waited until 1847 to have Burkmar 
diagnose him, but that does not seem to fit what Quimby wrote above, which appeared to date 
this account back to when Quimby “commenced to mesmerise.” (This subject will be discussed 
again later.) 
 
In 1863, Quimby recalled35 how he first became interested in mesmerism as well as his first 
effort at experiments in mesmerism (with the help of a friend “B” (Burkmar?)), which in those 
early days he still attributed to electricity: 
 

By accident I became interested in what was then called mesmerism not thinking of ever 
applying it to any useful discovery or benefit to man, but merely as a gratification for of 
my own curiosity. In this way I went into the investigation of the subject. Being a sceptic 
I would not believe anything that my subject would do if there was any chance for 
deception. So all my experiments were carried on mentally: this gave me a chance to 
discover how far Mesmer was entitled to any discovery over those who had followed 
him. I found that the phenomenon could be produced, this was a truth, but the whys & 
wherefores were a mystery. This is the length of mesmerism, it is all a mystery, like 
spiritualism. Each has its believers but the causes are in the dark. Believing in the 
phenomenon I wanted to discover the causes & find if there was any good to come out of 
it. At last I found that these phenomena of themselves contained no wisdom, for they 
were like any other phenomenon to be accounted for by a higher power than was in the 
phenomenon. This led me to investigate the subject, so in my investigation I found that 
my ignorance could produce phenomena in my subject that my wisdom could not correct. 
At last I found that my own thoughts affected the subject & not only my thoughts but my 
belief. I found that my thoughts were one thing & my belief another. If I really believed 
any thing the effect would follow whether I was thinking of it or not. For instance, I 
believed at the outset that mesmerism was governed by the laws of electricity. This was a 
belief. So whenever I attempted any experiment, the experiment was always in 
accordance with my belief, whether I was thinking or not the whole would follow. I 
believed that silk would attract the subject. This was a belief in common with mankind. 
So if a person having any silk about him, for instance a lady with a silk apron, was 
present the subject[']s hand would be affected by it & the hand would move towards the 
lady even if she were behind him. . . . 
 
So my object was to discover what a belief was made of & what thought was. This I 
found out by thinking of something my subject could describe so that I knew he must see 
or get the information from me in some way. At last I found out that mind was something 
that could be changed, so as I believed that nothing could produce no one thing I came to 
the conclusion that mind was something so I called it matter for I found it could be 
condensed into a solid & receive a name of a solid called tumor & by the same power 
under a different direction it might be dissolved & disappear. This showed me that man 
was governed by two powers or directions, one by a belief, the other by a science. . . . 
 

Quimby recounted his first experiment in mesmerism: 
 

I will now introduce myself as a mesmeriser with all the superstitions of a powerful 
operator for I had the name of being a very strong mesmeriser. I will give my first 
experiment. The first trial was with another gentleman or a young man. We all sat down 
& took hold of each other[’]s hands. Then the gentleman & myself placed our minds on 
the subject willing him to sleep. So we sat puffing & willing him & forcing the electricity 
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out of us into the subject till we had filled him full according to our belief. Sometimes he 
would be so full that we would have to make passes to throw it off: at last he came into 
the right state, then as we had him between us, I wanted to know which had the most 
power over him, so we sat him in the chair, the gentleman stood in front of him & I 
behind him. I willed my friend B & he tried to draw him out of the chair, but he could not 
start him, then we reversed positions & I went in front & I drew him out of the chair. This 
went to show that I had the most power or will. This ended the first experiment. I then put 
him into a mesmeric state in less than five minutes. Now as I was a new hand at the 
business, it became necessary to know how to proceed. So after getting all the 
information I could obtain, I commenced to try experiments, but I am now satisfied if I 
never had heard of a mesmeric book nor had any ideas I should never have had half the 
phenomena I had, for I believed all I read & proved it by my experiments. 

  
The last sentences give a peek at Quimby, the student of mesmerism. 
 
In an introductory article designed for Quimby’s later proposed book, called “To the reader,” he 
covered much of his early life looking back from 1863. He told of his early views of religion and 
philosophy, well illustrating his inquisitive mind as well as his clock making background: 
 

My object has been ever since I commenced investigation to see if it was possible to find 
out how far the wisest philosophies had penetrated the dark recesses of this unknown 
science [i.e., the search for the hidden mysteries of the mind]. One of my first objects was 
to ascertain what mind is for if the mind dies with the body then all the fuss & trouble of 
living & using our minds to be of importance hereafter would be of no value. So I made it 
my first object of inquiry. Of course I took for my basis the old scriptures & found that 
the mind was ourselves and at death there was an end of man. Then I found a soul spoken 
of, but when I looked for that I could not find that any person had ever seen it or heard it. 
So I went back to the heathen philosophers. I found they were in the same dilemma in 
regard to the soul as they were to the mind and both according to their own philosophy 
ended at death, for death was admitted by both Christians and pagans to the soul & body, 
for how often do you hear this passage quoted by professors of religion, Fear not those 
that can kill the body &c. but rather fear those that can destroy both soul & body in hell. 
Now[?] then if the soul can be destroyed I came to the conclusion that Paul did. If there 
was not anything based on a more solid foundation than the opinions of certain men that I 
for one would not believe any thing. So at one sweep I discarded the Bible and all sorts of 
religion as the invention of man & came to the conclusion that man like a clock was 
made to run about so long more or less & then run down. As I never could find any thing 
of man independent of the machine I of course like the rest of mankind by my belief took 
it for granted that when the machine ran down it had finished its work and must be laid 
away. Yet, there was a sort of nervous restlessness in my mind that if there ever was a 
first cause why should he not have some one to keep these machines running. I knew that 
I could make a clock & if I sold it to another, I put him in possession of wisdom enough 
to keep it wound up even if he could not repair it when it got out of order.36 

 
QUIMBY: BELFAST CORONER  AND WALDO COUNTY “GAOL” KEEPER  

 
While much has been said over the years of Quimby’s early efforts in mesmerism possibly in the 
late 1830s and certainly in the early 1840s, nothing has been said of Quimby’s side jobs of note. 
In 1838 he was appointed by the governor of Maine to be the Belfast coroner (Belfast Waldo 
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Patriot, March 23, 1838) as well the jail keeper in Waldo County, Maine. Preserved in the Maine 
State Archives is an official state document in which the governor approved the payment of 
$10.80 in fees to Quimby for his having kept nine prisoners in the jail while on their way to the 
state prison. The time period given ranged from June 25, 1838, to at least October 25, 1838. 
Quimby signed the document on April 17, 1839, and his submission for fees was approved soon 
on May 1. 
 

EARLY ANIMAL MAGNETISM | MESMERISM 
 
To speak of Quimby and his assistant Lucius Burkmar above is to perhaps get ahead of 
ourselves. First we need to explore how Quimby became interested in mesmerism and when. 
George Quimby in his 1888 article wrote: 
 

With a mind of this combination, it is not strange that, when a gentleman visited Belfast, 
about the year 1838, and gave lectures and experiments in mesmerism, Mr. Quimby 
should feel deeply interested in the subject. Here was a new, to him at least, phenomenon; 
and he at once began to investigate the subject; and on every occasion when he could find 
a person who would allow him to try, he would endeavor to put him into a mesmeric 
sleep. He met with many failures, but occasionally would find a person whom he could 
influence. 
 
At that time Mr. Quimby was of medium height, small in stature, his weight being about 
one hundred and twenty-five pounds; quick motioned and nervous, with piercing black 
eyes,37 black hair and whiskers; a well-shaped, well-balanced head; high, broad forehead, 
and a rather prominent nose, and a mouth indicating strength and firmness of will; 
persistent in what he undertook, and not easily defeated or discouraged. 

 
It is recorded separately in the Quimby Lecture Notes that he went to lectures in Maine given by 
two foreign practitioners of animal magnetism, the Frenchman, Charles Poyen, and an 
Englishman, Dr. Robert Hanham Collyer. As mentioned earlier, the former visited Bangor, 
Maine, in August, 1836, and it appears that Quimby saw him then; no visits to Belfast by Poyen 
in 1836 or any visits by him to anywhere in the state of Maine in 1838 are recorded.38 The Waldo 
Signal, December 7, 1838, recorded this visit of Poyen to a town in Massachusetts: 
 

Dr. Poyen has recently lectured on Animal Magnetism in 
Ware Village, where he seems to have produced 
considerable sensation on the subject, and to have made 
many converts. 

 
The account continued on how a local girl had a molar removed with some effort by the doctor 
but with no sign of pain in the girl after being put into magnetic sleep by Poyen. The account 
continued about how Poyen exhibited with a female somnambulist, who accompanied him “for 
the purpose of illustrating his lectures and examining diseased persons.” The somnambulist 
“during her magnetic sleep, examined in this village upwards of thirty sick persons of both sexes, 
in less than two weeks, and in every case has invariably located the disease, traced it to its true 
cause, and accurately described the symptoms.” Note how the somnambulist diagnosed not the 
seeming cause of the disease but rather the “true cause.” It is not clear how that might have 
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compared to Quimby’s later theory, but at least it was clear that in this period of animal 
magnetism exploration, sickness and disease to a somnambulist were not necessarily what 
they appeared to be to the average citizen. 
 
Collyer arrived in America in 1836, was initially interested in phrenology but became interested 
in mesmerism in 1839 and toured for about two years starting in the spring of 1841,39 giving 
lectures on phrenology and mesmerism.40 
 
One of Collyer’s traits was a preoccupation with getting what he felt was his due for his pioneer 
work in mesmerism.41 See this comment in his recollection that he published about 1843 in his 
book Light and Shadows of American Life after he had returned to England—which ignored any 
work by Poyen or others: 
 

On my return to New York I commenced my lectures upon the subject of Mesmerism, 
one which ever has, and ever will be dearest and nearest to my heart. . . .  I was the first 
man who ever brought the subject of Mesmerism before the American public. I was the 
first who explained  the phenomena of this great law of human economy.—I was the first 
one who ever gave the philosophy, or the rationale of Mesmerism. I was the first who 
ever performed satisfactorily experiments in clairvoyance, Phychology, and the first who 
ever applied it successfully in the examination of diseases.—To prove this I have now in 
my possession thousands of well attested cases, in every department of the science, which 
I am ready at any time to produce. I was the first also who ever discovered Phreno-
Mesmerism, or the exercise of the faculties of the mind by Mesmerism. . . .  I was the 
first one who ever awakened a real interest in Mesmerism in America. I do not say so in 
any vain boasting. I was the first who ever made discoveries in the higher classes of 
experiments, and the first to sow the seeds effectually in the land, and several of the 
papers have done me the honor to call me the “father of Mesmerism.”42 

 
Collyer wrote clearly in his book of the skeptics that he and others in the animal magnetism 
world had to face, even though he was a much recognized person on the street: 
 

[Collyer told of his lecture at Peale’s Museum in New York:] In the course of my lectures 
at the Museum, I had to contend against an army of skeptics, among whom were many 
medical men, and certain cliques of literary and scientific quacks who warred against 
what little reason they had left, and stood ready to oppose every new thing without any 
distinction. . . .  [Collyer traveled to Boston, where he heard on the street:] I heard the 
suppressed whispering around “that’s him,” “what’s his name?” “Why, Doctor Collyer, 
the great magnetizer from New York,” “Sho! You don’t say that’s Dr. Collyer,?—. . . .” 
and I frequently heard while walking through the streets, some one say to another, “there 
goes Dr. Collyer, the great Magnetiser.”43 

 
While Collyer did not view his work as that of a healer, he did recognize that animal magnetism 
had certain healing potential for “mental diseases,” as he explained how he cured a man of 
potential alcoholism: “. . . I obliterated the tendency of mind toward strong liquors. Ever since 
the man has remained temperate. The application of Mesmerism will be of incalculable value.”44 
He even noted that such healing efforts did not require the trance state: “Oftentimes no sensible 
effect is produced, the only indication being restoration of health. I repeat, it is not 
necessary to produce unconsciousness to effect a cure. The most remarkable and beneficial 
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applications of the agency, that I have witnessed, have been where the recipient’s brain 
could not be reduced to the congestive or unconscious state, and even where no different 
feeling could be discovered by the patient.”45 Collyer wrote the following—in 1841 in his 
prefatory one page addition to the American edition of Chauncy Hare Townsend’s important 
work, Facts in Mesmerism, or Animal Magnetism. With Reasons for a Dispassionate Inquiry into 
it—about his intention to explore the “remedial” aspects of mesmerism: “As it is my intention to 
carry out the remedial application of Magnetism, and as this work treats of its philosophical 
bearings, many through its instrumentality will be disposed to resort to this source when medical 
skills shall have been exhausted.”46  
 
That animal magnetism was seen by more than just Collyer as a curative agent and not just 
an experimental phenomenon, see this letter from Rubens Peale to his brother Rembrandt, 
April 1, 1844: “With regard to mesmerism, I am astonished at the wonderful cures I have 
made during three years past—but as to [whether] you ought to believe in it, I am surprised 
that any doubts exist. The time is not for off when it will be said where is the person who 
doubts its existence.”47  
 
To get a sense of what it was like to see how such lectures were adverstised, see the following 
text from a flyer in the author’s collection for a lecture by Robert H. Collyer: 
 
 

Mesmerism, 
OR 

ANIMAL MAGNETISM! 
At [blank space to add the location] 

at 7 1-2 o’clock, evening. 
DR. COLLYER, OF BOSTON, 

Has the honor of calling the attention of the Citizens of 
[blank space to add the location] to this series of 

ILLUSTRATIONS, DEMONSTRATIONS & PRACTICAL PROOFS 
CONCERNING THE 

NATURE OF THE SOUL, 
Its IMMATERIALITY and IMMORTALITY and INDEPENDENCE of PHYSICAL ORGANIZA[-] 

TION, as exhibited during the 
Mesmeric TRANCE!! 

The experiments are of so refined and exalted a condition, rendering them difficult of being made manifest, 
more particularly in consequence of the intimate laws of the mind not being understood. 

Dr C. will show during the course, TWO PERSONS in the 
SPIRITUAL STATE! 

And in them exhibit the corporeal insensibility to the 
MOST POWERFUL AGENTS, 

BY THE 
Electro Magnetism!! 
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The sciences of Phrenology, Physiology, Psyehology [Psychology?] and 

Pathology will be shown to be subservient to this extraordi- 
nary condition of the 

Human Economy! 
SCIENCE 

IS THE PHYSICAL 
LANGUAGE OF TRUTH 

It is only by a patient and careful inquiry into the laws 
which govern the universe that we are enabled to appreciate 

The GOODNESS, The POWER 
AND THE WISDOM OF THE 

ALMIGHTY CREATOR 
OF ALL THINGS. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
RULES AND OBSERVANCES,—The relationship of the Mesmeriser and the Spiritualist is so fine, and 
Liable to disturbance, from apparent minute causes; that it has been found imperative and expedient to successful is- 
Sue, that the subjoined regulations be strictly attended to. 
1st—The Mesmeriser’s mind is required to be fixed and concentrated. 
2d—To obtain this end, it is necessary that no noise take place or any manifestation on the part of the audience 
calculated to attract attention of the operator. 
3d—All communication must be written. 
4th—No person admitted on the Stage, except by special invitation from Dr COLLYER. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Tickets 25 Cents. 
Farwell’s Press, Nos. 8 and 14 Congress Street. 

 
Another recorded flyer from Collyer, for a series of demonstrations by him at Tremont Temple in 
Boston for a week, starting on June 14, 1841, referred to his  
 

“. . . Investigations of 

Animal Magnetism, 
OR THE EFFECTS OF THE 

NERVO-VITAL FLUID, . . .”48 
 
In Collyer’s exhibition, there was evidently no limit to the science, or perhaps the gullibility of 
the listeners. He told one audience that the planets of the solar system were inhabited by beings, 
such as the forty feet tall inhabitants of Jupiter. He magnetized one woman who proceeded 
clairvoyantly to “talk” to the beings and ask them questions. She commented, “Notwithstanding 
their great size, they have small mouths and no teeth, and live by smelling!” She said she 
mistakenly addressed the alleged being as “man” and was corrected to say “being.” She pointed 
out that the beings of Saturn were smaller but had very large eyes.49 
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In 1843 an anonymous pamphlet was copyrighted with the title, The History and Philosophy of 
Animal Magnetism, with Practical Instructions for the Exercise of this Power. Being a Complete 
Compend of All the Information Now Existing Upon this Important Subject. By a Practical 
Magnetizer. The author, obviously an insider to the American animal magnetism movement, 
wrote exuberantly of Poyen and Collyer: 
 

Animal Magnetism was first introduced into the United States, in 1836, by Charles 
Poyen, a French gentleman of good talents and education, who appears to have been a 
very sincere but excessively timid advocate of the science. He was engaged for some 
time as a teacher of the French language at Lowell, Mass., and afterwards at Boston. He 
had witnessed experiments in Magnetism before leaving Paris, but did not exercise the 
power until after his arrival in this country. He visited a large number of towns and cities 
in New England giving lectures upon Magnetism, public experiments and private 
instruction to classes. He met with very little success, either in promoting a belief in his 
doctrines, or in a pecuniary benefit to himself. But the seed was sown which was to 
spring up and bear a hundred fold. . . .  
 
A year or two after the publication of his work [in 1837], Mons. Poyen returned to Paris 
where he still resides. The last information we had of him was, the he had partially given 
up his favorite subject of animal magnetism, and devoted himself to the cultivation of the 
sugar beet. . . . Two or three years passed away, and no new facts were elicited in relation 
to this subject. At length there appeared in New York a magnetizer of great and peculiar 
power, Dr. Robert H. Collyer, whose name and history are now so familiar to the people 
of New England, that it is almost unnecessary to detail his agency in the promotion of 
magnetism. 
 
Dr. Collyer is one of the most fearless advocates of magnetism we have ever known; . . . 
and he has justly been styled ‘the champion of Mesmerism in the United States.’ 
 
Dr. Collyer first lectured in Boston in the spring of 1841.50 

 
Just what Quimby, Collyer and others were doing in these early days is also explained in the 
above animal magnetism pamphlet: 
 

The act of magnetizing is now considered almost entirely a severe mental operation, and 
very little physical exertion is believed to be required. 
 
As soon as the eyes of the subject close, the magnetizer begins to make the ‘passes’ as 
they are called, with both hands, from the crown of the head down the sides of the face 
and body, to the end of the fingers, throwing the hands outward and carrying them back 
again to the crown of the head in semi-circles. The fingers of the operator, at this time, 
should always be kept slightly separated. After making these passes two or three minutes, 
(or longer) the magnetizer should pass his hands slightly from the head, directly across 
the face to the pit of the subject’s stomach (always avoiding the nose and chin) 
permitting them to rest upon the stomach for a momemt[sic], then throwing them outward 
as before. Let these passes be continued for a few minutes; then repeat the first passes; 
them make several long passes from the head down to the feet; and the work is finished. . 
. . The prevailing sentiment in the mind of the magnetizer, during this operation, should 
be strong determination of will, united with benevolence of feeling. . . . 
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No person afflicted with nervous debility, bad humors, or chronic diseases, (especially of 
the heart or stomach) should ever attempt to magnetize. Apart from the injury sustained 
by the operator, the effect of such diseases upon the subject must be decidedly bad. 
Persons in the magnetic state feel most keenly all the sensations of the magnetizer, and 
suffer all his ills, even in a greater degree, and are often seriously affected in 
consequence.51 

 
It is commonly stated that Quimby attended lectures by Poyen and Collyer and was immediately 
interested to learn more. Here, for example, is what historian Craig James Hazen wrote in The 
Village Enlightenment in America, “Quimby was so enthralled with this remarkable new science 
that he dropped everything to follow Poyen from town to town, learning both mesmerism and 
show business.”52 Eugene Taylor wrote in Shadow Culture, regarding Quimby hearing Poyen 
lecture, “Inquisitive in the extreme, Quimby had plied Poyen with questions and followed his 
lecture-demonstration tour around New England until 1840, when Quimby finally mastered the 
art himself.”53 An exuberant biographical sketch in 2013 of Quimby in The Portland [Maine] 
Daily Sun wrote: “So taken was he [Quimby] with Poyen’s mesmeric demonstrations that he left 
his job as a clock maker and followed Poyen’s tour across New England for two years, in effect 
apprenticing himself to Poyen until he has mastered mesmeric hypnosis himself and was able to 
tour on his own putting on public demonstrations.”54 Finally Erika Janek wrote, “. . . Quimby sat 
spellbound in the audience as Poyen demonstrated the astonishing powers of animal magnetism 
on a stop in Belfast, Maine, in 1838. After the lecture, Quimby nearly assaulted Poyen with 
questions about this mysterious mental fluid. Poyen told Quimby that he, too, could develop his 
own mental powers if he devoted himself to its study. It was all Quimby needed to hear. He set 
aside his clocks and followed Poyen from town to town until he mastered the practice of 
mesmerism. His dedication prompted Poyen to compliment his ‘exceptional magnetic powers 
and great power of concentration.”55 
 
Quimby did not record any of that in his writings, and there is no direct record of him following 
Poyen from “town to town” or plying him with questions, other than an unsubstantiated 
comment in the Milmine biography of Eddy.56  
 
Concerning this question of Quimby treating Poyen or Collyer as early mentors, note instead 
how Quimby described in Lecture Notes his negative reaction to Poyen when he saw him and his 
less than enthusiastic opinion of Collyer: 
 

Mesmerism was introduced into the U[nited] State[s] by M. Charles Poyen, a French 
gentleman, who did not appear to be highly blest with the powers of magnetising to the 
satisfaction of his audience in his public lectures. I had the pleasure of listening to one of 
his lectures, & pronounced it a humbug as a matter of course. And that his remarkable 
experiments, which were related, were, in my belief, equally true with witch craft—I had 
never been a convert to witch craft, nor had even had any personal interviews[?] with 
ghosts or hobgoblins & therefore considered all stories bordering on the marvelous as 
delusive— 
 
Next came Dr Collyer, who perhaps did more to excite a spirit of enquirey throughout the 
community than any who have succeeded him. But the community were still incredulous 
& the general excentricity of his character no doubt contributed much to prejudice the 
minds of his audience against his science—He, however, like all those who had preceded 
him on both sides of the water, must have a long handle[?] to his science namely, a subtle 
fluid of the nature of electricity—So contrary to all experience did all the facts, elicited 
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from his experiments appear, in connection with the laws w[h]ich govern electricity, that 
enq almost every man of science would reject both theory & facts without a moment[’]s 
consideration. However, the perseverance of the Dr. overcame, in part some of the 
prejudices & he at last drew out of a committee in the city of Boston an 
acknowledgement of the facts, altho’ they refrained from any expression of their opinion 
as to their occasion— 
 
Collyer was, like all others, satisfied as to the fluid—& nothing could be accomplished 
without producing a current upon the subject or surcharging him with a quantity of the 
electric fluid—In a work published by him in 1842 [might read 1843] altho’ he is still the 
advocate of the fluid, yet he rejects the doctrine of Phreno Magnetism, neurology &c as 
introduced & defended by Dr Buchanan & Le Roy [i.e., La Roy] Sunderland.57 The same 
course, which enabled him to detect the fallacy of their theories, would have led him, 
upon pursuing the subject a little further, to have rejected entirely his whole theory of a 
fluid a. He would have looked to another cause of all this phenomenon. From testimony, 
now before the community, there is no doubt that Collyer first performed the first phreno 
magnetic experiments in this country & that the honor, if there be any, of the discovery 
should be yielded to him.58 It is a matter of little consequence to the community who 
shall wear the wreath of honor, but we prefer to see the peacock dressed in his own 
plumage, & not wear bear the shame of a naked plucking by his neighboring fowle. 

 
The Waldo Signal fairly regularly wrote of the burgeoning field of animal magnetism 
exhibitions. One lengthy article, which Quimby saved for his scrapbook, related an account first 
printed in the Nashua Telegraph about a mesmerizer named Dr. Shattuck.59 The Signal started in 
1840, and for the first two years it ignored Quimby, while highlighting the works of others. 
Quimby perhaps got the message that the Signal supported those who advertised, which he did 
finally at the end of 1842. (While Quimby advertised his various businesses in the Republican 
Journal, he ignored the Signal for two years.) Finally, on December 22, 1842, an advertisement 
for Quimby’s watch and jewelry business appeared. Competition was tough to the point that in 
the Waldo Signal issue of February 9, 1843, three watch sellers (including Quimby) had their 
advertisement right next to each other, and new competitors were added later. 
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Illustration of High Street in Belfast, Maine, in 1842 (but produced later), preserved in the 

Quimby Family Material at the Belfast Historical Society60 
 
While volumes have been written that referenced Quimby, the Phineas P. Quimby that is 
portrayed is generally that of a rather featureless humanitarian, a hard-working practitioner eager 
to get out to the world his “theory.” See for example, the following depiction of Quimby in 
Walter W. Dwyer’s brief history of spiritual healing: “The record shows Quimby to be humble, 
generous and unassuming. Humility and benevolence, joined with a love of truth, were marked 
features of his character.”61 A nice look at Quimby during these years appeared much later in 
somewhat gushing remembrance of him in the Belfast Republican Journal, May 5, 1887, from 
someone simply signed “Faith.” Remembering first his later years as a healer, “Faith” wrote: 
 

The good that he accomplished, the suffering he averted, the crippled forms that were 
restored under his kind, magnetic hand cannot be told in his simple tribute to his pleasant 
memory. Whenever I hear the name of P. P. Quimby spoken, it brings a throb of pleasure 
to my heart. 

 
Later that writer looked back as his early years, back to the 1840s: 
 

I recall the earlier days, when Belfast was a village (and his practice had but begun)  
before the city charter had been seen; before the railroad had been thought of; before the 
sweet chimes of the Universalist church bell had been heard by the good people of the 
pretty town, and when Our George [i.e., George Quimby’s name for his newspaper 
column] was a very small boy in short jackets. In his youthful, vigorous days, when the 
color was fresh upon his cheek, and his dark wonderful eyes were at their brightest; 
coming and going, with a quick springing step, a joke upon his lips, with a quick ear to 
hear the suffering cry, and a hand extended to give relief—I remember Dr. P. P. Quimby. 
 

While the writer appears to be conflating many different time periods—such as before the 1836 
Quimby and Chase bell in the Universalist Church to George Quimby as a young boy (mid-
1840s) to when Quimby’s healing work was just getting started (mid-1840s at the very 
earliest)—the remembrance of Quimby was picturesque and a rare image of him as a jovial 
happy spirit. But while Quimby was by all accounts one who had general humanitarian goals, he 
was also a person with strong opinions on many topics and a personality and sense of ego that 
were largely hidden by later writers.62 Some of that is seen above. He especially had strong 
views on politics.63 When speaking of early contemporaries in the world of mesmerism, his 
comments about them almost always focused on why they were wrong. As will be seen later, this 
is because he viewed his “theory” as the same as that used by Jesus, and in the 1,800 years 
between Jesus and Quimby he had in his mind no mentors, no antecedents, no giants upon whose 
shoulders he had stood.64 
 
Returning to Quimby’s 1863 article, “To the reader,” he continued with poetic imagery of his 
search for truth being a “barque” on the sea of knowledge, when mesmerism came along. 
Telescoped into this account is, as was mentioned above, Quimby’s early presumption that 
mesmerism was due to electricity, a view he quickly determined was false: 
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So I launched my barque out into the ocean of thought trying to baffle the winds & waves 
of the wisdom of this world till death should settled up all my accounts. A disbeliever in 
every thing as far as a future existence went I lived a stranger in a strange land, till the 
waters of public opinion were stirred in regard to mesmerism. I floated around not 
moored to any person[’]s opinion in regard to creeds of religion but still a believer in the 
medical science, for I never employed a quack nor took a particle of quack medicine in 
my life, neither had my family. So I was clear from that sin as it was called. 
 
When mesmerism first started, I, of course, being independent of all prejudices on the 
subject went to see some experiments. I shall never forget seeing a boy thrown into a 
state perfectly unconscious to all surrounding objects, cold, lifeless & still at the mercy of 
the operator. Here was the first rock that my barque struck. This gave me a sort of shiver 
& a cold chill passed over my whole frame. Twelve minutes before I had seen him walk 
on the platform, now cold & insensible to pain & yet under the control of another. This 
set me to thinking and being very fond of investigating every new phenomenon, I tried 
the experiment & succeeded in getting a person under my control. This was called 
mesmerism. But being ignorant upon the so called science, I commenced to read upon the 
subject to inform myself, so I obtained the best works at the time & read them to find out 
what it was. 
 
I found learned that it was electricity &c so all my experiments went to prove it was 
governed by the laws of electricity. When it rained, I could not produce any experiment. 
This was according to my belief & my belief was based on some one[’]s opinion that 
knew just as much as I did. They had more experiments but no more wisdom, for I found 
after a while that the more I thought I knew the less I really knew. For at one time when it 
rained as hard as it could [word struck through] pour I being ignorant of it had some of 
the best experiments I ever had in all my practice. So I came to this conclusion in regard 
to mesmerism, that man had begun to philosophize before he understood any thing about 
the subject he was trying to teach others. So I put my barque out to sea again, determined 
not to run onto the rock of the “science of mesmerism” for I had found that all this 
wisdom was of man & they called it wisdom of a science not understood. So I found that 
it was knowledge not wisdom. Then I made up my mind that if there was any thing in 
mesmerism I would know it, but I would not be led by man[’]s opinion. So I became an 
infidel to their religion or opinions, not with regard to in the phenomenon.  
 
I found a young lad some fifteen years of age65 that I put into a mesmeric state  & when 
with him I found that all I had learned I had to relinquish for it was the effect of my own 
ignorance. Among the things I had to lighten my craft of was is phrenology, this is one of 
the humbugs of the day. I shall show that there is no foundation in truth for it. You can 
judge after reading my experiments. Lightening my craft I made sail for what was 
uppermost in my mind to see whether there was any wisdom outside of what we call 
man. My first experiment was made before I knew what I wanted to prove. For when I 
put my subject to sleep after trying a few experiments I thought I would leave, instantly 
the boy jumped up, went to the table & brought my hat. This was unexpected, but it was 
just what I wanted to know if he could tell my thoughts. At first I was all aback but after 
recovering myself, I said to myself, if you will replace my hat on the table I will stop a 
little longer. Without saying a word he sprang up took my hat & returned it to the table. 
Here was another fact I had got, not an opinion but a truth.66 
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In 1840, Quimby was in a financial position to purchase a home on Court Street. Financial 
research on early Belfast homes, now in the Belfast Free Library, shows that Quimby purchased 
his lot from one Josiah Farrow on February 19, 1840, for $318.67 Note: a report on Belfast homes 
in the Belfast Free Library entitled “Belfast Property Owners Extracted from Tax Records” by 
Elizabeth M. Mosher, reported that Quimby’s house was taxed on May 1, 1844. Today the house 
has a historical emblem on it with the date 1844, signifying apparently the year it was built. Thus 
it appears that Quimby bought the lot in 1840 but could not find the time or resources to 
complete the building of the house until years later. 
 
Also by at least 1840 it appears that Quimby was interested in practicing animal magnetism due 
to its arresting manifestations in the area of clairvoyance, minding reading, mind projection, etc. 
While it appears that Quimby’s earliest dealings with animal magnetism were only in the realm 
of experimentation and testing, he later said in an article dated 1864 by his followers: 
 

The Idia of Curing diseas[e] with out medison is a new Idea and requir[es] quite a stre[t]ch 
of the imajination to Bel[i]eve it,& to me it was as strange as to any person, but having 
had 25 years of Experiens I have found out that all our Eavels are the result of our 
Education, & that we imbibe Ideas that Contain the Eavils that we Complain of.68 

 
It appears that Quimby here was exaggerating his history of having experience in curing disease 
back to about 1839. While he appears to have started his interest in animal magnetism in 1839 or 
1840, his work as a healer likely was a couple of years away. 
 
Quimby’s interest in animal magnetism by 1840 might even be connected to his decision that 
year, if possible, to quit his blacksmith business. In the Republican Journal, July 9 of that year, 
he ran this advertisement: 
 

FBlacksmiths Look Here. 
  

NOT being able to give my personal attention to the Blacksmithing 
business, I propose to let my shop and tools, take a partner in the 
business or employ a journeyman. An individual desirous of going into 
business for himself cannot find so favorable an opportunity in the 
County, as my shop is very centraly[sic] situated and has an extensive set 
of customers. If a journeyman is employed he must be capable of not 
only doing the work in good shape, but of keeping the books and 
transacting the business in general. 
                                                                                 P. P. QUIMBY 
Belfast, July 9, 1840.69 

 
The local Belfast press was by this time running occasional articles on animal magnetism, such 
as this article in the Waldo Signal, March 18, 1841 (a copy of which was preserved by Quimby 
and is in his collection of early articles at the Library of Congress). Note the early recognition of 
the potential for animal magnetism to be a possible remedial agent: 
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ANIMAL MAGNETISM.—This subject made quite a sensation a few years since, and 
we supposed it had actually gone the way of all the earth, until recently, accounts of its 
wonderful effects appear again in the newspapers. In some parts of Massachusetts it is 
discussed with absorbing interest. Dr. Francis Dana of Boston, in a letter to a gentleman 
in Greenfield, bears the following testimony to its extraordinary virtues. 

“I could give you an account of many strange cases, would my time and the paper admit 
of it. I have, in twenty minutes, relieved a lady of that most painful affection, the Tic 
Doloreux, so that the hand could be passed roughly over the face, where before the 
slightest touch of a finger would cause the most indescribable agony; and this same lady 
being an unbeliever—and laughing at the idea of being put to sleep by a few 
manipulations of the hands, when all medicine had failed to relieve her. I have so much 
faith in Animal Magnetism, that it will be used in this country ere long as a remedial 
agent, that apart from exhibiting my cases as something truly marvellous, I deem it a duty 
I owe the public to make the facts known whenever I have opportunity.” 

 
The Republican Journal reported on a visit of Robert Collyer late in September, 1841, to Belfast. 
It said on October 1, “We were visited one day last week by Dr. Collyer, a Frenchman[sic]. . . . 
The Doctor carries a subject with him, a youngster some 18 years old. They both took chairs 
upon a table, so as to be in full view. The Doctor then took the boy’s knees between his, and both 
the boy’s hands in his hands. They then commenced looking each other in the eyes; the Doctor 
making a very slight movement of the head, neck, and stomach. In this way they remained, say 
ten minutes, when the boy gradually closed his eyes and fell asleep, leaning very much over on 
one side. But his sleep was not natural, nor feigned, in our opinion. He was as stiff as though 
frozen in the position.—When one sleeps they are perfectly limber. The boy was stiff.” Quimby 
would soon make a similar partnership with a young assistant.  
 
On October 22, 1841, the same paper reported on the return of Collyer to the city: 
 

Dr. Collyer, the lecturer on this science, paid us another visit on Monday last, and gave us 
three lectures on as many nights. . . . We understand Dr. Collyer to believe that it 
establishes the Swedenborgian system of religion and the homeopathic practice of 
medicine. The Germans are generally believers in Animal Magnetism, which is probably 
the cause or effect of their ‘spiritual’ tendency of mind. Many of the wisest men are 
believers in the science but as yet no attempt has been made to explain it on any scientific 
principles; . . . 70 

 
Looking back some thirty years later, Belfast town historian William Crosby wrote of Collyer’s 
visit in Annals:  
 

In the month of September and October [1841] Dr. Collyer lectured here on Animal 
Magnetism, or Mesmerism, with practical illustrations of the theory then new, and in its 
infancy, but since that time wonderfully developed. To a large majority of audiences he 
was a “setter forth of strange gods,” “What will this babbler say?” asked the “Epicureans 
and the Stoics” of our village. They were not the first, nor the last, who have seen works 
wrought approximating to the miraculous and still doubted or hesitated to credit the 
evidence of their own senses. It is too late now for observing and reflecting minds to 
deny the existence of the power, or faculty—by whatever name it may be called—which 
the Lecturer advocated and illustrated.71 
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Of this time period, Quimby wrote in Lecture Notes (the second paragraph may have related to a 
different time period): 
 

During a sussion [i.e., session] of the District Court in this village in 1842,72 some 
curiosity was exhibited among many distinguished gentlemen present to witness some of 
my experiments. I called on Judge Allen and found Gov. Anderson, Judge Briggles, the 
Rev. Mr. Hodgsdon [i.e., Hodsdon] and others present. Several experiments were 
performed. The Rev. Mr. Hodgsdon being placed in communication with my subject, 
took him to Dexter where his family were then residing.73 He described the house & 
family & said there was a small child sick, laying in the cradle. That Mr. Mrs. Hodgsdon 
said the child was getting better etc. Mr. Hodgsdon corrected Lucius & told him that he 
was mistaken about the cradle, that there was no cradle in the house. Lucius replied that 
there was & that the child was lying in it; & he would not yield to Mr. Hodsdon[’s] 
correction. The following day he returned to his family & found that Lucius was 
correct—that a cradle had been borrowed of one of his neighbors & that the child was 
laying in it—was getting better &c—just as had been record[?] related by my subject. 

 
A lady who had been frequently thrown into the Mesmeric State by me, desired to be 
directed to Boston & ascertain where when her son, who was residing there would be 
home. I mesmerised her & directed her to Boston. She visited her son & asked him when 
he would be in Belfast. He answered her on such a day which proved to be correct as her 
son came & she. I also on another occasion took her to Boston to see her son. She said he 
had left in the scho[oner] Comet.74 I then directed her to find the Comet. She did & said it 
was just at that time coming out of a certain harbor, giving the name, & that they she 
would arrive in Belfast on such a night, & that he would be home on the following 
morning after her arrival. He came according to her prediction. 
 
These experiments are introduced to prove true clairvoyance, that the subject does 
actually see objects, which do not exist in the mind of the operator and of which the 
operator could have no knowledge—that there is something in all these facts seen 
independent of any other power than independent site[sic]. Every experiment develops 
something, which is found to be true, & cannot be explained upon the principle of 
thought reading. We say then that the mind is capable then, of such excitement or of 
attaining to a state in which it may see without bodily eyes & also be present with all 
things at the same instant.—In other words, that to the mind, independent of the body, 
there is no such impediment as time, space, distance & materiality, but that it only 
requires direction—& all its inherent faculties are in operation, giving its attention to the 
subject object to which it has been directed. 

 
It was concerning this time period that Quimby later wrote in an article entitled “Spiritualism: 
Death of the Natural Man”: 
 

When I first began to mesmerize [i.e., ca. 1840], as I became interested in the 
experiments, I found that the subject could see through matter. I could not help believing 
this & it showed me that matter could be seen through by a clairvoyant without any 
opinion about it, so it became a truth to me. 
 

Quimby also in an article “Spiritualism vs. Mesmerism” recalled these early days, as was 
mentioned above, that he then felt the key to his ability came from electricity:  
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My first experiment was to put a person into an unconscious state called mesmeric & my 
ideas about it were these: that I contained more electricity than the subject & by the 
power of my will [I] charged him so full that he came completely under my will. Now I 
had no idea that my belief had anything to do with my subject & myself, but my 
experience proved to me that all my experiments were governed by a belief & not by 
wisdom at all. I knew that if I sat down & took hold of the hand of certain persons they 
would pass into this state, but the whys & wherefores I knew not. So to make myself 
acquainted with the phenomena I consulted every author I could find hear of to know 
what to do. There was a work written by a Doctor Townshend of Europe75 & I read it but 
I had no idea that what I read had any thing to do with my experiments; but time showed 
me that all I ever read or heard gave direction to my experiments.76 
 

Quimby recalled what he believed in these early days about electricity and what would prevent 
him from performing his experiments: 

 
I will here state what was the common belief at the time & show how the experiments 
went to prove it. There were certain conditions that must be complied with & if they were 
not complied with, the experiments would fail, but the failure was never attributed to 
spirits but unbelief, &c. Among these conditions influencing the experiments was metal. 
If I had any steel about me, it affected the subject. This was my belief, & if it rained, my 
experiments would fail. This also was according to the belief in electricity. So there were 
a great many conditions of weather & persons necessary. If a skeptic was too near, it 
affected the patient. So I went on like all mesmerizers getting into trouble & out & after 
some three years I found I had produced a great many phenomena but I was as ignorant 
as when I began & I have never seen the person that has as yet got out of the darkness, 
yet old mesmerizers are as ignorant about the phenomena of their days as the new 
converts & will always remain so till they investigate the subject with different ideas 
from what have ever been advanced. As I never had read any writing upon the subject 
before I commenced, I only had to get rid of what I got from reading after I commenced. 
 

From electricity, Quimby moved onto the popular interest in spiritualism that swept the nation 
after the “Rochester rappings” of the Fox sisters in 1848: 
 

It would take me a long time to give a bird’s eye view of what I have experienced for the 
last twenty-five years [this was likely written about 1865], but as I wish to lead the reader 
along, so that he will be prepared to understand me when I come to the phase of the 
phenomena called spiritualism. Now I was prepared for the experiments of Spiritualism 
though not exactly in the way they came— But I was prepared to see matter moved by 
the power of man's will, for I had experimented on this idea for months all alone trying to 
move an object suspended by a thread. So when I heard of the Rochester rappings [i.e., 
ca. 1848] I was myself trying the experiment. Now why did I try the experiment? I will 
tell you. I was trying some experiments with my subject77 & the experiments never were 
better & I experimented till past twelve oclock & never failed. When I closed, I went to 
the door & found it was raining very fast. It had clouded up while I was experimenting & 
if I had known the fact, I could not have had one experiment. They would all have failed. 
To me this was a complete stunner.78 I retired & lay & thought it all over & came to the 
conclusion that it was all my fault. The experiments were in accordance with my belief. I 
then came to the conclusion not to read any more nor take any one’s opinion but 
landunch my bark into the ocean of thought & be governed by no one's opinion but by 
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the sensations made on me by my subject & I have kept my vows & now I will give my 
own ideas—not my opinion but my experiments. 

 
I had arrived at that degree that my subject could read the thoughts of persons & could 
travel and explain what the persons knew & also see & describe what the person nor 
anyone else in the room knew. I say I had arrived at that point but I was just as ignorant 
as I was at the first experiment I had, so far as knowing the whys & wherefores. To show 
the similarity between the experiments then & now under the so called spiritualism I will 
relate one or two of the many I used to show. My mode was first to put my subject into 
what I called a clairvoyant state & then request one of the company to give me the name 
of some individual & the boy would find him. I did not care whether dead or alive, so a 
name was handed me. I can't remember what it was but I will call it John Brown, for I 
think it was that. I passed the name to the boy who was sitting blindfolded by the 
committee. He read the name aloud. I told him to bring the person. 
 
My mode was to make him ask questions so that the audience would lead him along. So I 
said [‘]inquire who he is a man or a boy[’]. So he said a man. Is he married? Yes. Will 
you tell me if he has any children & how many? So he said he had a wife & three 
children. Well find him. He said he left town between two days. Well find him. So he 
traced[?] him to Boston & by inquiring he followed him to the interior of New York & 
found him in the Cooper’s Shop. Now all this was literally true & I suppose the 
a[u]dience knew the fact, but the boy or myself knew nothing of it. Well what became of 
the man? He said he was dead. Well, said I, find him & bring him here along. Well, said 
he, he is here. Cant you see him? I then reminded him that he was mesmerized for in that 
state every thing was as real as in the waking state. So, said I, give a description[.] Now 
these descriptions amount to nothing, for every one will fit make it fit their case. So I said 
I don’t want that[.] If there is anything about the man, peculiar, describe it. There is one 
thing peculiar, said he, he has a hair lip. This was the fact. Now I asked that question so 
that if there was anything peculiar the audience would create it.79 
 
Now what was the conclusion they came to? Those who believed it was the spirit of the 
man, believed he came. Those that believed it was clairvoyance or thought reading 
continued to believe so. Some said that I had hired the committee to give the name. So 
they all left with their minds just as I had found them. Now these experiments convinced 
me that man has the power of creating ideas and making them so dense that they could be 
seen [this part of the sentence appears to be written over earlier words] by a subject that 
was mesmerized. So I used to create objects & make him describe them. At last I could 
take persons to all appearance in the waking state & make them see anything I chose. I 
found that I could stop persons while walking. This led me to the fact that I could act on 
living matter without contact. I could hold people down so that they could not rise & 
could keep them from rising. This showed me that man has an unconscious power, that is 
not admitted, which governs his acts. This is not recognized by his natural senses, & this 
is the mystery that hangs over the world. I must say a word or two I about this mystery. 
 
Words are used to convey some idea of something that can be seen but if a word is 
spoken that should wound another[’]s feeling there has never been any language to 
explain the peculiar sensation. Now my experiments & investigations have educated me 
up to this state that I feel this peculiar sensation that is made on persons & I feel & know 
how they feel & convince them of the fact. Now this is the state that embraces all the 
phenomena of spiritualism, disease religion & every thing that affects the mind. So every 
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person[']s belief affects them. Now there are persons that are sensitive to this state & are 
acted upon by the influences of different beliefs. So as there is a certain class of persons 
who believe that spirits come back, as it is called, to them they do come back, just as the 
man I spoke of. Some persons believe it is the workings of the devil & it is to them the 
works of Satan & as good spirits & bad are believed in so the experiments go to prove 
their all to be right belief. Now I know that all of what I have said is true, but it is all the 
natural working of man[']s belief. Convince man that every act or belief that he embraces 
has an effect on his body & just as he measures out to another it will be measured back to 
him & there is no escape & he will be cautious what he says. Now I have seen the 
experiments in Spiritualism & know that they are the workings of man's own belief & I 
have proved it to the medium. I knew a very excitable medium who was very susceptible 
to impressions. I tried some experiments with her. I told her I would convince her it was 
her own belief that governed the raps. So when the spirits came, I asked certain questions 
that I knew she did not agree with me upon, nor indeed any of the company, such as, if I 
could be two places at once the same time & whether I could make myself known to 
certain individuals without their knowledge. All this the Spirits denied & said I could not 
& they contended I could not. So I then said I would not trouble the spirits any more. 
Then I went on to explain how I could do these things & I knew I changed their minds. 
So I said I would come again & convince them that I was right. 
 
So in the course of three or four days I called and found the same company & said, I will 
now convince you that I was right. They all laughed & I sat down by the table & the raps 
came & the question was asked if the spirits were present & it rapped yes. I then repeated 
what I said & it rapped I was right in every one of my questions. When I asked them what 
made them give such answers they said they were mistaken. Now this is the state of the 
case. As people become educated, the ideas change. This keeps the mind all the time 
excited. In a short time, the superstition of or fear will change & all the phenomena of 
today will cease & some new phase will spring up just according to the wisdom of the 
world. And this sort of superstition will keep up till man finds that true happiness is in 
true wisdom & wisdom reduced to a Scientific mode of reasoning will place man where 
he never was placed before. To be happy, he must do some thing for that happiness that 
comes from a belief or ignorance may be blissful, but if the happiness of that man who 
labors to make others happy is of no more value that the happiness of one that sits & 
folds his hands & says all I want in this world is to be let alone, so don't disturb me, let 
me be happy, then I agree with the one who said if this sort of ignorance is bliss it is folly 
to be wise. 

 
By perhaps as early as this time (or even earlier) Quimby was traveling around Maine and New 
Brunswick (with at least one trip to Boston recorded) giving public exhibitions with Burkmar.80 
Filling the familiar roles of the time, Quimby was the operator, while Burkmar was the subject—
and an especially good one based on the available records.81 
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Quimby photograph with almost certainly Lucius Burkmar, perhaps ca. 184782 
 
On March 10, 1843, the Republican Journal recorded the growth of interest in mesmerism and 
gave a detailed account of Quimby providing demonstrations with his assistant, who, they 
pointed out, was the son of a local resident. Given the early date of this article and the degree of 
detail in which the article’s writer described the proceedings (including even the name of rival 
Dr. Collyer’s subject), that article will be reproduced at length below: 
 

A variety of experiments have recently been had in this town in this mysterious science, 
so clearly establishing the fact of the existence of this mysterious influence claimed for it, 
that we have no hesitation in avowing a belief in the mesmeric sleep and in what is 
termed clairvoyance. The subject is a very intelligent lad of about eighteen years of age, 
and the magnetizer Mr. P. P. Quimby, both of this town. Many of the experiments exceed 
in interest and importance any we have seen reported as having been made in other 
places; and they have, when properly conducted, possessed a clearness and force as 
remarkable as they have been convincing. 
 
The boy is put into the sleep usually in about three minutes, and is then entirely under the 
influence of the magnetizer, who possesses the power to transfer to an other person this 
influence, without, however, losing his own influence when he chooses to exert it. An 
exception to the general power of the magnetizer over his subject exists, however; for an 
individual may possess an adverse influence over the subject, although himself 
unconscious of it, so strong as to baffle the utmost exertions of the mesmerist. This 
uncongenial influence will sometimes be diffused among a large number in the room, and 
we believe is even perceived when there is a peculiar condition of the atmosphere. These, 
however, as we have said, are exceptions, and are generally not observed when a room is 
full of spectators, and it may be removed when perceived by the withdrawal of the 
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unsympathizing person. The boy had a padded cotton wrapper, made for the purpose, and 
a folded handkerchief over that, placed upon his eyes, so that it would be as impossible 
for him to see through them, in a natural state, as to see through a brick wall. He prefers, 
indeed, to have them placed upon his eyes, as he says it assists his vision. He does not see 
through his eyes, but from various parts of this head, the part varying with perhaps every 
sleep. Thus bandaged and magnetized, the boy (Lucius, son of Mr. Samuel Burkmar), has 
read printing at a distance of several feet from him, and writing when held upon his head. 
In a room where persons were coming in and going out, he has at any time counted them 
correctly, called their names, and even described any change of position, however quietly 
made by the person. These experiments, and numberless others like them, or more 
convincing still, have proved that Lucius was in a condition different from his natural 
state, and that in that condition he possesses a power and extent of vision greatly 
disproportioned to his natural faculty. If the fact of this strange magnetic sleep is 
admitted, and his power to describe things as well when occurring at the back as at the 
front of his head, and even through walls, why should space limit his vision at all, and 
why may not the magnetizer will him hundreds of miles distant, as well as but a few feet? 
There appears to be no objection, and if we may believe the experiments that have been 
made, there really exists no reason against it, and thence have followed experiments in 
what is termed clairvoyance. 
 
Lucius has thus been conveyed to our large cities, (the only one of which he ever visited 
was Boston), by those acquainted with them, and he would read the signs as he passed 
through the streets, describe the public buildings, internally and externally, and state what 
was going in within them, all with a preciseness to the truth which could not be excelled 
were he actually on the spot, awake. He has been taken also to villages in other States, 
whose very name was unknown to him, and he has described their localities, their 
appearances, &c, with equal fidelity; and many of the descriptions have been of private 
residences, the furniture and the residents, which is utterly impossible for him to know 
otherwise than by such strange means as this. . . . 
 
When once has witnessed such things as we have related, under such circumstances as to 
forbid the remotest idea of jugglery, he may well be excused for believing that what he 
has seen has actually occurred. In believing in clairvoyance, however, we do not see that 
one actually goes much further than he who acknowledges that the magnetic sleep can be 
produced. And very few indeed of those who have witnessed the experiment are so hardy 
as to pronounce it a deception. . . . 
 
The subject is now exciting very great interest throughout the country, and its importance 
is so great that is should be deeply and impartially investigate, more particularly as even 
in our present imperfect knowledge of the science it can and has been applied in 
medicine. We hope Mr. Quimby may be induced to give some public exhibitions, that a 
desire to understand more of this interesting science, which is very generally expressed, 
may be gratified. The experiments we do not doubt will prove more satisfactory than 
those of Dr. Collyer whose boy Frederick was a dull subject. 

 
From time to time, the local press continued to report of Quimby’s presentations. Quimby was 
not the only one making these efforts; the Republican Journal reported on April 7, 1843: “J.B. 
Dods, formerly of this state, has delivered several lectures in Boston on Mesmerism. He is now 
in Portland, where his lectures have been very successful.”  Back on March 31, Quimby had 
performed with Lucius and Henry Burkmar, which was described in the April 6 Waldo Signal: 
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On Friday evening last Mr. P. P. Quimby, a citizen of our own town, gave a public 
exhibition in the Brick School-house, of the wonderful operations of Mesmerism. We had 
seen several exhibitions of this mysterious power previous to this evening, both by the 
same operator and subject, as well as others, and we cannot say that we were unprepared, 
in point of belief, to see and hear the wonderful developments of this science. 
 
The subject was thrown into the magnetic state in a few moments, and after being 
thoroughly magnetized was put in communication with Col. Webster. Col. Webster 
stated, however, before he commenced his experiments, that he had not any previous 
communication with the subject, and that for the truth of this we must rely entirely upon 
his honor. Col. Webster then proceeded with the subject to Concord, New Hampshire, 
and Lucius (the subject) described the State House, the iron fence around it, and the 
steeple with the Eagle upon the spire, which Lucius said ‘looked old, and had but one 
eye.’ &c which description was asserted to be true by several in the audience, and we 
have no reason to disbelieve them. . . .[Lucius then proceeded to describe New York City 
in detail.] Lucius was then aroused from his dream, and Henry took the stand and was 
soon under the complete control of the magnetizer. The flute was given him, upon which 
he performed well, and when the flute was taken from him, he commenced singing. Some 
few experiments were performed in clairvoyance, &c. but were not so successful as the 
first subject. . . . [Lucius returned again but was tired so did not do as well.] 
 
One curious fact that we have not mentioned was, that Henry, when he came out of the 
magnetic sleep, transferred his magnetic fluid to Lucius, who was placed in 
communication with him, and actually fell to sleeping as Henry woke up; . . . 

 
On April 14, the Republican Journal ran an important, lengthy article on “Mesmerism,” which 
described the mesmeric presentation of Quimby and Burkmar to the locals. In glowing terms the 
article recounted the clairvoyant demonstration of Burkmar. Another article, this one in the 
Waldo Signal, dated April 27, 1843, and preserved in the Quimby papers, attempted to give a 
history of animal magnetism and then gave a detailed account of the reported clairvoyant 
abilities of Burkmar under Quimby’s control: 
 

   Charles Poyen, a French gentleman, claims the honor of first introducing this science 
into the United States in 1836.  He travelled through the New England States and we had 
the pleasure of hearing one of his first lectures.  But Mons. Poyen met with very little 
success.  His book published in 1837, entitled the "Progress of Animal Magnetism in 
New England," is an interesting and scientific work.  Few men were found who devoted 
any time to the investigation of the science at that time, and the subject was finally driven 
from the public mind by public burlesque. 
   A few years passed away, and many new facts having come to light, the subject was 
renewed.  Dr. Collyer, who is familiarly known to most of the citizens of New England, 
publicly lectured upon this unpopular science.  From this moment a strong excitement 
arose in the discussion of the subject, which has led to a more close investigation of the 
science; and the results of this investigation have proved beyond a doubt the existence of 
this mysterious power.  

 
Note how the subject had become “unpopular,” which unpopularity was turned around by the 
exhibitions of Collyer and others: 
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   Among the distinguished persons who have been successful magnetizers, beside the 
above, are Dr. D. Gilbert, Benjamin T. Nyman, Esq. the Rev. J. B. Dods, Mrs. Furgus, 
Silas Allen, Esq. the Rev. John Pierpont, &c. of Boston, and several gentlemen of New 
York, Philadelphia, Hartford, and Louisville, Kentucky.  In our own State we have John 
Neal, Esq. and Professor Ingraham of Portland, and Mr. P. P. Quimby of Belfast. 

 
Collyer and others were promoting at this time a tie between animal magnetism and phrenology, 
which was the belief that many human qualities such as love or happiness were centered in 
specific locations in the brain as their own organs, and extended use of those organs would yield 
an enlargement of that section of the brain that could be felt by someone properly trained. This is 
alluded to below in the references to the “organ of self esteem,” etc. 
 

   It is not our design now to go into a philosophical discussion of the truths of 
Mesmerism, or Animal Magnetism, but to give a few of the experiments, we have had the 
pleasure of witnessing, under the direction of Mr. Quimby.  Before we proceed to the 
experiments, we will say Mr. Quimby is a gentleman in size rather smaller than the 
medium of man, with a well proportioned and well balanced Phrenological head, and 
with the power of concentration surpassing any thing we have ever witnessed.  His eyes 
are black and very piercing, with rather a pleasant expression, and he possesses the power 
of looking at one object without even winking for a great length of time.  Thus when he 
commences to magnetize, he fixes his eyes upon the subject's, and neither moves nor 
winks until he entirely accomplishes his object. 
   We were present a few days since when a subject was under the magnetic influence, 
and saw some few experiments upon local magnetism, clairvoyance, &c.  When the 
subject was thoroughly magnetized, and the bandages placed over the eyes, Quimby 
placed his finger upon the organ of Self Esteem, and inquired whether it was not very 
wrong to allow slavery in this country, and was answered, no, no! - that slavery was one 
of the best institutions in the world, and that one half of the world were just fit to be the 
slaves of the other!  He then asked the magnetized, what he thought of himself, and was 
answered that he possessed all power, that he should one day be a great man, that he 
should be Governor, and even more, that he should one day be PRESIDENT  OF THE 
UNITED STATES!  Just as he had spoken the above, Quimby passed his hand to the 
organ of Reverence, and the subject instantly changed his tone and thoughts, and said, 
oh!  he should never be any thing but a poor miserable mechanic, that he could not do 
any thing, &c.  Changing the hand to Self Esteem, the subject instantly commenced his 
important manner of talking as in the first instance.  Quimby placed his fingers upon the 
organ of Alimentiveness, and the subject immediately commenced talking about good 
living, and how much he could eat, and said one would be astonished to see the amount 
of food he consumed in his family; and then named over several rich, palatable articles, 
which he could relish.  An apple was presented, and he snatched and devoured it like a 
half starved man.   

 
The account then relates how animal magnetism was used for the diagnosis of disease in the 
bodies of spectators or others, as well as the use of clairvoyance to “see” what was happening at 
distant locations: 
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Quimby then asked him to examine a person present, and tell him the cause of locality of 
the disease, the pain and irritation, &c. which he readily did correctly.  A lock of hair was 
presented, and he told whose it was, and being requested, also examined and described 
the disease of the individual to whom the lock of hair belonged.  He examined several 
other persons, who were not present, and his description of the pain and feelings 
corresponded with the real pain and feelings as described by these individuals 
themselves.  He was placed in communication with a small boy, and requested to take 
him to New York and describe the city to him, which he did, and began to describe the 
buildings in the city with much interest.  Neither the mesmerized nor the boy had even 
been in New York except when under the magnetic influence.  He was then sent in search 
of the Ship Arbella, which sailed not long since from this port, and found her in latitude 
27 North.  He also visited several other vessels from this port, and told where they were, 
and described who were on board, &c.  He announced the arrival in New York of a 
certain gentleman belonging to this place, and told about what time he would arrive here, 
which proved to be correct, as the gentleman has arrived and testified to the facts.  
Quimby then sent him in pursuit of a handkerchief, which he had recently lost, and he 
told where it was, and described the person who took it, but did not give his name. 

    
Quimby in the account continued with his clairvoyance, which account included a clairvoyant 
trip to a certain laboratory at Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine. The “I’ in the account was 
the author of the article who was evidently working in conjunction with Quimby: 
 

At another time we were placed in communication with the mesmerized, and after some 
conversation, agreed to visit a town about seventy miles from this place.  I then took him 
in my imagination to the place I wished him to go, and then, so far as I could, dismissed 
all thought upon the objects around him, and requested him to describe whom he saw, 
and whatever might interest him.  He went on to say how many persons were present, and 
then immediately exclaimed that a particular person was present whom he had seen, 
about whom I wished to inquire.  This was the only person of the family he had ever 
seen, and he inquired of me who the others were, saying he did not know their names.  I 
then requested him to visit, with me, Bowdoin College, and took him into Prof. 
Cleaveland's Chemical Laboratory, the Anatomical Museum, Collection of Minerals and 
Curiosities, and Gallery of Paintings; and he passed through all, describing whatever 
attracted his notice most in each department. While passing around among the Collection 
of Minerals, birds, shells, &c. he wished to stop and see what was in a glass jar, which he 
described in a precise manner, and was unwilling to leave the room as soon as I wished.  
After passing around in other departments, I requested him to return to Belfast.  He said 
he had seen a good deal which interested him, and very politely thanked me for my 
kindness in showing him attention.  We soon arrived in Belfast safe.  The subject has 
never been in Brunswick, and knows nothing of what he had seen under the magnetic 
influence.  We have seen other curious experiments performed with equal success, too 
numerous to mention. 

 
Quimby wrote of this in Lecture Notes: 
 

On a certain occasion, I took him my subject to Brunswick, entered the College 
Grounds, past[sic] into the Anatomical Cabinet & requested him to pass round the room 
& describe to me everything he saw, which arrested his attention. He commenced on the 
left as you pass into the room & described many things which I knew to be there. But 
there was one curiosity, which he described named, with the rest of which I had no 
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recollection & I was quite confident he had made a mistake. I had occasion to visit 
Brunswick in a few days & to satisfy my curiosity, called at the Anatiomical[sic] Cabinet 
& found everything in precisely the same order as he had described them. The curiosity, 
of which I knew nothing, was there & he must have actually seen it or he could not have 
described it. It was not embraced in my thoughts & the subject was perfectly ignorant of 
the existence of An Anatomical Cabinet connected with Bowdoin College & had never 
been within thirty miles of the town. 

 
The Waldo Signal got wind of the fact that Quimby might be going to perform in Bangor, for in 
the above issue of April 27, 1843, they wrote this glowing endorsement of him (which was saved 
by Quimby in his scrapbook): 
 

P. P. Quimby 
 
We learn that our friend Mr. P. P. Quimby is about to exhibit his remarkable power of  
magnetizing to our friends at Bangor. We will assure our good neighbors that Mr. 
Quimby will give them experiments of the highest order in all the various stages of 
Human Magnetism. Mr. Quimby needs no recommendation as to his qualifications in the 
science he demonstrates. He places it upon a basis of experiments that challenge all cavil, 
and uses up all skepticism, and he goes a little beyond any thing we have ever seen or 
read. We feel assured he will attract a large audience wherever he goes. He gives 
practical results, without abstruse theorizing of words. 

 
One gentleman back in mid-April wrote to Quimby, stating that he had heard much of Quimby 
and hoped he could come perform with his “boy” in Bangor: 
 

Bangor April 16, 1843 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
We have heard something recently of your experiments in Mesmerism, and for me[?] I 
should be exceedingly gratified to see you with your boy in Bangor—There is a strong 
desire among those here who have heard of your success to have you come here & work 
your experiments; and I have no kind of doubt that you won[’]t have full houses & be 
most kindly received—Of course you understand that upon your success in your 
experiments much would depend; but if you can present those results which we have 
understood you were able to produce, you will command the attention of people & be 
highly gratified, I believe; besides I think your receipts must[?] give you handsome pay. 
 
I hope you will come the week if you can—send notice to our daily papers; the Whig & 
Gazette; & I will write a communication so as to give you a firm[?] introduction & call 
the attention of the people to you. I feel [word struck through] an interest in seeing your 
experiments—I know nothing of the truth or falsity of the matter; but the time[?] 
[unintelligible] just for ridicule; the matter will have a fair hearing & what may grow out 
of it, time will determine. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
A. G. Jewett 
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Jewett very soon got his wish.83 Quimby made it to Bangor by the end of the month. The Bangor 
Daily Whig & Courier had hoped back on April 1, 1843, that John Bovee Dods would come 
there to lecture on animal magnetism (he was lecturing in Portland at the time),84 but Bangor 
residents were inundated with opportunities that month to learn of this growing phenomenon, for 
not only was Quimby on the way, but the phreno-magnetizers Colby & Hewitt were giving 
several presentations at the same time and in direct competition to Quimby. The editor of the 
Whig & Courier wrote on April 27, under the heading of  “Phreno-Magnetism”:  
 

We mentioned yesterday that Messrs. Colby & Hewit[t] would lecture at the City Hall 
during the week upon the subject of Animal Magnetism. We have since learned that Mr. 
Quimby of Belfast with subjects of whose power we have heard much, has arrived in the 
city for the purpose of giving exhibitions relative to this, to us, mysterious power. . . .   
 
Messrs. Colby & Hewitt will lecture and give experiments at the city Hall this evening 
and perhaps some arrangements may be made to connect the experiments of Mr. Quimby 
but of this we are not informed. 

 
This Quimby advertisement in the Whig & Courier appeared on April 28, directly above the 
competing advertisement of Colby & Hewitt: 
 
 

EXPERIMENTS 
IN ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 

 
MR. QUIMBY,  of Belfast, gives notice to the  
Ladies and Gentlemen of Bangor, that he will  
give Experiments in Clairvoyance, &c, with his  
two young men, at the New Court House at ½ past   
seven o’clock, THIS (FRIDAY) EVENING. 
 
Admittance 25 cts. 
April 28, 1843. 

------------------------------- 
ANIMAL MAGNETISM!! 

MESSRS. COLBY & HEWITT 
Propose giving a course of three Lectures 
with EXPERIMENTS,  to the citizens of 

BANGOR, 
on the above new, interesting and truly wonderful 
Science, at the  

CITY HALL 
On THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY eve- 
Nings, April 27, 28 and 29. 
Lecture commences at 7½ o’clock. Admittance 
12 ½ cents.    apl 27 
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The Whig & Courier announced in the April 28 issue, under the heading “Magnetism”: 
 

Our citizens have a good opportunity offered them for examining the subject of Animal 
Magnetism. Messrs. Colby & Hewitt lecture and experiment at the City Hall in the 
department of Phreno-Magnetism. Mr. P. P. Quimby has two interesting subjects in 
clairvoyance at the Bangor House and will soon give public exhibitions, and when 
desired will visit families and private parties. The subject is intensely interesting. It seems 
as though there must be something in it, what and how much that is true we are at present 
quite unable to decide. 
 
Mr. Quimby does not profess to be a lecturer upon this subject, but having experimented 
for some time with these subjects he shows surprising results. These exhibitions are such 
as will be perfectly proper for the woment to attend. 

 
Quimby, not willing to be outmarketed (but still willing to keep his ticket price double that of his 
competitor), added the next day in his advertisement in the Whig & Courier “The audience will 
select the persons to be put in communication with the subjects.” Colby & Hewitt, for their part, 
added this to their advertisement the same day: 
 
 

Two New Subjects To-night, 
CITIZENS OF BANGOR, 

Whose Magnetic manifestations are truly wonderful. 
 
The Whig & Courier seemed to catch the rising competition as it wrote in the same issue: 
 

Magnetism. 
 

Magnetic stock is rising in the market. Mr. Quimby with his two subjects gave his first 
exhibition at the New Court House, last evening, to a large and highly inselligent[sic] 
audience. The experiments were nothing like as brilliant and satisfactory as in the private 
exhibitions this evening. 
 
Messrs. Colby & Hewitt, at the City Hall last evening, succeeded in their usual Phreno-
Magnetic experiments, and  also in magnetizing a boy, a son of one of our citizens, to the 
entire satisfaction of the audience. They will magnetise two new subjects this evening. 

 
All of this talk on animal magnetism was too much for some anonymous contributor to the Whig 
& Courier on May 2 who used the name “West Market Square.” The writer complained of the 
humbuggery of it all, and said that everywhere one went, one heard the question, “do you believe 
in animal magnetism?” That did not keep the paper from announcing the next day, “Messrs 
Colby & Hewitt had a full house last evening and the lecture and experiments pleasing. They 
will lecture again this evening and introduce new experiments and probably one or two new 
subjects.” 
 
The editor, still completely absorbed by the subject, wrote an article on May 4 that began with 
the same question, “Do you believe in Animal Magnetism? is a question that has repeatedly 
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proposed to us within a few days, . . .” The editor then included this eyewitness account of seeing 
Quimby: 
 

 We were one of a small company yesterday who witnessed an exhibition of one of the 
young men now on a visit to this city, in company with Mr. Quimby, of Belfast. It was 
agreed by the company, without the knowledge of Mr Quimby or his associate, that one 
of the number should take the subject in the Charleston Navy Yard. The parties then 
came into the room, & the young man was put into the magnetic sleep and placed in 
communication with one of our intelligent and most respectable citizens and taken to the 
Navy Yard at Charleston, which, with the dry dock was described with great accuracy 
and clearness, even to the reading of printed signs in different parts of the yard. 

 
Horatio Dresser in QMSS included an article from the Waldo Signal, May 4, 1843, but his source 
was a booklet in BU in Sarah Ware’s handwriting of early Quimby material. Dresser gave the 
original source as having come from the Bangor Democrat in April, 1843. The text below is 
from the original article, as reproduced from the Bangor Democrat: 
 

Mr. Quimby of Belfast, has visited here by invitation, and made exhibitions in public for 
the first time out of his native town. Some of our citizens are well acquainted with him, 
and others are acquainted with citizens of Belfast who have the most entire confidence in 
him; it is therefore preposterous to suppose that he attempts to practice imposition. He 
has with him two young men, brothers, one 23, and the other 17.85 They are clairvoyant 
subjects. The first evening the experiments were not successful, but one made in private 
we will relate as a sample of the rest. The young man was magnetized by Mr. Quimby, 
when one of our citizens was put in communication with him. In imagination he took the 
boy to Saint John, New Brunswick, before the new Custom House, and asking him what 
he could see; he said a building with a stone front and the rest of it brick. He then began 
to read the letters on it, “C-u-s-t-o-m, oh, this is the Custom House.” He then took him 
inside of the building and asked what he could see there, when he described the stone 
steps leading into the second story, the iron railing curiously formed, and when taken into 
one of the rooms, he described a man employed in writing. The gentleman says no one 
knew where he proposed to take the boy; the boy had never seen the building, and yet he 
described it as accurately as any one who has seen it. This gentleman's word is not to be 
questioned by any one. Such was the experiment, and others can tell as well as we 
whether it was humbuggery, witchcraft, a juggler's trick, magic, or the mysterious power 
that one person exerts over another. Real or unreal it is extraordinary. [Bangor 
Democrat.]     

 
Quimby left Bangor, but the energetic Hewitt stayed on, as a solo act, and he advertised his 
lecture on May 9 on “Magnetism and the Miracles of the Bible!” Hewitt did not stop there, as he 
then invaded Quimby’s own hometown. The Republican Journal there of May 19 recorded the 
upcoming course of three lectures on “Animal Magnetism” by “Mr. Hewitt of Providence, R.I.”  
The Waldo Signal of May 25, 1843, gave a less than enthusiastic review of Mr. Hewitt’s 
performance in Belfast: 
 

Magnetism—Phreno-Magnetism. 
 
Mr. Hewitt has been entertaining our citizens with a course of lectures upon this 
interesting subject. We admire the ingenuity exhibited throughout his theory, but are not 
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disposed to adopt it at present. We have not seen proof enough to convince us that 
Human Magnetism is nothing but electricity. Nor do we believe that electricity has so 
much to do with every thing as our lecturer would have us believe. . . . 
 
Mr. Hewitt’s subject is a capital one in Phreno-Magnetism, but does not perform at all in 
Clairvoyance; of course there is a greater opportunity for deception and humbuggery. . . 
[This was a rather negative account.] 
 

In the same issue of the newspaper, they were much friendlier to Quimby: 
 

Mr. P. P. Quimby is astonishing the good citizens of Augusta with his Clairvoyant 
experiments. All are compelled to yield before such conclusive evidences as he 
constantly produces. Success to him. 

 
Quimby’s travels at this time were tracked to some extent by the Republican Journal and Waldo 
Signal. On May 12, 1843, it reported on his successful mesmeric efforts in Bangor: “There is 
great curiosity every where upon the subject, but there have been few experiments equal to those 
of Mr. Q.” Two weeks later the paper reported Quimby’s successful demonstrations in Augusta, 
“Those who have heretofore ridiculed the science as a humbug are nonplussed, at least, and those 
who thought ‘there might be something in it,’ have become full believers.” A paper in Augusta, 
the Kennebec Journal, the same day recorded under the heading “Clairvoyance”: “The 
experiments of Mr. Quimby in clairvoyance have in some instances been most surprising. The 
boy Lucius has been conducted to various places in imagination by perhaps fifteen or twenty 
persons who have been put in communication. Some have failed altogether, others partially: but 
a few seem to have taken him at will wherever they imagine themselves to be.” The writer noted 
that an A.H. Whitney “took” Burkmar to New Orleans, where Burkmar has never been but who 
was able to describe it there “with the greatest minuteness,” including the St. Charles Hotel. “Mr. 
W. gave him no intimation as to what city he as taking him to, or that he was taking him to any. 
What does all this mean?” 
 
Readers of the local Belfast paper, if they did not know “Park” Quimby, could be excused for 
being surprised that while he was touring with Burkmar, giving demonstrations, he was also 
announcing in the press the establishment of a new firm, Quimby & Emery, a watch and clock 
repair business, at “the corner of Main and High Street, Post Office building.”86 While the focus 
was on the repair side of the business, they also supplied buyers with silverware and related 
items. 
 
It was about this time that Quimby received a letter (now in BU) from his friend Albert 
Bingham87 in Boston. The letter, dated May 21, 1843, was addressed to “Friend Park,” and after 
discussing a number of business and related matters included the following end to the letter: 
 

I see from the papers and other sources, that you have become a “distinguished 
magnetiser”—Since I have lived here I have attended many different lectures, and am 
now ready to avow my full belief in Phrenology and neurology. I was convinced of the 
truth of animal magnetism, long before I came here—I wish you would take the trouble 
to give me the particulars of the experiment in clairvoyance, when R. B. Allyn was in 
communication with your subject,—at his  hous[e]. I have often alluded to it in 
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conversation with others, but I can hardly say whether I have the facts, or not. Your early 
attention to these matters will signally oblige. 
 
Your particular friend 
 

A. Bingham 
 
Back on July 22, 1843, Quimby had been called in to mesmerize a young mother (a Mrs. Clark) 
who was about to face a surgical procedure for her nose and needed a palliative for the 
impending pain.88 She had asked if the doctor, Dr. Alburt T. Wheelock,89 knew of a local 
mesmerizer in Belfast. Although Wheelock was a skeptic, he allowed Quimby to assist him. (It 
should be pointed out that Quimby at this early date was fairly new to the public as a 
mesmerizer.) The Waldo Signal reported this on July 27, 1843: 
 

An important fact in Mesmerism.—A painful surgical operation on a lady in the 
Mesmeric state.—A surgical operation was performed in this town on Saturday last under 
the Mesmeric influence. A lady was thrown into the Mesmeric state by Mr. P. P. Quimby, 
and a Polypus extracted from her nose by Dr. Wheelock, in the presence of several of our 
citizens, and the subject is reported to have given no signs of pain. This experiment has 
converted many of the unbelievers into the full faith of the science! Who can estimate the 
value of such a science in all the various conditions of society? 

 
This proved to be a press story that was covered far and wide, with news items about it that year 
recorded in the following newspapers: New York Evening Post, August 2; New York Tribune, 
August 2; Hartford Times, August 12; New-York American, August 13; Jamaica, NY Long-
Island Farmer, August 14; Boston Liberator, August 18; and Batavia, NY Republican Advocate, 
August 20(?). Bangor Daily Whig and Courier had a short news item, July 28, 1843, the Sunbury 
PA Sunbury American August 12, 1843, and the Philadelphia Philadelphian, August 25, 1843. 
 
Two years later the story resurfaced in multiple newspapers; they were derived from an article in 
the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, April 30, 1845.90 The following later articles are 
recorded: June 27, 1845 New York Tribune; July 12, 1845 Maine Cultivator and Hallowell 
Weekly Gazette; July 17, Waldo Signal; July 18 Republican Journal; July 22, Norwalk, OH, 
Huron Reflector; Newark, NJ, Newark Daily Advertiser, June 27, 1845; Newark, NJ Centinel of 
Freedom, July 1, 1845; Charleston, SC Charleston Courier, July 2, 1845; Baltimore, D 
American and Commercial Daily Advertiser, July 2, 1845. The article also appeared in the 
important early animal magnetism publication, The Zoist, October, 1845. Also Nashville, TN 
Nashville Tennessean, July 16, 1845. In the last article appears Wheelock’s lengthy account—
but also in BU is a letter from Wheelock to Dr. Jacob Bigelow91 in Boston (given to Quimby 
personally to deliver) on November 10, 1843, in which he referenced this event from “July 
last.”92 Wheelock ended his letter with this postscript: 
 

P. S. Mr Phineas P. Quimby who will hand you this has been a mechanic93 of this town 
some years, is an intelligent gentleman, and worthy of the utmost confidence.—You are 
at liberty to make any use of this letter, you see fit. 

 
(Since Quimby was to hand this letter to Bigelow in Boston, this gives a good verification of 
when Quimby traveled down to Boston. More on that trip is given below.) 
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The Republican Journal version reported as follows: 

 
From the New York Tribune. 

   We copy the following operation for the removal of a polypus from the nose from the 
May number of the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal. We of course know nothing 
about the matter beyond the facts furnished by highly intelligent and respectable 
witnesses. And this particular case is written by a most unwilling witness. . . . [The article 
lists many examples of mesmerism used as a form of anesthesia, including the amputation 
of a leg by Dr. Jones at Bangor, Maine.] 
 

Painless Surgery, 
 To the Editor of the Boston Medical and   Surgical Journal. 
 
   DEAR SIR: — Additional to the accounts of like results, that have lately reached us from 
various quarters, an experiment has dragged me into being a witness of the particulars 
that are hereby detailed to you, as follows, for what they are worth, attending the 
removal, in July, 1844 [“1843” in the original article and the Waldo Signal version], a 
polypus from the nose of a patient in the mesmeric condition.  I give this name to the 
condition she was in, for want of a better one—but names are of little consequence, the 
facts only (from notes taken at the time) being intended to be regarded.  The patient came 
from Montville, 14 miles distant, to Belfast, for the purpose of having me operate.  She 
was a very respectable woman, of mild disposition and manners, of considerable energy 
and activity, fair complexion, about 24 years of age, married, had one child, was a person 
of good constitution, and to every appearance healthy at the time.  The tumor was of an 
oblong-rounded form, largely attached base, probably half an inch in its smallest 
diameter, and had been there three months.—The base was larger proportionally than the 
average of cases within my experience, and so firmly adhered, that in removing it I was 
obliged to tear it away in pieces.  I had lain out my instruments and was about proceeding 
in the operation, when she proposed to be magnetized if it was possible, as she dreaded 
the pain that would have to be borne; and as she was entirely unacquainted in town, at her 
request I procured the attendance of a gentleman who had the reputation of being a good 
magnetizer (Mr. P. P. Quimby,) although entirely faithless on my own part, as I told her 
at the time as well as others before, who had asked what I thought of animal magnetism.  
I am quite confident that the lady and Mr. Quimby had never met before, and that there 
was nothing previously concerted.  I am also confident that she took no medicine to 
induce stupor.  In ten minutes after commencing, she was put into a state of apparently 
natural sleep, sitting upright in her chair, breathing and pulse natural—color of 
countenance unchanged.  We then moved her from the back part of my room, where she 
happened to be sitting, to a window, for light.  Mr. Q. then asked her if she felt well.  She 
answered distinctly, yes.  I immediately, (in the presence of several of our most noted 
citizens, who had been called in at their own request,)  began to remove the polypus and 
did it thouroughly, scraping the sides of the nostrils repeatedly with the forceps so as to 
be sure that I had removed all the remaining fragments.  There was some hemorrhage, 
say nearly an ounce of blood.  I was operating four or five minutes at least.  During the 
whole time, she evinced not the slightest symptom of pain, either by any groaning, 
sighing or motion whatever, but was in all respects precisely like the dead body.  I felt 
convinced that I might as well have amputated her arm.  The circumstance that struck me 
at the time most singularly of all, was this:  as soon as the blood began to run down the 
fauces, there was a slight, rough, rattling sound of the breathing.  One of the bystanders 
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said, she is choking to death.  Mr. Q. hawked and spit repeatedly, when she did the same, 
and spit the blood out of her mouth.  In about ten minutes after, she was awaked, but said 
that she was unconscious that any thing had been done, complained of no pain, and found 
that she could now breath freely through her nose, that had been entirely closed up for 
several preceding months. 

Yours, very sincerely, 
A. T. WHEELOCK, M. D. 

   Belfast, Me., April 19, 1845. 
 

 
It is worth noting that in the original article in the BMSJ, an asterisk appeared after the name of 
Quimby, with the footnote reading: “Mr. Quimby has since given much attention to such 
performances.” 
 
The Waldo Signal version’s introduction included this comment by the editor: 
 

Mr. Quimby, named in the communication, has devoted much time to the subject, and is 
certainly behind none of the age, in the variety and order of experiments. His theory is 
orginal and to us appears consistent. It is unincumbered by “subtle fluids,” electricity &c, 
nor does it conflict with the doctrines of mental philosophy as at present taught in the 
schools. 

 
That mesmerizing patients before surgery was always a trial and error proposition; see this much 
later reminiscence in MBEL of one George McGrillis of Belfast: 
 

 Belfast Me Mar. 6- 1907 
 
Dr Quimby tried six or seven days, an hour each day[,] to mesmerize me, so than an 
operation could be performed upon my leg but failed to produce the sleep. His modus 
operandi was to make passes over me, to stare at me and rub his hands down over my 
shoulders. This was about the year 1843 or 1844. I remember lectures being given in 
Belfast on Mesmerism and Animal Magnetism but cannot remember who gave them or 
the dates. 
 
Geo D.[?] McGrillis. 

 
Also about this time, in July, 1843, Collyer was involved in some trouble in New Brunswick. 
Collyer was not a stranger to controversy and legal problems. Back on July 26, 1842, the 
Portland Weekly Advertiser, had written: 
 

We perceive by the Daily Mail, of yesterday morning, that Dr. Collyer was on Saturday 
afternoon last, immediately after taking the poor debtor’s oath, arrested on a writ for 
slandering Mr. Robert Carter, the publisher and, in reality, editor of the Mesmeric 
Magazine, by accusing him of theft, and was consigned to jail, where he still remains. We 
should judge from appearance that the Dr. is in a bad fix, and we learn that a further 
investigation will take place on Saturday next.—Boston Bee. 

 
Returning to 1843, Collyer in New Brunswick gave a series of lectures that were popular among 
the locals but bitterly opposed by the area physicians and scientists. This dichotomy between the 
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interested populace and the scoffing scientific and medical establishment regarding mesmerism 
was quite common and played itself out seemingly whenever and wherever mesmeric 
demonstrations occurred. However, in Collyer’s case, a subject of his, Charles Snyder, alleged 
publicly that Collyer paid him to fake his mesmeric demonstrations. Such bad press made it all 
the more difficult for Quimby and others to travel from town to town, since those prepared to cry 
“humbug” were in every town, mingled with those that were open minded and curious. (For 
more on the Collyer case, see Appendix A.) A brief but helpful look at Collyer’s life appears in 
Taylor Stoehr’s article, “Robert H. Collyer’s Technology of the Soul.”94 Stoehr points out that 
Collyer in his 1843 book, Psychography, outlined how he moved beyond the then accepted 
explanations of clairvoyance and the like to conclude that the phenomena were really due to the 
subject reading the mind of the operator, and in his article Stoehr reproduces an illustration from 
Collyer’s book that shows the operator beaming his thoughts into the mind of the subject via a 
form of reflection off of a dark object. Stoehr wrote, “[Collyer] had found the fundamental 
scientific explanation for all the phenomena of telepathy and clairvoyance. Collyer argued that 
the trance travels of somnambulists were really a form of mind reading, effected by photographic 
principles: ‘I was obliged to embody the image[s]. . . in my own mind before they could be 
recognized by the recipients; whose brain during the congestive state was so sentient that the 
impression was conveyed to the mind similar to the photographic process of Daguerre.’”95 
Collyer’s stated “discovery” was presumably known by Quimby, as a student of the world of 
animal magnetism at that time, and it may have influenced Quimby’s own later determination 
that Lucius Burkmar was only reading the minds of the patients and not operating independently. 
 
However, Quimby was not there yet, when on August 8, he took a major step forward by 
preparing an announcement to the public on his researches, an announcement that appeared in 
the Republican Journal, August 11, 1843:96  
 

I[n]vestigation of Diseases by Mesmerism. 
 
The subscriber, having been for some months engaged in the study and practice of 
mesmerism, and being fully convinced that the science may be applied to the practical 
benefit of mankind is ready to investigate with his subject, Lucius Burkmar, all doubtful 
cases of diseases. Person having diseases the nature of which is unknown and for which 
of course no remedies can be prescribed, will do well to put themselves under his 
direction, as he is perfectly satisfied, from his knowledge of the science, that in a majority 
of such cases not only the diseases, but a cure for them can be discovered through this 
mysterious influence. Nothing will be charged in any case not satisfactorily decided. In 
all others but one dollar will be required. 
 
P.S. As there are many strangers and others who are naturally curious upon this subject, 
not having had opportunity to investigate it elsewhere, and who often request me to 
explain or exhibit the mesmeric phenonema to them, to the great loss of my own time, I 
will exhibit to them for the above sum, which is but a fair return for the time and labor 
required of me. 
 

P. P. Quimby 
Belfast, August 8, 1843 
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Note how Quimby said he had only been for some months engaged in the study and practice of 
mesmerism. He probably referred to his practice and exhibitions, not his earlier interest and study. 
 
As Quimby toured with Lucius, making public demonstrations, he was successful in obtaining 
referral letters recommending him to interested locals who might help him in his career and 
exhibitions. One such example, now in BU 149, is this exuberant letter that especially focused on 
Lucius Burkmar: 
 

Belfast, Nov. 6th, 1843 
 
Nathan Hale, Esq. 
Doctor Jacob Bigelow & 
Dr. John Ware 
 
Gentlemen, 
 
I have no means of introduction to Mr. Hale & Dr. Bigelow excepting this, that thirty 
years ago I boarded with them at Miss Fessendens’ in Tremont Street. 
 
The bearer of this Mr. Phineas P. Quimby & the boy with him, Lucius Burkmar, are both 
inhabitants of this town. I know nothing & never heard anything to prejudice of either of 
them. The boy is a subject of Clairvoyance.  I have had some 10 or 12 interviews with 
him when he was put into a state called mesmeric sleep. In 4 or 5 cases he failed entirely. 
In some others he was partially successful. 3 or 4 times he came quite up to the mark & 
performed feats where there was no room for deception or mistake, which really 
outstripped anything I ever heard of Indian or Egiption[sic] jugglers. 
 
He told me my own thoughts kept to myself. He told me words that I imagined & did not 
make known in any way that I know of. He was blindfolded & told me truly & minutely 
facts & appearances at the distance of say ½ a mile, which I did not & no one in the room 
with him knew & which he could not know by any means within the limits of common 
experience I have good reason to believe that he can discern the internal structure of an 
animal body & if there be anything morbid or defective therein, detect explain it. The 
important advantage of this to surgery & medicine is obvious enough. He, that is his 
intellect, can be in two places at the same time. He can go from one point to another (no 
matter how remote) without passing through the intermediate space. 
 
I have ascertained by irrefragable[sic] experiments that he takes ideas first directly from 
the mind of the person in communication with him, & secondly without reference to such 
mind, directly from the object or thing to which his attention is directed; and in both 
instances without any aid from his five bodily senses. 
 
He can perceive without using either of the common organs of perception. His mind 
when he is mesmerised seems to have no relation to body–distance–place–time or 
motion. He passes from Belfast to Washington, or from earth to moon, not as horses, 
steam engines, or light go, but swifter than light—by a single act of volition. 
 
In a word he strides far beyond the reach of phylosohy[sic]. He demonstrates, as I think, 
better than all physical, metaphysical or moral science the immateriality of the human 
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soul; & that its severances from the body involves not its own destruction.—At least he 
proves this of himself. And I suppose other souls are like his.— 
 
I am aware that ultra savan[t]s in Europe turn up their noses—sneer at this whole 
subject—so they did forty years ago at the steam engine. But for all that, mesmerism as 
manifested in this boy lets in more light than any other window that has been opened for 
1800 years. This may look like gross extravangance—But if you have the same luck I 
have had you will find it is not so. Lord Byron impiously demanded a second revelation 
and here it is. 
 
If you please, try the boy and (if need be) 3 or 4 times. If successful you will detect 
something not indeed miraculous but full of mystery. 
 
I would not by any means be presumptuous or occasion trouble, but I beg leave to say 
that it would afford me much gratification if you or either of you would write to me by 
mail after full experiments and express your opinion as to this boy. 
 
Yours respectfully, 
R. B. Allyn 

 
Another letter in BU is this one from James W. Webster of Belfast to a David Sears97 in Boston, 
dated November 18, 1843:98  
 
 

Hon. David Sears 
 
Dear Sir The bearer Mr Phineas P. Quimby visits your city for the purpose of exhibiting 
the astonishing mesmeric powers of his subject Master Lucius Buckmar[sic]. Mr Quimby 
as also the young man are native citizens of this place and sustain in community 
unblemished moral character. 
 
Mr Quimby is not an educated man, nor is he pretending or obtrusive; but I think if you 
should take occasion to converse with him you will discern many traces of deep thought 
and reflection, particularly upon the subject above mentioned. 
 
His boy will I think demonstrate in an extraordinary manner the phenomena of magnetic 
influence, more especially in that department usually termed Clairvoyance; And should 
you take an opportunity to be put in communication with him, I doubt not you will be 
gratified with the results; 

 
Time and distance with him are annihilated, and he travels with the rapidity of thought. I 
think he will describe to you the appearance of any Edifice, Tower or Temple, and even 
that of any person either, in Europe or America, upon which or upon whom your 
imagination may rest: I say this much from the fact that I have been in communication 
with him [Dresser here adds in brackets “mentally”] myself and do know that he has 
described remote places and objects and even the appearance, of persons at great 
distances which he never before, could have heard or thought of. 
 
Mr Quimby has letters of several distingquished gentlemen of your City, whos[e] names 
he will probably mention, which had, in some degree influenced me to take the liberty to 
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introduce him to your favorable notice. A greater reason, however upon this point, is my 
belief, that you will take pleasure in witnessing in this instance some remarkable 
developments of this mysterious science. 
 

P. P. QUIMBY, THE “NAPOLEON OF MAGNETIZERS,” IN BOSTON 
 
An enthusiastic Waldo Signal reported November 23, 1843, on Quimby’s upcoming trip to 
Boston: 
 

P. P. Quimby, the Napoleon of Magnetizers,99 with his unparalleled subject, has started 
for the city of  “notions” [i.e., Boston]—there to illustrate by thorough experiments, the 
wonders of “down East” magnetism. He professes no gift of “gab”—but goes 
substantially into experiments. 

 
Quimby advertised himself in the Boston Evening Transcript on November 28, in the following 
manner: 
 

 
 
Quimby’s trip to Boston with Burkmar was noticed by the Boston Mail, as reproduced in the 
Republican Journal on December 8, 1843: “Mr. Quimby is modest and unassuming, making no 
pretensions to anything which he believes to be false. There is no humbug about him. Lucius can 
point out to any one who puts himself in communication with him, any place or thing to which 
he may be directed. Place any book before him and when blindfolded so that no ray of light can 
reach his eyes, he will read correctly. Hoodwink him as close as you please still he will read off 
quite readily any passage to which his attention may be directed. If any doubt this fact let them 
try it, and they will become convinced. In this young man there is a development of 
extraordinary power; perhaps greater than in any one who ever visited this city.” 
 
As we discussed earlier, by the time Quimby found Burkmar for his subject, he (Quimby) was 
still not well, and he later described how he finally consented to have Burkmar diagnose him: 

 
Now for my particular experience. I had pains in the back which the doctors said were 
caused by my kidneys which were partially consumed. I also was told that I had ulcers on 
my lungs. Under this belief I was miserable enough to be of no account in the world. This 
was the state I was in when I commenced to mesmerise. On one occasion, when I had my 
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subject asleep, he described the pains I felt in my back (I had never dared to ask him to 
examine me, for I felt sure that my kidneys were nearly gone) & he placed his hand on 
the spot where I felt the pain. He then told me that my kidneys were in a very bad state, 
that one was half-consumed & a piece three inches long had separated from it & was only 
connected by a slender thread. This was what I believed to be true, for it agreed with 
what the doctors had told me & with what I had suffered, for I had not been free from 
pain for years. My common sense told me that no medicine would ever cure this trouble 
& therefore I must suffer till death relieved me, but I asked him[?] if there was any 
remedy & he replied, ‘Yes, I ‘[sic]can put the piece on so it will grow & you will get 
well.’ At this I was completely astonished & knew not what to think. He immediately 
placed his hands upon me & said he united the pieces so they would grow. The next day 
he said they had grown together & from that day I never have experienced the least pain 
from them. Now what is the secret of the cure? I had not the least doubt but that I was as 
he had described & if he had said as I expected that he would that nothing could be done, 
I should have died in a year or so. But when he said he could cure me in the way he 
proposed, I began to think & I discovered that I had been deceived into a belief that made 
me sick. The absurdity of his remedies made me doubt the fact that my kidneys were 
affected, for he said in two days they were as well as ever. If he saw the first condition he 
also saw the last for in both cases he said he could see. I concluded that in the first 
instance that he read my thoughts & when he said he could cure me, he drew on his own 
mind & his ideas were so absurd that the disease vanished by the absurdity of the cure. 
This was the first stumbling block I found in the medical Science. I soon ventured to let 
him examine me further & in every case he would describe my feelings but would vary 
about the amount of disease & his explanation & remedies always convinced me that I 
had no such disease and that my troubles were of my own make. At this time I frequently 
visited the sick with Lucius, by invitation of the attending physician, and the boy 
examined the patient & told facts that would astonish every body & yet every one of 
them was believed. For instance, he told a person affected as I had been only worse, that 
his lungs looked like a honey comb & his liver was covered with ulcers, he then 
prescribed some simple herb tea. The patient recovered & the doctor believed the 
medicine cured him. But I believed that the doctor made the disease & his faith in the boy 
made a change in the mind & the cure followed. Instead of gaining confidence in the 
doctors I was forced to the conclusion that their science was a humbug.100  
 

We saw part of the above excerpt earlier. While Quimby deduced that the medical profession’s 
science was a humbug, he also determined that Burkmar was not accurately diagnosing the body, 
but that did not matter, as long as the patient (or here the physician) believed. The reference to 
physician is important because the cure in the above example according to Quimby seemed to be 
from the faith of the doctor. 
 
Elsewhere Quimby wrote of his initial skepticism: 
 

In the first of my attempting to mesmerise, I was very skeptical in regard to many things: 
such as seeing without eyes, tasting without having anything in the mouth, hearing 
without ears, &c. I had no confidence in any experiment which it was possible for the 
subject to have any foreknowledge of what was to be done. When I had my subject in a 
mesmeric sleep, if any person should speak out and ask me to make him move his hand 
or anything of that description, I would not do so, for it seemed so much like deception 
on the part of the subject, and as my subject was one who liked to play off his jokes upon 
people, I was determined that he should not do so at my expense.101 
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Quimby continued by explaining how he controlled Burkmar mentally rather than through a 
verbal command or instruction: 

 
Although he was with me some four years, I never saw the slightest cause for believing 
but what he was perfectly ignorant of what he was doing while asleep. Therefore, at the 
outset, I adopted this resolve, never to let the subject know what I wanted, except 
mentally. All my experiments were carried on in this way: if I wished him to give me his 
hand, I would ask him mentally; and by practising with him I could send him to any part 
of the room for anything I wished, and he would always get it, without my speaking a 
word. He got no knowledge from me in any other way than by my own thought. When he 
walked, and I wished to tell him to stop, I did it mentally.  
 

Quimby then explains how he reached a critical point in his thought on the nature of ideas and 
his ability to project them mentally to another: 

 
I then began to create things within my own mind, such as snakes, &c, and he would be 
frightened at them. On telling him that I had imagined them, he could not understand it, 
for the things created in my mind were as real as life to him. I could drive the things away 
so he could not see them and bring them back again. This led me to believe that man had 
the power of creation, and that ideas took form. The next question which arose, was: what 
were ideas composed of? They must be something, or else they could not be seen by even 
spiritual eyes. This led me to inquire if knowledge was ideas. I found that if I thought of 
principles, he had no way of describing them, for there was nothing to see; but if I 
thought of anything that had form, I could make him see it. To bring this about required a 
great deal of labor, I had to think of the thing so long and intently. 

 
In December, 1843, Quimby lectured “upon Mesmerism” at the Lyceum in Belfast,102 and it was 
in the same month, fortunately for historians, that Burkmar began to maintain what he called 
“Lucius E Burkmar[’]s private Journal.”  
 

 
 

Introduction to Lucius E. Burkmar’s private journal in the Library of Congress 
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Burkmar, born reportedly December 27, 1825,103 was just under age eighteen when he started his 
journal (although recall above Quimby’s recollection of having put a lad of about fifteen into a 
mesmeric state, so it is not clear when they started working together), and Burkmar’s journal 
covers the dates December 26, 1843 through February 19, 1845. He worked with Quimby for 
possibly as long as four years, but part of that time he was with well-known animal magnetism 
proponent, John Bovee Dods. The journal has no notations for much of 1844 and nothing for the 
time after February 19, 1845; it is known that Burkmar served with Dods in the first half of 1847 
but it is not known if he worked with him earlier.104 
 
I say that Burkmar toured with Quimby possibly four years. Conventional wisdom has Burkmar 
and Quimby touring together for four years, from 1843-1847 (although we saw earlier that 
Quimby in Lecture Notes told of an experiment with Burkmar in 1842). See for example this 
simple statement from Ron Hughes, “[Quimby] gave public demonstrations from 1843 through 
1847.”105 We saw above that Quimby said Burkmar was with him “some four years.” 
Nonetheless, the historical record for Quimby touring with Burkmar seems to vanish after mid-
1845. We will see later that in 1847 Quimby advertised that Burkmar was back and for a short 
period of time interested parties could avail themselves of Burkmar’s clairvoyant diagnostic 
capabilities, but that was not part of any known tour or public appearance. However, at least one 
clue supports the longer time period for the Quimby-Burkmar partnership. A Daguerreotype 
photograph of Quimby and Burkmar exists that was possibly created by Quimby himself. (I have 
not seen the original but that would appear to be a reasonable possibility.) Since Quimby did not 
start his Daguerreotype business until late 1846 (see later for information on that), it would 
appear likely that Burkmar was still available to him about that time—although we know 
Daguerreotypists existed in Belfast prior to Quimby’s start in that profession and he could of 
course have had one produced early in his work with Burkmar. 
 
I say that Quimby did not start his Daguerreotype business until 1846, but that is based on his 
published advertisements for his business, which started then. However, in 2016 a receipt came 
to light and was purchased by a private collector of a transaction between Quimby and an 
unknown recipient in Thomaston, Maine. The receipt indicates that on June 14, 1843, Quimby 
sold the following Daguerreotype hardware: 
 

1 Daguer[r]eotype Machine . . . . . .   $50.00 
1 Machine for Guilding ————     $30.00 

 $80.00 
 

Received payment  
     P. P. Quimby 
 
Thus, even though Quimby did not formally start his Daguerreotype business until later, it is 
quite possible that he experimented with the process a few years earlier, which would be in 
keeping with his inventive and inquisitive nature. 
 
Burkmar’s journal furnishes historians with an excellent source for what it was like to travel the 
countryside giving demonstrations and “experiments” on animal magnetism in the 1840s. Ervin 
Seale made the following interesting remark about Burkmar:  
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Heretofore some of us who knew of the Journal but had never seen it had developed the 
impression that Lucius was a dull sort of “country boy.” Study of the Journal has changed 
that. I notice his bad grammar and faulty spelling but I also note his keen perceptions, his 
artful choice of words, his wide range of reading and his enthusiasm. For a youth in 
Maine in 1843, he was far ahead of most of his critics. In the typeset of the Journal, we 
have not corrected all grammar and spelling, only enough to make the document more 
readable. We have broken up long sentences without changing words, made paragraphs, 
etc. Any editorial remark or addition is in brackets.106  
 

Seale incorrectly read Burkmar’s middle initial as “C” rather than “E” and was unaware of, or 
ignored, the many published references to Burkmar’s middle name or initial. (His full name was 
Lucius Edward Burkmar.) That is an error that has been continued by some other Quimby 
champions as well. The photograph above of the introduction to Burkmar’s diary shows how the 
“E” could look like a “C.”107 
 
In comparison to the above editing, the Burkmar journal entries cited below contain their 
original spelling and grammar without any editorial changes except for a few that are marked by 
brackets. (A much more extensive listing of Burkmar’s diary entries is found in Appendix B.) 
Burkmar, a delightful young man with a sense of humor and one who was always on the lookout 
for a “prety girl,” was a faithful employee, and one whose capabilities in grammar and spelling 
far exceeded his employer’s. 
 

SATURDAY 30 [DECEMBER 30, 1843] 
 

a stormy day, nothing interesting. I am reading a novel by Ingraham called Fanny, or the 
Hunchback [i.e., Joseph Holt Ingraham’s, Fanny H—or the Hunchback and the Roue], 
very interesting. afternoon examined Mr. Micheal Hildreth said his lungs were not 
affected but said his stomach was out of order and his caul was in a thick green state and 
recommended him to take throughwort emmetic for the lungs and a sweat and warm 
baths for the blood. 108 

 
MONDAY, JAN. 1ST 1844. 

 
a happy new year, all Watterville is agog to find out who we are. the young fellows are 
dashing about in sleighs with their girls, oh how I envy them their pleasure. Watterville is 
a very pleasant place there is a number of beautiful brick blocks here afternoon a 
frenchman came in to have his neck cured the conversation between him and Mr Quimby 
was laughable now [“]I will cure your neck in ten minutes,[”] the frenchman looked 
scar[e]d and his eyes looked all ways for sunday and sure enough in ten minutes he had 
no pain 

 
THURSDAY 11 [JANUARY 11, 1844] 

 
we had a full house last night and the experriments went off well and the people seemed 
satisfied, and a number of them wants us to stop another night so we stop to night, 
Norridgewock is the shire town of Sommerset County it is pleasently situated on the river 
of the Kennebeck, and a number of literary men reside here Judge Tenny lawyer Abott 
and Dr. Bates. The court house is a large brick two-story building the lower floor is 
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ocupied by the register of deeds office and Clerks office and the uper floor for the court 
room.  
 
[See Appendix B for a lengthy clipping about this event that the Quimby family 
preserved.] 

 
MONDAY 15. [JANUARY 15, 1844] 

 
. . . Quimby has been doing miricles he has cured a man that couldnt walk nor speak it 
has produced a great excitement here among the people, he has been confined to his 
house about a year, and never has spoke or walked. in one hour he made him walk about 
the room and speak so as to be heard in another room.  

 
 

WEDNESDAY 24TH [JANUARY 24, 1844] 
 

. . . So at last I have arrived home tired, yet pleased, with my journey. I found the 
inhabitants polite and pleased with our stay amongst them, excepting a few.  
 
amongst these were, Dr Stickney, and Mr Withington, a country School master who 
thought he knew more [than] any of the rest, . . . we didn't find the people so bitter upon 
the subject of Animal Magnitism as we thought we should, we generally had the most 
influential men of the place upon our side of the question, and as a general thing satisfied 
all skepticks beyond a doubt, for instance, when we left Norridgewock, the following 
gentlemen were in the affirmative and those opposite in the negative. 
Judge Tenny     )  Mr Adams ) 
Dr Bate   )  Mr Gould )  
Esq Seldon  )   
Mr Abott  )   
Mr William Bates )   
Mr Peets  )   
 
this is about as it stands in every town we passed through, two unbeleivers to six 
beleivers. . . . 

 
In the Quimby collection of clippings is the following, which at the foot of the clipping is labeled 
“Wiscasset 1844”: 
 

THURSDAY EVE. FEB. 15, 1844 
ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 

   Mr QUIMBY has exhibited specimens of CLAIRVOYANCE with his intelligent young 
man, Lucius Bickford [sic] to our Citizens for the two last evenings, with great 
approbation.  We presume there was no individual present who doubted the perfect 
success of Mr. Q. and his Clairvoyant, in all the various experiments in this mysterious 
and wonderful science. 
   A gentleman present, with whom he was in communication, was intimately acquainted 
with the Governor's Palace at Havana, where he conveyed the Clairvoyant, and to the 
astonishment of all present, Lucius described not only that, but the other important public 
buildings near it; some that the gentleman himself had forgotten until reminded of them 
by the young man. 
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   The perfect fairness and honesty of Mr. Quimby in the exhibitions must ensure him 
success and advance this new and mysterious science, to which we may revert hereafter. 

 
MONDAY EVENING 19TH. [FEBRUARY 19, 1844] 

 
had a crowded house [evidently on Wendesday, February 14] and our experiments were 
good. I was taken by Mr Clark [via clairvoyance] to the bark Casilda109 or at least I went 
myself and found her in New York, and told what time she arived and described his son 
(they have learned since by letter, it is correct) 

 
Quimby in the mid-1850s wrote of seeing a woman during the “Miller Excitement”—which 
would be roughly 1843-1844 when William Miller predicted that Jesus Christ would return to 
earth in that time period based on Biblical prophecy—and this is his handwritten later account of 
this early encounter with a patient: 
 

I went to see a young lady during the Miller Excitement[;] she was Confined to hur bed 
Would not convurs with any person Lay in a sort of trance with hur Eyes rol[le]d up in hur 
he[a]d took no notis of any person[;] the only thing she woul[d] say was that she was 
Confin[e]d in a pit,] held there by a Large man hous [i.e, whose] duty it was to hold hur 
there, she said to me [“]I shal[l] never dye nor never get well." She had be[e]n in this 
Condision for one year, refused all nurrishment, and was a mear skelleton at the time I 
went to see[?] hur[;] this was the hur story when I got hur so as to Convurs. I sat down by 
the Lady, and in about an hour I saw the man she had Created and disscribed his person to 
her and told hur I should drive [word struck through] him a way[;] this seamd to fri[gh]ten 
hur for she was afraid for my saf[e]ty but when I assuring hur that I Could drive the man a 
way she kept quiet[;] in 3 [h]ours she walk[ed] to the door & recover[e]d hur he[a]lth.110 

 
There is a gap in the Burkmar journal from mid-March 1844 until January 1845. As stated 
above, that is possibly when Burkmar left Quimby for a time and toured with John Bovee Dods. 
His journal resumes as follows: 

—1845— 
 

The following gives a good look at Burkmar’s backwoods diagnostic capabilities: 
 

TUESDAY 14TH. [JANUARY 14, 1845] 
 
. . . we have satisfied a great many, some very hard cases, this afternoon I examined Mr 
Hooper, thought the kidney and Urethra was diseased, said there was a seated pain in the 
lower part of the abdomen also a pain in the small of the Back and thought the pain in the 
small of the Back was caused by sympathy with the kidneys recommended him a plaster 
of Burgundy pitch to be worn upon the back, told him not to drink Cold water for it did 
not agree with the kidneys also examined Mr. Pillsburys wife: examined head and 
pronounced the Brain diseased said there was a conjestion of the Brain and large clots of 
Blood laid upon the Brain and it would produce convulsions and fits, while I was 
examining her she had one of these fits as I was told by Mr Quimby  
 

WEDNESDAY 15TH. [JANUARY 15, 1845] 
 
stormy day nothing doing everybody upon the subject of magnitism! Magnitism! . . . 
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FRIDAY 24TH. [JANUARY 24, 1845] 

 
last evening our experiments were very well attended. there was about two hundred in. 
Mr Quimby lectured about one hour. he spoke of mind and how the mind was acted upon 
while in the mesmeric state. in his remarks he clearly demonstrated that there was no 
fluid and he show the relation between mind and matter, I have been having a chitchat 
with a very prety girl. her name is Abey Redman but mum is the word.  
 

Here Burkmar records that Quimby was able to magnetize water to achieve the same effect as his 
regular ministrations: 

 
SUNDAY 9TH. [FEBRUARY 9, 1845] 

 
today is a beautifull day, . . . we have concluded to stop till tomorrow Mr Quimby has 
partialy magnitised a Miss Harmond that has been sick for thirteen years the Doctors did 
not know what the matter was with her, but thought it was the Spinal complaint he 
worked upon her a half an hour and succeeded in releiving he[r] pains so that she got up 
and walked about the room without any assistance, he called on her again and magnitized 
some watter and it had the same effect as it did when, he was working upon her.  

 
On the same day one Samuel Johnson sent a letter of introduction for Quimby: 

 
East Machias 
 
Feb. 9, 1845 
F. A. Pike Esq. 
Calais, Maine 
By Mr. Quimby 
 
Dear Sir: 
Permit me to introduce to you Mr. Quimby who has much interested in Mesmerism, and 
whom I consider an honest man. His experiments with his amiable and honest Lucius are 
the most interesting and convincing of any I have ever witnessed. I have attended three 
lectures in public and several private examinations. I have been in communication with 
Lucius while in a mesmeric state and am entirely certain of his thought reading and have 
scarcely a thought doubt of his clairvoyance. What is most interesting of all is the very 
perfect manner in which Lucius examines the internal organization of diseased persons. 
He is very careful and conscientious and I think may be relied on. He has examined 
several persons here, among them Dr. Bates and Mrs. Abbot. I cannot describe these 
examinations but they are very wonderful and surprised us all. 
 
In conclusion I say go to the lectures and carry your sick friends to be examined or rather 
bring Lucius to them. 
 
Please stir the good people at your place up. 
 
Your friend, 
Samuel Johnson 
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Returning to Burkmar’s journal, he recorded a “good” night the day before: 
 

WEDNESDAY 12TH. [FEBRUARY 12, 1845] 
 
The experiments last night were very good last night we took a man out of the audience 
(a perfect stranger to him) and affected a cure on his arm. the man had not been able to 
raise it up for two years, and in a few minutes, he was able to raise his arm up to his head 
and moved it round free from pain, . . .  
 

THURSDAY 13TH. [FEBRUARY 13, 1845] 
 
Our experiments were very satisfactory indeed, although there was not so many in as we 
would have wished however we shall try our luck again to night Mr Quimby had a letter 
of introduction from Dr Atkinson to Dr Richardson, so therefore he presented his letter 
and Dr Richardson took him to see a patient of his,—the case was that of a Woman, who 
had fell down and injured the elbow joint so that she couldnt move it without 
excruciating pain he magnitised her and made her move her arm about just as he pleased 
without any pain. this afternoon he went and see a Child that was very sensitive. He could 
parylise his tounge and prevent him from walking, stop him when and where he pleased. 
the boy was about 10 years old.  
 

Fortunately, the letter of introduction to Dr. Richardson from Dr. Atkinson is preserved in the 
BU collection: 
 

Pembroke 
 
Feb. 12, 1845 
 
Dr. E. Richardson 
 
Dear Sir 
 
This will introduce to your acquaintance Mr. P. P. Quimby of Belfast, who is exhibiting 
to the public through his companion Lucius  the powers of mesmerism. 
 
I have always been skeptical on this point and entered into the investigation with strong 
prejudices against the science, but I have been surprised, if not convinced, with the 
experimentation. I have been put into communication with Lucius and have been 
surprised at the accuracy of his thought reading. I have also performed several small 
operations or feats on him & others have succeeded beyond my expectation or former 
belief. 
 
Go and see for yourself, as I cannot describe the affair on paper. As candid, intelligent 
men we ought to investigate before we approve or condemn, and in order to do so, we 
must see them. 
 
I write in great haste and hope you will be able to make this out. 
 
Your very respectfully, 
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B. Atkinson 
Please show this to our friend, Dr. Whipper.111 
 
 

FRIDAY 14TH. [FEBRUARY 14, 1845] 
 
last Night was the fullest house we have ever had the Hall was crouded, the experiments 
were very good, Mr Quimby took that same Boy in the audience and stoped him from 
talking, I was taken to Havanna [via clairvoyance] by a Sea Captain and described the 
harbour right and the surrounding scenery. . . .  
 

The life of an itinerant healer and operator was not easy or even safe, as naysayers could be both 
vocal and dangerous, as Burkmar notes, when his “expectations” went up in smoke: 

 
SATURDAY 15TH. [FEBRUARY 15, 1845] 

 
Allas, all my expectations vanish in smoke, our experiments were interru[p]ted by a 
lawless gang, who begun to show their dispositions even before we began to operate but 
Mr Quimby braved it out till 9 o'clock, then he dismissed them immediately some of 
them begun to cry out humbug Others swore they would have money back before Mr 
Quimby began his opperations, they began to make some noise, and then he spoke and 
told them if there was any person dissatisfied he would give them their money back but 
no they was content to stay and then after the lecture was over demanded their Change 
this Mr Quimby would’nt[sic] give them. Some swore they would run us on a rail others 
swore they would take it out of our hides, and after we went down to the house, some 
proposed to pull[?] us out of the house. . . . 

 
_____________ 

 
“LECTURE NOTES” 

 
Not much is known about the early untitled Quimby manuscript that was later called by some 
chroniclers “Lecture Notes.” That term will be used here as well. It appears from both internal 
and external evidence that it was written in the 1844-1845 time range with the intent of being 
published. The timing is important because Quimby made many significant statements about 
curing patients, which impacts the conventional view that he (along with Lucius Burkmar) was 
in the mid-1840s primarily a mesmeric exhibitionist of the day who only later developed his 
theory of mental healing. The Waldo Signal reported on the upcoming Quimby book. Its issue of 
May 2, 1844, reported: 
 

Mr. P. P. Quimby, we understand, will soon issue a work upon the Philosophy of 
Mesmerism, in which he will be able to recount for the wonderful phenomena of the 
whole science, and show where Mesmen[sic] and his whole host of followers are 
deceived. The work, we have not doubt, will lead to further enquiry upon the subject of 
Metaphysics and open a wider field for discussion.112 

 
(See also his later comment in the Waldo Signal, which is mentioned below in greater detail, in 
their January 2, 1845 issue: “I am now preparing a work which is nearly ready for publication, in 
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which true clairvoyance, thought reading, association, &c. &c. are thoroughly discussed, and all 
phenomena arising from mind in its excited, somnambulic or mesmeric state fully explained.”) 
 
The style, literary content, and erudition of Lecture Notes strongly point to the work as having 
been co-written by Quimby and one or more others who had far superior education. The 
following is an example of a style and content that is completely lacking in the later Quimby 
writings: 
 

What are primary truths? According to Mr Stewart, “they are such & such only, as can 
neither be proved nor refuted by other propositions of greater perspicuity.” They are self-
evident—not borrowing the powers of reasoning to shed light upon themselves. We are 
naturally inclined to consider the reality of our personal existence. . . . 
 
The works of genius, as displayed in the various branches of science, literature & law, 
bear the character of a higher order of creation than matter. Memory & imagination do 
not appear to have resulted from ponderous substances. The powers of Judgment & 
Reasoning must have originated in something higher & nobler than divisible bodies. To 
what cause can you attribute the origin & perfection of the demonstrations of Euclid? 
What constituted the authorship of the wise laws of Solon & the political institutions of 
Lycurgus and those of modern Europe; and the greatest concentration of wisdom ever 
embodied into one human work; I mean the American Constitution? What gave almost 
intellectual inspiration to the Iliad & Oddessa. What gave birth to the wonderful 
productions of Tasso, Spencer, and Milton? Where shall we look for the origin of the 
Philippics of the Ancients; or in more modern days, for the speeches of a Fox and the 
orations of a Webster? 

 
Leaving aside the literary allusions, the content of Lecture Notes, in its entirety, was a powerful 
statement by Quimby, as he took on the animal magnetism establishment by attacking the 
common belief of the day that animal magnetism was based on an etherial fluid. Beyond that, it 
made it clear that Quimby did not plan to take a second tier status to any of the well-known 
animal magnetism practitioners of the day. For example, regarding John Bovee Dods (spelled 
“Dodds” by him and some others113), he wrote: 
 

The Rev. Mr. Dodds of Boston, Mass., we believe, deals more extensively in the 
Magnetic Fluid than any other magnetizer. We have examined his work upon the subject 
of Mesmerism & can but smile at proofs so conclusively drawn in support of his theory. 
A careful reading of the whole work is a comfortable electuring into a talkative sleep 
ending in ethereal & sublime explanations, above the capacity of ordinary men. We were 
some what at a loss to determine whether the Rev. gentleman was most profuse in his 
language or his fluid! We do not doubt his csincerity in support of his theory fluid, but 
must wonder at his credulity. It is a strong proof of the wanderings of an [unintelligible 
word crossed out] imagination excited mind connected with a strong belief of the means 
by which wonderful results are produced.114  

 
Regarding the issue of “fluids” (and his disagreement with its well-known proponent, Chauncy 
Hare Townshend) see the following from Lecture Notes: 
 

We are rather disposed to confine the use of the word imagination to its proper definition 
& not to confound it with realities. We must therefor[e] reject both the "magnetic fluid" 
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and the "imagination" as being the cause of the phenomena called mesmeric. We embrace 
a doctrine which both the Committee & the followers of Mesmer do not deny, namely, 
the influence of mind over mind; not through the medium of a "fluid" or the 
"Imagination" but by direct contact with & action upon mind. 

 
We shall now proceed to examine the theory of a "Fluid" and to show what deception 
those, who have adopted & advocated the theory have practiced upon themselves. It has 
been remarked, (& with what truth our readers will hereafter decide), that Animal 
Magnetism is a stupendous humbug. That it is a species of polite deception, held up to the 
community as something strange, wonderful & real—a delusion played of upon the 
credulity of honest citisens[sic] by artful & designing operators. The facts resulting from 
experiments, in this enlightened age, cannot be refuted; but I am aware that the oddity & 
unreasonable method of accounting for them by the writing & lectures of the advocates of 
a Fluid theory are so inconsistent with many experiments performed [unintelligible words 
crossed out] by the followers of Mesmer, themselves, that not only the animal fluid, but 
all the strange phenomena of mind, arising from the mesmeric state, are rejected at once 
and past[sic] over to the grave of delusion. 
 
But the decision & rejection of facts should be more carefully done, than of falsehood. 
Nor should we give up the whole facts because the system of explanation is inconsistent 
& absurd. It is not really the community who are so essentially humbugged as those who 
adopt & defend the "Fluid Theory." They are really deceived, supposing they have the 
agency of a fluid when, in fact there is no fluid about the experiments.  
 
Their belief, however, enables them to perform their experiments & they proceed as tho’ 
they were really doing something by its agency. If they should adopt the theory of solids 
instead of fluids, it would be quite as reasonable & they might perform all the 
experiments which they now perform with the fluid—Or reject both & then all the 
experiments can be better performed which could be performed by "fluids & solids." 
 
The Rev. Chauncey Hare Townshend A.M. late of Trinity Hall, Cambridge has published 
a volume of some four hundred pages, entitled Dispassionate Inquiry into Mesmerism. It 
is on the whole a very interesting work, & serves rather to amuse than to instruct & direct 
the enquirer after truth. His experiments were good & expressed in beautiful language & 
with scientific terms. But the error of all his labor was in the first impression from a false 
cause. He was a believer in the magnetic fluid & endeavored to bring all the facts he 
discovered under the its agency. . . . [Much later in the text:] If I could possibly believe in 
the "Fluid Theory" it would be far more marvelous and astonishing to trace out such laws 
as must govern this "invisible ether" of electricity than the experiments which follow. 

 
Quimby was not always a disbeliever in the fluid theory, as he made plain when he gave a brief 
history of his experiments: 
 

I recollect that when I first began to magnetise, I had all this horrid fear about the 
influence of mettle, steel, silver etc. upon the subjects & being a full believer then in the 
Fluid Theory, supposed some strange connection in all metalic substances with the 
magnetised subjects. Having on a certain occasion put my subject into sleep, after 
surcharging him with the fluid, a young lady present held he[r] scissors pointing directly 
towards the head of the subject. Upon my first observing it, I was [words struck through] 
excited, fearing some bad result. The impression was conveyed to the mind of the subject 
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and all the consequences I feared would result, followed. This to my mind, at that time, 
was conclusive proof of the power of certain metalic substances, highly magnetic, upon a 
subject. 
 
I have had very many excellent experiments in Phreno Magnetism, exciting the organs by 
pointing a steel rod pointed at one end blunt at the other to the supposed location, 
believing the fluid past out of myself thro’ this rod into the organ. When I held the sharp 
point of the rod towards the organ the subject would immediately arouse & answer to the 
direction; but if I held the blunt end towards any organ, it would not effect him. This to 
me, as I was trying my experiments to prove whether there was any fluid or not, was 
strong testimony in favor of the fluid system. I had supposed there must be some agent to 
bring out such results & immediately embraced the theory adopted by most magnetisers, 
for want of something better. Having adopted, as a matter of belief, an agent by which I 
could bring about this excited state of mind, I had as[s]igned it certain laws such as I 
knew to govern electricity. I had all the faith to produce a result the when I directed the 
pointed end to the organ I wished to excite; but when I reversed the point and presented 
the blunt end, I did not suppose for an instant that the excitement would follow. So the 
results corresponded with my own feelings. I have witnessed the same experiments 
performed by other magnetisers and they always advance such facts as I have named as 
conclusive proofs of a fluid Theory. Since I have abandoned the fluid Theory, I find no 
difficulty in using either end of the steel rod or use no rod at all & placing myself at a 
respectable distance from the subject, can produce the same results as I did when the steel 
rod & fluid Theory were the only means of my operation. . . . 
 
I also entertained the same idea with other magnetisers about the condition of the 
atmosphere as being favorable or unfavorable to successful experiments. I could always, 
under this belief, succeed better in fine clear weather. Indeed, my experiments seldom 
succeeded in a dull and cloudy atmosphere. I had been giving some very interesting 
experiments at Bath Maine during one evening & did not know but the atmosphere was 
clear & bright as when I entered the hall. At the close of the experiments I was astonished 
to learn that, for the last two hours, during the time of my best experiments, the 
atmosphere had been cloudy & that rain had been falling. This circumstance was one of 
the first which led to the rejection of the fluid Theory. 
 
I believed in the power to mesmerise a tumbler of water which, upon being drunk, would 
throw the patient into the magnetic sleep & have often amused my audience by this 
simple experiment. I supposed I did imbue the water with some new virtue & this was 
also the belief of the subject & the results followed as I had anticipated. The experiment 
of the silk handkerchief has been one of mine I have performed repeatedly. I would 
magnetise the handkerchief & pass it to the subject & it would induce the mesmeric 
sleep. I was so confident in the fluid theory & that silk would effect its operation, that on 
one occasion when I had put my subject to sleep & a lady was sitting near by dressed in 
silk his hands & feet were extended towards her dress. These simple facts all went to 
confirm me in the belief of the fluid theory. Yet I have been compelled to reject them all 
& I find there is no difficulty in producing the same results with a tumbler of clear water 
as when I have surcharged it with magnetic fluid, or with a silk handkerchief in its natural 
state as when magnetised. And I can with all safety allow ladies to sit near my subject, 
with in silk apparrells, without any fear of [words struck through] distracting his slumber. 
 
I have magnetised a cedar twig & given it to my subject & he would immediately pass 
into the magnetic state. I have also given him [words struck through] other articles & told 
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him I had magnetised them, altho’ I had not, yet he would pass into sleep as before. We 
might multiply simple cases of this class to a very great number but all of them would 
terminate as those I have mentioned. I have performed them with the fluid & have done 
the same without it. 

 
Quimby learned that he could affect people in the waking state, and that included relieving their 
pain—as he moved into the role of medical practitioner or healer: 
 

It has sometimes been supposed that subjects are not susceptible of influence from the 
operator only in the sleeping state. This is not so. Dr. Buchanan, altho’ a devoted 
advocate of the fluid, has given many experiments, in proof of a controlling power, which 
the operator may have over the subject. It is, with me, my daily practise to perform most 
of my experiments, when the subject could not know in his waking moments, my wishes, 
while to all appearance he is not influenced by any one. I have frequently extended my 
power to impress upon the mind of some person in my presence a wish to do something, 
keeping distinctly in my mind what I would have him do. And the subject would soon do 
the very the very act which I had wished to bring about. I have frequently operated upon 
a subject in his waking state producing certain feelings in him corresponding to those my 
own; have extracted relieved pain in hundred[s] of instances to the benefit & happiness of 
persons under my influence; have relieved headache, pain in any part of the body. As I 
am was writing a few sentences above, an individual called on me & stated that his foot 
was very painful to him; & if I could ease the pain & adding that he did not believe I 
could, that he would not deny the fact & should be a believer in Mesmerism. I operated 
upon his foot & relieved the pain. He acknowledged the fact & began, he said, to be a 
little more serious. 

 
It is clear that by this time that Quimby was not a believer in the “fluid” theory of animal 
magnetism, as had been promoted by Anton Mesmer. That is an important point, as he would 
routinely refer in his later writings to the fluids (or “flewids”) of the body in a manner at least 
reminiscent of the early animal magnetism proponents. While it may be tempting to dismiss his 
references to “flewids” as merely meaning the bodily fluids, a closer look indicates that Quimby 
still had an important role for “fluids” in his theory. That closer look will be made later when 
Quimby’s theory is analyzed in greater detail. 
 
Quimby explained his view at this early date of his conviction that the operator’s mind could 
control the subject’s mind: 
 

A mesmeriser may imagine a book before the subject & the subject will see & feel the 
book it, altho’ no book be in a room; that is, the same impression is made upon his mind 
by the mind of the operator as tho’ a book had really been placed before him. The 
operator thinks or imagines the book, but the subject receives a real impression & acts as 
though the object was before him. I have frequently amused myself with experiments of 
this nature, fully demonstrating the effect of imagination producing real impressions upon 
the subject. I have handed Lucius, my subject, a six inch rule & imagined it to be twelve 
inches. He would immediately divide the rule into twelve inches by counting. Present 
him with the rule & ask him how many inches it contains and he would answer correctly 
unless, by the operation of my mind I should produce an impression that it contained 
twelve inches. I have first asked him to tell me how long it was and he would answer me 
correctly. I would then ask him to look again, & then I would imagine any length I please 
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& he would answer me according to the impression I produced by my imagination or 
thought. 

 
Quimby here highlighted that the idea of a magnetized object was really a result of the subject’s 
own mind believing it. 
 

There was an interesting experiment which was performed before the Committee at Paris 
of this nature. A tree was magnetised, as the operator supposed, & the subject was to be 
led up to it & the magnetic fluid would pass into him & throw him into the magnetic 
state. This was performed several times with perfect accuracy. But the Committee finally 
hit upon this method. Instead of taking him to the magnetised tree, he was led up, 
blindfold, to one not magnetised and quite as mysteriously fell into the mesmeric 
condition. This proved to the Committee, as it must to everyone, that in fact one tree 
possesses the same principle & quantity of magnetism as the other, which the operator 
had acted upon; or that neither of them was impregnated with magnetism but that some 
other cause, called by the committee imagination, produced the mesmeric sleep. Query, 
was this imagination! The subject in the first instance believed that he was led to the 
magnetised tree, which was true & there could not have been imagination about this. In 
the second instance he was led to the natural tree, but he believed it to be magnetised & 
of course the same impressions and the same results would follow, if you reject the 
magnetic fluid. Every circumstance to the subject would be the same as in both 
experiments & if like causes produce like effects, it could not be the result of a magnetic 
influence; because one tree was magnetised & the other was not & the impressions being 
real in both cases could not have effected the imagination. Imagination supposes 
something not real. These impressions, from which the subject acts[,] are real & not 
imaginary to him. 

 
Lecture Notes is a valuable source for Quimby’s early experiments in showing that he could 
project his mind on his patient or subject. Here we see two different references to his working 
with the patient of a local medical doctor (possibly different cases), which might be when he 
helped Dr. Alburt Wheelock, a case mentioned earlier in this chapter. 
 

Another individual present, who began to ridicule the fact & made some strong remarks 
against any power I might exercise over him, desired me to make a simple experiment 
upon his foot & leg. I immediately wrote upon a piece of paper not letti[n]g any one 
know the writing & laid it down upon the table & told him I had written upon that paper 
what kind of a sensation I would produce upon his foot & leg. I commenced the operation 
& in about two minutes, he said his foot & leg began to prickle & felt as tho’ it was going 
to sleep. I handed him the paper & he read just what he had felt. Some have replied to 
similar experiments above, that they were the results of Imagination. We reply that the 
subject did not know what kind of a sensation we should produce & therefore could not 
imagine in the case. To him it was a reality, because he felt the prickling sensation—did 
not imagine that I was going to produce it. I have frequently taken persons & endeavored 
to produce a warm or cold sensation upon their [word struck through] limbs without their 
knowledge & have succeeded in bringing about my wishes. 
 
A certain physician, who was a complete skeptic & perhaps more in a jocose manner than 
otherwise, invited me to visit one of his patients. I complied, & after looking at the 
patient & fixing her attention upon me, took the physician out side & told him what sort 
of a sensation I would produce upon her. We returned to her & I commenced impressing 
her mind with the same feeling I had named to the physician. She immediately 
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complained of being cold & trembling, which was the very feeling I had been trying to 
produce. The physician I presume will recollect the circumstance & vouch for the fact. 
We might fill up our pages with hundreds of experiments, similar to those we have given, 
& all performed in the same manner. . . . 
 
We have read of cases when persons have been thrown into the mesmeric state & had 
some of the most painful dangerous &, in the waking state, painful surgical operation 
performed without manifesting the least pain. We do not doubt their authority. We have 
had only one case, when an actual operation was performed, of the above class. A lady 
residing about ten miles from Belfast came to our village to have a polypus extracted 
from her nose by one of our surgeons. She called on Dr. W. at his office & requested him 
to send for me to throw her into the mesmeric state. He was no believer in mesmerism 
[mesmerists?] & at first refused; but the lady would not consent to the operation untill I 
was sent for. I found her in the Dr. Office and in ten minutes threw her into the mesmeric 
state & requested the Dr. to commence. He performed the operation & she did not even 
move a single muscle during the whole time & gave no appearance of pain. While the 
operation was being performed, the blood was observed by some one standing by to run 
into her mouth, & I was requested to induce her to spit. I did so & she answered by 
spitt[i]ng out the blood. This experiment took place in the presence of some four or five 
individuals & it was [word struck through] at that time noticed in the public prints. 
 

Quimby fortunately explained his healing methodology at this early date: 
 

Perhaps my readers may at this point enquire, in what manner all these simple 
experiments are performed. It is simply this. I first get the attention of my subject, 
endeavoring to exclude all other external influences & drawing their mind to myself. I 
then work up the sensation I wish to produce upon my subject in my own mind & it is 
immediately communicated to that of the subject & a correspondent feeling will be the 
result. It is the simple process of mind acting upon mind. It is necessary to draw the 
attention of the subject to myself in order to receive the impression because no one could 
recieve impressions from external objects [word struck through] unless he should give his 
attention to them. . . .  
 
A young lady, who was passing some time at my house during the past season, was sitting 
in the keeping room & I was in one of my chambers with my little daughter. [She was 
born March 26, 1833.] I requested my daughter to go down into the keeping room & tell 
the young lady I wished her to give her attention to me for a few minutes—that I wished 
to perform some experiments upon her. I also requested my daughter to remain with her 
& see what they were. I then commenced the operation of my mind to paralise [i.e., 
paralyze] one of her limbs. In a few minutes, her foot moved out & became entirely 
paralised. I then willed her to rise & walk and she immediately obeyed, saying to my 
daught[e]r, "your father desires me to walk & it is impossible for me to resist.[”] I willed 
her to come to the chamber door, that I had something to say to her. She then asked my 
daughter "if her father did not speak." Upon her replying that he [word struck through] 
did not, she said "he did & wishes to tell me something." She came to my door & asked 
me if I did not speak to her. I replied that I did in my mind, but not with my voice. She 
could not believe that she did not hear my voice. These experiments were done in the 
evening & my wife being absent, I told her that I should will her to ask my wife a 
question when she returned, but would not tell her what it should be. Wishing to see how 
far I could carry out this principle of operating upon her mind directly, I willed her to ask 
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my wife if she had turned the cat out doors. In two hours from that time my wife came in 
& as she came up stairs, she enquired “if she had turned the cat out doors.” 
 
Such experiments as I have named above & others of the same character, I have 
performed upon others subjects in their waking state. I find, however, but few persons 
who are very susceptible of such impressions; yet I have given [words struck through] 
them before so many persons that, they, at last by those who witnessed them, cannot be 
disputed. During my public exhibitions, I have practised my subject, after the evening's 
exhibition is nearly closed, in similar experiments. I have left him & passed into another 
room & requested some one to tell me which of his arms are to paralised [words struck 
through]. Having directed me, he would return to my subject & request him to give his 
attention to me—that I was about to perform an experiment upon one of his arms limbs, 
arms or legs not allowing him to know which. Soon the arm, which I was requested to 
affect, would become paralised. Such experiments I have given to the public on many 
occasions. It is more difficult however to influence the mind in the waking state than 
when mesmerised. Yet these experiments were done when he was awake. 

 
We saw earlier that Quimby visited Boston at least once, in 1843, and here is how he recorded it:  
 

While in the city of Boston about one year since,115 I met with a friend who began to 
question me as to the tricks I am playing in Magnetism, & as we continued our 
conversation some time, he immediately suddenly turned his head & after a few 
moments pause charged me with an attempt to magnetise him! I did not let him know, but 
it was so; in truth however, I did not think of it until after he named it. I state this 
experiment to show that I did not designedly use any fluid, indeed, could not have given 
direction to any; but the result upon my friend was just the same, no doubt, as though I 
had really sat down with the intention of performing an operation. This was the belief 
which he exercised in his mind, that I was trying my powers upon him and he became 
excited and partially yielded. I do not think I exerted any power to control him, yet he felt 
a power which he believed proceeded from me & it began to induce the mesmeric state 
into which he was passing. 
 

Quimby recounted a kind of competition he had with a friend, “a powerful magnetiser,” who 
disagreed with Quimby on certain fundamental points: 

 
A friend of mine, a powerful magnetiser who called on me not long since, operated upon 
a young lady in my family & threw her into the mesmeric sleep. He was a firm believer 
in the Magnetic Fluid and every thing was done according to the laws supposed to govern 
it. I began to exercise the power of my mind over the subject & she would readily obey 
me—Desiring her to come to me, she immediately turned her head & was about to rise 
when her operator observing the movement began to cut off the fluid with his hand so as 
to shut out the power I was gaining over her. I ceased trying to impress her mind with the 
desire of coming to me & she turned back—During the same sleep I exercised a control 
over her which was observed by the operator, and when he discovered it, awoke her, 
saying it was very dangerous mixing up the fluids of dif[f]erent magnetisers upon the 
subject at the same time. I could not induce him to go on with his experiments, & was 
obliged to do what I could to show that there was no danger from mixing up fluids &c or 
that all the danger arising in the case would be from the fear & belief of the mesmeriser. I 
then performed a few experiments & requested him to exercise all his fluid power to 
counteract them. I am unable to say whether the fear of "disturbing the fluid" did not 
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prevent him from making an effort, for all my experiments succeeded. . . . [Many words 
are crossed out here] When in the city of Boston with my subject, one of the most 
powerful magnetisers put my subject into the magnetic sleep and proceeded with his 
experiments in phreno-magnetics to convince me that the organs were excited by a fluid. 
He remained in contact with the subject & directed his fluid with the points of his fingers. 
I was sitting in the room at some distance from the scene of operation and exerted myself 
to counteract the impression given by the operator. [Many words crossed out here on how 
Quimby tried to counteract the experiment.]The operator's experiments all failed altho’ he 
was in contact with the subject and as he supposed was filling up his head with the 
electric or magnetic fluid. 

 
While Lecture Notes indicates a Quimby further along in his theory than is commonly portrayed, 
he still at this date had no problem promoting mesmerism by that name: 
 

When mesmerism has attained this height, in the march of its discoveries, a new and 
brighter era in the history of the world will have dawned upon humanity—the grave of 
ignorance of the past will be entombed in forgetfullness the light of the future, & truth, 
disrobed of superstition will govern paramount; the universe of [word struck through] 
[illegible] thought. 
 
Our remarks have thus far been confined to what we are pleased to call the Metaphysical 
development of the metaphysical mysteries of our subject (Mesmerism). We have sought 
to select that system which appears to be most consistent with the facts we have 
offered—that system only by which we can alone explain satisfactorily the wonderful 
phenomena of mind. We have thought our course thus far justifiable upon the ground, 
that a complete knowledge of the development of Mesmerism is necessary to a good 
understanding of the practical part of our science. We protest against a mere knowledge 
of results without cause. We should know rather the cause & we may then produce or 
prevent results.116 Our course has been to introduce such explanation as appears 
consistent with all the experiments given & as far as we had the power, to enlighten the 
understanding rather than to mystify what has already been too mysterious. How far we 
have succeeded, an intelligent community will act as our tribunal & we shall rest satisfied 
with their candid decision. 

 
Another area where Quimby in Lecture Notes differed from his later theory was his willingness 
to use medicine, but only because the patient believed in it: 
 

Intel[i]gent physicians, altho’ they have full faith in medical remedies & believe that 
these, with the mental emotions of the patient are the only restoratives of health, yet do 
not after all consider that remedies possess such astonishing powers as is supposed by the 
quacks. I believe that there is a virtue in medicine, which, when taken by the patient, 
conveys impressions to the mind & that these impressions often result in the entire 
restoration of health. The mind of man is generally taken up with surrounding objects & 
seldom is attracted to contemplate the body to which it is attached. . . . 

 
But why should we enumerate particular methods of restoring the health of a patient 
without a dose of medicine? All these methods are medicines for the mind, they leave 
lasting impressions & they restore the health. So is every remedy taken into the stomach 
or externally applied to the body, a medicine for the mind. And it is only so far effectual 
to the end designed as it impresses the mind. We do not then discard the use of medicines, 
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but rather recommend them; but we protest against such use, unless he who prescribes 
knows the laws by which his remedy is governed. 
 
The true design of all medicine is to lead the mind to certain results & then it, the mind, 
will restore the body. No matter what this medicine is, if it accomplishes all the physician 
designs. It will effect a cure if it produces a health state of the mind. Thus it is that very 
small doses, under the direction of the Homeopathic practice effect such astonishing 
cures. Thus it is that so many drops of pure water taken under the direction of a skillful 
physician, will restore health. . . . 
 
By the action of my mind upon my patient in his waking state, I can produce the same 
results which flow from the taking of medicine. I can produce an emetic or cathartic, a 
disiness [i.e., dizziness] or pain in the head, relieve pain in any part of the system & 
restore my patients which could be restored by medicine by acting directly upon their 
minds. If we succeede in giving such experiments & confirm on the above declaration, 
will any one doubt the fact that it is the mind which effects is operated upon & conveys 
the result to the body? We will not argue this point further, but procede to give our 
experiments some further remarks & the experiments. 
 
We lay it down as a principle, that all medical remedies effect the body only through the 
mind. 
 
The truth of this principle is tested in an experiment which I had upon a lady of 
intel[l]igence, who was placed under my care. Her health was generally bad & caused a 
depression of spirits. I could magnetise her easily but preferred to perform my 
experiments in her waking moments. If she complained of pain in the head, I could 
relieve it. If her her feet & hands were cold, I could induce the a warm feeling sensation. 
If her head became hot & feverish, I could induce a cool state & drive off the fever. I 
could cause her to vomit & regulate the conditions of her stomach at my will. Indeed 
almost any state I desired to produce, corresponding with the effect of medicine taken 
into the stomach, would follow. This is not a solitary case. I might enumerate hundreds of 
experiments equally wonderful and interesting, all tending directly to show that mind 
governs the body &, to effect matter the body, it must be done thru’ the mind. 
 

Quimby as an early healer was seen below in Lecture Notes: 
 

A friend of mine took me to see an Irish gentleman who was in the last stages of 
consumption. Before Upon entering his house we could distinctly hear him breath[e]. My 
friend introduced me & related the occasion of our call. The man with much difficulty 
replied that nothing could help him etc. I commenced acting upon his mind with all the 
power I could exercise. In a short time the difficulty of breathing was removed, & the 
man raising himself up in bed exclaimed to my friend, "Why sir, what does this mean? 
My sir, I feel, I feel very much relieved!" After spending an hour with him we left. I 
called again the next morning & found him up & dressed and doing well. I left town that 
day & have not since heard of him since. Dr. H. took me to see one of his patients who 
was very low in the last stages of consumption. We found her very week [i.e., weak] & 
oppressed with a difficulty of breathing. I commenced operating upon her & removed the 
difficulty of breathing and induce[d] a strong & healthful feeling. We left her very 
comfortable & she declared she was much better. Whether she recovered from her illness 
I have not heard. Another patient in the last stages of consumption, who was entirely 
given over by all the physicians, sent for me a few days since. I soon relieved much of his 
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pain—enabled him to swallow with less difficulty & entirely threw off his fever, which 
had returned regularly every day previous for some time. He appears now much better 
than when I first saw him. But it is too much to suppose that he can be restored from his 
very debilitated state to health. 
 
I will now introduce another class of experiments. A gentleman residing out of town was 
seized with an affection of the head, produci[n]g severe pain. This continued for the 
space of two or three months but increasing in severity untill he entirely lost the power of 
seeing—was blind. He sent for me to visit him. I did so & found him in the state I have 
described, suffering intensely from the pain in his head & not able to see any object 
around him. I commensed exercising my powers to throw him into the mesmeric state 
which & was soon successful. I then relieved the pain of his head & proce[e]ded to 
enable him to see objects around him. I placed my fingers in front of his eyes & he soon 
remarked that he saw them & felt an influence proce[e]ding from them which was 
cooling. I was trying to allay the fever in that portion of the brain connected with his 
eyes, which was probably the influence he felt. He could tell when I was near to him or at 
a distance. I then roused him from his sleeping condition & commenced operating upon 
his eyes to induce the power of sight. He described the sensations produced like flakes of 
clouds passing before his eyes, being sometimes so dark that he could distinguish no light 
& then followed with light. I continued my operations until he was enabled to see an 
object I held up before him, described what it was & read the figures which were printed 
upon it. His health was so far gone that it would have been almost a miricle [i.e., miracle] 
to have restored him. I left him however in this condition & soon after heard of his death. 

 
It is important to note that Quimby’s healing work did not at this early date require him to place 
the patient in a trance but rather could be applied while the patient was in the waking state: 
 

We procede to give other cases of a different class & which will more fully prove the 
distinction between the real & the imaginary. 

 
There's a lady residing in this county who had been lame & unable to walk for two years. 
She had been under the care of physicians who had resorted to every medicine consistent 
with the case, within the range of their profession. She had been three months under the 
care of the celebrated Dr. Hewit of Boston, but received no benefit but continued about 
the same. This was the condition in which I found her, unable to bear any weight upon 
her foot. We now ask, was this case real or imaginary, upon the facts as we have stated? 
Whatever the answer is, she & her friends, who were enabled to feel & see her condition, 
believed it real. I was lecturi[n]g in town & was sent for to visit her. I complied & 
commenced operating upon her in her waking state. In less than one half hour she rose 
from her chair & walked across the room & out of her keeping room into the other, 
astonishing all who beheld her. She continued to walk & grow better & has now nearly 
recovered.  

 
In evaluating Lecture Notes, one of the key points to note is that while Quimby in the manuscript 
did not have any problem placing subjects or patients in a trance he recorded cases where he 
reported healing patients outside of the mesmeric trance. Also he clearly recognized the 
importance of the patient’s own mind (and Quimby’s) on the healing work. 
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AN IMPORTANT PUBLISHED LETTER FROM QUIMBY IN 1845  
TO THE LOCAL PRESS 

 
It was in the beginning of 1845 that Quimby made some very revealing comments in a letter to 
the editor of the Waldo Signal. The paper had run a story, on December 26, 1844, about how a 
Deacon Nathaniel Gurney of Belfast had been robbed of $150; he thought of a certain unnamed 
mesmerizer who lived in the area; he hoped the mesmerizer would use his clairvoyant powers to 
find the missing money. This individual he said had a reputation for being able to find missing 
things. The individual agreed, and then informed Gurney how the money had been stolen and 
was in the home of a “Mr——” on Ohio Street in Bangor. Gurney and his son went immediately 
to Bangor and asked the Judge to issue a search warrant. It turned out the “Mr.——” was a 
“respectable mechanic” who did not live on Ohio Street. Gurney nonetheless was able to obtain a 
search warrant for the house on Ohio Street but it turned out nothing was there. Gurney was 
forced to pay the marshall from his own pocket since the State would not. As the article put it, he 
returned home “a wiser, if not richer man.” 
 
Nor surprisingly, Quimby was quickly innundated with questions about whether he was the 
mesmerizer in question. He quickly wrote a lengthy letter to the editor that appeared in the 
January 2, 1845, issue cited above. Because so many people asked him that question, he felt an 
obligation to make a public statement, which is reproduced in part below: 
 

Some six or eight weeks since, the Deacon, who by the way lives in Waldo Plantation, 
made me a call to obtain the assistance of Mesmerism in search of his stolen cash. I 
replied that I never under any circumstances would enter upon such a voyage of discovery, 
especially where so many obstacles are calculated to lead the Mesmerised off from true 
clairvoyance by passions, feelings, and the power of mind exercised by others over the 
subject. I thought I explained the matter satisfactorily and the Deacon left. Not long 
afterward the Deacon called on me again and more earnestly solicited my assistance to 
discover his stolen property. I replied to him by endeavoring to explain the uncertainty of 
this method of detecting thieves and robbers in the present stage of mesmeric science—
that I believed the principle correct and thought at some future day the science would 
progress so far as to enable us to many things, which at present are attended with 
uncertainty. The Deacon then urged me to sell him the benefit of any mesmerized subject. 
This I refused, stating it might be the means of getting him into trouble. Thus matters 
stood until some of the Deacon’s neighbors reported that I must have been bribed by the 
thief not to disclose what I had in my power to do with my subject. This lead “Deacon 
Nathaniel Gurney” to apply to another Magnetiser, who announced just what any one, who 
understands the principles of mesmerism, would have known to terminate with a false 
relation and disastrous results. The earnest Deacon could not believe that the subject might 
be controlled by his own thoughts or those of some other person about him, and insisted 
on going in search of the stolen treasure; the subject had only given an example of 
“thought reading,” merely describing the thoughts of some person who controlled him at 
the time. The principles of the science of Mesmerism have not yet become so simplified 
and generally understood, that every Tyro or quack who has fortunately succeeded in 
inducing the Mesmeric sleep upon the subject, can safely advance and give forth 
revelations to the world unfolding hidden mysteries of the past and foretelling those of the 
future. This seems to be a branch hitherto reserved for “fortune tellers.”  Not that I believe 
this principle is incorrect, but on the contrary, I have no doubt if the Deacon himself could 
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by any process pass into the excited state or Mesmeric state, and being under the 
impression of finding his lost treasure, he would be able to see it and also discover its 
mysterious disappearance. Apolonias [i.e., Appolonius of Tyana], Swedenborg and others 
were capable of inducing this state upon themselves and revealing the past, the present and 
the future. It is impossible to go into a thorough discussion of this principle of true 
clairvoyance in distinction of thought reading and the principles of association of ideas as 
applied to mind, through the columns of a paper. I am now preparing a work which is 
nearly ready for publication, in which true clairvoyance, thought reading, association, &c. 
&c. are thoroughly discussed, and all phenomena arising from mind in its excited, 
somnambulic or mesmeric state fully explained. 

 
This letter offers important insights into when Quimby came to certain conclusions that will be 
discussed later. 
 
This letter also opens up very interesting issues for further examination. The conventional 
wisdom seems to say that Quimby dropped Burkmar in or after 1847 because he determined that 
Lucius was only reading the minds of the audience or patients. However, it appears that he was 
already approaching that position in 1844, since his fear was that a search for lost money was a 
fool’s errand because the mesmerist’s mind could be so easily falsely influenced by the minds 
around the mesmerist or his subject. While he held out for a future state of progress of true 
clairvoyance by masters, he seemed resigned to the limits in the present day of confusing mind 
reading for clairvoyance. I believe it is important to note, as we shall see, that with the exception 
of a time in mid-1847, the last record of Quimby touring or even working with Burkmar is less 
than half a year after this letter to the editor was written. It may be that Quimby had effectively 
reached that position by early 1845 if not before, but he was not done yet with Burkmar at least 
as a clairvoyant diagnostician put forth to the public (as we see later when he works with him 
again in 1847). Whether or not Quimby in 1847 still believed Burkmar was a true clairvoyant 
will be discussed below as well. 
 
The Waldo Signal reprinted on February 27, 1845, from an Eastport newspaper a glowing report 
of Quimby and Burkmar in that city about February 12. He had dazzled the crowd with 
Burkmar’s clairvoyant “trip” to the West Indies and had healed a woman who had an arm that 
she had only been able to move slightly. It is significant that Quimby maintained his normal 
procedures for exhibitions with Burkmar even though it is clear from his letter to the editor of the 
Waldo Signal above that he had determined by then that much of what went for clairvoyance was 
really the subject’s reading of the mind of those around him or her. 
  
The Burkmar journal above ended shortly thereafter, and a few weeks later, Quimby received 
another testimonial letter (now in BU): 
 
 

Saint Stephen [New Brunswick] 
 
March 5, 1845 
 
Mr. Thomas Jones, Esq. 
 
Dear Sir, 
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A Mr. Quimby from Belfast, State of Maine, has a few ev[en]ings past been exhibiting 
experiments in Animal Magnetism to crowded audiences, to their entire satisfaction. 
 
His price is moderate & he intends visiting your place, he has desir[e]d me to give him a 
line to you & others of my friend[s] by way of introduction. 
 
Please give him what assistan[ce] you convenient[l]y can in getting an audience & I think 
you will be pleased with the result of the experiments he will exhibit. Any aid may afford 
him in the way he requires will be gratefully acknowledged by your obedient servant. 
 
In hast[e] 
 
J. Burton Abbot 
 
P. S. If I had time I would give you a full description of the experiments he has 
successfully performed in this place, but I have not at present. 

 
(The same day, Abbot wrote a second letter of intruction, also in BU, to a George D. Street, Esq. 
in Saint Stephens with similar content. In this other letter, he told of seeing Quimby put a Miss 
Green into mesmeric sleep and then Dr. Fiske operated on her teeth “without her being sensible 
to any pain during the operation.”) 
 
Two days later, while staying in St. Andrews, New Brunswick, Quimby wrote his wife a letter,  
now preserved at BU. The letter, dated March 7, 1845, let his wife know that he was well and 
told of his helping to mesmerize a girl (the “Miss Green” above) so that she could undergo a 
surgical operation: 
 

I take this time to inform you whare I am and also Let you [k]no[w] we are wall. . . . 
 
Give my respects to all hour friends tell them Down East is the place for magnetisn I will 
state one case of mesmerism in Callis [presumably Calais, Maine, near St. Andrews] I 
magmetised a Miss Green [w]ho had an opporation [?] for[?] hur teeth. She was in the 
slu[?] 3 hours in the four[?] noon & 2 in the after noon felt no pane I went to hur Mother 
while the Doctor was oporating and told hur I would sho[w] hur how I cote[?] talk withe 
hur Dauter with my mind I then return[e]d to the Lady but did not put my Hand on hur 
soon[?] spoke a word by thought in this way, Now you and I under stand eacy other but 
the rest of them dont [k]no[w] it and smil[e]d and she Laphe[?] out an [unintelligible] the 
all in the room she under stood my thougt[.]  Doc [unintelligible] sen it was the best 
Experiment he ever hurd of and is goin[g] to have it put in the Medical Journ. . . . 
 

This is how Dresser described this letter in QMSS: 
 

One of the letters is from Mr. Quimby himself, in which he refers to the case of a patient 
put into a state of sleep during three hours while an operation upon the teeth was being 
performed. The patient felt no pain. Mr. Quimby states that while the patient was asleep 
he told her mother that he would show her how he could talk with the daughter mentally. 
He then stepped toward the patient but did not put his hand upon her, merely sent her a 
thought. The patient thereupon laughed out in response to this thought and satisfied all in 
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the room that it was an instance of thought-transference. This experience is significant, 
for it points forward to the time, presently to come, when Quimby will be able to 
dispense with his subject, and communicate directly either through telepathy or by the aid 
of his own clairvoyance, apart from mesmerism.117 
 

In a case somewhat similar, Quimby recalled in October, 1862, how he had helped to mesmerize 
a woman who was having a needle removed from her arm many years before: 
 

I was sitting by a patient whom I had put to sleep that she might have a needle extracted 
from her arm & while the surgeon was performing the operation, she said to me "does it 
now hurt you?" I replied "no”— She said, "I should think it would." Here was a body 
person awake to all that was going on, who at the same time took my body & arm for the 
one in which the needle was. When I mesmerized my subject if his nose itched he would 
say to me "I wish you would scratch your nose," & if I did, it would satisfy him. I know 
that every person, like the gold, exists in the solution, with all his life, qualities of 
wisdom & opinion & is happy or miserable according to his life.118  

 
Remembering back to this time period, Quimby wrote in an article “Can a Spirit Have Flesh & 
Blood?”: 
  

When at Eastport, I put a lady into a mesmeric sleep who wished to go to N.H. to see her 
friends. I accompanied her. She would smile & bow & I asked her to whom she bowed. 
She said, it is our postmaster. She then said we have now got home. Here is where my 
father lives. We went into the house. She said our folks are baking. I asked her if her 
father was at home & if she would introduce me & she went through the ceremony. I 
said, ask your father if any thing has happened since you left home. At this she started & 
turned pale & seemed agitated. Upon asking what was the trouble she said that her uncle 
was dead, that he came there & was taken sick & had died on such a day & how, 
mentioning both, also her aunt who came to take care of him had been sick but had 
recovered & her brother had carried her home. All this was confirmed in a few days by 
letter. Her uncle, Dr. Richardson, sent me a letter which I have in my possession, stating 
that all she had said was literally true. I might give many experiments showing that we do 
not know ourselves.119 

 
It is significant, I believe, that Quimby had this experience on his own and not through Burkmar 
as a subject. 
 
In the Quimby collection at BU is a transcript of a letter from E. Richardson in Eastport, Maine, 
dated May 3, 1845, that Quimby mentioned and which provides some corroboration to the earlier 
account: 
 

Mr. Quimby 
Sir, 
 
The lady you mesmerised at my house on Saturday last [i.e., April 26] and then requested 
her to take you to her father[’]s house, a distance of about four hundred miles, you 
recollect gave a minute description of the family & what they were about at that time: 
you also remember, I presume, that she stated that Mr. G., a member of the family died 
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on the 14th inst ult., & that a Mrs. B. a particular friend of hers, had been there on a visit, 
was taken sick there, but had so far recovered that her brother had carried her home. 
 
On the Tuesday following her making the above statement she recieved a letter from her 
father in which wrote that Mr. G. died about 8 oclock, A. M. on the 14th of April, also 
stating that Mrs. B. had been there on a visit & that she was taken sick so as to be obliged 
to stay a week longer than she intended  & that she had got so well that her brother had 
carried her home. 
 
You are aware that I have been skeptical about most of your mesmeric experiments, I 
therefore feel bound to give you the above statement of facts, and am willing you should 
show this to your friends, but I am not willing to have my name appear in print.120 

 
The Republican Journal, April 25, 1845, recorded news received from Quimby that it shared 
with its readers: 
 

Mr. P. P. Quimby, of this town, the somewhat celebrated Mesmerist, informs us of an 
interesting experiment lately performed with his boy Lucius. While at Castine, Lucius 
was directed to go in search of the ship Canton, which had sailed from Boston for 
Ichaboe, some time previous. Lucius described the vessel as being in Cape Town, soon to 
sail for Ichaboe. The dates were taken down, and a letter has been received from the 
captain, confirming Lucius’s statement. It was not known that the vessel would put in at 
Cape Town, and when Lucius made the statement, it was at once pronounced that he must 
be mistaken. 

 
The Waldo Signal for its part on April 24 also gave a glowing report of the same event in 
Castine. These articles are approximately six weeks after Burkmar ceased writing in his journal. 
 
 

QUIMBY EVIDENTLY QUITS TOURING WITH BURKMAR MID-1845 AND 
TAKES UP HEALING PRACTICE AT HIS HOME IN BELFAST 

 
This month of April, 1845, appears to be the last month we have a record of Quimby 
touring with Burkmar. It is quite significant then that he made this announcement in the 
Waldo Signal about six weeks later of his apparently solo efforts at healing: 
 

Effects of Mesmerism. 
 
MR. P. P. QUIMBY, who has successfully applied MESMERISM, in many instances, to 
the healing of diseases, where all other remedies have failed, will be at his residence in 
Belfast for the summer, to render his assistance to all those who may wish to apply the 
Mesmeric influence. 
 

28 tf 
 

This announcement first appeared in the Signal on June 5, 1845, and despite its reference to 
applying “for the summer,” the notice ran a long time. The file of the newspaper in the Belfast 
Free Library is missing the year after November 1845, but the notice at least ran through the last 
issue of November 26, 1845; the advertisement language was evidently changed the following 
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week to the new version below. (By the time the missing year was over the newspaper had 
changed its name to the State Signal, and eventually to the State Signal and New Planet on 
November 4, 1847.) 

 
 
P. P. QUIMBY will continue, at his residence on Court Street, to apply the benefits of 
MESMERISM to all patients who are disposed to place themselves under his care. The 
numerous experiments, and cures of various diseases of long standing, which had entirely 
eluded the power of medicine, under the direction of most skilful and eminent physicians 
are a sufficient guaranty to the community of the importance this science is now assuming. 
 
Belfast, Nov. 26, 1845 

4 tf 
 

This new notice ran through April 8, 1847. It is important to note that Quimby tied healing work 
to the earliest days of his mesmeric exhibitions and that as late as 1847 he was referring to 
healing as having come through mesmerism and that this mesmerism was a “science.” Also since 
he tied the healing work back to his earlier days, he does not seem to be announcing any new 
discovery on his part. While he might have decided to leave Burkmar at this point in 1845 and 
gone solo (or Burkmar may have left and gone with John Bovee Dods or simply decided to stop 
working with Quimby), he still was making a crucial step forward by announcing himself as a 
healer and not an exhibitionist—even if he was still using what he called mesmerism. 
 
Conventional wisdom, based on George Quimby’s later history of his father, has Quimby in 1847 
realizing that Burkmar was not practicing true clairvoyance in many cases and was just reading 
the minds of those around him when he diagnosed patients and prescribed remedies. Here is what 
Quimby said in the Portland Daily Advertiser, February 17, 1862, but without dating his 
reminiscence (emphasis added): 
 

The capacity of thought-reading is the common extent of mesmerism.  Clairvoyance is 
very rare and can be easily tested by blind-folding the subject and giving him a book to 
read.  If he can read without seeing, that is conclusive evidence that he has independent 
sight.  This was my test during my experiments.  This state is of very short duration.  
They then come into that state where they are governed by surrounding minds.  All the 
mediums of this day reason about medicine as much as the regular physicians.—They 
both believe in disease, and both recommend medicine.  When I mesmerize[d] my 
subject, he would prescribe some little simple herb that would do no harm or good 
of itself.  In some cases this would cure the patient.  I also found that any medicine 
would cure certain cases, if he ordered it.  This led me to investigate the matter and 
arrive at the stand I now take; that the cure is not in the medicine, but in the confidence of 
the doctor or medium.  A clairvoyant never reasons nor alters his opinion; but if in the 
first state of thought-reading, he prescribes medicine, he must be posted by some mind 
interested in it, and also must derive his knowledge from the same source as the doctors 
do.  The subject I had, left me and was employed by John B. Dodds [i.e., Dods], who 
employed him in examining diseases in the mesmeric sleep, and taught him to 
recommend such medicines as he got up himself in Latin, and as the boy did not 
know Latin, it looked very mysterious.  Soon afterwards he was at home again, and I 
put him asleep to examine a lady, expecting that he would go on in his old way, but 
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instead of that he wrote a long prescription in Latin.  I awoke him that he might read it, 
but he could not; so I took it to the Apothecary's, who said he had not the articles, and 
that they would cost twenty dollars. —This was impossible for the lady to pay, so I 
returned and put him asleep again, and he gave his usual prescription of some little herb, 
and she got well.  This, with the fact that all these mediums admit disease, and derive 
their knowledge from the common allopathic belief, convinces me that if it were not for 
the superstition of the people, believing that these subjects, merely because they have 
their eyes shut, know more than the apothecaries; they could make few cures.  Let any 
medium open his eyes, and let the patient describe his disease, then the medicine would 
do about as much good as brown bread pills.  But let the eyes be shut and then comes the 
mystery.  It is true that they will tell the feelings, but that is all the difference. 

 
Here Quimby does not say that Burkmar was reading the mind of the patient. Instead it appears 
to me that Quimby meant he had determined that any medicine that Burkmar prescribed would 
work if he ordered it, meaning the prescription worked because the patient had faith in 
Burkmar’s prescription. This conclusion by Quimby appears to have been before Burkmar left 
him and went to works for Dods. After Burkmar “was at home again” Quimby rehired him and 
put him to work diagnosing patients again. So when did this happen? We know that Burkmar 
toured with Dods in 1847 (see below), but did he also work with him earlier? We don’t know, but 
the potential times periods appear to be either during the hiatus in Burkmar’s journal, roughly 
March 1844 – January 1845, as well as after he ceased going on tour with Quimby but before he 
returned to Belfast and worked briefly with Quimby again, which is roughly May 1845 – early 
1847, because after that we know he was working with Dods. In either event, as will be seen 
below, Burkmar returned to Quimby very soon after having toured with Dods, and that is almost 
certainly the time period that Quimby referred to in 1862. (Quimby above said that he re-
employed Burkmar after he “was at home again.” That language appears to match was Quimby 
announced in 1847 (see below), that Lucius was being used again by Quimby because he “is now 
in town. . . .” If so, then the account of Lucius prescribing in Latin would have been in 1847, and 
it was soon thereafter that Quimby stopped working with him.)  
 
Back in 1843 we saw that Dods published his pamphlet on his six lectures in Marlboro Chapel 
that year. In 1847 he republished the pamphlet with updated material (i.e., he took the old 
lectures and simply inserted new material to bring them up to date). In this 1847 issue he added 
this note (emphasis added): 
 

The most distinguished clairvoyants now in the United States, are [Andrew] Jackson 
Davis, Lucius E. Burkmar, and Walter S. Tarbox, who have astonished thousands; and 
by their examinations of the diseased, and saving the lives of many, have rendered 
themselves the benefactors of suffering humanity.121 

 
The New York Tribune in February 1847 ran advertisements for a Dods and Burkmar lecture in 
New York City. The lectures on “Mesmerism” were on February 25 and 27 (with “Ladies only” 
the afternoon of the 26th). The advertisement mentioned the “brilliant and amusing experiments 
on the Celebrated Claivoyant, Mr. Burkmar.—Experiments also in Galvanism and Magnetism of 
a most interesting character.” Soon advertisements appeared for lectures by Dods (without 
reference to Burkmar) for March 3, 5, and 6, but the lectures did not stop then. Dods and 
Burkmar were not without competition. Andrew Jackson Davis was also in the city and who 
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“having closed his Lectures and Revelations (which will be put to press in a few days) proposes 
to continue his examinations and treatment of the diseased only until the 10th of April. . . .”  
 
The Tribune, April 5, reported: 
 

Mesmerism in all its Splendors.—Dr. Dods will deliver four Lectures this week on the 
philosophy of Mesmerism with brilliant experiments in the American Hall on the corner of 
Broadway and Grand st. on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evenings at half past 7 
o’clock. Admission only 12 ½ cents. 
 
P. S. Dr. Dods will examine diseases by the clairvoyant Burkmar every morning at 10 
o’clock, at 175 Grand st. Charge $3. Medicine extra. 

 
Another advertisement in the Tribune about April 14 for a repeat of the event noted: “Diseases 
examined, and prescribed for, by the celebrated Burkmar, who is the most lucid Clairvoyant in 
existence, at 175 Grand st. between 10 and 12 each morning. Charge $3—medicine extra. He 
will call at the residence of the sick, if desired, without extra pay.” (This was the kind of setting 
where, according the Quimby’s later statement, Burkmar would prescribe in Latin, which could 
help explain why the cost of medicine was extra.) 
 
Burkmar and Dods soon moved to Troy, New York. The Troy Northern Budget ran this 
advertisement on May 1, 1847: 
 

Examinations. 
 
MESMERIC.—Mr. Burkmar, the celebrated, learned and skilful Clairvoyant, will examine 
patients and prescribe their diseases, every day, from 9 A. M., till 9 P. M., at his PRIVATE 
PARLOR, No. 14 Third street. He is the “Rough and Ready” of disease—can detect the 
enemy in his citadel, and rout him at every point of attack. Come and try him; for “by their 
fruits shall ye know them,” is a holy maxim. 
 
Charge $1. Medicine extra. 
 
P.S. Persons examined at their own residence, if desired.              M1 1w* 

 
While the advertisement might make it appear that Burkmar had gone out on his own, elsewhere 
on the same page appeared this notice:   
 

MESMERISM.—It will be perceived by reference to an advertisement in another column, 
that Dr. Dods has changed his quarters to No. 14 Third st., where the clairvoyant Burkmar, 
examines diseases every day and at all hours. 

 
Despite this high public praise for Burkmar while performing with Dods, according to Quimby 
above, Lucius was “soon afterwards” back with Quimby. 
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George Quimby for his part, explained his father’s gradual realization “after a time” of the 
import that the human mind had on his experiments with Burkmar. George wrote in his 1888 
biographical sketch of his father the following: 
 

After a time Mr. Quimby became convinced that whenever the subject examined a patient 
his diagnosis of the case would be identical with what either the patient himself or 
someone present believed, instead of Lucius really looking into the patient, and giving the 
true condition of the organs; in fact, that he was reading the opinion in the mind of some 
one, rather than stating a truth acquired by himself. 
 
Becoming firmly satisfied that this was the case, and having seen how one mind could 
influence another, and how much there was that had always been considered as true, but 
was merely some one's opinion, Mr. Quimby gave up his subject, Lucius, and began the 
developing of what is now known as mental healing, or curing disease through the mind. 

 
It seems clear that Quimby had the basic belief by the end of 1844 that would-be clairvoyants 
generally only read the minds of those around them instead of reaching true clairvoyancy. Even 
if Burkmar was acting as a true clairvoyant at that time, it made no difference if the patient’s 
faith was the real key in the cure. We shall see below that Quimby invited Burkmar to help 
diagnose for him in mid-1847. Quimby’s account above from 1862 seems to make his 
determination that Burkmar’s prescriptions were not anything special (the expensive drug was 
easily replaced by a simple herb) and again only the faith or gullibility of the patient mattered in 
effecting the cure. According to George Quimby above, his father determined not only that the 
patient had blind faith but also that Burkmar read the mind of the patient to know what that 
patient expected to hear or receive. 
 
The question to me is the timing. Did Quimby really have a revelatory moment in 1847 that it 
was the patient’s mind that caused the disease and that patient’s faith in the drug that provided 
the cure? If so, is that why he dismissed Burkmar? Or, as an alternative, had he reached that 
conclusion as early as 1844 and only dismissed Burkmar because he realized that he was no 
longer acting as a true clairvoyant? (Quimby’s advertisements in 1847 for Burkmar, as seen 
below, certainly promoted his clairvoyant diagnostic capabilities.) A third possibility is that 
Quimby by 1847 had determined that his own clairvoyant capabilites had advanced to the point 
where he no longer needed Burkmar, especially if Burkmar’s Latin prescriptions were just a hold 
over from his work with Dods and not from true clairvoyancy. This last possibility comes from 
an early article that Quimby wrote some time about 1856 on spiritualism, and the following is in 
his handwriting in the Library of Congress. Here Quimby spoke of becoming his own medium 
about three (or four years) after his experiments started and started to take on the feelings of his 
patients without requiring a mesmeric trance. In the article he appears to be referring to three or 
four years after he began touring, which would put the date about 1846 or 1847. Thus it appears 
that Quimby determined how to become his own medium roughly about the time that he ceased 
working with Burkmar in 1847, or it might have been the time earlier in 1845 when he acted solo 
as his own public healer. Quimby wrote: 
 

 . . . this kind of an Experement [about how those in a mesmeric trance are affected by 
the thought around them] I was trying almost Every Day for ove[r] 3 year[s]. I then 
became a Mediun myself, but not Like my subject. I retain[e]d my one [i.e., “own’] 
[word struck through] conuest [i.e, consciousness?] and at the same time felt  took the 
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feelings of my patient, hear I was able to unlock the mestry [i.e., mystery]  secret whitch 
has been a mestry [i.e., mystery] to the  for ages to mankind. I found that I haid the power 
of not only feeling there aches & pains, but the state of there mind, hear I discover[e]d 
that though ideas took form and the patient was affected just according to the impresion 
Containg in the idea, for Example, if a person Lost a friend at sea, the shock upon there 
Nurvis siston  [i.e., system] would disturb the flewid of there body and creat[e] around 
them an [word struct through] vapor or atmosphere Like a cloud and in this Cloud they 
create the [word struct through]   [unintelligible] of there [word struct through] trouble. 
This Cloud being a part of there nurvis siston and act[s] upon the body. Now unless the 
sean [i.e., scene] can be distroied, it will distroy the body[,] this Cloud Embraces all the 
phenomenon of spirit[u]alisn[,] mesmerisn & all other Excitements differing only 
according to Cerconsten[c]es. [i.e., ‘circumstances’].122  [The entire article is transcribed 
in Apprendix C. Note: the Ware version says four years above rather than three years.] 

 
The issue of timing is important because Dresser and others have created a construct that defines 
1847 as the end of Quimby’s mesmeric period (with the dismissal of Burkmar) and the beginning 
of his intermediate period of mental healing. Based on the all of the above, I am inclined to 
believe that by mid-1847, Quimby had reached the point where he was his own medium, one 
who no longer required a trance state, and when Burkmar showed that he was not showing true 
clairvoyancy but was rather showing hold over effects from his time with Dods, Quimby 
dismissed him. Quimby’s article above says that by then he had developed the ability to take on 
the patient’s feelings and read the patient’s state of mind. That would seem to be the strongest 
evidence for an “intermediate period” even though as we shall see it is not clear that Quimby had 
actually left his “mesmeric period.” 
 
What is odd is that the conventional wisdom started by George Quimby and the Dressers was 
that Quimby “gave up his subject, Lucius, and began the developing of what is now known as 
mental healing, or curing disease through the mind.” Thus the dismissal of Burkmar coincided 
with Quimby’s next step of developing “mental healing.” However, in the article George 
Quimby undercut his argument by emphasizing the gradualness of the process: 
 

In a magazine article, it is impossible to follow the slow stages by which he reached his 
conclusions; for slow they were, as each step was in opposition to all the established ideas 
of the day, and was ridiculed and combated by the whole medical faculty and the great 
mass of the people. In the sick and suffering he always found staunch friends, who loved 
him and believed in him, and stood by him; but they were but a handful compared with 
those on the other side. 
 
While engaged in his mesmeric experiments [i.e., mid-1840s], Mr. Quimby became more 
and more convinced that disease was an error of the mind, and not a real thing; . . . 

 
As the truths of his discovery began to develop and grow in him, just in the same 
proportion did he begin to lose faith in the efficacy of mesmerism as a remedial agent in 
the cure of the sick; and after a few years he discarded it altogether. 
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INTERLUDE: DAGUERREOTYPE 
 
Back in 1839 the world had seen in France the invention of the Daguerreotype, an early version 
of the photograph, and by 1844 noted future Civil War photographer Mathew Brady had his own 
Daguerreotype studio. In 1846 Quimby branched out into this new opportunity (but as we saw 
earlier, he may have experimented with it a few years earlier). He was not the first in Belfast, 
Maine, to produce Daguerreotypes as a business; that honor goes to E. W. Perkins in November 
1841, according to Williamson (but an introductory advertisement by Perkins in the November 4, 
1841, Waldo Signal has his name as Charles W. Perkins), followed by one E. Piper two years 
later, but he was an early proponent and practitioner of the process.123 The Republican Journal, 
October 16, 1846, ran a notice of two Daguerreotype firms opening up. It is stated in full below 
in all of its typographical and other imperfections: 
 

P. Ulmer, over S. Haynes’ Apothecary shop, and P.P. Quimby, at his 
dwelling house, in this village, are prepared to excute Dugerreotype 
Miniatures. Prehaps Mr. Quimby can throw you into the Magnetic state 
and then change the feautures to what they were in younger days, or what 
they may be in days to come, and thus give you a miniature. You can call 
and try the experiment. It would be no more wonderful than the other 
two sciences. Only think of a young gentleman having a miniature in his 
grandaddy state. 

 
While Ulmer’s advertisements stopped after only a few months, Quimby was dedicated to his 
new profession for several years to come. His first advertisement in his new profession appeared 
two weeks later: 
 

Daguerreotype Miniatures. 
 
P.P. Quimby would respectfully announce to the inhabitants of this and 
neighboring towns, that he has recently procured an excellent 
Daguerreotype apparatus, and is prepared to furnish MINIATURES in as 
neat and correct a style and form, and as cheap, as can be produced in 
our large cities. It is perhnps[sic] unnecessary to observe, that this form 
of painting from Nature, while it is one of the most surprising 
discoveries of modern times, is far superior in correctness and beauty, to 
the highest efforts of unassisted art. No family should be without these 
only correct delineations of the features of its members. Time renders 
them invaluable as memorials of deceased friends; and their cheapness 
places them within the reach of those of the most humble means. 
Specimens may be seen in the ante room of the Post Office. 
 
Applications may be made at his house, where he may be found at all 
hours of the day.    P.P. Quimby 
Befast, Oct. 30, 1846           40 

 
 
The Republican Journal, out of a desire to support local business and advertisers, wrote this brief 
notice in the same issue: “Mr. Quimby (to whose advertisement we refer the reader) has recently 
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executed some superior Daguerreotype miniatures, which appear to us to be every way equal to 
those of which boast is made abroad. We do things in a more quiet way here. Our citizens will be 
served just as well by Mr. Quimby, as they could be by going farther and paying more money.” 
(One wonders what P. Ulmer thought of this endorsement since Ulmer also paid for advertising 
in that paper!)124 
 
Quimby soon changed to this brief advertisement: 
 

Daguerreotype Miniatures 
TAKEN BY P. P. QUIMBY 

 
AT HIS ROOM, OVER I. ALLARD, JR.’S STORE BELFAST, 

 
In a style fully equal to any artist in Boston or New York, 

      51           and at cheaper rates ly 
 
Isaac Allard, for his part, ran advertisements for his business as a watch and clock maker at the 
corner of Main and High streets, which room he noted had formerly been “occupied by P. P. 
Quimby.” Since Quimby had been a watchmaker, perhaps Allard somehow took over a business 
of that type from Quimby. 
 

 
 

Daguerreotype of the Quimby family from the McClure’s articles 
 

____________________ 
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In June 1847 (and only about a month after having worked for Dods in Troy, N.Y.), Lucius 
Burkmar returned to Belfast and Quimby ran this notice in the Republican Journal from June 25 
– July 30 that year (but for some reason it ran in the State Signal July 8 – October 28, with a 
reappearance just on November 18, 1847, with a new header added: “Pulmonary Consumption”):  
 

Examination of Diseases. 
 
Mr. P. P. QUIMBY informs the citizens of Belfast and vicinity, that his Clairvoyant 
subject, “Lucius,” is now in town and will remain a few weeks. Persons who are desirous 
of receiving an examination and learn the nature and state of their diseases will please 
apply immediately at Mr. Quimby’s room, in Alden’s building near the American House.  
Terms $1 for an examination. Persons who are unable to leave their rooms will be called 
on by request at a reasonable additional charge. 
Belfast, June 22, 1847.       22 

 
Significantly, in BU is a letter from a Stella Niles of Lowell,125 dated September 26, 1847, to 
Quimby. Mrs. Niles explained to Quimby that her husband had died and she wanted to know if 
his assistant, Lucius Burkmar, could perform what would amount to a clairvoyant autopsy on 
him. Burkmar agreed to this unusual request, and his response is quoted in full below: 
 

Mrs Niles 
 
By Mr Quimbys request I have examined your husband diceased I find the head perfectly 
free from all disease with the exception of a slight determination of blood to the head, 
this was occasioned by the enlargement of the heart it was (tho’ not exactly) a species of 
Annerism in the Aorta. This occasioned a tremulous motion in the heart and affected the 
lungs through sympathy. By this means the blood being affected of course it could not be 
exposed to the action of the air in the lungs, this was the cause of the pres[s]ure which he 
complained of in the abdominal region. His lungs were not of themselves affected, only 
through sympathy with the other parts—there was no tubercules no ulceration of any kind 
upon Him[?] what little he raised proceeded from the stomach which was very much out 
of order. The liver with its secretive organs were all more or less affected this together 
with his nervous temper occasioned that indescribable sensation which the French have 
more properly termed enui [i.e., ennui] he was easily fatigued owing to his sedentary 
habits in a word his disease existed in the blood heart & stomach This I write while I am 
in communication with Mr Quimby in the Magnetic state. 
 

[signed] Lucius 
 
PS I find after reading that I have I have not exactly come to the point in relation to his 
sudden death.  I have mentioned the state of the blood and by its continuing in that state 
produced gradually a stagnation of blood, or more plainly speaking the heart refused to 
do its office owing to a want of circulation like a mill with no rudder every drop of blood 
became less and less impregnated with that certain substance which is diffused through 
the blood by its exposure to the air in the lungs his sensations therefore before dying very 
slight pain and a pres[s]ure in the lungs owing to the blood thickening in the lungs, this of 
course would occasion a pressure which he complained of these were his principle 
symptoms as near as I can see before his death 
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L.E.B. 

 
As we saw above, sometime in 1845, Quimby stopped working with Burkmar (we saw earlier 
how Quimby said Burkmar was with him some four years—George Quimby in his 1888 
biographical sketch of his father simply said it was “several years”—so that statement is not 
clear); but as is seen in the above notice by Quimby, Burkmar had returned from being out of 
town. It is worth noting that it is not absolutely clear that Quimby let Burkmar go in 1847 (it 
could conceivably have been a little later). Nonetheless, the fact that Burkmar had in mid-1847 
his own business in Belfast126 and was listed in the 1850 census as still living in Belfast indicates 
that Quimby did not drop Burkmar because he had gone away again.  
 
To see what eventually happened to Burkmar, including a very public accusation by the 
San Francisco press in 1859 of him being a rank fraud who only masqueraded as a 
clairvoyant subject (for William Bovee Dods, the son of his prior employer John Bovee 
Dods), see Appendix G of this chapter. 
 
 
 

QUIMBY AS A HEALER IN THE LATE 1840S 
 
 
It appears that during the early years, after he was no longer working with Burkmar, he was a 
part-time healer as well as Daguerreotypist and perhaps part-time clock maker and inventor. The 
Republican Journal, January 21, 1848, ran this brief news item: 
 

One of the most remarkable cases that we ever heard of, has lately occurred in this town. 
One of our most respectable citizens was recently taken down with fever, and was so 
reduced that he was not expected to recover. While at the lowest stage, Mr. P. P. Quimby, 
whose experience in Mesmerism is well known to most citizens, visited him, and to his 
application of the science, the gentleman entirely attributes his recovery. We give the case 
as stated to us, without knowing particularly of the facts; but it is certainly not a little 
remarkable, and worthy of public attention. 

 
Another example of Quimby’s healing work at this time is seen in this historically-important 
testimonial in the Republican Journal, March 2, 1848, and reprinted in the Augusta (ME) Age, 
March 24, 1848: 
 

Messrs. Editors:— The cures effected by Mr. Quimby, by the exercise of Mesmerism, are 
of the most extraordinary character; and as an instance has occurred in my own family, I 
deem it my duty to state it for the benefit of the public. My wife has for more than sixteen 
years been unable to bear her weight upon the right ankle, in consequence of a severe 
sprain, and has for that whole time used a crutch. Using her left foot so much, that, was 
also injured, and about six months ago, she caught a severe cold, and erysipelas occurred 
in that part, and she was thus almost wholly disabled. The efforts of physicians were 
wholly ineffectual to produce a cure, and I then had recourse to Mr. P. P. Quimby, of 
Belfast. As soon as he visited her, a difference was observed; in two hours after she stood 
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on her feet, and the next morning she walked into the kitchen with the help of a cane 
only, which she had not done before for 16 years. She is now constantly gaining, and I 
entertain no doubt of her perfect recovery. I shall leave others to attempt an explanation 
of this astonishing cure,—I only state simple facts, in the hope that the statement may be 
of service to others. I will refer any who may entertain the slightest doubts, to the 
testimony of all my neighbors.   M.B. DODGE. 
Isleboro’, Feb. 26, 1848. 

 
Robert C. Fuller has written this of Quimby’s early years: 
 

In 1838, Quimby attended a lecture-demonstration of mesmerism and was inspired to 
conduct some experiments on his own. He discovered that he had a remarkable gift for 
putting people into a mesmeric trance. His subjects fell into a sleeplike condition and 
when they awoke, they claimed to have been cured of various physical and emotional 
disorders. Over time, however, Quimby began to suspect that he had very little to do with 
his patients’ rapid recoveries. He speculated that what really cured them was their own 
belief. They expected to be healed, and the healing followed. Quimby didn’t stay there. 
He jumped to the more radical conclusion that their beliefs had caused their illnesses in 
the first place. . . . Quimby was thus struggling to formulate what to-day would call a 
theory of psychosomatic illness.127 

 
Fuller recognized that Quimby had determined the effect of the patient’s own thought on his or 
her cure, but it is not clear when Fuller believed Quimby reached the conclusion that the 
patient’s own mind governed the healing and that a trance was not needed. 
 
As mentioned above, Horatio Dresser, for his part, in QMSS began a historical construct that has 
been generally continued through today by Quimby champions: the years 1843-1847 represented 
Quimby’s “mesmeric period,” while the years 1847-1859 were labeled his “intermediate period” 
(i.e., after he had left mesmerism behind), and then finally 1859-1865, which were called 
Quimby’s “constructive period,” when he was a full-time healer in Portland. This theoretical 
construct is important for at least these two reasons:  
 
(1) It defined Quimby’s letting go of Burkmar as the end of his “mesmeric period.” See for 
example what Dresser wrote in QMSS of this early era (emphasis added):  

 
THE MESMERIC PERIOD 

 
Turning for the time being from the direct line of development of Mr. Quimby's views, 
we find interesting confirmations of his experiments in newspaper clippings and letters of 
the period, 1840-47. The first of these are from Quimby's home town, Belfast. One of 
these writers says, in part: 
 
“Before we proceed to describe the experiments, we will say that Mr. Quimby is a 
gentleman, in size rather smaller than the medium of men, with a well-proportioned and 
well-balanced phrenological head, and with the power of concentration surpassing 
anything we have ever witnessed. His eyes are black and very piercing, with rather a 
pleasant expression, and he possesses the power of looking at one object even without 
winking, for a length of time.” 
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Newspaper writers were fair on the whole in what they said of him, while there were 
public-spirited citizens who were ready to write testimonials to physicians and other 
citizens of prominence in neighboring towns, that Mr. Quimby might be well received. In 
these testimonials and letters one finds the terms “mesmerism,” “magnetism” and 
“animal magnetism” used interchangeably without much idea of what they stood for. 
Plainly such words equalled “x,” as symbols for a power little short of a mystery, 
although Quimby was credited with entire honesty in performing his experiments. 
Apparently, it was still assumed that by making passes over a man's head he could be put 
to sleep by means of some “fluid.”  
 
Hence interest centered about material facts, and there was no recognition of the 
fact, now commonplace, that the human mind is amenable to suggestion, and that 
supposed magnetic effects are mere products of one mind on another. 128 

 
(Dresser is incorrect here, since it was believed by at least some in the mesmerism movement 
that the patient’s mind was an important factor. See this statement by Robert Collyer that we saw 
earlier from his experiment in 1841, when he realized that his subject during the mesmeric trance 
was simply reading his own mind: “I was obliged to embody the image of these personages in 
my own mind, before they could be recognized by the recipients; whose brain during the 
congestive state was so sentient that the impression was conveyed to the mind similar to the 
photographic process of Daguerre.”) 
 
(2)  Dresser highlighted the fact in his mind that the “intermediate period” was when Quimby 
slowly researched and fully developed over time his theory of healing, so that by 1859 he was 
ready for his “constructive period” in Portland. The significance of this is that it was a thinly 
veiled attack on Eddy for her claim (as he interpreted it) that she had derived Christian Science 
not over time but in a flash of revelation. Dresser wrote “The fact that there was a long 
intermediate period, 1847-59, will be a surprise to those who have supposed that one could 
suddenly acquire ideas and methods of greatest value. The fact of a gradual mental and spiritual 
development will be to some the conclusive evidence that they are learning the full ‘true history’ 
of the discovery of Christian Science.”129 
 
Dresser wrote in QMSS,  
 

[Quimby’s] interest in mesmerism, awaking with the beginnings of that subject in 1838, 
becoming more active in 1840, and leading to his public exhibitions, 1843-47,130 afforded 
opportunity for a yet greater reaction against prevailing points of view and yielded 
problems enough for many a year. Next came his intermediate period, 1847-59, with its 
gradual assimilation of new truths, the development of a new method of treating the sick, 
and the first expressions of his “Science of Health.” Finally, came the constructive period, 
co[i]ncident with the years of his greater work among the sick, in Portland, 1859-65, and 
continuing to the time of his death, in Belfast, January 16, 1866. He was a public 
experimenter for four years only. He was a mental and spiritual healer from 1847 through 
the long period when he was acquiring his original views about life and health. Thus we 
have before us an inner history from small beginnings, in place of an alleged 
“revelation.”131  
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Dresser himself actually promoted a belief that Quimby’s realization of Burkmar’s only having 
read the minds of those around him was more gradual: 
 

Thus Mr. Quimby was led more and more steadily to the conclusion that all effects 
produced on Lucius were due to the direct action of mind on mind, and that no other 
hypothesis was necessary. He found that he could influence Lucius either with or without 
Lucius's knowledge, and that Lucius was also affected in respects which were not 
intentional on his part. Again, be found himself able to give a thought to another's mind 
without mesmerism, for instance, by bidding a person stop when walking. Why, then, 
should he use either mesmerism or his subject? Why not follow out this discovery that 
ideas take shape in the mind, according to one's belief, and can be seen by the eye of the 
spirit? If one mind can influence another by creating a mental picture of an object to be 
feared, such as a wild animal. why may we not create good objects and benefit the minds 
of those we seek to influence? And if the same results can be produced by mere suggestion 
as by medicine taken with firm faith, why use medicine? 
 
Referring to Mr. Quimby's lecture-notes, used132 during the period of his public 
exhibitions with Lucius, we find that he very gradually came to these conclusions when he 
saw that no other explanation would suffice.133 

 
While Quimby clearly came to that conclusion, Dresser later on the same page made clear that he 
believed that Burkmar achieved true clairvoyance at times (and presumably Dresser thought that 
Quimby believed that as well). 
 
Before we say that Quimby gave up mesmerism in his so-called Intermediate Period, we first 
need to define it. The actual definition of mesmerism or animal magnetism can be vague, but 
returning to the 1830s and 1840 when Quimby got his start, the broad features of mesmerism 
included: 
 

• General (but not universal) belief that the subject or patient had to be put into a trance. 
• Belief in a fluid theory, a fluid that passed from the operator to the subject. 
• The fluid is tied to electricity. 
• The fluid can be attached to a physical object, called magnetizing the object. 
• Belief in clairvoyance, a state in which the mind can travel outside of the human body. 
• Belief in the ability of the operator or subject to read the minds of those around them. 
• Belief that some medical conditions can be helped or cured by mesmerism. 
• Belief that passes and manipulation by the operator can help magnetize the subject. 
• Mesmerism subjects were impervious to pain and thus could be go through surgery. 

 
Quimby early on decided that the standard fluid theory was wrong, as was the theory of 
electricity being tied to anything. Since he did not believe in the fluid theory, he did not believe 
in magnetizing objects. He believed in clairvoyance but determined by 1845 that much of what 
was called clairvoyance was really the subject reading the human mind, which Quimby believed 
in. From the earliest days of his researches he believed in the ability of mesmeric phenomena to  
heal certain conditions, especially cases of lameness or related conditions. Quimby never gave  
up on using certain mesmeric features such a manipulation, especially with wetted hands. He 
believed that a mesmerized patient could be impervious to pain since he had done that himself. 
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Interestingly, it is not clear what year Quimby determined that he could dispense with the trance. 
While he apparently always put Burkmar in a trance, recall above what Quimby said about 1845 
in Lecture Notes regarding his efforts to not use a trance during his exhibitions: “Such 
experiments as I have named above & others of the same character, I have performed upon 
others subjects in their waking state. I find, however, but few persons who are very susceptible of 
such impressions; . . .”) 
 
Note: we saw in the Introduction that Quimby wrote of about 1856 (i.e., sixteen years after the 
start of his explorations into mesmerism, which he dated about 1840) of the “siance of 
Mesmersn” (i.e., “science of mesmerism”) in his own handwriting. That is an odd phrase to use 
if he believed at that point, as he did later, that mesmerism was a humbug. While we know that 
he had left much of mesmerism behind him, it appears that he at least did not mind using the 
phrase until years later, probably the late 1850s. Even though he had gone beyond many of the 
traditional tenets of the mesmeric practitioners by 1845, he may well have viewed his work as 
still being under the overall umbrella of mesmerism regardless of his disagreements with others 
in that field. 
 
Quimby at some point determined that physical conditions were a result of the patient’s thoughts. 
We will see below how Quimby sometime in the mid-1850s described his own mental evolution 
in this area. 
 
It is also worth noting that despite the comment of M. B. Dodge above in 1848, that Quimby 
healed by mesmerism (and recall as late as 1847 Quimby was advertising his healing based on 
mesmeric principles), Dresser determined somewhat arbitrarily that Quimby could no longer be a 
mesmerist if he realized that Burkmar had been reading the minds of those around him. This is a 
particularly narrow definition of mesmerism and ignores the many later reminiscences of 
Quimby patients that made clear that Quimby at a minimum maintained many of the trappings of 
a mesmeric practitioner, such as use of water, manipulation, passes over the body, etc. Dresser 
maintained that Quimby was a public experimenter for only four years (i.e., 1843-1847) but that 
from 1847 onward, Quimby was a “mental and spiritual healer. . . through the long period when 
he was acquiring his original views about life and health.”134 Dresser later stated without any 
apparent evidence that from 1847 onward Quimby practiced the “silent method of spiritual 
healing.”135) 
 
We shall see below the text to Quimby’s promotional circular that he later printed and sent out. 
That circular, based on internal evidence, appears to have been printed about 1857. If that is 
correct, then the statement in that circular that he had “given no medicines, nor made any 
outward applications” in the prior “eight years” would seem to move that back to about 1849. 
Thus, despite the caveats given above, it appears that Quimby himself dated what he would have 
considered his emergence from the mesmeric-clairvoyant exhibitions of the Quimby-Burkmar 
team to a solo healing practitioner who eschewed material medicines. In that sense, he entered 
his “Intermediate Period.” In addition, it is important to note that Quimby by dating his non-
medical healing back to perhaps 1849 effectively ignored his healing work as advertised by him 
in the mid-1840s. 
 
Alan Anderson said in Healing Hypotheses concerning the years from the mid-1840s to 1862 
“Little is known of his years between them.”136 While that may have been an accurate portrayal 
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of Quimby research when Anderson was writing his dissertation in the early 1960s, that is not 
true today. There are extant enough documents, newspaper clippings and articles in microfilm 
newspaper collections, biographical fragments and the like that we are able to fill in the gaps and 
provide a general sense of those years (even though that, surprisingly, has never been published 
before by the Quimby champions). However, it remains unclear just how Quimby’s healing 
theories evolved and when. Did Quimby employ his later techniques in the case of Dodge’s 
wife? As mentioned above, Dodge called it “Mesmerism,” but that was a broadly used term, so it 
is not clear what exactly how he used the term and what Quimby did, but at the very least it is 
significant that he appears to have tried to heal her without Burkmar’s clairvoyant services and 
presumably without the prescription of any herb or other medication. Did he employ any kind of 
traditional mesmeric trance? We do not know, but at least we know that he used the word 
mesmerism in his published notices of 1845-1847 (and privately later, as we saw above). 
 
When the Quimby-Eddy controversy was in full swing, a few followers of Eddy visited Belfast, 
Maine and surrounding areas (mostly in the years 1899 and 1907) and gathered statements of old 
timers who remembered Quimby and generally provided their reminiscences in writing (now in 
MBEL). One of those reminiscences is of this early time period, about 1849,137 by one John E. 
Chapman: 

 
I knew Dr. P. P. Quimby well in 1849. He was located temporarily in Searsport, Maine. 
I was quite familiar with his method of treatment. He always manipulated his patients, —
rubbed them in some way. He was what we call to-day a magnetic healer. 
 
He never pretended to know what the peculiar power was that he employed and never 
attempted to teach others any sort of science or knowledge of it. 
 
So far as I know he had no special form of religion. 

 
For the historian, the newspaper record becomes thin in the late 1840s. Quimby was not 
advertising, and he was not touring with Burkmar. A rare exception is a lengthy letter that he 
wrote to the State Signal and New Planet that appeared in the August 9, 1849, issue. The letter 
was in response to a notice in the previous issue from “Master L.R. Palmer in which he asks for 
information in regard to the power applied in steering vessels and rowing boats.” Quimby had a 
patent relating to boats and was able to give a very detailed answer to the question. The 
November 23, 1849, Republican Journal mentioned the “new apparatus” that was “invented by 
our ingenious friend, P. P. Quimby.” 
 
The Quimby family was connected to the Haraden138 family in Belfast through the marriage of 
Phineas to Susanna Haraden. Williamson in 1877 recorded the following: “The brick block at the 
intersection of Main and Church Streets, in which the Savings Bank is now kept, was built this 
year [i.e., 1850] by John and Daniel Haraden. The first occupants of the stores were the 
proprietors and Charles D. Field. Phineas P. Quimby had rooms in the second story.”139 A 
stereoview photograph of Haraden’s office, likely taken in the 1860s or 1870s, is in the author’s 
collection and is reproduced below: 
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The national census was taken in 1850, and the Quimby family was canvassed on July 21 of that 
year; Quimby’s occupation was given as a daguerreotypist (and not healer), and it was that 
occupation that used the rooms on the second floor of the Haraden building.140 1850 was also the 
year that Quimby obtained his last patent, for a “steering device” that was first tried out on a boat 
called the Lillias.141 This was recorded in a government publication, Report of the Commissioner 
of Patents for the Year 1850. Part A. Arts and Manufacturers (Washington: House of 
Representatives, 1851). He wrote a letter on his invention, page 146142: 
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1850 was also the year that Quimby evidently took the lead in Belfast in petitioning the State of 
Maine for a law to require owners of land adjacent to the public highways, rivers, streams, and 
“bayes” to erect a “suitable fence not less than three feet High. . .  .”143 
 
Dresser wrote in QMSS: “Dr. Quimby did not keep a record of his patients from the point of 
view of medical diagnosis or opinion, and we do not know just how soon after 1847 he began to 
give all his time to silent spiritual healing. But in 1861 he writes that he has sat with ‘more than 
three hundred individuals every year for ten years, and during the last five with five hundred 
yearly.’ By 1851, then, he was treating as many as three hundred patients a year, and by 1856 the 
number had increased to five hundred. The greater years of his work in Portland, therefore, 
beginning in 1859, came after he had had abundant opportunity to test his method to the full.”144 
 
It was probably about 1853 that young Charles Sargent of Belfast, age ten, was sent by his 
mother to see Quimby due to his “sore neck that medicine did not heal.” As Sargent recounted in 
1907: Quimby “told me to open my mouth, and pointed to one of my upper teeth, told me it was 
diseased and that it, not my neck, was the cause of the trouble. I emphatically denied this and 
insisted that my teeth were sound and always had been. After endeavoring in vain to convince 
me that the difficulty was with my teeth rather than with my neck he directed me to go home and 
tell my mother that I possessed too strong a will to be helped by his treatment.”145  
 
Sargent’s statement is also valuable for his account of the city lore of Quimby’s power over 
Burkmar and of this general time period:  
 

The people in Belfast stood in awe of his [Quimby’s] powers, for whenever some one felt 
or acted queerly on the street, people attributed their condition to some influence from 
Dr. Quimby. This was particularly the case with a man named Buckmore [i.e., 
Burkmar],146 who appeared to be specially susceptible to his mesmeric influence. I well 
remember a particular instance when Dr. Quimby exercised his control over Mr. 
Buckmore and put him under his influence in my presence. He took a few potatoes from 
his desk and threw them on the floor, telling Buckmore they were gold; Buckmore 
eagerly filled with pockets with the potatoes, convinced that he possessed great wealth. 
Dr. Quimby then told him that his pockets were filled with apples. Whereupon Buckmore 
commenced eating the potatoes with apparent relish. 
 
I knew the landlady where Dr. Quimby boarded at one time, and she told me that on 
occasions she prepared bread pills which the Doctor used with good effect among certain 
of his patients. 
 
During my acquaintance with Dr. Quimby in Belfast, I attended two public exhibitions 
given by him, at one of which I recollect that six persons were under his control at one 
time on the stage, I am acquainted with a noted mesmerist in New York City who uses 
the method of hypnotic suggestion to cure people. I believe that Dr. Quimby’s method 
was identical with that of this doctor. 
 
Dr. Quimby attended the Unitarian Church147 in Belfast with his family, . . .148 
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It is possible that as early as 1852 Quimby wrote his first article (as preserved and available to 
later historians) as a healer—as opposed to his career as an animal magnetism proponent, 
lecturer, and performer. At BU is a notebook that Horatio Dresser said was of articles originally 
copied by Emma Ware, but the BU booklet itself was actually copied by Sarah Ware. Based on 
the comment where Quimby, in the third person, referenced the prior 12 years, that time frame 
suggests a possible date as early as 1852,149 since Quimby tended to date the beginning of his 
researches at roughly 1840. However, that may not be the correct way to date this specific 
document, since in this article Quimby refered to the cases which came “under his care within in 
the last twelve years.” It is not known when Quimby may have dated his practice as a healer as 
opposed to a researcher or experimenter; I believe this article probably dates from the mid-
1850s. The article was labeled “To the Sick in Body and Mind,” from which are the following 
excerpts (with Quimby switching from the third person to the first person): 
 

Dr. Q. has been induced by the great number of cases which have come under his care 
within the last twelve years to devote his time to the cure of disease. His success in the art 
of healing without the aid of medicine has encouraged many persons who have been 
suffering from sickness of long standing to call and see him for themselves. This has 
given him a very great advantage over the old mode of practice & has given him a good 
chance to see how the mind affects the body. He makes no pretension to any superior 
power over ordinary men, nor claims to be a seventh son, nor a son of the seventh son, 
but a common every day man. 
 
He contends there is a principle or inward man that governs the outward man or body, 
and when these are at variance or out of tune, disease is the effect, while by harmonizing 
them health in the body is the result. He believes this can be brought about by sympathy, 
and all persons who are sick are in need of this sympathy. 
 
To the well these remarks will not apply, for the well need no physician. By these 
remarks I mean a well person does not know the feelings of the sick, but the sick alone 
are their own judges, and to every feeling is attached a peculiar state of mind which is 
peculiar to themselves it. These states of mind are their person's spiritual identity, and 
this I claim to see & feel myself. . . . Diseases are like fashions, & people are as apt to 
take a new disease as they are to fall in with any new fashion. . . .  I have taken people 
who have been sick with all of the above diseases [eg., liver and kidney disease, etc.] as 
they thought, & by describing their symptoms and state of mind without their telling me 
the trouble, have satisfied them what the trouble was and they have recovered 
immediately. A person sick is like a person in a strange land, without money or friends. 
Now there may be someone nearby who would be glad to receive such persons, but they 
are ignorant of them. The sick are not in communication with themselves, nor anyone 
else. They feel as though no person could tell them how they feel.   
 

An article in the Belfast Republican Journal, April 9, 1852, about clairvoyance, especially with 
regard to Andrew Jackson Davis and Horace Bushnell, included the opinions of the article’s 
reporter, along with a Mr. Greeley (i.e., Horace Greeley). The latter was not skeptical of 
clairvoyance but nonetheless wrote: 
 

Clairvoyance, so far as we have had opportunities for observation, is not reliable, but 
often marred by freaks and blunders. Our present impression is that most of the so-called 
“Spiritual Manifestations” pertain to the broad and mystic realm of Clairvoyance, 
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Electrical-Psychology, or whatever it may be called, and do not emanate from “spirits” in 
the invisible world, as has been by many believed. 
 

The reporter then noted (emphasis added in bold): 
 

Now in all these matters we pin our faith upon that of our friend, Professor Quimby, 
of this town, and we will not concede to any one a superior knowledge of them. The 
professor has been for many years an active investigator of the highest phenomena 
of the mind. To him belongs the credit of having made some of the greatest 
discoveries,—for instance, that in the other world different characters are indicated 
by different apparel, the hypocrites wearing salt-and-pepper trowsers which makes 
that color in great demand. The professor we are pleased to be able to say, holds to the 
same opinion as that expressed by Mr. Greeley. He regards the “subjects” in these 
spiritual manifestations as being persons whose minds are thrown into a sort of ecstasy,—
a clairvoyant state,—and thinks that while in the state they have the power that the 
Germans called second–sight. Then all that is wanted is an interpreter to the thoughts of 
the “subjects.” The physical manifestations are not of much account any way, being only 
an operation which mind may under certain circumstances have on matter. 

 
There is no confirmation or even suggestion in any other Quimby material that he believed 
hypocritical spirits in the after-life wear “salt-and-pepper trousers.” It is significant that 
spiritualist phenomena are the result of the action of the minds of the subjects, similar to his 
deduction that the positive effect of Burkmar’s clairvoyant came from the subject’s faith in those 
prescriptions. 
 
Regarding this time period, Quimby’s son George wrote in a letter almost thirty years later (to 
Edward Arens, February 23,1883, right in the middle of the flair up between Dresser and Eddy in 
the Boston Post): 
 

As nearly as I can set the date, Father must have given up all business and devoted 
himself entirely to the healing of the sick, as early as 1855. Previous to that he did it for a 
number of years in connection with his other business, being at that time a “Picture taker” 
that being prior to Photography. He claims always during those years that he had “no 
power” but that his method was a science and could be taught. He called it his “Theory of 
healing the sick.[”] 

 
It was about this time, in the mid-1850s, that Quimby treated a twelve or thirteen year old girl, as 
he recorded in this article “Experiences in Healing, Spiritualism and Mesmerism.” In the article 
he spoke of his brother who had died about ten or twelve years earlier. (His brother, Jonathan 
Towle Quimby, had died on December 4, 1842.)  Quimby wrote (emphasis added in bold): 
 

I was in the country attending a girl about twelve or thirteen years of age, who was very 
sick and also very nervous. I was with her till nearly eleven o'clock at night. Then I went 
to bed, and thought I went to sleep. 
 
It seemed to me as though I was with the young girl trying to drive away snakes and 
horrid looking monsters that were troubling her; but it seemed to me that I had not power 
to do so. I thought I would try and find my brother who had been in the spirit world 
ten or twelve years and see if he could give me any information on the subject. At 
last I found him, told him my trouble and asked him if he had any power over these 
serpents and devils. He said he had not but would take me to one who had. He 
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introduced me to a man who was dressed in white garments. This person had a very 
mild expression of countenance and something about him which seemed to say, 
"You need not be troubled. I can drive them all away." At this moment I heard 
someone coming upstairs, which attracted my attention. I asked what was wanted and the 
lady of the house said that she wished me to come down, as her daughter was very 
restless and said that there were serpents and devils tormenting her. 
 
I do not say that I saw my brother; but if I did not, and this was the effect of my 
imagination, it would be hard to prove to me that any spirit ever appeared to man 
from another would. Is not the case of Lazarus a similar one? Lazarus was sick and 
probably had a strong desire to see Christ. Upon my ground, Christ was affected by 
Lazarus, and there was sympathy between them for he “loved Lazarus,” for he said, “Our 
friend, Lazarus, sleepeth: but I go that I may awake him out of sleep.” Now it seems to 
me that if Lazarus had been raised from the spirit world, he would have had some 
knowledge of it and would have communicated the fact to others; but we have no 
authority from him that he went there. Again (Luke VII: 11 to 16), we have another case, 
also without any after reference to a spirit world. Is it any very difficult thing to suppose 
that Christ received his knowledge of Lazarus' situation in the same manner which I did 
that of Mrs. B. or Mr. H. before alluded to, or that he was in nearly the same 
condition?150 
 

This interesting article presents Quimby as a potential spiritualist who could mentally travel into 
the spirit world to contact his long-deceased brother. Quimby’s champion, Ervin Seale, believed 
that was literally true, but even Quimby questioned whether he had actually achieved that, as 
opposed to having had a flight of imagination. (See later Quimby’s 1859 article in which he 
similarly appears to have talked to his deceased son, William.)  
 
George’s approximate date is supported by the Maine press. Earlier, in 1853, Quimby had run 
the following advertisement151 for this new daguerreotype business, with his son William: 
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New Daguerreotype Rooms! 
NEW FIRM. 

P. P. QUIMBY & SON 
 
Having lately fitted up a room in Haraden’s Block, and having the advantage of a large 
TOP LIGHT, are now prepared to attend to the wishes of the citizens of Belfast and 
vicinity in all the various branches of Daguerrean business. Having on hand a large stock 
of Cases, Lockets, &c., we flatter ourselves that we can satisfy the taste of the most 
fastidious. 
 

FPerfect satisfaction given in all cases. 
 

COUNTRY ARTISTS 
 
Are respectfully informed that we have on hand and are constantly receiving Cases of all 
qualities, best H.B. Plates, Mats, Glasses, Preservers, Old, Gold, Hyp Soda, and all the 
various etcetera of the business, and we can supply them, in large or small quantities, at 
low prices[.] 
 
Belfast, June, 1853                  3m24                                           P. P. QUIMBY & SON152 

 
Not long after, on October 14, 1853, the Republican Journal included this brief advertisement: 
 

P. P. QUIMBY & SON, 
 

DAGUERRIAN ARTISTS, 
 

And dealers in 
 

DAGUERREOTYPE APPARATUS, 
 

Haraden’s Block, Head of Main-street, 
 

38tf                      BELFAST. 
 
Quimby’s father and son venture did not last long, because by April 1855 the business had been 
turned over solely to his son, William. (It is quite possible and even likely that Quimby removed 
himself from the business to allow himself the time to become again a public healer.153) On April 
20, the Republican Journal ran an advertisement by William H. Quimby telling how he was 
taking over the business that had been run by P.P. Quimby and himself. William evidently would 
not or could not continue the business, because by the end of the year the business had been 
turned over to a “Mr. Stuart” who in his advertisement announced he was taking “the rooms 
formerly occupied by Mr. Quimby.”154 
 

MID-1850S TESTIMONIAL 
 
One of the most important documents of this time period is a testimonial by what appears to be a 
woman named Olive S. Gunner—the signature is difficult to read so the name might not be 
correct. She wrote a lengthy document155 which began, “An Important discovery in the Healing 
Art. This truly wonderfull discovery is now practiced by Dr. Quimby of Belfast. A very 
respectable gentleman, for intel[l]igence, agreeablenes[s], and integrity. By such he is able to 
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cure without the aid of medicine, diseases such have baffled the skill of some [of the] most 
eminent medical physicians.” She explained how in December, 1851, she had become quite ill 
and was generally “wracked with pain, and it was with much dif[f]iculty I could move at all.” 
She saw Quimby in October, 1855, and he was able to heal her of her lameness. Fortunately the 
testimonial gives a good look at Quimby’s healing practice at that time. She wrote that she went 
to see Quimby because “I had heard of his affecting[sic] wonderfull cures in hopeless cases of 
long standing.” (She also recounted a healing that she witnesses by Quimby of another woman 
with lameness.) Continuing, she wrote, “During my stay at Belfast Dr. Quimby had more 
practice than he could well attend[?] to; and several; whose cases came under my observation, 
had long been considered hopeless, was[sic] in a short time restored to there[sic] natural 
strength.”156 
 
It was evidently in 1856 that Quimby treated a Mr. S. G. Robinson of North Vassalboro, Maine. 
Dresser in QMSS transcribed this letter to Quimby with a date of May 8, 1850, but the “0” in the 
Dresser transcription seems rather to be a “6” in the original, and the year 1856 seems much 
more likely: 
 

I shall address you as the good Samaritan who came along and took me by the hand and 
opened my understanding, and took my disease from me in so remarkable a manner that I 
can say, blessed be the name of the Lord for raising up such a servant as you are. It seams 
to me as tho you took my disease, for it has never returned. But still I have many bad 
feelings to contend with, even to wrestling all day to the going down of the sun but still I 
am able to come out victorious over all bad feelings, for my health has been improving 
ever since you came to our house. . .your fame is still sounding as on the wings of the 
wind. Many questionors are asked about you. . . 

 
In an article in BU (from a notebook copied by Emma Ware of early material) is an early untitled 
article, later called “Quimby’s Method of Treament,” from the 1850s (the author is unknown and 
it is too early for the Ware sisters) as a testimonial to Quimby that in turn included this 
testimonial to Robinson: 
 

I will here state what has come within my observation. A friend of mine by the name of 
Robinson of N. Vassalboro, had been sick & confined to his house for four years & nearly 
the whole time confined to his bed not being able to sit-up more than fifteen minutes 
during the day. Hearing of Mr Quimby, for this is his name, he sent for him to visit him. 
He arrived at Mr. R’s in the evening and sat down and commenced explaining to Mr R his 
feelings telling him his symptoms nearer than Mr R could tell them himself & also telling 
him the peculiar state of his mind & how his mind acted upon his body. His explanation 
was entirely new to Mr. R. & it required some argument to satisfy Mr R that he had no 
disease, for he had been doctored for almost all diseases. 
 
His eyes were so swollen that it was impossible for him to see. His head had been 
blistered all over & large black spots came out all over his body. Therefore to become a 
convert to his theory was more than Mr R could do, but Q told him he stood ready to 
explain all he said & not only that but to prove it to his satisfaction for said he, the proof 
is the cure & that R was not bound to believe any faster than he could make him 
understand & the cure is in the understanding. So Mr Q commenced taking up his 
feelings one by one like a lawyer examining witnesses, analyzing them and showing him 
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that he had put a false construction on all his feelings, showing him that a different 
explanation would have produced a different result. 
 
In this way Quimby went on taking up & explaining almost every idea he ever had & 
putting a different construction till R. thought he did not know anything. [“]Mr. Q's 
explanation,[”] said R to me, [“]was so plain that it was impossible not to explain 
understand it. Not one of his ideas was like any that I ever heard before from any 
physician, yet so completely did he change me that I felt like a man who had been 
confined in a prison for life & without the least knowledge of what was going on out of 
the prison, received a pardon & was set at liberty. At about ten oclock I went to bed, had a 
good nights rest, & in the morning was up before Q and felt as well as ever. Q and I went 
to Waterville the next day. I had no desire to take to my bed & have felt well ever 
since.[”]  This is R's own story. I was well acquainted with Mr R & know this story to be 
true. 
 

The unnamed testifier then gave his or her own account of these early days in Belfast: 
 
This is the case with a great many others where I was not acquainted with the parties & I 
was induced to go to Belfast to see if he (Quimby) could talk me out of my senses, for I 
thought I had a disease, at least it seemed so to me, for I had had for the last ten years a 
disease which showed itself in almost every joint in my limbs. My hands were drawn up 
to all out of shape. My neck was almost stiff. My legs were drawn up, my joints swollen 
& so painful it was impossible not to move them without almost taking my life. I could 
not take one step nor get up without help. It would be impossible to give any account of 
my suffering. 
 
When I arrived at Belfast I sent for Mr. Quimby. He came & after telling me some of my 
feelings he said [“]I suppose it would be pretty hard to convince you that you had no 
disease independent of your mind.[“]  I replied I had heard that he contended all disease 
was in the mind, & if he could convince me that the swelling & contraction of the limbs 
and the pain I suffered was in my mind, I would be prepared to believe any thing. 
 
He then commenced by asking me to move my legs. I replied that I could not move them. 
[“]Why not, [”]  he said. [“]Because I have no power to move them.[”]  He said it was not 
for the want of physical strength, it was for the want of knowledge. I said I knew how to 
move them but I had not strength. As he wished me to try, I made an effort, but without 
the slightest effect. He said I acted against myself, he then went on to explain to me 
where I even thought wrong & showed me by explaining till I could see how I was acting 
against myself. In the course of a short time I could move my legs more than I had for 
three years. He continued to visit me and I am gaining as fast as a person can. I have been 
under his treatment two weeks & I can get up & sit down very easy & I can see know that 
my cure depends on my knowledge. Sometimes he asks me if I want some liniment to rub 
on my cords or muscles. I can now see the absurdity of using any application to relax the 
muscles or to strengthen them. The strength is in the knowledge. This is something that 
he has the power to impart, but how it is done is impossible to understand. Yet I know the 
knowledge he imparts to me is strength & just as I understand so is my cure. 

 
In 1855, a detailed wall-sized map of the City of Belfast was produced by E. M. Woodford of 
Philadelphia (a copy of this map is on display at the Belfast Free Library). This image was 
included of Quimby’s house on the corner of Court and Pearl streets157: 
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It was by this time at least, and probably several years earlier, that Quimby dispensed with the 
usual placing of his patients in a mesmeric trance. It was not unusual by this time for healers to 
do this. While the healing mediums cited earlier might enter into a trance themselves, they had 
long dispensed with placing the patient in a trance. Nonetheless, it was commonly stated by later 
chroniclers that Quimby revolutionized thought by dispensing with the use of the trance.  John 
Bovee Dods’s theory is one obvious and important example where healing was performed along 
mesmeric lines or through mental means without the use of a trance. See what he wrote in his 
1850 book, The Philosophy of Electrical Psychology: In a Course of Twelve Lectures (emphasis 
added in bold): 
 

The wonderful and startling phenomena that hover around it [i.e., Electrical Psychology], 
like so many invisible angels, and which are made manifest in the experiments produced, 
I have also candidly stated. They consist in the fact, that one human being can, through a 
certain nervous influence, obtain and exercise a power over another, so as to perfectly 
control his voluntary motions and muscular force; and also produce various impressions 
on his mind, however extravagant, ludicrous, or wild—and that too while he is in a 
perfectly wakeful state. . . . Some have the impression that Electrical Psychology is, 
after all, but Mesmerism. In answer to such I will say, that there is a very marked 
difference between the two sciences, and this difference is easily pointed out. 
MESMERISM is the doctrine of sympathy; ELECTRICAL PSYCHOLOGY is the doctrine of 
IMPRESSIONS.  In Mesmerism there is a sympathy so perfect between the magnetizer 
and subject, that what he sees, the subject sees—what he hears, the subject hears—what 
he feels, the subject feels—what he tastes, the subject tastes—and what he smells, the 
subject also smells; and lastly, what the magnetizer wills, is likewise the will of his 
subject. But the person in the electro-psychological state has no such sympathies with his 
operator. His sight, hearing, feeling, taste, and smell are entirely independent of the 
operator, and he continually exerts his will against him, and resists him with all his 
muscular force. The person who is aroused from the mesmeric slumber, has no 
remembrance of what transpired in it; while the person in the electro-psychological state, 
is a witness of his own actions, and knows all that transpired. . . . I have found persons 
entirely and naturally in the electro-psychological state, who never could be mesmerized 
at all, nor in the least affected, under repeated trials. The other point is, that no person is 
naturally in the mesmeric state, but thousands are naturally in the electro-psychological 
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state, and live and die in it. MESMERISM and SOMNAMBULISM are identical; they are one 
and the same state.158 

 
In the Library of Congress collection are original documents from Quimby during this era. Here 
for example is Quimby’s copy of a letter to a prospective patient: 
 

Belfast May the 22 1856 
 
Mr. Andrews    Dear Sir 
 
Sir in answer to your Despatch would say it would be Out of my power to con to your 
place [unintelligible] can leave next week if that will answer pleas[e] say so by return of 
mail as soon as may be. 
 
Yours &c P P Quimby 
 

On the same page is the following copy of a letter written by Quimby about six months later: 
 

Belfast Nov 4 [18]56 
Madam yours of the second [unintelligible word, Collie-Seale have “inst” which is taken 
from a transcript by Emma Ware and copied by Sarah Ware at BU] was received and I 
now sit down to answer your inquiring in regard to your Lameness. It seams to me that 
the skin on the Limb [“knee” according to the Wares] is somewhat thinner and has a 
more helthay appearance but your can not be made to believe anay thing that is in plain 
contradiction to your one senses, and as your Opinions have been formed from the 
Evidence of persons [two words crossed out replace by “in whom”] you have Plased the 
Confidence and facts have gone to prove these[?] Opinions to be correct, it is not strange 
that you should hold on to your belief till Com kind friend should Com to your aid and 
Lead your mind in a different direction; Now to remind you of what I tried to make you 
under stand is a very hard task on my part, for as I said to you, some of my ideas fall on 
stony ground & some on dry ground& some on Good ground, these ideas air in your 
Mind [word crossed out] like the Little Liven [Leaven], and will work till the whole lump 
or mind is Changed. You have ask[e]d me many questions but which time and space will 
not permit me to answer, but I shall[?] write that whitch seams to be of the most benefit 
to you. In regard to your comming to Belfast, yous your Own judgment. The Cure of 
your Limb depends on your faith, your faith is what you ressive from me, and what you 
recieve is what you under stand. Now if you under stand that the Mind is the Name of 
[word crossed out] the flewids of whitch your body is Composed and and your thoughts 
represent the Change of the Flewid or Mind, you will then be in a state to act 
understandingly. I will try to Elustrate it to you so you Can apply your thought to your 
mind or boddy so as to receve the reward of your Labor, now as I told you Every thought 
contains a substance eather good or bad, and it com[e]s in and makes up a part of your 
boddy or mind, and as the thoughts ar[e] poison[e]d whitch is in your system has com[e] 
from with out it is nessary to [k]now how to keep then out of your siston so as not to be 
injer[e]d by them. 
 
Now supose you have around you a sort of heat Like the lite of a Candle whitch embraces 
all your knowledg and your boddy being the Center and you having the power to govern 
and controle this heat you then have a world of your one [i.e., own]. Now in he[a]lth this 
globe of whitch your body is the center is perfect harmony. The heate of this globe is a 
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Protection to it self, like a walld walled city to admit none but supposed friends. Now as 
Every person has the same globe or heat Each person is a world or nation of it self this is 
the state of a person in he[a]lth now[?] as you wish to Change & inter Change with other 
nation so does our [word crossed out] house like to injou the society of other persons and 
as we air Liberal we admit strangers to our Sity or world as friend when this 
proc[l]imation goes out, our globe is fil[le]d with all Sort of people from all nations 
bringing with them goods setting up false doctrings, stirring up strife till the whole 
population [words crossed out replaced by “thoughts”] ar[e] Chang[ed], and man 
becomes a stranger[?] in his one Land and his one hous[e] hold becons his enem[i]es this 
is the state of a person in diseas[e] now as there is nothing in your one siston of it self to 
disturb you you must look for your enem[i]es fron thos[e] strangers whom you have 
permited to com[e] in to your Land. 

 
In Quimby’s notebook in his own handwriting159 from an early date, probably about this time, 
appears this early description of his method of healing: 
 

The Quimby sistom is applying a new mode of resening, to an old mode of resening, by 
whitch the Latte[r] Correct the errors of the former, and show how the Old Philosofy had 
Bro[ough]t about the Eavels that man suffers,  Cal[le]d diseas[e][;] his Philosef[y] 
show[s] matter of whitch the Bidy is formed is Created bi the wisdom that Controles it, 
and this wisdom is Govern[e]d bi to [unintelligible] write & wrond or Lite & darkness[;] 
the Lite is Christ & the darkness Jesus, or Human & divine [;] all Error is human & is 
Govern[e]d bi Human Lawes[;] all wisdom is divine or science is wisdom & not 
human[;] he show how the Human[s] Creat[e] the[i]r trubbles or disturbances & tha[t] the 
Human is Govern[e]d bi Human Lawes or Beleafs whitch is one & the saem[.] So he saes 
to [k]no[w] one Self is to [k]no[w] that man Like Jesus has t[w]o natur[e]s one Human & 
the other devine & then he is subject to the one that liv, that is his Body for the Body is 
the Medium of Both, so to [k]no[w] how to Correct an Error is to [k]no[w] how to make 
it[.] The[i]r has nev[e]r bin a Phisossiffy Reduct to a science to Cure diseas[.] Men have 
philossiefaced [i.e., philosophized]  about diseas[e] but nev[e]r has this philossefy bin put 
to the test intelligently[;] now he profes[s]es to show how man makes his diceas as it is 
Cal[le]d[.] Man has never Gut to the [unintelligible] of progres[s]ion to admit he is a 
Creative[?] Being & until he is Educated up to this point he Cant sea that he is the 
[unintelligible] his own Creatior, he thing he is maid and [unintelligible] bi som power 
independent of his Existence but this is an Error[.] Man makes him self & is responsibl[e] 
to him self & no on[e] Elce ther[e]for[e] any thing he may do Cant chang[e] the divine on 
so the human may Creat[e] & destroy but the divine is not Changed[.] Now to make the 
Human body to the divin[e] is to make man [k]no[w]  him self. . . . 

 
Here we have Quimby at this fairly early time illustrating his belief in a divine which cannot be 
changed, but points out that man is responsible for himself. He ends with the intriguing 
comment, “Now to make the Human body to the divin[e] is to make man [k]no[w]  him self .”160  
 
We saw that Quimby back in the mid-1840s had aspirations to be a published author. It appears 
that that goal never left him. A document in his handwriting at the Library of Congress from 
evidently about the mid-1850s has as a header “Chapter Furst,” which suggests that he was 
writing a book again, even before his move to Portland.161 
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It was also about this time, the mid-1850s, that some of the following reminiscences apply from 
old Belfast citizens as reported by Sibyl Wilbur in her pro-Eddy biographical serial in Human 
Life magazine (the April 1907 issue): 
 

To know the true Quimby the writer visited various old citizens of Belfast and asked 
them to relate what they could remember of P. P. Quimby and his practice. He is 
remembered there only as a mesmerist. The registrar of deeds, George McCrillis, a man 
over seventy years old, remembers P. P. Quimby as vividly as though he had talked with 
him the day before. He illustrated to the writer how P. P. Quimby treated his patients. 
“He would sit down in front of you and look you squarely in the eye,” said Mr. McCrillis. 
“And he had a piercing glance, a fine clear eye. Then he would make passes across your 
forehead and down your shoulders and the length of your arms, shaking his hands after 
every pass made. My whole body would tingle with his electricity, but he never quite put 
me to sleep, for he said I had too strong a will. He was a good man and a fine citizen, but 
entirely wrapped up in his healing experiments.” 
 

Testimony or a Bank President 
 
Nathan Houston, the former president of Belfast Savings Bank and a man of varied 
business interests, remembers P. P. Quimby very well[,] said he had always heard him 
spoken of as a mesmerist and should decidedly say that Quimby had no  method in his 
healing. “He was an experimenter and a speculator and a natural healer,” declared Mr. 
Houston. “He could influence a man to come from the street by fixing his eye on him.”  
 
There are many other old residents of Belfast who unequivocally state that Quimby was 
known as a mesmerist and hypnotist all his life. 

 
In the Quimby papers are writings in Quimby’s handwriting from the mid-1850s. In the 
collection in the Library of Congress is one such document recorded in part in Appendix C of 
this chapter. (The pages of the document, as copied by the Library onto microfilm, are out of 
order.) This article is noted by someone, probably Horatio Dresser or George Quimby, as being 
“previous to 1856” but 1856 appears to be the most likely year: 
 

How Then does spirit[u]alism differ from Mesmerism[;] In the word Mesmerism 
Embraces all the phenom[en]a that Ever was Claimed by Any Entelligent Spirit[u]alest. 
the  spirit[u]alest[s] Claim that they git Kn[w]olledg[e] from the de[a]d threw the 
Livin[g] Mediums[;] dus not Mesmerisers do this? Suarly, then whare is the difference[;] 
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in the bilief of the hearers or the operators to show that it is the difference is in the 
Iginer[a]nce [i.e., ignorance] of the people[.] . . . 
 
Every person has around them this Cloud or Odor vapor and in that are all there I deas 
rites—or [w]rong, this Cloud vaper or flewids Contains the Iden[ti]ty of the person. Now 
when I set down by a decias [i.e., diseased] person they [words crossed out] I sea the 
person spirit[u]al form, in this Cloud Like a person drown out of his hous[e][;] they 
som[e]times appears very much fritend [i.e., frightened] whictch is almost always the 
case with insane person, I show no desire disposition to disturb them[;] at Last they 
aproch [i.e., approach] me cashuly [i.e., casually] and if I can Guvern my one spirit or 
mind I can govern the[i]rs[;] at Last I Commence a conver[s]etion with them[;] they till 
me the[i]r trubbles and offer [to] Carry me spiritually [this word may have been added 
later] to the plase where there trubble Commenced.162 
 

The words “odor” or “vapor” are used by Quimby above and elsewhere to represent what in a 
later time might be called an “aura,” which he said he could discern and from it obtain vital 
information for use in the healing process. See for example an article from 1861, later called 
“Senses II”: 
 

Take a person with consumption. The idea consumption is matter & it decomposes & 
throws off an odor that contains all the ideas of the person affected: this is true of every 
idea or thought. Now my odor comes in contact with this odor (thrown from you) & I 
being well, have found out by twenty years experience that these odors affect me & also 
that they contain the very identity of the patient whom this odor surrounds. This called 
my attention to it & I found that it was as easy to tell the feelings or thoughts of a person 
sick as to detect the odor of spirits from that of tobacco. I, at first, thought I inhaled it, but 
at last found that my senses could be affected by it, when my body was at a distance of 
many miles from the patient. This led me to a new discovery, and I found my senses were 
not in my body, but that my body was in my senses & my knowledge located my senses 
just according to my wisdom [here someone has added “(belief)”] & if a man[’]s 
knowledge is in matter all there is of him is contained in matter but if his knowledge is in 
wisdom, then his senses & all there is of him are outside of matter. Now to know this is a 
truth & the effect is life in this truth & this truth is in wisdom. So the man who knows all 
this is in wisdom with all his senses & life.163 

 
In 1907 the Christian Science Committee on Publication in Maine, Caleb Cushing, traveled to 
Belfast to interview old timers who knew Quimby, and here is his report for that trip, dated 
March 11, 1907: 
 

This is to certify that during the past month I have interviewed practically all of the old 
residence of Belfast, Maine— those having a personal acquaintance or knowledge of the 
late P.P. Quimby of Belfast, aforesaid— and ascertained the following facts: 
First: That Mr.Quimby was never known to have taught students his method of healing 
the sick. 
Second: That he was never known to have distributed or loaned the literature pertaining 
to the subject of treating the sick. 
Third: That he was never known to have been what is ordinarily termed a religious 
man—was never a Bible student or especially interested in matters pertaining to 
Scriptural research. 
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Fourth. That while a bright man and fairly well posted on matters of general interest he 
was not what one would call “a man of letters.” One who was intimately acquainted with 
Mr. Quimby (a relative by marriage)  informed me that he was very illiterate— in fact 
that his correspondence indicated this unmistakably. 
Fifth: That his treatment so far as known consisted of manipulation, making passes before 
the face of patients— through mesmerism or animal magnetism. 
Sixth.  That none of these people could recall that Mr.Quimby ever explained just what 
this treatment was— one man remembered that Dr.Quimby himself had stated that he did 
not know the power was. 
Seventh. That others besides Mr.Quimby practiced mesmerism or animal magnetism 
prior and contemporaneously with him in Belfast and the vicinity. There were several 
who gave lectures upon the subject in Belfast during the early’forties’. 
Eighth. That the persons who furnished me with the information above are people of 
unquestionable integrity— having a good recollection of Mr. Quimby and the events that 
transpired during his residence in Belfast. Among them are William B.Swan, E.C.Hilton, 
Nathan Houston, Eliza Hunnewell, Henry Dunbar, George McCrillis, Stephen Bicknell, 
Mrs.Sleeper, people well and favorably known in Belfast and vicinity.164 
 

Some allowance must be made for the recollections of these people looking back about fifty 
years, and Cushing was not a disinterested observer, but some of the general themes seem to ring 
true when compared to other sources, especially sources on how Quimby was perceived by the 
average resident of Belfast. 
 

QUIMBY’S CIRCULAR TO THE SICK AND HIS THEORY OF CURE 
 
By the late 1850s, Quimby was an itinerant healer, traveling to various cities, towns, and 
hamlets. For such visits he had printed a circular, inviting the reader to come see him.165 The text 
of that important circular is given below. The Quimby collection in the Library of Congress 
includes a cropped copy of this circular, with a later handwritten note at the bottom: “circular 
used in 1860-1865,” and that is the date range given by Ron Hughes on his website. However, 
that date range seems unlikely; the reference in the circular to his “seventeen” years of practice 
seems to place this about 1857, because in his writings Quimby, as previously noted, he seemed 
to date his start as a healer or mesmeric experimenter at roughly the year 1840—and as we shall 
see later, he announced his status as a public healer in the first half of 1857. Also the blank space 
left to fill in the name of the town suggests this was created prior to Quimby’s move to Portland, 
where he remained generally ensconced for the six years with only occasional trips back to 
Belfast and elsewhere.166 
 

TO THE SICK. 
 
     DR. P. P. QUIMBY would respectfully announce to the citizens of [blank space to be 
filled in]   
 
and vicinity, that he will be at the [blank space to be filled in]  
 
where he will attend to those wishing to consult him in regard to their health, and, as his 
practise is unlike all other medical practise, it is necessary to say that he gives no 
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medicines and makes no outward applications, but simply sits down by the patients, tells 
them their feelings and what they think is their disease. If the patients admit that he tells 
them their feelings, &c., then his explanation is the cure; and, if he succeeds in correcting 
their error, he changes the fluids of the system and establishes the truth, or health. The 
Truth is the Cure. This mode of practise applies to all cases. If no explanation is given, no 
charge is made, for no effect is produced. His opinion without an explanation is useless, 
for it contains no knowledge, and would be like other medical opinions, worse than none. 
This error gives rise to all kinds of quackery, not only among regular physicians, but 
those whose aim is to deceive people by pretending to cure all diseases. The sick are 
anxious to get well, and they apply to these persons supposing them to be honest and 
friendly, whereas they are made to believe they are very sick and something must be done 
ere it is too late. Five or ten dollars is then paid, for the cure of some disease they never 
had, nor ever would have had but for the wrong impressions received from these quacks, 
or robbers, (as they might be called,) for it is the worst kind of robbery, tho' sanctioned 
by law. Now, if they will only look at the true secret of this description, they will find it is 
for their own selfish objects—to sell their medicines. Herein consists their shrewdness!—
to impress patients with a wrong idea, namely—that they have some disease. This makes 
them nervous and creates in their minds a disease that otherwise would never have been 
thought of. Wherefore he says to such, never consult a quack: you not only lose your 
money, but your health. 
 
     He gives no opinion, therefore you lose nothing. If patients feel pain they know it, and 
if he describes their pain he feels it, and in his explanation lies the cure. Patients, of 
course, have some opinion as to what causes pain—he has none, therefore the 
disagreement lies not in the pain, but in the cause of the pain. He has the advantage of 
patients, for it is very easy to convince them that he had no pain before he sat down by 
them.    After this it becomes his duty to prove to them the cause of their trouble. This can 
only be explained to patients, for which explanation his charge is [blank space to be filled 
in]  dollars. If necessary to see them more than once, [blank space to be filled in]  dollars. 
This has been his mode of practice for the last seventeen years. For the past eight years he 
has given no medicines, nor made any outward applications. 
 
     There are many who pretend to practice as he does, but when a person while in “a 
trance,” claims any power from the spirits of the departed, and recommends any kind of 
medicine to be taken internally or applied externally beware! believe them not, “for by 
their fruits ye shall know them.”  
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Copy of original Quimby circular in Dittemore material at MBEL 
 
 
Quimby, reportedly in 1864, drafted an explanatory essay to go along with this circular in which 
he explained his healing method, its strengths and limitations (emphasis added): 
 

My mode of treating the sick is entirely new & original with myself. . . . 

I have been twenty years in the practice of curing disease & learning the causes & I have 
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learned that nine tenths of the sick at this time would be well and hearty if the medical 
faculty were annihilated. . . . Now I never make any examination, nor apply any remedies 
of any sort, but simply tell the patients how they feel. . . . 

Then there are other classes of diseases that cannot be cured so easy. These are the 
kinds of rheumatism that affects the limbs &c. So much that the joints become stiff. 
Such I would advise to stay at home if they think to be cured at one or two visits. All 
bed ridden persons that have the use of their limbs but can't walk from weakness I 
have cured very soon, but those that are paralyzed on one side or both had better 
stay at home for the expense will be more than the good they will be liable to get. 
Persons smoking or chewing, if they have any disease that they would have me treat 
independent of tobacco I can cure, but if they are well & choose to smoke or drink or 
chew, it is none of my business. It is a matter of their own. But if they are sick, then if I 
find that tobacco hurts them, I almost always cure them at the first sitting. If any 
person is nearly gone with consumption, I should advise them to stay at home, 
unless it is to be relieved from distress. So it is with a great many kinds of disease. 
This circular is to send to those that write for information. With this is a circular 
giving some idea of my method of curing.167 

By the time Quimby issued his circular, it appears his theory of cure was sufficiently developed 
so that we may—at this point in a chronological look at his life—make a serious analysis of his 
theory, including occasional comparisons to Eddy’s thought and her eventual religion, Christian 
Science. While some of the most autobiographically significant manuscripts cited in this book 
are found only in material at BU and appear to have been written about the mid-1850s, I have 
not found any later documents from Quimby that renounced those documents or otherwise 
indicated that the beliefs represented in those early documents had been outgrown by Quimby. 
 
Certainly the most important Christian Science historian, Robert Peel, has strongly suggested 
that the theories and explanations of Quimby—which can be confusing168 and range from 
obscure, materialistic, and seemingly anti-religious to metaphysical, somewhat devout, and 
reasonably well-versed in the Bible and Christian history—can best be explained by the 
influence of Eddy and her religious thought starting from their first meeting in 1862.169 Peel and 
a few others have speculated that the dating of the Quimby papers might have been altered to 
make certain documents appear to have been written prior to their meeting, thereby purposely 
discounting any allegation of an influence by Eddy on Quimby’s thought. Based on an in-depth 
examination of the Quimby papers, I have found no evidence to suggest the dating of the 
documents was not original from the time they were copied in the 1860s, far before anyone in 
the Quimby coterie would have had any reason to misdate a document.170 In addition, as stated 
in part above, I have not found a demonstrable evolution in his thought during the Portland years. 
The early theories seem essentially the same as those explained near the end of this life.171 Thus, 
I am treating the Quimby papers from the Portland years, even the limited writings from the mid-
1850s, as being representative of Quimby’s mature theory on healing.172 (Ironically, this puts me 
at odds with both Peel above, and Horatio Dresser. The latter, for example, downplayed the 
significance of Quimby’s document “Questions and Answers” because it was from Quimby’s 
earlier period of 1862.)173 Quimby’s circular is significant for many reasons. The first is that it is 
likely the only separately printed piece he ever issued regarding his theory and practice. As such, 
it takes on special significance. Quimby’s theory was in part that the human mind created disease 
through ideas that condensed what he called spiritual matter into visible matter,174 and it 
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important to note in this printed circular he limited his healing ability to just those cases where 
his clairvoyant rapport with the patient led him to provide an explanation of the mental cause. 
See for example the following excerpt from the circular: 
 

If the patients admit that he tells them their feelings, &c., then his explanation is the cure; 
and, if he succeeds in correcting their error, he changes the fluids of the system and 
establishes the truth, or health. The Truth is the Cure. This mode of practise applies to all 
cases. If no explanation is given, no charge is made, for no effect is produced. His 
opinion without an explanation is useless, for it contains no knowledge, and would be 
like other medical opinions, worse than none. . . . He gives no opinion, therefore you lose 
nothing. If patients feel pain they know it, and if he describes their pain he feels it, and in 
his explanation lies the cure. Patients, of course, have some opinion as to what causes 
pain—he has none, therefore the disagreement lies not in the pain, but in the cause of the 
pain. 

 
This distinction is important because it emphasizes the requirement in Quimby’s mind that in 
order to effect the cure he had to change the mind of the patient—“If no explanation is given, no 
charge is made, for no effect is produced. His opinion without an explanation is useless, . . .175  It 
would be too easy to presume then, that Quimby only dealt in psychosomatic illness, but his 
theory posited a relation of mind to matter that was well outside the boundaries of psychosomatic 
medicine as we know it today. Quimby viewed the human mind as affecting visible matter 
through its beliefs, which is why his “explanation” was designed to change that belief.176 
Nonetheless it should not be deduced that Quimby placed no power in the thought of the doctor. 
We will see later his letter to the editor of the Portland Advertiser (in the issue of February 17, 
1862), where he wrote: “This led me to investigate the matter and arrive at the stand I now take; 
that the cure is not in the medicine, but in the confidence of the doctor or medium.” The two 
concepts are not mutually exclusive: while Quimby appeared to focus on the mind of the patient, 
as we see in the above circular, he did not discount the thought of a doctor who would prescribe 
a medicine, believing that it would help the patient. That Quimby insisted on explaining the 
patient’s problem based on his own clairovoyant rapport with the patient compares to what he 
understood was the healing efficacy of Burkmar’s much earlier prescriptions in many cases: the 
drug healed the Burkmar patients because the patient expected it to, unrelated to any special 
clairvoyant insight. 
 
Rather than take the later Eddy view that material existence is the equivalent to a dream state that 
one needs to be awakened from, so that accidents and illness were on the same level of ultimate 
unreality, Quimby seemed to differentiate between injuries due to accidents and illness due to 
disease which he believed came from fear in the patient’s thought. He wrote this in 1861: 
 

There are certain phenomena that man is afraid of which do not contain life. These include 
accidents. For instance if a person breaks his leg, no one is afraid of the person whose [i.e, 
who’s] broken his leg because the thing that broke it is not attached to the leg; but if any 
disease attacks & eats off the leg then the person is frightened because he has attached 
intelligence to disease. We think that we do not attach intelligence to disease but all our 
beliefs show to the contrary.177  

 
An important part of the Quimby-Eddy debate revolves around the means by which they each 
effected a cure and then how they explained that process. A theoretical distinction between 
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“mental” cure and a “spiritual” cure is made by Samuel Clemens, who, as we have seen, wrote in 
his complex book, Christian Science: 
 

It is apparent, then, that in Christian Science it is not one man’s mind acting upon another 
man’s mind that heals; that it is solely the Spirit of God that heals; that the healer’s mind 
performs no office but to convey that force to the patient; that it is merely the wire which 
carries the electric fluid, so to speak, and delivers the message. Therefore, if these things 
be true, mental-healing and Science-healing are separate and distinct processes, and no 
kinship exists between them.178 

 
In 1893, Eddy would published her illustrated poem, Christ and Christmas, in which she would 
give classic visual statement to the imagery of a Christian Science healer, which for the most part 
would have applied in 1883 just as much as ten years later: 
 
 

 
 
This simple illustration was designed to show in Christian Science healing the exclusive use of 
prayer, “realization” of God’s all-goodness and the ultimate unreality of any seeming material 
discordant condition. Not evident in the illustration is, in Christian Science, the virtual lack of 
importance in the material history of symptoms and other records of the illness or disease, since 
healing in Christian Science was deemed to come from God, and was thereby not limited by 
material conditions.179 This stands in stark contrast to the following letters that Quimby sent to 
patients. The first was a patient (a Mr. G.L. Sumner) in Hill, New Hampshire, on February 8, 
1861, probably at the Granite State Water Cure facility (the text below is the Library of Congress 
version, but the exact date is found in the version in the BU collection): 
 

In answer to your letter I will try to explain the color you speak of, if you have forgotten, 
so that you will not forget it. Give me your attention while I Explain. You know I told 
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you about your stooping over. This stooping is caused by Excitement affecting the head. 
This contracts the stomach, causes an irritation sending the heat to the head. This heat 
contracts the glands about the nose, it runs down the throat & this is all there is about it. It 
will affect you sometimes when you are a little excited & you will take it for a cold. 
 
Remember how I Explained to you about standing straight. Just put your hands on your 
hips, then bend forward & back. This relaxes the muscles around the waist at the pit of 
the stomach. This takes away the pressure from the nerves of the stomach & allays the 
irritation. Now follow this & I will sit down & work upon your stomach two or three 
times in three or four days. It will affect your bowels & help your color. Tell your wife to 
sit down & give her attention and I will affect her in the same way. Please take a little 
water when you are sitting, say about 9 o'clock in the evening. I will write to Miss L. & 
Explain her case.180 

 
Dresser in QMSS in a footnote to his transcription of this letter wrote, “Although the absent 
treatment given in such a case included much more than this letter indicates, Quimby, realizing 
the importance of expectant attention, mentioned specific results that might be looked for. He 
tried to make a patient self-helpful as soon as possible.”181 This suggests Dresser believed that 
Quimby, irrespective of any claims of clairvoyant or absent healing, was using suggestion (i.e., 
“expectant attention”) on his patients, so that, for example, as long as the patient “thought” 
Quimby was working for him or her at 9 o’clock, that was more important than his own efforts in 
the healing work. Whether in Quimby’s mind the prescription of taking some water was actually 
part of the healing effort, or rather was instead merely a psychological device to bolster the 
patient’s confidence (as the Dressers and George Quimby averred), is not clear. 
 
An example is another letter similar to the above was copied by the Quimby coterie at BU from 
Quimby to a Mrs. Cole, dated February 23, 1861: 
 

Your letter of the 12th was received just as I was leaving for Belfast and upon my return I 
was sick, so this is the first time I have had to reply. 
 
What you say about your child must take place, for you remember what I told you about 
his chest, how full it was. This fullness was a deposit of heat that forced itself through the 
lungs and pores to the surface and affected the muscles around the chest. This made him 
nervous & caused the heat to go to his head, as it did in your case: this heat was the cause 
of your color & his asthma. 
 
Now when this passes down, it will condense into water and pass off in a diar[r]hea. So 
although it may seem as though your child was worse, it seems to me that he ought to get 
well, for he could never recover while this heat went to his head. Let him drink cold 
water & I cannot help feeling that a change must take place before long. You know how it 
was with you: to reverse the action is not a very easy task, but if you wait patiently, I 
cannot help thinking it will take place. I remember the case well and shall at intervals use 
my power to correct the error. 
 
Hoping you may see some favorable effect soon, I remain, 
Yours, &c. 
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Quimby was an inventor and tinkerer, and the following letter to a Miss Elizabeth Brackett (one 
of several that Quimby wrote to her) in Boston, dated December 16, 1860, is clear evidence of 
that: 
 

I will now use my skill as far as I am able to correct your mind in regard to your trouble. 
The heat you speak of is not a rush of blood to the head but is caused by a sensation on 
your mind like some trouble. This causes a weakness at times at the pit of your stomach. 
The heat in the second stomach causes a pressure on the aorta which makes the heart beat 
very rapidly at times. This you take for palpitation & it causes a flash or heat, which of 
course you take for a rush of blood to the head. But it is not so. It is the fluids. As the 
clouds in the skies change when the wind blows so the fluids under the skin change at 
every excitement. The skin being transparent reveals the color. This annoys you & the 
false idea that is in the blood keeps up the fire. Now just make in your mind the spine into 
a combined lever of three parts & you will see how to correct your form so as to ease the 
pressure on the aorta. Just call the part of the spine below the stomach one lever, the part 
above the stomach another & that part from the base of the brain to the level of the 
shoulders another or that vertebra make some six or eight inches below the base of the 
brain the other. Now just immagine [sic] yourselves sitting in a chair with the lower level 
or spine at right angles with your limbs. Now bring the second on line with the first  
alto[?] then the first second will be balanced. Now place the [unintelligible] or upper 
lever so that all will balance or have the spine a little inclined in & then you get a right 
position. This relieves the stomach, takes the pressure from the aorta & puts out the fire 
so there can be no heat. This will produce a change in your feelings & the change is the 
cure.182 

 
Another letter (in BU) is from Quimby to a Mrs. Dingley, dated January 13, 1861: 
 

I went to you as soon as I received your letter but I cannot say you were aware of it. Now 
at the time I write this, I am working on your stomach and now & then giving you a 
little water, so as to start this heat in your left side that rushes up to your head. 
 
When you receive this letter, at night after you are through your work, just sit down in a 
chair & take a tumbler of cold water & this letter. Read this letter once or twice very 
slowly & in the mean time take a swallow of water. When you get through, this 
water will cause a sensation on your stomach and you will feel the wind moving in 
the stomach & bowels. This will affect your whole system and cause a sensation or 
perspiration—opening the pores & throwing off that heat that is confined in the 
pores & makes the humor. 
 
Remember what I say. When I  am you read this letter I am with you, and just as long as 
you read this, I shall be in the letter using my wisdom to cure you. I leave you now, & 
come again & this letter so good night.—9-12 o'clock Sunday evening. 

 
Yet another example is a letter that Quimby sent to a Mrs. Wheeler on January 16, 1861: 
 

Your letter of the 11th came to hand, but for the want of time, I have been unable to write 
and I had anticipated that I might help you by an examination of your case. At the time I 
received your letter I felt as though I was with you, explaining to you your case. I will 
commence now in my way, & as I always sit down by my patient and take them by 
the hand I will seat myself by you and commence telling your feelings. 
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So give me your attention & listen to what I say. The pain in your head arises from a 
nervous fear which you do not understand. This nervous feeling affects you when 
you are in company, causing a contraction in the stomach which creates a heat: this 
heat presses upon the aorta causing a contraction your heart to beat, this causes a 
flash in your face, brings on a heat all over it and produces a sort of faint or weak 
feeling. The fear makes you give way at the pit of the stomach, confines the heat 
there: this heat numbs the side, like leaning your arm over a chair. This makes the 
side feel as though it was swollen & if you compare, you will find the shoulder a little 
fuller than the other. When you lie on one side, it feels as though there was a weight 
pulling you down, this you take for an adhesion to the pleura, but it is in the fluids in the 
flesh. This numbness is often taken for the lungs, but it is nothing more nor less than a 
nervous heat that heats the muscles at the back of the neck & runs down the chest. This 
causes a contraction of the chest, this contraction makes you give way, like anyone in the 
hands of robbers attempting to bind them him. . . . [Quimby describes an ailment to Mrs. 
Wheeler:] This is called catarrh-that which runs into the throat, bronchitis. This is all your 
disease & you I will tell you what you shall must do. When you receive this letter, I want 
you to be seated about eight o'clock in the evening and take a tumbler of water. As you 
read this letter, or some one reads it to you I shall be working on you. You take a little 
water now and then till you take a tumbler full. I shall work on your side & you will feel 
something like water run down. In a few days you will sneeze & think you have taken 
cold. Do not be alarmed. You will be a little sick at the stomach. Then it will work 
down & produce a diarrhea. This will relieve the cough. If this comes out right 
please let me know.183 

 
A similar letter that emphasized the material aspects of healing, where a necessary part of the 
cure was the relieving of the “heat” through specific bodily functions, was a letter to a Mr. 
Sprague, February 9, 1861: 
 

Your wife[’]s letter was received, and I was glad to learn you were all so much better. But 
your wife says you still cough: this is necessary for your cure, for you have no other way 
to get rid of that heat in the head, called catarrh.184 

 
A final example is a letter that Quimby sent to a Mrs. Doland on March 3, 1861: 
 

In answer to your letter I will say that you know I told you that your disease was in your 
mind. Now your mind is your opinion & your opinion is that you have scrofulous or 
cancerous humour, this opinion is something or it is nothing and as it shows itself in your 
system, it must be something. I call it matter. As I change this something or opinion, it 
must change the effect[.] So as the effect is changed, the matter or mind or opinion is 
changed, and in the change it will produce these feelings because it is in the fluids. As  
this change goes on it must affect your head & also your side & it ought to affect 
your stomach. This will bring on a phenomenon like a cold & finish with a 
diar[r]hea; this carries off all the false ideas & relieves your system of that bloat and 
heat. Keep up your courage, it is all right.185 

 
The above letters compared to many other less material Quimby writings illustrates how his 
writings represent an amalgamation of idealism and materialism. See, for example, historian 
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Craig James Hazen’s view of how Horatio Dresser glossed over what he (Hazen) called the 
“materialism” in Quimby’s theory:   
 

In studying his writings, no scholar has missed Phineas P. Quimby’s commitment to 
science. His materialism, however, has generally been, for various reasons, overlooked, 
ignored, or transformed by those who have examined the mental doctor’s ideas. The root 
of the problem may lie in the circumstances surrounding the codification of Quimby’s 
writings. Materialism clearly did not suit the purpose of Horatio Dresser, the compiler 
and editor of the Quimby Manuscripts, first published in 1921. Horatio Dresser, the son 
of two prominent students of Quimby, Julius and Annetta Dresser, embarked on his 
editorial project for a specific reason. He wanted to emphasize the similarities between 
the teachings of Phineas P. Quimby and Mary Baker Eddy to show that Eddy had stolen 
her basic ideas from Quimby, a charge Eddy and her followers fought tenaciously and 
continue to fight, even today. That Mary Baker Eddy has actually overturned one of 
Quimby’s main philosophical tenet would not have helped Dresser’s case. Dresser’s 
editing and commentary on Quimby’s manuscripts therefore resulted in spiritualizing the 
materialism the mental doctor had set forth. On several occasions, Dresser directly 
inserted the word spiritual as a modifier in front of the word matter in Quimby’s text. On 
at least three other occasions, Dresser seemed to find it necessary to help the reader by 
explaining just what Quimby meant by matter. He even went to far as to say that the fact 
that Quimby never explicitly denied the reality of matter was just a “back-handed way of 
declaring what to him was the greatest truth: there was no reality save that which exists in 
God or Science. His realization of this truth was so strong that he did not need denials.” 
Dresser was certainly right that Quimby never denied the reality of matter, but he was 
wrong about the reason. Without Dresser’s transformational editing and comments, 
Quimby’s commitment to materialism is difficult to deny. 
 
Quimby’s materialism also calls into question the common characterization of his 
thought as belonging in some way to the family of Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David 
Thoreau, and others, as Stewart W. Holmes did in calling Quimby the “Scientist of 
Transcendentalism.” It was really only Dresser’s spiritualized Quimby that fit this 
classification. Not surprisingly, Holmes and others, such as Robert C. Fuller, Charles S. 
Braden, Lester M. Hirsch, and Ferenc M. Szasz, who used Dresser’s edition of the 
Manuscripts exclusively, connected Quimby in various ways to the Transcendentalist 
heritage. 
 
Quimby’s materialism was too bold to be ignored, though. As Catherine L. Albanese 
noticed, Quimby had “managed to turn in a decidedly physical reading of metaphysical 
reality.186 

 
For an example of Quimby’s mixture of materialism and idealism, see his comment in an article 
later called “What is Spiritualism?”:  
 

Spirit is merely matter in a rarified form, & thought reason & knowledge is the Same. To 
wisdom all these are only shadows of wisdom. Memory is the Same. Our existence does 
not change, that is a self evident fact. Memory is attached to this existence, it is not 
external but belongs to the idea matter. Life is composed of light & wisdom. Every thing 
having form contains an odor, & life & wisdom give it quality or body as it pleases & to 
every idea its own peculiar body or odor. Man as we see him is composed of these odors 
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just according to his knowledge. The wisdom that keeps the body together is not seen nor 
admitted but is an identity of itself.187 

 
In 1865, Quimby added in an article entitled “Concerning Happiness,” with emphasis added in 
bold unless otherwise stated: “Error is matter for it can be destroyed. If I should tell you that you 
had committed an error in regard to a certain business transaction whereby you had lost quite a 
sum of money [bold here because added later by copyist], I make the error[?] so plain to you 
that you believe it, there would be an effect no[i.e., “on”] [partial word struck through] the body 
or matter. If what I said did not contain something & it still produced an[?[ effect there it should 
seem that nothing can produce something. Therefore that which I called an error was something 
real & I call it matter because it can be changed. The mind can be changed & and the ideas 
annihilated & still the mind will exist. A house is built of stone, the house is matter therefore. 
Now you destroy the house, but the destruction of the idea house is not the destruction of the 
matter for the matter is eternal & cannot be destroyed, though its combinations may change. 
So it is with beliefs which like buildings are made of matter. The belief may be destroyed 
but the material remains and can be formed into other ideas, as is the case with any other 
matter. Man[’]s belief is all matter, his religion & ideas of are all false beliefs & the effects 
produced on the body are caused by them. Man[’]s creator is in him & governs him yet he is 
recognized only as a principle without wisdom.”188  
 
In 1864, in an article “Disease & its cause,” Quimby wrote: “Now belief admits matter as a 
substance, wisdom admits it as a belief. Wisdom speaks it into existence & to belief it is a 
reality. I will now show how a belief can create matter & yet to wisdom it is nothing. . . .”189 
 
In the Quimby original papers at the Library of Congress is an article transcribed by the coterie 
that includes the following example of Quimby’s view (at least an early view if not later as well) 
that God created the material shadow man: 
 

I will try to define what I mean by the scientific man, or a man outside of matter. To do 
this I must assume myself in relation to mind as God stands to all creation. The natural 
man is only an idea made by God[‘]s wisdom, like a shadow. After this shadow goes 
through a certain change[,] like any other matter[,] it is then in a state to be a medium of a 
power higher than itself. God sends an identity of his wisdom to take control of the 
medium & carry out his own design & bring man to the knowledge of the father. This 
identity that he sends is science or the son of God.190 

 
QUIMBY AND HIS USE OF THE WORD “SCIENCE” 

 
One of the foundational points in Quimby’s theory was that he believed he had uncovered a 
“science” that explained the cosmology of God and healing. Since Eddy’s later religion was 
called Christian Science, the use of science by Quimby—and the possible influence on Eddy 
from his use of that word—is necessarily an important point in the debate. Here is an example of 
Quimby’s use of the word “science” and how he related the works of Jesus to his own healing 
work, dated November, 1859. In the answer to the question of whether the curing of disease is a 
science, Quimby answered: 
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It is— Who was the founder of that science? I answer, Jesus of Nazareth. What proof 
have you that it is a science? For the fact that Jesus healed the sick is of itself is no proof 
that he knew by what means he did it. 
 
If he healed in the manner reported, he must have done it under the laws of science, for 
there can not be any such thing as accident with God; & if Jesus was the Christ or God, 
he must have known those laws and the way he performed his cures under them.191 

 
It is clear that Quimby’s use of the word “science” to explain his theory and its intellectual and 
rational underpinning is significant and noteworthy, but it was not sui generis; rather it was the 
natural progression of his use of that word (before he met Eddy), and it must be viewed within 
the context of the many mesmerists and others who routinely applied the word “science” to 
mesmerism and animal magnetism.192  
 
Craig James Hazen wrote of the important work of historians George H. Daniels and Theodore 
Dwight Bozeman on the influence of Baconianism in ninteenth century American religious 
thought. Hazen downplayed the Transcendental influence on Quimby that he believed Charles 
Braden had promoted in Spirits in Rebellion in favor of the influence of the science-based 
“Baconian philosophy.” He wrote, “From this perspective, Quimby’s affinity for ‘science’ was 
hardly unusual. His thinking was representative of a popular mind-set grounded in Baconianism, 
a philosophical approach that is now known to have provided ‘the broad foreground of Anglo-
American intellectual leadership’ in the antebellum period.”193 In that case, the use of the word 
“science” by Quimby and later Eddy was actually indicative of the era rather than a radical 
departure from it. 
 
The following are just a few examples of a great many early applications of the word “science”  
to animal magnetism or mesmerism, some quotations of which we have already seen: 
 
—Charles Poyen (1836) “My object in teaching other people how to magnetize, was to enable 
them to satisfy themselves about the truth of the science, . . .Such has been the course pursued by 
me in my lecturing tour through Massachusetts and New Hampshire, and I will venture to say, 
that the results have been satisfactory to the science and the public as well as to myself.”194 
 
—Even a detractor of animal magnetism in American Quarterly Review in 1837 alluded to the 
widespread use of the word “science;” he referred to it as the “science (so called) of animal 
magnetism, . . .” 
 
—An 1841 press report in Belfast, Maine, referred to Robert H. Collyer’s return to the city and 
that he was a lecturer on “this science,” and that many of the wisest men were believers in the 
“science.” 
 
—John Bovee Dods in The Philosophy of Electrical Psychology, wrote  “The subject of these 
Lectures is now fairly open before us. I have explained what I mean by the term ELECTRICAL 
PSYCHOLOGY, and why I saw fit to give the science this name.”195 (Electrical Psychology was the 
term applied by Dods to his version of mesmeric theory.) 
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Throughout Quimby’s writings are a great many uses by him of the word “science,” sometimes 
referring to medical science or the science of mesmerism, but usually referring to his theory as a 
science. This includes his many uses of the word template “science of . . . .” Here are examples: 
 

—“science of Christ,”  
—“science of Christianity,” 
—“science of curing disease,” 
—“science of God,” 
—“science of happiness,” 
—“science of health and happiness,” 
—“science of health,” 
—“science of life and happiness,”  
—“science of life eternal,” 
—“science of life,”  
—“science of man,” 
—“science of the wisdom of God” 
—“science of true religion,” 
—“science of truth,” 
—“science of wisdom,” 

 
(Note: while the terms “science of Christ” and “science of Christianity” are only known to have 
been used one time each by Quimby in all of his writings, some of the others were somewhat 
common.) 
 
Beyond the specific application of the word “science” to mesmerism and related theories, the 
public was starting to see that at least some theologians saw the necessity of melding science and 
religion into one overriding explanation of God and existence. As early as 1824, the venerable 
moralist and author, Hannah More, had written:  
 

The Bible is with the most significant emphasis called The Book, as containing in itself 
the sum and substance of all Truth. . . . Other Books may teach human Sciences, the Bible 
alone can teach the Science of Salvation thro’ the blood of Christ.196 

 
One year before Charles Darwin’s book, On the Origin of Species, was published in 1859—
which was a book that spawned a revolution in thought about science versus religion—well 
known minister and theologian, Horace Bushnell, published in his book, Nature and the 
Supernatural, As Constituting the One System of God, the need to bring science and religion 
together: 
 

From the first moment or birth-time of modern science, if we could fix the moment, it has 
been clear that Christianity must ultimately come into a grand issue of life and death with 
it, or with the tendencies embodied in its progress. Not that Christianity has any conflict 
with the facts of science, or they with it. On the contrary, since both it and nature have 
their common root and harmony in God, Christianity is the natural foster-mother of 
science, and science the certain handmaid of Christianity. And both together, when rightly 
conceived, must constitute one complete system of knowledge.197 
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In direct opposition to the post-Darwin onslaught that was to come regarding science as an 
inexorable opponent of religion, Bushnell wrote with some prescience: “And a much greater 
danger to religion is to be apprehended from science than this, viz., the danger that comes from 
what may be called a bondage under the method of science,—as if nothing could be true, save as 
it is proved by the scientific method.”198 While Bushnell’s discounting of the scientific method as 
something subservient to a higher explanation of existence was not likely to have been appealing 
to the pragmatist in Quimby, the more religious Eddy and Evans would have been more at home 
with Bushnell’s attempt to elevate religion to a higher level. 
 
Despite the above uses of “science” by Quimby, it is significant that George Quimby in his 1888 
biographical sketch of his father wrote this, as if his father never (or only very late) achieved 
distilling his theory down to a science: 
 

To reduce his discovery to a science, which could be taught for the benefit of suffering 
humanity, was the all-absorbing idea of his life. To develop his “theory,” or “the Truth,” 
as he always termed it, so that others than himself could understand and practice it, was 
what he labored for. Had he been of a sordid and grasping nature, he might have acquired 
unlimited wealth; but for that he seemed to have no desire. He used to say: “Wait till I get 
my theory reduced to a science, so that I can teach the Truth to others, and then I can make 
money fast enough.” 

 
QUIMBY AND HIS VIEW OF RELIGION 

 
Before discussing the religious views of Quimby, it is important to provide first a religious 
context. To do so, it is instructive to first look at the religious devoutness, convictions, and views 
of three individuals who would come in contact with him during his years in Portland and who 
would be inextricably linked to him by most later historians: Eddy, Warren F. Evans, and Julius 
Dresser. In making this comparison and providing this context, it is important to note not only 
the words used but also the tone and general religious tenor of the text. 
 

—MARY BAKER EDDY— 
 
Eddy many years after Quimby’s death, in her address to her church in 1901—and long after she 
had established her own religion that differed in so many ways from her orthodox upbringing—
recalled what she referred to as  “My Childhood’s Church Home,” 

 
Among the list of blessings infinite I count these dear: Devout orthodox parents; my early 
culture in the Congregational Church; the daily Bible reading and family prayer; my 
cradle hymn and the Lord’s Prayer, repeated at night; my early association with 
distinguished Christian clergymen, who held fast to whatever is good, used faithfully 
God’s Word, and yielded up graciously what He took away. It was my fair fortune to be 
often taught by some grand old divines, among whom were the Rev. Abraham Burnham 
of Pembroke, N.H., Rev. Nathaniel Bouton, D. D., of Concord, N. H., Congregationalists; 
Rev. Mr. Boswell, of Bow, N. H., Baptist; Rev. Enoch Corser, and Rev. Corban Curtice, 
Congregationalists; and Father Hinds, Methodist Elder. I became early a child of the 
Church, an eager lover and student of vital Christianity. Why I loved Christians of the old 
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sort was I could not help loving them. Full of charity and good works, busy about their 
Master’s business, they had no time or desire to defame their fellow-men.199 

 
In 1887, when a student of Eddy’s evidently asked her in a letter how she accounted for the 
miracles performed by the early prophets and leaders in the Old Testament, since they did not 
have, from that student’s perspective, the advantage of Eddy’s much later scientific teaching 
about God and His creation, she responded in a letter on February 25 of that year: 

 
You are right in the incorrectness of the Antideluvians [sic] on the facts of Being but their 
faith was more lucid and stronger in God as a personal friend and Savior than that of the 
19th century.200  

 
A few months before her passing, Irving Tomlinson recorded this in his diary of September 5, 
1910, as he overheard Eddy’s private prayers: 
 

While on watch last night at 10 P.M. I heard her speaking. On investigation found she 
was in prayer. I stood beside her for at least 5 minutes then sat down and for 5 minutes 
more prayer continued. The entire petition was scientific, orderly in its proceedure[sic], 
choice in language. It contained no request for a special blessing for health, comfort, or 
prosperity for herself or her Cause but was a beautiful declaration of Truth for a full 
realization of truth of being for herself and for her followers and for all mankind. The 
entire prayer was in accord with her characteristic phrasing and breathed the profound 
faith shown in her most spiritual writings. She would voice her inmost desire for a 
realization of God's presence and power and follow it with a declaration that that 
presence and power was an eternal manifestation and fully realized by His children. She 
would petition that no temptation could assail; and follow by the declaration that the real 
man was free from temptation. She affirmed that there was no lack in God's promises for 
His offspring and asserted that this truth was realized by all. The prayer had introduction, 
progress and conclusion. The language was chaste and well chosen. Spoke of God’s 
presence hourly and moment (arily) and asked that we might know that there was “no rift 
in the rythmn[sic] of the eternal harmony”. The prayer was a hint of the source of power 
in C.S. and suggested the reason for its founding, growth and fruits.201 

 
Another Eddy aide, Clara Shannon, recorded this reunion of Eddy and her old friend of the 
1840s, Methodist minister Richard Rust. The reunion took place more than a half century later, 
as Rust was passing through Concord, New Hampshire, and stopped off at Eddy’s Pleasant View 
home. As Stephen Gottschalk recorded it from Shannon’s reminiscence: 
 

“Each knew, or expected,” wrote Shannon, [“]that it would be the last visit on this side 
that they would have together. I can still hear his words, ‘Sister, shall we sing a hymn 
together?’ And her reply, with such a sound of joy, ‘Yes, let us sing ‘The Sweet By and 
By.’ In the back parlor . . . I listened to those two voices praising God.  I never forgot that 
song, sung by those two saints. Then they sang. ‘He Leadeth Me’ and ‘Tell the Old, Old 
Story.’ It made me weep to hear and to see that communion; it was a communion of 
saints.[”]202 
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—WARREN FELT EVANS— 
 
Evans wrote in his personal journal the following excerpts:  
 
September 26, 1852: 
 

It has pleased God to call me to labor this year in Concord [N.H.]. I have been here about 
three months. It is a hard field. There are backsliders and lukewarm professors to curse a 
whole nation I have preached with great weakness. I have carried into the pulpit a load of 
bodily infirmities enough to cause me to sink in any other work. Sometimes Christ has 
stood by me and the rush of the divine energy into my soul has raised me above all my 
weakness. The last two years have been the most useful of my life. I have often prayed 
that this year I might be more useful still O Lord come to my help. Stir up They power & 
come and save me. Make me adequate to this great work. 
 

 
October 10, 1856: 

 
Last evening was an era in my Christian experience. After retiring to rest I felt an 
unspeakable nearness to Jesus. In prayer I felt to desire and to ask for nothing in Jesus; 
and he manifested himself to me as he does not to the world. I could not sleep till past 
midnight so filled was my soul with the divine presence. 

 
September 28, 1861: 
 

A genuine Christian experience is one that is derived from the word of God. Man lives by 
every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of the Lord. The Bible is fitted to originate 
and to nourish every degree of the divine Life in us. I sometimes ask the Lord to give me 
a promise adapted to my present wants. Oftentimes some sweet promise is brought to my 
remembrance by the Holy Spirit, which is full of comfort and support. It often comes 
luminous with divine light. May I live more and more on the word of God. 

 
January 1, 1862: 
 

The last year has been to me a good year—a year of solid advancement in the spiritual 
life. God has bestowed upon me many blessings of Providence & of grace. It has been a 
year of ill health, of great trials, and sharp conflicts with the powers of evil. But the Lord 
Jesus Christ, who is to me the only God, has fought for me and given me some victories 
over the powers of darkness. To day at noon I rendered thanks to God for all his mercies 
to me & my family during the past year and humbly implored his merciful loving 
kindness for the year to come: especially did I make supplication that my life might be 
eminently useful to his kingdom & the souls of men. Hitherto the Ld [i.e., Lord] has been 
my help & I trust him for all time to come. 

 
—JULIUS A. DRESSER— 

 
Julius Dresser, in his journal in the year after his healing from Quimby, wrote November 8, 
1861, of reading a “strictly” religious journal that he had kept in 1853, which he then described: 
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. . . I commenced a religious journal (i.e., strictly of a religious nature), I took that & read 
it. I find so many mistakes and strange notions in it that I think I’ll burn it, as ‘its very 
short. But copy a few things. 
 
The first record is concerning my conviction of sin, which took place on my hearing a 
sermon, at the church which I attended service, in Lawrence, Mass. 
 
That particular event happened on sunday [sic] evening Nov. 27th 1853. Then in my 
sixteenth year; sixteen the following Feb. On the friday [sic] evening following the 
sunday [sic] evening of conviction, I experienced a change— pardon, peace and 
acceptance into the fold of ‘our Lord and His Christ.’ Next evening I spoke a few words 
in prayer meeting, and on the second sunday  [sic] following was baptized—immersed of 
course—by Elder Timothy Cole,of that church, & recd. into the church. 
 
I used to feel it my duty to take some part in nearly every meeting, and commenced very 
soon to feel it duty to pray. This duty I never faithfully performed, but experienced a 
great amount of trial with regard to it.203 

 
—PHINEAS P. QUIMBY— 

 
The question of whether Quimby’s theory and thought was or was not religious was noted by 
Alan Anderson in the Christian Century in 1966: 
 

There is still disagreement about the interpretation of his [Quimby’s] thought. In general, 
Christian Scientists classify it as basically nonreligious, while New Thoughters consider 
it essentially religious.204 

 
Perhaps the best way to start this is to point out that Quimby’s son George felt that at least 
organized religion paid no part in his father’s theory. In an interview in 1907, George said: 
 

There was nothing pertaining to religion in the ideas originally advanced by father. His 
was a plan of treatment of the ill alone. With that he was satisfied to stop. To alleviate the 
suffering was his mission. Mrs. Eddy has, on the other hand[,] put a religion about her 
doctrine.205 

 
In the body of Quimby writings are a great many references to religion, often seemingly from a 
negative perspective, since he often determined that his patients were suffering from certain of 
the religious dogmas that they accepted. This is not to suggest that Quimby had no religious 
leanings or feelings, but he was not overtly religious as judged by traditional nineteenth century 
standards.206 He generally saw traditional religion not only as effete ritualism and shameful 
hypocrisy but, beyond that, even the actual enemy of a higher purpose. One of his sharpest and 
most astonishing attacks on the institutions of organized Christian religion is found in an article 
from 1860, later titled, “Jesus’ Parable of Another World” (words added by the copyist are in 
bold): 
 

So religion is made up of rewards & punishments, not of good works, lest any man 
should boast. Goodness is a sort of clever fellow, always in the way of the religious man. 
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An honest man at heart is the greatest eyesore that a Christian can have. He is as bad as a 
man who never drank or smoked or chewed tobacco is to the temperance party;  he must 
be of them or he is the worst enemy the party has to contend with. So it is with all 
hypocrites, true goodness, not hypocrisy, is the worst enemy that religion has to contend 
with, for an honest & upright man is the noblest work of God or Science, but the religious 
man is of his father, the devil, & his works he will do. Now I do not intend these ideas to 
apply to any particular man or class of men, but to all. We all have religion or error, & we 
all have some science or wisdom of God. Religion is our superstition & belongs to the 
natural man, science is spiritual & belongs to the spiritual man. Paul had these two 
characters, therefore when he would do good, his old religion was present, and that which 
he would do, his old ideas prevented him, so it was not science that did wrong but his old 
religion that was in him. Jesus had the same enemy to contend with—if he had listened to 
the voice of religion of his day, he might have been king of the Jews but an enemy to all 
science. Honesty or doing unto another as you would have another do to you, was not just 
a popular the thing, for it struck at the root of all their religion, it made man a being 
responsible being to himself & put into his mind a truth that would show teach him to act 
from a higher motive than religion. It teaches us that God is in science & not in 
ignorance, that might is right for the religious world, but for the scientiffic world, action 
and re-action are equal, & just as we measure out to another, just so it shall be measured 
back to us—& no priest or prayer of this world can stay the hand of this law.207 

 
Despite the above, Quimby wrote in an article: 
 

What is Dr Quimby[’]s theory? It is reducing the Christian Religion to a science, so as to 
be applied to ourselves and others for the happiness and knowledge of mankind.208 

 
Quimby’s duality of what might be called the spiritual and material is seen in this article from 
1861, “To the Sick: The Conflicting Elements in Man” where he began by writing: 
 

A sick person is two beings: one of which is opinions and the other science. The senses or 
life is attached to both so that man is not seen at all, but the visible or idea is seen by the 
idea matter. Wisdom is what is called progression; opinions are aristocracy. These two 
powers are acting in opposition to each other, all they agree in is an identity called 
themselves or a kind of marriage & copartnership, like man & wife. The idea body is 
called man, but each claim the right to act through it in their own peculiar way, like a 
telegraph company. 

 
Later in the article, after giving a hypothetical conversation between Quimby and a patient who 
thought she had hip disease, Quimby wrote: 
 

In the first place God never made any intelligent ache or pain. The intelligence is attached 
to the intelligence of man. I will give you an illustration. Suppose you should have a lead 
pipe leading from a well to your house & that you should use the water for all purposes. 
You admit that the water in the well is good but if it runs through a lead pipe it is 
poisoned; the one who tells that story disturbs your mind, but the disturbance contains no 
intelligence, yet as you reason his belief into you, you become poisoned & you put your 
belief into the water, so that according to your belief, you poison yourself.209 
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Quimby at times was quite clear and forthright in equating God and what he called science. See 
for example this article from September 1861: 
 

God is science wisdom, . . . there is but one living & true Science or God. He also shows 
there are some who are conscious of this science, & eat & drink & worship idols till they 
die. . . . Science is the one living & true God to worship. . . . Science is the God or 
Christ.210 

 
Here, Quimby discusses the “true religion”: 
 

What has a man to contend with who undertakes to establish a new science? . . . [The 
conflict he faces is like two armies:] This is the state the two armies are in when the 
leader [Leader?] plants his standard of Science with this inscription, the Science of true 
religion is health, happiness & deliverance.211  

 
On the other hand, he wrote of Jesus: 
 

He taught the science of God—, a science that destroys all religion & introduces a higher 
principle based on eternal wisdom.212 

 
Quimby’s explanation of his healing theory to a Calvinist patient shows his use of the term 
“Christ” in his healing process (at least ask explained to religious patients), which includes its 
definition of error as substance and matter, albeit as something mentally constructed by belief: 
 

This power, as you call it, I call Christ, acting through the man Quimby. This wisdom is 
like the light or day, while your wisdom or belief is like the night or darkness & your light 
is like the moon[’]s light that makes shadows. Now as all shadows are the reflection of a 
substance, there must be some darkness to make a shadow. Error is matter & of course a 
substance, its author is a belief. 
 
Science is of light & makes no shadow but like the rising of the sun, it burns up the 
darkness or destroys it & so it burns up the error or disease. Now in this prison all looks 
dark & gloomy. 
 

Later in the same article he outlined how if he simply explained his theory nothing might come 
of it but if he can communicate to the error and “convince it of its fault,” then wisdom might be 
gained and progress made: 
 

Mind is matter but mind is not wisdom, so if your mind is disturbed & your wisdom 
imprisoned in the disturbance, I can by disturbing your mind set your wisdom at liberty & 
you be no wiser. But if I use language to communicate to your error & convince it of its 
fault, then your error becomes wisdom & then your wisdom increases just as you lose error, 
so that unto him that hath wisdom shall be given & unto him that hath not wisdom but 
error, shall be taken away his error or that which he thinks he has, by wisdom, & given to 
wisdom & he shall have more wisdom. . . . 
 
I commence by calling your attention to another world & that to you is all Greek, but as I 
talk you become excited & you begin to condense my argument into a belief, like a 
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building so that it looks clear to your little wisdom & you frame a belief or building to 
agree with the plan I have introduced. As your belief is condensed, it looks plainer & like a 
shadow till it becomes so plain that you cease to have an opinion & it then becomes a 
truth. Now all beliefs being the invention of man they are of matter & liable to be changed 
or disturbed. So restrictions, creeds or penalties are attached to them & certain forms & 
ceremonies required of persons for their happiness & the neglect of them is the forfeiture 
of their happiness. . . . If you really do call on Science it would answer you, but you 
cannot call on whom you have never heard & receive an answer. So you receive the 
answer from your false leader & in this way you are held in prison till Christ or Science 
sets you free, as some revelation sets a criminal free by opening the doors of their 
prison.213 

 
In perhaps one of his most metaphysical writings, where he wrote of Christ as an unseen 
principle in man, Quimby made this lengthy statement in 1864214 (emphasis added): 
 

Jesus told his disciples that his belief would be destroyed by the religious world, but that 
his science would survive. To them this was a mystery, for in regard to life and death they 
were in their old religious belief. That Jesus should both live & die was a contradiction, to 
them[;] it seemed impossible. He must be either dead or not dead, if dead then the dead 
must rise. Jesus denies this in his dispute with the Sad[d]ucees: when he said, [“]God is 
not the God of the dead but of the living.” But they did not understand him because of 
their religious prejudices. At another time he said, [“]Yet a little while am I with you & 
then I go [words struck through, replaced by: “unto him”] that sent me. Ye shall seek me 
but & shall not find me: & where I am, thither ye cannot come.[”] These words were also 
misunderstood by the disciples, from the darkness of their belief. I will explain them as I 
understand them. 
 
Christ is that unseen principle in man, of which man is conscious, but which he has 
never considered as intelligence. It is God in us & when man comes to recognize it as 
intelligence transcending belief & to learn its principles, then death is swallowed up 
in wisdom. All will a[c]knowledge that it was possible for every scientific discovery to 
have been made before it was made: in other words that the truth existed before we 
knew it. So, we in like manner, we ourselves have an existence that we have not 
discovered. 
 
To put man in possession of this truth, it is necessary to destroy the entire religious belief. 
Jesus endeavored to do this in order to convince man that his only true living self was the 
science of God. 
 
He labored to prove that the sympathy that we feel towards each other is a living 
being with all the attributes of intelligence & that it remains when the natural man is 
destroyed. This was science to him & it said, “I come again &c.” Jesus came to convince 
man of this truth: I believe & practice it, so far as I understand it. The world or man’s 
belief accuses me of making myself equal with God. 
 
One of these accusers can visit the sick & with a long face as[k] God to hear his prayers & 
raise the sufferer to health: then if the patient recovers he believes that God blessed the 
prayer. But if I attribute my cures to God, or Christ, the whole church is against me & I am 
accused of making myself equal to Christ. They are sensitive not so much for the glory of 
Christ, as for their own reputation, for they claim to be the ordained instruments of God, & 
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if man is saved, it must be by their means & in their way. Jesus who opposed priest craft 
met the same difficulty. It was the duty of the priests to care for men[’]s souls. Jesus 
therefore must not trespass upon that ground, else he would make himself equal to them, 
which was blasphemy. But Jesus opposed the doctrine of another world & taught that man 
continued progressing:  at his crucifixion therefore, when the idea, matter, was killed by 
opinions, the Christ that governed it was forced away. The casket or idea was left with the 
disciples & this to them was death. Not so to him. He suffered as a man suffers the penalty 
of the law. The law of religion said he must die, & when men saw the law of their belief 
fulfilled, this was the end to the law of man. Now it was necessary that the new revelation 
of Christ should come to pass & he should show himself to his disciples. Therefore the law 
did what is does by persons now, it put him into a state of unconsciousness, not that he 
might die, for he did not believe in death, but that he might go & return again. The 
difference of belief made the controversy. Jesus, like a clairvoyant[,] went from the idea 
on the cross to fulfill his promise to the disciples. Unconscious of change, he believed he 
had flesh & bones & when they thought he was a spirit, he said, "hath a spirit flesh & 
bones as ye see me have”? Here he destroyed the belief in death & triumphed over the 
grave.215 

 
Quimby’s view of Jesus is also in part seen in this article from May, 1860, of the science of 
Jesus’ teachings, but note how the emphasis of Jesus according to Quimby was solely to impart 
his teachings on the relation of mind and matter (emphasis added): 
 

Admit it as a science that Jesus taught for the happiness of man and then man will try to 
learn it. Then the inquiry will be made how can it be proved a science? I answer, never, 
until the people will admit that mind & matter are all the same and both under the 
direction of an intelligence superior to matter. Then man takes a higher standard & is 
governed by a science & not by error or mind. Then matter becomes subject to science & 
is the medium or power to be put in motion. This medium or matter can be changed into 
any form or state, & be destroyed, but not lost. . . . 
 
All will admit that a person can be deceived into a belief & his belief make him sick, 
they will also admit that to correct his error or belief will make him well. Now this 
process is all that Jesus ever intended to convey to the world. This is a science & can 
be learned[.]216 
 

Patients sometimes said they enjoyed his Biblical story telling with his own distinct twist, such 
as this paraphrase by Quimby from an 1860 untitled article that was labeled “Spiritual 
Interpretation” by someone in the Quimby coterie. This is Quimby’s version of two separate 
accounts of Jesus in the New Testament, as edited (in bold) by Quimby or one of the copyists: 
 

Now, as Jesus was walking by the sea-side of [unintelligible] the leaders’ ideas belief, he 
saw two men, Peter & Andrew, spouting or fishing in the old Mosaic laws or sea casting 
their nets or talking about their[?] religion & he said un[-]to them, ‘Follow me & I 
will make you teachers fishers of men’ or of this truth to man & not a slaves to the priest, 
so they straightway abandoned their nets or old belief religion & followed him. They 
went on & saw others in their ships or beliefs, mending their nets or creeds, for their nets 
like the priest hood had weak places & were like a garment ready to drop to pieces. . . .  
 
When the young man came to Jesus & asked him what he should do to inherit eternal life 
or wisdom knowledge, he said, [‘]Keep the commandments.[’] The young man replied, 
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[‘]This have I done from my youth upwards, what lack I more?[’] [‘]If you would be 
perfect, go, give all your old religious ideas away, & follow the science or me.[’] So as he 
could not understand, he went away sorrowful for he had much wisdom of this world.217  

 
One of Quimby’s most significant essays on religion and his theory can be found in an essay 
entitled “Religion in Disease.”218 
 

The question is often asked why I talk about religion & quote Scripture while I cure the 
sick. My answer is that sickness being what follows a belief & all beliefs containing 
disease, the belief contains the evil which I must correct; & as I do this a chemical change 
takes place in the mind. Disease is an error the only remedy for which is truth. . . . 
 
I will relate a case where the religious belief affected the patient & caused the disease. 
The lady was aged. She was so lame & bowed down that she could hardly rise from her 
chair & could only take a step by the aid of her crutches, feeling so heavy that she dare 
not step. In this condition she had lived some years & all the happiness she had was in 
reading & thinking on the Bible. She was a Calvinist Baptist & by her belief she had 
imprisoned her senses in a creed so small & contracted that she could not stand upright 
nor move ahead. Here in this room of Calvin her senses were laid, wrapped in her creed; 
here she was confused by the narrow limits of her own beliefs, yet in this tomb of Calvin 
her senses were laid wrapt[?] in her creed, here she was confined by the narrow limits of 
her new belief, yet in this tomb was Christ or science, trying to burst the bars & break 
through the bands & rise from the dead. The senses were not easy, she labored to be free 
from the bands & no one came to her relief. When she would ask for an explanation of 
some passage, as she would ask for bread, the answer would be a stone & then she would 
hunger for the bread of life. At last in her misery she called upon me & I found her as I 
have stated. I knew not what caused her trouble. She thought it was from a fall, but this I 
knew was not the case. After explaining how she felt, I told her, her trouble was caused 
by a series of excitements from studying upon what she could not reconcile. She thought 
upon religious subjects & not seeing the Scriptures clear[ly], her mind became cloudy & 
stagnated. This showed itself on the body by her heavy & sluggish which would 
terminate in paralisis. She said she could not understand how her belief could make her 
so numb. I explained this fact to her as follows. I said to her [‘]you will admit I have 
described your feelings.[’] ‘Certainly,’ she replied. Then, said I, [‘]what do you suppose 
Jesus meant by these words, ‘A little while I am with you, then I go my way.’ And, ‘You 
shall seek me & where I go ye cannot come.’ Do you believe that he went to Heaven? 
[‘]Yes,’ she replied. Now let me tell you what I think he meant. I had told her before that 
in order to cure her I must make a change in the fluids & produce a healthy circulation, 
for she by her belief had produced a stagnation of her system. [‘]You have admitted that I 
have told you your feelings. Then I was with you as Christ was with his disciples in 
sympathy & when I go my way I go into health & am not in sympathy with your feelings, 
therefore where I go you cannot come, for you are in Calvin[’]s belief & I am in 
health.219 This explanation produced an instantaneous sensation & a change came over 
her mind. This mortal put on immortality or health & she exclaimed in joy, [‘]This is a 
true answer to my thought.[’] I continued explaining Scripture as I shall describe and a 
complete change took place. She walked without her crutches. 
 
Her case is so singular an example of my practice that I will give the substance of my 
reason[i]ng. It seemed as though all her feelings were in her belief & if I wished to give 
her an idea of them I would make a comparison from the Bible, therefore, when I wished 
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to convey the idea that I was with her, I took a passage in the New Testament to explain 
your my being with her & being away from her. She was as it were dead in sin or error & 
to bring her to life or truth was to raise her from the dead. I quoted the resurrection of 
Christ & applied it to her own Christ or health & produced a powerful effect upon her. I 
commenced in this way. 
 
Your belief is the sepulchre in which your wisdom is confined. The world is your enemy. 
Your opinions & ideas are your garments & the truth is the Holy Ghost or angel which 
will roll away the stone & heal your grief. The God in you will burst the band of your 
creed & you will rise from the dead or your belief into the truth. You will then walk into 
the sitting room & the friends will start as though you were a spirit & you will say, 
[‘]Hath a spirit flesh & bones as you see me? Give me a chair.[’] Then the friends inquire 
where the Christ is. The truth will say [‘]she has risen from her religious body of sin & 
death and gone to meet her friends in Heaven.[’] Then comes the false ideas & as they 
cannot see the truth, the body being changed to them is gone & they report it stolen. You 
leave the body of belief & take that of science & rise into health & this is the resurrection 
of the dead. This with other explanations produced such an effect on the lady that she 
could rise from her chair as quick[ly] as any person of her age. 

 
As an example of his Biblical exegesis, note Quimby’s transition of the accounts from literal, 
historical ones to metaphorical ones.220 The nets became their old belief or religion, and the 
giving up of material possessions became giving up old religious ideas. Another lengthy example 
of Quimby’s analysis of Biblical accounts in found in Appendix F, later called “Truth II.” One 
other example, written in October, 1862, the month he met Eddy, provides an example of 
Quimby not tying himself to Christian orthodoxy in his Biblical exegeses: 
 

The Trinity of Opinions & the Trinity of God or Wisdom 
 
Man as we see him combines two trinities although he is ignorant of it. I will try to 
condense one into a personal identity. Error is the father, belief is the son or body, 
wisdom is the Holy Ghost or reason. To make it clear, I must take a person where the 
trinity is the plainest seen[?]. I will take a sick man for his is the plainest seen[?]. The 
error is the tyrant, the belief is the son or offspring of the father. The error wants to hold 
the truth in subjection, for the truth is the wisdom of God in man, not developed. So error 
disturbs the mind & a belief is formed. This belief contains the penalties & these beget 
fear. Here you have opinion, the father, the belief, fear or punishment, the son & the 
knowledge of all, the Holy Ghost. This is the world's trinity. The trinity of God is wisdom 
or God, the father; health science or wisdom in practice the son, & the explanation of the 
two, the Holy Ghost. These three are one & the same in power & wisdom. And to be born 
of the spirit of wisdom is to break from your wickedness or opinions & turn to the truth. 
The new birth is to put off the old man, that is error with all his belief & put on the new 
man or Christ. It is to destroy all the old superstition of the old world & enter into the 
world of science where opinion & belief never come. In this world there is no more death 
or sighing, for the old things are explained away. Death & hell & he that hath the power 
of death called error is cast into the lake of fire or science that will burn up all the chaff or 
error & the new Jerusalem shall be established in the hearts of men. . . .221 

 
An example of Quimby’s religiosity is seen in his 1861 article, “A Defense against an 
Accusation of Putting Down Religion”: 
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Now Jesus’ religion was the Christ or the substance & the disciples & the multitude were 
the believers of the substance, not seen but in the Heavens. So Christ is the substance, or 
Science, or the religion of Jesus. The Christian religion is in a belief of that substance 
called Christ, wisdom or God, & my religion is my wisdom & not my belief, & when I 
come to the sick, I put my religion in practice & not my opinion & when I talk to the well 
I talk about it, ‘for those that are well need no physician.’ My opinion is worth just as 
much as anyone's else. I look upon all opinions as man's wisdom; they are worth what 
they will bring: they may be right, but they are oftener wrong.222 

 
Certainly not all of Quimby’s writings on religion were negative, especially as he discussed 
Jesus as an exemplar of what Quimby called “wisdom” or “science.” An example of Quimby’s 
own sense of religious idealism can be seen in his article later titled “What is God? II.” The 
words in bold were added later by the copyist: 
 

. . . I must make the reader detach his senses from a God of man's belief & attach them to 
this invisible matter or mind [“wisdom” is written above these words and “matter and 
mind” appear in parentheses that may have been added later] that which fills all space & 
whose attributes are all light, all wisdom, all goodness & love, which is free from all 
selfishness & hypocrisy, which makes or breaks no laws but lets man work out his own 
salvation, which has no laws or restrictions, but sanctions all men’s acts according to 
their belief & holds everyone responsible for his belief right or wrong without respect to 
persons.223 

 
In a rare usage by Quimby, he tied the specific concepts of morality and a religious-based 
science in his article in BU: “Proof that there can be a moral Science—moral science is that 
which, when understood, will enable man to do good scientifically; that is, that virtue & 
happiness will as necessarily flow from certain Causes. . . .”224 
 
In an article entitled “On Wisdom”—which is evidently a late article by Quimby since a version 
in BU is on the same page as an article entitled “Assassination of Lincoln” and the version in the 
Library of Congress seemed to be dated 1864, but what appears to be the number “4” in the date 
was replaced with “5” to indicate the year 1865—is a philosophical and idealistic Quimby that 
only occasionally appears in his writings (emphasis added): 
 

Perfect wisdom embraces every idea in existence & therefore every idea that comes to the 
light through the senses existed before to wisdom. Every person who was or ever will 
be existed as much before he ever came to our senses as afterwards. The same as any 
mathematical problem or truth. Man[’]s intelligence is a truth that existed before he 
took form or was seen by the natural eye. Man[’]s body is only a machine & its senses 
are its medium to wisdom, the same as science is the medium to wisdom. The real man 
is never seen by the natural senses, but the real man makes himself known through 
science to his natural senses as a person who knows a fact can teach it to another. 
Wisdom or knowledge he teaches through science & he uses his senses to to explain this 
science, for his senses are all the medium the natural man knows. The real man is God 
or the first cause. Every idea that man embraces comes through his natural senses, 
but this real man is not seen, but is truth or wisdom.225 

 
Quimby in this text appears to be tying man and his body directly to God, since the “real man” is 
God or first cause, and this real man makes Himself known to the natural senses. What is 
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significant is Quimby’s idealism in attaching an eternal nature to each person, so that each 
person had an identity both before birth and after death. It is perhaps this kind of idealism, which 
is not the norm in Quimby’s writings, that led Eddy to write of him about the years 1872-1874 
(and well before the Quimby-Eddy debate had begun): 
 

He was a good man, a law to himself; when we knew him he was growing out of 
mesmerism.226 

 
Quimby wrote in an article, “Sickness Is What Follows the Belief that Disease Is an Independent 
Life,” the following on his belief compared to the orthodox religionists that came to him as 
patients.  
 

Here is my belief founded on my practice. My God is  [word crossed out] all wisdom, 
contains no matter but is solid, he is full of love, compassion & has every attribute that 
wisdom can suggest. The Devil is all matter, all error all [word cross out], hypocrisy & 
every evil that man is capable of inventing. His intelligence is only opinions and his life 
is in his superstition & ignorance, his death is in the wisdom of God or Science. In fact 
the Devil is a chemical change that every son of God must pass through.227  

 
The above should not be interpreted as a sign that Quimby believed in the devil, since in the 
same article he disabused the reader of that notion, but he spoke figuratively of the devil as 
something that the traditional Christian believers of God believed in after reading the Bible. 
 
In one of Quimby’s most forceful statements on equating God with his concept of what he called 
“science,” he wrote in an article in September, 1861, “Showing How the Errors of Our Beliefs 
Make Up Human Knowledge Also that We Ignorantly Are the Authors of Our Misery”: 
 

God is science wisdom, . . . there is but one living & true Science or God. He [the Apostle 
Paul] also shows there are some who are conscious of this science, & eat & drink & 
worship idols till they die. . . . Science is the one living & true God to worship. . . . 
Science is the God or Christ. . . .228 

 
Despite the above statements by Quimby, where he to some extent established religious 
underpinnings to his mental healing theory and based his theory on the Christ (as represented by 
Jesus, who was not the same as Christ), it would be incorrect to presume that Quimby’s theory 
was necessarily religious or God-based in a traditional sense.229 (In one of his last articles, he 
wrote: “It will be necessary to say that I have no religious belief. My religion is my life & my 
life is the light of my wisdom that I have. So that my light is my eye & if my eye is the eye of 
truth my body is light but if my eye or wisdom is an opinion my body is full of darkness.”230) 
See for example later in the article “Spiritual Interpretation” where he attempted in a somewhat 
convoluted way to explain that his theory is a science, and as a science it can be taught 
irrespective of the moral standing of the teacher, in the same way that music or mathematics can 
be taught by the most morally flawed instructors: 
 

I will take myself as a figure. Suppose that music had never been reduced to a science, & 
I discovered that it could be taught to others & undertook to teach it. Suppose I called the 
science Christ, then it would be P.P.Q.'s my Christ or theory. Suppose, still further, that 
you should try to learn it so as to teach it, would my character as a man have any thing to 
do with my Christ or theory? All will say, no. If I am a very good man, that has nothing to 
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do with my science. It may make it more admired respected or perhaps it might make 
persons give more heed to what I say. Now suppose that I am as bad a man as I can be. 
Does that prevent me from teaching my Christ or science? Now suppose the wisdom of 
the world sits in judgement on me, they will all admit that I play very well but I know no 
more about it than they do. So they say he has a power but it is of God, but I and he 
knows nothing of it myhimself, so they put all the power in me as a man and call music 
my name P. P. Q.'s Music instead of my science, as they confounded[?] the Christ 
which Jesus taught with Jesus the man called him Q.[J?] C.231 Now suppose that I am 
a very good man and a pattern in society, kind in my manners, possessed of every quality 
that belongs to a good man of this world. There are two classes, one the scientiffic & the 
other the aristocratic or ignorant. Each profess to believe in me & as they can't agree, it is 
left to me to decide. So I decide in this way. All you that who believe in me as a 
scientiffic musician or Christ & understand the science shall do as I do, and all you that 
who do not understand, but believe that I, the man, P. P. Q. hasve a power that you 
acknowledge shall be called followers of me. So you undertake to follow me by acting as 
I do & trying to imitate my character, while those who are the disciples of my theory care 
nothing about my character except as a secondary thing. Of course we all would like a 
person that is amiable & pleasant if he is a teacher of any science, but it is not absolutely 
necessary that he be a good or bad one man.232 

 
One of Quimby’s most forceful statements on his lack of a formal religious belief is found in his 
article, “About Patients,” from November, 1860: 
 

I will give you my investigations for belief I have none, but I will tell you what I do not 
believe. This is what Jesus did; he told not what he believed but what he knew was false. 
When I sit by a patient, I do not try to electioneer for any creed. If I made war with a 
Baptist, it is not to make him a universalist, nor any thing else & if I made war with a 
universalist methodist or any other religious sect, or an infidel as I often do it is not to 
convert them to my creed or belief for I have none.  

 
You may ask what is your religious belief?  I answer none. I know that I am sitting here 
now & I know I was here yesterday & I expect to be here tomorrow. This last is my belief 
founded on the knowledge that I am here now & was here yesterday. My senses can act 
upon a person at a distance without that person knowing it, this I know. I also know that 
the Bible never spoke of itself. I know that God never made any thing that is attributable 
to man[’]s wisdom. I know that all language is the invention of man. I know that God 
never made happiness or misery. I know that man makes both. I know that with God, 
might is right233 & that God never spoke to one man being more than to another. I know 
that no priest ever went into one world or ever came from one. I know that all their talk is 
but the invention of man. I believe in no priest[’]s opinion. I know that their doctrines are 
all the invention of men & the cause of nine tenths of the misery in the world. I know that 
the profession of doctor like that of priest is all the invention of this world & causes nine 
tenths of the diseases. Both together make more misery than all other evils. I will tell you 
why I am opposed to all the above.  It is because I know that all disease is what follows 
our belief & happiness is the result of getting rid of our belief. Every man is a part of 
God, just so far as he is wisdom. So I will tell you what I know, not what I believe. I said 
I knew I was here. I worship no God except my own & I will tell you what he teaches me. 
In the first place he puts no restrictions on me, in fact he is in me & just as I know myself 
I know him, so that I & God are one, just as my children & I are one. So to please myself 
I please God & to injure myself I injure my God so that all I have to do is to please 
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myself. Now as God & I are one so you & I are one and to please myself is to please you 
& to injure myself is to injure you so just as I measure out to you I measure out to myself. 
As you & I are one, you & your neighbor are one & to love your neighbor as yourself is 
more than all the prayers made by all the priests in the world. I know that if I do to 
another as I would be done by in like circumstances I feel right, so I judge no man. I do 
not judge of myself, for my knowledge of this wisdom is as plain to me as my senses.  To 
the world it is a belief but to me it is wisdom that the religious world knows not of. If 
they did they would never crucify me as they do in their ignorance. So my religion is my 
wisdom which is not of this world, but of that wisdom that will break in pieces the 
wisdom of man. Man[’]s wisdom is the superstition of heathen idolatry: all science is at 
variance with it. I stand alone not believing in any thing independent of science so you 
can put me down as having no sympathy with any belief of religion concerning another 
world or in any thing after the Christian death & no belief in the resurrection of the body. 
My death is this, it is ignorance, life is wisdom & as death is darkness or matter, so life is 
light or wisdom. All men have wandered from light & believed in darkness. To destroy 
matter you introduce light or life.234 

 
This important article has many points that warrant a second look. One is the extended use by 
Quimby of what appears to be a collage of statements of Jesus that Quimby applied to himself 
(which is not to imply that he felt equal to Jesus), with emphasis added; 
 

. . . just as I know myself I know him, so that I & God are one, just as my children & I 
are one. So to please myself I please God & to injure myself I injure my God so that all I 
have to do is to please myself. Now as God & I are one so you & I are one and to please 
myself is to please you & to injure myself is to injure you so just as I measure out to you 
I measure out to myself. As you & I are one, you & your neighbor are one & to love your 
neighbor as yourself is more than all the prayers made by all the priests in the world. I 
know that if I do to another as I would be done by in like circumstances I feel right, so I 
judge no man. I do not judge of myself, for my knowledge of this wisdom is as plain to 
me as my senses. 

 
In John 10:30 and 38 (KJV, which is the text Quimby would have read) we read, “I and my 
Father are one. . . and believe, that the Father is in me, and I in him.” While Quimby does not 
claim to be the equal of Jesus, he was not shy about applying certain statements of Jesus to 
himself and then extrapolating from that basis. 
 
Another example, is from John 8: 15 and 16: “Ye judge after the flesh; I judge no man. And yet if 
I judge, my judgment is true: for I am not alone, but I and the Father that sent me.” 
 
In Leviticus 19:18 we read a passage that was in turn quoted by Jesus as well: “thou shalt love 
they neighbour as thyself.” 
 
Quimby did not believe in the resurrection of the human body, which led him to believe that the 
resurrection of Jesus was not a literal resurrection of his body but rather a projection by the 
Christ (not the human Jesus) of his thought into a bodily form that could be seen by some.235 
That was not a concept transferred to Eddy, who firmly believed that the physical body of Jesus 
rose on the third day and left the tomb. She would later write: 
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Our Lord and Master presented himself to his disciples after his resurrection from the 
grave, as the self-same Jesus whom they had loved before the tragedy on Calvary. 
 
To the materialistic Thomas, looking for the ideal Saviour in matter instead of in Spirit 
and to the testimony of the material senses and the body, more than in Soul, for an earnest 
of immortality,—to him Jesus furnished the proof that he was unchanged by the 
crucifixion. To this dull and doubting disciple Jesus remained a fleshly reality, so long as 
the Master remained an inhabitant of the earth.236 

 
Finally, Quimby was not shy about equating his trials and problems in Portland, facing the 
mockers, scoffers, and disbelievers, with a kind of crucifixion, for he wrote, “If they did they 
would never crucify me as they do in their ignorance.” 
 
The net result in Quimby’s thinking seems to be that his theory was based on a decided set of 
universal rules, including two levels of consciousness, that provided for clairvoyant rapport with 
a patient to diagnose the mental causes of the patient’s problems, and such a healing method was 
the very one also used by Jesus, based on a reality established by God Himself. However, as a 
science his healing theory did not rely on any intercession by God, prayer to God,237 divine 
grace, or generally recognized religious trappings. As such, moral standing was not a 
determinant in healing under Quimby’s theory. A way of evaluating this question of Quimby’s 
theory as being a religion or not, or a God-based theory that could not exist in an atheistic 
setting, is to point out, as an example, that Albert Einstein’s theories were never considered 
anything other than theories of physics. Einstein was Jewish, but that did not make his theories 
religious thereby—even if it could be shown that Einstein believed that the laws of physics 
ultimately were derived from God. 
 
If this is a fair representation of Quimby’s thinking, then it would certainly separate him from 
deeply religious figures like Eddy, Evans, and many others, who considered a high moral 
standing as being requisite for spiritual healing. In 1884, Eddy (or someone writing on her behalf 
and with her approval) sent a letter to the Boston Advertiser (published June 12, 1884), which 
illustrated how she differentiated herself from Quimby, Professor Carpenter, and others whom 
she considered to be promoters of animal magnetism or spiritualism—as she defined those terms:  
 

The broad distinction between this [i.e., Christian Science] and those of spiritualism 
mediumship and animal magnetism, as practiced by the late Doctors Quimby and 
Munroe, Professors Carpenter, [J. W.] Cadwell238 and others, is in this, that Christian 
science is essentially metaphysical and spiritual, while these other methods are wholly 
physical and material in character. The discoverer and founder of the system and practice 
of Christian science is Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy. The success and popularity which have 
attended her labors have led to the forming of hostile divisions or factions, the promotors 
of which, resting upon a physical or mesmeric basis, have claimed that they work out the 
same results that accompany the administration of truth through the spiritual 
understanding of the divine law, by which alone the Christian scientists heal the sick. The 
Master prophesied: “there shall arise false Christs and false prophets and they shall show 
great signs and wonders, insomuch that if it were possible, they would deceive the very 
elect.” These methods of the physical or mesmeric character only cover up the patient’s 
disease, by impressing him with the belief that this physical complaint is cured, while the 
sin remains. This is not the method that Jesus taught and demonstrated, for that is 
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characterized by the language, “Go, and sin no more.” The removal of the underlying 
moral cause of disease constitutes the subtle difference between the method of Christian 
science in the various methods contemporary with it. One who is regarded as authority in 
the mesmeric method affirms in a text-book called “Mental Medicine” that in the practice 
of mental healing is essential that adequate knowledge of the anatomy and physiology of 
man, especially of the nervous system, be had.  The difference of the position of the 
Christian Scientists is notable, as is indicated by this extract from their textbook: 
“Anatomy has never defined man as created by God, the Spirit. It explains man as created 
materially visited spiritually; it explains him through the lowest instead of the highest 
conception of being. It defines man as matter and mind, as originating from, and 
dependent upon, the matter for every function.” The call for physiology is the result of a 
greater faith in matter than in spirit. The fundamental principle of Christian science is that 
there is no life, substance or intelligence in matter. Spirit is immortal truth; matter is 
mortal error. Spirit is God, and man is his image and likeness; hence man is spiritual and 
not material. Mesmerists, with no claim to morals or spirituality as the basis of their 
methods, control their subjects and the follow their personal direction. Such methods are 
material and sensual, precisely the opposite of Christian science. 

 
While Quimby believed in God, or “First Cause” (a term that dates back to the ancient Greeks), 
it was not a theistic God that was an active part of his healing work. In addition, the idealism 
seems to be attached to a material methodology that continued to rely on material means such as 
manipulation and water beyond their reputed placebo effect (see below). 
 
The Quimby article “Spiritual Interpretation” continues below with an important distinction 
made between Jesus the man and Christ the divine emanation that was available to others. 
Quimby had helped form the Universalist Society in Belfast in 1836, and his later views certainly 
mirrored the Unitarian and Universalist belief in a God separate from the man Jesus, in direct 
opposition to the Trinitarian views of Christian orthodoxy. Charles Braden, in Spirits in 
Rebellion, observed, “Jesus, the human figure, Quimby regarded as a person who taught very 
much what he himself believed and taught about religion. . . .  Again and again Quimby exposed 
what he considered some of the more harmful beliefs taught in Christianity, which incidentally 
read a little like some of the characterizations of the great liberal Unitarian preacher, Theodore 
Parker, who was in his prime during the period of Quimby’s development of his ideas. There is 
no direct evidence that Quimby ever read Parker, but many of the same ideas expressed by 
Parker are reflected in Quimby’s criticism of the doctrines held in the churches of his day.”239 
Quimby wrote: 

 
Now so far as Jesus stands I for one do not pretend to be or not to be a disciple of Jesus, 
for I let my life & acts if as a man speak for themselves. I do not pin my belief on Jesus' 
character nor care anything about it any more than he did himself. He let his character, 
like all as other men do  who are willing to be judged by their acts, speak for itself. It was 
the Christ that Jesus was proud of, so all men ought to be proud of any science that would 
make the world wiser & better. I believe the same, so I profess to be a disciple of Christ, 
not of Jesus or the man. I let my man speak for himself, but I believe in Christ & put him 
in practice on all those who live in this world of misery without this science or truth. So 
all my prayers are offered up to Christ, not Jesus. 

 
The dichotomy between Jesus and the Christ was one later used by Eddy in Christian Science, 
although her meaning was somewhat different. 
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It is understood that Quimby believed that orthodox religion could have a negative and damaging 
effect on his patients, and he believed that Jesus was an examplar for his “wisdom,” but what did 
he think of Jesus as a religious teacher? Here he writes in January, 1861, in an article later called 
“The Explanation of Matter,” that Jesus did not have any religious opinions, and Quimby called 
“Christ” a “theory,” in perfect keeping with his own use of the word “theory” to represent his 
truth: 
 

Jesus wanted the people to understand that religion, as they were taught it, was the 
blackest sort kind of hypocriscy, only got up established to keep a class of lazy [illegible 
added word] thieves & robbers in power who devour houses of wood & houses of mind, 
carrying off & selling the substance of the poor for their own advantage men & 
women into slavery, for their own good. When Jesus applied these sayings to the people, 
it melted down their heathen belief & by his words of wisdom they were cured. Jesus 
never had any no religious opinions, his works were his life & his life was his Christ or 
theory. The people could not understand this so they crucified him, and that this ended 
the life of one of the best men man that ever lived for his natural man had became 
subject to his natural scientific man or wisdom. (This wisdom must make cannot help 
making mankind better any more than a good man can help becoming narrow minded & 
bigoted by belonging to a church.)240     

 
His high opinion of Jesus the man is seen in what was presumably his edit above on changing the 
phrase that Jesus was “one of the best men that ever lived” to “the best man that ever lived.” 
 
If Quimby was not a deeply religious person in the traditional sense, what did he think about 
praying for healing? He answers this somewhat in his article, “Efficacy of Prayer for the Sick,” 
in March 1862.  
 

You may ask if I believe in prayer. I answer not in the sense that the Christian does. Jesus 
prayed, he said, I & my Father are one; this is a truth, but it was not Jesus the man that 
spoke, but this truth called God Christ that spoke through the man Jesus; in the same way 
when any truth is spoken intelligently it is of God & that truth & God are one. Ignorance 
& superstition have misled men into the dark, so they choose darkness rather than light 
lest their error should be exposed & then they die. You may ask if I deny that God 
sometimes cures the sick in answer to prayer. I do not deny the phenomenon, but I do 
deny that the one who prays knows to whom he prays to or that the his God he prays to 
cures the sick him any more than the medicine that the Drs. give cures them. The priest 
& doctors stand in the same relation to the sick, the former put the curative properties in 
the God & the latter put them in the medicine; the faith of each acts on the patient & his 
faith mingling with theirs makes the cure, but that there is an intelligence or God outside 
of their belief, I know is false. Years of experience in curing the sick have put me in 
possession of a fact principle that can explain all the phenomena of prayer & the 
superstition of the religious beliefs. A belief is one thing & wisdom is another. Jesus 
explained alluded to the difference when he said "render unto Caesar the things that are 
Caesar's & unto God the things that are of God's. . . . 
 
You ask for proof; I will give it. Suppose there is a sick man living at a distance who 
wishes to be cured & he calls on me & I go to him in my wisdom & cure him; this is all 
with myself. I know how I do it & can explain it. Suppose they are is taken sick again & 
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they sends for a doctor, he tells the doctor how he feels & the Dr. sends his medicine 
which he takes & he is healed. Again he is taken sick & sends for a priest, the priest 
prayes & the patient get[s] well. Where is the difference in us three? I know what I am 
about, my cure is in my wisdom, their cure is in their belief. The ignorance of the priest 
puts his cure in his imaginary God, the patient puts his faith in his God, their faiths 
mingles into a sort of chemical change & the patient is restored. The doctor's belief in the 
curative qualities of his medicine & the patient's superstition in the Dr's wisdom produce 
a change & the cure is made. All the cures are made just alike with one exception; satisfy 
the priest that there is no God but himself & his power is lost; satisfy the patient that the 
medicine is all a humbug & let the doctor know it & no cure is made. Is that the case with 
me? No, I have acted on the patient without his knowing it through his natural senses & it 
is not necessary that the patient should have any belief at all in order to be cured. What 
conclusion have I arrived at in all the above foregoing? It is this. God is the wisdom of 
all mankind & every person has an identity in this wisdom, all live & move in it and 
cannot get out of it. Each person is made independent of each other by his ignorance of 
himself, yet like little globules of mat[t]er, we are held together by the great ocean of 
wisdom. We are like ships on the sea without lights at the head of our barques 
[interlineated note erased] till the whole atmosphere of wisdom is lit by science, then our 
lights mingle in harmony till not a cloud can be seen, then we shall see as we are seen & 
know as we are known, then God is in us & we in him. Then priestcraft & opinion are 
burned up by the fire of Science, death is annihilated & sickness is a shadow of the things 
that never had an existence only in the mind of error.241 

 
That Quimby directly tied his healing methodology and abilities to those of Jesus is seen in this 
lengthy and interesting letter by him to a patient, Miss L.H. Mead, April 11, 1861, where he 
addressed her perceived skepticism of his clairvoyant ability to be in two places at the same time: 
 

I will now sit down by you as I used to, for I see I am with you, & talk to you a little 
about your weak back. You forget to sit upright as I used to tell you. 
 
Perhaps you cannot see how I can be sitting by you in your house & at the same time be 
in Portland. I see you look up, open your eyes & hear you say [“]No, I am sure I cannot, 
and I do not believe you can be in two places at the same time[”]. Now listen & I will try 
to convince you that I can be here with you & at the same time be in Portland. 
 
You remember when Jesus was journeying one day, he said to his disciples, our friend 
Lazarus is sick. We must go to him. How did Jesus know that Lazarus was sick? You 
need not ask me if I put myself on a par with Jesus; that is not answering the question. 
The question is simply this Do you believe that Jesus knew the fact or did he guess at it? I 
hear you think, not speak, [“]I cannot say.[”] No, you cannot say intelligently, for if you 
could, you would not doubt that I am now talking to you. But your faith is like that of 
Lazarus; it, needs more faith & Jesus knew it, or he would not have gone to the idea or 
body. Neither was Mary[’]s or Martha[’]s faith enough to raise him, so he had to go or do 
what was the same, for they could not believe in what they could not see; therefore he 
had to attach his senses to what they could see, Jesus; then they could see [which] was 
Jesus, could raise Lazarus. Now if your faith is no stronger in P.P.Q.'s truth or Christ than 
Lazarus' & his sisters' was in Jesus' wisdom or Christ, then I fear your back will remain 
unrelieved, for I am too busy to go in bodily form. But I have faith to believe that I can 
make you believe by my wisdom, so I shall try to convince you that although I may be 
absent in the idea or body yet I am present with you in the mind. . . . 
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While I have been sitting & talking, I have been trying to affect you & I feel as though 
you would be better. Hoping this will be so I leave.242 

 
In an undated article that Eddy dictated in later years to her assistant, Calvin Frye, she compared 
Quimby’s view of religion to her own. She said Quimby was  
 

a good, moral man, but but not very religiously inclined. Whereas religion has been the 
chief concern of my entire life all my years.243 

 
That Quimby was at the least not the only one to have unorthodox religious views in Belfast, see 
William Crosby’s note in Annals about a book published in December, 1842, but dated in 1843: 
 

The volume of our local literature was enlarged by the publication in December of a 
pamphlet of forty-seven pages, from the press of Rowe and Griffin, entitled, “New Views 
upon the Bible and its Abuses by the Priests,” Jonas S. Barrett. The “views” of the author 
were quite beyond the comprehension of his fellow townsmen; they were a sort of cross 
between the doctrines of Emanual Swedenborg and the mysticism of the 
Transcendentalists.”244 

 
Irrespective of Quimby’s actual religious beliefs or lack of them, Horatio Dresser was 
enormously influential in presenting Quimby as a great spiritual teacher with teachings steeped 
in a spirituality linked to the divine. For example he wrote this in 1909: 
 

Mr. Quimby did not practise hypnotism in connection with this work because, though he 
had long experimented with hypnotism (mesmerism it was then called), and seen its 
power, he was deeply concerned to do permanent work. This work could be 
accomplished, in the first place, by leading the patient into the holy of holies where he 
might for himself apprehend the renewing presence of the Spirit. Even to earnest 
Christians who had long believed in the divine immanence this was a new experience, for 
they had not thought of the divine presence in that way. The therapeutic experience was 
therefore a revelation of the saving realities of perfect love. . . . Mr. Quimby found his 
patients already victimized by human opinion. . . . Consequently, the silent treatment was 
devoted to picturing and realizing the divine ideal, the divine truth with respect to the 
patient, in contrast with the besetting fears, pains and other disordered conditions.245 

 
In comparison, Dresser did not try to tie Quimby to any form of organized religion. Later in the 
same year he wrote: 

 
If Mr. Quimby had been scientifically trained, and if the times had been favorable, he 
might have developed the psychotherapy of today, independently of religion. . . . Quimby 
. . . did not think of his work as possessing general religious significance.246 

 
Finally, Robert Peel believed that Eddy had shaped Quimby’s thought to have a more religious 
tone, so he questioned the dates of article with a decided religious sense if they were assigned a 
date prior to the first Eddy-Quimby meeting in October, 1862. He questioned the November, 
1859, date for this article, as an example: 
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Death is the destruction of the one and the life of the other, or the disbelief of the one and 
the belief of the other. Christ came to destroy death or belief and bring life and 
immortality to light & this life or belief was in Christ. They who lost their life or belief 
for his sake or belief for his sake[sic] should find it. Upon this rock or belief I build my 
faith and the gates of death cannot change me. Now your life is in your belief and you are 
known by the fruits. My life is my belief—now as I impart my belief to you, it is your life 
or health, and as you receive my life or belief, you die to your own; and my life in you 
grows to a belief , and this belief is your health and happiness.247 

 
I do not agree with Peel on this and do not have a question about the 1859 date. Quimby was 
quite capable of ascribing Christian themes to his theory and connecting his theory to the 
healings of Jesus (as some other healers in that era did), but whether that made his theory 
religious will have to be determined by the reader in light of all of the evidence presented here. 
An example of fairly early potentially “spiritual” writings by Quimby, see this excerpt which 
was seen earlier in this chapter. “Religion is our superstition & belongs to the natural man, 
science is spiritual & belongs to the spiritual man.” 
 
Finally, in a source of unknown validity, A. W. Hayward recorded: 
 

I received a letter dated May 10, 1885, from a reliable lady residing in Maine, which 
contains the following words in relation to Dr. Quimby’s mode of treatment. “I can well 
remember of hearing them tell about the ministers delivering long and serious discourses 
on this subject in connection with Dr. Quimby because he called himself a ‘Prophet’ or as 
he would say, ‘I presume I am a prophet, I have Christ power!’ I know of his making this 
remark, and as I have always understood never attended any church or believed in any 
‘isms’ whatever.248 

 
 

QUIMBY AND THE CONCEPT OF “GOD IS LOVE” 
 
The following citations from 1st John (KJV) amply illustrate the central Christian theme of a 
loving God, one that could even be called love itself: 
 
I John, 4:8: “He that loveth not knoweth not God; for God is love.” 
 
I John, 4:16: “God is love; and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and God in him.” 
 
Some later chroniclers have attempted to include in Quimby’s theory the statement of “God is 
love” as a foundational standpoint for his healing work. To what extent, if at all, was Quimby’s 
healing method tied to the premise that an all-loving God—because of His love for man—was an 
active part of the healing process? The same questions apply to Eddy was well. (In Eddy’s later 
Christian Science, “Love” is a synonym for God.)  
 
Let’s start with some later statements from Eddy’s book, Science and Health, to give a flavor of 
the manner in which Eddy used a concept of a loving God. She was overtly religious and could 
be expected to talk about God at great length, but some of her beliefs about God and love went 
well beyond traditional Christian theory: 
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If the Scientist reaches his patient through divine Love, the healing work will be 
accomplished at one visit, and the disease will vanish into its native nothingness like dew 
before the morning sunshine. If the Scientist has enough Christly affection to win his own 
pardon, and such commendation as the Magdalen gained from Jesus, then he is Christian 
enough to practise scientifically and deal with his patients compassionately; and the result 
will correspond with the spiritual intent.249  

----------------------- 
God is Love. Can we ask Him to be more? God is intelligence. Can we inform the infinite 
Mind of anything He does not already comprehend?  Do we expect to change perfection? 
Shall we plead for more at the open fount, which is pouring forth more than we 
accept?250 

----------------------- 
The letter of Science plentifully reaches humanity to-day, but its spirit comes only in 
small degrees. The vital part, the heart and soul of Christian Science, is Love. Without 
this, the letter is but the dead body of Science, — pulseless, cold, inanimate.251  

 
The Eddy concept of God and the universe was one of a spiritual universe without matter, so that 
all seeming material existence was comparable to a dream that seems so real in the night but in 
the morning is readily seen to be a complete mental construct. By realizing the all-goodness of 
God and His creation as spiritual, one could see improvement and progress in the seeming 
material world. Jesus was seen to be the exemplar for this spiritual afflatus that could yield 
miracles in the material realm. By taking this theological position, Eddy in her own way 
bypassed the question of theodicy and the argument that God is responsible for all of the evil in 
the world, since He chooses not to stop it: 
 

Does divine Love commit a fraud on humanity by making man inclined to sin,  
and then punishing him for it? Would any one call it wise and good to create the 
primitive, and then punish its derivative? . . . In common justice, we must admit 
that God will not punish man for doing what He created man  
capable of doing, and knew from the outset that man would do. God is "of purer 
eyes than to behold evil.252  

 
In comparison to Eddy’s later writings, Quimby was less inclined to discuss the subject of love 
outside of its purely human, emotional meaning. That is not to suggest, however, that he did not 
at times tie God or “science” to love. Here are some examples: 
 

All the parables are intended to illustrate the two principles of truth & error, truth is the 
wisdom of God, error is the God of opinions & the two Gods have no dealings with each 
other. Each has his disciples, the God of opinions and the god of Science or love; but 
their acts are so different that their characters can be easily explained.253  

----------------------- 
You see a person, at first sight you are affected & you attach your senses to the idea in the 
form of love. You may or may not be deceived, for love is not matter but solid, & passion 
or excitement is matter governed by error, subject to love. Love is wisdom, passion is 
error acting upon ignorance. Science is to keep the two separate or error in subjection to 
wisdom. When two persons meet we think that the first impression comes from the idea 
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or person, but this is not the case; the atmosphere around the idea is what is affected & 
this is not known to us, so we reason from a false basis not knowing ourselves.254 

----------------------- 
[Compared to the Devil’s kingdom:] Now science or life is the other & its chief end is the 
destruction of error but its means are not the same as its enemies [i.e., “enemy’s”] Its 
leader is Christ or wisdom, it aims at opinions, its march is progression, it knows no fear; 
its captain is wisdom; its qualities are love. It neither turns to the right or left; it is death 
to error, when error undertakes to retard its progress.255  

----------------------- 
What is the element that receives all sensation? Love for ourselves. This is the ground 
mark or foundation of all our acts—to gratify its own element. . . . 
 
Now, as Jesus was walking by the sea-side of the[?] belief of the leaders' ideas, he saw 
two men, Peter & Andrew, spouting[?] or fishing in the old Mosaic laws or sea & said to 
them, ‘Follow me & I will make you teachers of this truth to man and not slaves to the 
priest. . . . 
 
[In comparison to the sea of Moses, which was Mosaic laws] Jesus' sea was love for the 
sake of the world's happiness. This love he laid down for the sins or beliefs of man & 
received into the bosom of this love or sympathy, which was pure, not a selfish idea, 
independent of all, but a love for the sake of all. . . . 
 
Now this Christ is in this element of love or sympathy that contains no error, but is pure 
love that will wash away all error that chances to get into it. It knows no evil, it sees no 
wrong, in itself it is perfect harmony & attraction. It contains our senses, so it is, as it 
were, our life & all that is good and harmonious. It seeks the wisdom of this world of 
error as a person seeks gold to purify the gold from the dross. Its happiness is the 
developing of God's love or science. It analyzes all misery or trouble to liberate the soul 
that is bound in this world of error.256 

----------------------- 
 
Love is an element of itself without any form, it has no length,  no breadth, no height or 
depth, it n[e]ither comes nor goes, it fills all space, and melts all error down that comes 
within its power. Its power is its heat, its heat is its love, it is heaven. For this love Christ 
laid down all his animal life or passions for mankind, that they might understand 
themselves and be saved from the endless hell or misery that follows our ignorance of 
this power or love. On these two powers, love and ignorance, hang all the law & the 
gospels. The gospel is love, the law is error, therefore, when you are under the law, you 
become subject to the laws & penalties.257  

 
In the above example, love is likened to a heat (possibly one that can “warm the heart”). That 
comparison is repeated below: 

 
Liberty or freedom is the destiny of man as well as all wisdom, its heat or love sets error 
in action so freedom in religion & every other department of wisdom warms the heart of 
man, & a chemical change springs up takes place &[?] man throws off the elements of 
his existence.258  
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Perhaps the closest that Quimby came to aligning a loving God with the healing work is in this 
letter to a patient on March 3,1861, to a Mr. Rowell, who evidently as a devout Christian could 
appreciate Quimby’s biblical language and allusions (emphasis added): 
 

When your letter was received I went to your relief but I cannot say that I affected you. 
But now I will sit down & try to affect your stomach so that you will not want to smoke. I 
feel that if you were aware of the evil influence of the enemy that is prowling around you 
enticing you to smoke, you would not harbor him one moment but hurl him from you as 
you would a viper that would sting you to death the heart. I know that opinions are 
something & they are our friends or our enemies, so the opinion you have of smoking is a 
false one & is an enemy to you. It is subtle like the serpent that coils around you till you 
feel its grasp around your chest making your heart palpitate & sending the heat to your 
head. Then you will struggle to rid yourself of his grasp, till overpowered, you become 
paralyzed. He will laugh at your folly when your fear cometh. Remember that [‘]love 
casteth out fear,[’] & fear hath torment. Science is love. Fear is disease, torment is 
your reward. So watch lest he enter your house while you are asleep & bind your limbs & 
when you awake find yourself bound hand & foot. So remember what I say to you as a 
friend.259  
 

Finally, let’s see how Quimby defined his sense of God, in a letter to a Mrs. Emerson, August 9, 
1861:  
 

I will give you a description of the God I worship. He has respect to persons. He is a God 
of love & truth. He feels our misery & administers to our wants. He never keeps any 
accounts but pays me my wages as soon as they are earned. So if I help you, my God is 
your God, & to do good to myself is to do good to you as far as lies in my power. So my 
God is in me, and his rewards are with him.260 

 
Thus both Eddy and Quimby could be expected to see God as a loving God (although Eddy was 
the first to create a series of synonyms for God, including “Love”). The more crucial question, 
when comparing Quimby and Eddy, is whether Quimby said that his healing work came from a 
God that was too loving to want His children to suffer, and thereby crediting God as the source 
of the healing. That religious position does not seem to be the case with Quimby. 
 

QUIMBY AND HIS CONCEPT OF FLUIDS 
 
One of the other debated points in Quimby’s theory was his use of the word “fluids” (or 
“flewids”).261 An undated Quimby document, only at BU, which was untitled but is now called 
“Experiences in Healing, Spiritualism and Mesmerism,”262 is one of the longest and most 
revealing documents in all of the Quimby papers. In this document, Quimby provides a wealth of 
autobiographical information and is clearer on some points of his theory than elsewhere, 
especially on his view of “fluids.”  
 
Note in the examples below from this document (emphasis added in bold) how Quimby makes 
the fluids a fundamental part of the healing process, where they take on a role that mere “bodily 
fluids” could never achieve, and this is something he learned from his mesmerism days (“The 
fluids equalize in the mesmerizer and the mesmerized, and their taste is as one, precisely as two 
instruments are brought to accord with one another by the performer”). John Bovee Dods in his 
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book, The Philosophy of Electrical Psychology, used the term “electro-nervous fluids,” the 
disturbance of which he believed was a cause of disease.263 While Quimby certainly pilloried 
Dods’ theory of fluids in Lecture Notes above, it is possible that the use of the concept of fluids 
by Dods and others at least influenced Quimby in his generally unclear use of that term.264 
 
Quimby believed that as these fluids equalized between patient and healer (or subject and 
operator), this process caused the symptoms of one to be imprinted (or “daguerreotyped” to use 
Quimby’s word) on the other. This is why Quimby always said he had to ward off the ill effects 
of his healing efforts because he would take on the symptoms, aches, and pains of his patients as 
he cured them (emphasis added in bold):265 
 

When I speak of discords in man, I mean disease. These disorders are the results of a 
chemical change in the fluids of the system, brought about by the action of the mind. 
These discords are sometimes brought about instantly and may be corrected as suddenly. 
It may be necessary to give some proof that the fluids are changed suddenly. Before I 
bring any proof, I wish it to be distinctly understood that it is my belief that I can 
change the fluids of another person in and[sic] instant, from a diseased to a healthy 
state. I do not mean every person, and I feel the discords as sensibly as a person feels the 
discords in music and use the same means to correct them. . . .  
 
I have sat down by a person and taken them by the hand & have had what is called 
canker come in my mouth almost immediately, and on enquiring if they had the 
same, have found it so in every case. I was once operating on a lady who had a trouble 
in her head, as she thought, and in a short time I tasted snuff and also smelt it. I said to 
the lady, "Have you been taking snuff for your head?" She replied, "No, I never use 
snuff." I said, "I certainly taste snuff, and you must have taken it and forgotten it." She 
was rather surprised at my remarks and sat for a few moments in silence, and then she 
said, "About three weeks ago, I was directed by my physician to try snuff for my head; I 
took one pinch and as I felt no effect from it, I took no more." In a few moments she 
laughed and said she tasted the snuff for the first time. 
 
All persons who ever tried any experiments in mesmerism know that the subject is very 
sensitive and will taste or smell what the mesmeriser does. Now this is done by 
changing the fluids of the system. The fluids equalize in the mesmerizer and the 
mesmerized, and their taste is as one, precisely as two instruments are brought to 
accord with one another by the performer. On this principle, diseases are conveyed 
from one to another. Now, as these fluids are under the control of the mind, it is very 
necessary that a person should know how to govern them, so that they shall not get the 
mastery of the mind, and bring the person into the same state St. Paul was in when he 
said that the spirit war[r]eth against the flesh. . . . 

 
The fluids are undergoing a change all the time, but the effect on the body depends very 
much on an the state of the mind. For instance, if man was perfectly happy or well, he 
would be free from pain, for pain is the result of ignorance or sin, as it is called in the 
Bible. But man cannot be perfectly happy or well while he is arriving at the truth, any 
more than gold can be pure while in the ore. Chemical changes must take place to purify 
both. Gold and truth are mixed with dross and error through which both have to work 
their way. This change of fluids is a decomposition of the body. As this decomposition 
is going on all the time, it keeps the mind in agitation, like two persons in dispute or 
argument upon some important subject, each trying for the ascendency. These two 
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powers were called by St. Paul, the inward and outward man. Christ266 compares 
them to the tares and wheat and sometimes to devils.  

 
Here again we see the strong impact that the patient’s symptoms and affliction had on Quimby 
immediately: 
 

I was called to see a person who was sick and had been confined to his room for nine 
months, and had kept his bed for most of that time. I knew nothing of his trouble 
when I went to see him. It was evening when I arrived at his house; I was conducted 
to his room by his wife. On entering his room, the effect on my system was like an 
electrical shock. I seemed to be paralyzed. On recovering my mind, I went to the bed 
where the sick man was lying, looked him in the eye for a minute or two and then asked 
him why he was lying there. He replied that he could not sit up. I then said, "You have no 
disease; it is your mind that is in trouble and those devils that were here when I entered, 
made a spring at you, frightened you, and then left the room:—they are now standing 
outdoors by those trees." He looked me in the eye for an instant, and then said, "They 
frightened you, too, a little. They have taken hold of my collar and laid me on the bed!" I 
told him to get up, for they would not come back while I was there. He rose up and sat on 
the side of the bed. Withdrawing my mind from him for a moment to speak to his wife, 
he sprang back into bed immediately in great alarm Exclaiming, "They have come back, 
again!" I again directed my mind to him, when he got up and went into the sitting room, 
and appeared as well as any person except at such times as my mind was drawn away 
from him, when he would start for his room, apparently in alarm. 
 
To restore this man to what he called health, it was necessary to destroy the devils his 
own mind had created. To do this it was necessary to restore the fluids of his system to 
harmony. This I did by a principle as well understood by me as the process of tuning a 
musical instrument is by a musician. The man was not troubled any more by these devils: 
but the fluids in my system were so changed that these images followed me on my 
way home, more than two miles, before I could drive them from my mind. They 
then left me, like an object going from another in the twilight, till they were out of 
sight. My mind was then at rest, as it was before. 

 
The word “fluid” did not appear in a brief article in the Quimby papers entitled “Exposition of 
Dr. Quimby’s Method of Curing” but the concept appears to be the same as above: 
 

A patient comes to see Dr. Q. He renders himself absent from every thing but the 
impression of the person’s feelings. These are quickly daguerr[e]otyped on him, they 
contain no intelligence but shadow forth a reflection of themselves which he looks at; this 
contains the disease as it appears to the patient. Being confident that it is a shadow of a 
false idea, he is not afraid of it but laughs at it. Then his feelings in regard to the disease 
which are health & strength are daguerr[e]otyped on the receptive plate of the patient 
which also throws forth a shadow. The patient seeing this shadow of the disease in a new 
light gains confidence. This change of feeling is daguerr[e]otyped on the Dr. again, which 
also throws forth a shadow & he sees the change & continues to treat it in the same way. 
So the patient's feelings sympathize with him. The shadow changes & grows dim & 
finally the light takes its place & there is nothing left of the disease.  Oct. 1861267 

 
In this example, Quimby’s concept of “equalizing”268 the fluids between the healer and patient 
appears to come into play as the feelings of one are daguerreotyped on the other and vice versa. 
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(I read the word “sympathize” to mean the same as Quimby’s other term “equalize.”) It is 
important to note that Charles Braden, in Spirits in Rebellion, focuses on this specific article but 
interpreted it as an example of Quimby’s “silent method” of healing: 
 

Dr. Quimby uses a variety of methods in his work of healing. He does not spend much 
time or effort in explaining how he works or how his effects are achieved, but in one 
instance [i.e., the above brief article] he does draw back the curtain and let us see how he 
thinks at least that the silent method operated. Most frequently he talked with and 
explained audibly that error which was causing the misery. In this case there was 
apparently no exchange of words. He describes it, as so frequently, in the third person.269 

 
I believe Braden was reading too much into this article (which was probably written by Quimby 
but could have been written by Emma Ware or another member of the coterie). The article does 
not necessarily deal with a specific patient but rather appears to deal with a hypothetical patient 
for the sake of illustration. No reference is made to Quimby speaking or not speaking. As such, I 
believe it needs to be interpreted within the context of Quimby’s many other writings, where 
Quimby made it clear that his verbally explaining the mental cause of the problem was how the 
healing took place. This, again, is how Quimby explained it in his circular (emphasis added): 
 

If the patients admit that he tells them their feelings, &c., then his explanation is the 
cure; and, if he succeeds in correcting their error, he changes the fluids of the system and 
establishes the truth, or health. The Truth is the Cure. This mode of practise applies to 
all cases. If no explanation is given, no charge is made, for no effect is produced. His 
opinion without an explanation is useless, for it contains no knowledge, and would be 
like other medical opinions, worse than none. . . . 
 
He gives no opinion, therefore you lose nothing. If patients feel pain they know it, and if 
he describes their pain he feels it, and in his explanation lies the cure. Patients, of course, 
have some opinion as to what causes pain—he has none, therefore the disagreement lies 
not in the pain, but in the cause of the pain. He has the advantage of patients, for it is very 
easy to convince them that he had no pain before he sat down by them.    After this it 
becomes his duty to prove to them the cause of their trouble. This can only be 
explained to patients, . . .  

 
To a Mrs. Norcross, Quimby wrote on a letter that extensively dealt with the concept of fluids: 
 

Yours of the [   ] is at hand, but a lack of faith on my part to describe your case & explain 
my ideas to you so you could rightly comprehend my meaning is my only excuse for not 
writing before. But thinking you would expect an answer, I now sit down to talk with you 
a short time. 
 
After reading your letter I tried to exercise all the power I was master of to quiet & restore 
your limb to health. But to answer give a give a satisfactory answer to you or myself was 
more than I was capable of. I therefore will disturb your mind or fluids once more & try to 
direct them in a more healthy state by repeating some of my ideas which I repeated to you 
when here. 
 
You know I told you that mind was the name of something & this something is the fluids 
of the body. Disease is the name of the disturbance of these fluids or mind. Now as the 
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fluids are in a scalding state they are ready to be directed to any portion of the body. You 
remember I told you that every idea contained this fluid & the combination varied just 
according to the knowledge or idea of disease. 
 
I will explain. Two persons are told they are troubled with scrofula. One does not know 
anything about it & has never heard of the disease & is as ignorant as a child. No 
explanation is given to either. The other is well posted up in regard to all the bad effects of 
this disease. Now you can readily see the effect on the minds of these two persons. One is 
not affected at all till he is made acquainted with the case, while the other one[’]s mind or 
fluids are completely changed and combined, so all that is necessary is to give direction 
and locate the disease in any part of the body. 
 
I think I hear you say that a child can be troubled with scrofula & they have no mind then 
they have no body or fluids for the fluids are the mind as I said before. Your mother 
probably changed the fluids of your body when an infant or at any early age & some 
circumstances located it in your leg. Now as it is there, you want to know how to get rid of 
it: and as it was directed there through ignorance, you can[’]t get rid of it without some 
knowledge. 
 
Now as the disturbance comes like a fright or sensation, it is to be understood as a fright. 
Now as disease is looked upon as a thing independent of the mind, the mind is disturbed 
by every sensation produced upon the senses & the soul stands apart from the [word struck 
through] disturbed part & grieves over it as a person grieves over any trouble independent 
of the body. Now to cure you, you must come with me to where the trouble is & you will 
find it to be nothing but a little heated fluid just under the skin & it is kept hot & disturbed 
by your mind being misrepresented. 
Now I believe that I can impart something from my mind that can enter into that diseased 
state of the fluids & change the heat & bring about a healthy state. I shall often try to 
produce a cooling sensation on your limb, at other times a perspiration so as to throw off 
the surplus heat. If I succeed in helping or relieving you, please let me know. But do not 
expect another explanation, for this has made me half insane. If you think you would 
improve faster by coming to Belfast, please let me know & I will get you a private 
boarding house, if desired. I think I can hear you say by this time that your limb feels 
better, if so I shall be satisfied. I will close my long epistle by wishing you a long life and 
a well leg.   

 
If Quimby really believed that he could cure the person simply through his mental means of 
daguerreotyping “health & strength” on the patient’s “receptive plate,” he would not have needed 
to write his circular the way he did or use water and manipulation, which latter issue is discussed 
next. 
 

QUIMBY AND HIS USE OF WATER AND MANIPULATION 
 
One of the most important points in the Quimby-Eddy debate revolves around the role that 
Quimby gave to physical manipulation, the use of water, and similar practices that were 
generally associated with the early mesmeric practitioners or the healing mediums of his day. La 
Roy Sunderland in his book Pathetism in 1843 gave a good look at the mesmeric connection 
between subject and operator (or patient and healer), which he called “sympathy,” and the use of 
manipulation: 
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. . . all that has been understood of physical and mental sympathy, has originated, or been 
founded in that same susceptibility, upon which we operate in producing any mental or 
physical effects upon the system of another by manipulation. . . . Every physician knows 
that disease is often communicated by sympathy; and it will appear on examination, I 
think, that this same agency may be equally efficient in its cure. But the results brought 
about in this way amount to nothing more or less, than what has so long been known 
under the term “animal magnetism.”270 

 
As we have seen, Eddy by the beginning of the Quimby–Eddy debate in 1883 had effectively 
purged such practices from her followers, and her followers (and many other mental healing 
devotees in Boston the 1880s) would have viewed such practices as outdated and retrograde, if 
not down right anathema. Such practices would have been seen by many as efforts that actually 
worked against the healing process. George Quimby and the Dressers, writing in these later 
years—by which time Eddy and others had effectively defined mental or spiritual healing in New 
England—had no choice but to downplay such Quimby practices if they were to have any hope 
of promoting Quimby in a new and very different era. See for example their following statements 
regarding Quimby’s used of certain material means in his healing work (emphasis in bold):  
 

Horatio Dresser, QMSS: “the occasional rubbing of the head was no essential part 
of the [Quimby] treatment.”271 
 
George Quimby (New England Quarterly, 1888): “Instead of putting the patient 
into a mesmeric sleep, Mr. Quimby would sit by him; and, after giving him account of 
what his troubles were, he would simply converse with him, and explain the causes of the 
troubles, and thus change the mind of the patient, and disabuse it of its errors and 
establish the truth in its place; which, if done, was the cure. He sometimes, in cases of 
lameness and sprains, manipulated the limbs of the patient, and often rubbed the 
head with his hands, wetting them with water. He said it was so hard for the patient 
to believe that his mere talk with him produced the cure, that he did this rubbing 
simply that the patient would have more confidence in him; but he always insisted 
that he possessed no "power" nor healing properties different from any one else, 
and that his manipulations conferred no beneficial effect upon his patient, . . .”272 
 
See also George Quimby’s reported answer to Sibyl Wilbur’s question about whether his 
father manipulated patients (as reported in the April, 1907, issue of Human Life): “Yes, 
but you must remember in those days the world was not familiar as it is today with the 
idea of mental suggestion. He had to manipulate his patients to show them he was 
doing something for them.” 
 
Julius Dresser (Mental Healing Monthly, April 1887):   “The reader may wish to 
know if Quimby ever used manipulation in any way, in his practice. The reply is that, 
owing to his standing alone in a purely mental practice and as founder of it, he felt the 
need of using a light material means of some kind to let the patient see that 
something was done to which to attach his confidence, if needed, and for that 
purpose he usually rubbed the head in a brisk manner, after he had finished his 
explanations and had done the silent work, which (without the rubbing) comprised 
the treatment. I knew him to make many and quick cures at a distance, sometimes even 
with persons whom he never saw at all; and he always discerned the patient’s condition 
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just the same as when present. This shows that the touch of the hand in any way was not 
at all necessary with him, and he so considered it; he let it be governed by circumstances, 
as was done 1800 years ago.” 
 
Julius Dresser (1887, The True History of Mental Science—which is the 
pamphlet that prints the text, slightly revised as seen here, of the same address by 
Dresser on Quimby cited above):  “Some may desire to ask if, in his practice, he ever 
in any way used manipulation? I reply that, in treating a patient, after he had finished his 
explanations, and the silent work, which completed the treatment, he usually rubbed 
the head two or three minutes, in a brisk manner, for the purpose of letting the 
patient see that something was done. This was a measure of securing the confidence 
of the patient, at a time when he was starting a new practice, and stood alone in it. I 
knew him to make many and quick cures at a distance sometimes with persons he never 
saw at all. He never considered the touch of the hand as at all necessary, but let it be 
governed by circumstances, as was done 1800 years ago.”273 

 
Julius Dresser’s position was that since Quimby could cure and diagnose at a distance with no 
physical contact, surely there was no reason to believe that manipulation or any other physical 
contact played any serious role in his practice. However, Quimby was rather reticent to diagnose 
and attempt to heal from a distance without at least first having had a face-to-face meeting, so 
that later he could instruct the patient to anticipate his incorporeal visits at a certain time and 
know that he (Quimby) was doing his work at that time. This work often included the virtual 
“rubbing” of the head or other body part from a distance. Here are several examples that 
illustrate this reticence (emphasis added in bold):  
 

Eastern Argus, February 8, 1859 [Quimby advertisment:] [Quimby] will attend to all 
persons wishing to consult him in regard to their health. Persons calling for that purpose, 
should understand that he can give no reliable opinion except by examination of their 
case. [An equivalent ad appeared in earlier in Bangor.] 

 
Feb. 1860  
Miss Georgine Fowler. Hills[sic] N.H. 
Your letter apprised me of your situation & I want to see if I could affect you. I am still 
trying to do so, but do not know as I Can without sitting down & talking with you as 
I am at present. . . . You can sit down when you receive this letter & listen to my story & 
I think you will feel better. Sit up straight. I am now rubbing the back part of your 
head & round the roots of your nose. I do not know as you feel my hand but you 
twist your [blank] as though it felt rather queer but it will make you feel better. 
When you read this I shall be with you & do as I write. I am in this letter & look at 
me & see if I do not mean just as I say. 274 

 
Dec. 16, 1860  
Miss Brackett N. Boylston, Mass. 
 . . . . If you will sit down on Sunday evening I will try to see if I can straighten you 
up so as to relieve that feeling. I will try to exert my power on you & if you feel that I 
am entitled to any thing in the shape of a gift it will be received, if ever so trifling. . . . 
This being a new experiment, let me know how I succeed & if I change your mind 
the change is the cure. I send you one of my circulars which will tell you more of my 
mode of treatment. It is easier to cure than to explain to a patient at a distance. But I am 
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sure of the principle & feel confident that I shall sometimes cure at a distance for 
distance is nothing but an error which truth will some time explode. If my faith & your 
hope mingle, the cure is the result. So I will give my attention to you as far as my faith 
goes & shall like to hear how I succeed.275 
 
Oct. 20th, 1860 
Dear Sir 
In answer to your enquiry, I would say that owing to the skepticism276 of the world I 
do not feel inclined to assure you of any benefit which you may recieve from my 
influence while away from you, as your belief would probably keep me from helping 
you. But it will not cost me much time nor expense to make the trial, so if I stand at 
your door & knock, & you know my voice or influence and you receive me, you may be 
benefitted. If you do receive my benefit, give it to the principle, not to me as a man, but 
to that wisdom which is able to break the bonds of the prisoner confined, set him free 
from the errors of the Doctors & restore him to health. This I will try to do with pleasure, 
but if this fails & your case is one which requires my seeing you, then my opinion is 
of no use.277   

 
On the other hand, here is an example of where Quimby tried to affect a patient at a distance who 
was evidently extremely ill in what may have been considered an emergency situation, with the 
aid of an existing Quimby patient, Georgie F. Bosworth, who was the friend of the sick woman: 
 

A correct copy of a letter in reply to one written to affect a sick lady without seeing her[?] 
 
East Andover Mar[ch] 1st /63 
 
Dr Quimby 
 
For my neglect in not sooner[?] answering your letter in regard to the young lady, I 
sincerely hope you will excuse me and I will now Try and do my duty. You wrote me 
that you would have an interview with her the next Tuesday night after you wrote, and 
wished me to go with you, to her house and introduce you to her. I did so, and she said 
she could feel your influence, and converse with you as well as she could with me. 
Before that she had been the most nervous person I ever saw, after that time she was a 
calm, and as easy, and free from nervousness as one could wish to be and remained so as 
long as she lived. She died the next Friday afternoon. She expressed her best wishes and 
heartfelt thanks to you in relieving her so much, and also said that if she could have seen 
you last summer she thought[?] you would have saved her life. And with her dying breath 
she proclaimed that you helped her die easy. Whereas she might have died the death of a 
maniac. My health is very good. Yours Respectfully 
 
Georgie F Bosworth278 

 
Even though the patient died soon thereafter, the patient appears to believe she was in 
clairvoyant contact with Quimby and was at least psychologically relieved. 
 
As late as 1865, in probably one of Quimby’s last documents, he wrote about the importance of 
communicating in person directly with the patient, including even a public lecture (as a response 
to the public healing lectures of Newton and others?), with emphasis added in bold: 
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Now I have been in the habit of sitting with persons separately & explaining the disease 
& the cause &c till I have come to the conclusion that I can cure persons that are sick 
if I am in their company & the number only helps to hasten the cure. I have no doubt 
that I can go to an audience of one thousand persons & cure more persons in one lecture 
than can be cured by all the doctors in the State of Maine in the same time for I know that 
one half [of] my patients I do not see long enough to explain as much as I could in one 
lecture of two hours.279 

 
 

QUIMBY INSTRUCTED HIS HEAD TO BE RUBBED AT A POINT OF ACUTE 
PHYSICAL CRISIS 

 
In light of the above statements by George Quimby and the Dressers that manipulation and head 
rubbing by Quimby were only a psychological device280—which views in my opinion are not 
directly supported by the Quimby writings themselves or the many reminiscences of Quimby 
patients—the following account is especially significant and relevant. Here Quimby talked about 
being immediately overcome by the mental atmosphere of a patient who was subject to fits or 
convulsions. The physical adverse effect on Quimby was so strong and acute that a family 
member of the patient had to take Quimby aside and send for help immediately. Quimby’s son 
was sent for, and as Quimby wrote in speaking of the aid he received from his son: “He rubbed 
my head and in a short time I felt better.”281 Lest one think that this was in Quimby’s mind 
just a minor case, such as a headache, that might merely warrant a mild head massage, he wrote: 
“He [Quimby’s son] carried me to my house and for four or five hours I was not able to leave my 
bed and did not get over the shock for all the day. . . . The shock was such as to change the fluids 
of my system so as to affect my mind to that extent that I was almost afraid to go to sleep for fear 
I should have a fit, and I have since declined to attend persons subject to them.” That Quimby 
would resort to having his son rub his head as the treatment for his severe mental shock and 
“change[d] fluids” and then to point out its positive therapeutic effects certainly seems to belie 
the claim by others that he used such treatment purely for the psychological effect it had on 
unsophisticated patients.282 Quimby’s account of this case of fits seems to be confirmed in an 
undated letter in BU to a Mr. A. A. Atwood, where Quimby commented, “In reply to your 
questions I will say to you that I am unwilling to take charge of a person afflicted with fits, from 
their effect upon my own system.”283 
 
It is clear from Quimby’s letters to his patients that his rubbing the head of the patient was quite 
common. For example, in addition to some letters above, see this letter, copied by the Quimby 
coterie and preserved in BU, from Quimby to a Mrs. L.A. Burns, dated March 3, 1861 (emphasis 
added in bold): 
 

I went to your relief on reading your letter & have visited you [i.e., clairvoyantly] at 
intervals ever since. At this time I am sitting working on your stomach to make the heat 
pass down & if you are affected, you must lay it to me. The pain you have in the bowels 
is all right: it shows that there is an action, it will relieve the left side. Your head I shall 
give a good rubbing, especially the back part of it. It wont bother you to comb your 
hair as it is short. I shall remember you & make you frequent calls. 
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Another letter is from Quimby to a Mrs. Aukee, dated January 16, 1861: 
 

I sit down by you, although much hurried, thinking that your face would grow rather long 
and you would look downhearted. It is Wednesday 7-1-2 evening, so please give me your 
attention. I will relieve the pressure across the chest, this will relax the stomach and you 
will hear these devils roar up out of your mouth. Don[’]t cough when it starts. As I am so 
far away, by your unbelief, I do not know as you will feel my influence till you receive 
this. If not, when you receive this letter, seat yourself at evening, take a tumbler of water 
and as you read this, take a little & you will feel my influence on you, be about as long as 
when I was with you and after you have read this, I will scratch your head as I used to, 
but you won't have to comb your hair, for it is a spiritual scratch. You will feel a 
glow all over you. This creates a circulation & you will clear your head easier & speak 
better. As you read this remember me and I shall be with you till your voice comes. 
Yours, &c.  P.P.Q. 284  

 
Another example of a letter that mentions rubbing is also transcribed by the Quimby coterie and 
preserved at BU, to a Miss M. A. Tinker, also dated March 3, 1861: 
 

Your letter of the 1st was received & I have not been able to reply until now, Sunday 
evening 11 oclock. I will now give you a short sitting and amuse you by my talk, but as 
you seem to want your head cured I will rub the top of it & while doing this, I will tell 
you what makes it feel so giddy. You know I have told you, you think too much on 
religion or what is called religion. This makes you nervous, for it contains a belief which 
contains opinions and they are matter for they can be changed: if opinions were not 
anything, they could not be changed, for there would be nothing to change. All religion is 
of this world & must give way to science or truth, for truth is eternal and cannot be 
changed but religion is of man & must perish. So you see according to the religious world 
I must be an infidel. Suppose I am. I know that I am talking to you now. Does the 
Christian believe in that? No. . . . 

 
Here is how Horatio Dresser transcribed and discussed this letter in QMSS (the bracketed 
material and the brackets themselves are original to Dresser): 

To Miss T. 
 
Your letter of the first was received. . . . I will now give you a short sitting and amuse you 
by my talk. But as you seem to want your head cured I will rub the top of it, and while 
doing this I will tell you what makes it feel so giddy. You know I have told you, you 
think too much on religion or what is called religion. This makes you nervous, for it 
contains a belief, which contains opinions and they are matter, i. e. they can be changed. 
If opinions were not anything, they could not be changed. . . . All [so-called] religion is of 
this world and must give way to Science or Truth; for truth is eternal and cannot be 
changed. . . . So you see according to the religious world I must be an infidel. Suppose I 
am.  I know that I am talking to you now does the Christian believe in [this talking with 
the spirit] ? No. . . .285 
 

At the point about his rubbing the top of the head and her thereby feeling so giddy, Dresser 
added in a footnote, “This shows how little emphasis Dr. Quimby himself put on rubbing the 
head: he could do it as well absently! That is, it was merely ‘suggestion.’” This is a very 
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interesting comment by Dresser. First such letters decidedly to do not suggest that Quimby 
placed no emphasis on manipulation, since such letters highlight the fact that he promised to give 
the patient a rubbing from a distance and expected the patient to be benefited by it, as well as 
possibly feel his “rubbing.” See for example his letter in BU to a Mrs. Williams on March 10, 
1861, which emphasizes Quimby’s belief in his clairvoyant ability to “see” the couple at a 
distance: 
 

I have of not been able to answer your letter until now. But I have often scratched your 
head and talked to you, how much you have been aware of it, I cannot say, but I now see 
you and your husband sitting looking as easy as possible and I shall visit you as an 
angel,286 not a fallen one, but one of mercy, till you are able to guide your own bark. . . 
.287 

 
Dresser’s rather surprising claim that this is all merely “suggestion” greatly weakens his 
arguments in favor of Quimby being an innovator and adds ammunition to the Quimby detractors 
who say he was just a variant version of the stock mesmerists of the nineteenth century who used 
merely the power of suggestion to affect patients.  
 
A few weeks later, on March 28, Quimby wrote a letter to a Mr. G. Cleanes, which is important 
for our purposes for several reasons: 
 

Your letter of the 25th was rec’d enclosing $2.00 for my advice. . . . If I can get the good 
will of my patients at I can help them at a distance, but this is a theory of my own. From 
what I know have done I know that the principle is true. So upon this principle I am 
going to try the theory for the benefit of mankind. If I succeed, I shall establish one thing 
that I wish to establish, that is, that the sick never shall run any risk of losing their money 
by trusting to any person for a cure, either by medicine or by letter or by spiritual 
communication or by any other way, unless they will run the same chance that every 
honest person will do for in theory that he has confidence in. I therefore return your 
money, leaving it till I have tried my best and accomplished my object; then if you please 
to send it to me, I will receive it as a gift & not as a fee. . . . 
 
I feel that it is working on your system by the queer feeling in your mind, & I know that 
you are very nervous & strange feelings pass through your brain when you read rub your 
head. . . . Now sir, if I am right in regard to your case, I think I can cure you. If you will 
let me know the effect, I will continue my visits mentally. If you see fit to show this to 
any person I will say that I answer no letter without the person first shows [i.e., showing] 
his confidence in me, then if I deceive him, he is at liberty to expose me. I will try to 
affect you till I hear from you.288 

 
First, while Quimby believed his ability to heal at a distance, he tended to be timid about 
claiming that to those who come to him for the first time. Second, he placed a strong emphasis 
on the patient having confidence in him and “good will.” Third, Quimby here seems to 
indicate why he favors head rubbing, since in this example, he says “strange feelings pass 
through your brain when you read rub your head.” Despite the protestations of the 
Dressers and George Quimby, that the manipulation was all for show, Quimby in fact 
seemed to believe rubbing the head affected the brain in ways that could be used 
therapeutically.289 
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For about four or five years after Quimby’s death, and after Mary Baker Eddy (then using her 
first husband’s name, Glover) had begun to take students, she taught a variegated version of 
Quimby mixed with her own views. About 1870 she provided a student, Daniel H. Spofford, 
with a manuscript, “Questions and Answers in Moral Science,” which included the following 
text. The portion in bold was crossed out at Eddy’s request sometime between 1870 and 1872, 
which reflected her evolving views on healing and her turning away from any semblance of 
relying on material means for healing. 
 

If a patient comes to you with a belief of consumption for instance, you are to sit calmly 
and triumphantly down by them so filled yourself with the understanding that nothing is 
here and that they are only dreaming, that your atmosphere of soul will be to them like 
the sunlight that melts away darkness; you are to bring enough soul or light to dispense 
this vapor, and if this presence of soul be not sufficient, then you are to wet your 
hand in water and first lay it on the stomach saying mentally as you do this, “peace be 
still” there is no discord here, because there is no truth in discord and no discord in truth; 
now science tells you they are not sick, and you knowing this as you ought can begin to 
awaken them from this dream or illusion; but if when you stand by them mentally 
speaking thus, you cannot pierce the darkness by a “peace be still”, let this let this peace 
return to you, that is, do not be discouraged but hold calmly and persistantly[sic] on to 
science that tells you, you are right, and they are in the error, (and wetting your hand in 
water rise and rub their head; this rubbing has no virtue only as we believe, and 
others believe we get nearer to them by contact, and now you would rub out a belief 
and this belief is located in the brain, therefore as an M.D. lays a poultice where the 
pain is, so you lay your hands where the belief is to rub it forever out): do not address 
your thoughts for a moment to their body, as you mentally argue down their beliefs (and 
rub their heads,) but take yourself, the soul, to destroy the error of life, sensation and 
substance in matter to your own belief, as much as in you lies, so that your patient may be 
conscious[sic] of the effect of soul on him, for this principle brings harmony with it, and 
destroys the error of sense.290 

 
Eddy’s original text allowed her students to use such stock mesmeric means if the “presence of 
soul” was not sufficient to bring about the healing.291 Her original writing on this point was a 
mixture of competing theories: [1] the “presence of soul” is sufficient to heal consumption or 
some other illness without other assistance or material aids, [2] rubbing the head or other body 
part with wetted hands may be necessary to help the patient believe a healing is possible (i.e., it 
is necessary to change the mind of the patient to one that “believes”), and [3] since the belief was 
in the human brain, laying the hands on the brain to rub out that belief could be necessary.  
 
An earlier text, in answer to a question from Putney Bancroft, included this: “Now studying is 
the process belief employs to gain the scientific man, the same as rubbing the head is the process 
my students employ to rub out belief and therefore let the idea man appear in its harmony.”292 
 
The concept of “rubbing out” a belief appears to have come from Quimby, or at least was used 
by him. In BU is an article by Quimby: “Answers to questions asked by patients showing the 
way the sick reason about disease. Q) ‘Why do you not rub your head when sick?’ Ans. Because 
I have nothing to rub out. . . . When the patient asked the question, he had the answer in the 
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question for his ignorance was what I was rubbing out. So if he had known that he would not 
have wanted any reaction or rubbing.”293 
 
By 1872, Eddy was ready to jettison these inconsistencies,294 but it appears with Quimby the 
dichotomy between disease being a purely mental phenomenon and the need to attempt to 
physically rub out the belief of that disease was never resolved, even to the end. One of the last 
patients he treated, if not the very last one, was a Mr. Clark, who traveled to Belfast late in 1865 
from Kentucky. His wife, Jane, in 1907 described his care (emphasis added): 
 

 
The following was his method of treatment: He placed both his hands in a basin of 
water; then the left hand upon the patient’s stomach and the right upon the top of 
the patient’s head, he slightly manipulated both the stomach and the head. . . . 
 
The treatments in Mr. Clark’s case were daily and continued from thirty to sixty 
minutes, during which Mr. Quimby would describe the patient’s symptoms more 
accurately than the patient himsel f[sic] could. . . .  He became so interested in this case 
that he discharged all his other patients and devoted himself exclusively to Mr. Clark. 
However after about one month, the “doctor” said to me: “You better take your husband 
homeas[sic] I am unable to benefit him and would have told you earlier had you not been 
so anxious to continue the effort. I have not been able to free myself from the pain taken 
into my body from Mr. Clark”. Mr. Quimby had been ill much of the time since his first 
treatment of Mr. Clark, having frequently risen from his bed to give my husband 
attention.295 

 
We returned to Kentucky about the first of December, 1865. Within three weeks after our 
return we learned of the death of Mr. Quimby. [Actually it would have been more like six 
to eight weeks.] I received shortly thereafter . . . a letter from Mrs. Quimby confirming 
the news and stating that Mr. Quimby had never rid himself of the trouble taken on, he 
thought, from Mr. Clark. That he had the services of a Physician in his last days.296 
 

Thus, even to the end, shortly before Quimby died, he was still using extensive rubbing and 
manipulation for up to an hour at a time every day for a month to attempt to cure the patient. It 
stretches credulity to the breaking point to believe that Quimby, as ill as he was by that time, 
would exert such energy for a month merely as a psychological trick to try to change the 
patient’s mind—especially since such psychological means lose their effectiveness after once 
being tried. Rather it is more logical to deduce that Quimby believed that manipulation and 
rubbing were a helpful and perhaps even necessary part of the therapeutic process—outside of 
any psychosomatic salutary effects—and helpful in, as Eddy put it, rubbing out the belief from 
the brain. 
 
While it is not the position of this book that Warren Felt Evans, whose life will be examined 
later, represented a carbon copy of the Quimby theory and techniques in his later writings—even 
though many early Quimby followers such as the Dressers essentially made that claim for several 
decades297—it is at least worthwhile to see how Evans treated the issue of physical touch in his 
first full book on mental healing, The Mental-Cure, in 1869, just three years after Quimby’s 
death. In the book he wrote: 
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It is worthy of observation . . . that the spiritual emanations, or those that proceed from 
our different affectual and intelligent states, infuse themselves into the natural sphere 
continually flowing from the body. This latter is poured forth from the palms of the hands 
more copiously than from any other part of the body, because, as has been demonstrated 
by the microscope, the pores are there the most numerous. Hence the imposition of hands 
was not once an unmeaning ceremony, nor a mere sign or symbol. It was an actual 
communication of spiritual life. Our affectual states, which are our inmost vital force, are 
communicated by the touch, which is the sense sacred to the love. Hence in blessing 
others—as Jacob his sons, and Christ little children—the hands are placed upon the 
head.298 

 
If Evans learned his mental healing from Quimby, he certainly never learned that physical touch 
was only a psychological device.  
 
At this point, it is helpful to review excerpts from a series of letters, which will be covered in 
much more detail later, that were sent to Ellen “Nelly” Ware, sister-in-law of Emma and Sarah 
Ware, early in 1860 with almost an “inside” look at what it was like to be a patient of Quimby’s. 
One of the points evident in the following excerpts is the common reference by Quimby patients 
to the “heat” of his hand, without any apparent source for it, especially since he dipped his hands 
in cold water (emphasis added): 
 

Portland  Feb. 28th  1860  
 
My dear Nelly, 
 
He [Quimby] told me what I thought ailed me. Located my trouble across the chest, 
hinted about my having a cough—described some feelings that I had & some that I did 
not have, said I was ‘nervous & scared’—talked ab[o]ut the heat (his favorite theory) 
going up & down & all over—placed his hand above my waist. It felt very warm, 
much warmer than Mothers hand felt—it seemed to burn like a sun glass, but that 
was the only sensation I experienced, rub[b]ed my head wh[ich] he said felt as if he 
had not slept for a week— (very good description it seem[e]d to me), felt sure[?] he 
could cure me. His 2d visit amounted to about as much. 
 
 
At his 3d Mrs. Pierce who was curious to see him was present & owing to her influence, 
he said he got onto Scripture wh[ich] he expounded most marvellously, applying all the 
Parables to health & disease, said that if X [i.e., Christ] was on earth he would heal as he 
does. I felt the heat under his hand but nothing more. Yesterday he came again. He 
had no inclination ‘to talk Bible’ & could not approach me. He said there was no 
sympathy between us. Had visions of Dr. Wood whom he wished to drive from me 
for it is his opinions wh[ich] possess me & keep me bound. At last he saw Dr. Wood 
take his hat & go away but even then he could not come near—said I was 
unattractive & unhappy both of wh[ich] statements I denied. I was never so happy 
in my life. It was evident he was waiting to be led & with a turn or word I could 
have misguided him. He said he could do nothing till he got some heat in me.299  

 
This was followed by a letter a month later, 
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Portland March 27th/60 
 
My own dear Nelly 
 
I still continue with Dr. Q— I am very weak & for a day or two have not been so 
well. By putting his hand on my chest through no matter how many thicknesses he 
creates or draws out a small volcano of heat. It burns like a mustard plaster while 
he keeps cooling his hand in water. I can’t understand it. . . . 

 
Affidavits collected by Alfred Farlow, Eugene Greene, and other Christian Scientists, mostly in 
1899 and 1907, of accounts of Quimby patients of his healing practice and methodology, 
commonly referred to Quimby’s manipulation and/or use of water with little mentioned of his 
theory. The following account, signed on June 13, 1907, by Sarah M. Day, is just one example: 
 

Replying to your favor of the 7th, relative to my experience with Mr. P. P. Quimby of 
Portland, Me., would state, that in 1861, at the instigation of my husband’s brother, who 
was a very close and personal friend of Mr. Quimby’s, I visited him for the purpose of 
being healed of a severe pain which I had in my chest. Mr. Quimby told me that I must 
[have] explicit faith in him and believe that I had no pain at all. The treatment was 
entirely by manipulation. I never, in the different times that I visited him, heard him 
mention God in any way, nor did he attribute the healing to a divine power. I told him 
frankly that I could not believe what he said simply because he said it, that was not 
enough reason for me, and that it was no use for me to come to him. 

 
Possibly I visited him a dozen times with the same result each time, so discontinued the 
visits after that. 
 
As nearly as I can remember, the manipulation given me was simply a rubbing or 
stroking the afflicted portion of my chest.300 

 
Martha Hunter (later Hinds), who ran the boarding house where Eddy stayed when she first came 
to Portland to see Quimby in 1862, provided reminiscences four decades later, when she was 
then a Christian Scientist. Her remiscences, now in MBEL, include the following recollection 
(emphasis added): 
 

During three months of this time and while she was a patient of Dr. P. P. Quimby, Mrs. 
Eddy, who was known to me then as Mrs. Mary M. Patterson, was a roomer and boarder 
in my home; her husband, Dr. Patterson, at the time was a prisoner of War in Libby 
Prison but was released and rejoined his wife in Portland. I also had as boarders a number 
of Dr. Quimby’s patients,—in fact my husband was under his treatment, because he came 
to Portland primarily for that purpose. 
 
These facts enabled me to become well acquainted with Dr. Quimby and also conversant 
with his methods; his mode of treatment was that of dipping his fingers in a bowl of 
water and rubbing his patient[’]s head, and I well remember the fearful tangle 
which Mrs. Patterson’s hair was in after her treatments and often helped her comb 
it out. 
 
While manipulating his patients, Dr. Quimby invariably entertained them by telling 
stories or carrying on a conversation of a light vein. He was of a happy disposition, jovial 
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and honest and I had great respect for him, on account of his philanthropic and kindly 
impulses. He often jotted down notes relating to his patients and the impressions he 
received of them. Many of these notes I had opportunity to read and some of them I was 
permitted to copy, but considering them of no value I did not care to preserve them as 
oddities and so destroyed them years ago.301 

 
One of the earliest reminiscences of Quimby in MBEL is an affidavit from one Helen M. Austin, 
dated May 16, 1884: 
 

I first met Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy (then Mrs. Patterson) in Portland in the State of 
Maine early in the year 1863. We boarded in the same family and were both patients of 
Dr. P. P. Quimby of said Portland, and were both benefited by his treatment but were not 
cured. He never told me how he healed, but employed rubbing in my case, and I know that 
he did in other cases, and I have no doubt in my own mind but that he did in all cases from 
what I observed in my own case and from seeing him employ the same method of rubbing 
in the case of a child, and from hearing a great many of his patients speak of how they had 
been treated. It is my impression that he was generally called the “Rubbing Doctor.” 
 
He said he took my feelings upon himself and in this way judged my condition. None of 
his patients were cured who came under my notice, although I understood from others that 
he has had good cures. He was a good man, but illiterate and never to my knowledge 
published a work.         
  

Georgine Milmine received a letter302 from one Gorham Gilman of Boston who wrote, December 
18, 1906, of his sister’s experience as a patient of Quimby’s. Gilman’s goal was to disparage 
Eddy, as he ended his letter: “My point is that Dr. Quimby distinctly disavowed any ‘revelation’ 
or supernatural power. Saying ‘I do not know’, while Mrs. Eddy, a pupil, claims to know it all,—
prophesies and reveals the truth.” Gilman described his sister’s experience with Quimby 
(emphasis added) as an eyewitness: 
 

Many years ago, I had a sister who was troubled with severe headaches from spinal 
afflication. I went with her on one occasion to see Dr. Quimby of Portland, Maine, a 
specialist in his peculiar line. His treatment was very simple. He asked my sister to 
unloosen her back hair, which she did. He took it between his hands, rubbing it. 
 
In a few moments he stated that he felt such and such sensations, in which my sister 
acquiesced. After treating her a short time he dismissed her, and after five treatments, she  
returned home entirely relieved for some two months or more. 
 
When the headaches returneds, he again visited Dr. Quimby and was similarly relieved. I 
asked Dr. Quimby about his practice, and he stated: ‘I do not know much more about it 
than you. There is nothing occult about that I know of. I simply know that I have this 
power given to me. I do not understand what it means; do not know what it is, or where it 
comes from. I simply know of its possession. I make no claims of originality or any 
supernatural gift.’ He seemed a simple, straightforward man desirous of doing good and 
relieving suffering. 
 
The most remarkable case I know of his treatment was a dear friend of my sister and our 
family, somewhat similarly afflicted as my sister. She visited him on her way home after 
a winter in New York. 
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He examined her condition and stated she must have some days treatment. She replied 
that this was impossible. He stated that he would do the best he could for her in one 
treatment, which she only allowed for. After he finished, he stated to her, “Now to-night 
when you get home, you will go to sleep at eight o’clock.” And sure enough although her 
home was forty miles from Portland, at eight o’clock she sank into an unconscious sleep. 
The next afternoon in the Company of a number of friends gathered to meet her, the same 
occurrence took place, and on the third day, according to Dr. Quimby’s predictions, she 
went off again into a sleep.303 

 
If one reads the above reminiscence by Hinds, the Pierce letters above, the above Clark 
reminiscence, the letter of Gilman, etc., it seems that Quimby’s manipulation was not only a 
normal part of his practice but was also integral to his treatment; in comparison, the excerpt from 
Julius Dresser’s The True History of Mental Science cited above included this statement: 
  

. . . in treating a patient, after he [Quimby] had finished his explanations, and the silent 
work, which completed the treatment, he usually rubbed the head two or three 
minutes, in a brisk manner, for the purpose of letting the patient see that something 
was done. This was a measure of securing the confidence of the patient, . . . 

 
Julius Dresser thus described manipulation as a treatment mode done only after the “real” 
treatment had been given, which treatment mode was performed solely for psychological 
reasons. Dresser’s 1887 claim is not supported by the available Quimby papers and 
reminiscences. 
 
Finally, it might be helpful to review Eddy’s comments on manipulation in the 1870s, since she 
presumably obtained her views directly from her experience with Quimby. We saw above what 
Eddy wrote about 1870 and struck through about 1872 (the original words before being struck 
through are given below): 
 

(and wetting your hand in water rise and rub their head; this rubbing has no virtue only as 
we believe, and others believe we get nearer to them by contact, and now you would rub 
out a belief and this belief is located in the brain, therefore as an M.D. lays a poultice 
where the pain is, so you lay your hands where the belief is to rub it forever out). 

 
On the one hand, Eddy seems to be supporting the idea that rubbing and manipulation only has 
virtue to the extent the healer and the patient believe touching helps them—note how she adds 
the healer’s belief to that, not just the patient—but then she accepts the belief that the healer can 
literally rub out a patient’s beliefs by rubbing the brain to remove the belief.304 
 
In comparison, see her comment in the first edition of Science and Health, published in 1875 but 
mostly written a few years earlier and after she had come to the conclusion that a former student 
was harming patients through his use of manipulation and other physical means: 
 

If you manipulate your patients, you lean on electricity more than Truth, and it is matter 
more than mind you employ to heal the sick, while science teaches you success is on the 
side of Intelligence, and that you only weaken your power with matter. It is useless to say 
you manipulate patients, but lay no stress on this manipulation; then why do you do it? 
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We answer for you -- because you are not sufficiently spiritual to do otherwise; and if this 
is so, why do you call it science, explained in this work? If you are too material to 
understand the science of being, and rub the head as a substitute for living Truth, 
adopting words and manipulation instead of good deeds, then you adhere to error and flee 
to electricity because you have not science, and are afraid to trust yourself to heal with 
your God-being. . . . If you manipulate the sick, the more to satisfy them that you are 
doing something for them, this is not necessary, for they are generally satisfied when 
cured, and manipulation will retard your success. . . . 

 
The doctor rubs the heads of his patients, communing with them mentally as he does this, 
but instead of speaking to them only Truth, and that which promotes harmony, he takes 
this opportunity to introduce into their minds side-issues, such as suit his sinister purpose, 
imparting his own likes and dislikes to the patients, either from vengeance or ambition. . . 
.Try it, whoever will, manipulate the head of an individual until you have established a 
mesmeric connection between you both; then direct her action or influence her to some 
conclusion, arguing the case mentally, as you would audibly, and mark the result. You 
will find, the more honest and confiding the individual, the more she is governed by the 
mind of the operator. . . . 
 
We knew of no harm that could result from rubbing the head until we learned of the mal-
practice, and never since have permitted a student, with our consent, to manipulate. . . . 
Because we never manipulate the sick, the opportunity to learn any evil possible to head-
rubbing was not afforded us until years after our first investigations of science. The 
doctor that depends on manipulation (and he cannot employ it honestly without such 
dependence), works from a matter basis, when came all the evil deeds and inventions of 
Satan. . . . 

 
Manipulating the head, we discovered, establishes between patient and practitioner a 
mental communication not in the least understood by the patients or the people. Through 
this medium the doctor holds more direct influence over their minds than the united 
power of education and public sentiment. . . . A scientific practitioner never converses on 
other subjects when he is treating the sick; you cannot gain the spiritual sense of your 
patient if you are addressing his personal senses, by manipulating him; besides you need 
to learn your patient's mind, and to do this you must be silent and still; manipulation, or 
conversation on other topics are injurious. . . .305 
 

While most of that was directed by Eddy toward her former student, Richard Kennedy, the idea 
that the healer is able to commune mentally with the patient during manipulation without any 
spoken words, suggests an ideological importance for manipulation presumably derived from her 
time with Quimby that went well beyond the dismissive statements of George Quimby and Julius 
Dresser. 
 
For the testimony of at least one observer during this general era, see spiritualist Dr. A. S. 
Hayward who wrote, “I never saw Dr. Quimby while in earth life, but having heard of his mode 
of treatment from the lips of his patients, I took the liberty while in Portland, in the year 1869, to 
put in my advertisement in the Press and Argus of that city, that I gave treatment on the same 
principle that the late Dr. Quimby did, and it brought quite a number of his old patients to me, 
and not one of them has ever said they were not like his in most particulars, which is magnetic 
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treatment, nothing more, nothing less.”306 The emphasis is Hayward’s and reflects at least what 
his patients tended to remember of Quimby’s treatment. 
 
Finally, while Quimby’s use of water and wetted hands has not been as widely debated as his use 
of manipulation, one of his patients, an F. L. Town, a surgeon from Louisville, Kentucky, wrote 
a testimonial for Quimby, which will be seen below. It included these memorable lines: 
 

He gives no medicine.  The whole scope of his Materia Medica, would comprehend water, 
and a pitcher to hold it.  The application consists, if the case demands, in an imbibition of 
this fluid that would put the votaries of Lager to blush. 

 
QUIMBY AND THE CAPITALIZATION OF CERTAIN WORDS 

 
As we look at Quimby’s theory, the question of the capitalization of the first letter of certain 
words becomes an important one because one of the key points of the Quimby proponents’ 
conventional wisdom was that Quimby meant to capitalize the first letter in words such as 
“Science,” “Wisdom,” “Science of Health,” etc., which corresponded in like manner to Eddy’s 
later capitalization schema; Eddy in time named seven synonyms for God, and she always 
capitalized the first letter of each synonym.307 In addition, she used the word “Science” to mean 
Christian Science or divine Science, and the first edition of her textbook in 1875 was entitled 
Science and Health, which was close to the term that Quimby is said to have called his theory, 
the “Science of Health.” In that same first edition, Eddy in the Preface alerted the reader to her 
use of language, almost as a warning to those less than serious readers (emphasis added): 
 

Owing to our explanations constantly vibrating between the same points an irksome 
repetition of words must occur; also, the use of capital letters, genders and technicalities 
peculiar to the science, variety of language, or beauty of diction, must give place to closer 
analysis, and unembellished thought.308 

 
An example of the importance of this issue is seen in Ann Ballew Hawkins’ breezy pamphlet on 
Quimby from 1951: 
 

Dr. Quimby used the words Science, Truth, Wisdom, Intelligence, and capitalized these 
words as they were synonymous with Christ or God. To him the “Science of Christ” was 
greater than any religion of creeds.309 

 
See also this comment by Arthur Vergara: 
 

Phineas Parkhurst Quimby’s object was “to reduce my method of healing to a science so 
that it can be practiced by everyone for his own good.” This was a science as opposed to 
Science. Science with a capital “S” was what he described as “the Christian name of 
Wisdom” or Truth—the Christ being not a human person but the fullness of God 
expressed in and as man. This is the true teaching of Christ, he added, saying, “The 
religion of Christ is shown in the progress of Christian Science.” Twelve years later, Mary 
Baker Eddy would take this name for her teaching.”310 
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(See Chapter Six for a discussion of the use of the term “Christian Science” by Quimby, Eddy, 
and Evans.) 
 
The clear deduction from the Quimby proponents was that Eddy stole from Quimby, and this 
was just another example of her reliance on Quimby as her source and mentor. Nonetheless, see 
the following comment in Collie-Seale:  
 

Here and many other places [in the Quimby papers] it is far from clear whether 
capitalization is intended, especially with the letter S/s.311 

 
Alan Anderson, one of the leading scholars in the study of the history of New Thought, wrote an 
important history of Quimby, Horatio Dresser, Warren F. Evans, and others in his 1963 Ph.D. 
dissertation Horatio W. Dresser and the Philosophy of New Thought (followed by its book 
publication thirty years later under the title Healing Hypotheses). In his book he wrote on 
whether the first letter in the word “science” in Lecture Notes was capitalized:  
 

In this word and some others it is not clear whether the first letter is capitalized. This 
suggests the somewhat amusing possibility that the practice of capitalizing “science” and 
some other words originated in handwriting style, rather than in original intent to 
capitalize.312 [Emphasis added]  

 
Horatio Dresser himself seemed to reference this obliquely in QMSS where he needed to find 
outside patients who were capitalizing Quimby’s terms (he was probably referring to letters from 
Fanny and Clara Bass) to bolster his argument about Quimby’s having intended the capitalization 
schema heavily promoted by Dresser in later years:  
 

. . . we do find references in letters from patients to Quimby's ‘Science,’ written with a 
capital ‘S.’ This would indicate that in conversation with patients Dr. Quimby was in the 
habit of talking about his ‘Science of Health’ long before he put this view in writing and 
identified it with the Christ.313  

 
We saw earlier that the Foreword to the Complete Collected Works had the following comment 
from the editor: 
 

Sometimes Quimby chose to capitalize certain words, and in other places did not 
capitalize the same words, such as Science, Wisdom, Truth, etc. 
 

See again the observation made by Hughes in his book about Quimby’s own handwritten 
manuscripts that have been preserved: 
 

Spelling, capitalization, and punctuation protocols are largely ignored by Quimby, and 
this tends to make grammarians cringe.314 
 

A close analysis of the Quimby papers shows that the capitalization schema purportedly 
used by Quimby was largely a later fictional creation of Horatio Dresser (and 
unfortunately sometimes, unwittingly or otherwise, continued by Collie-Seale and later 
transcribers) that crumbles under any serious textual analysis. Alan Anderson’s “amusing” 
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observation that the capitalization of certain words (or lack of capitalization) was largely a matter 
of style of the copyist is essentially correct, but beyond that it is important to note that most of 
the words “wisdom,” “science,” “science of health,” and “truth” in the original texts do not 
appear to be capitalized in anything close to a consistent basis.315 Occasionally they seem to be 
but in most other cases they clearly do not, which supports Anderson’s observation that they 
really appear to be based on the style of the writer. I have seen no evidence to suggest that the 
capitalization schema commonly attributed to Quimby was in any way a practice actually set 
down by him. See for example, this use of “science” of God which ordinarily should be 
uppercase based on the schema of Dresser and others, in an article “Parables” in BU: “All the 
parables that Jesus made were to establish the kingdom of heaven or God’s science in this world 
of man[’]s mind.” It is this concept of a science of God that Quimby was to have wanted 
capitalized, according to the conventional wisdom promoted by Horatio Dresser. Note: in Julius 
Dresser’s letter to Eddy on March 2, 1866, due to his handwriting it is unclear whether he meant 
to capitalize “Science” when he referred to Quimby’s theory (my analysis is that he did not mean 
to capitialize it). However, other Dresser family transcriptions of Quimby’s manuscripts (such as 
in The Philosophy of P. P. Quimby and Health and the Inner Life) did not include that word in 
uppercase until Horatio Dresser brought out QMSS in 1921, but see the note below. In Milmine | 
Cather, pp. 92-93, appeared a transcription of an 1859 manuscript by Quimby in which the word 
“science” in a Quimby sense appeared, with all of the examples given in lower case. 
 

AN IMPORTANT STATEMENT THAT HAS GONE UNHEEDED  
BY MOST LATER HISTORIANS 

 
As we saw in the Introduction, Dresser actually addressed this in the Preface to QMSS:  
 

The terms Science, Truth, Wisdom, have been capitalized throughout in conformity with 
the usage in some of the articles in which these words are synonyms for Christ, or God. 
The same is true of the general terms for Quimby’s theory, the Science of Health, the 
Science of Life and Happiness. The term Christian Science is used with reference to the 
growth of the original teachings of Jesus.316 

 
Note that Horatio Dresser did not say that Quimby or his coterie had any intention of 
capitalizing the words themselves, rather he did so for his own stated reasons. Thus, 
Dresser’s QMSS represented a kind of reverse bowdlerization, where a capitalization schema was 
added to make Quimby’s writings more palatable to a largely Christian readership, especially 
those who were eager to read Eddy’s writings as merely being a blatant theft of Quimby’s theory 
and writings. The closer the two writing styles could be synchronized by Dresser, the easier that 
deduction could be made by the reader. This note by Dresser has largely been lost on later 
historians who have presumed that Dresser and other later transcribers were copying the 
Quimby texts verbatim, which has never been the case. 
 
Horatio Dresser helped his mother write her 1895 book, The Philosophy of P. P. Quimby, which 
provided the first significant collection of transcripts from the Quimby writings. It is significant 
that in the many uses of the word “science” in the Quimby manuscripts section of that book, only 
one time in Quimby’s words is the word “science” in uppercase: 
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Does not the South quote the Bible to prove that slavery is of divine origin? Do not the 
priests and doctors quote the old heathen superstition to bolster up a weak and feeble 
edifice, just ready to crumble and crush the leaders? Is not Science raising her voice, and 
crying aloud to the people, saying, How long shall it be till the old heathen idolatry shall 
come to an end, and man shall learn wisdom, and be his own master, and not a slave?317 

 
Interestingly, in Collie-Seale and Hughes that word is not in uppercase. In all other cases in the 
Annetta Dresser book the word “science” from the Quimby writings is in lower case, even 
though at least some of them are in uppercase in Collie-Seale and Hughes. On the other hand, the 
Annetta Dresser book often transcribed the word “wisdom” in uppercase, where the word is not 
in uppercase in Collie-Seale or Hughes.318 By the time Horatio Dresser published QMSS in 1921, 
the capitalization schema as we have seen was quite different. 
 
In comparison to Horatio Dresser’s blanket presumption of what Quimby meant to say and write 
(but did not), it is important to look at what Quimby actually wrote in the Quimby writings we 
have in his handwriting. In those writings Quimby commonly capitalized nouns in general, but 
not every noun is capitalized.319 If we focus on the the word “science,” I have not found any 
evidence that Quimby in the documents in his handwriting attempted to capitalize “science,” in 
those cases where he used that word to mean his ultimate truth. In his published letters to the 
editor, he does not capitalize the word science. (His circular does not have the word science in 
it.) I have not been able to find any of the contemporary Quimby acolytes (Eddy, Emma Ware, 
etc.) who capitalized the word science in their articles, etc., in the press.320 In Quimby’s 
“Questions and Answers” the originals did not capitalize the word “science,” and Eddy in the 
versions she later gave out shortly after Quimby’s death did not capitalize the word “science.”  In 
comparison, as we have seen, “science” is routinely spelled “Science” by Horatio Dresser and to 
a much lesser extent in Collie-Seale and Hughes.  The same applies to the word “wisdom.” 
 
In an article in BU for example, “Light—Substance & Shadow” dated April 1862, a copyist 
(Emma Ware?) made an editorial change in the text. At one point the text used the word 
“science” in a way consistent with Quimby’s wisdom or ultimate truth, and thus should be in 
theory capitalized: the original text “The science is to. . . .” was changed to “The Science is to. . . 
.” In this case, when the first word of the sentence was struck through, the writer changed the 
lower case “s” in “science” to an upper case “S” since it was now the first word in the sentence. 
Thus it became capitalized solely because it was moved to being the first word in the sentence—
clear evidence the copyist originally intended a lower case letter for “science.” Later in the 
article appeared the phrase “wisdom or science” where both words were in lower case letters. 
Often in the Quimby writings, as recorded by the copyists, a letter, such as an “s” might appear 
to be a capital letter, but then the same letter would appear the same way elsewhere in the article 
where a capital letter clearly would not apply. This is not to say that the terms considered here 
are never capitalized, because from time to time they are, such as in BU in the article “Shadow & 
Substance” where appears in the text the words “God and Science,” but such usages are almost 
always on a random or haphazard basis and certainly not something that can be tied to a Quimby 
directive.  
 
An example of Quimby’s own reluctance to capitalize his terms is seen in this article in his own 
handwriting in the Library of Congress collection: 
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It is a verry com[m]on remark that if Jesus was on Earth as he was 18 hundred years a go 
& [could] hear the remarks the he said Explained by the peopl[e] of theis Dayes, he wood 
mere of thought they alluded to him & this mite be true, Fir Jesus, as a man was Litke 
[i.e., Like] any other man but the Christ or science was God. 
 

Here would have been a perfect chance for Quimby to capitalize “science” since it was clearly 
in this example tied to God. 
 
In comparison, this example below, evidently Quimby’s idea, was to elevate his science to a 
perhaps higher term, juxtaposed against “the science of an opinion & superstition”: 
 

 
 

It would teach him that there are two ways of doing every thing in regard to disease & 
that there is a way of making disease & also a way of unmaking it. The science of this 
world is to make disease & the science of truth is to destroy it,, one is the science of an 
opinion & superstition & the other is the Science of Truth.321 

 
In this case the first “science of truth” clearly related to Quimby’s theory but he chose in this 
example to not just elevate it through capitalization but also to underline it, which is quite 
uncommon in the Quimby papers. This effort by Quimby as an almost word play was not 
continued by him or his copyists. 
 
In an article titled “The Immortality of the Soul” from 1864, appears the following: “. . . we 
apply the science of Christianity to correct and enlighten the world in science.”322 However in 
Collie-Seale, both times the word “science” is changed to uppercase.323 This is why Dresser 
seemed compelled to find some source somewhere that he could fall back on if challenged. His 
source seems to have been Fanny Bass and her sister-in-law, Clara Bass.324 In BU are letters 
from them; one letter from Clara Bass, January 17, 1863, asks “How does the Science progress? 
If you publish a book Dr do not fail to let us know of it. . . . [Speaking of the Ware sisters] How 
do they progress in the ‘Truth.’” Fanny Bass sent a letter to Quimby two weeks earlier: “Does 
Emma still write for the [Portland] Advertiser, how do both Emma and Sarah get along do they 
advance in the Science.” (The issue of a capitalized “Truth” to respresent Quimby’s theory will 
be examined later.) In BU is an article apparently by Sarah Ware, in which the following appears 
(concerning an evolution of understanding Quimby): “. . . by constantly  questioning & listening 
I came by degrees to see more & more into it until now I do not hesitate to say that I understand 
him & that he is right. So much for my experience in learning the ‘Truth.’” 
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The Bass letters are fascinating for a number of reasons, but for our purposes they indicate that 
both Clara and Fanny Bass developed a capitalization methodology on their own—a 
methodology that was not followed by the Quimby coterie in Portland on any systematic basis, 
although the above suggests that the word “Truth” as a term for Quimby’s theory had some level 
of currency but not as a synonym for God. 
 
A more intriguing point about capitalization relates to the words “science of health.” Quimby 
commonly referred to his theory as just that, his “theory.”325 However, he would in his writings 
from time to time refer to the “science of health,” the “science of health and happiness” or some 
similar construction. George Quimby and the Dressers in later years would routinely state that 
Quimby called his theory326 the “science of health” (or “Science of Health”). While there is no 
direct record that Quimby himself actually ever called the name of his theory the “science of 
health,”327 Emma Ware wrote a letter to the Portland press after Quimby decided to announce he 
was leaving Portland in 1865. In a manuscript of that letter in BU, she says: “. . . what he 
[Quimby] calls the ‘Science of Health.’” However, there may have been a later version of that 
letter because the letter was printed in the Portland press as: “he has been slowly developing 
what he calls the science of health.”328 In a similar fashion, many years later, George Quimby 
wrote to Daniel Spofford, on December 13, 1878, saying he had seen Eddy’s name in the 
newspaper and added about his father, “He was very much wrapped up in his method of treating 
the sick and claimed that he had discovered a new scientific method of healing which he termed 
the ‘Science of Health.’” These are the only two known references by the Quimby coterie to 
Quimby having titled his theory the “Science of Health” as well as using those words together 
with uppercase letters prior to the beginning of the Quimby-Eddy debate. Once the debate began, 
the start of partisan leanings on both sides made historical recollections less reliable (and it 
should be noted that the George Quimby letter above may have been written with his knowledge 
of the title of Eddy’s book, Science and Health—a copy of which he soon thereafter asked 
Spofford to send him). For Quimby’s part, he wrote the following about what he called his cures:  
 

I am often asked what I call my cures. I answer the effect of a science, because I know 
how I do them.329 

 
The importance of the debate over the “science of health” is three-fold. The first, and the one that 
concerns us here, is whether the letters were in uppercase or lowercase. The second, as we have 
seen, is whether Quimby specifically called his theory the “science of health” (as opposed to 
merely using the phrase in his writings from time to time), and the third is the question of 
whether the phrase “science of health” was appropriated by Eddy in later years for her own 
book’s title. Here are the known uses of that phrase as transcribed by me from originals in the 
Library of Congress, BU, and Houghton Library, making a best effort to try to determine if an 
uppercase or lowercase letter was meant, which examination includes reviewing other words in 
the same article that use the same letter at the start of a word: 
 
 
The Christian Explanation of the Testaments 
 

… wisdom of this great truth of Science & happiness. This truth is the Science of health, 
& as their diseases all arose. . . .330 
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C o n c e r n i n g  t h e  U s e  o f  M e d i c i n e  
 

That is seek first the science of health which is wisdom & then. . . .331 
 
H o w  D i s e a s e  I s  M a d e  a n d  C u r e d   
 

It has hewn down the trees of superstition & established the science of mathematics. It 
has struck at the science of health, this is an unbroken wilderness. . . .332 

 
Is Language Always Applied to Science?   
 

which was the science of health & happiness. He called this truth his father. . . .333 [The 
“s” might be uppercase but this essay has other words starting with “s” that vary 
between looking to be uppercase or lowercase.] 

 
Q u i m b y ' s  I n t r o d u c t i o n s  I  &  I I   
 

I assert that all there is of us that can be seen is the effect of our belief & our beliefs are 
matter & can be changed & every thing I write is either to lead or disturb the mind so that 
the truth can be seen as it were[?], for it is thus that I destroy opinions & introduce in the 
stead the science of health. It is a new mode of religious reasoning for all we believe is 
the effect of our religious training, . . .334 

 
Science, Woman, the Spiritual Rib   
 

Then it may be asked, where is woman’s true position. [“I ans[wer]” is inserted here in 
different handwriting] A teacher of the science of health & happiness. This is what man 
does not want to do, it is too much like labor to toil over the little children & sit by the 
sick & take their sufferings upon yourself.335 

 
Scientific Interpretation of a Passage in the Bible  
 

Science has destroyed opinions or law just as far as it can be proved, it has enlightened 
man in all the arts & sciences. The science of health and happiness has not been admitted 
as yet, still happiness is what all wise men have been trying to establish.336 

 
T h e  S e n s e s  I I  
 

My arguments are based upon my knowledge of their feelings & this knowledge put in 
practice is the science of health & is for the benefit of the sick & suffering.337 

 
S p i r i t u a l i s m :  D e a t h  o f  t h e  N a t u r a l  M a n   
 

To prove your faith in music is to play a tune on an instrument by your faith or science 
not to talk about music telling how beautiful it is. Jesus [The] science of health [which 
Jesus taught] was to put it into his[?] practice[d] by his faith or wisdom, & his instrument 
was man. He took man after he had been beaten, bruised & deceived by the priests & 
doctors & applied his science or Christ to put him in tune. . . .338 
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Here is the same from the BU version: 
 

To prove your faith in music is to play a tune by on an instrument, by your faith, or 
science not to talk about music telling how beautiful it is. Jesus’ science of health was to 
put it into his practice by his faith or wisdom and his instrument was man. He took man 
after he had been beaten, bruised & deceived by the priests & doctors & applied his 
science or Christ to put him in tune. . . .339 

 
S u p e r s t i t i o u s  B e l i e f s  
 

. . . the chemist is always showing his improvements & so it is with all sciences. But that 
science founded on opinions is proved by referring to some one’s opinions, & where you 
go to the opinions you are sent to another & so on, like chasing a Jack o’Lantern, to find 
the a basis independent of an opinion. The Science [might be lowercase] of health is in 
the hands of these blind guides; there is no difference between them, they are the two 
extremes of humbug.340 

 
W h a t  I s  G o d ?  
 

Now let us look at it in a christian manner and see if we do towards God as we would like 
that he or any one else should do to us. I labor all the week for the benefit of man[’]s 
happiness to explain to them the science of health.341 

 
The last one I have been unable to find in its original, so this is the version from Collie-Seale: 
 

Jesus tried to separate his knowledge called Christ from his own knowledge as a man. 
This was the hardest thing to be done, for if this one fact could be settled, it put an end to 
all the controversy, and the science of health and happiness would be established on earth 
as it was in heaven.342 

 
Quimby and Eddy were both writers and what might be called theoreticians. Certainly later in 
life Eddy became a best-selling author, and Quimby and Eddy created to some extent a new 
language to describe their beliefs. Part of this debate centers around the use by Eddy of some of 
the earlier Quimby terminology. As such it is necessary to look at the specific words they used 
and how they used them. This question of word usage has led some later writers and observers to 
make completely false (and sloppy) attributions to Quimby of words that Eddy later used or 
terms that are similar to Chrstian Science, whether or not they were used by Eddy. Here for 
example, are some terms or phrases incorrectly ascribed to Quimby (from whom in many cases 
Eddy allegedly had access), or in one case, the first one, is a Quimby statement this does not 
reflect Eddy’s later thought:343 
 
—“mind is matter” (Caroline Fraser)344 
—“infinite Mind” and “immutable law” (Caroline Fraser)345 
—“the mind of Christ” (Martin Gardner)346 
—“Christ Science” (Martin Gardner and John S. Haller, Jr.)347 
—“Spiritual Science” (Paul Conkin. Also Eva Moskowitz)348 
—“Divine Mind” (J.K. Simmons and Brian Wilson)349 
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—“Christ Principle” (John S. Haller, Jr.)350 
—“Principle-Christ” (Albert Amao)351 
—“silent method” (John S. Haller, Jr.)352 
—“psychotherapy” (John S. Haller, Jr.)353 
—“Christian Truth” (John S. Haller, Jr.)354 
—“the Christ within” (John S. Haller, Jr.)355 
—“all mind is one” (J. W. Winkley)356 
—“Christian healing” (Albert Amao)357 
—“Divine Principle” (Albert Amao)358 
—“erroneous thinking patterns” (Cliff Gallant)359 
—“Christ-like Spirit” (Erika Janik)360 
—“mortal man” (Albert Amao)361 
—“get yourself thinking right” (H. Addington Bruce)362 
 
None of the above phrases appear in Quimby’s writings or have any specific connection to him 
with the exception of “mind is matter” which is something that Quimby said, but it is not an 
Eddy theological view. The use of terms such as “infinite Mind” and “Divine Mind” are right at 
home in Eddy’s theology but are foreign to Quimby’s writing style as well as his theological 
framework. Quimby might well have agreed with the theoretical position that an infinite God 
should have an infinite mind; nonetheless it was not a terminology that had any specific place in 
his theory—in fact Quimby specifically wrote in 1859 that he never applied the word “mind” to 
what he called the “First Cause.”  
 
“Spiritual Science” is more plausible as a Quimby term, but it does not appear in his writings.363 
(The phrase “spiritual science” actually appears to have been coined by Eddy, who gave a 
lecture in 1864 with a title that included “Dr. P. P. Quimby’s spiritual science,”364 and in that 
same letter she referred to the “spiritual” need of the people there. This seems to be a concept 
Eddy—and not Quimby—focused on; in her contribution to the Portland press only weeks after 
meeting Quimby, she assured the readers that Quimby’s was a very “spiritual doctrine.”)365  
 
Fraser seemed to believe that Eddy’s use of the term “immutable law” in an 1862 contribution to 
the Portland press came from Quimby, but there is no record that Quimby ever used the word 
“immutable” in his writings whereas Eddy in her later published writings used it almost thirty 
times. She also attributes to Eddy an alleged debt to Quimby for his concept that “mind is 
matter,” but that is clearly not a Christian Science concept as defined by Eddy.366  
 
One of the most influential books on the Quimby-Eddy debate was the Georgine Milmine book, 
because it helped define Eddy to countless later historians. In the book she noted, “Scores of 
times he [Quimby in his manuscripts] refers to it [his theory] as the ‘Science of Christ,’ He also 
repeatedly calls it ‘The Principle,’ ‘The Truth,’ and ‘Wisdom.’”367  Despite the claim of “scores” 
of uses of the phrase “Science of Christ,” in the Quimby papers, the phrase actually only appears 
once, in a letter to a Mrs. Bosworth. (There is also only one use of the term “science of 
Christianity” in the Quimby papers. There is no use in his writings of “science of the Christ.”) 
Both of these usages by Quimby have the word “science” in lower case, not capitalized as in the 
Milmine book.)  
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In the Quimby papers transcribed on the Hughes website, the words “the principle” are used 
many times, but there is only one use of the term “the Principle” (uppercase) but again the word 
is not capitalized in the original. That appeared in the letter to a physician who was requesting an 
interview, October 20, 1860, but Quimby did not appear to use it as a synonym for his theory. An 
example of where Quimby used the term in a somewhat metaphysical sense is seen in this article 
in the Library of Congress:  

 
The matter is the fruits of its development; if it does not develop itself, it does not make 
itself, any the less, out of existence, but it is like the idiot; it is behind the times. It exists, it 
must exist, & the destruction of the matter does not destroy the principle called man. Now 
to me I know I live in the principle & the principle is like all other principles capable of 
progression; and as I believe in that, I know that the natural man is ignorant of himself as 
the child is of any science.  Science to the natural man has no identity of wisdom.368 

 
Milmine continued on the following page:  
 

Jesus Christ, indeed, was Quimby's great inspiration. He distinguished, however, between 
the Principle Christ and the Man Jesus. This duality, he said, manifested itself likewise in 
man. 
 
In every individual, according to Quimby, there were two persons. The first was the 
Truth, Goodness, and Wisdom into which he had been naturally born. In this condition he 
was the child of God, the embodiment of Divine Love and Divine Principle. This man 
had no flesh, no bones, and no blood; he did not breathe, eat, or sleep. He could never sin, 
never become sick, never die. He knew nothing of matter, or of the physical senses; he 
was simply Spirit, Wisdom, Principle, Truth, Mind, Science. Quimby, above all, loved to 
call him the "Scientific Man." This first person was, so to speak, encrusted in another 
man, formed of matter, sense, and all the accumulated "errors" of time. This man had 
what Quimby called "Knowledge "—that is, the ideas heaped up by the human mind. 
According to Quimby, this second man held the first, or truly Scientific man, in bondage. 
The bonds consisted of false human beliefs. The idea, above all, which held him 
enthralled, was that of Disease. The man of Science knew nothing of sickness. The man 
of Ignorance, however, consciously and unconsciously, had been impregnated for 
centuries with this belief. 

 
The above represents a decided effort by Milmine to move backward from Eddy to Quimby by 
taking Christian Science capitalization, words, and religious concepts and applying them 
retrospectively to Quimby. To effectively analyze this excerpt requires first a focus on the words 
ascribed to Quimby or at least used by Milmine to describe Quimby’s theory: 
 
—“Principle”: In Christian Science “Principle” capitalized is a synonym for God. While Quimby 
used the word principle, he did not in my opinion use it to signify God or ultimate truth. That is 
discussed above. 
—“Divine Love”:  This was not a term used by Quimby (see the earlier discussion of Quimby 
and “God is love”). 
—“Divine Principle”: The only known Quimby usage is here, where it does not signify God but 
rather is something that emanates from Him, 
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Let leaders & statesmen settle down on the fact that freedom is from a divine principle 
emanating from wisdom, then no monarch can say [“]thus far shalt thou go & no farther,” 
without being crushed.369 
 

—“Spirit”:  This was not used by Quimby as a synonym for God. 
—“Mind”:  This was not used by Quimby as a synonym for God (and as noted above, Quimby 
specifically wrote that he never used that word to apply to God or “First Cause”). 
 
—“child of God”: Psalms 82:6 in KJV lists mankind as the children of the most high. Galatians 
3:26-27 in KJV reads “For you are all children of God by faith in Christ Jesus. For as many of 
you as have been baptized into Christ have put on Christ.” 
  
According to my count, Quimby used the phrase “child of God” five times in his writings. One 
of the most interesting is this article, “What is Man,” with its mixture of idealism and 
materialism: 
 

Wisdom or God speaks the idea & it takes form according to direction. Man is the plant 
or tree created in this medium. So as it grows it receives its life from the great father of 
all wisdom. As this life enters the plant or shadow, called man, it becomes the son of 
God. The original child of God is perfect, but its shadow is to the child, matter. So the 
matter or mind called man is the tree or plant that receives the life. This life is the real 
man; the shadow is the medium or mind & that is the changeable idea or tree called mind. 
Man, or the son of God, or wisdom is not seen in the shadow, no more than God is seen, 
but the whole creation speaks his name & shows his power.370 

 
Milmine’s phrase, “He [“Scientific Man”] knew nothing of matter, or of the physical senses,” is 
reminiscent of the statement about God in Habbakuk 1:13 (KJV): “Thou art of purer eyes than to 
behold evil, and canst not look on iniquity.” However, this Christian Science concept of God that 
knows nothing of matter or the material world does not seem to apply to Quimby’s concept of 
the “scientific man” (see below). If Quimby had that ultimate view of the “scientific man” (when 
he likened it to the body of Christ) he did not clearly state it. 
 
The Milmine analysis attempted to portray Quimby as promoting what is roughly the Christian 
Science view of a spiritual universe entirely separate from matter. Compare that absolutist 
metaphysical concept to Quimby’s own writing. In this example, Quimby made clear that the 
“spiritual man” and the “real self” were equivalent to non-material souls that very much existed 
on earth (as opposed to heaven or some other non-earthly location) and were capable of being 
released from a material body:  
 

When I sit down by a sick person I have one identity, the sick have two, yet one is not 
admitted except as their feelings; but this is not the case, the natural man or identity is the 
shadow of the real man who is in trouble. When the two separate is wWhen the spiritual 
man is disturbed & makes his complaints to the world of matter through his medium, but 
when there is no disturbance there is but one identity apparent although in reality there 
are two the same. For instance when a person is in a mesmeric state his real self can be 
hundreds of miles from his body, yet to him he has but one body & one identity but to 
another he has two, for one is seen & the other is admitted from the evidence he gives of 
his presence at the place he describes. So with me I am conscious of my own identity, 
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then I am equally conscious of conversing with the sick & listening to their complaints, 
as I am of my own senses. I am conscious of their identity which consists of a body with 
all the senses of the natural man, with all the intelligence they possess. It can travel & 
show one things that their natural senses know not of.371 

 
Quimby’s use of the term “scientific man” seemed at times to represent a master proponent or 
demonstrator of Quimby’s theory, starting with Jesus but not ending there (see, for example, 
Quimby’s text below, with its reference to “scientific men”) or, beyond that, a spiritual, 
advanced ideal state: 
 

Principles are the foundation of the scientific man. He is not in matter but dwells in 
wisdom, while to the man of matter, he is like a man who once was & now is not. This 
error arises from the fact that man places his wisdom in matter & cannot see either 
intelligence or matter outside of himself. Therefore, his wisdom is in his light & his light 
is in his body. If his body is full of darkness, he cannot see any light but the false one of 
darkness. If however his body is of science, he is full of light & looking upon his body, 
he sees it as a thing or idea like any other idea that can be changed & destroyed & he is 
not affected by what the world calls destruction of the body. This is the wisdom of Christ 
which Jesus professed, therefore, he, like other scientific men, was to the world a 
mystery.372 

 
In this lengthy excerpt (with paragraphs added) from an article by Quimby that has been called 
“Proof that a Person Can Be in Two Places at the Same Time and Be Aware of the Fact” he 
addresses many important points on the duality of man, the “natural man” versus the “real man 
or God or wisdom.” He even added a third name in the article, “scientific man” which is a “God-
like man.” He started by disabusing the notion that the material man can be in two places at once 
(which appeared to be the case in clairvoyant exhibitions) but rather that man has a material 
identity seen to the eye (the “natural man”) but also a non-material identity, called the “real man” 
which he alternately defined as “God or wisdom” but then immediately re-defined as being “not 
matter nor spirit but wisdom acting on matter.” 

What proof has Dr Quimby that a person can be in two places at the same time and be 
aware of the fact? I suppose that no one will deny that a mesmeric clairvoyant can be 
away from his body & describe things not known to his natural senses as it is called. 
Although the clairvoyant is to himself in but one place at the same time yet the company 
believes he is in two, for facts show that he is with him at the same time he is [in] another 
place. Now if this is admitted, I will state another fact, viz that they can all ask questions 
of persons at a distance & the person is not aware of the fact through his senses. This is 
so clearly shown that I suppose that no one will deny it. This goes to prove that every 
person has two identities, one called the natural senses & the other the real man or God or 
wisdom. Now the real man is not matter nor spirit but wisdom acting on matter. This is 
the man that always will exist & is conscious of his own existence although to the natural 
man he is, if admitted at all, a spirit. This error by the christian world causes all the false 
theories about another world. This was what Jesus tried to prove & would have proved if 
they had left the natural man Jesus in the tomb. Then the man Christ, when he showed 
himself to his disciples, would have been the proof to them, for they thought he was a 
spirit. But when he said, [‘]hath a spirit flesh & bones as ye see me have,[’] then they 
believed that the man Jesus had risen. So when they found the body gone, what other 
conclusion could they come to but that, if they believed anything at all. 
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But there were some who knew better & this got up a controversy among the believers 
for Paul says, “If Christ be preached that he rose from the dead, how say some among 
you that there is no resurrection of the dead?” So you see in those days thirty or forty 
years after the crucifixion, there was a difference of opinions among the people. Now if 
the body of Jesus had been left in the tomb, this controversy would never have come up, 
for Jesus never believed or tried to prove that their idea Jesus should rise, but that this 
Christ or wisdom would take to itself a body to prove to them that man lives when the 
world calls him dead & a knowledge of this is the other world. Now you may ask why I 
undertake to tell what Jesus meant to convey. Paul undertook to explain this mystery & 
all the clergy in the country & why should I not have the same liberty? Paul says after 
going on to explain to the people, “Last of all he was seen of me also, as of one born out 
of due time.” Now it seems to those that who believe that Jesus rose, that Paul was 
talking about the man Jesus, but to me it is not so. He was trying to show that there was a 
difference. . . . 
 

Note again how Quimby did not believe in the physical resurrection of Jesus, and that if the body 
of Jesus had only been left in the tomb (he appears to have believed that it had been hidden away 
by someone), the appearance of Jesus to the disciples and others separate from his former body 
would have shown that the resurrection represented some kind of mental projection by Jesus of 
this non-material entity into a state visible to the human eye. 
 
Quimby continued later in the article with this comparison of what Quimby considered the 
healing methodology of Jesus to his own: 

 
He [Jesus] told them like servants to obey their masters but to those that were borne 
down by the priest or doctors, he said, “Come unto me all ye that labor and are heavy 
laden and I will give you rest. Take my yoke (or theory) upon you & learn of me.” Now 
how did he lighten their burdens but by removing their sins or error, by explaining their 
feelings & to do this it was necessary to take upon yourhimself their feelings or sins. So 
he says he took our sins that he might lead us to God or truth. Now the explanation was 
his cure, then they were saved from their sins, but to cure & not explain them they were 
liable to fall back or be sick, from the fact that they were not aware of the mode in which 
it was done. So to them it was a mystery or a power. I do the same. I sit down & when 
their feelings become condensed into a form the life is in the form & this life is the real 
person. This person is not known through the natural man only through the natural 
medium, but I see the two. There is but one real man, the other is the shadow. . . . The 
natural man is the echo of the true man. Now when the true life or man is disturbed by a 
disturbance of his spiritual matter, it takes a form just according to its feelings & its 
feelings are itself. So to destroy its feelings is to destroy the life of the error or disease.” 

 
This compares closely to what Quimby wrote in his advertising circular. Quimby considered that 
when Jesus “took our sins” that was tantamount to Quimby taking on the pains of his patients. 
While it is not recorded that Jesus went into detailed diagnoses of those that he healed, Quimby 
believed that Jesus “explain[ed] their feelings” and then took those feelings upon himself. 
Quimby then noted that “the explanation was the cure,” which is of course reminiscent to 
Quimby’s statement in his circular: “If the patients admit that he [Quimby] tells them their 
feelings, &c., then his explanation is the cure; . . .” 
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Again the duality of man is seen when Quimby says he saw both entities or identities, the “real 
man” and the “shadow,” the latter of which is changed by “a disturbance of his spiritual matter.” 
 
Quimby later in the article attacked all forms of traditional religion and seemed to elevate natural 
science to a higher state. He then made the simple statement equating a “God-like man” and 
“scientific man”: 
 

Science is to reduce every act of our lives to a science so that man can get the most 
happiness out of the least labor. Science reduces manual labor by introducing mechanics. 
So wisdom saves a great deal of misery by seeing the causes & effects of our acts. So as 
we learn wisdom we shun misery, for misery is the fruit of error & happiness the effect of 
ignorance or science. Thus wisdom analizes every idea & it finds man[’]s misery arises 
from some fear of some belief that contains some opinion of man. All religious opinions 
are false & cannot stand the test of investigation. Science is God's religion & opinion is 
man[’]s religion. So God shall reign till man[’]s religion is put down. Then comes the end 
of superstition & then comes the religion of science & God. This measures out to every 
man just according to his wisdom. So to be a God-like man is to be a scientific man, not a 
man of opinions. When man makes his highest motives his greatest pleasure, then he will 
make his happiness the greatest treasure of his life. This is true religion; not the religion 
of any one man, nor does it belong to anyone, but it is the outpouring of every living 
being.373 

 
In January 1863, Quimby compared the natural body of Jesus to the spiritual or scientific man, 
which was the invisible body of Christ: 
 

The body of Jesus & the body of Christ were two, one visible to the natural man & the 
other the spiritual or scientific man, clothed with a garment of truth which was stolen & 
parted among them. What the body of Christ was, has never been explained to the 
satisfaction of the Christian world. Jesus spoke of a body of flesh & blood which the 
people should eat &c which plainly referred to the Christ although the people & his 
disciples could not understand his meaning.374  

 
In this article Quimby continued by providing his material|spiritual view of the Christ that is 
quite a variance with Eddy or countless other Christian writers (emphasis added): 
 

Every discovery of truth is a Christ having a spiritual & a natural body. For instance, the 
magnetic telegraph when discovered had a spiritual body of truth not visible to the 
natural man, but when it was demonstrated to man it spoke into the natural world a 
material body with all the elements of a working telegraph.  

 
The inconsistency of Quimby’s use of such terms makes it difficult to outline his theory 
precisely. Nonetheless, Milmine clearly ascribed later absolute Christian Science concepts to 
Quimby that were largely foreign to his thinking. 
 
By working with George Quimby, Milmine was able to provide excerpts from the unpublished 
Quimby writings in George Quimby’s possession. (Prior to Horatio Dresser’s 1921 QMSS, 
excerpt from the Quimby writings were rarely allowed by George Quimby or his family.) 
Milmine wrote: 
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“The idea that a beneficent* God had anything to do with disease," said Quimby, “is 
superstition.” “Disease,” reads another of his manuscripts, “is false reasoning. True 
scientific wisdom is health and happiness. False reasoning is sickness and death.” Again 
he says: “This is my theory: to put man in possession of a science that will destroy the 
ideas of the sick, and teach man one living profession of his own identity, with life free 
from error and disease. As man passes through these combinations, they differ one from 
another. . . . He is dying and living all the time to error, till he dies the death of all his 
opinions and beliefs. Therefore, to be free from death is to be alive in truth; for sin, or 
error, is death, and science, or wisdom, is eternal life, and this is the Christ.” “My 
philosophy,” he says at another time, “will make man free and independent of all creeds 
and laws of man, and subject him to his own agreement, he being free from the laws of 
sin, sickness, and death.”375 
 

* In the original article in LC: 5:59, the word “beneficent” does not appear but the word 
“benevolent” is added in different handwriting. 
 
Related to the above exact words is the assertion by some that Eddy obtained from Quimby the 
phrase (or at least the concept of) “absent treatment,” which means healing or attempting to heal 
someone from a distance. As will be seen below, the concept of “absent treatment” can be, at the 
very least, traced back to the New Testament, where we read of healings by Jesus of the 
centurion’s servant and the nobleman’s son at a distance. Thus it is far-fetched to attribute to 
Quimby or anyone else at a much later date the origination of the concept, and certainly he was 
not the only healer in his day who was “treating” the sick from a distance.376 Nonetheless, some 
historians and writers have projected the common Christian Science phrase “absent treatment” 
backward in time to Quimby, who never used that phrase, while others used the phrase about 
Quimby but did not allege that he had used it himself. Here are just of few of many possible 
examples (emphasis added): 
 
Milmine, McClure’s, February, 1907: 
 

In a letter [to Quimby] dated Sanbornton Bridge, January 31, 1863, she [Eddy] asks for 
‘absent treatment.’. . . In other letters Mrs. Patterson [i.e., Eddy] repeatedly asks for 
absent treatments and occasionally incloses a dollar to pay for them.377 

 
Dresser, QMSS, Second edition: 
 

After her [Eddy’s] return from Portland to Sanbornton Bridge (1863) she was not sure of 
herself in all respects and found it necessary to send for absent treatment on occasion, 
but she had begun to care for the sick by Quimby's method.378 

 
Fraser, God’s Perfect Child: 
 

Throughout this period, which is one of the least well documented of her life, Mary grew 
increasingly dependent on Quimby, writing him letters beseeching his absent treatment 
when she was away, observing his practice and making handwritten copies of his 
manuscripts when she was in Portland.379 
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Dakin, Mrs. Eddy: 
 

Both Quimby and Mrs. Glover, however, advocated far more than a simple Couéism. 
Theirs was not a mere system of auto-suggestion. Quimby started with one premise born 
from his experience: that suggestion would cure disease. From this grew a large 
conclusion: that all states either of health or disease were created solely by the mind. 
Then came a third idea: that a person could be affected physically either by auto-
suggestion-the attitude of his own mind.; or by external suggestion—the attitude of other 
minds. This again led to a further idea: that one mind could affect the life of another even 
if spacially[sic] absent and at a distance. Here lay the genesis of Quimby's theory of 
“absent treatment.”380 

 
Collie-Seale: 
 

If you study the development of Quimby’s thought from his mesmeric days to his great 
productive years in Portland, you will see how he discovered what is now called 
“Absent Healing,” This was not his term. For to Quimby there was no “here” and 
“there.” He lived in two places at once, whereas most of the rest of us live in one world, 
and are always ‘going’ to another.381 

 
As will be seen in a later chapter, where Eddy’s letters to Quimby are reproduced, Eddy never 
used the term “absent healing” or “absent treatment” in any of her letters to Quimby. The above 
references are in some cases simply the imposition of a later term by the respective authors 
backward in time in order to suggest, if not outright state (as in the case of Dakin), that Quimby 
was the originator of the terminology or even the modern concept of treating from a distance. (It 
is not clear whether Ervin Seale maintained that Quimby was the modern discoverer of “absent 
healing” or whether instead he simply discovered for himself how to do what others before had 
done.) 
 
In light of the above, it is reasonable, however, to ask whether Eddy’s understanding of the 
concept in her day (as opposed to the New Testament) came from Quimby.  
 
Eddy has been accused, of course, of using concepts and words of Quimby as her own, and there 
are indeed times when Quimby wrote specific words that are found used later by Eddy, but 
making a strong case for tying the two together can be difficult for we do not know for the most 
part which articles Eddy saw. Here is an example of a Quimby’s phrase, in an article reminiscent 
of a later Eddy usage: 
 

. . . I was attending a patient who was very sick. (P.R.H. Mrs. B & E.) All these had a 
desire to see me & their desire was their prayer, & their prayer affected my wisdom or 
God that I, P.P.Q., believed in: their wisdom or God was in trouble & in their trouble, 
they called on this wisdom, but their senses or natural man knew not what they called on, 
for the religious man is a stranger to this wisdom.382 

 
“. . . their desire was their prayer” is reminiscent of Eddy later statement in Science and Health, 
“Desire is prayer; . . .” However, the article from which that appears was dated later than the 
articles that were said to have been loaned to Eddy by Julius Dresser. 
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Another example is the word “wisdom” as an entity or power of its own, which Quimby used 
extensively, as did Eddy, mostly for the first ten or so years after Quimby’s death. While 
Quimby was likely Eddy’s immediate source for that word, such a well-known Biblical passage 
as this makes it clear that Quimby’s original use of the term might possibly have had a Biblical 
connection, one that Eddy would have been quite comfortable with (KJV, Proverbs 8: 1-5, 
emphasis added): 
 

1 Doth not wisdom cry? and understanding put forth her voice?  
2 She standeth in the top of high places, by the way in the places of the paths.  
3 She crieth at the gates, at the entry of the city, at the coming in at the doors.  
4 Unto you, O men, I call ; and my voice is to the sons of man.  
5 O ye simple, understand wisdom: and, ye fools, be ye of an understanding heart. 

 
Returning to Quimby’s article, he tells of an interesting case where he helped a woman who 
wanted to commit suicide. He related her mental illness to the fluids of the system, and how 
changing those fluids returned her to her right state of mind. He then discusses his theory of how 
the mind can exist outside of the body on its own and be dealt with as a separate entity, and as 
we see below in one case he spent hours of hard labor in order to coax one errant mind back into 
its body (emphasis added): 
 

My method of examining persons is by telling them how they feel, instead of their telling 
me how they feel. I took the lady by the hand and sat for a few moments in silence. It 
seemed to me that I could see that lady with a rope in her hand going towards the woods 
apparently with the intention of committing suicide. I took the gentleman aside, and 
inquired if the lady was his wife. He said she was. I told him that he had better not leave 
her alone or she would be likely to commit suicide. He informed me that she had, that 
morning, attempted to hang herself before he left home. After giving my attention to the 
lady for a short time, I informed her that I was aware of her attempt to commit suicide. 
She burst into tears, and seemed to suffer very much, in mind. I then informed her what 
was the cause of this state of mind, and changed her mind by changing the fluids of 
her system. The lady returned home and has had no such trouble since. 
 
I have changed the fluids in persons who have had fever sores almost instantly, so 
that they stopped discharging within twenty-four hours and never troubled them 
more. I cannot produce this effect on every person, but I can on a great many. . . . 
 
This is the state of the mind in disease. The mind is driven from the body and dares 
not return to it. The body seems to be a compleat rendezvous for evil spirits. This is the 
case with the mind of persons in a typhoid fever. Other states of mind are the result of 
other troubles. The mind of persons in a diseased state vary as much as minds in a healthy 
state: and to control the mind of a person diseased requir[e]s a great deal of patience on 
the part of the operator. I have labored harder to control the mind of a person in a 
diseased state than I ever did in performing any manual labor, in my whole life. I have 
spent hours of hard labor in mentally persuading the mind of a person to return to 
its body. This may seem strange to some, but it is true. 
 
I went to see a person who was sick. His mind was so disturbed by the derangement of 
the fluids of his system that he really believed he was in a lake of fire and brimstone. 
In his mind he had created the lake and fire and they were as plainly seen by himself and 
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me as any fire. I shall never forget the looks of the place. When his wife told him I had 
come to see him, he said, "What do you suppose you can do for me? You can't get me out 
of this place." I told him I would put out the fire and bring him out of the place. I then 
commenced the work of changing his mind. To do this it was necessary to give all my 
attention to the subject. The manner of correcting the fluids, was, to bring my mind 
into the same state, as near as I dared to, so as to sympathise with him, thus 
producing harmony. I then change my mind, and mentally talking to the man, led him 
back till I feel that he is safe, like the stranger and the lady alluded to above. At this time 
I was very much excited, as much so as if I had really restored a person from such a 
place; for I had sat by him from four o'clock P.M. until twelve. . . . 
 
There are two ways of communicating knowledge to the outward man and both are 
spiritual. First, our own spirits communicate knowledge to the outward man, of which we 
know nothing through the ordinary way. 

 
We see above Quimby’s determined effort to change the “fluids” of the patient. Review again 
from above this line by Quimby: 
 

The manner of correcting the fluids, was, to bring my mind into the same state, as 
near as I dared to, so as to sympathise with him, thus producing harmony. I then 
change my mind, and mentally talking to the man, led him back till I feel that he is safe, . . 
. 

 
Compare that excerpt to this very different interpretation by Dresser in QMSS of Quimby’s 
healing methodology: 
 

But by discovering that there is an inner or higher mind, Quimby learned that spirit could 
talk with spirit. Such conversation did not involve the transfer of personal thought or 
emotion, but what we who believe in spiritual healing now call “realization,” that is, the 
vivid picturing of the Divine ideal of man in perfect health and freedom. This spiritual 
process tended to arouse the same activity or spirit within the patient. It was not the 
influence of mind on mind, but the operation of spiritual power or Wisdom; . . .383 

 
I have found no evidence to support Dresser’s determination that Quimby healed through divine 
realization, which is closer to (but not the same as) Eddy’s metaphysical concepts. 
 
A critical point in Quimby’s theory was this dualism that distinguished between the material 
natural man and a spiritual man. Quimby believed a vital component of his healing methodology 
was to have his own “spiritual man” communicate with the patient’s spiritual man, both of which 
were invisible to the human eye and were separate from the natural, material man. 

 
I have spoken of the mind leaving the body; when it has a body or form as plain to be 
seen by a person who has the power of communicating with the mind, as the natural body 
is. This is the spirit which is always prompting man to do right, and is always ready to 
communicate knowledge to his fellow man. This knowledge may be called truth, which is 
obtained by the spirit through the decomposition of the body of which I have before 
spoken. 
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The natural man is content to live like the beasts, but the spiritual man is always seeking 
after knowledge. These powers or laws are in the body together, like the wheat and tares, 
spoken of by Christ and cannot be separated entirely while in the body, but can be as 
easily distinguished as the wheat and tares. 
 
The mode of communicating is this. When the body is disturbed by any injury done to it, 
or by any other cause, the trouble commences and the spiritual man, is disturbed by the 
body, which he leaves, and goes to other spirits and communicates the fact to them, and 
they communicate the fact to their natural man, or body, who thus comes into possession 
of a fact which he was ignorant of before. Thus, for instance, you have a friend at a 
distance who is sick. His spirit, in trouble for the outward man, leaves the body and 
communicates the fact to your spirit, who again informs you of the fact: this 
disturbs the outward man and you relate it to your friends through the bodily 
organs. This is called by some, foreknowledge and by others, knowledge from the 
spirit world. . . . 
 
I was attending a lady who was sick. Having been with her all day, the effect of my 
mind sympathising with her had so changed the fluids of my system that I was 
almost exhausted and I went home to bed.  About four o'clock the next morning, I 
sprang out of bed, and said to my wife, “Mrs. B. wants me to come and see her 
immediately.” Dressing myself hastily I hurried out of the house and met Mr. B. coming 
after me. Thus, you see, my own spirit communicated to me knowledge I was not 
aware of before. Mrs. B's spirit communicated with my spirit, who informed me 
(that is, the outward man) of her wish that I should come to her immediately. . . .384 

 
A common statement by some later writers and pundits, often with some level of condescension, 
is that Quimby and Eddy unwittingly paved the way for the later sciences of psychiatry and 
psychology. Often such a statement put forth the view that the unlearned and untrained theories 
of Quimby and Eddy, while backwoods and rather embarrassingly wrong, moved researchers 
toward the “real” sciences above—an academic scientific world where possibility of a power 
outside of the traditional material realm is almost universally rejected. Nonetheless, it has proven 
tempting to some followers of Quimby and Eddy to attempt to align their respective views with 
later scientific theories and discoveries. In the case of Eddy’s followers, it usually meant an 
attempt to align her later metaphysical views with the advanced scientific theories of Albert 
Einstein and the theories and bold speculations found today in quantum physics.385 In the case of 
Quimby’s followers, it usually meant the effort to see him as a precursor to the theories of 
Sigmund Freud and the whole fields of psychiatry and psychology in general.386 It is at least 
surprising then that the followers of Quimby would promote this, since the dualism in Quimby’s 
theory—seen above in the “natural man” versus the “spiritual man,” which acts as a spirit that  
“leaves the body and communicates the fact to your spirit”—is completely removed from the 
Freudian conscious|subconscious paradigm. In fact, to remove from Quimby’s theories his levels 
of consciousness that can exist outside of the body, in order to pattern it after latter-day 
psychology, is to rip the heart and soul out of his life-work, leaving only a desiccated and 
sanitized remnant of theories on mental conditions. Here is how one of Quimby’s most ardent 
and notable followers, Ervin Seale, described Quimby’s theory and the later field of psychiatry. 
In his Preface to the 1961 reprint of Dresser’s QMSS, after recalling that he told the 
granddaughter of Quimby that “P. P. Quimby made discoveries which have not yet been 
dreamed of by modern psychiatry,” he added a couple of pages later: 
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Fifty to sixty years later Sigmund Freud was to discover that human beings think and act 
out of subconscious compulsion over which they have no control. Impressions and fears 
and unsolved problems are repressed into the subconscious where, having an emotional 
charge and therefore a life of their own, they begin to dictate the actions of the individual. 
Freud was an educated and trained physician who had put away hypnosis as affording not 
much help in developing a science of healing the mind. Quimby discovered that man has 
two levels of mind or consciousness and that his thoughts are active in the upper level but 
his beliefs are active in the lower level and that these beliefs have a life and an authority 
of their own. So he said, “Man is made up of truth and belief.” Whichever one is active at 
a given moment determines the conduct and the experience and the misery or happiness 
of the person. Quimby discovered the subconscious mind and its action, though he did 
not name it such.387 

 
Freud’s theory of the subconscious mind necessarily encapsulated in matter is light years from 
Quimby’s earlier comment, “This is the state of the mind in disease. The mind is driven from the 
body and dares not return to it. . . .  I have spent hours of hard labor in mentally persuading the 
mind of a person to return to its body. This may seem strange to some, but it is true.”388 
 
Having said the above, it is clear that Quimby believed the thoughts of his patients affected them, 
such as religious or other firm beliefs, and to heal them he needed to change their thoughts. That 
is how he explained his method in his circular. It might be possible to say that Quimby was a 
precursor to the later determination of a subconscious mind, if one does not limit that mind to 
remaining always within the brain but rather expands it to the Quimby view of a mind that leaves 
its body. 

_____________________________ 
 
Returning to Quimby’s article, while he was emphatic that his healing theory had nothing to do 
with spiritualism (and thereby such healers as J. R. Newton), and he wrote at length about how 
alleged spiritualistic phenomena can be explained as mesmeric phenomena, the following 
account by him is especially interesting: 

 
I will give another case. I was listening to a lady and gentleman who were conversing 
upon spiritual questions. In a short time I saw, standing by her side, the spirit of a young 
lady. (I cannot see these spirits except when my eyes are closed.) I said to the lady, “I 
see you have an attendant spirit, as it is called.” She started rather suddenly and asked 
what kind of spirit. I told her it was a young lady. She wished me to describe her. I did so, 
telling her complexion, size, color of her hair and eyes and also asked of the spirit her 
age, which I told. The lady then wished me to ask the spirit if she was married while on 
this earth. I did so, and received an answer that she was not, but that she had been 
engaged to a gentleman who was a physician, but she went to the spirit world before they 
were married. I asked the spirit if the gentleman was an American, and was informed that 
he was an Englishman. After talking with the spirit some time longer, I asked the lady if 
what I had told was correct; she said it was, perfectly. 
 
These kinds of experiments I have been trying for the last eight or nine years and call 
them thought[-]reading. I could give a great many cases similar to the above. 
 
I have no doubt of an identity after death, but among all the demonstrations that purport 
to come from departed friends who have left the body, I have not heard any stronger 
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proof than I have had myself. I have had some experiments which I cannot as yet explain 
upon the principle of the above. . . . 

 
Alluded to above as “absent treatment,” it was common by this time in mesmeric practice, as 
well as the practice of healing mediums, to attempt to heal at a distance; this was accepted as 
being within the normal parameters of such healing work, again with Jesus’ healing of the 
centurion’s child given as its archetype. Often in Quimby’s letters he would indicate that he 
wanted to see the patient in person first, but he would experiment with projecting his presence to 
his patients, usually at a prescribed time. 

 
I will now give one or two cases to show that my mind or spirit can go to a distant place 
and there produce an effect on a person without their knowledge. I was requested to try 
the experiment of putting a lady to sleep without her knowledge. She was about sixty 
years of age, nervous temperament and resided over two miles from my house. 
 
About eight o'clock in the evening, I lay down on the sofa and commenced opperations. 
In a short time it seemed to me that she had gone to sleep and I told my wife so. I could 
not keep my mind off the lady and laid still for some time, when my wife said to me, "If 
you have put Mrs. M. to sleep, it is time for you to wake her up." I seemed to try to do so, 
but it appeared to me that she did not want to wake up and as she wished it, I concluded 
to let her sleep all night. 
 
On making inquiries the next day, I ascertained that at the time I commenced putting her 
to sleep, she was sitting by the fire knitting. All at once she said, “Mr Quimby is 
mesmerising me,” and she rose to go to her bed but was so near asleep that her son and 
daughter had to lift her onto the bed where she slept quietly until breakfast time, the next 
morning. At their usual bed time, the family tried to wake her for the purpose of 
removing her clothes, but could not do so. At another time, her son-in-law, who was not 
present at the first experiment, wished me to try it again and I did so with equal success. I 
have tried experiments similar to the above a great many times, and with nearly the same 
success.389 
 

Some of Quimby’s references to clairvoyance and what might be called in a later era “astral 
projection” seem confused and inconsistent. For example, in the answer to the fifth question in 
his “Questions and Answers,” from early 1862, he wrote: 
 

Man condenses his Identity, just according to his belief. this all men do, some more than 
others. I cannot tell how much I can condense my identity to the sick, but I know I can 
touch them so they can feel the sensation. To me I really see myself but I cannot tell 
about them. I will try to prove the answer to you. When you read this I will show you 
myself & also the number of persons in the room where I am writing this. Let me know 
the impression you may have of the number. This is the Christ that Jesus spoke of. How 
much of the Christ I can make known to you, I wait your answer to learn. 

 
How was the reader of the “Questions and Answers” document to see Quimby and the others in 
his room at some later date? Quimby knows he can make someone feel his absent “touch” but he 
is not sure how much he can condense his identity so that the sick can see him, but he says all 
men condense their identity, some more than others. Such confused answers may explain in part 
Dresser’s comment about the “Questions and Answers” document, “For better or worse, that 
manuscript is Quimby's.”390 
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QUIMBY AND THE CONFIDENCE OF THE PATIENT 
 

Robert Peel outlined Herman Melville’s 1857 work, The Confidence-Man, which by that early 
date was illustrating the knowledge of the power of a person’s faith and confidence: 
 

The classic picture of all this activity at its lower extremes is to be found in Melville's 
The Confidence-Man, with its subtle array of “the most extraordinary metaphysical 
scamps.” The confidence man, in various guises, argues that confidence, or faith, is all. A 
sick philosopher, says this rogue, is incurable because he has no confidence: “Because 
either he spurns his powder, or, if he take it, it proves a blank cartridge, though the same 
given to a rustic in like extremity, would act like a charm. I am no materialist; but the 
mind so acts upon the body, that if the one have no confidence, neither has the other.”391 
 

Melville was using a play on words, since the confidence man could be a con man or or one who 
helped others who had confidence in him; for some of the 19th century backwoods healers and 
pushers of nostrums, the two probably went hand in hand. Thus at least by the 1850s, it was 
recognized that confidence or faith on their own could lead to healing results. The mental healing 
world has always to some extent valued the faith and confidence of the patient, even if there have 
been debates on whether either one was absolutely requisite for healing.392 Quimby on several 
occasions in his letters outlined the imporance of confidence in him. Part of the confidence came 
from a patient being willing to take the time to actually learn and understand Quimby’s theory. 
See for example this especially interesting comment in a letter to a Mrs. Wingate, May 3, 1861 
(emphasis added in bold): 

 
When I first called on the lady, she was very feeble and unable to walk, had been 
attended by the very best physicians & believed in all the opinions of disease. Now to 
have all her wisdom upset by me was more than she could stand & had it not been that I 
was a stranger & she dared not set up an opinion in opposition to me, I could not have 
cured her, but her strong desire to get well made her listen & keep still till she began to 
take an interest in my theory. If it had been my daughter, Augusta, I could not have 
cured her, from the fact that she could not have had the confidence in me that she 
would have had in a stranger.393 All of this she knew, & when I told her that your 
mother and myself were brought up together, & that she knew me as a jeweller till I 
commenced this business, she could see that your mother's confidence in the medical 
opinions must be complete, & to have it all upset by [“me” apparently crossed out 
here] one for whose medical knowledge she had no respect, although she might 
respect me as a man, would render it a hard case to cure. Alike All the above is in 
answer to your misunderstanding her letter.394 
 

Quimby also let it be known that he did not want to waste time on those who did not have 
confidence in him, as he outlined in the letter to Mr. Cleanes cited earlier: 
 

If you see fit to show this to any person I will say that I answer no letter without the 
person first shows his confidence in me, then if I deceive him, he is at liberty to expose 
me.  

 
To a Mr. Capen, Quimby wrote on September 12, 1861: 
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Your letter was received, & in it you say your wife was affected somewhat as I said she 
would be & now you ask me if I think she should come to Portland, that I could help her 
knees. Now Sir, my cures depend a great deal on the confidence of my patients & if they 
think I have a power, then of course I do not know any more about it than they do. 395 
 

Note how Quimby explained this in his own handwriting in his letter in 1856 already cited: 
 

The Cure of your Limb depends on your faith, your faith is what you ressive from me, 
and what you recieve is what you under stand. Now if you under stand that the Mind is 
the Name of [word crossed out] the flewids of whitch your body is Composed and and 
your thoughts represent the Change of the Flewid or Mind, you will then be in a state to 
act understandingly. 
 

QUIMBY AND SWEDENBORG 
 
As an example of the way that some later commentators have presumed Zeitgeist influences on 
Quimby and Eddy, see this from Barbara Ehrenreich in her book, Bright-Sided: 
 

It was the meeting of Eddy and Quimby in the 1860’s that launched the cultural 
phenomenon we now recognize as positive thinking. 
 
As an intellectual tendency, this new, post-Calvinist way of thinking was called, 
generically enough, ‘New Thought’ or the ‘New Thought Movement.’ It drew on many 
sources—the transcendentalism of Emerson, European mystical currents like 
Swedenborgianism, even a dash of Hinduism—and it seemed almost designed as a 
rebuke to the Calvinism many of its adherents had been terrified by as a child.396 

 
While Ehrenreich’s comments might have some accuracy with regard to some later New Thought 
writers (including the later writings of Warren F. Evans), the evidence for those influences on 
Quimby and Eddy is virtually nonexistent, with the possible exception of whether Quimby was 
influenced to any significant degree by the writings and theories of Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-
1772).397 
 
Quimby on occasion wrote in a way suggestive of an influence by Swedenborg, such as this 
passage from an article “Where do I differ &c”: 
 

Nothing can take a form in the spiritual material world without its correspondent idea 
which is its cause in the spiritual world; so no disease can show itself in the body without 
the idea be first developed in the mind. This is because intelligence is outside of 
matter. If disease is independent of the mind there is power in matter & if so there must 
be two antagonistic powers in the spiritual world—spiritual I say for power itself cannot 
be material, the power that moves any thing cannot be seen or Touched but must be 
independent of matter, which proves the point that power is independent of matter.398 

 
Recall as well what Quimby wrote to the press in 1845 regarding the deacon who wished to have 
a mesmerist find his stolen money: 
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Not that I believe this principle is incorrect, but on the contrary, I have no doubt if the 
Deacon himself could by any process pass into the excited state or Mesmeric state, and 
being under the impression of finding his lost treasure, he would be able to see it and also 
discover its mysterious disappearance. Apolonias [i.e., Appolonius of Tyana], Swedenborg 
and others were capable of inducing this state upon themselves and revealing the past, the 
present and the future. 

 
George Quimby on June 20, 1907, wrote a letter to John Whitehead in which he said, “Father 
was at one time quite interested in Swedenborg’s ideas.”399 Horatio Dresser wrote in his Hand 
Book of the New Thought (1917): “Mr. Quimby had some acquaintance with Swedenborg’s 
views, gained through conversation with a New Churchman in Portland, and his ideas are closely 
in line with Swedenborg’s teachings concerning the divine wisdom, the spiritual world, and the 
life after death.”400 
 
Quimby in time would meet with a former Methodist minister, turned Swedenborgian, Warren F. 
Evans, who would develop his own public mental healing practice after Quimby’s death, and 
Evans would provide a Swedenborgian flavor to the mental healing works of the 1870s and 
1880s. In an unpublished manuscript now at the National Library of Medicine in Bethesda, 
Maryland, ca. 1883, Evans wrote: 
 

In the spiritual philosophy of Swedenborg, he lays it down as a fundamental principle, 
that “All diseases appertaining to man have correspondence with the spiritual world, for 
whatever in the whole of nature has not correspondence with the spiritual world has no 
existence, having no cause from which it can exist.” (Arcana Colestia [sic] 5711.) The 
cure of disease involves in it the breaking of this connection. To do this is to cut off the 
spiritual supply of the disease, and deprive it of all that can perpetuate it. The stream must 
of necessity cease when the fountain is dried up; in other words, an effect ceases when its 
cause no longer operates. A true medical science searches beyond the region of the 
visible effects for the unseen causes and influences that generate the diseases of the 
body.401 

 
While any Quimby links to Swedenborg are rather tenuous, it is at least noteworthy that in time 
Horatio Dresser would become for a relatively short period a Swedenborgian minister,402 and 
Annetta Dresser, his mother, would deliver an address in 1914 to the Metaphysical Club of 
Boston, which address she subsequently privately printed in a pamphlet entitled The Future of 
The New Thought. In her address she stated that Quimby’s “method was to me a good working 
theory for many years, but it was not until some years after my husband’s death [in 1893] that I 
felt that I understood the reason the [Quimby] theory worked. The light came to me in the 
writings of Emanuel Swedenborg. Here I found the science I had been seeking. In his book [i.e., 
Swedenborg’s book, translated into English in 1887], ‘The Soul; or Rational Psychology,’ I 
learned what Mr. Quimby meant by spiritual matter and mind as something substantial. . . . Can 
you not imagine how glorious it seemed to me to find this storehouse of knowledge? The very 
secrets which explain the mysteries of healing and the workings of the human mind? Can you not 
imagine what a revelation it has been to have at length gained the scientific foundation for all 
this metaphysical speculation—to find such a marvelous—such a complete structure as is herein 
contained?” 403 
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Annetta Dresser said that she had written to George Quimby “last October,” asking if his father 
knew of Swedenborg’s writings and he responded that “his father had read some of them before 
Mr. Dresser and I had known him” [i.e., before 1860].404 
 
In the BU collection is an article not in Collie-Seale but in Hughes, entitled “What is the 
difference between Dr Quimby[’]s belief, or religion, and that of any other persons who have 
established religious societies? Swedenborg, Mahomet, Theodore Parker.”405 This article is in the 
third person and I believe was likely written by Emma Ware (it is in her handwriting) or 
someone else (Hughes, however, believes Quimby is the author). The article does not again 
mention Swedenborg beyond the title, but the author starts the article by answering the question 
this way: “A great deal: Dr Quimby takes no credit to himself for curing disease, nor does he lay 
down any rules of conduct, neither does he fire up any belief for mankind. He has no rewards or 
punishments of his or any other man[’]s manufacture. He says that health can be reduced to a 
certainty, thats it is dependent on a knowledge of ourselves of the influences which form the 
various experiences of our every day life. He makes man responsible to himself alone & the 
author of his happiness or misery. Instead of teaching man to believe this, or that, to insure his 
happiness—he could teach man to look for the cause of trouble in some intelligence, not in dead 
matter. He says that man is acted upon by two forces, truth & error and the fruits show their 
which author, if the fruits are wrong, then the cause must be wrong, and with that man must 
deal.”  
 
William J. Leonard, who wrote a biographical sketch of Warren F. Evans, wrote in Practical 
Ideals, November, 1905: 
 

[Leonard asked Horatio Dresser on these issues:] The impression I got from my father 
was that Dr. Evans’ Swedenborgian belief and philosophical knowledge admirably fitted 
him to understand Dr. Quimby’s theories and methods.  

 
It is possible at least that the Quimby phrase “spiritual man” came from Quimby’s contact with 
the writings of Swedenborg.406 
 
In reviewing this topic, it is necessary to mention what I consider the extreme overstatement 
made by Martin Larson in New Thought or a Modern Religious Approach: The Philosophy of 
Health, Happiness and Prosperity, regarding the influence of Swedenborg on Quimby and Eddy: 
 

Who could have believed that an intense and creative but unlearned New Englander by 
the name of Quimby would fall under the influence of Swedenborg and so be weaned 
from his mesmerism into a totally new philosophy, which gave birth to a revolutionary 
religious cult? Who could have foreseen that the Swedenborgian Warren Felt Evans 
would become the first to proclaim New Thought as a systematized religion, or that 
Julius and Horatio Dresser, also disciples of Quimby, would continue that work? And 
who could have thought it possible that fifteen years after leaving Quimby, Mary Baker 
Eddy would herself become an ardent student of Swedenborg and thereafter permeate her 
works with her own reinterpretation of his idealogy?407 

 
Larson appears to have credited Swedenborg with far too great an influence on Christian 
theology and thought, and thereby made almost anyone with alternative theological thoughts 
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Swedenborg’s immediate disciple. In fact, I believe any connection of Quimby and Eddy to 
Swedenborg was only peripheral and certainly not decisive (which differs of course from Evans 
and, in later years, Annetta and Horatio Dresser). There is certainly no record of Eddy studying 
Swedenborg at any time, and Quimby connections, as seen above, appear tangential but not non-
existent.408  
 
Before leaving this subject, it it worth noting that Swedenborgian scholar, John S. Haller, Jr., 
claimed to have no problem seeing Swedenborg’s influence on Quimby: 
 

What was largely unspoken in Quimby’s life and work was the origin of his ideas. Some 
were arguably borrowed from the writings of Emanuel Swedenborg, but this was neither 
disclosed nor admitted by Quimby, as was the case with other contemporary healers 
whose writings showed similar ancestry. . . . Despite Quimby’s claims to the contrary, it 
is relatively easy to see the influence of Plato and Swedenborg. . . . Clearly he was not 
alone among the nation’s mental healers to have borrowed from (or, in other cases, even 
plagiarized) Swedenborg’s works as he sought to understand the spiritual world.409 
 

QUIMBY AND ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS 
 
In the 1960s, historians Robert Peel and J. Stillson Judah both put forth the possible connection 
between the theories of the seer Andrew Jackson Davis410 and Quimby.411 For example, Judah 
wrote in The History and Philosophy of the Metaphysical Movements in America: “[Andrew 
Jackson] Davis also taught that the harmonial use of the laws could be the means of gaining 
one’s aspirations. . . . This view, published by Davis in 1856, contains the seminal philosophy of 
Quimby, who, unlike Davis, developed it into the mental science of healing. That Davis 
influenced Quimby or at least reinforced his views seems evident. Davis had already published 
several books before Quimby’s earliest manuscripts were written; and even if Quimby never read 
Davis’ works, his manuscripts reveal his acquaintance with Spiritualism, which depended on 
Davis for its philosophy.”412 
 

 
 

Andrew Jackson Davis carte de visite 
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Later in the same book, Judah wrote, (evidently unaware that Robert Peel had previously 
published his view about a possible connection between the theories of Davis and Quimby):  
 

Since no one has suggested that Quimby’s philosophy and consequently that of the 
healing sects may owe a debt to the philosopher of Spiritualism [i.e., Davis], a brief 
comparison seems in order. 
 
According to Davis, all illnesses are modes of discord in man’s spiritual force or 
principle, which he identified with soul, Spirit and higher mind. This spiritual disturbance 
causes a corresponding material imbalance to appear as disease, which may be cured by 
the mind. . . . 
 
A concentrated study of Davis and Quimby will reveal apparent contradictions, but these 
are often resolved when one views their philosophies as a whole. [Despite this statement, 
Judah does point out many points where the two differed.]413 

 
Peel pointed out intriguing similarities between the voluminous writings of Davis, 414 starting in 
1847, and the views of Quimby. Nonetheless, I remain unconvinced that there was any 
significant connection between the two. Quimby never mentioned Davis, and while the 
possibility of an influence is always there, I have seen no direct evidence of it.415 
 
 

QUIMBY AND THE TERMS “CHEMICAL” AND “CHEMICALIZATION” 
 

One of the most unusual words in the lexicon of Christian Science is “chemicalization,” which 
generally means a change in thought and belief that is objectified psychologically or physically. 
The term “chemical” was an alternative term that was used it the same way. These words were 
most commonly used by Eddy in her early years in Christian Science; she believed this stirring 
of the patient’s thought could lead to a change in symptoms that would result in eventual healing. 
The term was expanded to represent any unusual resistance that the early Scientists faced. See 
for example the following letter that Eddy wrote to a student, Abbie Whiting, on January 17, 
1881, regarding the next proposed date for the meeting of her students, which group was called 
the Christian Scientist Association (C.S.A.): 

 
There seems to be a peculiar chemical going on in minds now. We can scarcely have a 
plan that is not changed. The C.S.A. that met here last Wed. week agreed to meet (after 
voting on it) at an absent student[']s [home] out of this city because her family cares 
prevented her leaving home at that time. So it will be here not until three weeks from 
today.416 

 
Despite this tie to Christian Science and Eddy, here is what Lyman Powell wrote in his book,  
Christian Science: The Faith and its Founder: 
 

“Chemicalisation” is a coin strange enough to come from Mrs. Eddy’s mint. But George 
A. Quimby incidentally remarked, July 16 [1907], to the writer that his father was 
constantly speaking of the “chemical change” which his ideas produced in patients. “He 
never sat down by a patient,” said his son, “but he used this phrase. Never!” The writer 
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has also found the phrase “chemical change” in the Quimby MSS. dated March, April, 
and October, 1860,—two years before Mrs. Eddy’s first visit to Quimby.417 

 
The Quimby papers do not record a use of the term “chemicalization” (or alternate spelling 
“chemicalisation”), but the phrases “chemical change” or “chemical action” are fairly common. 
However, based on available reminiscences, testimonials, and other historical materials, George 
Quimby’s comment that his father “never” sat with a patient without using that phrase seems 
hyperbolic. 
 
Here again are three sample Quimby texts cited elsewhere that reference a “chemical” change 
(emphasis added): 
 

The Devil is all matter, all error all [word cross out], hypocrisy & every evil that man is 
capable of inventing. His intelligence is only opinions and his life is in his superstition & 
ignorance, his death is in the wisdom of God or Science. In fact the Devil is a chemical 
change that every son of God must pass through. 

- - - - - 
The ignorance of the priest puts his cure in his imaginary God, the patient puts his faith in 
his God, their faiths mingles into a sort of chemical change & the patient is restored. 

- - - - - 
When I speak of discords in man, I mean disease. These disorders are the results of a 
chemical change in the fluids of the system, brought about by the action of the mind. 
These discords are sometimes brought about instantly and may be corrected as suddenly. 
It may be necessary to give some proof that the fluids are changed suddenly. 

 
Many years later, in an undated letter that Julius Dresser wrote to George Quimby early in 1883, 
he wrote of his healing work at that time: 
 

I have a case of rheumatism of the hardest form, & 20 years standing, a wealthy lady, 
who is now in a “chemical change” and is progressing towards health. 

 
ARE CLAIRVOYANCE AND SO-CALLED  
SPIRITUALISTIC PHENOMENA REAL?  

 
While it is outside the scope of this book to attempt to answer this question, it nonetheless is a 
critical question to ask when exploring the history of non-medical healing in the second half of 
the nineteenth century. We may start by examining what Quimby and Eddy thought.  
 
Quimby asked and answered this question in 1861, “What is a Clairvoyant Person?” (emphasis 
added): 
 

It is a being conscious of his own existence as a living, thinking, seeing, intelligent 
creature. All this is not seen by the natural man. Then what is the natural man? He is 
the shadow of the clairvoyant; neither is conscious of the existence of both at the 
same time. Why do you speak of two when one is only a shadow? The clairvoyant is like 
a man who is just where he thinks he is; the natural man is governed by a belief. Reason 
does not enter into the combination of the clairvoyant, for if he reasons he is not 
clairvoyant. Where is my consciousness? I am conscious of my senses in both states at 
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the same time. I see the substance & shadow at the same time and change the 
former. I do not see my own shadow, but I see myself as I really am to myself & 
knowing that I am not as I ought to be, I change that Knowledge by comparing myself 
to health till I feel it. Health is the standard by which we judge ourselves & just as a man 
deviates from this standard, he is in the dark & makes shadows,—these shadows are the 
feelings of the sick man & are called disease.418 

Quimby here clearly explains his view of two levels of consciousness, and while the “natural 
man” differs from the clairvoyant, neither one is conscious of both at the same time. However, 
Quimby is conscious of both at the same time. 
 
Quimby clearly promoted clairvoyance as real, from his early days with Burkmar, to his last days 
on his own, where he said he intuitively read the mind of patients, even at a distance. While 
Quimby did not believe in spiritualism419 itself, he did not discount all of the mysterious 
phenomena associated with it, but rather he ascribed it to a theory of mental causation that was 
unconnected with the Afterlife. 
 
Eddy did not base Christian Science in any way on clairvoyance, and one of the chapters in her 
book Science and Health is titled “Christian Science versus Spiritualism.” Nonetheless she too 
did not discount all of the phenomena associated with Spiritualism and related psychic activities. 
See for example the following excerpts from her above-mentioned chapter in its final edition: 
 

Mortal existence is an enigma. Every day is a mystery. The testimony of the corporeal 
senses cannot inform us what is real and what is delusive, but the revelations of Christian 
Science unlock the treasures of Truth. . . .  
 
When the Science of Mind is understood, spiritualism will be found mainly erroneous, 
having no scientific basis nor origin, no proof nor power outside of human testimony. . . .  
 
I never could believe in spiritualism. . . . 
 
No correspondence nor communion can exist between persons in such opposite dreams as 
the belief of having died and left a material body and the belief of still living in an 
organic, material body. . . .  
 
There is one possible moment, when those living on the earth and those called dead, can 
commune together, and that is the moment previous to the transition,—the moment when 
the link between their opposite beliefs is being sundered.  In the vestibule through which 
we pass from one dream to another dream, or when we awake from earth’s sleep to the 
grand verities of Life, the departing may hear the glad welcome of those who have gone 
before. The ones departing may whisper this vision, name the face that smiles on them, 
and the hand that beckons them, as one at Niagara, with eyes open only to the wonder, 
forgets all else and breathes aloud his rapture. . . . 
 
When sufficiently advanced in Science to be in harmony with the truth of being, men 
become seers and prophets involuntarily. . . . 
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If this Science has been thoroughly learned and properly digested, we can know the truth 
more accurately than the astronomer can read the stars or calculate an eclipse. This Mind-
reading is the opposite of clairvoyance. . . .  
 
It is recorded that Jesus, as he once journeyed with his students, ‘knew their thoughts,’—
read them scientifically. In like manner he discerned disease and healed the sick. After 
the same method, events of great moment were foretold by the Hebrew prophets. . . . 
 
Haunted houses, ghostly voices, unusual noises, and apparitions brought out in dark 
seances either involve feats by tricksters, or they are images and sounds evolved 
involuntarily by mortal mind. . . .  
 
Mortal mind sees with it believes as certainly as it believes what it sees. It feels, hears, 
and sees its own thoughts. Pictures are mentally formed before the artist can convey them 
on canvas. So is it with all material conceptions. Mind-readers perceive these pictures of 
thought. They copy or reproduce them, even when they are lost to the memory of the 
mind in which they are discoverable. 
 
It is needless for the thought of the person holding the transferred picture to be 
individually and consciously present. Though individuals have passed away, their mental 
environment remains to be discerned, described, and transmitted. Though bodies are 
leagues apart and their associations forgotten, their associations float in the general 
atmosphere of human mind. . . .  
 
Science enables one to read the human mind, but not as a clairvoyant. It enables one to 
heal through Mind, but not as a mesmerist. . . . 
 
Do not think that any mental concept is gone because you do not think of it. The true 
concept is never lost. The strong impressions produced on mortal mind by friendship or 
by any intense feeling are lasting, and mind-readers can perceive and reproduce these 
impressions. . . .420 

 
Based on the above, it is clear that Eddy did not ascribe to spiritualism, and she related its 
phenomena to either trickery or the power of the human or “mortal” mind to trick itself—or even 
to in some cases to be able to discern the mental “environment” left behind by the deceased. As 
such, mind reading to Eddy is a possibility, but it is as a result of spiritual growth through 
understanding and aligning with Mind (an Eddy synonym for God), not through clairvoyance, 
which she associated with mesmerism. The chapter began with the arresting statement that 
“Mortal existence is an enigma,” and that statement I believe derives in part from her 
experiences with such phenomena. 
 
If we focus on the question of whether it is possible to be clairvoyant, to be able to mentally see 
what is happening at a distant location completely outside of use of the five physical senses, we 
get conflicting opinions. Clearly in the mid-nineteenth century, when experimenters such as 
Quimby were performing feats for the public, many observers became convinced, but there were 
always skeptics who claimed collusion or other trickery. 
 
One of the more interesting early proponents, turned skeptic, was J. Stanley Grimes, who as a 
public experimenter in mesmerism and phrenology, at the same time that Quimby was beginning 
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to tour with Lucius Burkmar, gave a presentation witnessed by a then young man, Andrew 
Jackson Davis, mentioned above, who became one of the most important Spiritualists and seers 
in the nineteenth century. Some forty years later, Grimes wrote a book entitled The Mysteries of 
the Head and Heart Explained, which continued to promote his passion of phrenology while at 
the same time giving his candid thoughts on spiritualism and psychic phenomena in general. On 
clairvoyance he wrote: 
 

The other theory of mind reading, is that it is a species of sympathetic clairvoyance, or 
imperfect magnetic communication of impressions from one brain to another. Thirty 
years ago all the Mesmerisers believed in clairvoyance, but at the present time the belief 
is mostly confined to spiritists, and the self styled and interested magnetic doctors. 
Carefully conducted experiments, during the last fifteen years, have led me to doubt the 
possibility of clairvoyance, and to look upon all persons who pretend to the art as 
impostors; perhaps, however, it would be more just and philosophical to suspend 
judgment upon the subject for the present, and give mind-reading a more thorough 
investigation before we pronounce final sentence.421 

 
Grimes also gave his view on the phenomena associated with spiritualism: 
 

. . .  I will state that modern spiritism grew out of my lectures in Poughkeepsie, in 1843 
[i.e, when Andrew Jackson Davis got his start at the lecture by Grimes]; I was the first to 
report adversely to the pretensions of the Fox girls [who in many respects got modern 
Spiritualism going through their famed “Rochester Rappings” in 1848]; and have 
continued to investigate the subject ever since, and yet have failed to find a single iota of 
proper evidence in its favor; on the contrary, there is an overwhelmning mass of evidence 
against it. I have not the slightest doubt that all the so-called spirit phenomena have been 
produced by Mesmerism (emotionalism), or by Jugglery, and I am not alone in this 
opinion; scores can be produced who saw all the manifestations of the Fox girls in their 
own home in Hydesvile [near Rochester, New York], and who agree with me in regarding 
them as false.422 

 
Grimes gave an interesting explanation of how he mesmerized a Mr. Potter to believe that the 
spirit of Spurzheim, a key figure in the history of phrenology, had taught him important 
information, when in fact it had been Grimes all along who taught him while the patient was in a 
mesmerized state.423 Amazingly it was at the lecture where subsequently Potter claimed to have 
talked to the spirit of Spurheim, that Andrew Jackson Davis became convinced of the truth of 
such phenomena and got his start. Grimes gave his rather mordant recounting of what happened 
next, as the friends of Davis helped promote his career and produce his first book: “The motives 
that actuated the Davis clique will be more apparent when it is further stated that they expected 
to make a large sum of money out of a book, ‘Divine Revelations of Nature,’ that he was 
dictating under spirit influence. As I was present at the very birth of modern spiritism, and was in 
some sense accidentally the very father of it, and knew that it had a purely Mesmeric or 
emotional origin, the reader will readily understand why I have been skeptical concerning all 
succeeding manifestations.”424 
 
Andrew Jackson Davis himself was involved in a lawsuit along with his assistant, William 
Livingston. As a team, Davis essentially acted the role that Lucius Burkmar played to Quimby, 
while Livingston served as the Quimby role, meaning that he put Davis into the trance while he 
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remained the one to run the demonstration in front of the audience or the paying customer. In the 
case of Wm. Livingston vs. Henry S. Marshall in Poughkeepsie, New York, which was settled 
late in 1845 or early in 1846, Livingston sued for the $50 that he said was owed to him by the 
Marshall family because he had put Davis into a trance and Davis—in a manner evidently 
identical to Burkmar—clairvoyantly diagnosed the Marshall’s wife and daughter and prescribed 
medicine based on clairvoyance. In a news article on the outcome of this suit, 425 Livingston and 
Davis proved that they had performed services here described: “. . . Livingston and Davis 
doctored on the plan of medical clairvoyance. The mode was described of putting Davis to sleep, 
and that then he examined the patient and prescribed the remedies to be applied; that what he 
named was taken down by Livingston and invariably given to the patient; that all the 
examinations were made by Davis when in the mesmeric state, with a handkerchief over his 
eyes, and that Livington made no examinations himself.” The defense claimed this was 
essentially humbuggery and produced witnesses such as a Dr. Hughson, who said they had 
examined “over 100” cases like this. They testified that “ the person mesmerized could not tell 
the internal condition of a patient any better than a drunken man, or one in a half-sleeping, half-
waking or dreaming state.” A Dr. Thomas testified that “the whole system was a piece of fraud 
and humbuggery; and that upon ascertained principles no one can tell the nature of an internal 
disease by this mode, any more than to tell the fortune of a person by looking at his hand!” The 
article ended with the verdict of the Court in this case in favor of the defendant, “principally (it is 
said) on the ground of the deception and fraud of the system.” 
 
In contradastinction to the views of Grimes and the above case, the ordinarily skeptical Walter R. 
Martin in The Kingdom of the Cults, as edited and updated by Kevin Rische and Jill Martin 
Riche, generally accepted the reality of some of the spiritualistic phenomena, including accounts 
of the clairvoyant abilities of mediums such as the famed Leonora E. Piper, who got her start in 
Boston about the time that Eddy was still living there, and who made a believer of William 
James and elicited his famous comment that she was the “one white crow that proves that not all 
crows are black.”426 Based on their role as defenders of their evangelical faith, while accepting 
the reality of such phenomena, they ascribed them to demonic activity. “Only the deluded prefer 
the doctrines of demons to faith in the Word of God, . . the doctrines of Spiritism are precisely of 
such a nature,” they wrote.427 
 
In the discussion of clairvoyance and spiritualistic phenomena, Quimby in his writings recorded 
events in his career that have often been ignored. We previously cited Quimby’s account of a 
mesmeric patient in 1845: 
 

When at Eastport, I put a lady into a mesmeric sleep who wished to go to N.H. to see her 
friends. I accompanied her. She would smile & bow & I asked her to whom she bowed. 
She said, it is our postmaster. She then said we have now got home. Here is where my 
father lives. We went into the house. She said our folks are baking. I asked her if her 
father was at home & if she would introduce me & she went through the ceremony. I 
said, ask your father if any thing has happened since you left home. At this she started & 
turned pale & seemed agitated. Upon asking what was the trouble she said that her uncle 
was dead, that he came there & was taken sick & had died on such a day & how, 
mentioning both, also her aunt who came to take care of him had been sick but had 
recovered & her brother had carried her home. All this was confirmed in a few days by 
letter. Her uncle, Dr. Richardson, sent me a letter which I have in my possession, stating 
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that all she had said was literally true. I might give many experiments showing that we do 
not know ourselves.428  

 
When Quimby wrote that he “accompanied” her, he was speaking literally, not figuratively. 
Quimby said that he was able to travel psychically with his patient, so both could clairvoyantly 
travel to distant locations together, and he could, for example, ask to be introduced to the 
patient’s father. While some might read this account as Quimby merely going along with the 
patient’s mesmerically-induced fantasy, Quimby emphasized the reality of the account by 
pointing out the patient’s clairvoyant contact with her father, which led to her learning of the 
death of her uncle; this fact, Quimby emphasized, was confirmed by a letter.429 
 
I said above that Quimby was speaking literally, not figuratively. While that certainly appears to 
be true, there is an interesting account by him in his important article, “Experiences in Healing, 
Spiritualism and Mesmerism.” Earlier we saw the following account Quimby where Quimby 
spoke of entering the spirit world to communicate with his long dead brother. Ervin Seale in a 
talk given in 1981 spoke of how amazing it was that Quimby could communicate with his 
deceased brother, but Quimby included in the excerpt below the possibility that it did not really 
happen (emphasis added in bold): 
 

I was in the country attending a girl about twelve or thirteen years of age, who was very 
sick and also very nervous. I was with her till nearly eleven o'clock at night. Then I went 
to bed, and thought I went to sleep. 
 
It seemed to me as though I was with the young girl trying to drive away snakes and 
horrid looking monsters that were troubling her; but it seemed to me that I had not power 
to do so. I thought I would try and find my brother who had been in the spirit world 
ten or twelve years and see if he could give me any information on the subject. At 
last I found him, told him my trouble and asked him if he had any power over these 
serpents and devils. He said he had not but would take me to one who had. He introduced 
me to a man who was dressed in white garments. This person had a very mild expression 
of countenance and something about him which seemed to say, ‘You need not be 
troubled. I can drive them all away.’ At this moment I heard someone coming upstairs, 
which attracted my attention. I asked what was wanted and the lady of the house said that 
she wished me to come down, as her daughter was very restless and said that there were 
serpents and devils tormenting her. 
 
I do not say that I saw my brother; but if I did not, and this was the effect of my 
imagination, it would be hard to prove to me that any spirit ever appeared to man 
from another would. Is not the case of Lazarus a similar one? Lazarus was sick and 
probably had a strong desire to see Christ. Upon my ground, Christ was affected by 
Lazarus, and there was sympathy between them for he ‘loved Lazarus,’ for he said, ‘Our 
friend, Lazarus, sleepeth: but I go that I may awake him out of sleep.’ Now it seems to me 
that if Lazarus had been raised from the spirit world, he would have had some knowledge 
of it and would have communicated the fact to others; but we have no authority from him 
that he went there. Again (Luke VII: 11 to 16), we have another case, also without any 
after reference to a spirit world. Is it any very difficult thing to suppose that Christ 
received his knowledge of Lazarus' situation in the same manner which I did that of Mrs. 
B. or Mr. H. before alluded to, or that he was in nearly the same condition?430 
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OUTLIERS IN THE QUIMBY HISTORY 

 
 
In the field of statistics, events that fall well outside of the majoritity of events are called outliers 
in that they are sufficiently far from the mainstream of events that their statistical value is 
deemed to be close to nil. This concept can be applied to history as well. Occasionally in the 
historical record are statements that present a Quimby far from the more traditional views that 
the majority of the historical records appear to put forth. This is not to dismiss out of hand the 
outliers, for perhaps they legitimately represent an otherwise hidden part of the story; 
nonetheless, the following accounts I believe are at best on shaky ground when attempting to 
portray Quimby correctly. 
 
The first is an account of Quimby interacting with a patient and allegedly “grossly insulting” her. 
This account is mentioned in Gillian Gill.431 . The account is part of a notarized larger interview 
that Georgiana “Georgie” Hodsdon gave on February 19, 1907, in MBEL.432 She was the widow 
of State Senator, Joseph Y. Hodsdon, who had also been a prominent businessman in Portland, 
Maine. The interview of one who reportedly saw him every day for some months includes some 
important observations, including the “outlier” point that is highlighted in bold: 
 

Question— Did you know Mr. P. P. Quimby formerly of Belfast, Maine? 
 
Answer— I knew him well, and met him every day in the winter of 1861-1862. He had 
his office in the Old International Hotel; a suite of 3 rooms, reception, dressing room, and 
office. 
 
Where I saw the most of him was at my Aunt’s house, Mrs. Mary B. Chase, my mother 
and I lived with her at that time. My aunt took boarders and about 75 of his patients 
stopped with her during the winter, she being able to accommodate about 12 at a time. 
This gave me an opportunity to become acquainted with him and his patients and his 
methods of treatment. . . .  
 
Ques— Did you consider him an educated man? 
 
Ans— No, I did not, rather I should consider him a man with very little education. . . . 
 
Ques— To your knowledge did he use the Bible as a text-book, or pray and advise his 
patients to pray for their recovery? 
 
Ans— No, I never did and the only thing I ever saw him use was a bowl of water, that he 
sometimes dipped his fingers in and bathed their heads, and at other times he sat down 
back to his patients. 
 
The following are a few of his patients that I became quite well acquainted with, because 
of the fact that they boarded at my Aunt’s house, understand me at this point that many 
other people came here for treatment, boarded at other boarding houses, as well as the 
Hotel in which he stopped. Judge Paris, I think of Randolph, Vermont, sent his twin son, 
who was a cripple on crutches, in care of his oldest sister, Bessie. The twin sons’ names 
were Mark & Luke. I remember this case well, for we conversed together frequently. I 
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remember his saying distinctly several times, ‘Georgie do you think I will ever get well?’ 
and my reply was, ‘Yes, Luke, I think you will sometime.’ He returned home after a time 
in the same condition as he came to Portland, on crutches. 
 
Another case I remember a Mr Byron of New Hampshire sick with consumption who 
came to Mr. Quimby for treatment, and after conversing with him, he told Mr Byron to 
go home and he would be well in 3 weeks. In 3 weeks from that time we learned he was 
dead. 
 
There were several other patients who came to him from Lawrence, Mass, mostly young 
lady operatives from the Pemberton Mills, claiming to be injured nervously from the 
collapse of those mills; to my knowledge none of these received any benefit, but on the 
contrary from the conversations that I heard, in regard to the way he carried himself I 
considered him an immoral man, and a little later this was proven to me quite 
conclusively,—A dear friend of my mother’s Mrs. S. Davis Gerry of Saco, Maine 
came to Mr. Quimby for treatment for a local trouble. They came to our house and 
Mother went with them to see Mr. Quimby; he took Mrs. Gerry into his office while 
Mother and Mr. Gerry stayed in the reception room, and in a very short time after 
they had gone in Mrs. Gerry screamed for help and Mr. Gerry & Mother rushed to 
her assistance and as he opened the door she rushed out saying, ‘take my home, take 
me home out of this,’ and they returned to our house and in their excitement 
forgetting my presence Mrs. Gerry related her experience of being grossly insulted 
by Mr. Quimby. Mr. Gerry declared that he would have him arrested, but I remember 
distinctly, my Mother remonstrating with him saying ‘that his wife had not been hurt, nor 
her character injured, and seemingly Mr. Quimby was very popular at that time, and to 
bring a suit would mean to bring his wife into a public scandal.’ 
 
Another instance— 
 
A lady came bringing her sister who was considered a fool, and who had never spoken a 
word. This girl was very large able-bodied person and he claimed that he could make her 
speak; by thrusting a pin into her, she exclaimed Oh! and the sister said, ‘I could have 
done that,’ and returned home with her sister, disgusted. 
 
Another case— 
 
Mrs. Palmer of Randolph, Vermont came here for treatment for a nervous trouble and 
after being a few days was taken sick with typhoid fever, and while Mr. Quimby visited 
her each day & dipped his fingers in water & passed his hands over her forehead, my 
mother also treated her with homeopathic medicine from the family medicine chest, 
which we always had in the home in those days, and with careful nursing for 4 weeks she 
came out all right. If I remember correctly the fever has a run of 21 days. On her being 
able to leave Portland she returned home. Mr. Quimby presented her his bill for services 
which he claimed he rendered & she paid it, but after returning home she made my 
Mother a very handsome present, claiming that she owed her healing to the homeopathic 
medicine, & good nursing. 
 
In all our experience with him, and he was at our house about every day during the 
winter, and we became acquainted with many of the people who came for treatment, I do 
not know of a single person who was benefited. His method of treatment so far as I 
could learn & I saw him with his patients a great deal was in the dipping of his fingers in 
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water and by manipulations. The only thing I ever saw that I thought he practiced 
perfectly was hypocrisy. 

 
This is the only account I have seen that suggests anything improper from Quimby, and 
Hodsdon’s account suggests a bias against Quimby that could have greatly colored her account 
given some four decades later. (It is possible that the “insult” was nothing more than Quimby the 
doctor touching the patient in a way she mistook for a sexual advance.) The statement that she 
knew of no one who had been benefited by his treatment may seem quite extreme, but it is 
reminiscent of the contemporaneous statement by Mrs. Pierce, given later in detail, where she 
wrote early in 1860: “Every day we hear of some wonderful cure, but like a mad dog story it 
comes through many hands. Ask the patients themselves & it is singular how different the affair 
looks. I confess myself disappointed. I am no better & no worse, & have as yet not seen one 
remarkable manifestation of power.” 
 
Another outlier is the claim that Quimby had patients lie in such a way as to line up with the 
earth’s magnetic fields. Dr. James Spalding wrote to Emily Pierce, January 19, 1930, saying he 
knew nothing of Quimby but was researching Quimby’s time in Portland. (Spalding lived in 
Portland.) Of his researches, he wrote: “The offices of Dr. Quimby did not lie directly north and 
south for he hired rooms for his visits here, wherever accessible. The advertisements of 1865 
name the streets. I have heard that he did positively lay recumbent persons with head to the 
north.” 
 
One of the most significant sources on Quimby that I believe fits in this section of outliers is the 
account by Charles A. Quincy Norton. He had gone with his mother when she was treated by 
Quimby in Bangor Maine early in 1859 for facial neuralgia, and then later when she visited him 
in Portland. He took notes of his visits because he was interested in becoming a medical doctor 
(he eventually earned an MD degree), but those notes were lost in a fire three years before 
writing his reminiscences. He became a Christian Scientist in time; he wrote Eddy in 1895 about 
how he had left his interest in Theosophy to become a Christian Scientist. MBEL has four letters 
from him to Eddy or her assistant, Calvin Frye. The last one was dated early in 1906; he said he 
had healed a girl of blindness and the girl really wanted to meet Eddy. 
 
The Norton account is filled with a surprisingly high number of statements that are at variance 
with all other sources. His lengthy account, dated from about 1899, began by stating that further 
proof was not needed to show that the “late Mr. P. P. Quimby of Maine knew nothing of 
Christian Science, either in theory or practice, and that he had no conception of the Science at 
any time during this career of public practice.”  A large majority of the pertinent parts of 
Norton’s account appear in Appendix E. 
 
Considering the source used by Gordon Clark, almost certainly Sarah Ware Mackay, the 
following is perhaps less an outlier and more an intriguing statement that is simply not recorded 
elsewhere. In The Church of St. Bunco: A Drastic Treatment of a Copyrighted Religion — Un-
Christian Non-Science, Clark wrote, just below a quote by Mackay: “He [Quimby] even 
affirmed, in connection with his view of disease as an impression of mind, that, transferring 
himself into the spiritual state of existence, he had cured his own parents, after death [they both 
died in 1827], of ailments which had not left them when they departed from their physical 
condition.”433 
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QUIMBY IN BELFAST AND BANGOR MAINE, 1857 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Bangor, Maine in the 1850s 
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Robert Peel printed an excerpt from an affidavit by Enoch C. Hilton,434 the brother-in-law of 
Quimby, based on his recollection of treatment by Quimby in 1857. Here is the entire affidavit, 
along with his follow up addendum the next day: 
 

I was treated by P. P. Quimby prior to his removal to Portland in the early sixties and was 
helped by him during a severe case of typhoid fever. His first treatment consisted of 
passing his hands over my chest and stomach which seemed to relieve me. A few days 
later he took a basin filled with water, sprinkled me with the water and made passes with 
his hands before my face. He then told me to lift the end of a sofa which I did. Then he 
requested me to put my arms around him and lift him from the floor, but I refused to do 
this. One night I attended a party at “Park” Quimby’s (the name by which P. P. Quimby 
was familiarly called) and at the time was suffering from a severe trouble with my knee, 
causing lameness. “Park” noticed that I was lame and questioned me about it and then 
asked me to let him look at my knee. I did so and he proceeded to manipulate it with his 
fingers and after a few moments the trouble entirely disappeared. I was acquainted with 
Dr. P. P. Quimby and his practice as he was my brother-in-law, and do not think he ever 
taught a student or ever gave anyone literature that he had written in regard to his healing 
method. I always considered his healing to be through animal magnetism. 

 
Belfast, Maine 
Feb’y 20th 1907 
 
E. C. Hilton 

 
The following day he added: 
 

This is to certify that it was during the year 1857 that P. P. Quimby treated me for 
typhoid fever as described in my affadivit[sic] of February 20th 1907. 
 
Belfast, Maine  E. C. Hilton 
February 21st 1907 

 
In 1950, a Christian Scientist from Belfast, Maine, wrote to his Church of what his father had 
told him of his trip to see Quimby as a patient while a young man about 1857: 
 

A few days ago while reading the [Christian Science] Sentinel, . . . it immediately 
brought to my mind the days of my youth when I first heard my father, who passed on in 
1929, tell of his treating with Dr. Phineas P. Quimby in Belfast in 1857. I thought you 
might be interested to hear of his experience with the man although it took place a long 
time ago. 
 
My father was born in Warren, Maine in 1842 and from the age of ten years he was badly 
crippled with rheumatism, which culminated in two rheumatic fevers in 1857. As soon as 
he was able he was carried to Belfast to see Dr. Quimby who was known far and wide for 
his wonderful cures, as people called them in those days. On the second day he was able 
to walk with the help of his father, to the hotel. He had not been able to walk for nearly a 
year. I asked him if the cure was permanent and he replied that in six months he was as 
bad as before. 
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Two or three times I heard him tell of his experience in Quimby’s office. He said Quimby 
rubbed his forehead and the back of his neck and talked incessantly with his father, 
mixing politic and profanity, during the half hour treatment. Father said it was a number 
of years before he met a man who could swear as fast as Dr. Quimby. 
 
On the second day he asked the doctor how he accounted for being able to cure people 
and he replied that he didn’t know, except it might be the electricity in him, for he 
seemed to be so full of it that he could hardly contain himself. 
 
In 1927 I left a copy of Sibyl Wilbur’s ‘Life of Mary Baker Eddy’ at home for my father 
to read. His only comment on Mrs. Eddy’s attitude toward Quimby was that he couldn’t 
understand how a Christian woman like her could be so influenced by that ignorant 
quack. 
 
He was in Warren in 1864 when Mrs. Patterson (her name at that time) visited at the 
home of the Jarvis sisters. He said that he remembered that she delivered an address in 
the town hall while she was there. 
 
All of this may be of no interest to you, but I have had it in my mind for some time and 
intended, when I last came to Boston, to attend services in the Mother Church, to call at 
your office the following week but did not get to it. 
 
Yours very truly, 
Frank H. Miller.435  

 
Miller’s account, given many years later and second hand, brings up an important point. We saw 
earlier that Quimby discounted the idea of electricity in mesmerism. He learned he could 
perform the same experiments regardless of the weather. Nonetheless later accounts said that he 
explained his healing methodology within the context of electricity. To Miller’s father, Quimby 
reportedly said his healing methodology might come from the electricity in him. I believe that 
this was simply a dodge by Quimby to avoid having to explain his theory. Nonetheless, separate 
from the healing methodology, it was commonly stated by Quimby patients that his hand could 
produce an unusual amount of heat that was otherwise unexplainable. For example, we will see 
later more of this letter from Emily Pierce to her sister Nelly Ware. On February 28, 1860, Pierce 
wrote of her treatment by Quimby: 
 

My first sitting was last Thursday. He told me what I thought ailed me. Located my 
trouble across the chest, hinted about my having a cough—described some feelings that I 
had & some that I did not have, said I was “nervous & scared”—talked ab[o]ut the heat 
(his favorite theory) going up & down & all over—placed his hand above my waist. It 
felt very warm, much warmer than Mothers hand felt—it seemed to burn like a sun glass, 
but that was the only sensation I experienced, rub[b]ed my head wh[ich] he said felt as if 
he had not slept for a week— (very good description it seem[e]d to me), felt sure[?] he 
could cure me. His 2d visit amounted to about as much. 

 
I have found nothing in Quimby’s theory that specifically ties to electricity except that it could 
well have been his attempt at explaining why his hand produced such heat. See the following 
statements by Eddy on her experience with Quimby: 
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When I was treated by Quimby, he put a towel around my neck and a napkin in my lap. 
Then he placed a basin of water near at hand and he had me let down my hair. Then he 
dipped his hands in the water and manipulated my head. He would also wet his hands and 
place them on my body, using the napkin to keep my gown from the water. 
 
He would always touch the place where the patient’s difficulty was located. When my 
sister went to him, he put his hand on her nose, where her trouble was. With me he placed 
his hand over the stomach, where my trouble was located. 
 
I [word crossed out] was rather disgusted with his treatment at first, but on the third day I 
began to improve. I asked why he dipped his hands in the water and manipulated, and he 
said to convey electricity. He could not describe how he healed.436 

 
Quimby wrote in an article called “True & False Science” this comment about electricity, dated 
April 1862: “The same is the case with the Spiritualist. He says to me, ‘You have a power which 
all men have not; some men have more electricity than others.’ I answer, “electricity has nothing 
to do with it.”437 
 
Even though Quimby did not relate his healing methodology to electricity, it is possible that he 
may have felt—similar to his use of manipulation and water—that any such material means or 
explanations that could be used to change the mind of his patient were fair game and thus 
beneficial. Beyond that, we saw earlier that Quimby appears to have believed that manipulation 
played a role in his healing beyond being merely a psychological ploy, and it is possible that he 
may have felt the same towards electricity. He may have felt that while his healing did not rely 
on electricity, its use could still be beneficial. 
 
About this time Quimby’s friend, Rev. Frederic Hodsdon, published a testimonial:  
 

SINGULAR CASE OF HEALING.  Rev. Frederic A. Hodsdon, of Kenduskeag, who is 
acquainted with all the facts in the case, writes to the Belfast Age an account of the case 
of Mrs. M. M. Hodsdon, of Kenduskeag, who has been sick with a complication of 
diseases for two years.  Dyspepsia, in its worst form, and a difficulty about the head, had 
utterly prostrated her, so that, for the two years, she had not been able to walk a step or to 
be moved in an upright position without fainting, or producing stagnation, amounting 
almost to a fit.  Dr. Quimby called upon the sufferer in March last, and in two hours from 
the time of his arrival, she arose from the bed in her own strength, walked a few steps and 
fell, but arose without assistance, walked back to the bed, seated herself in a chair, and sat 
up two hours.  She rested well the same night; arose in the morning and dressed herself, 
and took her meals with the family; and has continued to gain until the present time, 
having gained twenty pounds of flesh, and bids fair for a full restoration to her former 
health.  All this Mr. Hodsdon says was produced without the aid of medicine, and by a 
single visit from the doctor.  Mr. Hodsdon says he makes this statement not to glorify or 
advertise the gift of Dr. Quimby, but as a matter worthy the consideration of thoughtful 
persons. 
   We have heard of other cases of remarkable relief, of a somewhat similar nature, 
experienced from Dr. Quimby's treatment. —What force the gift Dr. Quimby possesses 
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we know not.  All we know is that remarkable cases of relief from chronic diseases are 
attested as effected by him.  [Bangor Times. 
   We have met Dr. Quimby several times in Bangor, and have conversed with those who 
have witnessed the marvelous power attending his efforts.  The doctor has some ideas 
with which we cannot agree, but of his singular power over disease we have not doubt.438 
 

A follow-up article soon appeared in the local press. The Quimby copy of this article had the 
note at the foot of the article, “Gospel Banner.” 
 

DR. P. P. QUINBY[sic].  Our readers have doubtless heard of the wonderful power over 
disease exerted by this gentleman, through the mysterious agency of mesmerism.  We 
published some weeks ago a remarkable case, vouched for by Rev. F. A. Hodsdon, of 
Kenduskeag, of the almost miraculous restoration to comparative health of a lady who 
had been confined to her bed for two years.  Other instances of cure quite as marvelous 
have since come to our knowledge.  Dr. Quinby's practice we believe is not mostly 
confined to Bangor and vicinity, although we understand he is often called from a great 
distance to attend upon patients. We have of late heard the frequent desire expressed that 
the Doctor should visit Augusta, and thus enable many persons in this part of the State to 
avail themselves of the power which he undoubtedly possesses, and which he is enabled 
to exercise successfully in very many instances for the removal of disease.  We sincerely 
hope he may be induced to do so. 

 
The reference to Quimby being in the Bangor area suggests that the healing took place about 
1857-1859 (see below), which is the general date when Quimby opened up an intermittent 
practice there at the Hatch Hotel. Regarding the Hatch Hotel, an unnamed correspondent wrote a 
local Bangor paper of visiting several hotels in Maine and then returning to Bangor: 
 

We find the [Hatch] House one of the most pleasant in the city and in a city celebrated throughout 
New England for its excellent Hotels it is no disparagement to the rest to say that the Hatch House 
is equal to any.439 

 
The letter below, written and then copied in Quimby’s own hand (preserved in the Library of 
Congress Quimby collection) to a Thomas Millet Pelmgru440 (or Pelmgro), indicates that by early 
1857 Quimby was planning to visit Bangor but was not yet ensconced there. 
 

Belfast Jan 10 1857 
 
Dear sur, yours of the 4 was recived but owing and to you[?] would say in reply to your 
inqui[r]ing that my Opinion would be for your wife to remain at home for a short time for 
this Caus  I intent to visit Bangor in one or two weeks and while I am at Bangor I Can 
take the Case[?] & come to Newport and take a privat team to your hous and return the 
next train[;] this would be as Long as I should wish to stop and my Expense would not be 
much[;] at any rate I would not Charge you more then 2 dollars over and above my 
Expenses & then if your wife should Improve from that Visit she could com to Bangor or 
to Belfast just as you think best who I write in this way is becaus I am partially ingaged 
to go to Bangor and if your wife was hear in Belfast it would make it Very bad for hur & 
I should feal Very bad my self[;] now if this meats your Ideas if you will Leave word at 
the nearest point or station where the train stop with som one to Carry me to your hous, 
you Could then Carry me back to take the Case[?] so it would be not much Expense[;] the 
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fair from Bangor to your plase & back you Can[?] asertain, but if I dont go to Bangor I 
will Let you now & in the mean time you Can asertain and let me no whitch of the to 
would sute your wife best, to Com hear, or to have me visit hur. 
 
NB the prise I Charge you would have Nothing to do with any other person[.] My charge 
is 30.00 [3.00?] dollers but to seay your wife I Should Charge two dollers over & above 
my Expense from Bangor and back. 
Yours &c    P P Quimby 

 
A significant article on Quimby appeared in the Jeffersonian, and was reprinted in the Belfast 
Republican Journal on February 13, 1857: 
 

A NEW DOCTRINE OF HEALTH AND DISEASE. 
A gentleman of Belfast, Maine, Dr. Phineas P. Quimby, who was remarkable[sic] 

successful as an experimenter in mesmerism some sixteen years ago, and has continued 
his investigations in Psychology, has discovered, and in his daily practice carries out a 
new principle on the treatment of diseases. 

All medical treatment of previous schools deals with the effect, and not the 
cause,— treats the disordered body, and not the mind which is the active agent of that 
disorder.— It is universally acknowledged that the mind is often the cause of the disease, 
but it has never before been supposed to have an equal power in overcoming it. 

His theory is that the mind gives immediate form to the animal spirits, and that 
the animal spirit gives form to the body, as soon as the less plastic elements of the body 
are able to assume that form. Therefore, his first course in the treatment of a patient is to 
sit down beside him, and put himself en rapport with him, which he does without 
producing the mesmeric sleep.  

He says that in every disease the animal spirit, or spiritual form, is somewhat 
disconnected from the body, and that, when he comes en rapport with a patient, he sees 
that spirit form standing beside the body, that it imparts to him all its grief and the cause 
of it, which may have been mental trouble or shock to the body, as over fatigue, 
excessive cold or heat, &c. This, of course, impresses the mind with anxiety, and the 
mind, reacting upon the body, produces disease.  

In the case of a young child, one might say, "surely, here the mind can have 
nothing to do with the disease,"— but not so. If a child coughs, its mind is cognizant of it 
and dreads it, as he would dread the fire that has just burned him, and that dread increases 
the tendency to cough, and thus the disease is produced. 

With this spirit form Dr. Quimby converses and endeavors to win it away from 
its grief, and, when he has succeeded in doing so, it disappears, and reunites with the 
body.— Thus is commenced the first step towards recovery. This union frequently lasts 
but a short time, when the spirit again appears, exhibiting some new phase of its 
troubles[;] with this he again persuades and contends until he overcomes it, when it 
disappears as before.— Thus two shades of troubles have disappeared from the mind, and 
consequently from the animal spirit; and the body has already commenced its efforts to 
come into a state in accordance with them. 

Dr. Quimby says that there is no danger from disease when the mind is armed 
against it. That he will treat a person who has the most malignant disorder, without 
danger to himself, though his sympathy with the patient is so strong that he feels in his 
own person every symptom of the disease; but he dissipates from his [word “name” 
appears in the original but it is crossed out in the Quimby family papers, replaced with a 
hand written “mind”] the idea of it and induces in its place an idea of health.  
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He says the mind — the thinking principle — is what it thinks it is,— and that, if 
it contends against the thought of disease, and creates for itself an ideal form of health, 
that form impresses itself upon the animal spirit and through that upon the body,— that 
his use is a positive power and aids the spirit which is not strong enough in itself to 
contend against the idea of disease. 

Of course, I have given but the barest outline of this theory which opens a new 
field full of interest and beauty to the lover of Psychology. To many minds it would seem 
speculative and fantastic, were it not substantiated by cures so remarkable as to seem 
almost miraculous. Indeed, Dr. Quimby asserts that he believes nothing but what he sees, 
— that he is unaided by any process of reasoning. He practices in a comparatively narrow 
sphere with rare simplicity and has done to call the attention of the public to his system, 
but it seems to me to be founded upon true philosophical principles, and to be deserving 
of a wide  [“wider” in the Republican Journal version] acceptance—Bangor Jeffersonian.  

 
In the Library of Congress collection of Quimby manuscripts in his own handwriting an article 
from about this time that starts off similarly: 
 

A New Thiarey in the Cure of Diseases 
 
A gentleman of Belfast by the name of P. P. Quimby & who has bin for this Last sixteen 
years bin ingaged in the investigation of the siance of Mesmerism so far as it relates to 
the Cure of deces to seay if it Could be reduced to a siance. . . . 

 
While the two articles are quite different in many ways, the above similarity at least suggests the 
possibility that some of the articles about Quimby were written or drafted by him for 
promotional purposes. 
 
It was evidently about this time that Quimby wrote this article, later titled “Spiritualism II,” with 
emphasis added and with much valuable information on Quimby’s early healing and mesmeric 
work (the date of this article appears to be about 1856): 
 

I ask no more of my opponents than they may ask of me. I have been investigating the 
subject of the mind for the last sixteen years and, after careful investigation, have come to 
the following conclusion which I shall give as follows. . . . 
 
see how many ways a trance can be produced by mesmerism. I can produce it in a 
great many ways by taking the patients by the hand and also by giving them a piece of 
money or some other substance–and also by sending them a handkerchief or glove I have 
produced it on a patient at a distance without their knowing any thing of my design 
of affecting them. I have for the last ten years [i.e., since about 1846] produced a state 
of mind in a person who to all appearance appeared to be wide awake. It does not 
follow that persons in a mesmeric state must have their eyes closed–some have their eyes 
open, some hear, others do not. Some cannot say a word while others can talk; some can 
throw themselves into a trance[,] others cannot. You can teach [the actual word looks 
closer to “learn”] nearly all to, if you please. . . .  
 
I will now explain what I mean by the spirits of the living.–The animal spirit is living 
matter, acted upon by another power which does not depend on an identity for its 
existence, which cannot be seen even by spiritual eyes but is admitted. This power I 
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shall not undertake to explain, but in all I say, I acknowledge its existence. Now as man is 
animal matter, for some wise purpose he is left to develop himself. Like every thing else, 
matter cannot develop itself; unless there is some chemical action— so it is with man.—
Man when excited develops some new principle which could never have been brought 
about in any other way. 
 
Jesus was a medium, and through him, that is his natural body, some laws were 
developed to man— that never had been before. Franklin & Napoleon were mediums; far 
above the errors of the age. So it is with all others who show some knowledge superior to 
the errors of their own time.441 
 

The above appears to be written about 1856 or 1857, and as such the reference to the “last ten 
years” is significant. It seems to show that Quimby was knowingly producing a trance of some 
type, whether the patient was asleep or awake. The reference to producing a trance at a distance 
is reminiscent of the stories, given elsewhere in this book, of Quimby playing pranks on locals to 
be able to make them stop in their tracks without them being able to resist. It is perhaps quite 
significant that Quimby’s use of the phrase “animal spirit” appears to be unique to this time 
period in Bangor, as it is used in some of the other articles above but nowhere else. It is worth 
noting how at this time Quimby was not reticent to use the term mesmerism when describing his 
work. 
 
Back in 1843, Quimby had announced to Maine readers his “Investigation of Diseases by 
Mesmerism” and how he was prepared to help sufferers by using mesmerism to diagnose their 
ailments. By 1857, Quimby was finally ready to update his announcement to the world based on 
his latest researches and the evolution of his thought. In the Republican Journal, April 3, 1857, 
he published this announcement: 
 

To the Sick. 
 
Mr. P. P. Quimby would say to the sick that he has discovered a new system for the 
treatment of disease, unknown to the medical facility. 
 
Although they admit the mind has a powerful effect upon the body, not one has ever 
undertaken to attribute all disease to the mind. Yet I discard the idea of a disease 
independent of the mind, and stand ready to prove by my works the truth of this assertion. 
Whatever effect is produced on the body is done through the mind, and therefore to 
correct the body you must correct the mind. 
 
My method of treating disease is entirely in opposition to any other mode of practice, as 
all other physicians from the Allopathist to the spiritualist agree in the identity of disease 
of the body as given by the allopathist, but differ in their treatment of the same, in fact 
they are only branches of the true Allopathy. I therefore say to those who may see fit to 
employ me that I have no sympathy for any of the above systems of practice. I have no 
feeling against the practitioners, but it’s the system they practice, believing, as I do, that 
disease is an error, and by curing the mind you correct the error. My first object is to tell 
the person their feelings, instead of asking them to tell me. I then correct their error, and 
the cure is just in proportion to their faith, and their faith in proportion to what they 
receive in evidence of their cure. I expect no faith on their part unless I convince them of 
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them of their error, and if I don’t convince them of their error, they do not receive any 
benefit from me. 
 
The evidence they receive from me being the substance of their hope and their cure in 
proportion to what they receive. 

 
Quimby in the same paper repeated this announcement two weeks later. Thus with this 
announcement it appears that Quimby was finally taking the large step of publicly putting 
himself forth as a healing practitioner. Interestingly, for some reason Quimby seemed to favor 
Bangor as his preferred site to see patients, judging from the relative dearth of notices from him 
in the Belfast paper compared to the Bangor newspaper. Nonetheless, he remained a somewhat 
itinerant healer until his decision to locate long-term in Portland, Maine, a couple of years later. 
For example, it is evident that Quimby occasionally traveled outside of Maine in these years, and 
an undated article in the Portland Courier, probably about 1860, mentioned a case about 1858 in 
Wayne, Maine. Quimby was in Lancaster, New Hampshire, at the time but treated the Wayne 
patient (a Mrs. C. C. Whitney) from a distance. 
 
The article in the Courier included the following details (emphasis added): 
 

[For the Courier.] 
   MR. EDITOR - As spiritualism to many, seems to be the only way of accounting for all 
phenomena of the present day, I thought it might be of some interest to your readers to 
state a case that come under my own observation, and I will leave the public to judge the 
manner in which it was done. 
   Two years ago last March I sent to Dr. Quimby to visit my wife, then living in Wayne, 
in this State, who had been confined to her bed, for over a year, and unable to lie on her 
left side, or raise herself in bed. 
   The Doctor replied that he could not visit her in person, but would try an experiment, 
and wished me to keep him informed of his success.  His plan was that on my receiving 
his letter he would commence to operate on her, and continue his visits till the next 
Sunday, when he would, between the hours of 11 and 12, make her walk.  I received his 
letter Wednesday, and that night she was very uneasy and nervous and the next day 
Thursday she was more comfortable, and turned over on her lift side, a thing she had not 
done for nearly a year.  She continued improving, and sent the doctor letters informing 
him of his success.  On Sunday, not expecting her to rise, I attended church, and on my 
return I found her up and dressed.  Between the hours of 11 and 12 she arose from her 
bed and walked across the room, returned to the bed, and then walked out into the dining 
room, and the next morning she took breakfast with the family, and continued to 
improve. 
   Less than a year ago my wife was again very low, and being in Portland at the time, I 
called on the doctor unknown to my wife, and asked him if he could not get her up, 
without her knowing it.  He said he would try, and told me I should find her better on my  
return, and if on Sunday she was very nervous I had better tell her it was his influence, 
and he would try and get her up.  On my return I found her already better, and on Sunday 
she was so nervous I told her what it was and she arose, and was dressed and walked out 
again. 
   Signed,                                     C. C. WHITNEY. 
  We were handed the above communication a few days since.  It seems to invite 
explanation from those who attribute simular phenomena to spiritual influences.  As it 
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regards the experiment, we were recently introduced to a young lady from 
Lancaster, N. H., who informed us that, at the time of the first experiment the Dr. 
was at her house in Lancaster, and that at 11 o'clock Sunday morning, he told the 
family that he must go to Wayne, to visit a patient, and after retiring to the parlor 
for an hour, returned and said he had got the lady up from her bed, and that she 
walked, and three persons were present in the room, who witnessed it.  Upon writing 
Mr. Whitney, it was found that he and two friends, who had accompanied him home from 
meeting were present at that time, and saw her walk.442  

 
In the Quimby papers is a transcribed copy of a letter from Quimby to Mr. and Mrs. Whitney in 
Wayne: 
 

Portland, March 21st/60 
Dear Sir, 
Yours of the 19th is received and I was very glad to hear I succeeded so well, but I was 
not disappointed, for I felt sure I could raise her up. I will say a word or two to you Mrs. 
W. I was with you every little while after I first wrote you till the time I named, and then 
it seemed as though you were up & I left you. I shall drop in [and] see you often so you 
may not be surprised to feel my influence often. Were there any ones at your house when 
you first got up? If so let me know all the particulars. If your husband will let me know 
how long you had been sick & how long since you walked I shall be very glad. I think I 
shall make a statement to the facts of your case, it is so remarkable that it ought to be 
published for the benefit of the sick. 
Yours, &c 
P.P.Q.443 

 
Some thirty years later, the Whitney’s son, after turning for help to Julius Dresser to heal his 
daughter—which child was helped—said this of his family history: 
 

He said last night that while he did not profess a wild enthusiasm over the science, he felt 
grateful for many things accomplished. ‘It is not new thing,’ said he. ‘It has been 
practiced for thirty years. My mother, then 42 years old, was surely dying in our home, 
Wayne, Me. My mother’s disease was consumption and her frequent hemorrages and the 
fact that she could not get out of bed pointed to a speedy dissolution, until Mr. P. P. 
Quimby, the father of mental science, came along. My mother had not left her bed for a 
year previous to his visit. After a day of his treatment she came down to dinner; in three 
days she was out riding and was entirely cured. Her death occurred three years afterward. 
She died of pneumonia.444 

 
It was also about this time, August 14, 1857, that Quimby’s son, William Henry, died at age 26, 
of consumption. In the Quimby papers in the Belfast Historical Society is his obituary, evidently 
written by his employer.445 It was a paean of praise to him as a fine young man in every way, and 
it added, “The approaches of the destroyer were gradual, but from expressions dropped to us in 
intimate conversation, we apprehend that the deceased never had a doubt as to the fatal 
termination of his malady, to which determination his resignation was apparent, though he loved 
life. To him his friends may appropriately apply the lines of Halleck: 
 

Green be the turf above thee, 
Friend of our early days; 
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None knew thee but to love thee, 
Nor named thee but to praise.” 

 
Eddy about 1887 or 1888 dictated the following reminiscence: “He [Quimby] said that he 
mesmerised his son, when he was dying & made him believe he was fishing and while in that 
belief died. Q. [i.e., Quimby] said that when he awoke he would be fishing.”446  
 
Hughes records a previously unpublished account447 by Quimby in December, 1859, of a “talk” 
with his deceased son, William—or a theortical discussion in fantasy. I have added paragraphs to 
make it easier to read and indicated the initials of the speaker as I understand it. The text below is 
taken from one of the versions in BU: 
 

 [PPQ] “William, will you give me your ideas of death?”  
 
[WHQ] “I can give you my opinion, but you would say an opinion is of no proof, & 
therefore it is of no force.”  
 
[PPQ] “Well, tell me what you think.”   
 
[WHQ] [“]Well if you want me to tell you what I have no proof of & what is only my 
opinion, I suppose I can do it, if it will be of any use— You remember when I was sick in 
bed, & one night when you were sitting by me, you know I was very weak & you all 
thought that I was worse & I thought so. Mother thought I should die & I thought 
sometimes that I should & don't you remember that I told you to put me to sleep?”  
 
[PPQ] “Yes.”   
 
[WHQ] “Well, that was to get rid of that feeling & when I went to sleep I felt a little 
nervous I suppose & I had a dream that I never told of before because it troubled the 
family & it made them feel badly. I dreamed that I was dead & you wanted me to go to 
Bangor & stay till the trouble was over & I seemed to go there, but I knew all about it. 
But as it was a dream & the association made me feel so badly, I could never speak of it 
to mother, for it seemed they had the same dream. So I kept it to myself.” 
 
[PPQ] “How long did you sleep?”  
 
[WHQ] “Till the trouble was over & when I woke up, it seemed like a reality.”   
 
[PPQ] “Did you have any sort of knowledge in the sleep of your opinion while awake?”   
 
[WHQ] “Yes. I reasoned I was with you just as you & I used to be when you would talk 
me to sleep before, but I never was conscious of the idea of death having so much effect 
on a person before, for I could reason with myself & I am satisfied if I had been taught to 
believe as some people do my belief would have governed my dream, & I should have 
been ten times more unhappy. For when I woke up it did not affect me so long, from the 
fact that I knew it was only an opinion & you say that is no proof & I always remembered 
that, but I know how to pity those who take an opinion for a truth—for an opinion is as 
real to the person who believes it as though it were true. As I have reasoned myself into 
the belief that man never dies, I shall not try to give myself any trouble about others[’] 
belief. If people believe that they die & their spirits come back & talk with their friends, I 
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have no doubt but what they do. But it is their opinion & that is of no consequence except 
[to] lessen their belief that there is such a state as death—perhaps it gives them some 
happiness, but as far as I am concerned I am satisfied with my belief.”   
 
[PPQ] “Suppose I should believe that you were dead?”   
 
[WHQ] “Suppose that you should, would that make it so?”   
 
[PPQ] “No.”   
 
[WHQ] “Suppose I should believe that you were dead, what would you say to that?”   
 
[PPQ] “I should say, if I knew anything, I know I am alive.”   
 
[WHQ] “Well can[’]t you be as charitable toward another as you would like they should 
to be towards you?”  
 
[PPQ] “Yes but I can't believe that you are dead.”   
 
[WHQ] “Did you ever know a dead man to speak?” 
 
[PPQ] “No, but you know that we all believe that the body dies & the soul lives.”   
 
[WHQ] “Yes, but did you ever see a soul?”   
 
[PPQ] “No.”   
 
[WHQ] [“]Then why do you believe the soul lives when you say an opinion is of no 
force? Have you any proof that a person is alive when you see him dead?”   
 
[PPQ] “No, only my belief.”   
 
[WHQ] “You say that your belief is of no force, for it contains no proof, it is it not so?”  
 
[PPQ] “Yes.”  
 
[WHQ] [“]Well, suppose I admit that I am dead, will that make you any better satisfied?”  
 
[PPQ] “No.”  
 
[WHQ] [“]Well what shall I admit?”   
 
[PPQ] [“]I don[’]t know, but I wish I really knew that I was talking to you.”   
 
[WHQ] “Don[’]t you believe your own senses?”   
 
[PPQ] “Certainly, but you don[’]t come within my senses.”   
 
[WHQ] “Why not?”  
 
[PPQ] “Because I can[’]t see you.”   
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[WHQ] “Then because you think you can[’]t see me, I am dead?”   
 
[PPQ] “Yes.” 
 
[WHQ] “Can you see John?”  [i.e., Quimby’s son and William’s brother, who was alive] 
 
[PPQ] “No.”   
 
[WHQ] “Is he dead?” 
 
[PPQ] “No.”   
 
[WHQ] “How do you know?”   
 
[PPQ] “I think he is alive.”  
 
[WHQ] “That is nothing but an opinion which you say is of no force.”   
 
[PPQ] “Will you give me your opinion about it?”   
 
[WHQ] “I have no opinion about it. I know that I am here now & that is all I care about 
it. If I am dead, it is news to me; I don[’]t know any more about it than Lucius knew 
when he was asleep, that he was asleep—So if death is only a mesmeric sleep, it is not 
much to go through.” 

 
As with other Quimby documents, where he writes of conversing with deceased relatives, it is 
not clear whether Quimby wishes to reader to accept the account literally or not. Such documents 
certainly do not fit well with Quimby’s stated disbelief in spiritualism. 
 
It was apparently about this time that the mother of one Amos Weston visited Quimby as a 
patient, and many years later, after becoming a Christian Scientist, he left a notarized statement, 
dated March 4, 1907: 
 

My mother has frequently told me of her experience with P. P. Quimby of Maine, to 
whom she went for treatment in the early sixties. She was familiar with Mr. Quimby’s 
method and later studied Christian Science. 
 
She always declared that she found in Mrs. Eddy’s teachings nothing similar to what Mr. 
Quimby told her if his beliefs, and strikingly divergent was his method in practice from 
that in Christian Science. 
 
While conversing on this subject at one time, I asked my mother to make a written 
statement of her experience, which she made as follows: 
 
“I went to P. P. Quimby at Belfast, Me., for treatment. The treatment consisted of his 
taking my two hands in his and putting thumbs up against mine. He told me to look at 
him, and he looked me straight in the eyes for five or ten minutes, still holding my hands. 
After this process he dipped his hands in water and vigorously rubbed my head, tangling 
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my hair dreadfully.448 He represented himself to me as being a clairvoyant. He 
temporarily relieved me, but the trouble later returned.” 
 
[signed] Amos Weston 
 
9 Blackwood Street, 
Boston, Mass. 

 
Bangor is some thirty miles northeast of Belfast, and Quimby appears to have made a serious 
effort at opening a healing practice there near the end of 1857; the local press began to take 
notice about this time.449 He rented rooms at the Hatch House on Main Street, which 
establishment according to the local press had been thoroughly repaired and updated the year 
before. The Bangor Jeffersonian on November 24, 1857, ran a detailed testimonial of Quimby’s 
healing of a woman who could not speak: 
 

A Dumb Lady Restored to Speech! 
   Allusion having been made by a contemporary to a case of alledged restoration of a 
lady, who had been dumb, to speech, by Mr. P. P. Quimby, of Belfast, we made a 
particular inquiry of that gentleman, who was in this city yesterday, as to the facts in the 
case alluded to.  We report substantially the account as we received it from him, for the 
wonder, curiosity, or whatever else, of our readers. 
 
   A daughter of Capt. Blodgett, of Brooksville, aged about 20 years, was suddenly 
deprived of speech over two years ago.  No cause was known, and the fact excited a 
melancholy surprise in herself, her relations and acquaintances generally.  She had not 
been sick, nor even ill, nor had any trouble of mind or body been known to have 
produced speechlessness.  She was an intelligent lady, and was attending the public 
school at the time this event occurred.  One evening her speech was observed to be 
slightly impaired.  She retired as usual, and on waking in the morning she found herself 
utterly speechless.  From that time over two years ago, until about six weeks since, she 
had not uttered an audible word.  She could only communicate a few simple words, as 
yes, or no, in an imperfect whisper.  She is now in the full possession of her former 
powers of speech,  Soon after her return home from Belfast she addressed a very 
interesting letter to Mr. Quimby, confessing her complete restoration, and feelingly 
expressing the profound gratitude of herself and parents for his agency in the recovery of 
her powers of speech. 
 
   During this deprivation her father had taken her to Boston three times, where they 
sought the best medical aid for a cure, but wholly without avail.  One physician attributed 
the cause to a sort of paralysis of the vocal organs.  About three months since she went to 
Belfast and submitted her case to the treatment of Mr. Quimby, who had acquired 
considerable fame as a disciple of "Mesmerism," a faith and belief which he now 
scrupulously adheres to.  She was under his care between three and four weeks.  He 
visited her daily at the house of a relative where she stopped, but administered to her no 
medicine whatever. 
 
   Mr. Q. says he employs no medicine of any kind for any complaint he is called upon to 
treat.  His theory is, if we may be allowed a digression here, that all diseases of the body 
are caused by a derangement of the mind! —and that the cure of all diseases may be 
effected, theoretically, by a restoration or rectification of the mind of the invalid, to its 
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natural, proper condition.  He has this "faith", and when he succeeds in explaining and 
imparting it to the patient, the disease vanishes and the whole person is restored to its 
harmonious natural functions.  His formula of faith is, confessedly, that of the Savior and 
the woman who touched the hem of his garment and became whole.  Her faith and the 
corresponding faith of the Savior effected her cure.  The operation is purely mental.  Mr. 
Q. discards this scriptural fact as "a miracle," but regards it as natural, as properly 
reproductive by those who have the right idea of diseases and their cure, and who have 
the faith to attempt the relief of human suffering by a purely mental process.  He refrains 
entirely from any manipulations over the patients,450 such as are generally known to be 
the accompaniments of mesmeric experiments.  He neither puts them to sleep nor 
biologizes them, but takes them as he finds them, converses with them upon the nature of 
diseases, explains the method he proposes for a cure, —in other words he gets control of 
the patient's mind, draws it away from every other person, especially from the person or 
thing under whose influence the disease may be caused. 
 
   This is Mr. Quimby's theory; —this is the way he practises the healing art.  This is the 
way in which he says he restored this young lady to the power of speech, —with no other 
appliance but the power of his speech upon her mind.  Our readers may take the "theory," 
the "system" for what they think it is worth.  We will only say that we have no reason to 
doubt the material statements in reference to this particular case, —that Miss Blodgett 
became speechless without any apparent adequate cause to herself or her parents; that she 
sought repeatedly medical aid, without avail, that after two long years of the deepest 
solicitude as to the loss of this faculty ("divine" to ladies, as the mens ay [sic],) of speech; 
that she subjected herself to the treatment of Mr. Quimby and in a few weeks recovered 
her speech. 
   Mr. Quimby is not a "Spiritualist" in any sense of the term.  He professes to deal with 
the things of earth, with human, mundane maladies; and evidently can discover no aid to 
his "theory," or any utility generally in the pretended revisits to earth of departed spirits 
and their pranks with tables, chairs, et. et., within "the charmed circles" of the believers in 
"spiritualism." 

 
The Blodgett cure was cited imperfectly in the Portland Weekly Advertiser, November 24, 1857, 
with the beginning of the sentence missing: 
 

relates that a daughter of Capt. Blodgett, of Brooksville, lost her speech two years since. 
Her father had consulted the physicians in the vicinity, taken her to Rockland, Portland 
and Boston, meeting with no success. Early in the present fall he placed her in the hands of 
P. P. Quimby, of Belfast, the noted mesmeriser, when strange to tell, in a few days, without 
the aid of medicine, but simply by the power of will, her speech was restored full, clear 
and nearly as strong as ever. 

 
It is worth noting that in Portland Quimby was considered a “noted mesmeriser.” The same day 
the Boston Daily Evening Bee covered the same news item. The missing sentence above read: 
“Power of Mesmerism.—A correspondent of the Ellsworth (Me.) American relates. . . .” 
 
The following important testimonial in the Jeffersonian, which clipping was incorrectly dated 
“1856” by someone in the Quimby family, references the patient’s stay at the Hatch Hotel. The 
actual date is December, 1857, based on the reference to the prior testimonial having appeared “a 
few weeks” earlier: 
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Another case of infirmity under the  treatment of Dr. Quimby. 
 

   A few weeks ago we gave a statement of facts in relation to the restoration to speech of 
a young lady of Brooksville by Dr. P. P. Quimby, of Belfast.  Another case of infirmity 
now under treatment of Dr. Q. has been brought to our immediate notice, the fact of 
which we have received and here narrate, from the statements of the invalid herself Miss 
A. M. Buker, of of[sic] Castine, who is now at the Hatch House in this city. 
   About fifteen years ago Miss Buker was afflicted with what is called the "hip disease," 
which in a short time rendered her lower limbs nearly useless.  Medical aid was resorted 
to, which resulted in an entire cure of the right hip; but the left hip became more seriously 
affected and has until recently, grown worse gradually with every year, in spite of all the 
medical expedients to which she has resorted.  The muscles of the hip had become 
considerably contracted and the leg drawn up several inches shorter than the other.  The 
whole leg became much paralyzed and nearly insensible to pain by any external 
application. . . .   
   It is needless to state that a lady in such an unfortunate situation for so many years had 
resorted to the most skillful medical aid that could be procured, but without avail.  Upon 
one occasion when in Boston she tried an artificial leg, but entirely without success, for 
the reason that there was not left muscular power enough in the limb to exercise the 
instrument after it was adjusted. 
   In this hopeless condition (for so she and all her friends has regarded her case) she 
passed year after year, her body becoming more and more distorted and feeble, until 
about six weeks since she went to Belfast and placed herself under the care of Dr. 
Quimby  She began immediately to improve, and has grown better every week to a 
wonderful degree.  The disease has measurably departed from the hip, and the leg has 
resumed almost its natural length and strength.  She threw aside her crutches a week or 
two ago, (rejoicing at the departure of such long tried and faithful friends) and now she 
walks with considerable ease and no pain, with the aid of only a small cane in one hand.  
She lifts her foot with ease, and bears her whole weight upon it momentarily while 
walking,—a thing which until within a few weeks she has not been able to do for fifteen 
long years.  The reader may imagine the enthusiastic congratulations in which she 
indulges at the cheering prospect she now has of being completely restored to health.  She 
is apparently in the enjoyment of a new life. 
   Of Dr. Quimby's sanitary system we have nothing to say, either of recommendation or 
disparagement, contenting our-self with a faithful narration of facts such as are well 
authenticated to us.  We briefly explained his system or method of treatment of invalids, 
which is exceedingly novel, in an article of a few weeks since relating to the restoration 
of the young lady of Brooksville to speech.  Suffice it to say here, that in the case of Miss 
Buker, detailed above substantially from her own lips, Dr. Q. has used no medicine or 
matereal[sic] appliances whatever, internally or externally—he has not even seen nor 
touched the part affected.  All he has done has been purely by acts of volition, conversing 
with his patient daily for about six weeks, "teaching her," as he says, "the use of her limbs 
and how to walk."  He feels confident that he has obtained the mastery of the disease 
which has afflicted his patient so long,—that in his mental battle in aid of the proper 
functions of nature against the terrible disease, he got himself and the mind and most of 
the body of the patient on the winning side.  He believes that their mutual "faith" will yet 
make his patient "whole."  He says "he is not performing a miracle," but "a cure," by the 
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exercise, in a novel way, of those powers of intellect and reason with which the Creator 
has endowed him in common with all intelligent beings. 
   Miss Buker will remain at the Hatch House a week or two, where any person interested 
may obtain a verification of the above statements, and any further particulars of her 
protracted illness, and of the progress and means of her restoration to health. 
   Dr. Quimby has taken up his residence in this city, having rooms at the Hatch House, 
and is in constant attendance upon several new patients in this city and vicinity. 
 

 
That Quimby was not staying there full-time yet is seen from his notice on December 18 in the 
Bangor Whig & Courier: 
 
 

Dr. P. P. Quimby, 
 
of Belfast, being in the city on professional business, has, by request of many of the 
citizens, consented to remain a few days, and attend to such persons as may desire his 
services. He has taken rooms at the Hatch House.   dec18tf.451 
 

 
The editor of the Jeffersonian (or someone else in Bangor) took increased interest in Quimby, 
and published this account of his work on December 29, 1857: 
 

(FOR THE JEFFERSONIAN.) 
 

Novel and Interesting Mode of Treating Disease. 
 
Having heard much about the wonderful cures effected by Dr. P. P. Quimby of Belfast, I 
have taken some pains to inform myself of the manner in which he displays his skill. 
What seem[sic] unique is that he so combines theory and practice that one does not exist 
independent of the other. His theory is his practice. As near as I can understand he thus 
discourses upon ‘the ills that flesh is heir to.’ 
 
Diseases are the result of mental action, the fluids of the body are so disposed that any 
immodate [?] action of the powers of body or mind may produce a slight sensation which 
is of itself unimportant. The idea of disease is so common in the mind of many, as 
creating diseases has been the work of the medical profession for centuries, that as soon 
as the patient feels what he deems a bad symptom, he proceeds to select from the vast 
nomenclature, some malady to which this symptom must be an index. If he fails to do 
this, he immediately summons in his physician who of course points it out with unerring 
sagacity. The mind of the patient as soon as a model has been selected for his disorder, 
begins to build it up to suit the model. 
 
For instance his whole mentality is absorbed in the idea of cancer; then the fluids moving 
in double quick time to obey the behests of a misdirected intelligence, make those very 
deposits which the craft call cancer. Now if the mind can be persuaded that the evidences 
are against the idea of cancer, and becomes positive of that then those ducts which were 
employed in collecting, are now benevolently engaged in conducting away the elements 
of this incubus upon the mind of the patient. Mr. Quimby considers disease in the nature 
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of a crime. The patient is arraigned at the bar of justice. The unfavorable symptoms are so 
many witnesses against him, whose credibility is to be disputed by the true physician. 
Judgment and reason are the high court before whom the hearing is to be had, and who 
are to acquit or pass sentence, according to the testimony. When the court are convinced 
that the witnesses to sustain the commission of are the crime are over—balanced by those 
in favor of innocence then the ministerial officers of the law set about removing the 
manacles. 
 
Those cases which are not successfully treated in this way, are lost from the fact that the 
court has been duped by false witnesses. 
 
Dr. Quimby does not require his patients to tell him what their disease is or what their 
feelings are. These he reads silently and argues in favor of health and against disease. 
And it must be admitted that his system of treatment is wonderfully efficacious, as many 
who have been the happy recipients of his labors will aver. 
 
Progression. 
 
Bangor, Dec. 21, 1857.452 

 
 
Another report appeared in the press a few months later, which was preserved by Quimby in his 
scrapbook below: 
 
 

 
 
 
 

(For the Jeffersonian.) 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Who and what is Dr. Quimby? 
   It is too late an hour for the cry of "Humbug" in Mr. Quimby's treatment of disease.  
The Doctor has recently performed such miracles in the cure of Mrs. Elijah Crane of 
Garland and Mrs. Sarah Barker of Exeter, that the people are beginning to enquire, who 
and what is Dr. Quimby? 
 
   By what strange agency does he cure disease which for years has baffled the skill of our 
most eminent physicians?  As a report of the two cases referred to will probably be given 
to the public, I reserve further comment on them for the present. 
                                                                                        EXETER. 
Feb., 1858. 

 
On the last day of 1857, Quimby modified his advertisement in the Bangor paper in order to 
explain to some extent his methodology as a healer: 
 

Dr. P. P. Quimby, 
 
of Belfast, being in the city on professional business, has, by request of many of the 
citizens, consen[t]ed to remain a few days, and attend to such persons as may desire his 
services. He has taken rooms at the Hatch House.    
 
Those calling upon the Doctor should understand that he can form no reliable opinion 
except by an examination of the case, and the examination is describing the feelings of 
the patient and declaring the disease. Prior conversation with friends is of no value, and 
only occupies t[i]me which is valuable.    Dec18tf. 

 
Quimby possibly traveled back and forth between Bangor and Belfast during this time period. At 
BU is a letter from David Barker to Quimby, addressed to him in Belfast, February 18, 1858, 
telling of the cure of Mrs. Crane: a greater miracle was not “performed since Christ raised 
Lazarus. . . .”453 A second letter from Barker to Quimby, February 26, 1858, was addressed to 
him at Hatch House in Bangor. 
 
Quimby on February 2, 1858, in the Whig & Courier enhanced his advertisement by giving times 
when he could be seen at the Hatch House and when he would make house calls: 
 

Dr. P. P. Quimby, 
 
of Belfast, will remain in this city, on professional business, for the remainder of the 
winter, and attend to such persons as may desire his services. He has taken rooms at the 
Hatch House. 
 
Dr. Q. will attend to patients at his Rooms on Monday, Wednesday and Friday—and will 
visit patients at their residences, on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. 
 
Those calling upon the Doctor should understand that he can form no reliable opinion 
except by an examination of the case, and the examination is describing the feelings of 
the patient and declaring the disease. Prior conversation with friends is of no value, and 
only occupies time[?] which is valuable.    Dec18tf. 
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On May 19, 1858, and through August this new advertisement appeared in the Whig & Courier: 
 

Dr. P. P. Quimby, 
 
Of Belfast, having made arrangements to remain in Bangor a portion of the summer, will 
be found at his rooms at the HATCH HOUSE, on Wednesday, May 19th, to attend such 
persons as may desire his services.  
 
Those calling upon the Doctor should understand that he can form no reliable opinion 
except by an examination of the case, and the examination is describing the feelings of 
the patient and declaring the disease. Prior conversation with friends is of no value, and 
only occupies time which is valuable.    May19tf. 

 
QUIMBY BANGOR ACCOUNT BOOK454 

 
A generally unrecorded relic of this time period is Quimby’s account book for his stay in 
Bangor. It records the names of patients, dates of visits, briefly the reason, and the amount billed. 
Unfortunately, Quimby, when he moved to Portland, pasted over most of the information when 
he preserved his clippings, which ledger and clippings are today part of the Library of Congress 
Quimby collection.455 Based on the portions of notes that are visible, the dates of the visits seem 
to range from December 20, 1857, to perhaps as late as May 28, 1858. The price for an 
examination was $2.00, but other charges were $1.50, $1.00, and 50¢. In some cases the patient 
returned several times per week during this time period, while other patients saw Quimby less 
frequently; nonetheless, patients seeing Quimby multiple times was certainly the norm. 
 
Quimby was primarily known in New England, but he ventured out of New England from time 
to time. Here is a reference (May 21, 1858 Whig & Courier) to a professional trip he was to take 
to Detroit, Michigan: 
 

Dr. Quimby, 
 
having received an urgent professional call, is under the necessity of being absent for a 
week or ten days, at Detroit, Michigan. He will return to Bangor as soon as possible, and 
will give due notice when he may again be consulted at his old quarters.   May 21 

 
He announced he was back in the June 7 issue of the paper. 
 
An example of a testimonial letter to Quimby at this time is the following from 1858:  
 

Plymouth, Oct. 17th, 1858. 
Dr. Quimby, 
My preserver & Friend 
 
With feelings of gratitude and kind respect, I will write you, and inform you that I am 
able to walk as well as ever I could. A pleasure which I could not have enjoyed had it not 
been through your unceasing & untiring care and treatment. Words will not express my 
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thankfulness to you, kind Dr., for the pleasures I am permit[t]ed to enjoy. When I 
contemplate my past helplessness and know that to you, I am indebted for all I do now 
enjoy, my heart is ready to burst in gratefulness. 
 
I continue to improve in walking day by day, as you told me, and now I can run up and 
down stairs (not as fast as you can, because you are so spry) but as well as most any one 
else. My friends receive me, with wonder depicted upon their countenances, I assure you, 
to see me walking all by myself, was a joy to them indescribable, and believe me their 
whole tribute of praise is tendered to you.  
 
You will please excuse this note, as Mr. and Mrs. Lowe are about ready to leave for 
Bangor and propose taking this to you—I will soon write you a good long letter if 
acceptable. 
 
With all love and respect, I remain, 
Your young friend, Etta Cooke.[Cookie?]456 

 
About this time a thirteen-year old child was treated by Quimby, and the child gave these later 
reminiscences: 
 

Statement of Judge Charles K. Miller 
 
Camden, Maine, April 24, 1907. 
 
This is to certify that I, C.K. Miller, Judge of Probate of Knox Co., when a boy of about 
thirteen years of age had the rheumatic fever and was left in such a condition that there 
was no hope for me. I was taken on a pillow from Warren, Maine, to Rockland, Maine by 
carriage to the home of Gov. Cobb’s father and the next morning by boat to Belfast, Me. 
This was about the year 1858. Was carried to the hotel and put to bed, and Dr. Quimby 
was called. He rubbed me and then they put me in a chair. He then looked me straight in 
the eye, and such eyes I never beheld before, told me to get up and walk. I told him I 
couldn’t. He said you can. He took hold of me and pulled me on my feet and I walked 
two or three steps and fell, but he caught me and I was then put to bed again. The next 
day I went back home again and was able to ride on the seat with my parents. I returned 
afterwards and stayed two weeks at the hotel, going to his office every day. On one 
occasion there was a man walking on the opposite side of the street and Dr. Quimby went 
to the window and stopped him just by looking at him. He could not move, and the man 
was so mad he threatened to have Dr. Quimby arrested. I was not treated mentally, but by 
rubbing and through mesmerism. 
 
Charles K. Miller 
 
Knox S.S.  Camden, Me., April 25, 1907. 
 
Personally appeared Chas. K. Miller and made oath to the truth of the above statement by 
him subscribed. 
 
Before me 
J.H. Montgomery, 
Justice of the Peace. 
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Quimby probably returned to Belfast for a break. He announced to his clientele in Bangor 
(September 24, 1858 Whig & Courier) of his having returned from a “temporary absence.” 
 

Dr. P. P. Quimby, 
 
After a temporary absence, has returned to Bangor, and may be found at his Room, 22 
Hatch House, to attend those desiring his servic[e]s. 
 
FThose calling upon the Doctor should understand that he can form no reliable opinion 
except by an examination of the case, and the examination is describing the feelings of 
the patient and declaring the disease. Prior conversation with friends is of no value, and 
only occupies time, which is valuable.    Sept24 

 
In November 1858 Quimby planned a trip to Portland and Augusta, Maine, and notified in the 
Whig & Courier “all persons who desire to consult him, and those having unsettled accounts” to 
visit him at the Hatch House during his two week stay in Bangor, starting on November 4 (and 
for another couple or weeks). 
 

DR. P. P. Quimby 
 
having made arrangements to visit Augusta and Portland, would say to the friends in 
Bangor and vicinity that his stay in the city will be limited to two weeks from this date; 
therefore all persons who desire to consult him, and those having unsettled accounts with 
him are requested to call. Rooms at the HATCH HOUSE. 
 
Nov. 1 

 
Perhaps the trip to Portland was part of his effort to move there and establish an even larger 
practice, in part due to Portland’s greater size and proximity to Boston. The above-mentioned 
unnamed correspondent in the Bangor paper wrote of his stay at the United States Hotel in 
Portland, Maine: 
 

United States Hotel.— Having several hours to spend in Portland, before leaving for 
Bangor in the boat, we went to the United States Hotel, where every attention was shown 
us. The House kept by Solomon Myrick is now undergoing extensive repairs which will 
materially add to its spaciousness. Travelers visiting Portland will do well to remember 
that at this Hotel they will always find a pleasant home.457  

 
One of the important source works for this time period are notes and an account left by Charles 
A. Quincy Norton, mentioned earlier under the heading “Outliers in the Quimby History.” While 
many of the statements made by him are not consistent with other sources, it does provide what 
appears to be an accurate description of Quimby’s treatments given at the Hatch House in 
Bangor. (See his reminiscence in Chapter Four—Appendix E.) 
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QUIMBY TRAVELS TO PORTLAND, MAINE 
 
While it has often been stated that Quimby moved to Portland in 1859,458 he actually started in 
mid-December 1858 a process of moving there by instituting what were perhaps seen as trial 
runs of short stays in that city. In the Portland Daily Advertiser in December, 1858,459 he began 
running this advertisement, which ran into January 1859 (it is interesting to note that he at first 
said he was from Bangor, but that quickly changed to Belfast): 
 
 

Notice! 
--------- 

 
DR. P. P. QUIMBY, of Bangor, 

Respectfully gives notice, that at the earnest solicitation 
of many citizens, he has consented to visit Portland for a 
short time, and has taken Room No. 34. 

UNITED STATES HOTEL, 
where he will be pleased to attend all those afflicted with 
[d]isease, who may wish to avail themselves of the 
benefit of [h]is mode of practice. 
Dec13 edtf    P. P. Quimby 

 
Quimby left after a short stay in Portland, but soon he was back for a week starting on February 
7. He ran a notice in the Eastern Argus from February 8 through the 11th. For some reason he 
also ran substantially the same ad in the Advertiser but for almost two weeks longer, through 
February 22: 
 

Notice! 

---------- 

Dr. P. P. Quimby, of Belfast, 

Would say to his friends in Portland and vicinity, that he 
will be at the U.S. Hotel, on Monday, the 7th inst., where 
he may be found for a short time, and will attend to all 
persons wishing to consult him in regard to their health. 
Persons calling for that purpose, should understand that 
he can give no reliable opinion except by examination of 
their case. The examination is describing the feelings of 
the patients and declaring the disease. Fee for 
examination $1.50; if necessary to see the patient more 
than once, fifty cents for each subsequent sitting—Prior 
conversations with friends is of no value, and only 
occupies time which is valuable. Room No 32. feb 5460 

 
That Quimby left soon thereafter, probably back home to Belfast, is seen in the fact that the 
Eastern Argus recorded in its twice monthly list of uncollected letters at the post office, one for 
Dr. P. P. Quimby in its February 16 issue, and by the March 1 issue that had increased to two 
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letters that had not yet been retrieved. As suggested above, was this in Quimby’s mind a dry run 
for a much longer stay? We do not know his thought, but we know that he was soon back in 
Portland, for he starting running this ad in the Advertiser, from March 12 through March 21: 
 

Notice 

---------- 

Dr. P. P. Quimby, of Belfast, 

Would say to his friends in Portland and vicinity, that he 
will be at the U.S. Hotel, on SATURDAY, the 12th inst., 
where he may be found for a short time, and will attend 
to all persons wishing to consult him in regard to their 
health. Persons calling for that purpose, should 
understand that he can give no reliable opinion except by 
examination of their case—the examination is describing 
the feelings of the patients and declaring the disease. Fee 
for examination $1.50; if necessary to see the patient 
more than once, fifty cents for each subsequent sitting—
Prior conversations with friends is of no value, and only 
occupies time which is valuable. Room No 28.          
Mch 12461 
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[Two Views of the United States Hotel, site of Quimby’s first office in Portland, Maine  
(even though the main drawing is the same, note  the difference in the roof area and fourth row 

of windows)] 
 
Soon Quimby was back, for he began advertising on April 21 in the Advertiser with an 
advertisement that he ran until June 18: 
 
 

Notice 

---------- 

Dr. P. P. Quimby, of Belfast, 

Having made arrangements for remaining in Portland a 
portion of the summer, has taken Room No 28 at the 
United States Hotel, where he can be consulted by all 
persons desiring his services. 

 

Terms—For one examination at room. . . . . . . . . .  $1.50 

Each subsequent sitting at room . . . . . . . . . . . . . .       .50 

For one examination at patient’s residence. . . .. . .  $1.50 

Each subsequent visit at      “            “                      $2.00 
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JOHN H. QUIMBY’S DIARY: A HISTORICAL INTERLUDE 
 
Quimby made plans to be in Portland only a “portion” of the summer; he evidently did not yet 
consider Portland a permanent move. Fortunately for the historian, Quimby’s eldest son, John,462 
married Annie Noyes on June 21, 1859, and maintained a diary from that date through June 28, 
1860, which diary is now in the Belfast (Maine) Historical Society and Museum. Of the big day, 
he wrote: 
 

At 8 h 30 min. in presence of A.N. Noyes & wife, father & mother & Geo [his brother], 
with a score or two of aunts & uncles, cousins & friends, was married by Rev. Cazneau 
Palfrey [a Unitarian minister] to Miss Annie M. Noyes. Augusta [his sister] & Roscoe 
White & Miss Eliza Ritchie & Ned McLellan assisted as bridesmaids & groomsmen: . . . 

 
While much of that time was away from his father, John Quimby provided a valuable inside look 
at the family and his father’s stay in Portland and occasional trips back home. That the above 
advertisement ended on June 18 is perhaps directly related to Quimby having returned home for 
his son’s wedding. From the diary we learn that it was Augusta who traveled to Portland first 
with her father, and not George.463 She seems to have become friends with “Miss Ware” 
(apparently Sarah) during this time. John and his new bride arrived back in Portland (they had 
passed through briefly on their honeymoon) on July 23, where he wrote of the two of them,  
“[we] took our seats in the hack and were driven to the United States Hotel, as we drove up to the 
door I saw Father[’]s sign at the door and in going in found ourselves at his room. I knocked at 
the door and he stuck out his head with ‘Hallo step up in the parlor’ shut up the door & left us.” 
After Quimby’s last patient was gone he came out and greeted them and told them that Augusta 
and Miss Ware were not there. This seems to indicate that the family already knew the Ware 
family by that point. Years later, Emily W. Pierce, who had familial connections to the Ware 
family, wrote in 1907 (the letter is reproduced later):  “Dr. Quimby stayed for weeks with the 
Wares, in Portland in the early sixties.” It is possible she really was referring to 1858 or 1859 
when Quimby first got there.” 

 
In time Augusta and Miss Ware returned, and as John put it in his diary, “We passed a very 
pleasant evening. . . .” 
 
With evidently only a couple of days planned in Portland, and a trip on the steamer Daniel 
Webster464 booked for Belfast, the young couple were set to leave on July 25. John recorded in 
his journal that day, “Annie and myself took another drive to take one last look at Portland. At 10 
O’Clock we went aboard the Daniel Webster, with Augusta & Miss Ware & bid good bye to 
Father and Portland and were soon steaming it for home.” Thus Augusta and Miss Ware traveled 
with them back to Belfast. The next record is on August 16, where Quimby had returned home to 
Belfast and as John recorded, “Father, Mother, Augusta, and Miss Ware at the home this eve.” 
 



 750 

 
 

 
 

The Daniel Webster Steamer, ca. 1855 
 
Quimby shuttled back and forth between Portland and Belfast on weekends with some regularity. 
John noted on September 21: “Father left for Portland in the Webster this morn.” Eight days 
later, he recorded: “Father came home this morning from Portland and this afternoon called on 
me.” Quimby stayed in the Belfast area for a while. John next recorded on October 13, “Father 
returned having been in Boothbay.” Three days later, Quimby was finally able to head back to 
Portland. As bad luck would have it, the giant and much talked-about British ship, the Great 
Eastern, was planning to use Portland, Maine, as its American port, and people had been 
traveling to Portland to see the great vessel, thereby renting all of the available rooms. (However, 
an engine explosion kept the ship in its port in Portland, England, for some time. It did not make 
its first voyage to America until June of the following year.) John recorded on the 16th, “Father 
left for Portland this morn[in]g have made quite a visit for him, for reason that he could not have 
rooms at Portland on account of the expected rush to see the Great Eastern.” 465 
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The “Great Eastern” in Portland, England. (The Illustrated London News, October 8, 1859) 
 
Quimby’s diary next recorded letters received from his father on October 21 and October 25; 
then he recorded that George, then 18, went to visit his father in Portland on November 2 
(Susanna Quimby and Augusta stayed behind). George soon sent a letter home, which was 
received on the 8th. On the 12th, the diary noted “Father and George came in Stmr Webster this 
morning.” Two days later it noted, “Father left for Portland [unintelligible] this morning.” 
 
While it has commonly been presumed466 that George Quimby was with his father as secretary467 
from the beginning in Portland, that clearly is not accurate. As we shall see, he did not move to 
Portland until mid-1860 at the earliest. In the meantime, Quimby was relying on his older son 
John for some level of assistance back in Belfast. On November 19, John noted, “Recd a 
Telegraph Despatch from Father from Frankfort to come for him tomorrow.” John went to 
Frankfort the next day and saw his father. The next day he wrote in his diary: “Father left in 
Webster for Portland.” This would prove a long stay for Quimby in Portland without a return 
home for several months. John noted that he wrote his father on December 22. He was trying to 
get his father to buy a bracelet for him in Portland to give to his wife, Annie. A week later he 
noted,  
 

Another very cold morning. Mercury at sunrise was 12˚ below zero. Rec a letter from 
Father saying he had got a bracelet as I wished and it should be here by New Years, hope 
it will. 

 
Quimby stayed in Portland and John continued noting his letters to his father, on January 3 and 
28. John wrote in his diary on February 24, “Wrote Father that Augusta would be in Portland 
Thursday.” Actually John and Annie decided to go with her to Portland on March 1. They had 
dinner at the new City Hall. In a hack they traveled to the United States Hotel. “We met Father at 
the door, who was quite surprised to see us and took us into his room until we should get quarters 
which is [s]oon done. . . . [After some errands]  we came back to the House. Found the Wares, 
Emma & Sarah there. . . .” [Later] After going to the House I found Miss[?] Emily & the Misses 
Wares had fixed up a Ball garb for Annie, as we had not come prepared for dancing. . . . Thos & 
Emily, Augusta & Mr Livemore[?], Father and Sarah Ware made up one party. We arrived in 
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season to open the Ball, but upon taking a promenade, Annie found her slippers were so small 
that she could not dance, so we sat and looked on. John managed to do some dancing however. 
“After dancing 4 dances we went home at about half past one, found the hack at the door at our 
service and no questions asked. Augusta went with Miss Ware, to Annie & myself to the U. S. 
Hotel.” 
 
That Quimby was part of the dance party is an interesting look at his social side that is little 
known. 
 
The next day John Quimby wrote of meeting with Sarah and Emma’s mother, again suggesting 
that the Quimbys had some prior connection to the Ware family:  
 

Took a hack and rode up to Mrs Ware[’]s this morning with Augusta’s trunk. . . .” [Later] 
“. . .  we had a call from Mrs Ware, she seemed quite a pleasant lady[,] invited us to make 
her a visit &c and left. After dinner we bid Father good bye. 

 
Quimby had been away in Portland since November, and his business was taking all of his time. 
John wrote on March 22: “Received a letter from Father, cannot come to see Friday as he is so 
very busy.” Finally Quimby was able to make it home. On April 6 John wrote, “Looking for 
Father in the morning.” The next day he wrote: “Went down to Stmr Daniel Webster[;] Father 
came, quite a stranger, has not been here since the 21st of November. . . .” The next day John 
noted his father’s generosity: “On enquiring of Father this eve the cost of the bracelet I sent to 
him for as a present for Annie, he said I need not pay for it but he would make it a present for 
her.” The next day Quimby returned to Portland. 
 
On April 20, John wrote of his diary about one of his father’s patients, which information ties in 
to a copy of a letter by Quimby to that patient, Mr. Whitney: 
 

This forenoon, a Mr Whitney Ea Dixmont called to get Father to go to Dixmont and 
wished me to telegraph him to go to Dixmont from Portland, which I done, and he will 
wait until this afternoon for an answer.  
 
About one or twice a week I get letters for him for him that I have to answer, provided 
they send stamps, if not I am not very anxious to empart much information.” [Later that 
day] “Have not heard anything from Father yet and I promised the man I would write him 
as soon as I did hear, and left at 5 o’clock. 

 
The next day John wrote: “[Received] word from Father he could not go to Dixmont so I wrote to 
Mr Whitney.” This note compares to Quimby’s letter to Mr. and Mrs. Whitney in Wayne, Maine, 
on March 21, 1860, which we saw earlier. 
 
An unexpected and sad detail in the diary is a note on April 26: “This morning George came in 
Store and said Skip was dead, that some one had poisoned him, this was too bad for he was a 
nice clever little dog, . . .” 
 
Quimby came back to Belfast on May 5 and returned to Portland on May 7. 
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Earlier we saw a letter from Quimby to a Mrs. Wingate in which he wrote: “If it had been my 
daughter, Augusta, I could not have cured her, from the fact that she could not have had the 
confidence in me that she would have had in a stranger.” This brings up the question of how the 
Quimby family felt of his work. We don’t really know, although we have Susanna Quimby’s 
comment to Julius Dresser about her son George “[Quimby’s work] was never congenial to his 
feelings and he only staid with him from duty.” Later George made it clear that while he was 
completely loyal to his father’s memory, he had no inclination to try to follow in his footsteps or 
practice his father’s healing methods. Thus, when John wrote in his diary on June 1—“Called up 
to Father[’]s on the way to the store, found Mother quite lame, with her rheumatism.”—it is not 
clear how much, if any, she relied on her husband’s ministrations. John noted six days later: 
“Took tea at Mother[’]s, she is gaining now from her lameness quite fast and [I] hope she will 
get over it soon.”468 
 
On June 9 Quimby returned to Belfast, and as was his custom, he returned to Portland two days 
later. John’s help for his father, before George went to Portland, is seen in this note of June 16: 
“Wrote a Wm Kenniston Boothbay a dunning letter for Father.” A week later he noted: 
“Received a letter from Wm Kenniston. . . .  Wrote to Father this afternoon.” 
 
Just before John finished his one year diary, he noted on June 27 that “George left for Portland.” 
By this time, George had recently turned 19. This might represent his moving to Portland to 
work for his father, but that is not certain.469 
 
 

 
 

Later photograph of George A. Quimby from the McClure’s series 
 

======= 
 

In the Advertiser on October 15 was this new advertisement that ran through December 14, 1859: 
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Notice 

---------- 

Dr. P. P. Quimby, of Belfast, 

Having made arrangements for remaining in Portland a 
portion of the Fall, has taken Room No 14 at the United 
States Hotel, where he can be consulted by all persons 
desiring his services. 

 

Terms—For one examination at room. . . . . . . . . .  $1.50 

Each subsequent sitting at room . . . . . . . . . . . . . .       .50 

For one examination at patient’s residence. . . .. . .  $1.50 

Each subsequent visit at      “            “                      $2.00 

October 15, 1859                                                         tf 

 
On December 19 Quimby began running this replacement advertisement in the Advertiser—it 
ran through mid-1860.470 
 
 

Notice 

---------- 

Dr. P. P. Quimby, of Belfast 

Can be consulted at his Room No 2 at the United States 
Hotel, by all persons desiring his services. He will also 
visit patients at their residences. 

December 19, 1859                                                         tf 

 
The December 19, 1859 date was later changed by Quimby to read July 20, 1860. 
 
As we have seen, it was to the United States Hotel that Quimby moved in 1859,471 and began a 
six year stay in Portland, with only occasional visits back to the family home in Belfast and 
elsewhere, especially in the summer.472 Near the end of 1860, Quimby moved his office down 
the street to the International House (sometimes referred to as the International Hotel), across 
from the new City Hall. The Portland Daily Advertiser ran an advertisement, dated early in 
December but run on December 18, 1860, for the International House, a “new and commodious 
establishment.” The advertisement assured the reader, “The proprietor will spare no time nor 
expense in rendering the INTERNATIONAL everything the public may desire.—in fact a FIRST 
CLASS HOTKL[sic] in every sense of the word.” Quimby appears to have been one of the first 
customers of the International, because he ran the above advertisement in the Daily Advertiser on 
December 17, 1860, but changed the address to the rooms 11 and 13 in the International House 
(but he maintained the July 20, 1860 date for some reason). 
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We do not have much information on Quimby’s office in the International House, but at least 
one sick resident of that hotel was evidently not tempted by Quimby’s services, perhaps 
suggesting that Quimby’s medical work was known in the hotel as being quite untraditional. In 
the author’s collection is this letter from one H. M. Huntoon, who wrote to his friend on January 
21, 1864: 
 

How glad I should have been to have heard from you often during my solitary stay in this 
city [Portland, Maine], being in poor health, confined to the house most of the time, no 
society, not one congenial spirit passing most of the time in my room alone, suffering 
from excessive pain (especially at night,) which deprives me of rest or sleep and renders 
me extremely nervous, . . . 
 
I am still at the International House, but shall probably change my location next week, if 
you write, (and I hope you will) direct to the International House. . . . 

 
 
 

 
 

Congress Street, Portland, Maine in the 1850s  
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Congress Street, Portland, Maine in the 1860s  
(down the street from the United States Hotel and the International House) 

 
Portland, along with most other cities in this era, was visited from time to time by healing 
mediums.473 We have already seen that Dr. J.R. Newton and others visited Portland in the 1860s 
and later, but here is a sample advertisement from The Eastern Argus in Portland, on November 
16, 1855 and other days that year: 
 

Healing Medium. 
 
Mrs. Danforth, No., 12 Wilmot street having been successful in healing the sick (by the 
help of the spirits), gives notice that she is ready to examine the sick, and prescribe for 
them. 
 
Mrs. Danforth often examines the sick, miles distant and sometimes before she is called 
to examine. 
 

This is done while in a trance. 
 
Terms for examination and prescription $1.00. 
Portland, July 23, 1855.     wtf. 

 
The above advertisement is quick to emphasize that the healing work is done while Mrs. 
Danforth was in a trance and through the “spirits.” Compare that to the end of Quimby’s circular:  
 

There are many who pretend to practice as he does, but when a person while in ‘a trance,’ 
claims any power from the spirits of the departed, and recommends any kind of medicine 
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to be taken internally or applied externally beware! believe them not, “for by their fruits 
ye shall know them.” 

 
There is no way to know if Quimby was thinking about Mrs. Danforth specifically when he 
wrote his circular, but most likely not. There were many like Mrs. Danforth in the 1850s. For 
example, a reader of the Portland Transcript in August 1859, by which time Quimby arrived in 
Portland, would have seen this advertisement:  
 

Mrs. R. S. Greenlaw, Independent Clairvoyant, respectfully announces to the citizens of Portland 
and vicinity that she has located in house No. 4 Deer St. Mrs. G. has practiced as a medical 
clairvoyant since 1843, and her success in curing obstinate cases of disease has been truly 
wonderful. Examination, $1. No charge when she fails in examination.   3m19. 474 

 
While such healing mediums are largely forgotten today, they were commonplace in Quimby’s 
day, and here we have an example of one who practiced it for sixteen years and who, like 
Quimby, placed great emphasis on the clairvoyant rapport during the initial examination, so 
much so that without that connection nothing could be accomplished.  
 
Regarding these clairvoyant healers, at least some of what Quimby (and Eddy later) wrote must 
be seen as a reaction to the spiritualistic claims of these healing mediums. 
 
George Quimby continued in his biographical sketch of his father in 1888: 
 

    In the year 1859 Mr. Quimby went to Portland, . . . 
    Among his earlier patients in Portland were the Misses Ware, daughters of the late 
Judge Ashur Ware, of the U.S. Court; and they became much interested in "the Truth," as 
he called it. But the ideas were so new, and his reasoning was so divergent from the 
popular conceptions, that they found it difficult to follow him or remember all he said; 
and they suggested to him the propriety of putting into writing the body of his thoughts. 
    From that time he began to write out his ideas, which practice he continued until his 
death, the articles now being in the possession of the writer of this sketch. 

 
George Quimby here writes from the vantage point of being five years into the “Quimby-Eddy” 
debate, where sides had already been taken up and a “conventional wisdom” had been created to 
be put forth as the truth. George Quimby’s attitude toward Eddy is seen a letter to A. J. Swarts on 
February 22, 1888, in which he announced the upcoming article above and then added an 
invective against Eddy that was surprisingly strident for this still relatively early year in the 
debate (emphasis added): 
 

Please permit me to say that I have no doubt of your kind intention to come to the rescue 
of my father, but I do not feel that there is the slightest necessity for it. [. . .] If I were in 
prison, in solitary confinement for life, I should be too busy to get into any kind of a 
discussion with Mrs. Eddy.475 

  
In his 1888 biographical account, George Quimby wrote that his father referred to his theory or 
healing methodology as “the Truth,” where “Truth” is capitalized.476 The significance of this is 
that Eddy had by 1888 long been capitalizing “Truth” as a synonym of God, so to show that 
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Quimby capitalized the first letter in “Truth” could have represented a significant sign of Eddy’s 
indebtedness to him. I have found no use of “Truth” by Quimby to suggest he was calling his 
theory “the Truth” (whether capitalized or not capitalized), although he certainly referred to the 
truth in a general sense. However, that does not mean that Quimby never verbally used the term 
that way. Of course, in the Bible is Jesus’ statement (in the KJV that Quimby would have 
known), “Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.” In Quimby’s circular, he 
emphasized his own phrase that appears to parallel that statement of Jesus. Quimby’s phrase is,  
“The Truth is the Cure.” Quimby emphasized this sentence by italicizing it and capitalizing both 
nouns (i.e., not only is the “t” uppercase in “truth,” so is the “c” in “cure”).  Actually he wrote 
more fully, “. . . he [Quimby] changes the fluids of the system and establishes the truth, or health. 
The Truth is the Cure.” Thus it appears his use of the uppercase “t” in truth and “c” in cure 
seemed to be for emphasis rather than to provide either word with a deeper meaning.477 
 
Beyond looking at what Quimby wrote, it is helpful to see what some of his acolytes said during 
Quimby’s time. Here are some examples (emphasis added in bold): 
 
Julius Dresser’s diary (April 7, 1862):  
 

“In the afternoon went to Dr. Quimby’s room and discussed truth & error. . . . I hope, 
however, after I learn more of the truth that I will be able to bear every such thing. . . . I 
wrote to Mrs Hawes, Abbie & Kate on saty, inviting a discussion of what I have been 
telling them, viz., this truth.” 

 
Clara Bass, January 17, 1863, in her letter to Quimby asks,  
 

“How does the Science progress? If you publish a book Dr do not fail to let us know. . . . 
[Speaking of the Ware sisters] How do they progress in the ‘Truth.’?” 

 
Eddy letters to Quimby and a poem about him (the Eddy-Quimby letters will be analyzed in full 
later on in this work): 
 
[April 24, 1864:] 
 

“I see & think I believe more than ever the truth, but the flesh is weak.” 
 
[May, 1864:] 

 
“I have learned more within 2 months than I am capable of practicing, to say the least, 
but I can preach forever. 
 
A clear and lucid demonstration of the truth you practice has been given in my case. As 
clear as any experiments I ever saw in clairvoyance.” 

 
[July 8, 1864:] 
 

My dear Dr., I am wishing I could see you to-day — My husband was seized 2 days ago 
with fever and is called erysipelis [sic]. Today he is almost frightful to look upon. O! how 
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I wish you were within reach of us, and you easily you could save him. He only laughs at 
me when I talk the truth to him. 

 
[Poem in Lynn paper, written  January 22, 1866, by  Eddy after Quimby’s death:] 
 

LINES on the decease of Dr. P.P. Quimby who healed with the truth that Christ taught, in 
contradistinction to all isms. 
 
[In the poem itself, as published in the Lynn newspaper, it included: 
 

“When Truth, receding from our mortal sight, 
Had paid to Error her last sacrifice? 

 
Can we forget the Power that gave us life?” 

 
In two other versions of the poem that are known, “Power” is not capitalized; the 
capitalization appears to be poetic in nature rather than based on a deeper meaning.] 
 

 
Julius Dresser to Eddy after Quimby’s death, responding to Eddy’s letter to him asking for 
Dresser to take up the mantle of the deceased Quimby, March 2, 1866: 
 

The true way to establish it [i.e., Quimby’s theory] is, as I look at it, to lecture & buy a 
paper and make that the means, rather more than curing, to introduce the truth. To be 
sure faith without works is dead, but Dr. Q’s works killed him, whereas, if he had spared 
himself from curing, and given himself partly, and a considerately, to getting out his 
theory, he would then have, as least, come nearer success in his great aim than he did. 

 
(Note above that even though Dresser referred in general to the “truth” he still later in the letter 
discussed Quimby’s effort to get out his “theory.”) 
 
Here are later references to Quimby’s beliefs by at least one former acolyte: 
 
Emma Ware to almost certainly Julius Dresser, December 1882: 
 

If the public is prepared to receive the ideas of Dr. Quimby I shall heartily do my part 
toward giving them the truth. 

 
Emma Ware to Edward Arens, January 9, 1883: 
 

I assure you I shall always be glad to do anything which may, in a small degree, put Dr 
Quimby in the position he should occupy in the world. To me no effort would be too 
great to do justice to his memory, or to throw any light upon the truth which he 
demonstrated, to one honestly and earnestly seeking the truth, as I know you to be. . . . 
The revelation of truth that came through him was directed towards the sick—his 
explanation showed their dangers. I will not speak of his labors, his success in healing 
might be called marvelous. I could no more heal as he did than I could conduct a military 
campaign now. . . .  You who can heal, must have a more powerful grasp upon the truth 
than I who cannot change the human system. 
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Emma Ware (evidently, although Hughes, p. 19, appears to say Sarah Ware copied this) to an 
unnamed Quimby patient, in BU Booklet 19, undated but likely about March or April 1861, 
based on the placement of the copy of the letter in the Booklet: 
 

 If you think that in a few letters from me, the subject [PPQ’s theory] can be placed 
presented in such a way that you can understand it & reject or receive it as you think best, 
you are altogether mistaken. We have been two years & a half in constant intercourse 
with Dr. Q & now only feel that we just begin to understand ourselves on the subject, & 
hardly dare even yet even yet to attempt sustaining ourselves with strangers. . . . it has 
only been by having the advantage of daily conversations with Dr. Q & constant access to 
his writings that I have been able to make any headway at all, & at first it seemed almost 
all the time as if like the boy, I stepped up one step & tumbled down then. What he said 
sounded fanciful and chemical [comical?] enough that I could make nothing reasonable 
out of it, & it often seemed as if he wandered from the subject & lost himself in the 
labyrinth that only a fanatic could navigate through but I was always careful not to 
condemn what I could not understand. . . . [she then spoke of her own case that was 
treated by PPQ] So much for my experience in learning “the Truth.”478 

 
The net result of the above examples seems to be that, notwithstanding young Clara Bass’s 
having capitalized the word “Truth” in her only known letter to Quimby, and Emma Ware’s 
occasional use of the capitalized term, while the use of the term “the truth”—to represent what 
Quimby was promoting and teaching—seemed to have gained some level of currency among the 
Quimby acolytes, the fixed capitalization of the word “truth” to represent Quimby’s theory 
appears to be a largely unwarranted later addition by George Quimby and the Dressers to attempt 
to bring Quimby closer to Eddy in the mind of the public.The above examples show that even 
when the “truth” was used as a kind of synonym for Quimby’s theory, it was not capitalized by 
the followers other than Emma Ware on rare occasions and Clara Bass. 
 
George Quimby also avers that his father got the idea of “putting into writing the body of his 
thoughts” from the Ware sisters. As we have seen from Lecture Notes, and also from pre-
Portland manuscripts, Quimby was already accustomed to writing out his theory, and Lecture 
Notes appears to have been an attempt at publication; nonetheless George Quimby continued in 
his article “From that time he [Quimby] began to write out his ideas, which practice he continued 
until his death, . . .” Regardless of the reason for George Quimby ignoring the pre-Portland 
writings of his father, it appears that the Ware sisters, with their excellent education, served as a 
catalyst to Quimby to begin writing out his thoughts in earnest with the eventual attempt again at 
publication. They were able to clean up his English, and act as much needed editors. 
 
In his 1888 article, George Quimby continued with just how closely the Ware sisters and he 
adhered to Quimby’s exact words and construction: 
 

The original copy he would give to the Misses Ware, and it would be read to him by 
them; and, if he suggested any alteration, it would be made, after which it would be 
copied either by the Misses Ware or the writer of this and then re-read to him, that he 
might see that all was just as he intended it. Not even the most trivial word or the 
construction of a sentence would be changed without consulting him. He was given to 
repetition, and it was with difficulty that he could be induced to have a repeated sentence 
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or phrase stricken out, as he would say, "If that idea is a good one and true, it will do no 
harm to have it in two or three times." He believed in the hammering process, and of 
throwing an idea or truth at the reader till it would be firmly fixed in his mind. 

 
In this passage, George Quimby clearly means to place in the mind of the reader the idea that 
Quimby carefully wrote out (or dictated) articles from which the Ware sisters were to produce 
verbatim copies, without a single change made, even of a comma, prior to getting approval from 
Quimby himself. Any serious look at Quimby’s original writings in his handwriting shows that 
notion to be fanciful. 
 
Gordon Clark in St. Bunco clearly wrote what Sarah Ware Mackay told him about the year 1900 
(emphasis added): “The Ware sisters became so deeply interested in Dr. Quimby’s thoughts and 
cures that they persuaded him to write out his ideas and explain his practise. As he was 
exceedingly busy, his articles were rewritten by the two young ladies or by Mr. George A. 
Quimby, and were then submitted to the Doctor for correction. His terminology was peculiar, 
and sometimes inadequate to his meaning; but due attention to his writings, with those of his 
friends, yields a clear conception of him.”479 It is significant that Clark, evidently recording what 
Mackay told him, said the Ware sisters and George Quimby had “rewritten” what Quimby had 
given them. 
 
In Emma Ware’s affidavit, evidently from the late 1890s, she described this issue: “I know that 
while Mr. Quimby resided in Portland he wrote out his ideas on Mental Science: he was not a 
scholarly man, and on that account copies of his writings were made by my sister, myself, and by 
Mr. Quimby’s son, George A. Quimby. These copies were read over to Mr. Quimby, and such 
corrections made as he thought fit.”480 (“Mental Science” is not a term used by Quimby but 
rather a term that was developed in the 1880s.) It is significant that the reason she gave for the 
making of copies was because Quimby was “not a scholarly man.” If the copies were simply 
verbatim copies of an original, then whether or not Quimby was “scholarly” would have been of 
no importance, but this statement does make sense if the real reason for the making over 
“copies” was the rewriting of the originals to correct grammar and language flaws. 
 
The available evidence seems to indicate that Ware sisters, George Quimby, and a few others 
were primarily editors, and then only secondarily copyists. Only after the articles had been 
carefully edited and written out by them or a few other associates, would they take on the role of 
“copyist,” because they would then make handwritten copies of their “original” edited 
documents, with the Quimby true original (if it existed, since some articles were reportedly 
dictated) then being disgarded as no longer needed. This is not to suggest that Quimby’s thought 
was necessarily influenced by the Ware sisters; there is no evidence to suggest the Wares altered 
his theory, but the vital role that the Ware sisters and other “copyists” played in editing 
Quimby’s writings has largely been ignored.481 
 
Thus sometime not long after Quimby arrived in Portland, this small coterie of family and 
acolytes began copying his writings into a series of volumes. What is referred to as Volume 
One,482 is a notebook with about 35 early articles, out of almost 350 preserved from the years 
1859-1865. Who exactly performed this copying duty beyond the above is not clear. George 
Quimby in his 1888 article said that he and the Misses Ware were the copyists. In an interview 
that Christian Scientist William Lyman Johnson had with Horatio Dresser in 1923 (as recorded 
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by the former in his notes in MBEL), Dresser said that the copyists were, in addition to the 
above, Mrs. P. P. Quimby, and Mrs. Crosby (it is not clear if he meant Helen or Sarah 
Crosby).483 In BU is a copy of Volume One copied by Miss S. M. Deering (later Mrs. Sabine).484 
Regarding this question of copyists, Ron Hughes in page 1 of his book created what I believe to 
be a new distinction, the term “designated copyist.” He wrote:  
 

The biographical article written by George A. Quimby for The New England Magazine in 
1888, indicates that he and the ‘Misses Ware’ (Sarah E. Ware and Emma G. Ware) were 
the designated copyists for Phineas Parkhurst Quimby in the Portland, Maine healing 
offices spanning the years of 1859 through 1865. It was their collective function to make 
copies of the original handwritten drafts of the articles penned by Quimby so they could 
be shared with the doctor’s patients. In a sense, these three individuals comprised the 
healer’s office staff, and in several letters from patients, these three are acknowledged 
and greetings are extended specifically to each of them. . . . 
 
Some of the other patients during Quimby’s Portland years made their own copybooks 
that were given to George Quimby at a later time. For example, a “Miss S. M. Deering,” 
whose later married name was ‘Sabine,’ made six of the nine commercially bound 
copybooks found in the Boston University collection. She was not one of  P. P. Quimby’s 
designated copyists, yet her collection of copybooks helps to date and authenticate the 
Quimby writings.”. . . 
 
[The transcribed writings of George Quimby and the Misses Ware are important 
because] Emma and Sarah Ware were both patients and were each personally treated by 
Quimby.When they began their roles as copyists for the doctor, they had frequent or 
perhaps daily access to him and his writings. This access began in 1859 and continued 
until his passing in 1866. If we were simply to combine the direct, personal experience of 
George, Emma and Sarah for the years of 1859 through 1865, we would have a total of 
twenty-one cumulative years of firsthand personal instruction by Dr. Quimby. This is 
significant in the study of P. P. Quimby because all three copyists attribute these writings 
to Quimby and to no one else. Through their articles and letters—and, in the case of 
Emma Ware, a personal testimonial—we the readers get a glimpse into the operation of 
Quimby’s healing practice and acquire insight into some of the challenges he faced when 
presenting his ideas for public inspection. 

 
While it is reasonable to believe that George Quimby and the Ware sisters were closer to 
Quimby than Miss Deering, and Mrs. Quimby’s copying appears to have been limited, to 
artificially create a distinction of “designated copyist,” for which there is little if any historical 
support, I believe leaves an inaccurate impression. The Hughes portrait, clearly derived from 
George Quimby’s 1888 article, as copied above, is of a structured arrangement where Quimby 
wrote or dictated articles, the designated copyists worked with him to come up with a “first 
copy” (without any clarification as to any editorial duties they might have had) and henceforth 
even a jot or tittle change had to be approved by Quimby. Hughes wrote, specifically: 
 

The writing procedure during the Portland years began with Quimby writing out his ideas 
and experiences in the form of a rough draft. This original version would be reviewed 
with one of the copyists: George Quimby, Emma Ware or Sarah Ware, and then a first 
copy would be made. During this first copy process, the original draft would be crossed 
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out as the copyist progressed in their work. In many cases, once a first copy was 
completed, the original draft by Quimby’s own hand was destroyed. 
 
These first copies were then recopied for circulation among the patients as well as copied 
into commercially manufactured blank hardcover copybooks for preservation.485 

 
The designated copyists, as we are told, only made copies of Quimby’s articles so we know 
therefore that no outside articles (i.e., read that as articles by Eddy) crept into the Quimby corpus 
of writings. 
 
Back in 1888, A. J. Swarts, a one-time Eddy student but soon independent and not inclined to 
defend her, traveled to Belfast, Maine, to visit George Quimby (and his brother, John Quimby) 
for a full two weeks to learn about what were called even then the “Quimby Manuscripts.” After 
talking to George, he wrote this in Mental Science Magazine (June, 1888) about Quimby as (1) a 
writer, (2) one who dictated, and (3) one who approved articles essentially ghostwritten on his 
behalf: 
 

Frequently he would utter many valuable truths in his instructions, or conversations with 
others. His views were often written by those associated with him, and then submitted to 
him for approval or correction. These writings by himself and by those in his employ for 
years who wrote for him, constitute the said Manuscripts. All literary people know that 
Manuscripts proper consist of the views written by an individual, or his views penned by 
another for him, provided that he corrects, approves, and appropriates the same. Through 
both of these proper methods extended Manuscripts of Dr. Quimby’s system and 
discoveries, were kept by himself and his family, for he intended to publish a work from 
them, and doubtless would have done so had he lived a little longer. 

 
Before discussing this issue, it is important to point out that the Quimby’s originals were not 
uniformly destroyed, although many were. A sizeable cache of original Quimby documents in 
his own handwriting, now in the Library of Congress, are marked with later notes as to where the 
corresponding final copies based on those originals are to be found in the twelve notebooks in 
the same collection. 
 
While the Hughes portrait of the process is not totally unreasonable, several observations I 
believe should be made about it. First is the assumption that Quimby wrote only “rough” drafts, 
which could leave the impression that he dashed off articles with grammatical and other errors 
that he would have corrected if he only had the time or inclination. There is no evidence to 
support that (George Quimby used the term “original copy,” for example); however, it is a 
convenient way to dismiss the observations of Gill and others about Quimby’s written texts 
being so unpolished and lacking in grammatical and spelling niceties, by saying that Quimby’s 
written documents were “rough drafts” only. Second, once the Quimby original went to the 
coterie a new version was created. All agree that happened, but how that process happened is not 
clear. The Hughes version is that Quimby and the copyists met and went over the articles, 
presumably word for word, to finalize the “rough draft” into a “first copy” (the assumption 
apparently being that the copyists provided no editorial services to clean up the language). 
George Quimby said that the copyists read the original copy back to Quimby and then proceeded 
to make the copy. While it is possible that Quimby met each and every time with the copyist in 
the manner outlined by his son, an alternate possibility is that at least sometimes Quimby wrote 
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his article as his version of a final draft and then submitted it to the copyist to clean it up and 
make it ready for other patients to read or even the public. It is clear that the copyists performed 
editorial duties that included adding or deleting words, correcting spelling and grammar, etc., in 
order to make the article presentable. In many but not all cases, the Quimby documents in his 
handwriting at the Library of Congress were edited with changes added to the manuscript, 
apparently by the copyist, and those edits made their way into the final notebook version. Thus, 
in at least those examples, the documents as edited support the Hughes version that a Quimby 
original was edited, presumably with Quimby’s direct approval (whether the new language came 
from Quimby or was instead suggested by the copyist—or perhaps a little bit of both—is 
unknown). Here is an example of such a document in Quimby’s handwriting, at the Library of 
Congress, with amended language in pencil in different handwriting. That is followed by the 
same document with the “final copy” version from one of the Quimby notebooks kept by the 
coterie: 
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This is not to say, however, that the editing process was so organized and standardized that only 
Quimby original material could have been copied. We will see below a number of examples of 
articles that made their way into the notebooks that spoke of Quimby in the third person and 
were quite possibly written by someone else. (Even though Quimby wrote in the third person at 
times, the context of the articles in question suggests an author other than Quimby.)  
 
Hughes has written in his book, “Far too much has been made of P. P. Quimby’s limited 
education.”486 That is perhaps true to a point, but alternately attempting to hide it—such as 
Hughes without evidence referring to Quimby’s handwritten texts as “rough drafts,” Collie-Seale 
and Hughes refusing to accurately transcribe Quimby’s numerous own handwritten texts, and the 
general unwillingness to credit the obvious editorial services of the copyists—I believe departs 
from the stated goal of Collie-Seale and Hughes to “let Quimby be Quimby.” 
 
Compared to the portrait of a completely one-way process of Quimby to copier, recall what 
Annetta Dresser wrote in 1895 as an eyewitness: 
 

. . . if anyone evinced any particular interest in his theory, he would lend his manuscripts 
and allow his early writings to be copied. Those interested would then in turn write 
articles about his “theory” or “the Truth,” as he called it, and bring them for his criticism.  
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In BU are several articles preserved by Emma Ware on Quimby and his theory, and it is likely 
that Eddy, Sarah Ware, George Quimby, and perhaps others wrote their own versions of 
explaining Quimby’s theories,487 quite in keeping with Dresser’s comment. As stated above, in 
the corpus of Quimby writings are many articles that speak of Quimby in the third person, and 
which do not appear to have been written by Quimby, nor is there even an attempt to suggest that 
they were. In Chapter Seven we will focus on one such example, “Experience of a patient with 
Dr Quimby.” In QMSS is an article “Mind and Disease”488 that I have been unable to find in 
Collie-Seale, Hughes or any other published collection of Quimby writings, and it very much 
reads as an article about Quimby, not by him. A quick review of the articles (as titled) in Collie-
Seale shows the following titles that speak of Quimby in the third person and might have been 
written by a person other than Quimby (though one clearly in the inner circle): 
 
—“The Christian Religion Reduced to a Science.” 
—“Difference between My Belief and Others'.” 
—“Exposition of Dr. Quimby's Method of Curing.” 
—“Introduction [II].” 
—“What Is Disease? I.” 
—“The Healing Principle” (in Hughes but not in Collie-Seale) 
 
The point here is not to state that the above articles were definitely not written by Quimby but 
rather to point out that the Quimby inner circle, following Annetta Dresser’s lead, appeared to 
have been inclined to write their own Quimbyesque articles as part of the cause. Probably most 
were discarded in time, but some appear to have been kept as testimonials that supported 
Quimby. Hughes, for example, in his book, attributes one fairly lengthy article on Quimby to his 
son, George, as preserved in the BU collection.489 While I do not believe that any significant 
number of them made it into the Quimby corpus of articles, I think the so-called designated 
copyists included some contemporaneous third-party testimonials that have been deemed by later 
Quimby supporters to be original Quimby articles.  
 
What was the purpose of these writings? Besides being a source of information for acolytes and 
patients, it is clear that Quimby intended to publish a book on his theory. See, for example, his 
comment in 1864 in his article later called “Spiritualism III”:  
 

I will state my principles upon what I believe to be true. It will not be possible to give my 
theory in full at this time, but I am preparing a work that will explain all these phenomena 
upon a scientific truth.490 

 
An original copy of this article in Quimby’s handwriting is extant at the Library of Congress. 
The reader will get an idea of the difficulty of working with Quimby handwritten original 
documents by seeing the above text in its original form. Note that a line was removed in the 
editing process: 
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Possibly two years earlier, Quimby had written in an article in the Library of Congress collection 
(entitled “Supplement to an article in Book III”): 
 

The reader will find my ideas strewn all through my writings & some times it will be 
seen that what I said had nothing to do with the subject upon which I was writing. . . . So 
it is impossible to give a work like this to the public like any other. It will be more like a 
court record or a book on law with the arguments of each case. It takes up a little of 
everything. Sometimes I am reasoning on politics so I have to show the absurdity of their 
reason, this stops their mouth & keeps them still so that they shall not get nervous on 
politics.491 

 
What is interesting about this excerpt is that the article was clearly intended to be read before the 
Quimby book was available, and one presumes that the intended readers were more than just a 
few local patients, but it is not known whether these writings ever got beyond a few in the 
Quimby inner circle. How did Quimby view his inner circle of supporters? In the same article he 
asked the question, “. . . how do I stand along side of my followers?” This suggests that he 
viewed himself at some level as a leader of a movement, with followers. As such he could also 
be considered a teacher, if on a somewhat informal basis.492 
 
Along with other members of the coterie, Emma Ware produced some writing on her own, some 
percentage of which is still preserved at BU. One such article indicates how unreasonable 
Quimby sounded to someone who has not heard his theories before. To that new listener, his 
statements were “wanting in veracity & reason.” This seems to be how Emma Ware originally 
viewed him in 1859:  
 

The doctor [Quimby] writes upon disease, its cause and its cure & he stands upon ground 
never before occupied by any man, who has ever treated on this subject. Hence he is 
alone & has the world against him, but in all he says he always retained [retains?] the 
ground & this ought frequently to be brought before the reader for otherwise he will be 
confused & read the statements as though they were made by a man standing with the 
[unintelligible] & accordingly they will sound unreasonable & absurd. Dr. Quimby says 
that man is a being of intelligence, made in the image of God & progressing in wisdom. 
This is what all admit, in one sense, but here is where he differs from all men who 
acknowledge this belief: he carries it out in his treatment of the sick. With him the body 
is not sick, it is the man who is in trouble & the man is an intellectual creature, capable of 
providing for his own health and happiness. His arguments & his reasoning are all 
[adduced?] to his man & the principle of his treatment is to show him the error by which 
he has been defrauded of the knowledge & the power of providing for his health and 
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happiness. In doing so he come into mortal conflict with another man, whom the world 
has made, one who believes that he is the result of organized matter & he is born to 
disease & death. He is well known in society, popular[,] educated & religious. With him 
the Dr. is in open conflict on every question relating to his health & happiness, and the 
care of the patient comes from the contest, [make?] this man whom society has made, in 
which the Dr. is victorious. If he is conquered then he loses the case. This accounts for 
the discussions he frequently holds with his patients when he takes a ground which the 
sick have never heard argued & which seem full of fanciful notions & absurd [?] 
inconsistencies. It also accounts for the feeling of opposition amounting to repugnance, 
which many of his patients experience. . . . Therefore he stands to the sick, as the Union 
army stands to the South, determined to kill the secession & restore the union & he fights 
on the same principle, to destroy the disease & save the man. The battle must be a hard 
one & the conflict hot. 

 
As stated earlier, it has been commonly presumed that Quimby moved to Portland, Maine, 
sometime late in 1859, but that date seems based solely on the fact that the articles that he first 
wrote there were dated October 1859 or later.493  We saw previously that he actually arrived as 
early as late 1858. As cited above, George Quimby wrote that the Ware sisters “suggested to him 
[Quimby] the propriety of putting into writing the body of his thoughts.” If that is true then it 
seems probable that the two young women, then about 25 (Emma) and 20 (Sarah)494, befriended 
him early during one of his stays, probably early 1859. (It is also possible that the Quimbys and 
the Wares knew each other before the move.) We know that Quimby was writing essays and 
articles prior to moving to Portland in 1859, but the pre-Portland output seems—based on the 
quite limited amount of manuscript material that has been preserved—much less than the 
substantial volume of material that he produced in Portland. 
 
Sarah Ware almost certainly is quoted by Gordon Clark some four decades later when he wrote 
of this era in St. Bunco:  
 

A patient and friend—an eye-witness of unquestionable veracity—says: 
 
“People were coming to Dr. Quimby from all parts of New England. Many of these came 
on crutches, or were assisted into the office; and it was most interesting to note their 
progress day to day, or the remarkable changed produced by a single sitting. . . . I 
remember one lady who had used crutches for twenty years, who walked without them 
after a few weeks.”495 

 
Emma Ware later recorded (now in BU) her experiences when first meeting Quimby, and Gillian 
Gill reprinted part of that text.496 While we know that Ware later became a confirmed Quimby 
friend, follower, editor, etc.—and a close reading of her essay illustrates her view of Quimby as a 
long-suffering humanitarian—her belabored and almost extravagant recounting of her early 
doubts and concerns gives an unexpected and detailed look at what it was like to be a patient of 
Quimby’s: 
 

The first impression a patient receives of Dr. Quimby is often of the bitterest opposition 
to him. They feel ready to denounce him as an imposter & an infidel, & should they give 
expression to their feelings they would spare no language in abusing him. This may 
continue a longer or shorter time since, but if they continue remain under [untelligible 
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word struck through] him, they invariably find their repugnance diminish & learn to 
respect & like him as much as they disliked him at first. This arises from the startling & 
novel nature of his ideas striking upon minds moulded by education to which the learning 
of past all ages have has contributed. Some of his statements seem self contradictory & 
certainly make him appear assuming, while the arguments by which he undertakes to 
prove them are absurd & nothing to the point. Pursue him with a few questions & he flies 
off into the realm of things incomprehensible by human understanding as fast as words 
can carry him: [untelligible word struck through but does not seem to be “self” as Gillian 
Gill transcribed it] confidence only gives him here a superiority over you & he silences 
but does not convince & only confuses you: He opposes with the utmost audacity every 
idea & opinion which constitute the sum & substance of your character & you find 
yourself shaken from the foundation in matters where the wisest have never doubted, 
even the evidence of your senses is not goes with the general crash of & ruin of all things. 
All this frequently creates an aversion too strong for language to describe, for who 
creates all this disturbance?—An uneducated and unlettered man!! This was my 
experience.  I was sick. I suffered in my body. . . .  
 
When I first called on on Quimby I had lost all idea of ever being well again: but I didn’t 
like to suffer; I thought he might relieve me from present suffering, but I was utterly 
faithless & hopeless that I should ever be well. For some time after he first visited me I 
heard nothing of his strange talk & only considered him an honest, kind hearted man of 
great simplicity of character. I felt no aversion to him more than to any one else & I did 
not listen to what he said. At the end of a fortnight he produced a great change in me. I 
was able to walk down stairs which in my state was a miracle, at least is was such to my 
friends & myself. Then I began to grow stronger & to take notice of my doctor who had 
done all this for me: First I began to apologize to myself & invent reasons to satisfy my 
friends for keeping under his care. After hearing him account for disease on[?] his 
principles of belief,  I thought he was a harmless theorist embracing a very small range of 
facts & of course very ignorant of the true nature of disease, but when he classed my case 
with his category of ills complaints & said my disease was  in my mind, I lost all patience 
& respect for him & his persisting in his fanciful diagnosis gave me a great repugnance 
and I almost concluded not to go be remain under him any more, but he was my only 
hope & as he had helped me when I knew nothing of his theory. I was obliged as it were 
to continue with him. So I concluded to get the benefit of his treatment & swallow the 
unpleasant fill[?] of his remarks, determined not to listen to him. So when he launched 
forth in argument & illustration on some metaphysical impracticability talking as though 
he had not come to doctor my body but change my mind, I would remind him of the 
presence of my bodily its suffering & tell him that I wish he would not talk his cure. As 
long as I continued to fling in his face the suffering which I hoped he would relieve, so 
long he continued his strange & incomprehensible talk: roused by his pertinacity I would 
try to bring him down to work the [added] business for which I employed him[added] by 
telling him to cease his talk & cure my foot. Determined not to be deceived by any 
sophistry of argument or cunning invention of imagination, I would pay no attention to 
his arguments & illustrations to make me think I my trouble was not in my body. I 
accused him of trying to deceive me by fallacies adroitly presented & skillfully concealed 
into the belief that I was well & that when I got out I should be laughed at by for being 
weak enough to believe his story, or still more that he was keeping me along with his 
fanciful inventions for his mere interest [unintelligible] while I might or might not get 
well. With all this fomenting in my mind added to the constant dissatisfaction his talk 
always produced, I was completely embittered against him that I resisted the small 
symptoms of improvement that I felt conscious of & refused to see any gain which I 
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afterwards found must have been going on, in fact I complained to him all the time that 
he might see he had not succeeded in curing me, however well he had done for others. 
All the while he had been patient, always pleasant & never ruffled by my repeated 
complaints that he didn’t cure me any[added] faster, perfectly attentive & respectful—in 
fact when not sitting with me,— extremely cheerful, entertaining & friendly as his 
patients always find him. Finally one day I came to the conclusion I must be a very 
unpleasant patient & that if I remained under his care forever, I never would utter a 
complaint again to him, that if he did not cure me, I was sufficiently grateful for what he 
had done & that I never expected to be worth anything, so it was no fault of his if I did 
not get well. So I gave up all idea of being cured & went to him as the Spirit moved. I 
now began to listed to what he said with as much attention as I would to anything else. 
Under this state of mind I began to see that he had a key to the knowledge of my past & 
present sufferings life, enabling him to see how much I must really suffer, from causes of 
which I was as[added] ignorant as I was innocent. They were actual trouble misery which 
I should never thinking of expressing in words or blaming any particular thing as their 
origin. They had so long been with me that I came to the consider them peculiarities  of 
my disposition which it was improper to account for or[?] change. No one but myself 
knew them & I could not know them for I never said anything about them to any person: 
He knew of the secret & real state of my misery & knew that it was eternal with me. . . . 

 
According to the notebooks kept the by Quimby family and supporters, the first article written by 
Quimby in Portland was the following article (this version is from the Houghton collection and 
omits an introduction that Quimby produced), which stated that “mind was spiritual matter”: 
 

Mind is spiritual matter. Thought is also matter, but not the same matter, any more than 
the earth is the same matter as the seed which is put into it. Thought like the seed 
germinates & comes forth, like the tree, in the form of an idea. It then waits, like the 
fruits, to be eaten. Curiosity is excited & wants to be gratified; it tastes & then inquires; 
the answer comes and the spirit is affected just in proportion to the answer. Illustration: A 
thought is sown in the mind while asleep or ignorant, it grows & comes forth. The 
curiosity tastes; it produces a strange sensation in the throat. The spirit inquires, the 
answer comes Bronchitis. The spirit is disturbed and tries to rid itself of its enemy. This 
disturbance is the effect called disease. Now if no name had been given or fears excited, 
the idea or tree would have died of itself.  
 
Oct. 1859. 

 
With the move to Portland, it has often been presumed that George Quimby immediately took 
over as the office manager and assistant to his father. Based on his brother’s diary from this 
period, we know that is not the case, that is was not before mid-1860 that George arrived in 
Portland. Certainly in later years he emphasized his closeness to his father while in Portland, but 
it is not known just when he started working in that capacity. In BU is a letter from a Celia 
Griswold497 to P. P. Quimby, dated January 26, 1861, in which she refers to having written 
Emma Ware, evidently in the capacity as his corresponding secretary.498 Another example is 
Quimby’s letter to Mrs. Wingate, May 3, 1861, in BU, where he wrote: 
 

You seem by your letter to be taken surprised by the course taken by the lady who 
answered your first letter, but I wish you to understand I was appraised of the answer & it 
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was written just according to my views & if you could not understand it, the fault is in you 
& not in her.499 

 
Shortly after Quimby’s death, Mrs. Quimby sent a letter to Julius Dresser, a copy of which (or 
the original) is in the BU collection. Mrs. Quimby wrote (emphasis added): 
 

Did Geo tell you his father released him from any obligation to follow his practice? He 
did so and I am very glad, for it was never congenial to his feelings and he only staid 
with him from duty.500 
 

The last part of the above excerpt, relating to George Quimby’s sense of duty in having to work 
for this father, was inexplicably left out of the letter as reproduced in Alan Anderson’s Healing 
Hypotheses. As I noted earlier, while George was intensely loyal to his father and his good name, 
he was not reticent about admitting his lack of aptitude for his father’s healing method or theory. 
In his biographical sketch of his father in New England Magazine (March, 1888) he wrote: “It 
may not be out of place to state here that the writer did not attempt to learn to practice as Mr. 
Quimby did; not because he could not, but for the reason that he was not at that time interested in 
the matter, and his tastes led him to adopt other pursuits.”  In later years at different times 
George was a clothing manufacturer and later sold insurance. He also had a regular newspaper 
column as “Our George.” It is ironic that despite George Quimby’s efforts to protect his father’s 
literary heritage and writings, all to bolster the view that his father was an important thinker and 
historical figure, it was George who kept the writings from being published until after his death 
in 1915, and even then he left no provision in his will (which was modified only months before 
his death) for the publication of those papers—much to the chagrin of Horatio Dresser and others 
who desperately wanted to see the writings published.501 
 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
An article, “The Art of Healing,” from the Portland papers was reprinted in part in Annetta 
Dresser’s book,502 but whereas Dresser misdated the article as sometime in February, 1860, the 
correct date of publication in the Portland Daily Advertiser was January 28, 1860. Dresser 
pointed out that the article “was written by a lady whom Dr. Quimby had cured during the first 
year of his practice in Portland, and who had become very much interested in his ideas.” The 
significance of the article is that it is the earliest example of a published testimonial during his 
stay in Portland. Also the reference to Quimby as a “physician who has been among us a year,” 
was indicative of Quimby’s influence and notoriety even in his earliest days in the city. 
(Paragraphs have been added.) 
 

The Art of Healing. 
 
Of all subjects affecting the happiness of mankind, health stands foremost in importance; 
for without it little can be enjoyed and nothing effected. Why, in the design of an 
overruling Providence, so many are innocently condemned to be miserable invalids, to 
annihilate their existence as useful beings, and yield up their lives to disease, are 
questions continually recurring to the sick, rendering life more a mystery to them even 
than to the well. 
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Notwithstanding the advancement that has been in the science which is intended to lessen 
suffering and prolong life, still the signs of the times would indicate that the wave of 
disease will swell with the increasing tide of new generations. Every person's experience 
teaches him the value of health, so that its consideration occupies a large share of 
individual attention; and each person has a standard of his own by which he endeavors to 
preserve it. 
 
Theories, rules, and opinions are just as good as their effects show. If we can keep our 
health good by applying our own rules, well and good. If not, we need help. Every theory 
admitting evil as an element cannot annihilate it. If disease is ever driven out of 
existence, it must be by a theory and practice entirely at variance with what we now put 
our trust in. 
 
There are those who indulge in the belief that humanity contains the principles of self-
perfection, and that there is in every person a power superior to reason or education, by 
which sciences are discovered and miracles effected. This principle is not recognized as a 
natural capacity in man; but its appearance is generally considered as an exclusive gift, 
and its possessors are geniuses and sorcerers. Both are judged be their works to have a 
power that is not allotted to the masses, and their explanation places them in one of the 
above classes. 
 
In every age there have appeared individuals possessing the power of healing the sick and 
foretelling events. Their theory or explanation veils this power in superstition and 
ignorance, so that the world is not enlightened in regard to where it comes from or how it 
operates. We only know the effects. Spiritualists, mesmerists, and clairvoyants, making 
due allowance for imposition, in later times have proved that this power is still in 
existence. 
 
Like this in the vague impression of its character, but infinitely beyond any 
demonstrations of the same intelligence and skill, is the practice of a physician who has 
been among us a year, and to whose treatment some helpless invalids owe their 
recovered health. I refer to Dr. P. P. Quimby. With no reputation except for 
honesty, which he carries in his face, and the faint rumor of his cures, he has 
established himself in our city, and by his success merits public attention. 
 
Regarded by many as a harmless humbug, by others as belonging to the genus mystery, 
he stands among his patients as a reformer, originating an entirely new theory in regard to 
disease, and practicing it with a skill and ease which only comes from knowledge and 
experience. His success in reaching all kinds of diseases, from chronic cases of years' 
standing to acute diseases, shows that he must be practicing upon a principle different 
from what has ever before been taught. His position as an irregular practitioner has 
confined him principally to the patronage of the ignorant, the credulous and the 
desperate; and the most of his cases have been those which have not yielded to ordinary 
treatment. 
 
Those who have been fortunate enough to receive benefit from him only can have any 
appreciation of the interest which the originality of his ideas excite, and of the benefit, 
when understood, which they will be to society. To attempt to describe his mode of 
treatment to the well would be like offering money to an already wealthy man; while a 
sick person, who is like one cast onto prison for an unjust debt, can feel the force of his 
system. With a sympathy which the sick alone call forth, and a knowledge which he 
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proves alone to them, he leads a invalid along the path to health. His power over disease 
arises from his subtle knowledge of mind and its relation to the natural world, to which 
subject his attention was turned some twenty years ago by mesmerism. 
 
His investigation in this region, hitherto unsatisfactorily explored, has developed in him a 
clairvoyant faculty, which he exercises with his reason and natural senses, and has 
yielded to him facts which he explains upon a principle admitted, but little understood, 
educing therefrom a theory of universal application by which he cures diseases. 

 
A local Portland resident, an Elzada (Rollins) Simmons, wrote a letter, on February 11, 1860, 
giving her son a newsy look at what was going on, including this comment: “Aunt Lucy has 
concluded to have Dr. Quimby to see Alice.  He is a sort of mesmeric Physician & I hope he will 
cure her.”503 This is an example of how Quimby was viewed, as well as illustrating that Quimby 
by early 1860 had achieved some level of fame in Portland.504 
 
In Quimby’s use of clairvoyance for healing, his comments were not clear as to how reliable he 
believed his clairvoyant power was. On the one hand, he would promise to visit the patient 
clairvoyantly—what Eddy later in a letter to him called a visit her in his “Omnipresence”—so 
that the patient could even potentially see his spirit presence, but he could also ask questions of 
the patient as if he had no such power. An example of both of these is found in his letter to C. C. 
Whitney, cited earlier (emphasis added): 
 

Dear Sir, 
Yours of the 19th is received and I was very glad to hear I succeeded so well, but I was 
not disappointed, for I felt sure I could raise her up. I will say a word or two to you Mrs. 
W. I was with you every little while after I first wrote you till the time I named, and 
then it seemed as though you were up & I left you. I shall drop in [and] see you often 
so you may not be surprised to feel my influence often. Were there any ones at your 
house when you first got up? If so let me know all the particulars. If your husband 
will let me know how long you had been sick & how long since you walked I shall be 
very glad. I think I shall make a statement to the facts of your case, it is so remarkable 
that it ought to be published for the benefit of the sick. 
Yours, &c 
P.P.Q.505 

 
Here we see Quimby indicating that he was with the patient clairvoyantly after he first wrote to 
her and he sensed that she was up, and he promised to visit her again (clairvoyantly) so that she 
should not be surprised if she could feel his influence, but then he asks simple questions about 
the household and wants her to give him all of the particulars and asks that the husband keep him 
informed, as if he had no special clairvoyant abilities.506 
 

THE PIERCE LETTERS 
 
Up to this point, most of what we know of Quimby’s theories and practice has come from 
published articles, testimonials, and Quimby’s own words (most as edited by others under his 
direction) which, though extremely valuable, can by their nature be one-sided in their 
presentation. A dissatisfied patient is unlikely to take the time to write an account, and the local 
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press is equally as unlikely to print it unless it reached the level of a scandal that might sell 
papers. Thus, an especially valuable inside look, as it were, has been preserved in a series of 
letters early in 1860 from Emily Pierce to her sister Nelly Ware, the wife of Joseph Ware and the 
sister-in-law of Emma and Sarah Ware. The letters were sent to the Christian Science church by 
Emily’s daughter, named Emily W. Pierce, in 1928. The latter Emily Pierce was by that point a 
long time Christian Scientist and thus realized the historical significance of the old family letters. 
 
Emily W., who lived in Portland, Maine, wrote William Rathvon, one of the Directors of the 
Church, on December 18, 1928: 
 

The “Nelly” to whom the letter is written married Joseph Ware [brother of the Misses 
Ware] of Portland. She with the Misses Ware (Sarah & Emma) wrote at Dr. Quimby’s 
dictation. My aunt, Mrs. Ware, told me he really was too illiterate to write himself. It was 
pitiful the way Sarah & Emma clung to Quimby’s teachings. Sarah’s (later Mrs. 
MacKay) little daughter, an exquisite girl, died at my Aunt’s home. I was then young in 
Science, but it seemed as if she really starved to death. I suppose it was because of the 
husks given her. 
 
My mother who died in 1866, & her mother seemed to have given Dr. Quimby a good try 
out as my Mother refers to him in various letters, but he never helped her. 

 
The first letter is dated January 1860 (based on the fragments of the letters preserved it is 
possible this is from more than one letter from that month): 
 

Strange as it may seem his [i.e., this refers to someone named Leonard] hearing is 
somewhat improved & we want him to continue under Dr Quimby’s hands a few days 
longer. There is no doubt but that he hears more readily than he has for a long time altho 
we do not let ourselves put too much dependence on his getting really cured we cannot 
help feeling hopeful. He is encouraged himself & it is only by seeing his great delight at 
his slight improvement that we realize how keenly he has felt his privation. He is 
certainly very manly. He talks twice as much as formerly. . . . able to walk much farther 
than I have done before this winter & in every way I am more natural & vigorous. I feel 
sure that all local troubles have been remedied long since & that my disease was entirely 
on the nerves wh[ich] Dr Quimby reaches as no Dr ever reached before. Few have any 
idea what disarrangements are produced by nervous excitements. With Leonard the Dr 
talks about his heart & tries to quiet that. Lizzie Cummings goes to him most 
perseveringly  altho she perceives but little improvement. . . .  
 
Mother for the last few days has felt better. She even spent Sat even[in]g at Mrs Ware’s 
to meet Dr Quimby who still sustains himself.507 All who hear his truth get interested in 
it & one cannot help feeling that there is something remarkable about him. Sarah Ware 
has progressed far in his lore. 
 
 

 (Emily Peirce added a note to this letter: “Leonard’s hearing did not improve. EWP.”) 
 
The next letter is dated simply February 1860: 
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The elder Pierce writes that “I may be driven” to try Dr Quimby, “alth[ough] between 
ourselves my faith is smaller than a mustard seed. Mrs. Ware’s [i.e., the mother of 
Joseph, Sarah, and Emma] eloquence prevails while she is present but as soon as she 
leaves it dwindles…. 

 
Late in the month she followed up with another letter. 
 

Portland Feb. 28th  1860  
 
My dear Nelly, 
 
The past week has been a sick one to me & the time has gone in the many little 
indescribable ways w[hi]ch miserable people restort[sic] to get it off of their hands —not 
that it has hung heavily on mine only I have little accomplished to refresh myself in 
looking back. . . . 
 
But some doubtlessly think this week has brought forth wonders & so it has—wonders 
born of desperation. I have really had four long sittings with the notable Dr Quimby—can 
you beleive it—I scarcely can myself—After enduring so much from my remedies of last 
month I determined that if they failed to releive I would submit myself to what seems 
little better than witchcraft. My first sitting was last Thursday. He told me what I thought 
ailed me. Located my trouble across the chest, hinted about my having a cough—
described some feelings that I had & some that I did not have, said I was ‘nervous & 
scared’—talked ab[o]ut the heat (his favorite theory) going up & down & all over—
placed his hand above my waist. It felt very warm, much warmer than Mothers hand 
felt—it seemed to burn like a sun glass,508 but that was the only sensation I experienced, 
rub[b]ed my head wh[ich] he said felt as if he had not slept for a week— (very good 
description it seem[e]d to me), felt sure[?] he could cure me. His 2d visit amounted to 
about as much. 
 
At his 3d Mrs. Pierce [i.e., the elder Emily’s mother] who was curious to see him was 
present & owing to her influence, he said he got onto Scripture wh[ich] he expounded 
most marvellously, applying all the Parables to health & disease, said that if X [i.e., 
Christ] was on earth he would heal as he does. I felt the heat under his hand but nothing 
more. Yesterday he came again. He had no inclination ‘to talk Bible’ & could not 
approach me. He said there was no sympathy between us. Had visions of Dr. Wood509 
whom he wished to drive from me for it is his opinions wh[ich] possess me & keep me 
bound. At last he saw Dr. Wood take his hat & go away but even then he could not come 
near—said I was unattractive & unhappy both of wh[ich] statements I denied. I was never 
so happy in my life. It was evident he was waiting to be led & with a turn or word I could 
have misguided him. He said he could do nothing till he got some heat in me. The fact of 
it was I felt as if I influenced him as much as he me. By a change of expression I could 
bring out some opinion. I really tried to bring myself under his influence–submit without 
a word & accept all he says. The trouble is I say nothing, do not tell him all my pains & 
aches & feelings & then think he has told them to me. But if stories are true it matters 
little about accepting the theory. He heals without faith. 
 
I am determined to try him faithfully for there is no question that some are influenced by 
him & think themselves helped. Every day we hear of some wonderful cure, but like a 
mad dog story it comes through many hands. Ask the patients themselves & it is singular 
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how different the affair looks. I confess myself disappointed. I am no better & no worse, 
& have as yet not seen one remarkable manifestation of power. But I am ready & waiting, 
eager enough I am sure[?]. It is evident enough to see from Mrs Ware’s voice & eyes that 
she has no faith in his ideas but a great deal in his power. The girls [Emma and Sarah 
Ware] swallow him whole. He is their religion & their love, & yet Sarah is far from well 
& has more colds & troubles than I have. He says he cures by changing the mind, that is 
his wisdom. But it is too bad to fill my letter with what is really so little to me. . . . 
 
Love to Joe & yourself, 
 
Emily 

 
Soon she sent a follow up letter: 
 

Portland March 6th, 1860 
 
My dear Nelly 
 
Since my last letter there has been little to interest me but the funny old Dr. Quimby 
whose name I fear you will get tired of as I used to. I have seen him almost every day 
since, once I went to his room but as it is neccessary [sic] to wait your turn & as the 
parlor is always full of waiters I find it pleasanter to see him at the house. The only 
encouragement I have had thus far is that I have been perfectly sick unable and 
disinclined to go out see any one or do anything. My head has hardly seemed like a head 
for the past week, whether this is the result of his influences or the chilly spring weather I 
cannot tell. My troubles seem now to be diminishing or I should not be writing to you. I 
am interested in his notions wh[ich] have some elements of truth thickly buried in a heap 
of ignorances & vagaries but there is still truth in him & give him time & he makes it 
tolerably clear—I delight to have him talk Bible wh[ich] he interprets after a medical 
Swedenborg as I tell him. He applies all the Parables in the old & new testament to 
health. To him Sin & disease are nearly alike[,] both comprehended by Error wh[ich] 
Truth alone can cure.510 He certainly gets more out of the Bible than anyone I ever saw & 
his ideas chime in admirably with the few New Chu[r]ch  ideas we have gleaned from Mr 
Wayden’s lectures wh[ich] Lewis still faithfully attends—It is five Sundays since I have 
been to chu[r]ch, my inclination in that direction has all died out & I am going to let it 
revive naturally. 

 
A week later she provided this update: 
 

 Portland March 13th, 1860 
 
My dear Nelly 
 
. . . .  Since I last wrote you I have not seen as much of Dr Quimby have hardly averaged 
every other day but have enjoyed him much more. There has been no surprising effect 
produced but still I cannot help thinking there has been some change. When I first had 
him I suffered for more than a week with continuing pain in my head & neck & felt 
inclined to lie on the sofa & do nothing. I followed my inclinations & it is now nearly a 
month since I have pretended to go any where doing only what I pleased. The Dr said I  
was tired out & must rest. For the last week I have been free from pain, never so free 
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before, & am better in other respects but my strength is very limited & my back weak. In 
a week I shall be able to tell you how much real benefit I have received. You know he 
cares nothing about your sickness & does not even ask you where you have pain. His 
most interesting & most usual conversation is from the Bible & if I get no physical 
benefit from him I shall value greatly the ideas wh[ich] he imparts— He reads the whole 
Scripture spiritually & makes many passages wh[ich] have always been almost absurd & 
wh[ich] one always wished out of the Bible full of truth. It is a real treat to Mother & I 
who feel as if we were gaining a great deal.511 

 
Two weeks later she wrote her final letter on this topic: 
 

Portland March 27th/60 
 
My own dear Nelly 
 
. . . .  He [a relative?] seems less filled & his breathing is easier. He came home with the 
idea of going to Dr Quimby & has had two sittings. . . . 
 
I still continue with Dr. Q— I am very weak & for a day or two have not been so well. 
By putting his hand on my chest through no matter how many thicknesses he creates or 
draws out a small volcano of heat. It burns like a mustard plaster while he keeps cooling 
his hand in water. I can’t understand it. . . . 
 
[do] not expect me to write—I really am not smart enough—Dr Q has taken all my wits. 

 
Back on March 2, 1907,512 Emily W. Pierce had written to Alfred Farlow, about the Ware 
family, which letter included some significant statements about how Quimby had stayed with the 
Wares at some point, possibly when he first arrived: 
 

I received your note this morning & called you on the telephone, with the reply that you 
were out & not likely to return till late at night, so I thought it best to write & then you 
can call me if you wish. 
 
The Wares are all dead, the daughter-in law (my aunt) passing away last Summer. 
 
Miss Ada Morgridge,513 Hotel Cluny, Copley Square, is a niece & could give you any 
ordinary information but she is positive in her dislike of our Leader [i.e., Eddy]. 
 
Dr. Quimby stayed for weeks with the Wares, in Portland in the early sixties. Miss Sarah 
Ware after wards Mrs. McKay[sic], was an invalid & he helped, but far from cured her. 
His personality & methods appealed to the sisters & my aunt & through their lives they 
clung to his teachings, more or less, but it never brought health. I destroyed a letter in 
December in which Mrs. McKay wrote me that her one desire in life had been to make 
known Dr. Q’s wonderful teachings & set him before the world in his proper light. She 
wrote that she, Miss Emma & my aunt had written down at his dictation & what they had 
remembered & she had tried to publish the book, but her weak physical condition had 
always prevented. 
 
Mr. Dresser (the father) had the manuscript for years. 
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Both Mrs. McKay & her lovely little daughter died seemingly of starvation, they could 
not digest or take food enough to keep the body here. The point interested me as an added 
proof of the lack of Truth in Dr. Q’s teachings. 
 
When I first was healed [in Christian Science evidently] I hastened to tell Miss Emma 
Ware thinking she would rejoice with me, but she said, “My dear, I scarcely know 
whether to be glad or sorry for you, you have gained health, but it will lead you into the 
deepest, darkest valley of the shadow you have ever imagined.” They never saw the 
Truth, therefore they misjudged our Leader & thought her untruthful in denying that Dr. 
Q. had given her the basis for her book. 
 
Miss Ware died about ten years ago & Mrs. McKay employed Mr. Bishop when in 
Boston. 
 
I hope you can glean a little from what I have written, but I am in a very difficult case & 
have been interrupted many times while writing. 
 
If I can tell you anything more I shall be glad. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Emily Willis Pierce.514 

 
JULIUS A. DRESSER 

 
It was in mid-1860 that Quimby met his first male acolyte outside of his family, Julius Alphonso 
Dresser (February 12, 1838-May 10, 1893), a serious young man in poor health. He attended 
Waterville College with the hope of becoming a minister. Dresser would on September 2, 1863 
marry another patient of Quimby’s, Annetta Seabury (May 7, 1843 – December 5, 1935).515  
 
Charles Brodie Patterson was a good friend of Julius Dresser and the Dresser family, and in 1901 
wrote this of Julius Dresser: 
 

It was the privilege of the writer of this sketch [of Horatio Dresser’s life] to know Mr. 
Dresser’s father, and a correspondence that was carried on between Mr. Julius Dresser, 
the elder, and the writer was largely instrumental in causing him to take up the study of 
Mental Science. One could not meet the man without being thoroughly convinced of this 
absolute integrity and deeply thoughtful nature; and on learning that he attributed his long 
and active career entirely to the healing and sustaining power of New Thought truth, 
one’s interest could not be awakened in both the man and the movement. 
 
Mr. Julius Dresser was the last of a family of nine, eight of whom died young, mainly of 
lung trouble. At the age of twenty-two his health was so poor that he was compelled to 
leave college, as his life was despaired of; but on hearing of the wonderful cures effected 
by Dr. P. P. Quimby, who had then, in 1860, been studying mental phenomena in relation 
to disease for more than twenty years, Mr. Julius Dresser, while suffering from 
pneumonia, went to Portland, Maine, the home of Dr. Quimby, and put himself under his 
care. It was owing to the complete recovery of his health and strength, as well as the new 
light that came to him through Dr. Quimby’s ideas and methods, that the elder Dresser 
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became an ardent student of mental therapeutics; and during the thirty-three years that 
followed he was enabled, despite his originally frail physique, to accomplish a vast 
amount of good.516 

 
In 1883 Dresser began the Quimby-Eddy debate by sending a letter to the Boston Post that 
alleged Eddy’s teachings had really come from what she learned from Quimby. The Dressers, 
husband and wife, championed Quimby when they returned from California to Boston in 1882 
and, with their son Horatio and Quimby’s son, George, they would effectively define what they 
considered to be the pro-Quimby camp.  
 
Here is what Julius Dresser wrote in 1887: 
 

The first that I knew of P. P. Quimby was in June, 1860, when I went to him as a patient, 
in Portland, Me. This was five and a half years before his death. He had then, 1860, been 
in the regular practice of mental healing for many years, in different towns in Maine, and 
had been located in Portland about two years. There was at that time, 1860, no one else in 
the practice in New England, nor in this country, nor in the world, so far as was then 
known, or has since been heard of; nor was there at that time any one else who 
understood it as a science, he having been the discoverer and founder,517 as I think I shall 
show you. He had then, 1860, been at work twenty years in this field of investigation and 
discovery and ultimate practice, which carries his first investigations back to the year 
1840.518 

 
Horatio Dresser would write later of these early years, in A Message to the Well (1910): 
 

When, for example, a certain patient [i.e., Julius Dresser] consulted P. P. Quimby, the 
therapeutist whom you have been reading about, he was informed that his religion was 
undermining his health. The remark seemed a strange one to a man suffering as he 
supposed from fatal disease of the lungs, but a deep truth was implied. Highly emotional 
in type, this man was at that time taking active part in exciting religious meetings, and 
this emotional excitement was a potent factor in the condition from which he was then 
suffering. Moreover, he was a zealous representative of all that entered into the 
Calvinism of old—this was in 1860—with its rigid exclusiveness and narrowing 
aristocracy, and this positive attitude found its correspondence in a similar physical 
condition. Mr. Quimby's work brought about a radical reconstruction, in health, in 
conduct, in religion; for the three belonged together. He carried his patient through 
typhoid-pneumonia and gave him a new lease of life. He accomplished his end not 
merely through silent mental treatment, but by explaining the relationship of the mental 
to the bodily states. Coupled with this explanation there was a practical philosophy based 
on Quimby's long experience with the sick. This doctrine wholly took the place of 
Calvinism, and led to a new mode of life and thought founded on quiet recognition of the 
divine presence, devoid of the old-time emotionalism and warmed by a new 
consciousness of universal divine love. This patient lived thirty-three years after his 
restoration to health, years of active service similar to that of Mr. Quimby's work. Always 
frail and more spiritual than physical, he had a struggle to live. But this victory was a 
splendid illustration of the possibility open before those who acquire the same 
understanding. Whatever you may think regarding the probable nature of his organic 
disease and its cure, you would surely say, if you knew all the facts, that this man 
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possessed an understanding of remarkable value. Hence it would be well to investigate 
this inner knowledge before passing judgment with respect to its power over the body.519 
 

It is commonly stated that Quimby told Julius Dresser that his Calvinism was killing him. 
 
Twelve years later, in Spiritual Health and Healing the younger Dresser would publish this more 
impressionistic account, speaking of his father’s trip to see Quimby in 1860 and Quimby’s 
manner of treatment: 
 

He received as patients those whose faith gave them impetus enough to visit his office or 
send for him. Without asking any questions, he sat meditatively by his patients to gather 
whatever impressions might come intuitively by his own way of seeking such 
discernment. Having gained his impression and sought light on the problem before him, 
he put his mind through a realization akin to prayer as an act of worship, but more 
effective than such prayers as our young man [i.e., Dresser] was wont to hear on Friday 
evenings at church. He believed that God is directly accessible through prayer, yet with 
additional faith in the immediate response of the human spirit as potential master of the 
body. . . . Many people were restored to health by this true believer in the presence of 
God, some of whom became active workers when the grasped the principle. . . . The 
change  [i.e., Dresser’s healing] was the equivalent of a conversion and much more, if by 
a conversion we mean the adoption of a creed which makes of a worldly man a follower 
of Christ. For this young man had already given himself the Christ. Strange to relate, in 
adopting the teachings of the new therapeutist, he renounced the church as an 
organization, together with all its observances, also his desire to become a minister. Yet 
on the other hand he became more faithfully a follower of Christ than before.520 

 
Horatio Dresser in QMSS, presented his father as a quick and eager acolyte and ombudsman, 
willing to do whatever he could to help the Quimby cause—which cause would prove to be his 
life work: 
 

So, too, Mr. Julius A. Dresser, who spent his time after his own recovery, in June, 1860, 
conversing with new patients and inquirers, explaining Quimby's theory and methods, 
was particularly adapted to aid the great cause to which his life was dedicated.521 

 
This account is at best greatly exaggerated and only partially correct, as will be seen later when 
portions of Dresser’s diary are given, but it again illustrates Horatio Dresser’s penchant for 
distorting the history of Quimby and his patients in order to build up his parents.522 Horatio 
Dresser’s comment was really centered on the assistance that Julius Dresser said he gave Eddy 
when she first arrived two years later. Horatio Dresser in 1899 made the following comment in 
the May issue of Arena magazine: “My father lent Mrs. Eddy his copy of the first volume of Dr. 
Quimby’s manuscripts, which she may have copied herself. The articles in this volume were 
written in 1859-1860, and were followed by articles written in 1861-1865, which Mrs. Eddy 
probably never saw, but which I have been familiar with since 1883.”523 This statement is a 
perhaps significant hint at the Dresser’s true level of commitment to Quimby while he was alive. 
1883 is the year that the Dressers were back in Boston in full swing as mental healers and in 
verbal combat with Eddy over Quimby, which included corresponding with George Quimby and 
helping their new Boston teacher, Edward Arens, as he defended himself against Eddy’s suit of 
him for rather blatant plagiarism of copyrighted material.524 From George Quimby they obtained 
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access to his father’s writings. Thus it appears that Julius Dresser, despite his putative role as 
Quimby’s heir, did not have any volume of Quimby’s writings beyond volume one  (which 
brings into question how close and commited Julius Dresser really was in Quimby’s day). The 
same applied to Annetta Dresser, which is why Horatio had no access to Quimby’s writings until 
George Quimby provided them these many years later. This apparent fact, coupled with 
Dresser’s decided lack of interest in 1866 in taking on the Quimby mantle, suggests that Julius 
Dresser’s early commitment to Quimby was not nearly as strong as his son later promoted; 
nonetheless, Julius Dresser in a letter to George Quimby, May 1, 1887, writing of the then still 
unpublished Quimby papers, included this comment:  
 

You have in them the interest of an owner, & son of the writer; but I have also an interest 
in them that in point of affection & spiritual son-ship to the writer, and as an advocate 
and endorser, which can hardly be second to yours in its depth & devotion, and I stand 
thus committed before the public.525 

 
In 1860, Dr. J. R. Newton was causing a minor sensation with his healing work in Boston (which 
was allied with spiritualism), and in a letter to a clergyman on October 28 of that year, Quimby 
wrote: 
 

You ask me if I ascribe my cures to spiritual influences? Not after the Rochester rappings, 
nor after Dr. Newton[’]s way of curing. I think I know how he cures, though he does not. 
I gather from those I have seen who have been treated by him that he thinks it is through 
the imagination of the patient’s belief.526 
 

A couple of months earlier, in July, Quimby wrote an article that was later titled “Spiritual 
Interpretation” in which he may have made an oblique reference to the publicity that Newton 
was generating in Boston as a Spiritualistic healer: 
 

So that I will give you the key to heaven or science, as far as correcting the errors in 
regard to your health is concerned, so that you cannot be deceived by the errors of the 
world. I will give you a sign so you can tell the difference between myself theory as a 
teacher of Christ or Science and my opinion as a man, so you shall not be deceived by 
false teachers [such as J. R. Newton?], who will come & say to you, ‘I understand, I do 
just as Dr. Q. does. It is all spiritualism. I can tell your feelings just as well as he can.’ If 
you know me then you will say, [‘]By your fruits I shall know you.[’] Now if they tell 
you how you feel & locate disease, offering any opinion in regard to your diet or advice 
concerning what you shall do, if they give a name to your trouble & tell you that your 
feelings are the symptoms of some disease of a serious nature, thereby giving you a 
glimpse of a long train of troubles which you are liable, to such you can say, That is not 
like Dr. Q, you are known by your fruits. Now if he had been a true disciple of me,527 he 
would have taken upon himself all your feelings. These feelings are my knowledge of 
your trouble as they are yours, but to me they contain the true answer & when my 
explanation satisfies you, which then your difficulty is gone & you are happy. Jesus knew 
that all the troubles of mankind arose from the ignorance of immortality. 
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FANNY AND CLARA BASS 
 
While Quimby’s help was quite limited in the behind-the-scenes case of Emily Pierce above, he 
was more successful with Dresser and another one who would become an acolyte (if from a 
distance), Fanny C. Bass. One of her testimonials appears in the clipping below, reportedly in an 
issue of the Portland Evening Courier in September 1860. Fanny’s young sister-in-law, Clara Y. 
Bass, was also a confirmed supporter of Quimby.528  
 

ASTONISHING CURES.  
   We have been told that the “age of miracles” is passed, but we have recently heard of 
several astonishing cures preformed by Dr. P. P. Quimby, which seem to border on the 
miraculous.  How these cures are effected it is impossible to day, as no visible means are 
employed.  The most obstinate cases of disease have been made to disappear at the mere 
will, it would seem, of the Doctor.  We must confess we were very credulous[sic] in 
regard to these reported cures, and like many others, pronounced them all humbugs; and 
humbugs we should have continued to call them, had we not been convinced by 
irresistible evidence to the contrary. 
   Having heard of a remarkable recovery, we called on the patient, an intelligent young 
lady, who stated to us her case, and the manner of her cure, the facts of which she 
embodied, at our request, in the following letter. 
                                                       PORTLAND, Me., August 29th, 1860. 
   DR. QUIMBY, Dear Sir; — I have been sick since five years ago last July, having a 
great deal of pain in my back and limbs, "caused by blue pills taken two years before," 
physicians said, "giving me spinal disease."  Very soon I was unable to walk, or even 
stand, and for months I was prostrate upon my bed and confined to a dark room, having 
neuralgia in the optic nerve, dyspepsia in its worst form, making me a great sufferer.  
After being two years in the care of my uncle and brother, they decided medicine would 
not cure me, and took me to a Water Cure at Hill, N. H.   At this time I could not stand, 
and was wheeled about in a wheel chair; my general health improved, and two years ago 
this fall I was able to walk about the room for two weeks only, and with this exception, I 
have not walked in five years.  The Water Cure physician decided there was no help for 
me there, concluding the spinal marrow was diseased. 
   Hearing of you, I set out at once to see you.  Arriving at the United States Hotel in 
Portland, Aug. 15th A. M., I was carried up stairs to my room in my wheel chair, and in 
fifteen minutes after I saw you, Dr. Quimby, I was walking.  I went down stairs to dinner 
without any assistance, and to my room again, and during the P. M., I took two long 
walks of about forty steps and back again, and when you consider that in the morning of 
the same day, I could only stand for an instant, and take two or three steps with 
assistance, you will not wonder that I was wild with delight, or that I was to myself like 
one risen from the dead.  The second day I walked on the street sixteen rods, and during 
the sixth day I walked four miles and a half, and in less than two weeks, I walked into 
Portland from Falmouth, four miles.  My disease is entirely gone, my back is perfectly 
well, and I have no fears of a relapse.                                               
Yours with much esteem,                                                           FANNY C. BASS      
 
Residence, Williamstown, Vt.    
 
Now, if this were a solitary case, we might ascribe the cure to the imagination, as it is 
well known that imagination has worked wonders in this way.  But this is but one of a 
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number of equally remarkable cases, which have occurred here in our midst, and 
witnesses stand ready to bear testimony to the facts.  One lady who had been severely 
afflicted with rheumatism and for years was bent nearly double, a perfect cripple, unable 
to use her hands or feet, was in a short time restored to health, and is now a living, 
walking, working evidence of the Doctor's skill. 
   A gentleman, a friend of ours, had for years been afflicted with a hip complaint.  He 
had for a long time been confined to his bed, and was brought so low his physician had 
given him up, with the intimation that he could live but a few days.  It was purposed to 
call in Dr. Quimby.  This the gentleman objected strenuously to, being bitterly opposed to 
anything like hum buggery, and the Dr. he considered on of the biggest kinds of 
humbugs.  His wife, however, insisted on calling in Dr. Q.  He visited him — and 
yesterday we met the patient in the street, going home to dinner, looking heartier than we 
have seen him for a long time.  He considers himself entirely cured of the complaint.  We 
told him people considered all these cures as humbugs.  So did I, was his reply, but here I 
am, and if humbug can work such wonders, glory be to humbug, say I: and so say we. —
We might cite a dozen other cases, but we refrain. 
   We have no other motive in mentioning these rare cures than to make our readers 
acquainted with the remarkable phenomena.  We have but a slight acquaintance with Dr. 
Quimby, and have no interest in publishing his astonishing cures to the world.  We have 
mentioned them as affording matters of curious speculation.  We must confess there is 
something about them, more than our philosophy ever dreamed of. 

 
In another letter by Fanny Bass, from Lowell, October 22, 1860, recorded in another article on 
Quimby in the Quimby papers, Bass mentioned that she had tried the best physicians prior to 
seeing Quimby but to no avail:  
 

Last August, I heard of very wonderful cures wrought by Dr. P. B.[sic] Quimby of 
Portland, Maine, without medicine or outward applications, and I decided to go down and 
see him.  I arrived at the United States Hotel (where he has stopped the last two years) 
Aug. 15th, at 7 o'clock, a. m.  I was carried up to my room in a wheel-chair, and in fifteen 
minutes after I saw Dr. Quimby I was walking. He sat by me telling me how I felt, and 
explaining to me according to his theory; then asked me if I would stand; he then assisted 
me in taking a few steps; then I walked alone. She had arrived at 7:00 AM at the United 
States Hotel, and at 12:00 noon she walked downstairs to the dining-hall.529 
 

Bass got better from there. She had been a wheel-chair bound invalid at the Granite State Water 
Cure facility in Hill, New Hampshire, which was commonly referred to as Dr. William T. Vail’s 
Water Cure, based on the name of the owner and proprietor.530 Horatio Dresser in QMSS adds 
about this cure of Bass, “To this testimony may be added that of Mr. Julius Dresser, restored to 
health by Mr. Quimby three months before and devoting himself to conversing with patients on 
"the Truth." Mr. Dresser saw Miss B. in her invalid condition, then walked and talked with her 
during some of the trips above mentioned, learning the facts of the case at first hand, and seeing 
that she was perfectly restored to health.”531 
 
Five days after the above letter, Bass, back in Hill, N.H., wrote Quimby a letter of gratitude, with 
just a touch of the extreme neediness that her later letters exhibited: 
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My dear Doctor 
How I do want to see you. I am well and happy. You can't imagine how the people stare 
at me here at the Water Cure. Dr. Vail thinks he will come and see you. I talk as much of 
your Science to him as I know how to. I wish I knew more. I want you to prove to me 
mind is matter, so I can to them. . . . I only weigh one hundred and forty seven, when I 
went to Portland I weighed one hundred and twenty two. I am fat. I do wish I could see 
you. They tell me I am quite eloquent, and say I must learn it. They think I have a work to 
do. I want to tell you I can’t make the religious part go. I can't understand it. It don't seem 
to suit me. I go to church (tho the preaching does not always suit me.) to prayer meetings 
and I pray myself as I used to. What do you think of me?  
 
My Uncle and brother, doctors in Lowell, were so anxious and had so many fears for me, 
that I had to get out on the street soon as I could  possibly and go off on a walk four miles 
long, and I went just as fast as I could, some of the time running until all the fears were 
gone. They make my back feel strangely, the fears, and I can't seem to sit so erect (I 
forget it—) in the lower part of my back. . . .  I am very desirous to know how the Misses 
Ware are progressing. My kindest regards to them. I shall hope to hear good and great 
things of them—I hear my cure has been published in one of the Dailys. I would like to 
recieve a copy if you have one, or can get me one. In Lowell and Editor asked me for a 
statement, and I gave it to him. I do not know whether he made use of it or not. 
 
I want to know, to know how you get along? and how your health is? if you are thronged 
with patients? all about it. . . . It does seem good to walk and my heart is full of gratitude 
to you and God. I am so glad I went to see you. I can't express it. 

 
Fanny Bass about 1861 moved to the Chicago area, evidently to be near her brother, an attorney 
there, and his soon to be new young wife—and “Mrs. Ware” (evidently Ellen “Nelly” Ware, the 
sister-in-law of Emma and Sarah Ware, and wife of Joseph Ware)532 lived in Chicago about this 
time as well, based on a letter from Quimby to Mrs. Ware, dated January 25, 1861. We saw in 
the Introduction a later part of a letter that Quimby wrote to Joseph Ware on May 25, 1861, but 
here is how the letter started, which made his trip to Chicago sound almost definite: 
 

Mr J Ware Esq 
 
in the Leller [i.e., “letter”] I wrot[e] to you about my Coming to your plase, I sed nothing 
a bout my pay from the fact that I [k]new the persons that [word struck through] wishes 
to sea me, ne[i]the[r] did I want to Give any note[?] in the paper, for If I should it would 
Brings in such hard cases that it mile [i.e, “mite” or might] upset my plans. My plan is 
this, to make som[e] Cur[e] that will give me a posilion [i.e., “position”] in your plase 
that Can[’]t bey put Down by one or t[w]o failers, but if I open the do[o]r to all I mile 
[i.e., “mite”] fail. . . . 
 
My object is to make my profes[s]ion have a Carreter [i.e., “character”], & to do it must 
by [i.e., “be”] respecled [i.e., “respected”], & if I don[’]t Respect it, I Can[’]t Expect 
others will, . . . 

 
Back on May 9 Quimby had written an unnamed correspondent and husband of a would-be 
patient who also lived in Chicago. The correspondent wanted Quimby to come to Chicago, but 
Quimby said he had too many patients at present to come, but the implication was that it could 
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be done if the remuneration were sufficient.533 Somehow it was made sufficient, and Quimby 
evidently made the necessary arrangements with the Bass and Ware families, for the Portland 
Advertiser of June 20, 1861, included the following notice: 
 

We understand that Dr. P. P. Quimby so well known in this vicinity by his remarkable 
cures, has gone to Chicago on a brief visit, having been sent there by several individuals, 
who offered him a handsome compensation, so desirous were they of availing themselves 
of his knowledge and skill.534 

  
The Republican Journal printed this a week later: 
 

 
 
 
The continuing letters from Bass would become so gushing in praise and so needy that one 
wonders what Mrs. Quimby thought, if in fact she ever saw the letters. This does not suggest that 
Bass had romantic feelings for the much older Quimby, but the neediness of her letters goes far 
beyond gratitude and affection. Here is her next recorded letter, dated August 1861, from 
Wilmington, Illinois, which records the Quimbys visit (father and son) to Chicago to see her and 
others: 
 

My dear dear Doctor 
 
How I would love to see you and give you one of my quips[?]. I get along quite nicely 
now. I think have been of great assistance to me since I left you and came out here on the 
prairie. I am getting strong and happy yet I do love the East more than the West. The 
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[unintelligible] bad feelings in the vicinity of the heart are much less, and I wish you 
would take that longing for the East at these times when I feel I would give all to see Dr. 
Quimby I try to think you are not far away and at these times you are assisting me. I like 
to think of that place on the platform by you, which is mine. I laugh over the "sittings" I 
had with you, don't you? when I think how dreadfully distressed I was lest you were 
wanting to cast me out of the way to give room for new friends. How funny that you 
should know how I felt all the while, how you can understand the feelings hidden within 
others are entirely ignorant of, appears to me quite mysterious, —when I consider what 
you have done for me and others, and that you are continually doing greater and greater 
cures, I conclude I cannot tell what may not be done, and that you possess a knowledge 
far superior to any other person I have known or heard of. I am glad I ever came to you, 
almost glad I was sick to need your assistance, that I might know and feel these things. 
When one is raised from a long illness to perfect health, as it were instantly, do not they 
realize what a healthy person cannot? Would they want to help feeling glad and that the 
man who did such a splendid thing for them was the nicest best man in the world? no 
indeed. What would make one eloquent of such a thing would not.  It does me good to 
know the Science is being appreciated, that you are successful.—I want you to come back 
to Chicago, bring the Ware girls with you. I imagine they were glad to see you? How did 
you and Geo. get home and how is business now since you got back? If you can’t perhaps 
Geo. will write me particulars, were your family will, and did your wife say you might 
come West[?] and stop longer. 
 
Miss Kelly that went to Chicago from this place, you sat with twice is better, it does her 
good to hear what you have done.— My Uncle with cancer was still gaining the last I 
heard. I do hope he will get well. 
 
I want to know if a knowledge of mind acting upon mind will enable one to control an 
ungovernable child with out using any means of punishment, and what you do in the next 
world with profane, drunken, stealing, murdering men, people com[m]only sent to into 
eternal punishment? I expect a letter from your own hand, and shall be disappointed if 
you do now write me, it seems a great while since I have seen you. I wish I could tell you 
how I feel, but it is the same as when I sat with you, an undefinable longing for 
something. I could live where I get along well. I often think of that ride with you out to 
Hyde park. I enjoyed it so much. 
 
I have a grand appetite a few days, then a bad diar[r]hea a day or two, and my appetite is 
not so good. Oh, Doctor I do wish I could see you. I get your picture and imagine all sorts 
of things but it is not seeing the liar man, don’t get impatient with me. Yours with much 
love 
 
Fannie C. Bass. 
 
I wrote Emma and Sarah since I came home Please give my love to them and George 
Good night 
 
Fanny. 

  
The following month she wrote another letter, desperate to hear from him: 
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Wilmington, Will Co. Ill. 
Sep. 11, 1861 
 
My dear Doctor 
 
Can’t you find  few moments to write me I would be very, yes, exceedingly glad to hear 
from you. I wonder if every thing that occurs through life that makes me sad has got to 
nearly or quite make me sick, can’t you tell me something about it, and give me some 
good Fatherly advice, something quite unpleasant has occurred since I was in Chicago 
that gave me a great deal of trouble night and day and I find myself all out of fix, my 
head and my stomach. I am weak and tired, my arms and lower limbs get tired and ache 
from any slight exertions, my hand [word crossed out] is getting sore as when the felon 
first began. I want you to do something for me and stop these bad feelings, a letter from 
you would delight me, can’t I have one? did you recieve the one I write you sometime 
since, and I have been looking for one from Emma and Sarah. I try to wait patiently but 
find it difficult. 
 
Doctor I often get your picture and I imagine I have regular sittings with you. They do me 
good I do believe, but the picture is not equal to the live man. When shall you come to 
Chicago? I hear your business did not suffer by your Western trip. My uncle sill[still?] 
gains also Miss Kelly of this place, she will not be able to walk long if she continues 
falling, you would laugh to hear my tongue run in talking to my neighbors of your cures. 
I cannot talk fast enough or long enough about you, but most of all things I want a letter 
from you I do not like to weary your patience with me, but you write me a good long 
letter & I will be a good girl and keep quiet as long as I can. If you had not done so great 
a cure for me, I do not think I would like you half as well as I do now you told me I might 
write just as I wanted too. I have only not half enough but I fear you will get tired of me 
so I forbear. Sometimes I am you are an old gentleman as I do not know what people 
would think of me, but you know the gratitude of my heart better than I can express it. 
 
Love to George, Emma and Sarah. I wish you or some one would write me all about what 
you are doing. 
 
Yours with much esteem and love 
 
Fanny C. Bass 
 
P.S. Dr. Quimby it seems to me I would give all I have for a good sitting with you to 
night as that can’t be you will write me you wont you? I will try to be so good if you will, 
please do. 
 
Good bye Fanny— 
 
My friends say I am getting bilious and want me to take some bitters. I like Dr. Quimby’s 
medicine best. do write soon. 

 
It was back in 1860 that Dr. Vail, Fanny Bass’ former physician at the water cure, had become 
interested in the work of Quimby. Here is an important and previously unrecorded account of 
Vail and Quimby by Vail’s former assistant, Ellen Goodell Smith, M.D.,535 which appeared in 
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the Psychic and Occult Views and Reviews in 1901. In this account, Smith’s “special case” 
seems to be Fanny Bass (emphasis added in bold): 
 

My next step was to become a patient in the then popular ‘Granite State Health Institute,’ 
situated at Hill, N.H., 25 miles north of Concord, where it had formerly been located. The 
physician, Wm. T. Vail, was a graduate of the two popular medical schools, but did not 
use their remedies for his patients. The doctor and his charming wife made their house a 
home for every inmate, and in healing the sick their success was unsurpassed. My faith in 
getting well was so great that improvement began the moment I entered the door. . . . 
[She was offered a job there so she had a good history of the place.] Dr. Vail was a very 
progressive man, and in 1860 became interested in the wonderful work of the late Dr. P. 
P. Quimby, then in Portland. A lady from the town had been healed by him, and a few of 
our patients went to him. The most remarkable of them was that of a young lady who, 
from an accident, had been paralyzed from the hips, and could only get about in a wheel 
chair: the limbs were partially perished. She was my special case for several months 
during my student days [working for Dr. Vail], and became as well and perfect in form as 
she ever was, but through fear she would not walk alone. Dr. Vail said: ‘I know you can 
walk, and if there is any on earth that can make you walk, try it.” She made the trip to 
Portland and went directly to Dr. Quimby’s office. After a few moments’ talk and 
treatment of the head, he asked her to walk with him across the room, which she did 
without hesitation. A little more treatment and the walk was repeated, and then they went 
to dinner. The next morning the idea of walking had such possession of her mind, she 
dressed as soon as possible, went to the parlors and walked an hour or more. She walked 
the streets with shoes so thin her feet became sore; but walking was her special business 
at that time, and looks and feelings were a minor consideration. She remained there two 
weeks, and was interviewed by the reporters, clergymen, lawyers, physicians and others. 
Probably Dr. Quimby rarely had a patient who created such a sensation. On her way 
home she visited her uncle, Dr. Burnham, a celebrated surgeon in Massachusetts. Her 
friends were filled with fear that she would overdo, and the only way to assure herself of 
her powers was to walk two or three miles. She gave our quiet town a great surprise by 
showing her ability to walk any where and as much as she pleased. Dr. Quimby came 
very near getting the entire credit of her remarkable cure, and it was a long debated 
question in the place, if he could have almost instantly made her walk is she had gone to 
him in the condition she came to us. If so, he might then have been justly called a second 
Christ. Dr. Vail became so deeply interested in the work, he went to Dr. Quimby, and 
learned what he could in a brief visit. Our methods were: Water, electricity, and every 
available hygienic agency, and to these he now added all of mental and soul science 
possible, and gave lectures on that and kindred topics.  Toward the closing page of my 
graduating thesis on ‘Medical Progression,’ in 1861, are these words: ‘So the wonderful 
facts and phenomena which have been developed more particularly in these latter days 
through mesmerism, clairvoyance, psychilogy [sic], hypnotism, and the so-called 
spiritualism are probably only so many varied phenomena of the great force of which we 
have been speaking, and it probably needs only some Medical Morse whose genius shall 
be able to convert them into one great practical working system through which on the 
word need be said and the thing will be done.’ Dr. Quimby was the medical Morse we 
had in mind, for up to that time we knew of no other, and believed him to be a very 
remarkable man in his line of work, that but few then could comprehend. When I look 
back on those days, the sometimes severe and crude methods of treatment, I wonder how 
those patients recovered. But they did, and the bedridden and consumptive were sent 
home well in a few months. Bad habits were abandoned forever, and all were taught how 
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to care for themselves. In 1862 Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy (then Patterson) was with us a 
few weeks [sic] as a patient, and then went to Dr. Quimby, where she was restored 
to health. There were others who went from our home to him, but none so marked 
as these I have mentioned.536 

 
Vail’s views at this time may be seen in an article he wrote in The Water-Cure World (May 
1860) entitled “The Origin of Human Diseases.” Here is how Catherine Albanese described it: 
“[Vail] questioned whether God was ‘the author of Disease,’ in an argument that was familiar to 
many readers. The theory that in some mysterious fashion disease was willed by God and the 
theory that the sin of Adam and Eve brought disease into the world crumbled under Vail’s 
linguistic thrusts. Death was meant to be the natural end of life, not the result of disease, but the 
necessary disorganization of form at life’s term. ‘The idea indulged by some good people that 
disease grows out of a transgression of the moral laws is false,’ wrote Vail. And yet, disease was 
the result of transgression. ‘It is impious to attribute our diseases to the will of the Almighty 
when it is obvious that we ourselves are the sole cause of them in the various transgressions of 
which we have been guilty,’ Vail continued. ‘If we eat poisons, and drink poisons, and breathe 
poisons, and medicate with poisons, God will have to remodel the order of his universe or we 
must have disease; there can be no help for us.’ ‘Let us therefore abandon Satan’s system of 
poisoning,’ he urged, ‘based as it is upon a lie, and working as it does the most disastrous results 
for our race, and adopt God’s system, based on truth—on the harmonies and congenialities of 
nature.”537 
 
Early in 1883, Julius Dresser wrote to George Quimby, and in a reference to his healing work at 
the time he recalled the healing of Fanny: 
 

Your humble servant & wife are now regularly in this work, on our own account, & our 
patients are doing well. One of them is a lady who was given up by herself & friends in 
consumption, & is now nearly well. Another whose case is similar to Fanny Bass’ of 22 
years ago, is also nearly well. But the case is more complicated than Fanny’s was.538 

 
QUIMBY AND A PROPOSED HAIR RESTORATION PRODUCT 

 
One of the most unexpected items in the Quimby papers dates back to October 1860, when 
Quimby drafted a document that has largely been ignored (and I believe purposely so) by his 
supporters and champions until Hughes included it in his book,539 even though copies of the 
document appear in all three Quimby collections (Library of Congress, BU, and Houghton 
Library). The text of the document does not appear in Dresser’s QMSS, Collie-Seale or the 
Complete Collected Works. The document is a proposed advertisement for a hair restorative tonic 
that Quimby had produced, but there is no record that he ever went through with marketing the 
tonic or paying for the production of the advertisement. (Note: Dresser in the list of Quimby 
articles in the back of QMSS referenced the existence of the document but printed none of its 
text.) 
 
A draft of that proposed advertisement appears as follows: 
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Advertisement.    Hair Restorative.— 
 
To the Unfortunate.        Dr. —’s hair restorative. 
 
We have received from Dr. — a receipt for making the human hair grow. Dr. — having 
been in the practice of curing diseases of every kind, & finding that all disease finds its 
growth in the fluids & that changing the mind was the cure, his attention was turned to 
the restoration of the hair. He found that as he restored the patient to health, the hair 
commenced growing & this induced him to investigate the causes. Not wishing to affect 
the imagination of the patient, he often tried such remedies as would suggest themselves 
to him, till at last he found restoratives in certain ingredients which act upon the head, 
produce softness & health in the parts where applied. This he kept a secret from his 
patients from the fact that he did not want to take money while he was investigating this 
great remedy. And now that he is certain its application will restore the hair in eight cases 
out of ten, where it is scientifically applied he takes this method of presenting his 
discovery to the public. He sells the right to certain hair dressers on these terms, that they 
shall use the remedy on all their customers without exacting pay down, but with the 
agreement that in the case the hair grows to the satisfaction of the parties, then the person 
shall pay the fee agreed upon by the parties. Ladies wishing their heads champooed only 
pay the regular free for such labor, and when there is no effect produced, no charge is 
made. This right is to be confined to such persons as he sees fit to select for that purpose. 
He takes this method to secure the public, for many needing such an article are often 
humbugged by persons pretending to restore the hair by selling certain washes & 
sponging the public out of their money. 
 
Oct. 1860 

  
As I pointed out earlier in the footnotes of this chapter, the implications of this proposed 
advertisement are significant, and it is no wonder the pro-Quimby forces wished to ignore it. If 
Quimby’s method were solely mental or spiritual, with no material remedies relied upon (other 
than to purportedly let the patient think something was being done, similar to giving a placebo), 
then there would have been no reason at all for Quimby to think that a material tonic could 
replace the effects of his mental or spiritual work. This advertisement and proposed venture I 
believe only makes sense if [1] Quimby considered his material work—manipulations, extensive 
use of water, etc.—to be an integral part of his healing methodology and thus he could look for 
other material means of healing in his work, or [2] he did not consider his material efforts a part 
of this healing work but he was willing to fool the public into believing that he did and that from 
his material efforts he had invented a new hair restoration tonic. Again, it is not surprising that 
this document is conspicuous by its absence in most pro-Quimby literature. 
 
It was about this time that a Quimby patient, Mary M. Jackson, wrote a testimonial letter (the 
transcript is in Emma Ware’s handwriting) to Quimby of her case, which is reminiscent of the 
case of Eddy when she first visited Quimby two years later: 
 

Portland Nov 5th 1860 
 
Dr Quimby 
 
Dear Sir. 
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I have been confined to my bed two years by a local disease which occasioned great 
suffering when I attempted to exersise. During this time I have suffered much from 
dyspepsia and sleeplessness, so that I was obliged to take opium to take obtain any rest. 
Feeling that there was no prospect of my ever getting well by the remedies I was using, I 
felt the desire to see you. Accordingly I after having obtained the unwilling consent of 
my friends, for I was then unable to sit up long enough to have my bed made, I started for 
Portland. The first eight miles I was carried prostrate on a bed, the rest of the way I came 
in the cars and was lifted where it was necessary and borne in arms to my room in the 
United States Hotel. When I first saw you, I was on the bed unable to step and much 
exhausted with fatigue from my journey. In a short time I was walking about the room 
without any assistance. I sat up nearly all the afternoon and continued to walk in my 
room & in the hall. The next day I went down stairs three times and up twice and in the 
evening I rode to a new boarding place &  mounted where I walked up two flights of 
stairs to my room. The I continued to gain in strength and the second day I walked from I 
my boarding house to the United States Hotel, a distance of a quarter of a mile, after 
resting I returned there the same day. All this I have done without experiencing any of 
my former feelings, and I feel confident that I shall continue to improve and speedily 
recover my health. 
 

Yours with respect 
Mary M. Jackson 
Williamstown, Vt.540 

 
Immediately following this testimonial by Jackson in the BU text is what appears to be an essay 
by Emma Ware on Quimby, which juxtaposes her more idealistic interpretation of Quimby’s 
theory and work to Quimby’s materialistic advertisement for a hair tonic of roughly the same 
time period: 
 

The frequency of such instances as the above excite in the minds of the community this 
natural question. How does Dr Quimby effect his cures. This question will of course be 
answered by different individuals to suit their own opinions & he is classed accordingly 
with magicians, spiritualists, humbugs & other inventions of a superstitious belief. We do 
not wish to disturb those who desire consolation or satisfaction from such theories, but 
allowing there is any justice in judging a man[’]s wisdom by his acts, we know none who 
has a better chance to enlighten the question, than Dr Quimby himself. In his explanation 
of the phenomena of his cures he stand alone—unsupported by any established wisdom 
theory. He disclaims any assistance from the spiritsual  of the dead & entirely ignores 
what so many grant him, a miraculous power or gift superior to other men. He contends 
that there is a principle in curing disease the knowledge of which renders the process 
natural & intelligent, that this principle is recognized in sciences, but is not applied to any 
belief respecting happiness. In his case its development has carried him out of  a state of 
mystery & speculations, to a belief knowledge where he realizes the origin of the 
fountain of misery—disease. He does not, as many suppose, deny the existence 
phenomenon of disease and refer human suffering to the imagination, but treats it as the 
result of ignorance, and not as a manifestation of the wisdom of God.541 In his practice he 
recognized a universal principle of goodness which in its operation on mankind 
individually produces harmony, while the discords of the sick come from the inventions 
of man in which this element has no place. This consciousness renders his system 
sympathy a science intelligent & his system a science. 
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While Quimby was considered a Maine healer, he did from time to time travel outside of that 
state to neighboring states, but it is not clear when and how often he did that. The following 
testimonial in a clipping in the Quimby papers notes Quimby’s occasional trips to New 
Hampshire: 
 

 DR. P. P. QUINBY [sic]. -We have noticed, from time to time, strong testimonial's in 
relation to the wonderful cases performed by Dr. P. P. Quinby, in different parts of Maine 
and New Hampshire.  Who have been made healthy and happy, by the exercise of his 
remarkable curative powers, are ever ready to acknowledge their gratitude and affection 
for the man who alone has been able to warn away their deep seated diseases. 
   The following we copy from the Lebanon, N. H., Free Press.  It is but one in hundreds 
of similar testimonials : -                                                      
 

                                                          LEBANON, Dec. 3, 1860      
Just at the present time there is a good deal said about a Dr. Quinby, of Portland, Me., 
and it may not be considered amiss to mention the case of a young lady of this town, who 
has been greatly benefitted by him.  For nearly three years she has been an invalid —a 
great part of the time confined to her bed, and never left her room unless carried out by 
her friends.  A few weeks since, she heard of Dr. Quinby, and resolved to visit him.  She 
did so, and after remaining under his care four days, she returned home free from all pain 
and disease, and is now rapidly regaining health and strength. 
   The reputation of Dr. Quinby, as a man who cures diseases, has extended without the 
narrow limits of his own State, and the sick from various parts have learned to avail 
themselves of his services.  The increasing respect and confidence of the public in his 
success suggests the days of miracles, and bring up a question as absurd as that of two 
thousand years ago, "Can any good come out of Nazareth?"  Can actual disease be cured 
by humbug?  Dr. Quinby effects his cures without the aid of medicine or outward 
applications, and his practice embraces cases like the above, where all ordinary treatment 
has failed to relieve.  Those facts at first place him in the rank of the mysteries of a 
superstitious world, but there are few of his patients after a second interview who do not 
think the mystery is in them and not in him.  The intelligence that could explain 
satisfactorily such phenomena as his cures, must be as miraculous to mankind, as the 
facts of themselves are held to be without any adequate explanation.  It is here that Dr. 
Quinby stands, his explanation and his cures go hand in hand.  While his senses are 
penetrating the dark mystery of  the experience of the sick, he is in complete possession 
of his consciousness as a man.  Not fearing to investigate the operation of the mind, he 
penetrated the region whence nothing but magicians, sorcerers, witch-craft, and 
spiritualists have ventured, and going far beyond them in his experiments, he arrived at 
the knowledge of the principle regulating happiness. 
   Therefore his curing disease is perfectly intelligent and is in in[sic] itself a new 
philosophy of life.  The foundation of his theory regarded simply as a belief, is that 
disease is not self existent nor created by God, but that it is purely the invention of man.  
Yet it is so firmly established in our belief, and substantiated by so much wisdom, that its 
existence as an independent identity, is never questioned.  In his treatment he makes a 
complete separation between the sufferer and the sickness; for the latter he has no 
respect, and while he is battling and destroying the faith or belief of which it is made, he 
respects the intelligence of the patient, which he leaves free and unchained. 
   It is impossible in a brief communication, to do anything like justice to Dr. Quinby's 
system.  Enough has been said to separate him from quacks and imposters.  The case 
cited above is not a solitary instance of his skill in practicing his science, and his 
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increasing popularity with all classes shows that the confidence of the public is not 
misplaced.                                                    
ONE WHO HAS BEEN RELIEVED.542 

 
Early in 1861 the local press included the article below without attribution (sent in by the 
Quimby coterie without his knowledge?) that includes one of the very few references to 
Quimby’s theories being related to “metaphysics,” which was a word used commonly later in 
Christian Science and related beliefs. The article was kept by Quimby in his notebook of press 
articles. (In the corpus of Quimby writings that have been transcribed,543 the word 
“metaphysical” appears only once, in his earliest work Lecture Notes.) 
 

The Annihilation of Disease. 
   Disease is the great enemy of life.  Even those who are free from it admit that they are 
liable to it, and are in constant fear of the danger. 
   It is a quite new idea that disease can not only be eradicated but annihilated, and might 
be questioned were it not daily proved by the practice of Dr. P P. QUIMBY of Portland, 
Maine.  He has discovered an entirely new method of curing disease, upon scientific 
principles, without the use of medicine or any material agency: also, without the aid of 
mesmerism or any spiritual influence whatever.  The more desperate cases of disease - 
paralysis, consumption, neuralgia - yield to his control, and the deaf, blind and lame are 
made whole by a philosophy which is perfectly intelligent to themselves, and is able not 
only to rid them of present trouble, but also from the liability to disease in the future. 
   These statements are made, without the knowledge of Dr. Quimby, for the benefit of 
any who, suffering from disease, have failed to find relief, and are left without hope of 
finding assistance, by one who has been in that condition, but was saved by his cure from 
despair and death. 
   Dr. QUIMBY has, after years of patient investigation, discovered this new principle in 
metaphysics, which cannot fail to interest the well, and is of incalculable importance to 
the sick.  But his superior knowledge and skill in applying it to the cure of disease is 
accompanied with such rare modesty of character that he has never taken any means to 
make himself known to the world, and therefore he is only known within the limits of the 
influence which his patients may hold in society. 
   As a token of gratitude to him, as well as for the benefit of any who may be suffering 
from disease, he is thus unhesitatingly and publicly recommended.  1t*              feb3 

 
Quimby the healer/humanitarian is seen in his letter to a Mrs. Swett544 in BU, dated February 23, 
1861.  It shows the human, almost lyrical side of Quimby as he worked with difficult cases and 
was not afraid to say a case was beyond him: 
 

I was sorry to hear by your letter that your husband was more feeble: There is a time 
when all things must fail & it seems as though this would be so in the case of your 
husband, but I hope not. I have tried all in my power to carry him through that place & if 
he had sank when he first came to Portland, I should not have been disappointed [Note: 
Collie-Seale and Hughes have here the word “surprised” instead of “disappointed”]. 
Seeing him so nervous and in so critical a condition kept me in a very unpleasant 
situation: To reveal my true feelings, he would have failed at once. So as a last resort, I 
was obliged to drive from myself all doubts of his not getting well and see if I could 
produce any effect. 
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As this seemed to take a favorable turn, I never had a time that I dared to think otherwise 
than that he would get well. So things went on, doubts & fears on one side, & a powerful 
effort on my part to stem the current on the other, & in this way I continued, till I saw his 
mind would sink: then it required a  more powerful effort on my part to keep him up, till I 
felt it would be best for him & you that he should return. If his strength was from me, he 
must fail at last; but if he could rally of himself then I felt as though, between us both, he 
might come up. 
 
It is very unpleasant to be placed in such a situation: knowing how little it takes of a sea 
or swell to upset our bark, I have to sit and paddle along in breathless silence, lest some 
little billow may upset all my labors. This was the wave in your husband's case: if he had 
been at home where all things could have been otherwise, I should not have had many 
fears, but we must take the world as we find it and make the best of it. 
 
Now as I sit here writing, I cannot leave the helm of his mind to even indulge in the idea 
of losing him: nor shall I till that enemy of life tears him from my grasp. If the [blank 
space] sets in, I shall have some more hope. I shall visit often & use my best effort for 
his recovery. So I cannot say anything different from what I want should take place. You, 
as I have always said, can have your own opinion. Hoping next time I hear I shall receive 
more favorable accounts, I remain, 
Yours, &c.   

 
An interesting affidavit collected by Eddy’s followers included this one (now in MBEL): 
 

My late husband, John J. Fifield, about in the year 1862 1861, when a resident of Deer 
Isle, Me., upon the advice of a spiritualist went to Belfast, Me., to take treatment of P. P. 
Quimby. My husband was suffering from nervousness. He was unable to sleep and often 
thought he was going to die. He remained in Belfast two days, receiving treatment by Dr. 
Quimby, and then returned home. That was all the treatment he receive from Dr Quimby, 
and he was much benefited thereby. 
 
Without asking Mr. Fifield any questions about himself he the doctor seemed to 
understand his condition. He say by his my husband’s side, held his hand and talked to 
him for about half an hour at a time. He said my husband’s head was in such a condition 
that it was a wonder he was not insane. He would give the patient a glass of water to 
drink and send him away. telling him to cut up kindling wood for exercise. I never heard 
that Dr. Quimby spoke of the Bible or of religious matters in connection with his 
treatment. 
 
I am not a Christian Scientist, neither was my husband. 
 
Chelsea, Mass. Feb. 12, 1907. 
 
(Mrs) Sarah G. Fifield. 
 

A less successful effort is recorded in this recollection from Lydia French in her letter to Eddy 
aide, Alfred Farlow: 
 

Durham, N.H., April 10, 1907 
 
Dear Mr. Farlow:— 
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Yours of the 7th received. I was a patient of Dr. Quimby in April 1861, I think, that being 
as near the date as I can remember. One treatment was by wetting his hands in water and 
passing over the temples and for[e]head, which produced as bad a headache as I ever had. 
He would not locate disease. I was not benefitted in the least by his treatment. He said I 
did not  have faith enough, yet I tried to exercise all that was necessary. I saw no patients 
treated while there and know nothing of his manner of treating others. The time is so 
remote that I do not recall the method of all of the treatments. 
 
Very respectfully yours, 
 
Lydia P. French. 

 
 
This third recollection of Quimby’s treatment in Portland (in MBEL) provides an interesting 
insight into Quimby apparent powers, even though the writer was quick to point out that the 
Quimby’s healing methodology had no connection to Eddy’s Christian Science: 
 

Portland ME 
 
June 20th 1899— 
 
I knew and was professionally treated by the late Dr. P. P. Quimby of Portland, Me. 
Patients of his frequently occupied rooms in my house. I was thus thrown into contact 
and observation to quite a considerable extent. 
 
I recollect one time going to him (Dr. Quimby) for assistance, in great distress. He laid 
his hand upon my head, and immediately said, ‘You are in great sorrow’—‘You have 
been deeply injured by a very dear friend’—‘You went to the house of God together’—
meaning, we attended the same place of worship, which was really the case.  So far as my 
observation extended, his invariable rule was dipping the hands in water and rubbing the 
head. Certainly, not one conversant with Dr Quimby’s method and practice would ever 
think of comparing it to the Christian Science healing of these days, nor could they ever 
accuse Mrs Eddy of taking up his ideas. 
 
Mrs. Angeline Paine. 

 
Quimby’s name was becoming known throughout New England,545 and rumors were spread of 
his possible travels to prospective patients. One such rumor was that he was planning to visit 
Concord, N.H., and such a rumor elicited this letter from Daniel Patterson, D.D.S., the husband 
of a near invalid spouse, Mary Baker Patterson, the future Mary Baker Eddy: 
 

Rumney N.H. Oct 14 1861 
 
Dr. Quimby 
 
Dear Sir 
 
I have heard that you intend to come to Concord N.H. this fall to stop a while for the 
benefit of the suffering portion of our race; do you do intend, and if so, how soon? My 
wife has been an invalid for a number of years[;] is not able to sit up but a little and we 
wish to have the benefit of your wonderful power in her case[.] If you are soon coming to 
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Concord I shall carry her up to you, and if you are not coming there we may try to carry 
her to Portland if you remain there. 
 
Please write me at your earliest convenience and oblige[,] 
 
Your truly,  
 
Dr. D. Patterson, 
Rumney N.H. 

 
While there is no direct record of Quimby replying, Sibyl Wilbur wrote in her biography of 
Eddy: “Quimby replied that he had no intention of making a trip to Concord, that he had all the 
business he could attend to in Portland, but that he had no doubt whatever he could effect Mrs. 
Patterson's cure if she would come to him.”546 Since Wilbur had some indirect contact with 
Eddy, it is possible that this came from her. In either case, Quimby did not come to Concord, and 
Eddy would not make a trip to Portland until October of the following year. 
 
Life with Quimby was not only about treating patients. Roughly about this time, as later recorded 
by Dr. E. F. Brush, the brother in law of Calvin Frye, Eddy’s longtime associate and aide, 
Quimby while at the International House spoke one evening to the “Davenport brothers” about 
clairvoyance. This led to an experiment where two well known locals above reproach (the editor 
of the local Transcipt, E. H. Elwell, and a Judge Kingsbury) would seal up for ten days and lock 
in the hotel safe certain questions written by them and known only by them. One person wrote 
his questions in English and the other in Greek. Prior to the tenth day, Quimby provided each 
with the questions they had written. The questions were removed from the safe and found to be 
identical.547 
 
 

JULIUS DRESSER’S DIARY 
 
 
Julius Dresser’s diary for this time period, 1861-1862, was available to Alan Anderson and was 
partially transcribed by him in his book, Healing Hypotheses (pp. 76ff). It presents a Dresser far 
more complex and interesting than normally presumed, and one who was conflicted about 
Quimby’s theory compared to his own religious background.  Note that these conflicts still 
existed two years after his healing. 
 
The diary ranges from November 1, 1861 to April 7, 1862 (and before he met is future wife 
Annetta Seabury). Here are portions of Anderson’s excerpts. (Julius had a brother Horatio and 
sister Frances [November 29, 1832 – July 6, 1870].) A more extensive list of excerpts appears 
in Appendix D. 
 
 

NOVEMBER 5, 1861 
 
[At this time Dresser was hoping for the religious conversion of his brother and sister and 
expressed standard Christian convictions. He wrote, reflecting some of the Quimby influence:]  
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This morning I experienced a clearness and command of the truth concerning disease &c, 
such as I have not before had since I learned about it. Horatio & I both woke from sleep 
at four o’clock, and we had quite a talk about the source & location of pain. He brot. [sic] 
in disease also, but I knew it was not of any use to speak of that, so I would not talk upon 
that, but pain alone. . . . 
 
I could not convince him of anything nor he me. But I wonder if it was the opposition 
alone that gave me that exceedingly clear view of that truth that disease is in the mind, 
and also enabled me to see just how the temptations come, & how they effect, to make 
me fear & think in the old way, to distrust this. How much alike are the experiences in the 
Christian life and in this. But I took the most of that blessing (for it was truly a blessing) 
as an answer to my prayers. Oh, if I could maintain myself in that same state of mind, 
that I was in while dressing myself, all of the time, I would be proof against disease, and 
could conquer some lesser ails in others. I believe that is so! 

 
He wrote a few days later:  
 

NOVEMBER 8, 1861 
 

Went to prayer-meeting at the Bapt. last night and Congl. Tuesday night. Took no part 
(except to sing), though I tho’t some of it, as I generally do. I enjoy some parts of a 
prayer meeting, for instance, Mr Pepper’s very feeling address to us, (remarks) last night, 
and any time when I observe deep feeling in any one who takes a part. But Oh! the 
coldness & formality of prayer-meetings here I do not like. I expect that I am far too 
exacting, and need to set myself right first before I demand anything dift. from  others 
from what I may have given me. 
 
I wish I knew myself, what & where I am! . . . 

 
In Anderson’s transcription, it is not clear if the section from November 8 above occurred before 
or after the other transcription below from the same date: 
 

[Dresser got out his religious journal or diary:] I commenced a religious journal (i.e., 
strictly of a religious nature), I took that & read it. I find so many mistakes and strange 
notions in it that I think I’ll burn it, as ‘its very short. But copy a few things. 
 
The first record is concerning my conviction of sin, which took place on my hearing a 
sermon, at the church which I attended service, in Lawrence, Mass. 
 
That particular event happened on sunday [sic] evening Nov. 27th 1853. Then in my 
sixteenth year; sixteen the following Feb. On the friday [sic] evening following the 
sunday [sic] evening of conviction, I experienced a change— pardon, peace and 
acceptance into the fold of ‘our Lord and His Christ.’ Next evening I spoke a few words 
in prayer meeting, and on the second sunday  [sic] following was baptized—immersed of 
course—by Elder Timothy Cole,of that church, & recd. into the church. 
 
I used to feel it my duty to take some part in nearly every meeting, and commenced very 
soon to feel it duty to pray. This duty I never faithfully performed, but experienced a 
great amount of trial with regard to it. 
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DECEMBER 10, 1861 
 

. . . I have for several days past been trying to work out problems of anger, irritability, 
impatience, so that I may scientifically, as Dr. Q. says, avoid these evils; or, in other 
words, so I may see, not only its foolishness, in a clearer light, but may see just the source 
of impatience, how it affects or moves, as I do in the case of many other evils, to which I 
am subject, as prejudice, dislike to anything; appetite, amativeness, love lying in bed in 
cold weather, &c, &c, and that I may guard against the anger and impatience as 
intelligently and successfully as in case of those others. Pride & vanity, thank God, I can 
command much better that I used to. These diseases, too, belong to the catalogue. But I 
have even better success with the diseases than with anger and impatience. The latter 
seem to be hard to detect, as I wish to see them. Yet I proved that, like the other evils, the 
source of them is the flesh. For, when I was angry I lost my clear view of the flesh and its 
influence, its temptations, looking from the spirit, or in other words, I departed from the 
spirit into the flesh, I lived no longer in the flesh. Hence the conclusion is plain, that the 
anger is in the flesh. Yet I cant [sic] detect its approach and ward it off so as in the case of 
the other evils. 

 
Anderson says “After mentioning academic and health difficulties. . . ,  J. A. Dresser says, 
 

MARCH 4, 1862: 
 

“Frances has been thinking lately of going to see Dr Quimby, and  I have been thinking it 
would, likely, do me good, so have both decided to go tomorrow, if pleasant.” 

 
MARCH 12, 1862: 

 
“F. sat with Dr. Q, soon after getting there, & was benefitted. I sat with him, also, that 
afternoon, and recd. great benefit. I had been feeling debilitated, and he roused me up. 
Mr. Haines told me next day that the afternoon before he thot. I looked like I did when he 
first saw me, in Sept. 1856 (when I was quite unwell . . .) than at any other time since 
then. 
 
I sat with Dr Q twice & recd. much benefit, but it was difficult to keep my spirit up all the 
time. But the good I got still continues to benefit me. F. & I both stopped at the 
International Hotel, but I guess for the last time. 
 
I left on saturday [sic] noon & came back to Wat. . . . 
 
Recd. also a letter from F. last night. Said she went to Dr Qs room after I left & shed a 
‘few briny tears, which Dr Q. said ought to be bottled as valuable.’” 
 

Anderson says “On Friday, March 14, he rejoined F. in Portland. The following Tuesday, March 
18, his remarks include”: 

 
I thot. some of going back to Waterville today, but wanted to talk more with Dr Q., so 
delayed. . . . 
 
How much better I feel & get along physically under the influence of the (as it seems) 
more sensible way of thinking!! 
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Anderson adds that when back in Waterville Julius Dresser found a renewed “inclination to 
sickness” and “disinclination to books,” especially when he was ill. Dresser considered 
transferring to Bowdoin College. 
 
Anderson wrote at this point: “The journal of Julius Dresser is most helpful, not only because of 
the information that it gives about his own difficulties in coming to accept the Quimby views that 
became his own, but because it shows something of the atmosphere prevailing at the time. From 
reading his forthright account one comes to appreciate the gap that it was necessary for one to 
bridge in moving from conventional religion to Quimby. One also learns something of the living 
conditions then prevailing. As an important record of that time and place, the closing pages of 
the journal are quoted at length below.” 
 

APRIL 5, 1862: 
 

. . . Frances has improved some since she has been here, but has set herself against Dr Q’s 
views, and partly against him, (because he don’t just exactly meet her sensitive nature), 
so she cant improve much yet, while she stands thus. . . . I am bound[?] for a good time 
now, like I had a year ago last fall. And I intend to get back where I was then in the 
possession of the truth. But Dr Q. has so many sick folks to attend to that I can get but 
little opportunity to speak with him.  

 
APRIL 7, 1862: 

 
. . . In the afternoon went to Dr. Quimby’s room and discussed truth & error. Frances 
came in after meeting (knowing I was there), and stopped a while. She never listens to Dr 
Q. when she can keep her mind on something else, because he dont come to her 
requirements, so did not then, though three or four of us were listening (Mrs. Q., Mrs. 
Thatcher, & I, also Miss Deering,548 all that were present beside F. After a while F. said 
to me that she wished I could have heard Mr Dwight, that he preached beautifully. That 
made me a little angry, though it ought not to have had that effect. But even if she did 
dislike Dr Q’s talk, it did not follow that I disliked it also, and I was not to forbear 
hearing to assist her in her conceit. She irritates me strangely, and I her, though I wish it 
was not so, and dont like to be writing such a thing. I hope, however, after I learn more of 
the truth that I will be able to bear every such thing. I cant endure the thought of having 
to bear it by self control. I want to gain a free & willing forbearance. No, I mistake, It 
would not be forbearance, that I know of, if free & willing I want to learn to act wisely at 
all such times. 
 
I wrote to Mrs Hawes, Abbie & Kate on saty, inviting a discussion of what I have been 
telling them, viz., this truth. Suppose Kate, only, will take it up. Wrote that I would like 
all the honest opposition that they could bring against me, by giving all their objections, 
bible quotations, references to anything, & sayings and assertions of Mr Hawes (their 
minister. No relation). Said I would like it on several accounts, namely, it would be 
assistance to me, to give the answers, would bring up points that I might overlook (what 
help I wanted I should get from Dr Q.), and it might be instructive to them. 
 
I see more and more now as time passes, the foolishness of the world’s views of things, 
bible & nearly everything. 
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There has been a great deal more going on in my mind upon the subject of Dr. Q’s views 
since I came to Pd. a month ago (with Fs.) and also was last fall when & after I came to 
Pd for a few days, & through the winter too, than I wrote in my journal. Indeed  I have 
written but very little about those things since my first falling back into error a year ago 
last fall (when I unwisely talked so much with others that I found them too much for me. 
Some were smarter than I, & beat me), even when I was thinking a great deal, as was the 
case last fall, has been to some extent through the winter, and very much during the past 
month. I want now, and intend to get back where I was when I left Portland for 
Waterville, one year ago last August (28th). And in the future I’ll know enough to keep 
my tongue still when I can’t conquer, which would be often. 
 
It was remarkable how easily I fell into this way of thinking, or theory, or truth, when I 
came again where I heard it talked, last Oct. For about a year (not quite) I had lived in 
disbelief of it, having, about the last of Oct. previous closed through the conquering 
influence of others, I being away from any one who knew the truth, my very earnest &, to 
me, bright career in believing & preaching (and partly living—in joy—) this noble, 
liberal, high and holy truth (not holy in that very hypocritical, sanctimonious sense). I 
even thought of meeting Dr Q as an opposer, some day; intending to fortify myself and 
expecting to present some knock-down arguments to him, such is the natural conceit I 
have, which is illustrated also in the case of my pitching into everybody, right & left, 
upon the truth, when I went to Waterville in Oct. ’60, thinking I was going to conquer. 
But a part of that, though, may be over-confidence. But when I came to see Dr Q last fall, 
without my consent, and almost unawares[?] to myself I fell, into the upright way, in 
spite of my boasted (to myself) ability to meet & oppose Dr Q. Then I met that Mr Carter 
here also, who had a great deal of influence over me. I went home, at that time, not 
knowing just what to think. Mr Carter told me to remain in the church & to pray, & so I 
did. After a while I got interested, with some others, in helping others to become 
religious, and gave much attention to that all through the winter. I spoke in the prayer 
meetings, and perhaps I say not wrong if I say that, I was one of the principle [sic] getters 
up of the late revival there. I took my letter from the Yth. [Yarmouth?] church & joined 
the Waterville Baptist church in Oct., and was one of their most active members. . . . 

 
Dresser later gave this account of Quimby as recorded by Julia Anderson Root in 1884: 

 
Of this remarkable man Dr. Dresser, of Massachusetts, says: “He practiced his system for 
the cure of the sick for many years in Maine, and was located in Portland from 1859 to 
1865. Dr. Quimby was a man somewhat peculiar in his make-up. With a mind of large 
comprehension, he had a wonderful power of concentration of thought, and he was so 
extremely practical and mathematical in his mode of reasoning, that it was with difficulty 
that he could entertain an opinion, or any proposition that was not fully demonstrated by 
truth. Such a mind, being of an inquiring nature, would certainly find out the truth of 
things if it were possible, before entertaining a mere belief. I witnessed many of Dr. 
Quimby’s cures, of such cases as paralysis, cancers, tumors, consumption, rheumatism, 
nervous disorders and other minor complaints. Upon opening a closet door in the doctor’s 
rooms, at one time, I saw an armful of crutches and canes that had been left there by 
people who had come to the doctor in various crippled conditions, and had gone away 
without the need of these supports. It was viewed as a most speaking sight.”549 

 
Root, herself, then gave her own recollection of Quimby: 
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Of Dr. Quimby, we remember when quite young, of his going around the country effecting 
cures that were looked upon by many as being miracles. There was an anecdote told of 
him, that we think has not before found its way to print:—When near Portland, Maine, he 
called at a house, to the inhabitants of which he was a stranger. He found a middle-aged 
man seated on a verandah, and asked him if he could have a drink of water. The man 
replied that he could, but as his people were away, and he was lame from rheumatism, the 
he would have to help himself. Quimby replied, that he did not think he was lame, and 
believed he could walk. The man said, “It is a long time since I have been able to walk, or 
even move about, except by the aid of crutches.” Quimby replied, “I realize that you can 
walk; give me your hand.” He took the man by the hand, and caused him to walk back and 
forth on the verandah; and before he left the lame man had no use for his crutches, and 
could walk as well as he ever could. When his people returned, greatly to their 
astonishment, they found him walking in the garden. He asked Quimby for his name, but 
this he refused to give, for the reason that he hated notoriety. He could “do good by 
stealth, and blush to find it fame.” Of such stamp was this modern apostle of the mind-
cure.550 

 
While Root ascribed the Alexander Pope line to Quimby that he could “do good by stealth, and 
blush to find it fame,” Quimby routinely advertised for patients (as we see below and elsewhere), 
and the family later complained that he could not get enough news on his works in the local 
press. 

 

QUIMBY AND THE PORTLAND PRESS—1862 
 
During the summer of 1861 Quimby visited Chicago, as we saw earlier; when he would go out of 
town (usually to Belfast) he would, upon return, post a notice in the local press. The following 
notice was kept running as late as January 1, 1862, in the Portland Daily Advertiser regarding his 
return from Chicago: 
 

 
 

Portland Daily Advertiser, July 29, 1861 
 

NOTICE. 
________ 

 
DR. P.P. QUIMBY 

 
HAS returned and may be found at his room, No. 13 INTERNATIONAL 
HOTEL, July 30th , where he will attend all wishing to consult him. His 
charges will be for first examination $2, and for each subsequent sitting 
50 cents.            jy24-tf 
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By March, Quimby had modified his advertisement in the Advertiser: 
 

NOTICE. 
________ 

 
DR. P.P. QUIMBY 

 
May still be found at his office, No. 13 INTERNATIONAL HOTEL, 
where he will attend al- [sic] wishing to consult him. His terms for first 
examination, $2,00; each subsequent visit 50 cts. Persons visiting at their 
residence -- first visit $2,50; each visit, after, $1,00. 
 
Portland, March 22, 1862.                               tf 

 
Portland Daily Advertiser, January 11, 1862, ran this brief comment on Quimby: 
 

A DOCTOR WITHOUT PILLS. — We have been stopping at the International House a 
few days, and there became acquainted with Dr. Quimby, who doctors without giving a 
particle of medicine. Gentlemen and ladies from every point of the compass, afflicted 
with almost all the ills flesh is heir to, are there; and if he does not cure those who visit 
him, most of them get well themselves, either from the good living furnishing by mine 
host Stover, or their journies, or the pure air of Portland. 
 
We heard a couple of his patients discussing his practice a day or two ago; and the 
conclusion they arrived at, if not original, was full of good sense. It was this, ‘He gives 
no medicine, and if he don’t cure us, he can’t possibly hurt us.’ 
 
That is so, ‘no medicine, if it don’t cure will do nobody no hurt,’ as Mrs. Partington used 
to say. 

 
The same newspaper printed a reference to Quimby on February 11, 1862, to which he took 
exception and which led him to publish a lengthy and historically important response. Before 
getting to response, it is worth reviewing what led up to it. The prior year, the Daily Advertiser 
ran an advertisement551 for yet another healing medium, one who was reminiscent of Lucius 
Burkmar: 
 

Astonishing to ALL: 
[A drawing of a human eye is used as if to represent the word “see”] How the celebrated 
Mrs. MANCHESTER, the natural clairvoyant, at the Preble House, cures all Chronic 
diseases. After the medical faculty with all their science and scientific modes of 
treatment, pronounce them incurable. Mrs. Manchester’s CLAIRVOYANS[sic] Sight 
gives her the power to learn definitely the exact physical condition of the whole internal 
system, ascertaining the real disease, the cause, and the best medical treatment for the 
system while in a diseased condition. This once learned through clairvoyant sight, 
unfolds the mystery of her unrivalled success in the cure of disease. 
 
Then seek her without delay. It is not theories or long established prejudice that should 
govern invalids, in seeking relief. Cure the important need. 
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Mrs. M. is from No. 618 Broadway, New York. 
 

On February 10, 1862, the Daily Advertiser published a news item addressed “To the Sick” that 
was a paean of praise for Manchester’s reputation and ability: “Madame Manchester is allowed 
by competent judges to be a thorough scientific professional, the celebrity of whose skill in 
curing disease is a household word. . . . Those who have diseases, and especially such as have 
confounded and made dumb the general rule of doctors, should by all means call on Madame M. 
She has spent the best part of a vigorous life in investigating diseases and their cure, and by 
going beyond books to nature and vital common sense, has succeeded in obtaining information 
and a corresponding skill, which others cannot boast.” 
 
The following day the Daily Advertiser was forced to back down: “To the Sick:—Under this 
head we were made to puff ‘Madame Manchester” yesterday. Madam may be all she represents 
herself to be; but we don’t know it, and must therefore decline endorsing her note, as drawn in 
the Advertsiser of yesterday morning.” The editor of the paper admitted upon his investigation 
that in fact the purported news item was actually an advertisement sent in my Manchester and “it 
was paid for at a good deal higher rates than other adver[t]isements.” 
 
The next day the saga continued. The Daily Advertiser ran a lengthy statement that said it had 
met with Manchester’s husband and heard his wonderful accounts of his wife’s healing ability, 
including a “most remarkable” cure of their daughter. The paper then stated: 
 

From what we have since learned, we believe Madame has been successful in many 
cases, where the regular doctors have failed. 
 
How these cures are made, makes no part of our present purpose to explain. But that 
healing mediums, clairvoyants, and Dr. Quimby do cure many sick persons, who had 
sought relief from the regular physicians, we have no reason to doubt. They use no 
medicines, and if they do no good, they do no harm. 
 
Whether the cures are performed by animal magnetism, medical spirits, or the faith of the 
patient, is of little consequence to the man, woman, or child who can joyfully say, “one 
thing I do know—‘Whereas I was once blind, I now see.” 
 
As to the modus operandi, by which “thy faith hath made the whole” we know say 
nothing; though we have our settled convictions in regard to it; and intend, after the 
rebellion shall have been put down and the Union fully restored, to make them public, if 
not before. [There is no record that the editor of the Daily Advertiser did that.] 

 
The Daily Advertiser could not seem to please anyone on this and had to keep making clarifying 
statements. On the 13th it continued. It stated that is had since learned that while Dr. Quimby did 
not use medicines, the other did, which contradicted their statement. It added, “Doctor Quimby 
did not like being named in connection with clairvoyants and healing mediums, in yesterday’s 
Advertiser; and to appease him, and being unwilling to do him injustice, even in this, as he 
supposed, wrong through mistake, we will allow him to speak for himself to-morrow.” 
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While Quimby wrote his response on the 13th, it was not published the next day but rather on the 
17th. This is a historically important article, as it is one of the few descriptions of his theory 
published by him in his lifetime: 
 

[For the Advertiser.]   
 
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, Feb. 13, 1862. 
   Mr. Editor; -As you have given me the privilege of answering an article in your paper 
of the 11th inst., [it was actually the 12th] where you classed me with spiritualists, 
mesmerizers, clarivoyants[sic], &c., I take this occasion to state where I differ from all 
classes of doctors, from the Allopathic physician to the healing medium.  All these admit 
disease as an independent enemy of mankind; but the mode of getting rid of it divides 
them in their practice. —The old school admit that medicines contain certain curative 
properties, and that certain medicines will produce certain effects.  This is their honest 
belief.  The Homoeopathic physicians believe their infinitessimals produce certain 
effects.  This is also honest.  But I believe all their medicine is of infinitely less 
importance than the opinions that accompany it.  I never make war with medicine, but 
with opinions.  I never try to convince a patient that trouble arises from calomel or any 
other poison.  But the poison of the doctors’ opinion in admitting a locating disease.  But 
another class under cover of spiritualism and mesmerism, claim power from another 
world, and to these my remarks are addressed.  I was one of the first mesmerizers in the 
State who gave public experiments, and had a subject who was considered the best then 
known,  He examined and prescribed for diseases just as this class do now, and I know 
how much reliance can be placed on a medium, for when in the state they are governed 
by the superstitution and beliefs of the person they are in communication with, and read 
all their thoughts and feelings in regard to their disease, whether the patient is aware of 
them or not. 
 
   The capacity of thought-reading is the common extent of mesmerism.  Clairvoyance is 
very rare and can be easily tested by blind-folding the subject and giving him a book to 
read.  If he can read without seeing, that is conclusive evidence that he has independent 
sight.  This was my test during my experiments.  This state is of very short duration.  
They then come into that state where they are governed by surrounding minds.  All the 
mediums of this day reason about medicine as much as the regular physicians.—They 
both believe in disease, and both recommend medicine.  When I mesmerize[d] my 
subject, he would prescribe some little simple herb that would do no harm or good of 
itself.  In some cases this would cure the patient.  I also found that any medicine would 
cure certain cases, if he ordered it.  This led me to investigate the matter and arrive at the 
stand I now take; that the cure is not in the medicine, but in the confidence of the doctor 
or medium.  A clairvoyant never reasons nor alters his opinion; but if in the first state of 
thought-reading, he prescribes medicine, he must be posted by some mind interested in it, 
and also must derive his knowledge from the same source as the doctors do.  The subject 
I had, left me and was employed by John B. Dodds [i.e., Dods], who employed him in 
examining diseases in the mesmeric sleep, and taught him to recommend such medicines 
as he got up himself in Latin, and as the boy did not know Latin, it looked very 
mysterious.  Soon afterwards he was at home again, and I put him asleep to examine a 
lady, expecting that he would go on in his old way, but instead of that he wrote a long 
prescription in Latin.  I awoke him that he might read it, but he could not; so I took it to 
the Apothecary's, who said he had not the articles, and that they would cost twenty 
dollars. —This was impossible for the lady to pay, so I returned and put him asleep again, 
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and he gave his usual prescription of some little herb, and she got well.  This, with the 
fact that all these mediums admit disease, and derive their knowledge from the common 
allopathic belief, convinces me that if it were not for the superstition of the people, 
believing that these subjects, merely because they have their eyes shut, know more than 
the apothecaries; they could make few cures.  Let any medium open his eyes, and let the 
patient describe his disease, then the medicine would do about as much good as brown 
bread pills.  But let the eyes be shut and then comes the mystery.  It is true that they will 
tell the feelings, but that is all the difference. 
 
   Now I deny disease as a truth, but admit it is a deception, stated like all other stories, 
without any foundation, and handed down from generation to generation, till the people 
believe it, and it has become a part of their lives, so they live a lie, and their senses are in 
it.  To illustrate this, suppose I tell a person he has the dip[h]theria, and he is perfectly 
ignorant of what I mean,  So I describe the feelings and tell the danger of the disease, and 
how fatal it is in many places.  This makes the person nervous, and I finally convince him 
of the disease.  I have now made one, and he attaches himself to it, and really understands 
it, and he is in it soul and body.  Now he goes to work to make it, and in a short time it 
makes its appearance.  My way of curing convinces him that he has been deceived, and if 
I succeed the patient is cured.  As it is necessary that he should feel that I know more than 
he does.  I tell his feelings.  This he cannot do to me, for I have no fears of dip[h]theria.  
My mode is entirely original.  I know what I say and they do not, if their word is to be 
taken.  Just so long as this humbug of inventing diseases continues, just so long the 
people will be sick and be deceived by the above named crafts.      
Feb. 14, 1862                                        P. P. Quimby 

 
A letter reportedly from Emma Ware appeared in the Portland Advertiser, March 22, 1862. The 
letter was signed “D.” but a note on the Quimby family’s copy indicates it was by (or at least was 
later believed to have been by) Emma Ware.552 
 

[For the Advertiser.] 
Outline of New Principles in Curing  Disease. 

 
   It is an ancient and time honored custom for the educated classes to oppose every new 
thing that they cannot comprehend and account for.  Being themselves the standard of 
intelligence, they deny every fact that does not come from the development of their own 
knowledge, and oppose en masse the possibility of intelligence coming from any other 
sources than their researches.  So when a question comes before the people, originating 
outside of their education, it meets every species of opposition,—is misrepresented and 
abused in every possible shape before it reaches a successful stand.  Therefore to obtain a 
candid hearing for a subject not understood nor admitted by the world, is impossible.  Its 
first appearance will be mistrusted and considered as an absurdity. 
 
   The experience of Dr. Quimby has not been an exception in this respect.  Curing 
disease without medicine is looked upon as a humbug, and its advocates considered as 
visionary fanatics.  Yet it comes forth again, claiming public respect and attention.  He is 
misunderstood and distrusted by many, because they class him among things which hold 
no respectable position in the world; and the opposition which they feel towards him 
arises from the mistaken character of their opinions.  Some persons think he cures by 
power from the devil, and consequently have no respect for him.  From their 
acquaintance with the aforesaid personage, they conclude that the Dr. must be as wicked, 
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and powerful as he is, and so they consider him a questionable character.  This judgment 
is the basis of the prejudice that exists in the community against him.—There are others, 
however, who are willing to allow him a hearing in explaining his way of curing. 
 
   Dr. Quimby claims that he cures disease under the guidance of a principle, which being 
understood must set free the sick.  Consequently his system as far as he carries it, is an 
intelligible one, and his position in regard to treating the body as an intelligent 
organization, with independent life, he finds the life and intelligence in the man, who 
occupies it.  His process reverses their relation to each other, making the visible form, the 
shadow, while the everlasting substance is not seen in the natural world.  His theory 
separates them and brings to light the pure intelligence of man, letting it work in the 
world of matter as master and not slave.  From this stand-point he advocates the cause of 
the sick against the whole world, for everybody believes that the body is diseased and the 
mind or real man is not affected.  He says the voice of the sick is not heard in the world; 
it is what the well say about them that gets the public ear, while they, passive and 
helpless are completely controlled by the influences coming from the knowledge of those 
whose duty it is to cure them.  He also says the well know nothing of themselves about 
the sick, and consequently their judgment is uncharitable and fallible.  It is his duty to get 
the sick free from the charges made against them, and this he does by a full knowledge of 
their feelings, which he takes upon himself.  These feelings, which are the evidences 
against them, he explains in a way that destroys what they prove to the world. 
 
   Statements made by him to the sick have a strange sound, and need an explanation to 
render them intelligible; for he often tells a person he has no disease when nothing it 
plainer than that he has.  Here comes in his peculiar belief, which to him is knowledge.  
He does not trace disease to a hidden or mysterious source, or no source at all, neither 
does he pay any respect to it as though it came from God.  He refers it directly to man 
himself, under the dominion of errors invented by man, and believed in as true and of 
independent origin, and to cure it intelligently and in the most beneficial way to mankind, 
is to destroy the error on which it is based.  Then he lifts disease from its pretended basis 
of truth, and places it on its proper basis of error; consequently in his reasoning, disease is 
not the ruling power, and he does not admit it, except as a deception.  In demonstrating 
his position, he comes in contact with prejudices which are as strong as our existence, 
and in many cases meets with opposition from the strong and bitter religious prejudices, 
which are so common in the community.  He cannot admit a disease and then cure it any 
more than a court can pronounce judgment on a criminal without trying the case.  Dr. 
Quimby gives the sick the same chance for their health as an indicted supposed criminal 
has for his life, and if he, by analysing his symptoms, can destroy the evidence of disease, 
then the patient is cured.  In this he follows no track before trodden by man, and ventures 
into a field entirely unknown to the regular physicians, and hence he cannot be ranked 
with any association of practitioners. 
 
   He does not place disease upon the presumption that it is imagination, and if a person 
would only think he was well, he would be so.  The anguish of the body is as real as 
anything, but it is not intelligent of itself and is dependent on the construction of those, 
who never felt it, to receive a name and character determining the condition of the organs 
and the danger of the patient's life.  He says the body does not act of itself, but is acted 
upon by its owner, or some other outward influences, and it is the development of his 
principles to detect those influences and correct them when wrong.  With the sick the 
reverse is true in common belief.  The body is sick, suffers and dies, and very little is 
known of the owner.  To them the body is a cruel tyrant, the organs all conspiring 
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together or singly, to kill them.  The lungs say he shall not have any air, the stomach 
refuses to give him food in peace, and there is a general confusion of threats and 
compromise.  The body haggles and encroaches, man become cowardly and is finally 
overcome and gives up to whatever the body agrees upon; and disease gains the victory, 
and where is man?  Where is his ambition, his self-respect, his power of taking care of 
himself?  He has become a weak complaining being, that he would despise in the day of 
his health.  This is the being that Dr. Quimby cures, and according as he restores to him a 
sense of his lost rights, and makes him feel that he is, and ought to be master; just so the 
body ceases to be a tyrant and becomes a servant, subject to his direction.  Then when it 
is asked by what power Dr. Quimby cures disease, it is answered, by the knowledge of 
the wisdom that gives man the control of his body, and the understanding of which 
produces health and happiness.  Just according as man walks in the knowledge of this 
truth, he is wise and happy; but any deviation from it, admitting matter superior to man, 
creates an error, which really imprisons him. 
 
   Ages of education have condensed these errors into living facts, and now nothing is 
plainer to those who still are young, than the inevitable approach of many sorrows and 
trials.  To free the burden of life of one of its greatest evils, and prepare the way for 
greater works of the same plan, is the effect of the establishment of Dr. Quimby's 
system.  In a brief communication like this, it is impossible to do justice to a subject like 
this.—Time will prove that his cures are wrought under a principle, that must work out 
the redemption of mankind from disease; and his system will be found based on eternal 
principles, and as capable of being explained and understood, as the science of 
astronomy, or music.                                                                                                D. 

 
Something evidently was going on in Portland that raised Quimby’s ire because in addition to the 
above by him and by Emma Ware in his defense, he also wrote his own defense and explanation 
of what he was trying to do in Portland “so that I may not be misrepresented” and explaining that 
his goal is to reduce to a science his method of healing so that everyone can do it:  
 

For three years I have been in this city attending to the duties of my practice without 
interfering with in any way with the world outside of my business. I have given my 
whole attention to the sick, believing that my method of healing is entirely new & not 
hitherto unknown to the world before, & my whole object  in remaining in the city is to 
reduce it to a science, so that it can be practiced by everyone for his own good. This is the 
sole reason why I remain here. I seek no favors of any one. I do not write this to get 
patients, for I have as many as I can attend to but to separate myself from all others who 
see fit to assign me a place among the humbugs of the day. . .  
 
 All I want to show is that I do not belong to any sect or creed; as I used to mesmerize, 
some think it[?] is my mode of treatment is mesmericsm, but by my mode is not in the 
least like those who claim to be mesmerized subjects or spiritual mediums. (I have 
nothing to say in regard to persons curing by the spirits. I know all about that way of 
curing. Neither have I anything to say about mesmeric treatment, I know all about that.) I 
have been over twenty years investigating the subject & if I had no other aim than dollars 
& cents, I would close my eyes, go into a trance, tell the patient how he felt & call some 
indian to prescribe them instead of getting $2 or so I do now receiving a fee for 
examination. . . .553 
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In an undated article by Quimby (Dresser said this is from 1861) believed to have been written 
about this time, entitled “The Identity of God or Wisdom Ignorance of Man in Regard to the true 
God Part I” (later changes are in bold), Quimby made illuminating autobiographical comments, 
but first he started by looking at the nature of how man worships God: 
 

We are told taught that God is watching all our acts & that hHe knows all our thoughts. 
When we ask if he has an identity, the answer is, No, but hHe is every where, hHe fills 
all space & we pray to him asking hHim to listen to our wants as a child asks a parent. 
All this is ignorance of the God we worship. There is no person who has the least rational 
idea of a wisdom independent of man. Yet, all see & will admit that there is a something 
which we cannot comprehends. 554 
 

He then looked back over his half century of thinking deeply on certain issues: 
 
I have been trying all my life ever since I was old enough to listen, to understand man's 
meaning & see if people understood what they professed to believe. After some fifty 
years of thinking & listening to people's opinions about God, I have come to this 
conclusion, that ninety nine hundredths of mankind are listeners to some one telling a 
story like the Arabian Nights in marvelousness, till & they get excited, like a mesmerized 
person, really create the scenes in their own minds, believe in them to be true & will 
suffer death rather than abandon their belief. This is the state of society in regard to 
religion. But as science has progressed it has explained some of the grossest errors, still, 
nine tenths of every man's wisdom is of that class kind. I know I was as free from 
superstition as almost any one, yet I was full enough of it & all the while I was not aware 
that I believed any thing. For the last twenty years I have been ridding myself of my old 
superstitions & am now better prepared to see it in others. 
 

Finally, he added an interesting look at his healing practice, including a look at the range of that 
practice: 

 
I have sat with more than three hundred individuals every year for ten years & for the last 
five years I have averaged five-hundred yearly. people with with all sorts of diseases, in 
every possible state of mind. . . . 

 
A surgeon from Louisville, Kentucky wrote a testimonial for Quimby that was published in the 
Daily Advertiser on March 6, 1862: 
 

Letter from Louisville. 
 

   The following letter was sent us for publication[.]  It speaks for itself.  It was written by 
the Doctor, at the request of the sister, whose case it chronicles.  It is unnecessary to offer 
any comments on the matters mentioned in it.  Still it may not be amiss to say we have 
personal knowledge of the facts it sets forth. 
 
   Besides, the Doctor himself, came to the International Hotel, by the advice of this very 
sister mentioned in this very letter, an invalid, so feeble that he had to be assisted in 
getting into the door—and afterwards to his room on the second floor. 
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   He was so terribly dyspeptic that he could eat no solid food—nor could he swallow 
cold water.  Both, before they visited Dr. Quimby, had been doctored long periods, 
without the slightest benefit, and by physicians deemed skilful.  The Doctor left, 
completely cured, in about six weeks from his coming to visit Mr. Quimby. 
 
   Since we have been at the Hotel, a lady from  Vermont, who had spent much time and 
money to get what the Doctors called a cancer, cured, came there to Dr. Q.  She went 
away, cured, in less than two months. 
 
   But we cannot take time to relate one in ten of the cures he has performed during the 
past winter, that have come under our observation. 
 
   About the facts of the Doctor's remarkable cures, there is no doubt; but there may be 
questions about HOW they are done[.]  To us they present nothing wonderful.  We think 
we can easily explain the why and wherefore.  At any rate we shall try to do so, by and 
by. 
 

[For the Advertiser.] 
   MR. EDITOR: —I believe you have some knowledge of Dr. Quimby of the 
International, and his peculiar mode of practice.  By a chain of unforseen circumstances, I 
have been led to know something of Dr. Q., and the modus operandi in the treatment of 
his patients.  With a broad faith in the virtue of men, I believe him to be an honest man in 
his profession, who practices as he believes, and would not intentionally deceive any 
one.  His treatment is peculiar to himself, and independent of all systems, or forms of 
practice whatever.  For that pretentious class, who in the guise of spiritualists, 
clairvoyants, and all other charletans who with no previous study, or knowledge of the 
power or effect of the medicines they prescribe, seek to humbug communities, impose on 
the suffering, and line their pockets, he has as little esteem, and holds himself as 
sensitively separate from them, as the most orthodox practitioner.  He has no sympathy or 
connection with them.  Neither is his practice more nearly allied to that of the regular 
practitioner.  He gives no medicine.  The whole scope of his Materia Medica, would 
comprehend water, and a pitcher to hold it.  The application consists, if the case demands, 
in an imbibition of this fluid that would put the votaries of Lager to blush — 
 
   The patient will find him unassuming in his manners, and no more ready to talk of his 
successes, than other men of theirs —not that modesty characterizes the spirit of the 
age[.]  He will explain to you his way of practice—give you the benefit of his 
treatment—entertain you with stereoscopic views of his theory or belief, and end off 
perhaps by explaining a few passages of scripture.  However, a man's belief is one thing, 
and his success in practice is another; this alone wins a favorable opinion and wise 
confidence.  There can be no doubt that Dr. Q. has been the means of doing much good, 
as many patients from their homes, now in the enjoyment of health—Heaven's best gift, 
are willing to testify. In some instances his treatment has been attended by the most 
unexpected and happy results, affording great and immediate relief, when hope almost 
had failed.  These are not isolated cases, but none the less wonderful.  I will briefly relate 
the history of  the following case, in which the ties of near consanguinity awakened the 
liveliest sympathy, and the happy termination of which was the cause of equal surprise 
and pleasure.  A member of our family had, while in that transition period between happy 
childhood and budding womanhood, gradually lost the power of walking or standing, and 
for a number of years (some five or six) was wholly unable to make any use of her limbs 
whatever.  There was no deformity, nor any discoverable lesion, but weakness, and all 
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attempts to use them were attended by such excessive pain that they had to be given up.  
During this time she was confined exclusively to the house, as the jar of a carriage could 
not be borne; and often the tread of an incautious foot across the floor was productive of 
pain. She was visited by some of our most skilful practitioners, men of acknowledged 
ability and professors, in popular colleges.  They expressed a belief that in time a 
recovery might be hoped for.  Several years passed, and time, as it rolled away, brought 
no healing on its wings, but new causes of suffering.  Her disease began to assume a 
much graver type—the eyes became morbidly sensitive to light, which increased to such 
an extent that the least degree of light seemed unbearable.  The shutters were closed, 
curtains were drawn,—and heavy blankets followed, tacked closely over the windows.  
The digestive powers became much impaired.  The stomach, in failing to perform its 
office, sympathizes with the rest of the system.  The simplest articles of diet could not be 
taken into it without so much pain and distress that each returning meal became a source 
of dread and suffering.  For five months the only nourishment that could be borne, so 
great was the distress, was a few cups of milk and water, drank during the twenty-four 
hours.  In darkness, helpless and unable to take any proper food, she wasted away till she 
was but the shadow of her former self.  Greatly prostrated and seemingly emaciated to the 
last degree, scarcely a hope was left for recovery.  Through the earnest representation of 
friends, Dr. Quimby was employed, certainly with the least expectation of any benefit.  
We were little prepared to witness the surprising and gratifying amendment that attended 
his visit. 
 
   The relief afforded was immediate and entire. —All pain and irritation ceased,—and 
the patient was convalescent —light again began to shed its cheering rays through the 
room for six months darkened.  The digestive powers increased, and she was able to eat 
simple food.  The use of her limbs returned; and under a more generous diet, and as new 
strength gave power to them, she was able to walk,  In a few months her weight more 
than doubled—running up from sixty, to one hundred and twenty five pounds.  At that 
time stopping at a distant city I soon came home to witness these happy results.  How 
great was the change!—Thick curtains no longer darkened the room, in the obscurity of 
Erebus.  Like a child, she was again learning to walk.  The hue of health was chasing 
from the cheek the pallor of sickness, whist the returning smile and speaking eye told of 
the happiness within.  Her whole aspect showed that she was indeed a new being. 
 
   Save an occasional drawback, which a visit of a few weeks to Dr. Q., set all right, she 
has steadily mended to the present, (nearly two years). —The eyes are still troublesome, 
but improving; otherwise her health is apparently confirmed. —Other cases equally 
remarkable have come to my knowledge, whose history and symptoms were every way 
different.  It is apparent that his influence is not confined to one class of diseases, and in 
no case could one safely predicate whether or no relief might be expected. However, all 
may not hope to be set at once in the broad highway to health;  Most must travel up the 
weary way to that Elysium that stretches so fair before; others seek health painfully and 
in vain, never to find it on the borders of time.  Considering the means employed, and the 
diversity for cases, Dr. Q.'s success is remarkable —whether it depends more upon the 
man, or he acts upon the first principles of that, which, when better understood shall be 
recognized as a new remedial agency in mitigating the physical ills to which flesh is heir, 
time will determine. 
 
   These few remarks are made as an act of justice to Dr. Q. —not that ought will, or can, 
supply the place of that ancient school of practice whose history and growth spring from 
an era when philosophy and history were in their infancy, and the earliest of reinspired 
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poets sang in the sublime strains of his great epic.  Every age in the unfolding of creatures 
from that period down has recorded grateful remembrances of its benefits to man.  Let us 
then in the exercise of Christian charity, if plain facts are before us, and we find an 
individual who can alleviate the pains of a single sufferer, and strew flowers in his 
pathway through life accept them as a verity, and bid him God speed. 

F. L. TOWN, 
  Asst. Surgeon, U. S. A. 
                Louisville, Ky. 

 
The Advertiser, continued with information on Quimby the following month.555 In an article 
entitled “The Healing Art—Laying on of Hands” on April 18, an unnamed author, shown only as 
“L,” wrote that he or she believed that Quimby cured but did not believe that any one theory 
could explain healing:  
 

Dr. Quimby’s skill and power to heal are doubtless all that is claimed for them. I can well 
believe that his success is great, and that his style of procedure is unique. But of the truth 
of his theory as a whole, doubtless a question may be fairly raised. That no complete 
curative theory can be formed by one or many minds is my view.  
 

The author then added this near the end of the lengthy article,  
 
This healing virtue is far more affluent in some persons than others. It is an inborn 
endowment. Dr. Quimby doubtless has this power. I wish to name one other person now 
in this city, quiet, benevolent and singularly unostentatious man, who has, as I have the 
best reason for knowing, this gift in a preeminent degree. He has healed many persons in 
this place, some of whom were deeply, and as they supposed, hopelessly afflicted with 
chronic and other maladies. In many of these cases a few passages of the doctor’s hands 
over the diseased parts, wrought a radical cure. The cripple has been made to walk, and 
the blind to see. . . . I refer to Dr. A.H. Huse, formerly of Boston, but now temporarily of 
this city. I know a number of instances, where he had affected astonishing cures; and in 
my own case, having been cured by him of dispepsia[sic] in the most painful form,—I 
have reason not only to rejoice in, but to marvel at his great healing gift. He fully 
illustrates the magnetic healing science, for in this process we come on to sure and 
primitive grounds. 

 
The Daily Advertiser on December 17, 1861, had run an advertisement by “Prof. A. H. Huse, of 
Boston, Prophetic, Healing and Business Medium” for those in the Portland area. The professor 
was quite broad in what he offered the public: “He being so gifted by nature, and having 
cultivated this blessed gift, is prepared to adapt it to the following use, and the immediate 
consummation of the following topics: Business of all description; traveling by land or sea; 
circulating Stocks, Merchandise or Real Estate; the recovery of Legacies in dispute, and the 
safety of Ships at Sea. He also offers his services respecting Health, Wealth, Marriages, Love 
Affairs, Journeys, Law Suits and difficulty in business. He invites all to call who are afflicted 
corporeally or mentally.”556 The reader was instructed to see him at his residence at 254 
Congress Street in Portland from 7 A.M. to 9 P.M. 
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The Portland Daily Advertiser, in its April 29, 1862, issue,557 carried two testimonials about 
Quimby. The first is this testimonial from a “young lady” who was glad to be able to speak 
again. That was followed by a lengthy testimonial from someone named “Vermont.” 
 

Extract from a letter from a young lady, who had been unable to utter a word for four 
years, but who was substantially cured by Dr. Quimby in two months: 
*  *  * *  "I am glad to be able to give a good account of myself.  My voice improves 
daily, I think I perceive a greater change from day to day than when at Portland; I also 
have a good appetite; take long walks; visit my friends, &c.  I think I am in a fair way to 
get entirely well; my friends rejoice to hear my voice again.  They say it seems like a 
miracle to them.  They tell me I am looking much better in health, and are much 
delighted with my improvement.”  *  *  *  *    *    NEWBURYPORT, April 26, 1862 

 
We publish this morning a communication over the name of "VERMONT," from a very 
intelligent young lady, who, with her mother, was a boarder at the International Hotel 
during the most of last winter. 
   The mother was a lady , we judge, of about fifty years, and the daughter about twenty. 
—The mother had been treated from [word “cancer” crossed out, replaced by hand: 
“scrofula”] which her physician thought was incurable.  The daughter was simply 
afflicted with general debility.  Both left restored to health. 
   The lady, whose voice was restored, lost it nearly three years since by scarlet fever, and 
during that whole time had not spoken. 
   We give an extract from her letter to Dr. Quimby, dated 25th inst.  During the last four 
months we have witnessed a good many cures by the Doctor. 
   As we stated once before, he uses no medicine, and makes no pretensions to anything 
wonderful.  If he do no good, he does no harm, as he gives no medicine. 
   We intended ere this, to have explained how, and by what agency Doctor Quimby cures 
diseases; but have not yet found a leisure moment to devote to this particular question. 
   We content ourself by simply giving the facts we have stated, leaving each reader to 
account for them as best he can; and we only add in conclusion that, to us, there is 
nothing mysterious or wonderful in Dr. Quimby's practice. 
   He has cured a good many of the love of rum and tobacco, and all hankering for either; 
but he don't like to operate on tobacco users, because it makes him tobacco sick.” [A 
handwritten note says this is from “Editor Case,” who was Eliphalet Case.] 
 

 [For the Advertiser.]   
Dr. Quimby's Mode of Curing  Diseases. 

   One of the noticable characteristics of the present time is a growing distrust in 
the virtue of medicine, as in itself able to cure disease; and this state of the public 
mind—this demand for some better mode of treating the sick, has either created, 
or finds ready, an army of new school practitioners of every possible kind, some 
sincerely desirous of doing good and firmly believing what they profess, while 
others are only too willing to impose upon credulity and benefit themselves 
thereby.—Under such circumstances it would be extremely difficult for a true 
reformer, who not only sees the errors of the past and present, but dares to take 
entirely different views even of the origin of disease, to acquire for himself a 
reputation distinct from the many who also profess to have advanced far in the 
new paths they have chosen, though, in reality, having started from the same 
point that all others have in times past, they will in the end arrive at nearly the 
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same conclusions.  Even great success in the practice of his theory, might for a 
time be insufficient to establish public confidence, and prevent his being ranked 
with all the innovaters of the day. 
 
   Many people who have lost faith in the ancient school, are at the same time 
startled by such reasoning as Dr. Quimby uses with regard to disease.  It is so 
contrary to the commonly received opinions, they hardly dare believe there can 
be any truth in it.  They hear of remarkable success in his practice, but are then 
still more incredulous and say, "The age of miracles has passed away,  and this is 
too much to believe."  But "seeing is believing" the proverb says, and after 
having an opportunity to see some of the remarkable effects which Dr. Quimby 
has had upon obstinate cases of long standing disease, they are compelled to 
yield, though it may be reluctantly, that there is living truth in his principles—
that he has cast off the shackles of opinion, which would narrowly enclose the 
limits of investigation, and studying the mysterious workings of the mind 
discovered there, the true explanation of that which has so long been 
misunderstood and unsatisfactorily accounted for.  They came to him, suspicious, 
almost unwilling to believe what they saw, ignorant of his theory which, even 
after it was explained, they found difficult to understand, and, therefore, had to 
go through with this process of gradual conviction, before they would receive its 
truths.  So it may be said that he has to contend with those who would be his 
friends, as well as with his enemies. 
 
   The following outline of his theory was written after having passed through 
similar change of feeling, and may give some general idea—though a very 
imperfect one—of the principles which are so effective in opposing disease: 
 
   According to this new theory, disease is the invention of man.  It is caused by a 
disturbance of the mind—which is spiritual matter—and, therefore, originates 
there. 
 
   We can call to mind instances where disease has been produced, instantly, by 
excitement, anger, fear, or joy.  Is it not the more rational conclusion, that disease 
is always caused by influences upon the mind, rather than that it has an identity, 
comes to us and attacks us? 
 
   Living in a world full or error in this respect, and [word crossed out, replaced 
by handwritten “educated”] to believe that disease is something we cannot 
escape, it is not strange that what we fear comes upon us.  We take the opinions 
of men which have no knowledge in them, for truth.  So we all agree to arbitrary 
rules with regard to our mode of life, and suffer the penalties attached to any 
disobedience of the same.  These diseases or penalties are real to us through the 
result of belief. 
 
   It is reasonable to infer from these statements, that the only way to approach 
and eradicate disease, must be through the mind, to trace the cause of this misery, 
and hold up to it the light of reason, or disbelief in the existance[sic] of disease, 
independent of the mind.  Then the cloud which shadows us vanishes, as error 
always will when overpowered by the light of truth. 
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   Dr. Quimby proves the truth of his belief by his daily  works.  The marvelous 
cures he is effecting are undeniable evidence of his superior knowledge and skill 
in applying it for the benefit of suffering humanity.  He does not use medicine or 
any material agency, nor call to his aid mesmerism and any spiritual influences 
whatever, but works upon scientific principles, the philosophy of which may be 
understood by the patient; therefore, he is not only rid of the present trouble, but 
also to the liability to disease in the future. 
 
   Accepting this new theory, man rises superior to circumstances—easily 
adapting himself to any necessity, free from all fear of disease, he lives a more 
simple, natural and happy life.  He is enabled to control the body and make it 
subservient to his will, instead of his being a slave, completely at its mercy, 
which he will be if he allows that it is subject to disease. 
 
   This truth is capable of extensive practical application in all the exigencies of 
life, and we learn to make constant use of it as we advance in knowledge.  It 
helps us to place a just estimate upon everything, the value of life is enhanced, 
and as we have more of this true knowledge in ourselves, we shall love and 
worship God, who is the source of all wisdom, more sincerely and 
intelligently.                                                                                     
 

VERMONT. 
 

ANNETTA GERTRUDE SEABURY 
 
It was in May, 1862, that Quimby met for the first time a woman who would have a profound 
effect on the way he was remembered in the distant future. That was Annetta Seabury, who one 
year later married Julius Dresser, and further in 1866 became the mother of Horatio Dresser, 
Quimby’s most important publicist.  
 
Charles Brodie Patterson in his historical sketch of Horatio Dresser, and as we saw above was a 
good friend of Julius Dresser and the Dresser family, gave this look at Annetta Seabury’s life 
leading up to meeting Quimby: 
 

Some years prior to her marriage, Mrs. Dresser had been suffering from a so-called spinal 
complaint, and at last her mother took her, much against her will, to Dr. Quimby. . . .  It 
was at this time [after having been treated by Quimby] that she was told that she had the 
gift of healing, but it was at this time that she was told that she had the gift of spiritual 
healing, but it was not until after Quimby’s passing that Mr. and Mrs. Julius Dresser took 
up the practice as a profession.558 

 
Here is how Annetta Dresser described her history with Quimby and their first visit, in her 1895 
book, The Philosophy of P. P. Quimby: 
 

It was some time in 1860 that I first heard of Dr. Quimby. He was then practising his 
method of curing the sick in Portland, where he had been located about a year. My home 
was a few miles from that city, and we often heard of the wonderful work he was doing. 
We also heard something about his philosophy; and, as he made war with the prevailing 
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theories of the day, there was a strong prejudice against him in the minds of many people. 
His patients, however, became his friends, and he gradually won his way into the hearts 
of the people, especially among those who had received benefit from him, either through 
his practice or his ideas; and his fame spread more and more. 

My own experience with Dr. Quimby was a very interesting one, and attended with most 
happy results. In fact, my first interview with him in May, 1862, as a patient, after six 
years of great suffering, and as a last resort, after all other methods of cure had utterly 
failed to bring relief. I had barely faith enough to be willing to go to him, as I had been 
one of those who were prejudiced against him, and still had more of doubt and fear than 
expectancy of receiving help. But all fear was taken away as I was met by this good man, 
with his kindly though searching glance. 

The events connected with this first interview are as vivid in mind as those of yesterday. 
It was like being turned from death to life, and from ignorance of the laws that governed 
me to the light of truth, in so far as I could understand the meaning of his explanations. In 
order to understand the great change which then came into my life, let the reader picture a 
young girl taken away from school, deprived of all the privileges enjoyed by her 
associates, shut up for six years in a sick-room, under many kinds of severe and 
experimental treatment in its worst forms, constantly growing worse, told by her minister 
that it was the will of God that she should suffer all this torture, seeing the effect of all 
this trying experience upon the dear ones connected with her, -- simply struggling for an 
existence, and yet seeing no way of escape except through death, -- and the reader will 
have some idea of the state I was in when taken before this strange physician. And, in 
order to complete the picture, let the reader imagine the inner conflict between all this 
that was so disheartening and a hope that never wavered, a feeling that there was a way of 
escape, if it could only be found, a conviction deeper than all this agony of soul and body 
that the whole situation was wrong, that the torturing treatment was wholly unnecessary, 
and that it was not God's will that anyone should be kept in such a prison of darkness and 
suffering. 

To have this great hope realized was, indeed, like the glad escape of a prisoner from the 
darkest and most miserable dungeon.559 

 
A few pages later, Dresser gave a vivid sense of what she experienced when she was with 
Quimby: 
 

The most vivid remembrance I have of Dr. Quimby is his appearance as he came out of 
his private office ready for the next patient. That indescribable sense of conviction, of 
clear-sightedness, of energetic action, -- that something that made one feel that it would 
be useless to attempt to cover up or hide anything from him, -- made an impression never 
to be forgotten. Even now in recalling it, after thirty-three years, I can feel the thrill of 
new life which came with his presence and his look. There was something about him that 
gave one a sense of perfect confidence and ease in his presence, -- a feeling that 
immediately banished all doubts and prejudices, and put one on sympathy with that quiet 
strength or power by which he wrought his cures. 

We took our turn in order, as we happened to come to the office; and, consequently, the 
reception-room was usually full of people waiting their turn. People were coming to Dr. 
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Quimby from all parts of New England, usually those who had been given up by the best 
practitioners, and who had been persuaded to try this new mode of treatment as last 
resort. Many of these came in on crutches or were assisted into the office by some friend; 
and it was most interesting to note their progress day by day, or the remarkable change 
produced by a single sitting with the doctor. I remember one lady who had used crutches 
for twenty years, who walked without them after a few weeks.560 

A clipping, dated by hand June 10, 1862, in the Quimby papers in the Library of Congress, 
recorded the following testimonial (the bracketed material is original): 
 

CURED BY DOCTOR QUIMBY.—Mrs. O. E. Littlefield of this city furnishes us a copy of a 
certificate in which she attributes to Dr. Quimby, of Portland, the honor and credit, by the 
blessing of God, of curing her of disease, with a request that we should notice it and give 
some of the facts in the case. In the certificate she says: “For years I have been an 
invalid.—One year ago [the certificate is dated April 19, 1862,] I became so emaciated I 
was a mere skeleton. My hair came off. For fifteen months I could not keep a small half 
cup of food on my stomach at a time. I was reduced to the weakness of a mere babe. I 
have now better health than I ever enjoyed before in my life, and like Nicodemus we 
exclaim—‘we know thou art a physician sent from God; for no man can do the miracle 
except God be with him.’ ” The certificate is signed by the husband of Mrs. L. and others. 
We cheerfully gratify the desire of Mrs. L. to have her case brought before the public in 
this manner, and trust that her health—restored by whatever instrumentality—may 
continue to improve most satisfactorily. 

 
QUIMBY’S DOCUMENT “QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS” 

 
The published exposition by Quimby of his views in the Portland press may have had some 
connection to the fact that a document was created by him which became controversial decades 
later, a document known as “Questions and Answers.” The earliest known copy of this document 
was also dated that same month, February 1862. For some reason it was never copied into the 
volumes of his writings but was always copied separately. In the Quimby collection of writings 
three copies are known from his lifetime, which are augmented by a fourth copy that was outside 
of the Quimby family collection; it was copied by a patient and her sister, Helen and Sarah 
Crosby.561 A brief summary of the four recorded copies is as follows:562  
 

Version 1: 
Title: “Answers to questions asked me by patients.” 
 
 No date. 
 

Version 2: 
Title: “Answers to questions asked by one of my patients.”  
 
Dated at the end “Portland Feb 1862” (the handwriting appears to match the main text). George 
Quimby had much later notes on the front cover comparing this to manuscripts by Eddy from the 
late 1860s and early 1870s, as publicized many years later in the press (in handwriting of Mrs. 
Quimby?). 
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Version 3: 
Title: “Answers to questions asked by one of my patients.” 
 
This is the only version with a heading “Questions and Answers” (the handwriting of the title 
appears to match that of the text) and a note on the cover reads: “My father[’]s George A. 
Quimby[’]s writing below | E.Q.P | Questions and Answers | Portland June 1862.”, also on the 
next to last page is the underlined handwritten note: “Portland June – 1862.” 
 
(Note: EQP is George Quimby’s daughter, Elizabeth Quimby Pineo. The portion written by 
George Quimby was the name and date of the document.) 
 

Version 4: 
Title: “Questions asked by a patient.” 
 
This is the version copied by Sarah and Helen Crosby. Quimby allowed Helen Crosby to copy 
much of the document, and the Helen dictated this copy to Sarah Crosby.563  
 
The exact preface to the document reads as follows: 
 

Dr. P. P. Quimby 
 
The following questions and answers were copied from manuscripts of Dr. P. P. Quimby 
of Belfast, who healed the sick as did Jesus. He allowed Helen M. Crosby to copy as 
much as here appears, and this is a duplicate of her copy and was dictated to Sarah G. 
Crosby, by her, at the old farmhouse in Albion, on June 15th, 1865. 

 
Three of the copies indicate the questions in the document to be answered came from one 
unnamed patient, while the fourth indicates it came from multiple patients. 
 
The controversy surrounding this document comes from the fact that Eddy used it for a few years 
after Quimby’s death with her early students; her version had a Preface added by her, and over 
time it included small changes she made to its text. During the early years of the Quimby-Eddy 
debate in the 1880s “Questions and Answers” was never mentioned. It was completely ignored 
until 1899, when excerpts of it were published by the editor of the Christian Science periodicals, 
Judge Septimus Hanna (based on his access to the Sarah Crosby copy). Hanna made an effort to 
show, as he believed, how far Quimby’s theories were from Christian Science. In comparison, as 
we know the New York Times on July 10, 1904—after having obtained access to the Wentworth 
copy of Eddy’s own modified version—made an effort to show how Christian Science evolved 
directly from this early Quimby document.  
 
Here is the public’s first look at that document, from the Hanna editorial in the Christian Science 
Sentinel of February 16, 1899: 
 

. . . we publish herewith some extracts from a manuscript of Dr. Quimby, which he 
permitted one of his patients to copy. This patient resided not far from Belfast, Maine, the 
home of Dr. Quimby. The copy in our possession is duly authenticated, and comes to us 
under such circumstances that we know it, as well as the original, to be genuine. Names 
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are withheld because we have not permission to make them public. The copy in 
question— that is, the one made by the patient—was made in the year 1865. The 
manuscript is headed, ‘Questions and Answers.’  
 
In his answer to one of the questions, Dr. Quimby gave the following definition of God: 
‘God is Truth, and there is no other truth, so if we know God, the same is known to us. I 
will now try to attach your senses to God, not the God of this world; not the Christian's 
God, but the God of the living and not of the dead. My God is my standard of truth, and 
as I know God the same is known to me. . . . Man's God is all the time listening to our 
prayers and settling all sorts of troubles. My God does not act at all. He has finished His 
work and leaves man to work out his happiness according to his own wisdom. I will give 
you the attributes of my God. The wisdom of God is in this letter, and if you understand 
you will hear his voice saying, 'I understand this.' So the understanding is God; for in that 
there is no matter; and to understand His wisdom is to know God, for that is wisdom.’  
 
Compare this definition with the glossarial definition of God found on page 578 of 
"Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures."  
 
‘GOD. The great I AM; the all-knowing, all-seeing, all-acting, all-wise, all-loving, and 
eternal; Principle; Mind; Soul; Spirit; Life; Truth; Love; Substance; Intelligence.’ [Note: 
Eddy later dropping capitalizing the word “intelligence” when referring to God.]  
 
The most casual glance at the two definitions shows them to be diametrically opposite. 
The definition of God constitutes the very groundwork of Science and Health. Every 
deduction contained therein is made from God as its premise. This glossarial definition is 
but an epitome of the elaborated definition of God running all through this book, and His 
supremacy is the keynote thereof. It will be seen at a glance that Dr. Quimby's God is not 
the supreme, all-present, all-acting, all-wise, and eternal Principle, Substance, and 
Intelligence, but his understanding of truth or God, and his God "did not act at all." His 
was a non-acting God; while the God defined by Mrs. Eddy is the all-acting and always-
acting God. 

 
As we have seen, Horatio Dresser responded a few months later by attempting to dismiss the 
excerpts as being from “one of his earlier articles” which “did not adequately respresent him.” 
What interests me is that Quimby text selected by Hanna was actually one of the excerpts where 
Quimby sounded the most like the later Eddy view; Quimby focused on man and God in the 
above excerpt far more than was his normal practice, and his comments on God above suggest a 
theological underpinning for his thinking that is largely missing from his other writings. Again, 
as I have stated earlier, I believe Quimby’s theory as expressed by him in his circular and 
elsewhere was based on changing the mind of the patient, which often required disabusing them 
of their specific religious beliefs. I believe Quimby, along with virtually all other healers with a 
Christian background, attempted to build his theory on a Christian theological platform, 
including the claim that such theory explained how Jesus healed. The above is good evidence of 
that, but it is not clear whether Quimby had a theistic or deistic sense of God. See for example 
his comment above: “Man's God is all the time listening to our prayers and settling all sorts of 
troubles. My God does not act at all. He has finished His work and leaves man to work out his 
happiness according to his own wisdom.” Here Quimby’s God is a passive, deistic God who has 
finished His work and does not act at all. Hanna attempted to compare Quimby’s deistic God to 
Eddy theistic God. Since Quimby’s view of God was not always extreme as Hanna believed, and 
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Eddy’s view of God while theistic in many respects was not the traditional anthropomorphic if 
omnipotent God that looked down on mankind and judged them, I believe the comparison 
between Quimby’s view of God and Eddy’s view was not as clear-cut as Hanna attempted to 
make it. 
 
Later in the same article Hanna quoted several other passages from “Questions and Answers,” 
where Quimby appeared to believe in a spirit world comparable to the Spiritualists or at least a 
Swedenborg. Hanna wrote: 
 

It is evident that Dr. Quimby was a believer in modern spiritualism, as witness the 
following quotation from his manuscript: “The spiritual senses have their spiritual world, 
with all the inventions of the natural world, but the communication is not admitted by the 
natural mind, except as a mystery. There is just as much progress in the spiritual as in the 
natural world, and the science I teach is the wisdom of my God to the senses in the spirit 
world. So it requires a teacher to teach the wisdom of God in the spirit worlds as well as 
that spiritual wisdom that has been reduced to man's senses in the so-called sciences.”  

 
Here Hanna was able to show Eddy’s stated opposition to spiritualism. Even though Quimby 
said he did not believe in spiritualism, his comments in his unpublished writings, such as 
appearing to say he conversed with family members long deceased, are at best anomalous on that 
point. 
 
The statement in “Questions and Answers” that really caught the attention of Hanna and the 
Christian Scientists was Quimby’s comment as quoted here by Hanna: 
 

The following from the doctor's manuscript corroborates the statement that he was a 
magnetic practitioner. The question is asked in the manuscript, “Suppose a person were 
kept in a magnetic state; what would be the result?’ etc. The answer is: ‘I think I 
understand your question. God is the great mesmerizer or magnet.” 

 
This statement, as we see from Hanna’s comment, appeared to support the belief of Eddy and her 
supporters that Quimby was ultimately a magnetic physician of the old school. Dresser 
understood the potential significance of this one statement, so in QMSS, when quoting this 
passage he added this footnote: “Quimby says this to try to bring meaning from an obscure 
question. He uses no such expression in his other writings.”564 Dresser is correct that in the rest 
of the recorded Quimby writings there is no comparable passage, but nonetheless it is difficult to 
entirely dismiss it. 
 
The “Questions and Answers” document consists of fifteen questions, which are given below.565  
 
Question 1:  “You must have a feeling of repugnance towards certain patients. How do you 

overcome it and how can I do the same.” 
 

Question 2:  “You say when you know a thing it is not an opinion. I can understand that, but 
how may I be really sure I know a thing. I have felt perfectly sure of a thing and 
still afterwards found I had been in error or had been mistaken.” 

 

Question 3:  “Our spiritual senses are often more acute than our natural ones. What is the 
difference? What do you call the spirit world[?]” 
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Question 4:  “Is not one[’]s own experience wisdom to him in a certain sense?” 
 

Question 5:  “Is it possible for one to condense his spiritual self so as to be seen by the natural 
eye of others as Jesus did?” 

 

Question 6:  “If I understood how disease originates in the mind and fully believe it, why 
cannot I cure diseases?” 

 

Question 7:  “I can see this belief places man entirely superior to circumstances, but will it not 
therefore take away all desire for improvement and cause invention to cease and 
the whole go back rather than progress & cause us also to become indifferent to 
friends & social relations, and say of everything that it is only an idea without 
substance, and so take away the reality of existence?” 

 

Question 8:  “Suppose a person was kept in a mesmeric state what would be the result? would 
he act independently if allowed? If not, is it not an exact illustration of the 
condition we are in [in] order to have matter which is only an idea seem real to us, 
for we act independently?” 

 

Question 9:  “What do you think of phrenology?” 
 

Question 10:  “What is memory or that process by which we recall images of the past?” 
 

Question 11:  “What became of the body of Jesus after it was laid in the ground, if you do not 
believe it rose[?]” 

 

Question 12:  “Do we receive impressions through the senses and do they acting upon the mind, 
constitute knowledge[?]” 

 

Question 13:  “How is matter made the medium of the intelligence of man?” 
 

Question 14:  “Do I err in thinking knowledge the effect of some influence on the mind, instead 
of something independent of the whole individual?” 

 

Question 15:  “Can any one bear any amount of excitement and fatigue without a reaction?” 
 
Concerning this document, Dresser wrote in QMSS,  “. . . after February, 1862, copies of his 
"Questions and Answers" were kept in circulation among patients.”566 Nonetheless, it was a 
document essentially forgotten in the debate until it surfaced in 1899.567 
 
Who inspired the document, and whose questions are they? We have no idea at this late date, but 
the best guess would seem to be one of the Ware sisters, probably Emma, who may have used 
this exercise as a device to get Quimby to create something that could be handed out selectively 
to patients and those interested in his theories. Emma Ware in her writings on Quimby several 
times used the distinctive word “repugnance” to discribe how patients might first react to 
Quimby, so it seems almost certain that at least the first question was crafted by her.568 
 
The text of the answers in “Questions and Answers” ranges from religious idealism to rather 
standard mesmeric theory, with much in between, as seen by the following excerpts: 
 
[Question 1]  “As God is wisdom, wisdom is science & we call the proof of getting science 

knowledge, belief or reason but when the answer comes, our knowledge vanishes 
& we are swallowed up in God or wisdom.”569 
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[Question 2] “I will now try to attach your senses to God, not the God of this world or 

Christian[’]s God but the God of the living, & not of the dead. My God is my 
standard of truth, & as I know God, the same is known to me.” 

 

[Question 2] “My God does not act at all, he has finished his work & leaves man to work out his 
happiness according to his own wisdom. I will give you the attributes of my God. 
The wisdom of God is in this letter, & if you understand; you will hear his voice 
saying I understand this. So the understanding is God, for in that there is no 
matter, & to understand is wisdom, not matter, & to know wisdom is to know 
God, for that is wisdom.” 

 

[Question 3]  “There is just as much progress in the spiritual, as in the natural world, & the 
science I teach is the wisdom of God to the senses in the spirit-world. So it 
requires a teacher to teach the wisdom of God in the spirit world, as well as that 
spiritual wisdom that has been reduced to man[’]s senses in the so called science.” 

 

[Question 5]  “Jesus never said he had a spirit but said, [‘]spirit hath not flesh & blood, as you 
see me have.[’] Here was the rock that they split upon. Jesus[’] wisdom knew that 
it was not in the idea body: their knowledge made mind in & a part of the body. 
So each reasoned according to their wisdom. Their wisdom was their opinion 
about what persons had said a thousand years before without any proof but merely 
as an opinion, this they called knowledge. Therefore Jesus[’] wisdom or Christ 
was a mystery to them. So when Christ or wisdom spake through Jesus saying, 
[‘]though you destroy this temple I will build it up again.[’] This that spoke was 
the wisdom, so the builder was not destroyed, but the temple.” 

 

[Question 5]  “Man condenses his Identity, just according to his belief. this all men do, some 
more than others. I cannot tell how much I can condense my identity to the sick, 
but I know I can touch them so they can feel the sensation. To me I really see 
myself but I cannot tell about them. I will try to prove the answer to you. When 
you read this I will show you myself & also the number of persons in the room 
where I am writing this. Let me know the impression you may have of the 
number. This is the Christ that Jesus spoke of. How much of the Christ I can make 
known to you, I wait your answer to learn.” 

 

[Question 8]  “God is the great mesmeriser or magnet, he speaks man or the idea into existence, 
& attaches his senses to the idea & we are to ourselves just what we think we are. 
So is a mesmerised subject, they are to themselves matter.” 

 

[Question 11] “Jesus is the idea matter, so those that believed that Jesus Christ was one, believed 
that his body & soul were crucified. Now come their doubts whether this same 
idea should rise again. Some believed it would, others doubted. So far as Christ 
was concerned, all their opinions had no effect. Christ was the wisdom that knew 
matter was only an idea that could be formed into any shape, & the life that 
moved it came not from it but was outside of it.” 

 
[Question 11] “If Christ's believers of this day [the day Jesus showed himself after the 

resurrection] could have been there with their present belief, I have my doubts 
whether they could have seen or even heard any sound. Yet I believe Christ did 
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appear & show himself as dense as their belief could be made, but their unbelief 
made the idea so rarefied that it was a spirit. These are my ideas of the 
resurrection of Christ.” 

 

[Question 13] “When you speak of man you speak of matter. When you speak of spirit you speak 
of the knowledge that will live after the matter is destroyed or dead. This is the 
christian[’]s wisdom. With God all the above is only opinions & ideas without any 
wisdom from God or truth. All the above is embraced in his570 as an illusion that 
contains no life, but lives moves, has its being & identity in his wisdom. So that to 
itself it is a living moving something with power to act to create & destroy. Its 
happiness & misery are in itself.” 

====== 
Since Eddy’s dentist husband had written a letter to Quimby the prior year, he had become a 
prisoner in a Southern prison during these early stages of the Civil War. He had been on a 
commission to take money to Northern sympathizers in the South, had strayed too far when 
visiting a battlefield, and was taken as a prisoner. Eddy was working diligently to try to get him 
released through the prisoner exchanges between the North and the South.  (This will be 
discussed in detail in Chapter Seven.) This brought a shock, as she described it, to her already 
weak constitution, and she wrote Quimby a letter herself. As the letter indicates, there had 
already been some connection between Quimby and her brother George and brother-in-law A. H. 
Tilton: 
 

 Rumney  May 29 /62 
 
Doctor Quimby 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
I address you briefly stating my case. I have been sick 6 years with spinal 
inflamation[sic], and its train of suffering — gastric and bilious. Last Autumn my 
husband addressed you a letter respecting my case, and has always been very anxious for 
me to see you; I am now unable to go to you. 
 
I was getting well this spring, but my dear husband was taken prisoner of war by the 
Southrons and the shock overcame me and brought on a relapse; I want to see you above 
all others[.] I have entire confidence in your philosophy as read in the circular sent my 
husband Dr. Patterson. Can you, will you visit me at once? I must die unless you can save 
me. My disease is chronic and I have been unable to turn myself or to be moved by any 
but my husband for one year at a time. I am just on the verge of such suffering again. Do 
come and save me. Do you remember A. H. Tilton and Geo S. Baker of Sanbornton 
Bridge? I am the youngest sister of the latter,— Mrs.Tilton is anxious you should see me. 
Please pardon all errors. I write in bed and without ceremony. 
 
Your &c, 
 
Mary M. Patterson 

 
No response is recorded from Quimby. 
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As was Quimby’s custom, he would let the readers of the Portland papers know if was to be 
away, usually a summer vacation back home to Belfast. The first one below, is his notice in the 
Advertiser of June 24, 1862, that he would be away:  
 

DR. P.P. QUIMBY would say to the sick that he will leave Portland first 
week July, and should he return will give notice.    je24d2w 

 
A comparable notice appeared in the Portland Transcript four days later: 
 

DR. P. P. QUIMBY would say to the sick that he will leave Portland the 
first week July, and should he return will give notice. 
 
13 2t* 

 
The words “should he return” certainly made it appear that he was thinking of closing his 
Portland office, but that would in fact not happen for another almost three years. Quimby instead 
ran advertisements in August in the local Portland press that he had returned to work in his office 
on August 12. 
 
 

"DR. P.P. QUIMBY 
Would give notice that he has returned to Portland, and can be found at 
his Room, No. 13 International Hotel, August 12th, where he will attend 
to all wishing to consult him,  
 
First examination, at office. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$2.00 
Each subsequent sitting, at office. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..50 
City patients, first visit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .2.50 
Each subsequent visit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1.00 
aug7—dtf"571 

 
Eddy was not able to go to Portland and instead she moved to the Granite State Water Cure 
facility in Hill, New Hampshire. In August, she wrote Quimby again with even greater urgency: 
 

Hill Aug. 1862 
 
Dr P.P. Quimby 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
I am constrained to write you, feeling as I do the great mistake I made in not trying to 
reach you when I had more strength. I have been at this Water Cure between 2 and 3 
months, and when I came could walk ½ a mile, now I can sit up for a few minutes at one 
time. Suppose I have faith sufficient to start for you[,] do you think I can reach you 
without sinking from the effects of the journey? I am so excitable[.] I think I could keep 
alive till I reached but then would there be foundation sufficient for you to restore me–is 
the question. I should rather die with my friends at S. Bridge, hence I shall go to you live 
or to them to die very soon. Please answer this yourself.  
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Truly yours[,] 
 
Mary M. Patterson 

 
Eddy would eventually make it to see Quimby in October, 1862, which will start a new chapter 
in this book, Chapter Seven, but before that there is in the BU collection, preserved by the 
Quimby coterie, a handwritten copy labeled “Extract from a letter from a lady in Vermont to 
Quimby”: 
 

Last Friday evening, Oct. 3rd [1862], between 7 & 10 o'clock, mother and a niece of hers 
who is here on a visit, were sitting together talking, and this lady says she saw you 
standing by mother, about to lay your hand on her head, just at that moment mother left 
the room, before her friend had told her what she saw, so your visit was interrupted. What 
was quite strange was that this lady described some of your characteristics in looks and 
appearance very accurately, although you have never been described to her. Mother 
wishes to know if you were really here in spirit at that time. 
 
Yours, &c 
 
Wxxxxxxx 

 
As Horatio Dresser noted in QMSS: “Fortunately, a letter was preserved in which Quimby, under 
date of Oct. 3rd, wrote to the patient in question that he would visit her on that day, the day he 
was seen by the stranger. This letter was not sent and the patient did not therefore know that Mr. 
Quimby expected to visit her in spirit at that time. But it is evidence that the visit was real on 
Quimby's part, and that it coincided with the time his presence was perceived by the stranger. In 
a letter written five days later, responding to the above, Quimby makes another appointment, 
adding, ‘If that lady is still with you, I will try to make myself appear to her eyes next Sunday, 
between 7 and 8 o'clock.’ This was in the days when it was still important to prove beyond all 
doubt that a person's presence could actually be perceived in this way, at an appointed time. 
Some would regard the instance in which Quimby was seen by a stranger without 
prearrangement as more significant than in the case of his plan to make himself ‘seen’ at an 
appointed time.”572 
 
Quimby’s letter in BU, as preserved and transcribed by George Quimby, reads in full as follows: 
 

Portland Oct 3rd 1862 
 
Mrs. Wxxxxxxx 
 
Madam 
 
I received your letter and I will give you another sitting althoug[h] I saw with you 
yesterday, but perhaps you were not aware of it, so I will now try again. 
 
I cannot help thinking but what I can help your nose for I believe it to be a curable case 
and I shall make an effort to have this visit operate on your bowels and change the 
current of the fluids in that direction and I will now work on your stomach and shall keep 
up my visits till I produce an effect like a diarhhea and that I can think will change the 
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nature of the trouble which is in the fluids. Please let me know how I succeed. As I wrote 
yesterday I will stop now till I hear from you. Good night 7 o’clock and just going to my 
tea. P. P. Q. 
 

Quimby’s followed up five days later: 
 

Perhaps it may seem strange that I have not seen at the exact time of writing but this is 
the fact. I have to produce change in your system so that out of the matter or mind of 
yourself the body is made and I in it, thus it will take longer sometimes than it does 
others. If that lady is still with you I will try and make myself appear to her eyes next 
Sunday between 7 & 8 o’clock. 
 
P.P.Q. 
 

George Quimby added this note to the above collected letters: 
 

The first letter, the one that was written at the time the Dr. was seen was neglected and 
was not sent so they could not have expected to have a visit from him, at that time, but 
his letter proves that he said he was there and the letter from Vermont also proves he was 
there because he was seen by a perfect stranger to him and accurately described by her. 

 
In the Portland Advertiser on September 22, 1862, a lengthy polemical article appeared entitled, 
“God, the White Man, and the Negro Race” which caught the ire of Quimby. The anonymous 
writer included such inflammatory comments as this one: “It is said, the rebellion of the South is 
all the emanation of a difference between the North and South in respect to the alleged rights and 
superiority of the white man over the negro. If this really were so—if it were a mere abstract 
question of the equality or inequality of the two races, we should not hesitate to say, the South is 
wholly right in its position, that the negro is not, and never was designed by God to be, the equal 
of the white man in any society, or under any government, where the two might live.” Quimby 
responded with an article (not published by the newspaper, but now in LC), which noted: “God 
made the black man but not the slave but he [the writer of the article] makes God the author of 
slavery by making both identical. . . .  Here is where I differ from the writer; his God makes one 
man superior to another[,] mine makes all men alike.”573 
 
In the late 1880s, A. J. Swarts visited Portland to research the claims about Quimby. He 
interviewed many locals and was interviewed by a Portland journalist, whose article in turn was 
reprinted in Swarts’ magazine, Mental Science Magazine, March 1888. In the interview, Swarts 
told of an interesting patient of Quimby from an unknown date during Quimby’s years in 
Portland (evidently in 1862 or later). Swarts said, “I have interviewed several of your prominent 
citizens, since I have been here, who knew him as far back as 1862. I could give the name of the 
‘Maine Giantess,’ still in this State, who called on the doctor with a cultured lady of a prominent 
church in Portland. I have in the presence of a dozen people conversed with the latter, who was 
one of his patients, and have obtained much information from her about the methods of cure 
employed by the doctor, and about his cheerful, humorous habits of life. He said to this 
“Giantess” who is some seven feet high and who was traveling with P. T. Barnum, of circus 
fame, ‘It would not matter much if you were shipwrecked in the ocean, for you could wade out, . 
. .” 
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What later fame Quimby may otherwise have achieved on his own is unknown, but in October 
1862 he would meet a woman who would in time become world famous. Her fame would 
include making enemies who in turn would thrust Quimby’s name to the fore so that by the early 
twentieth century he would be world famous as well. That meeting will be described in Chapter 
Seven. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: APPENDIX A  
 

ROBERT COLLYER CASE 
 
Peter J. Mitham in his article, “For ‘the Honor and Dignity of the Profession’: Organized 
Medicine in Colonial New Brunswick, 1793-1860,” provides valuable research on the Collyer 
case. He wrote: 
 

“The Halifax Novascotian carried extensive coverage of Collyer's lectures and 
demonstrations (including an extremely satiric account of his visit to Saint John), but 
mesmerism warranted little notice in the Saint John papers. Mesmerism, now commonly 
called hypnotism, held ‘that there is a connecting link . . . between matter and mind’; the 
Novascotian explained the mesmeric process thus [in its August 7,1843 issue]:  
 
The brain is the organ by the agency of which [the mesmeric] fluid acts in its operation 
between the mental and physical organization of man, the nerves and muscles, at the 
same time, performing the functions of subordinate agencies. By a peculiar juxtaposition 
of persons, and the performance of certain simple movements of the mesmerizer, 
accompanied by a powerful effort of the will, a state of somnarnbalism [sic] is produced. 
While in this state, the mesmeree appears to be completely under the controul [sic] and 
sympathy of the mesmerizer. . . we were eye, and ear witnesses. 
 
Although Collyer managed to convince the editor of the Novascotian, he failed to impress 
the Saint John medical establishment. It viewed Collyer's practice as blatant quackery; 
there was no logical connection between mind and matter. Mesmerism appeared more 
subjective than objective, as Collyer's instructions to his audience suggest: he requested 
that ‘no noise or manifestation of opinion should take place’ and ‘all communications 
must be written,’ in order not to ‘derange the lucid condition of the recepient [sic], 
causing a failure in the results.’ [Collyer letter to Editor of Novascotian July 31, 1843] 
Having established such a framework, it seemed unlikely that any other but the desired 
result could occur. Yet in a satiric account of a meeting organized to hear the confessions 
of Charles Snyder, one of Collyer's former subjects, Bayard [an influential physician] 
points out, "that if there was any thing real in Mesmerism it could not be shamed. [H]e 
believed he was o.k. in using sham as a verb.)" [“Clairvoyant Account of the Great Anti-
Mesmeric Meeting,” Weekly Chronicle (Saint John)), July 14, 1843, p. 2] . . . .  
 
Snyder's testimony provided the Saint John scientific establishment with the evidence it 
desired to condemn Collyer. Snyder confessed that Collyer had paid him to perform 
staged demonstrations. ‘[I] agreed to  come on here,’ he told a meeting arranged by 
Perley, Gesner, and Bayard, ‘on certain terms as to the division of profits.’   
 
I acknowledge, that there is no effect in the counterpasses to relieve the ‘mesmeric sleep.’ 
I acknowledge, that on the first night of R. H. Collyer's exhibition at this place, when he, 
after certain passes, touched the organ of veneration, and I in accordance placed myself 
in the attitude of adoration to the Deity, that I did not do so involuntarily, or in 
consequences of such manipulation, but with my own free will for the purpose of effect. 
[“The Great Mesmeric Meeting!” Novascotian, July 31, 1843, p. 341. Quoted from the 
Saint John News Brunswicker, July 11, 1843, of which no copies survive.] 
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Snyder confirmed mesmerism as a hoax, and those present at the meeting duly agreed to 
publish his testimony to warn the public of the deceit being performed. Collyer 
denounced their efforts as an attempt at censorship; the regular practitioners ‘determined 
that the good people of St. John, should believe only so much.’ Nevertheless, Collyer 
claimed victory: ‘I am aware it has been annoying to their vanities. They now see that the 
people of St. John can think for themselves, independent of the fostering care of the self-
constituted 'public guardians.’ ” [Robert H. Collyer letter to editor, New Brunswick 
Courier, July 15, 1843, p.2.] 
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CHAPTER FOUR: APPENDIX B 
 

LUCIUS E. BURKMAR DIARY 
 
Lucius Burkmar’s diary is an invaluable look at the life of a traveling mesmeric practitioner, 
operator, and experimenter during the 1840s, when the subject was still very much in the public 
eye. According to the Hughes website, Quimby heirs donated the diary to the Library of 
Congress in 1970. The following duplicates the entries from Burkmar’s diary given earlier, but 
adds additional ones, or fuller texts in some cases, and provides more supporting information: 
 

SATURDAY 30 [DECEMBER 30, 1843] 
 

a stormy day, nothing interesting. I am reading a novel by Ingraham called Fanny, or the 
Hunchback [i.e., Joseph Holt Ingraham’s, Fanny H—or the Hunchback and the Roue], 
very interesting. afternoon examined Mr. Micheal Hildreth said his lungs were not 
affected but said his stomach was out of order and his caul was in a thick green state and 
recommended him to take throughwort emmetic for the lungs and a sweat and warm 
baths for the blood.  

 
MONDAY, JAN. 1ST 1844. 

 
a happy new year, all Watterville is agog to find out who we are. the young fellows are 
dashing about in sleighs with their girls, oh how I envy them their pleasure. Watterville is 
a very pleasant place there is a number of beautiful brick blocks here afternoon a 
frenchman came in to have his neck cured the conversation between him and Mr Quimby 
was laughable now [“]I will cure your neck in ten minutes,[”] the frenchman looked 
scar[e]d and his eyes looked all ways for sunday and sure enough in ten minutes he had 
no pain 

 
THURSDAY 11 [JANUARY 11, 1844] 

 
we had a full house last night and the experriments went off well and the people seemed 
satisfied, and a number of them wants us to stop another night so we stop to night, 
Norridgewock is the shire town of Sommerset County it is pleasently situated on the river 
of the Kennebeck, and a number of literary men reside here Judge Tenny lawyer Abott 
and Dr. Bates. The court house is a large brick two-story building the lower floor is 
ocupied by the register of deeds office and Clerks office and the uper floor for the court 
room.  

 
 
The Quimby family preserved a clipping that described the event with noted locals, Bates, 
Abbot, and others: 
 

Animal Magnetism. 
   Mr. P. P. Quimby and his young man Lucius having exhibited at the Court House in 
this place on the evenings of the 10th and 11th inst., and some doubts having been 
expressed as to the validity of the apparent facts —a committee consisting of Dr. J Bates, 
S. W. Bates, C. Selden Esq., E. J. Peet, T. C. Jones Esq. Judge Tenney and J. S. Abbot 
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Esq., was raised to superintend and report on the facts, as they should appear to them, on 
the evening of the 12th inst. 
   They attended and report as follows.  After the boy was mesmerized by Mr. Quimby, 
Dr. Bates and Mr. Bates attached a thickly folded silk handkerchief to each eye, coming 
down to the upper lip, and confined there by a third hkf. going twice round his head. 
   He was requested to describe any thing which attracted his attention in front - a lady 
raised her white hkf. to her face; he said "a lady is blowing her nose, she has now covered 
her face with her muff," which was true.  He was asked if he saw any one he knew in the 
house.  Ans. 'yes.' Do you see Judge Tenney?  Ans. 'yes' and pointed in the direction in 
which he stood some twenty feet distant - he said, "the Judge is a whale among small 
fish. 
   Judge Tenney had entered after Mr. Q. had commenced magnetising Lucius, and at the 
time stood with his gloves in his right hand raised higher then his head. 
   Question—Do you see his hand?  Yes, he holds it up as if he was swearing.  He said 
nothing of the gloves.  When he was requested to look at Mr. Tenny's hand, he looked 
directly down on the stage. 
   He then took a writ blank in his hand and read. —Also he read in two law books which 
were held before him correctly, Dr. B. and Mr. Abbott still standing by him to see that the 
bandage was not moved. 
   It may be proper here to state that Lucius has never been south or west of Boston except 
in his "mind's eye." 
   Mr. Q. was then directed to take him to six places selected by the committee and shown 
him on slips of paper, viz Portland observatory, Bangor house and bar room, Episcopal 
church Bangor, Fairmount water works Philadelphia, Mr. _____ public house in Belfast, 
and the Washington Monument Baltimore — Lucius described the buildings, materials, 
name and place of all except the last, which he said was round made of white marble and 
looked like a light house, which is correct except that the marble is a greyish white.  The 
committee had previously assigned to each of its mem- [line of about  ten word illegible 
in the copy] being put in communication with him.  Dr. Bates took him to the east front of 
the capital at Washington.  He described the material, color and name, said he saw the 
figure of justice, with her scales, blinded - that the yard was picketed with iron, each 
picket having on its upper end an Indian arrow head.  He said the flag which the Dr. 
imagined himself looking at above the dome was a vane.  He said he had never before 
been brought to the east front, but by Pennsylvania avenue. 
   Mr. S. W. Bates took him to Bunker Hill  Monument.  He described the shape, material 
and name. 
   Mr. Selden took him to Boston common, and he described several things accurately, 
but not the name of the State house.  Mr. Quimby being privately informed of Mr. 
Selden's wish, took him to the common — went into the State house, when he 
immediately said ‘I see the Statue of Washington - this is the Boston State House.’ 
   Mr. E. J. Peet, took him to the Park in New York, facing the city hall.  He said we are in 
the Park, N. York.  He was requested to face about; when he described the fountain, the 
basin and surrounding iron fence.  On returning, Mr. P. stopped on Boston Common.  
When he said this is the place I have been at before to night.  He was requested to 
describe what he saw.  And he said a great tree —Mr. P. said he was looking at the great 
Elm.  Mr. T. C. Jones, took him to the Augusta House, which he described and named.  
He said the steps were granite, which is true of those which are below the platform.  
Judge Tenney took him to Bangor Court House, which he described, with its portico, 
cupalo, vane, &c.  Went inside — saw the Judge in his place addressing the jury, who he 
said were standing.  He called the pump by the door a high post.  Said the pillars of the 
portico were fluted, and made of wood in imitation of redish stone.  He said there was a 
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slab of white marble with bluish streaks, led into the bricks on the end of the building, on 
which is June 3, 1838.  This we are told is incorrect.  He said he did not know the name 
of the Courthouse.  He was then taken to the Kenduskeag bridge, where he was quite at 
home—said here is the foundation for the market which no people but those of Bangor 
would suffer to remain so.  When asked if any thing had been built on the place he said 
yes, something like a Bangor merchant, just ready to tumble down.  Said there were 
people in it sitting round. 
   Mr. J. S. Abbott took him to Quebec.  He said it was very cold.  They entered a carriage 
which he first said was a single sleigh, but then said ‘it is a queer shaped thing and looks 
as if it had a steam Engine on behind.[’]  On arriving at the foot of the falls of 
Montmorenci, he did not see the water, but seemed to express fear, saying 'a tree is 
falling towards us —I don't like to stay in this place.'  Mr Quimby was informed of the 
design in private.  He said he knew nothing of the place himself, but would see what 
Lucius would see.  He took him to the place, when he said ‘here is the carriage Mr A. & I 
came in.’  Said he saw a water fall in the woods.  Question, how high?  Answer, high as 
my thumb.  But Lucius be careful and measure it.  Ans. —it is ten times as high as you 
are.  On being taken to the top of the cliff, he saw something coming down stream which 
he said was a log with the bark on.  Then said, he saw a man on one end trying to keep it 
length ways  the stream.  'He will go over and be killed.  The log has broken in two and 
he is in the water trying to lash himself to one piece with a rope.  There  he has gone over 
and is at the bottom.' 
   We make no comment, except that we have seen no disposition in Mr Q. to avoid[?This 
word is hard to read in the copy] any scrutiny consistent with propriety.      By order of 
the Committee.                                                                    JAMES BATES, Chairman. 
   Norridgewock, 15, Jan. [1843 is written by hand but is evidently a mistake for 1844]574 

 
In the Quimby papers at BU is a transcribed article from this time, but the actual article 
reproduced below is from the Waldo Signal, January 25, 1844: 
 

MESMERISM.—We learn from the Norridgewock Workingman of the 18th inst. that our 
townsman, Mr P. P. Quimby, has recently been in that place lecturing upon the science of 
Animal Magnetism, and illustrating the subject by numerous experiments. On the 
evening of the 12th inst. a committee was appointed, consisting of several of the most 
intelligent men of Norridgewock, to scrutinize his experiments, for the ostensible purpose 
of satisfying themselves and the audience that there was no deception in the matter. The 
result was highly satisfactory.—Mr Quimby showing no disposition to avoid any scrutiny 
required by the Committee. 

 
MONDAY 15. [JANUARY 15, 1844] 

 
. . . Quimby has been doing miricles he has cured a man that couldnt walk nor speak it 
has produced a great excitement here among the people, he has been confined to his 
house about a year, and never has spoke or walked. in one hour he made him walk about 
the room and speak so as to be heard in another room.  

 
WEDNESDAY 24TH [JANUARY 24, 1844] 

 
. . . So at last I have arrived home tired, yet pleased, with my journey. I found the 
inhabitants polite and pleased with our stay amongst them, excepting a few.  
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amongst these were, Dr Stickney, and Mr Withington, a country School master who 
thought he knew more [than] any of the rest, . . . we didn't find the people so bitter upon 
the subject of Animal Magnitism as we thought we should, we generally had the most 
influential men of the place upon our side of the question, and as a general thing satisfied 
all skepticks beyond a doubt, for instance, when we left Norridgewock, the following 
gentlemen were in the affirmative and those opposite in the negative. 
Judge Tenny     )   Mr Adams ) 
Dr Bate   )   Mr Gould )  
Esq Seldon  )   
Mr Abott  )   
Mr William Bates )   
Mr Peets  )   
 
this is about as it stands in every town we passed through, two unbeleivers to six 
beleivers. . . . 

 
In the Quimby collection of clippings is the following, which at the foot of the clipping is labeled 
“Wiscasset 1844”: 
 

THURSDAY EVE. FEB. 15, 1844 
ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 

   Mr QUIMBY has exhibited specimens of CLAIRVOYANCE with his intelligent young 
man, Lucius Bickford [sic] to our Citizens for the two last evenings, with great 
approbation.  We presume there was no individual present who doubted the perfect 
success of Mr. Q. and his Clairvoyant, in all the various experiments in this mysterious 
and wonderful science. 
   A gentleman present, with whom he was in communication, was intimately acquainted 
with the Governor's Palace at Havana, where he conveyed the Clairvoyant, and to the 
astonishment of all present, Lucius described not only that, but the other important public 
buildings near it;  some that the gentleman himself had forgotten until reminded of them 
by the young man. 
   The perfect fairness and honesty of Mr. Quimby in the exhibitions must ensure him 
success and advance this new and mysterious science, to which we may revert hereafter. 

 
 

THURSDAY 15TH. [FEBRUARY 15, 1844] 
 

went to Barth and stopped at the Elliott House had one lectur[e], didn't do well, at all 
failed entirely. 

 
FRIDAY 16TH. [FEBRUARY 16, 1844] 

 
We tried to night and done better. 

 
MONDAY EVENING 19TH. [FEBRUARY 19, 1844] 

 
had a crowded house [evidently on Wendesday, February 14] and our experiments were 
good. I was taken by Mr Clark [via clairvoyance] to the bark Casilda or at least I went 
myself and found her in New York, and told what time she arived and described his son 
(they have learned since by letter, it is correct) 
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—1845— 

 
MONDAY 13TH. [JANUARY 13, 1845] 

 
started from Belfast to go to Bucksport passed through Prospect village and arived at 
Bucksport at 1 o'clock put up at Bucks Hotell and waited impatiently for the evening. at 
length the long wished for moment arived when Lucius was to astonish the natives of 
Bucksport. 7 o'clock in the evening, here I stand at the Door, taking money hand over 
fist. here comes a raged brat, [“]please sir may I go in for fourpence,[”] [“Yes yes pass 
in[”] here comes a very prety girl [“]will you admit me for 10 cts? [”] Who can resist 
such an apeal I open the Door with a bow and a scrape, and she passes in by me smiling, 
here comes a man who spurns the grounds he walks[?] upon. see with what an air he 
tosses the ninepence in my hand. here comes a clerk. I know, by the way he fumbles after 
the ninepence he has hooked from his masters drawer. Thus you see we have all sorts and 
sizes, our experiments this eve are in my waking state. 10 o'clock, our experiments this 
eve have been satisfactory. our receipts amount to $11.00, pretty good so far for the first 
night.  

 
TUESDAY 14TH. [JANUARY 14, 1845] 

 
cold day. very good exhibitions last night try again tonight. we dined with Emery, spent 
part of the afternoon. the people seem to be very bitter upon the subject of magnitism, but 
we have satisfied a great many, some very hard cases, this afternoon I examined Mr 
Hooper, thought the kidney and Urethra was diseased, said there was a seated pain in the 
lower part of the abdomen also a pain in the small of the Back and thought the pain in the 
small of the Back was caused by sympathy with the kidneys recommended him a plaster 
of Burgundy pitch to be worn upon the back, told him not to drink Cold water for it did 
not agree with the kidneys also examined Mr. Pillsburys wife: examined head and 
pronounced the Brain diseased said there was a conjestion of the Brain and large clots of 
Blood laid upon the Brain and it would produce convulsions and fits, while I was 
examining her she had one of these fits as I was told by Mr Quimby  
 

WEDNESDAY 15TH. [JANUARY 15, 1845] 
 
stormy day nothing doing everybody upon the subject of magnitism! Magnitism! I am 
tired of the name, afternoon it snows as if heaven was sifting all the snow there  upon the 
earth to night is our last night then we shall go farther east 10 o'clock in the evening our 
receipts tonight amount to 9 dollars I being doorkeeper just fork over the chink to Mr 
Quimby, and go to bed tired and sleepy, for our experiments tonight have been principly 
confined to Clairvoyance, wich generally tires me more than any other experiments 
we do, come thou goddess of sleep, I embrace thee encircle myself in the arms of 
Morpheus, I close my eyes and am, as I supose soon in the land of oblivion when I am 
awake by the slaming of a door wich jars the whole house I again try to console myself to 
sleep, wishing the jar might have been, upon the person's head[?] who slamed the Door.  
 

FRIDAY 24TH. [JANUARY 24, 1845] 
 
last evening our experiments were very well attended. there was about two hundred in. 
Mr Quimby lectured about one hour. he spoke of mind and how the mind was acted upon 
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while in the mesmeric state. in his remarks he clearly demonstrated that there was no 
fluid and he show the relation between mind and matter, I have been having a chitchat 
with a very prety girl. her name is Abey Redman but mum is the word.  
 

TUESDAY 28TH. [JANUARY 28, 1845] 
 
We stopted down to Mr. Burkmars till after dinner when we went up to the Elsworth 
house, and went and engaged the hall and got prepared for the evening. Miss Abey 
Burkmar and Miss Quimby came up with me, and went to the lecture and in the evening I 
went down to Mr Burkmars, stopted all night and came up in the afternoon ready for 
evening. after the lecture, I went up to the American House with Mr. Chamberlin and 
stopted all night and took breakfast in the morning.  
 

FRIDAY 31ST. [JANUARY 31, 1845] 
 
This morning we went to Mr Bloods and examined a daughter of his was put to sleep 
described her as having the spinal complaint. described the veterbras, some of them as 
being disjointed there was a curve in the back bone, recomended a plaster of Burgundy 
Pitch to be put on the small of Back thought it would ease her, but thought she would 
never get well. . . . 
 

SUNDAY 2ND. [FEBRUARY 2, 1845] 
 
This day I am writing letters home to my Friends at B so I stay away from meeting, 
purpose to write, I have examined Mr Sargent and the Landlord pronounced Mr Sargent 
as being dyspeptic thought dieting would help him examined Mr Sturges, said there was 
something the matter with his leg said the circulation of the Blood was partialy stopted, 
did’nt recommend anything, said the landlord had the Spinal Complaint recommended 
him to wear a wide flanell bandage on the small of his back  
 

MONDAY 3RD. [FEBRUARY 3, 1845] 
 
. . . Mr Quimby is trying to magnitize a Miss Loring, a schoolmistress here. he has 
succeeded partialy. since we have been here he has opperated upon the Landlord, Mr. 
Wass[?] he has the Numb palsy in one side he succeeded in making him walk, and thinks 
he will make a cure,  
 

SATURDAY 8TH. [FEBRUARY 8, 1845] 
 

done better last night than we did the night before. they seem better satisfied here than 
they were at Machias, all of them seem to want to be examined we have examined five 
invalids, more than we ever examined in three days before. they want us to stop to night 
so Mr Quimby has concluded to stop another night Heigho I see all manner of people 
some with as unmeaning faces as a jackass. Mr.[—]s face looks like a monkeys & his 
wifes looks like an old hens, the girls are fools I have not seen but four sensible ladies in 
town, and those were married. 
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SUNDAY 9TH. [FEBRUARY 9, 1845] 
 
today is a beautifull day, . . . we have concluded to stop till tomorrow Mr Quimby has 
partialy magnitised a Miss Harmond that has been sick for thirteen years the Doctors did 
not know what the matter was with her, but thought it was the Spinal complaint he 
worked upon her a half an hour and succeeded in releiving he[r] pains so that she got up 
and walked about the room without any assistance, he called on her again and magnitized 
some watter and it had the same effect as it did when, he was working upon her.  
 

TUESDAY 11TH. [FEBRUARY 11, 1845] 
 
Our experiments were not very satisfactory owing to the schoolroom being small and 
densely crowded Mr Quimby has performed a miricle here. he took a man that had a lame 
shoulder, it was partialy out of joint he worked upon it, and the man said there was no 
pain in it. this astonished them this afternoon the man went [about] his work as well as 
ever. we also examined Mr Wilder, the Landlord, . . . 
 

WEDNESDAY 12TH. [FEBRUARY 12, 1845] 
 
The experiments last night were very good last night we took a man out of the audience 
(a perfect stranger to him) and affected a cure on his arm. the man had not been able to 
raise it up for two years, and in a few minutes, he was able to raise his arm up to his head 
and moved it round free from pain, . . .  
 

THURSDAY 13TH. [FEBRUARY 13, 1845] 
 
Our experiments were very satisfactory indeed, although there was not so many in as we 
would have wished however we shall try our luck again to night Mr Quimby had a letter 
of introduction from Dr Atkinson to Dr Richardson, so therefore he presented his letter 
and Dr Richardson took him to see a patient of his,—the case was that of a Woman, who 
had fell down and injured the elbow joint so that she couldnt move it without 
excruciating pain he magnitised her and made her move her arm about just as he pleased 
without any pain. this afternoon he went and see a Child that was very sensitive. He could 
parylise his tounge and prevent him from walking, stop him when and where he pleased. 
the boy was about 10 years old.  
 

FRIDAY 14TH. [FEBRUARY 14, 1845] 
 
last Night was the fullest house we have ever had the Hall was crouded, the experiments 
were very good, Mr Quimby took that same Boy in the audience and stoped him from 
talking, I was taken to Havanna [via clairvoyance] by a Sea Captain and described the 
harbour right and the surrounding scenery. . . .  
 

SATURDAY 15TH. [FEBRUARY 15, 1845] 
 
Allas, all my expectations vanish in smoke, our experiments were interru[p]ted by a 
lawless gang, who begun to show their dispositions even before we began to operate but 
Mr Quimby braved it out till 9 o'clock, then he dismissed them immediately some of 
them begun to cry out humbug Others swore they would have money back before Mr 
Quimby began his opperations, they began to make some noise, and then he spoke and 
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told them if there was any person dissatisfied he would give them their money back but 
no they was content to stay and then after the lecture was over demanded their Change 
this Mr Quimby would’nt give them. Some swore they would run us on a rail others 
swore they would take it out of our hides, and after we went down to the house, some 
proposed to pull[?] us out of the house. . . . 
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CHAPTER FOUR: APPENDIX C 
 

ARTICLE IN HANDWRITING OF P. P. QUIMBY 
 

P. P. Quimby article in his own handwriting, evidently from about 1856 (part of this article 
appeared in the Introduction): 
 

How Then does spirit[u]alism differ from Mesmerism[;] In the word Mesmerism 
Embraces all the phenom[en]a that Ever was Claimed by Any Entelligent Spirit[u]alest. 
the  spirit[u]alest[s] Claim that they git Kn[w]olledg[e] from the de[a]d threw the 
Livin[g] Mediums[;] dus not Mesmerisers do this? Suarly, then whare is the difference[;] 
in the bilief of the hearers or the operators to show that it is the difference is in the 
Iginer[a]nce [i.e., ignorance] of the people[.]  

 
I will give som[e] facts whitch have com[e] under My Observation, when I furst 
Commenced Mesmerising about 16 years ago the most of My Expiriments after this waer 
of this kind, after giting My subject in a Mesmeri[s]ed state I would try som[e] simple 
Expiriment for instants immagin son [i.e., some] person or animal if he would discribe 
him it I would then put him in Communication with som[e] person of the Compony and 
Let them Carry him to some plase & Let him discrib[e] the plac[e]s, in these Expiriments 
it Ofton hap[pen]ed that he would git som[e] intel[l]iegenc[e] from some person of 
wh[i]chs the person in the room the Compony [k]new nothing of, At ather times the 
aud[i]ence would  Like to have me send him after som[e] of the[i]r Lost friends[;] this I 
yous [i.e., used] to do, but tried to make them understand it was the reflection of the[i]r 
One [i.e., own] though[t][;] in these Expiriement I hard [i.e., had] an opertunity to sea and 
hear the diffirent Opinions and beliaf of Man kind in regard to wheather he real[l]y saw 
the de[a]d person or not that he would discribe, I found my one [i.e., own] opinion cauld 
have but Little affect upon the Mind of the audi[e]nce[;] the[i]r religious opinions would 
govern in most all Cases, Som[e] time when the Expirement embrace the friend of a[n] 
Infidel it would [word crossed out] confuse him som[e], bit I found that nerly all pursons 
war inclien[e]d to belieave just a bough [i.e, about] as the[i]r religious [unintelligible], I 
also found My subjects reli[g]ious opinions wair just a bout Like the opinions of the 
person who was in Communication with him[;]  if they profest religion to the workd and 
was  a hipocrit at h[e]art the subject would find it out and the same was true of the 
subject[.] I had one subject [w]ho was very religious when a wake but when a sleep was 
rite oposet [i.e., opposite]. 
 
I will hear retate [i.e., relate] one Expiriment when at scow Hegan on when on the 
Kenebeck [i.e, Kennebec] I laid[?] my subject in the sleep I then requested aney of the 
Compony to bring me the name of aney Indiviudual de[a]d or a Live and the subject 
would find him, a name was handed me. I pasted [i.e., passed] it to the subject he took 
the paper on whitch whitch the name was riten [i.e., written] and re[a]d the name out 
loud. At this time the subject was blindfolded so that it was impossible to sea with his 
natural[?] Eees [i.e., eyes] I then told him to find the pirson[.] I will hear relate his one 
[i.e., own] story[;] he sa[i]d  
[‘]thir is a man[’]  
[‘]well[’] said I [“]find him and talk with him[’] in a short time he said  
[‘]I have found him[’]  
[‘]will what dus he say[’] he said  
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“he was a merried man had a wife and 3 Children was a joyner by traid Left his tool chest 
in a barn and Left between t[w]o daes [i.e., days] went to Boston stop a short tim[e] Left 
for the sate of New York work ther[e] at 3 years and then died had [i.e., has] bin de[a]d 3 
years” 
[‘]well Bring him hear and describe his person,[’] he went on to give a sort of general 
discription of a man[.] I said to him if there is aney thing peculur [i.e., peculiar] about the 
man in his manners or Expresion that differs from others discribe it[.] 
[‘]Will,[’] sed he, “there is one thing whitch differs from aney person in the room he has 
qu[i]t[e] a hair Lip” this was the fact, 
 
Now as there was no Kn[w]olledg[e] in the people of the principle by whitch he this was 
don[e] the people wair Left to the[i]r one [i.e., own] judgment so I left them arguing[,] 
som[e] proving it was the man[’]s spirit som[e] Calling it a humbug & Collusion[;] 
O[t]hers went a way and and told what they saw & hurd.  
 
This kind of Experiment I was trying almost Every Day for ove[r] 3 years[.] I then 
became a medium my self, but not Like my subject[.] I retained my one [i.e, own] Conces 
[i.e., consciousness] and at the same time took the feelings of my patient[;] hear I was 
able to unlock the secret whitch has ben a mistry [i.e, mystery] to the for ages to 
mankind, I found I haid the power to not only feeling there aches & pians but the state of 
there mind[.;] hear I discovere[d] that though[thought?] ideas took form and the patient 
was affected just according to the impres[s]ion Containg in the Idea[;] for Example if a 
person Lost a friend at sea the shock upon the[i]r nurvis sistom could disturb the flewid 
[i.e., fluid] of the[i]r body and Creat[e] around them an Odor vapor or atmosphere, Like a 
Cloud and in this Cloud they Create the [unintelligible] of the[ir] trouble, this Cloud 
being a part of the[i]r nurvis sistom and act upon the body, now unless the sean [i.e., 
scene] can be distroed [i.e., destroyed] it will distroy the body[;] this Cloud embraces all 
the phenomenon of spirit[u]alism mesmerism & all other Excitement differing only 
according to cercomstines [i.e., circumstances]. 
 
Every person has around them this Cloud or Odor vapor and in that are all there I deas 
rites—or [w]rong, this Cloud vaper or flewids Contains the Iden[ti]ty of the person. Now 
when I set down by a decias [i.e., diseased] person they [words crossed out] I sea the 
person spirit[u]al form, in this Cloud Like a person drown out of his hous[e][;] they 
som[e]times appears very much fritend [i.e., frightened] whictch is almost always the 
case with insane person, I show no desire disposition to disturb them[;] at Last they 
aproch [i.e., approach] me cashuly [i.e., casually] and if I can Guvern my one spirit or 
mind I can govern the[i]rs[;] at Last I Commence a conver[s]etion with them[;] they till 
me the[i]r trubbles and offer [to] Carry me spiritually [this word may have been added 
later] to the plase where there trubble Commenced. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: APPENDIX D 
 

JULIUS DRESSER DIARY 
 

The following excerpts of Julius Dresser’s diary for part of the years 1861-1862 are from Alan 
Anderson’s book Healing Hypotheses (pp. 76ff): 
 

NOVEMBER 5, 1861 
 
[At this time Dresser was hoping for the religious conversion of his brother and sister and 
expressed standard Christian convictions. He wrote, reflecting some of the Quimby influence:]  
 

This morning I experienced a clearness and command of the truth concerning disease &c, 
such as I have not before had since I learned about it. Horatio & I both woke from sleep 
at four o’clock, and we had quite a talk about the source & location of pain. He brot. [sic] 
in disease also, but I knew it was not of any use to speak of that, so I would not talk upon 
that, but pain alone. . . . 
 
I could not convince him of anything nor he me. But I wonder if it was the opposition 
alone that gave me that exceedingly clear view of that truth that disease is in the mind, 
and also enabled me to see just how the temptations come, & how they effect, to make 
me fear & think in the old way, to distrust this. How much alike are the experiences in the 
Christian life and in this. But I took the most of that blessing (for it was truly a blessing) 
as an answer to my prayers. Oh, if I could maintain myself in that same state of mind, 
that I was in while dressing myself, all of the time, I would be proof against disease, and 
could conquer some lesser ails in others. I believe that is so! 

 
He wrote a few days later:  
 

NOVEMBER 8, 1861 
 

Went to prayer-meeting at the Bapt. last night and Congl. Tuesday night. Took no part 
(except to sing), though I tho’t some of it, as I generally do. I enjoy some parts of a 
prayer meeting, for instance, Mr Pepper’s very feeling address to us, (remarks) last night, 
and any time when I observe deep feeling in any one who takes a part. But Oh! the 
coldness & formality of prayer-meetings here I do not like. I expect that I am far too 
exacting, and need to set myself right first before I demand anything dift. from  others 
from what I may have given me. 
 
I wish I knew myself, what & where I am! . . . 

 
 
In Anderson’s transcription, it is not clear if the section from November 8 above occurred before 
or after the other transcription below from the same date: 
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[Dresser got out his religious journal or diary:] I commenced a religious journal (i.e., 
strictly of a religious nature), I took that & read it. I find so many mistakes and strange 
notions in it that I think I’ll burn it, as ‘its very short. But copy a few things. 
 
The first record is concerning my conviction of sin, which took place on my hearing a 
sermon, at the church which I attended service, in Lawrence, Mass. 
 
That particular event happened on sunday [sic] evening Nov. 27th 1853. Then in my 
sixteenth year; sixteen the following Feb. On the friday [sic] evening following the 
sunday [sic] evening of conviction, I experienced a change— pardon, peace and 
acceptance into the fold of ‘our Lord and His Christ.’ Next evening I spoke a few words 
in prayer meeting, and on the second sunday  [sic] following was baptized—immersed of 
course—by Elder Timothy Cole,of that church, & recd. into the church. 
 
I used to feel it my duty to take some part in nearly every meeting, and commenced very 
soon to feel it duty to pray. This duty I never faithfully performed, but experienced a 
great amount of trial with regard to it. 

 
 

DECEMBER 10, 1861 
 

“We had a most excellent meeting last night at the Congl. Vestry. ‘Twas the regular 
Congl. prayer-meeting and the best prayer-meeting I have been to in this place. The 
interest increases, bless God, Mr. Hawse appointed another for friday [sic] night. 
 
I have for several days past been trying to work out problems of anger, irritability, 
impatience, so that I may scientifically, as Dr. Q. says, avoid these evils; or, in other 
words, so I may see, not only its foolishness, in a clearer light, but may see just the source 
of impatience, how it affects or moves, as I do in the case of many other evils, to which I 
am subject, as prejudice, dislike to anything; appetite, amativeness, love lying in bed in 
cold weather, &c, &c, and that I may guard against the anger and impatience as 
intelligently and successfully as in case of those others. Pride & vanity, thank God, I can 
command much better that I used to. These diseases, too, belong to the catalogue. But I 
have even better success with the diseases than with anger and impatience. The latter 
seem to be hard to detect, as I wish to see them. Yet I proved that, like the other evils, the 
source of them is the flesh. For, when I was angry I lost my clear view of the flesh and its 
influence, its temptations, looking from the spirit, or in other words, I departed from the 
spirit into the flesh, I lived no longer in the flesh. Hence the conclusion is plain, that the 
anger is in the flesh. Yet I cant [sic] detect its approach and ward it off so as in the case of 
the other evils.” 

 
DECEMBER 14, 1861 

 
Some fiery trials come up, now-a-days, concerning anger and impatience; but I trust I am 
gradually working out the problem and becoming wiser. . .  while at Mr. Pepper’s, . . . I 
got into a discussion upon scripture, which lasted about an hour, and then we took a long 
walk, . .  all the while discussing theology, &c. He brought out of me about the whole 
theory of things, that that is so different from others views. 
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He really agreed with me much better than I had an idea of me, and . . . there was a great 
deal of truth in what I said, but that I carried it too far. Our talk before [referred to in his 
entry for the 9th] was a week ago tonight, and this time, as then, I got into a considerable 
of doubt and difficulty from hearing his views, although I tho’t after we parted tonight 
that there was little reason for my being moved from my views this time, as came so near 
me, comparatively. But O, that is just my disposition. Oh! too weak to be described on 
paper!! But very likely I am not right in all I think. But I must be proved out of it. God 
will guide me! After coming home I felt a very unusual forbearance, mingled with love, 
towards my sister. Indeed I never felt so well disposed, and never talked so calmly, and 
patiently, as when we discussed so long[?], at tea time, our disagreements. And I could 
attribute the same to nothing except my talking and maintaining my ground upon what I 
did. 

 
MARCH 4, 1862 

 
Anderson says “After mentioning academic and health difficulties. . . ,  J. A. Dresser says, 
 

Frances has been thinking lately of going to see Dr Quimby, and  I have been thinking it 
would, likely, do me good, so have both decided to go tomorrow, if pleasant. 

 
MARCH 12, 1862 

 
 

F. sat with Dr. Q, soon after getting there, & was benefitted. I sat with him, also, that 
afternoon, and recd. great benefit. I had been feeling debilitated, and he roused me up. 
Mr. Haines told me next day that the afternoon before he thot. I looked like I did when he 
first saw me, in Sept. 1856 (when I was quite unwell . . .) than at any other time since 
then. 
 
I sat with Dr Q twice & recd. much benefit, but it was difficult to keep my spirit up all the 
time. But the good I got still continues to benefit me. F. & I both stopped at the 
International Hotel, but I guess for the last time. 
 
I left on saturday [sic] noon & came back to Wat. . . . 
 
Recd. also a letter from F. last night. Said she went to Dr Qs room after I left & shed a 
“few briny tears, which Dr Q. said ought to be bottled as valuable.” 
 

Anderson says “On Friday, March 14, he rejoined F. in Portland. The following Tuesday his 
remarks include”: 

 
MARCH 18, 1862 

 
I thot. some of going back to Waterville today, but wanted to talk more with Dr Q., so 
delayed. . . . 
 
How much better I feel & get along physically under the influence of the (as it seems) 
more sensible way of thinking!! 
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Anderson adds that when back in Waterville Julius Dresser found a renewed “inclination to 
sickness” and “disinclination to books,” especially when he was ill. Dresser considered 
transferring to Bowdoin College. 
 
Anderson wrote at this point: “The journal of Julius Dresser is most helpful, not only because of 
the information that it gives about his own difficulties in coming to accept the Quimby views that 
became his own, but because it shows something of the atmosphere prevailing at the time. From 
reading his forthright account one comes to appreciate the gap that it was necessary for one to 
bridge in moving from conventional religion to Quimby. One also learns something of the living 
conditions then prevailing. As an important record of that time and place, the closing pages of 
the journal are quoted at length below.” 
 

APRIL 5, 1862 
 
 

Came to P[ortland] on Thursday [?]. Couldn’t stop longer in Waterville. I am too 
susceptible to the influences that may exist around me, to live in so much error . . . in my 
present weak condition. So I have come to P. to stay until I can go away from here and 
accomplish something. 
 
Thought of bringing my books & making up this present college term, & last fall’s term, 
but came away in a hurry, and had no convenient trunk, nor room in my carpetbag, so left 
them. I guess it was just as well. 
 
Frances has improved some since she has been here, but has set herself against Dr Q’s 
views, and partly against him, (because he don’t just exactly meet her sensitive nature), 
so she cant improve much yet, while she stands thus. She returns to W. on monday or 
tuesday. I found a pleasant boarding place yesterday, Mr. Chas. Farley’s, at No. 3 Federal 
St. They are a fine family. Have four daughters & one son at home. Two or three sons 
away. Pay $3.50 per week for my board & washing included. They are not so lively at 
least so far, as I wish they were. I am bound[?] for a good time now, like I had a year ago 
last fall. And I intend to get back where I was then in the possession of the truth. But Dr 
Q. has so many sick folks to attend to that I can get but little opportunity to speak with 
him. I brot. Robinson’s flute with me from Waterville, and think some of taking lessons 
& learn to play it. 

 
APRIL 7, 1862 

 
Monday 7th, 8 A.M. Heard Mr. Stebbins preach a doleful sermon on death yesterday 
morning, but heard some fine music there. They have the best choir that there is, likely, in 
the state (Stone church, Unitarian). 
 
In the afternoon went to Dr. Quimby’s room and discussed truth & error. Frances came in 
after meeting (knowing I was there), and stopped a while. She never listens to Dr Q. 
when she can keep her mind on something else, because he dont come to her 
requirements, so did not then, though three or four of us were listening (Mrs. Q., Mrs. 
Thatcher, & I, also Miss Deering), all that were present beside F. After a while F. said to 
me that she wished I could have heard Mr Dwight, that he preached beautifully. That 
made me a little angry, though it ought not to have had that effect. But even if she did 
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dislike Dr Q’s talk, it did not follow that I disliked it also, and I was not to forbear 
hearing to assist her in her conceit. She irritates me strangely, and I her, though I wish it 
was not so, and dont like to be writing such a thing. I hope, however, after I learn more of 
the truth that I will be able to bear every such thing. I cant endure the thought of having 
to bear it by self control. I want to gain a free & willing forbearance. No, I mistake, It 
would not be forbearance, that I know of, if free & willing I want to learn to act wisely at 
all such times. 
 
I wrote to Mrs Hawes, Abbie & Kate on saty, inviting a discussion of what I have been 
telling them, viz., this truth. Suppose Kate, only, will take it up. Wrote that I would like 
all the honest opposition that they could bring against me, by giving all their objections, 
bible quotations, references to anything, & sayings and assertions of Mr Hawes (their 
minister. No relation). Said I would like it on several accounts, namely, it would be 
assistance to me, to give the answers, would bring up points that I might overlook (what 
help I wanted I should get from Dr Q.), and it might be instructive to them. 
 
I see more and more now as time passes, the foolishness of the world’s views of things, 
bible & nearly everything. 
 
There has been a great deal more going on in my mind upon the subject of Dr. Q’s views 
since I came to Pd. a month ago (with Fs.) and also was last fall when & after I came to 
Pd for a few days, & through the winter too, than I wrote in my journal. Indeed  I have 
written but very little about those things since my first falling back into error a year ago 
last fall (when I unwisely talked so much with others that I found them too much for me. 
Some were smarter than I, & beat me), even when I was thinking a great deal, as was the 
case last fall, has been to some extent through the winter, and very much during the past 
month. I want now, and intend to get back where I was when I left Portland for 
Waterville, one year ago last August (28th). And in the future I’ll know enough to keep 
my tongue still when I can’t conquer, which would be often. 
 
It was remarkable how easily I fell into this way of thinking, or theory, or truth, when I 
came again where I heard it talked, last Oct. For about a year (not quite) I had lived in 
disbelief of it, having, about the last of Oct. previous closed through the conquering 
influence of others, I being away from any one who knew the truth, my very earnest &, to 
me, bright career in believing & preaching (and partly living—in joy—) this noble, 
liberal, high and holy truth (not holy in that very hypocritical, sanctimonious sense). I 
even thought of meeting Dr Q as an opposer, some day; intending to fortify myself and 
expecting to present some knock-down arguments to him, such is the natural conceit I 
have, which is illustrated also in the case of my pitching into everybody, right & left, 
upon the truth, when I went to Waterville in Oct. ’60, thinking I was going to conquer. 
But a part of that, though, may be over-confidence. But when I came to see Dr Q last fall, 
without my consent, and almost unawares[?] to myself I fell, into the upright way, in 
spite of my boasted (to myself) ability to meet & oppose Dr Q. Then I met that Mr Carter 
here also, who had a great deal of influence over me. I went home, at that time, not 
knowing just what to think. Mr Carter told me to remain in the church & to pray, & so I 
did. After a while I got interested, with some others, in helping others to become 
religious, and gave much attention to that all through the winter. I spoke in the prayer 
meetings, and perhaps I say not wrong if I say that, I was one of the principle [sic] getters 
up of the late revival there. I took my letter from the Yth. [Yarmouth?] church & joined 
the Waterville Baptist church in Oct., and was one of their most active members. 
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I had some hesitancy, in Oct., after leaving Pd., to having an outward form of prayer, but 
I yielded to what seemed best, and took the form. But never, during the last year & a half, 
have I regularly had more than one kneeling prayer, which seemed enough. And it all this 
time I have had some difficulty in asking forgiveness of sin. 
 
It did not seem necessary to ask forgiveness, tho’ I could not account for that, but wanted 
to acct.[?] full[act free?[add faith?] During the winter I thought sometimes about those 
common exhortations in the meetings, & wished I knew just what was right. But I wanted 
to do good & thinking that that was the best way I knew, I took hold on [in?] the old 
form, & was active. When I was home this last time they (the church brethren) noticed 
my apparent coldness, and some spoke with me. But now I may expect a warm time with 
them at some time in the future. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: APPENDIX E 
 

CHARLES A. QUINCY NORTON REMINISCENCE 
 

Charles A. Quincy Norton wrote about 1899 a lengthy account of his family’s connection to 
Quimby in 1859. The pertinent sections are given below. Robert Peel used several parts of this 
account in his biography of Eddy, however I find that so many of the statements are not 
supported by other evidence or directly contradict contemporaneous evidence—from a 
reminiscence written by Norton forty years after the fact—that this document can only be used 
with the greatest degree of caution: 

 
Mr. Quimby was a man of a most kindly nature. He was also a man of advanced thought, 
and had been trained of educated would have, without doubt, reached a commanding 
place among able thinkers. His confusion of thought and his lack of ability to formulate a 
precise theory was due to his want of training and his inability to free himself from the 
gross materialistic thought of the years in which he lived. Mr. Quimby had not read 
much, but he had thought a great deal. He was an honest, honorable man, always 
fearlessly speaking the truth as he understood it. 
 
I first met Mr. Quimby in 1859 at the Hatch House, a then well known hotel in Bangor 
Maine. I went with my mother, who was a great sufferer from facial neuralgia, to the 
rooms of Mr. Quimby at the above named hotel, where he was giving his peculiar 
treatments for all kinds of physical ills. 
 
 We found about thirty patients in waiting, and to my supprise found Mr. Quimby in 
conversation with my father, who I afterwards learned had known him for some time. It 
was afterwards told me that both were members of the same church organization, 
Universalist. 
 
There being so many persons present for treatments Mr. Quimby secured the use of the 
hotel dining room, and there he treated all who came that day, and several other days that 
I went with my mother. The patients arranged themselves about the long room, Mr. 
Quimby directing where each one should sit, and in giving his treatments he passed from 
one to another. He asked but few questions, but in a loud voice demanded that each 
patient look him straight in the eye. An assistant followed him about the room holding a 
large dish of water. In most cases not a question was asked, in some, however, Mr. 
Quimby would say: “Where is your pain,” in others he would say: “What ails you”. In 
some cases he would hold the patient[’]s hands for a moment, in others he would put his 
hands on the head. In some, as in my mother[’]s case, he would wet both hands in the 
water and gently press or stroke the face, neck or head of the person being treated. In a 
number of incidences [sic] he would say, in a quick, sharp voice: “Get up, walk away! 
you can walk, walk!”, the patient almost always doing as bid. To one suffering with 
rh[e]umatism he said: “The pain is going, it is gone!” With a number he arranged for 
private treatments. It was understood by all that each patient should come the next day if 
not fully healed. All paid an assistant $1.00, as a fee as they passed out of the door. 
 
After three or four public treatments it was arranged that my mother should have private 
attention in our house. These mother informed me were the same as those given in public, 
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except that they were more prolonged, and there were more questions asked. Mr. Quimby 
wrote down the patient[’]s name, age, height, weight, color of eyes and hair, and a short 
statement of the disease. 
 
My mother had been under treatment about two weeks, when one day after giving her a 
long treatment he left her asleep and came into the setting-room where the rest of the 
family were, and my father entered into conversation with him. He asked him when he 
first discovered when that he had the power to treat persons. Mr. Quimby answered: “I 
learned that I could handle people by willing that a foolish minister stop talking 
nonsense. This was soon after I was twenty-one. I soon found out that I could stop folks 
on the street by just saying with great force of my will, Stop, stop!” He furthered said: “I 
soon learned that persons with light hair and light complexions were easier to control 
than dark complexioned persons, and light persons were better control[l]ed in the 
morning. Light complexioned persons should face east while being treated, dark 
complexioned persons should face north. [This is similar to the story that James Spalding 
had heard.] He also said, “As a rule patient should not be touched by the hands of the 
treater, while in most, or many cases, of women the hands wet in pure water should be 
passed gently over the parts afflicted. In all cases, whether man or woman, the utmost 
puriety of thought should be held by the treater.” Father asked: “Why a patient should 
face north or east while receiving treatment”. Mr. Quimby answered: “There are always 
powerful currents of vital energy flowing from the earth from north to south and from 
east to west. The earth in its daily revolutions so equalizes the effects of these currents on 
all still life, like the trees and grasses, that they are kept in perfect health until they have 
fulfilled their object in life when they obey the law of ‘Dust to dust,’ nothing dies, but all 
things are moving in endless changes towards perfect harmony. Man and all moving 
creatures by constant changing from place to place, or from north to east and from east to 
west, are brought under the infulence [sic] of the currents in such a mixed or disturbed 
way that their systems are thrown out of that harmony that they would receive if they the 
law of equal flow. The north current furnishes the heart or animal energy.  The east 
current supplies the interlectual or spiritual forces.” He further said: “It persons would 
always sleep with their heads towards the north, and then attend to their work during the 
day with their face turned to the east as much as possible they would be the more likely to 
maintain good health.” 
 
Father asked him why he put his hands in the water in some treatments. He answered: 
“Water is a good conductor of vital energy, and when the hands are wet the current flows 
better from the treater to the patient.” When asked how he charged himself with this 
energy he said: “The first thing is a pure life, the purer the life of the treater the better 
healing he will do. Then pure food, pure dring and always pure thoughts will bring good 
results. A treater must take long and frequent walks, first due north, then due east. It is 
always better to make use of a pocket compass so as to keep on the true course in each 
direction. Never attempt to treat a person, or even to remain in the presence of one sick, 
at least two hours after having been angry. Never allow yourself to treat a light 
complexioned person or a woman unless your mind is entirely free from impure thoughts. 
It is mental murder to treat a woman without her free and full consent. Never treat a 
person that will not look you straight in the eye while being treated, if you think a person 
has not answered your questions truthfully refuse to give him or her further attention until 
they tell the truth. A person that you can not reach with your thought at one part of the 
day may be reached later. If the inharmony in the patient will not depart when you speak 
or think gently, then in a loud, strong voice command it to quit. I have frequently had to 
strike a patient to awaken him from his dream of discord.” When asked if he thought is 
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power was from God. He answered: “All power, whether in mans’ [sic] thought or the 
rush of the might river, or the rise and fall of the ocean, is from God, the creator of all 
power. The power of the Almighty put the mighty currents of vital energy in motion, 
flowing in their paths north and south, east and west. If we make our lives to run in 
harmony with these current we live in accord with His laws; if we do not live in harmony 
with the life giving currents we are out of harmony with God’s laws, and so are sick or 
wicked. Sick persons are not always wicked, nor are wicked persons always sick, but 
both the sick and wicked are out of harmony with God’s laws, and both will get punished, 
one by being sick, and and the other by loosing the good he might have had, and the 
punishments will continue until harmony is fully restored. All the hell there is in discords. 
Heaven is but a condition of perfect harmony, or life without discords. Neither are future 
states, but are present realities, conditions to be had enjoyed or avoided now.” 
 
When asked if any person could acquire the power he possessed, he answered: “No, not 
all, that is, not all in this life. Some persons are born under conditions of inharmony that 
they can never, in this life at least, throw off the curse sufficiently to become treaters, or 
even to save themselves from discords and the resulting disease or wickedness. All are, 
however, subject to treatments, that is, when the treater giving the treatments are is able, 
from the harmony of his own life, to command the conditions of harmony. This is why 
life is often called a constant warfare. Jesus Christ had passed through many life 
experiences before he lived the perfect life he lived when here.” 
 
When asked what he believed in regard to a future life, he said: “There is no such a state 
or condition as a future life. Real life is continuous, eternal. What we know as this 
present life is but the imperfect knowledge of the real life. When we know more of 
harmony we shall know more of life. If an individual soul persists in living life after life 
in discord that soul will ultimately lose, even its limited knowledge of life, and finally be 
blotted out, that is, his individualiety will be lost, but the life spark or ray will be given to 
another, for life can not be blotted out. If the conditions of harmony are faithfully lived 
life after life, or in full as the alloted number, then will that life enter into real life, which 
is really being in heaven, or being with the Father, as Jesus said of himself: ‘I am in the 
Father and the Father in me.’” 
 
Mr. Quimby said in regard to the theory of his methods of treatments: “When a person is 
sick he is weaker mentally, than a person in health. So when a person is wicked he is 
weaker mentally than a person who is righteous[.] As man is physiciacl he must first 
understand God’s physical or material laws before he can live in harmony with His 
intellectual or spiritual laws. The currents of vital energy flowing north and south and 
east and west can not be turned aside or diverted. The current from the east flows like a 
mightly river, sweeping on continuously without a change. The current from the north is 
throbbing, pulsating, thrilling, full of fire and animal force. As I have said, the courrent 
[sic] from the east gives the intellectual or spiritual forces, while the current from the 
north supplies with fire, force, heat and physicial [sic] energy. To prepare myself for a 
day[’]s work of treating I so place myself facing north, or better still, walk for half an 
hour in a northern direction; then walk for an hour due east. When I have done this I am 
filled with the energy of the north and filled with the spirituality of the east. Now to treat 
successfully I must by the strength of force I have absorbed from the north, and the 
spirituality or intellectuality that has filled me from the east, compell force the weaker 
mind of the sick or wicked currents. I do this by compelling the patient to look me in the 
eye, they either do this unconsciously or I command them to do so. Then I direct to the 
weak mind, made so by inharmony, to bathe, as it were, in the current of vital energy 
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needed. Harmony will sweep out inharmony, and sickness or wickedness will give place 
to health or goodness.” . . . [Norton then gave his opinion of Quimby’s views and what he 
perceived was its materiality. He then continued:] 
 
I never heard that Mr. Quimby ever had any students, he did not while in Bangor at the 
time I am writing of, nor did I ever hear of his having any while in Portland, Maine, some 
five or six years afterwards. He treated an aunt of mine while he resided in Portland. Here 
his methods were about the same as they had been in Bangor. 
 
In regard to the cures Mr. Quimby affected I am able only to bear witness in the cases of 
my mother an[d] aunt. In my mothers’ [sic] case the neuralgia returned after Mr. Quimby 
left Bangor, but when she went to Portland and again had treatments the pain was less, 
but when she home it grew worse again, and continued until she was fifty years old, or 
about eight years. My aunt had what was called old fashioned consumption. While under 
treatment with Mr. Quimby her cough was much better, and she hih not have had but one 
hemorrage. One day Mr. Quimby frankly told her that she would never be cured until she 
was born again. She then discontinued the treatments and went back to regular 
physicians, and lived just eleven weeks. I well remember one case where Mr. Quimby[’]s  
treatments had a most remarkable effect. A young lady was brought into his rooms one 
day, while he was at Bangor, in a wheel chair. Before she had been placed with the other 
patients who were waiting for treatments Mr. Quimby turned quickly, and in a loud, stern 
voice said, addressing the young lady: “Get out of that cart; git up and walk.” Her father 
who attended her said: “Doctor, she can not walk, she has not put her foot on the floor for 
over a year.” Mr. Quimby again said, and in a more commanding tone than before: “I 
said get out of that cart. Put your feet on the floor and walk, walk out of this room, and do 
it quick.” The young lady did not take her eyes from Mr. Quimby, nor did she speak a 
word. Slowly, and trembling like a leaf, she put first one foot then the other on the floor. 
Then Mr. Quimby again said: “Now walk, you can and must walk, walk out of this 
room.” Slowly and tottering she moved towards the doodr. Again he commanded: 
“Walk”. She then passed out of the room and walked slowly to her own [room] near the 
end of the long hall. When she reached her door she gave a low, startled mourn [i.e, 
moan?] and dropped to the floor. She was laid on her bed and soon developed a strong fit 
of wild hysteria. A regular physician was called. After hearing the particulars he said, if 
that kind of mesmeric treatment was repeated the lady would become insane. The next 
day she declined to see Mr. Quimby, and that day left the hotel. Her complaint was an 
injury to the spine, the result of a fall on the ice. 
 
It is now forty years since I witnessed Mr. Quimby treat patients and listened to his long 
talks with my father. I was a medical student then, and his methods and statements 
greatly interested me, so much so in fact I had made many notes, both of his own 
statements and my impressions, often these notes were written as soon as he had left the 
house. These notes were destroyed only three years ago when my house was burned, and 
but the memory of what I heard and saw is a fresh in my though as if the whole 
experience had taken place last month. 
 
The man and his personality has [sic] always deeply interested me. I thought years ago, 
as I think now, that he was honest and sincere, and that he honestly believed in his 
methods and theories. That he was of a deeply religious nature without being pious was 
clearly evident. He had the greatest possible reverence for sacred things, but he was 
unsparing in his denounciation [sic] of hypocrisy in the churches. He thought it a great 
insult to God to think of Him as being angery, or of His showing hatred ro or jealousy. 
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He said hell was invented by some one who could not think of a place or condition on 
earth bad enough for his foes. 
 
Some years after I had met Mr. Quimby an old army comrade told me he had known him 
when both were young men. He said he well remembered Mr. Quimby stoping[sic] a 
minister preaching, it was at a camp-meeting at Northport, Maine. He said he had often 
seen Mr. Quimby compell [sic] boys to hold their hands over their heads until he told 
them to remove them. He went once with Mr. Quimby to the town of Burnham near 
Belfast where he gave a kind of show of his mesmeric powers in a school house. 
 
Now from what I have written, and I have written fairly and truthfully, can not just 
conclusions be drawn as to Mr. Quimby’s beliefs and methods can we not determine 
without prejudice his rightful place in mental practice, and fix with a degree of certainty 
the relation of his theories to Christian Science as taught by Mrs. Eddy in her work 
“Science and Health”. 
 
The first conveiction we must record in our conclusions is the self evident fact that, Mr. 
P. P. Quimby was first and last what is now known as a mesmerist, or to use a more 
modern expression, a hypnotist. He did not so call himself. I remember that in an answer 
to a question he said: “I do not cure as Jesus Christ did. His was a spiritual age and 
demanded spiritual means to affect [changed to “effect’] cures, this is a material age and 
calls for material agencies to cure. God provides both means, and in His wisdom directs 
which means is the best to use in any age. I am not a Spiritualist nor a mesmerist. I am 
what might be called a Vitalist. Other ages will have other healers, and they will be 
known by the means that make use of to cure. The people now lack vital energy, both 
mentally and physically, so to me has falled the lot of being a Vitalist.” 
 
That Mr. Quimby believed in what is now known as reincarnation is clearly shown by his 
statement, that perfectness was only reached after repeated lives. I remember his saying 
once that he could recall two of his former lives on this earth and one on another planet, 
once he had been a man before this present existance[sic], and once he had been a 
woman. [Norton then ended by giving his opinions on how Christian Science did not 
come from Quimby’s theories.] 
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CHAPTER FOUR: APPENDIX F 
 

P. P. QUIMBY BIBLICAL EXEGESIS 
 

This is an example of Quimby’s Biblical exegesis, originally untitled but later called “Truth II.” 
 

Truth II [LC 1:28 | BU 57:1] 
 [None of the “He” in LC were uppercase as in Hughes] 

 
Eighteen hundred years ago, while Jesus was disputing with the Pharisees upon the old 
scriptures, he asked the question, What do you think of Christ or this truth? Has it a father 
and if so, who is he? They answer, David or this truth is David’s idea or theory. Jesus 
said, if David is the Father of this idea Christ or theory, or ideas, or truth, why did he call 
it Lord if it was [“not” in RH] his son? Here they both admitted a truth independent of the 
natural man— the Pharisees believed it was the offspring of David & therefor[e] called it 
David's son, or theory. Jesus knew it was not of this world, but of God, or truth because it 
could be reduced to a science. This has been the rock upon which the people have split. 
This is the very thing to decide, whether there is a knowledge independent of man or 
whether it is the offspring of an organized being.  
 
Jesus called this truth the Son of God or Elias. Peter called it Christ. The people's 
ignorance confounded the two together & called it Jesus Christ. This last construction has 
given rise to all the religious wars & bloodshed since the Christian era.  
 
Decide this question and you shut the mouths of all the lions of the world—Now let us 
look at the controversy of the two parties. This makes the two worlds—ignorance & 
science—ignorance, the one & truth & science the other. These two powers act upon 
every man man. One is identified with the body & a part of it. Jesus gave some of the 
traits of that power when he said that it is of the earthly man. And when he said —out of 
the heart proceedeth all kinds of evil thoughts. These thoughts are matter—& are the 
result of error, superstition & ignorance—without any knowledge of God, or science. 
Science is the opponent of the above and as it accounts for all the phenomena, ignorance 
is destroyed. All science has had to fight this battle with the world of error & ignorance 
before it could establish its standard & take its position above the natural man. Then it is 
acknowledged & worshiped [“in spirit” in Hughes] & in truth. Before it becomes a 
science it is under the laws of ignorance & superstition, directed by blind guides leading 
the blind by the knowledge of this world, and this, Jesus called foolishness with God or 
science. Now that to separate these two, so that the wisdom of this world shall become 
subject to the knowledge of God (or science), is not an easy task. Almost all that have 
ever tried to do so have lost their lives. 
 
I will not go back further than John the Baptist. He is the only one that Jesus seemed to 
put much stress upon. John saw that the time was very near when his truth (or Christ) 
would become a science, therefore, he says, As the truth is laid at the root or foundation 
of their theories, every tree or supposed science that cannot stand the test of true science 
must be hewn down. Therefore he spoke of a science that he could not prove but knew 
that it would soon be established [“explained and become a science” in RH] Therefore 
his belief was like water that could wash away some of the errors, but when the truth or 
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Holy Ghost should come, then would it be reduced to a science. At this time Jesus had 
not received the Holy Ghost, or knowledge, so as to explain it. Therefore he went with 
others to John to be baptised or hear John's ideas for truth. So when Jesus asked John to 
explain to Him, John modestly replied, "I have need to be baptized, or taught by you." 
Jesus declined explaining so John then went on to tell his ideas or belief. Jesus entered 
into the water or belief and understood it, and when he came out of the water, the 
Heavens were opened to him and the Holy Ghost descended like a dove & lit upon [word 
crossed out] Jesus. And a voice said to him and him alone, This is my beloved Son or 
science in whom I am well pleased. At this time, this science had no name ’til Peter gave 
it the name of Christ, as an answer to a question put to him by Jesus. "Who do the people 
say that I, this power, am?[”] Peter answered, Some say Moses &c Jesus then said, Who 
do you say that I am? Not Jesus as is supposed, but this power, for all the persons that 
Peter had named were dead, so of course, Jesus did not include himself, but his theory. 
Peter answered him, "Jesus, the Christ, the living God or science." This science he called 
Christ. Then Jesus said, "flesh and blood hath not revealed this to you—” it must have 
come from the same power that Jesus had. Therefore [“He said,” in RH] upon this rock 
or truth I build my church or theory— and the gates of error & superstition shall not 
prevail against it. This truth or Christ is what Jesus taught. This broke the locks & bars, 
opened the prison doors, & let the captive free from the old superstition & ignorance. By 
this power he healed all manner of diseases, cast out devils, established health, happiness, 
brought peace & good will to man. This theory came in contact with all other theories, for 
there were false ones, and Christ warned the people against them. He said there were 
false Christs and told them how to distinguish between the false & the true. Now as Jesus 
became popular with the people, the chief priests and the Drs or scribes sought how to 
put him down, and they [word crossed out] tried in every way to catch him. At one time 
while in the temple, the chief priest & scribes elders[?] of the people came to ask by what 
authority he did these things. Jesus answered them by asking them a question which, if 
they answered, he would tell them how he performed his cures. The baptism of John [“or 
his theory” in RH], was it from Heaven or of man? And they reasoned among 
themselves, saying, if we say, from Heaven, he will say, Why then did ye not believe it? 
for they had killed John as a prophet. And so they answered, we cannot tell. Neither can I 
tell you how I do these things." 
 
Now as it never has been explained how Jesus did these things, the people have looked 
upon them as miracles. Now to suppose Jesus performed a miracle is to suppose him 
ignorant of the power he exercised, and if so, he was just as much a quack as those he 
condemned: for he said, when accused of curing through ignorance or Beelzebub, [“]If I 
cast out devils through Beelzebub, my theory or kingdom cannot stand, but if I do it by a 
science, it is not of this world, but of God or science, and it will stand.” Here he makes a 
difference between ignorance & knowledge. Again, if Jesus was ignorant of his power[?] 
& did not know how to explain it to others, Why did he tell his disciples to go out into all 
the world and heal all manner of disease? If he was ignorant of what he said & gave no 
explanation of his manner of curing, he was as ignorant as they. But I am certain that he 
knew more than his disciples could understand, and as soon as Jesus was crucified, the 
cures ceased to be done by a science, but went back into the hands of priests & 
magicians, and have been a miracle ever since & the Christ that prompted Jesus' acts was 
not known at all. That Christ never did any doctoring, or offering up of prayers, nor 
creeds. [this part different in RH] It never belonged to the world, nor talked about any 
kind of religion. It talked itself—itself was its life—& its life was the healing of the sick 
& distressed. It takes the feelings of the sick & knows their wants, & restores them what 
this world has robbed them of. This is the christ that was crucified eighteen hundred years 
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ago. Now the only thing we hear is what was said about him. Yet he is in the world, but 
has no identity as a science. 
Jan. 1/60” 
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CHAPTER FOUR: APPENDIX G 
 

THE LATER LIFE OF LUCIUS EDWARD (“L. E.”) BURKMAR  
 

In all previous historical accounts of Quimby, the Lucius Burkmar story ends with him being let 
go by Quimby about 1847—nonetheless we saw earlier the intriguing comment by George 
Quimby to Edward Arens, June 20, 1883: “[Burkmar] is still alive in Central America I believe.” 
Beyond that, nothing else has been known. This lack of information on his later years stems, I 
believe, from a general lack of interest (which is unfortunate since he is a very interesting person 
in his own right) as well as the fact that Burkmar threw later researchers off the trail by changing 
his name sometime abou 1849, if not before, to “L. E. Burkmar.” (The later 1877 Joseph 
Williamson history of Belfast gave the history of ice being brought to Belfast, p. 695, and it said 
that “[Ice as a business] did not come into public use here until 1847, when C. U. and L. E. 
Burkmar commenced delivering it throught the village at the rate of one cent per pound.” It is 
possible that “L.E.” was used rather than “Lucius” because the author knew at that date that he 
had changed his name—or perhaps he had changed his name to L. E. Burkmar as part of this ice 
business back in 1847.) 
 
At some point about 1849  Burkmar decided to move to California, presumably due to the Gold 
Rush and the resultant burgeoning business opportunities there that captivated the nation. The 
March 9, 1849 Republican Journal reported this on local citizens who were heading off to 
California, including “L. E. Burkmar”: 
 

 
 
Despite any efforts on Burkmar’s part to go West, we know that he was back in Belfast when the 
national census was recorded in 1850.575 
 
When he headed West again we do not know, but by 1852 he was in the Sacramento area. It was 
routine in those days to run lists of the names of recipients of letters at the Post Office whose 
letters had not yet been picked up. The Sacramento Daily Union of May 4 and 5, 1852, recorded 
a letter at the Post Office waiting for “Burkmar Lucius.” The next month, on June 4, the same 
paper recorded a letter for “Burkmar L E.” (A possible earlier record appears in the September 6, 
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1851, Daily Alta, where a list of possible jurors for the San Francisco “General Term of the 
Court” included  “L.E. Burkman.”) 
 
The next we see of him was the following year when he was in the Sacramento fire department. 
The earliest record that I have found of that appears in the San Francisco Alta California (April 
30, 1853), where a news report from Sacramento shows that Burkmar was by that time a 
“Trustee of Engine Company, No. 3.” During Burkmar’s recorded stay there, the years 1853-
1858, the Sacramento Daily Union newspaper was replete with references to him. It did not take 
long for the Belfast press back home to pick up on Burkmar’s work in California. The 
Republican Journal, June 3, 1853, under the heading “Beautiful Tribute to a Worthy Recipient” 
reprinted an article from the Sacramento Journal. The article is actually about another Belfast 
son, George B. Gammons, but in the article L. E. Burkmar (“also known as one of our Belfast 
boys”) was noted as having given an address in support of his fellow Belfast former resident. 
(Did Gammons perhaps help find the job for Burkmar or vice versa?) 
 
The following year, the Boston Courier recorded under a heading “California Items,” on January 
12, 1854, that L. E. Burkmar was part of a group of “Sons of New England” who “made 
arrangements to celebrate the anniversary of the landing of Pilgrims. . . .” 
 
Burkmar was by 1856 suffering from ill health, as we see in a letter from the Fire Department, 
April 23, 1856, and published in the Daily Union the next day. The letter asked the “National 
Circus” to allow them to host a benefit for “Mr. L. E. Burkmar, 2d Assistant Engineer. It may be 
well to state that Mr. Burkmar has been for a long time afflicted with rheumatism, so much so, 
that it has rendered him incapable of pursuing any business.” A notice appeared the following 
day in the Daily Union about the Circus: “The excellence and diversity of the performances are 
unrivalled. L. E. Burkmar, 2nd Assistant Engineer of the Fire Departmet, who has been an invalid 
for some time past, and really in straightened circumstances, will receive a compimentary benefit 
this evening.” 
 
Life did not stop for Burkmar despite his “straightened circumstances.” The Sacramento Daily 
Democrat State Journal, March 17, 1858, recorded this minor news item about the “Firemen’s 
Festival,” where Burkmar was able to show off some of his Maine roots: 
 

A decidedly down-east clam chowder, artfully concocted by Mart. Champney and Mr. 
Burkmar was a feature in the entertainment, and was devoured to an extent that caused the 
partakers to look like candidates for Aldermen. Champagne was more plenty that we 
ourself approve of. 

 
By the June 2, 1858, issue of the Daily Union, it appeared that Burkmar’s days with the Fire 
Department were ending, for the paper reported, “A communication was received from the 
Secretary of Engine Company, No. 3, certifying that L. E. Burkmar, a member of that Company, 
was entitled to an exempt certificate.” 
 
While he seemed officially to be going by the name L. E. Burkmar, the Daily Union of July 14, 
1858, showed that a letter was waiting at the Post Office for “Burkmar Lucius E.” 
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The last record of Burkmar in the Sacramento press is this notice from August 11, 1858, in the 
Daily Union: 
 

Correction.—On Monday evening Wm. Hadwick was elected First Assistant Foreman of 
Engine Co. 3, vice L. E. Burkmar, resigned. Our notice that he was elected to represent the 
Company in the Board of Delegates was incorrect, although he holds that position. 

 
The year before, William Bovee Dods576, the son of John Bovee Dods, and who generally went 
by “W. Bovee Dods,” performed exhibitions of “Electrical Psychology” in Sacramento, and it is 
likely that Burkmar attended one or more of these exhibitions. See this notice in the Marysville 
(CA) Weekly California Express, November 28, 1857: 
 

Wm. Bovee Dods is lecturing to large audiences in Sacramento on the subject of Electrical 
Psychology, and illustrating his discourses by practical demonstrations. 

 
By 1859 we see that Burkmar has moved to San Francisco and was sharing office space with the 
younger Dods. The San Francisco Directory for 1859 showed, p. 44, “Burkmar, L.E. clairvoyant 
physician, 113 Dupont” while on the same page appears “DODS W. BOVEE, psychological 
physician, 113 Dupont.” 
 
Dods and Burkmar began performing exhibitions there together in April, 1859, with Burkmar 
once again taking the role of the subject. Immediately the local press began pillorying the two, 
alleging humbug and fraud. The San Francisco Directory above, p. 27, gave a brief history of the 
year that included this for April 17: “Musical Hall filled to overflowing for a number of nights 
by persons eager to witness W. Bovee Dods’ experiments in Mesmerism and Psychology. The 
genuineness of the experiments assailed by a portion of the city press, and public opinion divided 
as to their merits.” 
 
The openly hostile “city press” began with this article in the San Francisco Bulletin, April 15, 
1859: 
 

DOD’S “PSYCHOLOGY.”—It is very difficulty[sic] to say how much truth there in the 
science of animal magnetism, but it seems pretty plain that the “Psychol[o]gy” of 
Professor W. Bovee Dods contains a great sprinkling of humbug; and that little faith can 
be put in any professions he makes of doing extraordinary things. His experiments last 
evening in what he calls psychology, were failures, and it is astonishing that so large and 
crowded, and intelligent an audience, as was assembled at Musicial Hall last evening, 
could sit so patiently, so long, and take so much apparent interest in the ridiculous antics 
of several well known characters, whom Bovee Dods got upon his platform. . . . 
 
The only thing worth notice performed last night, or indeed any night since Mr. Dods has 
been astonishing the natives, was the reading by Buckmar[sic] with his eyes bandaged—
an individual who is traveling with Dods, and a hackneyed professional clairvoyant. It is 
remarkable that Buckmar can read with his eyes bandaged, but cannot read if the writing is 
bandaged. He cannot read the writing through a cloak or piece of paper, nor if placed at 
the back of his head; but he always holds it up to his eyes and sees it—how, we do not 
know. We have seen more inexplicable tricks performed than this by jugglers, who were 
professed charlatans. 
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If Mr. Dods’ pretensions are genuine, he certainly ought to be more successful with his 
general subjects than he was last evening. If he is knowingly gulling the people—well, let 
him look out for a rumpus soon. 

 
In the same issue of that paper appeared a review of the event from someone called “Half-
Dollar.” That review included this about Burkmar: “The lecturer pretends that a Dr. Burkwar[sic] 
can read through a thickly-folded handkerchief, placed (apparently) over his eyes.” The writer 
then gave tests that the two should perform on stage to prove that such blindfolded reading was 
not a fraud.  
 
The following day two more articles in the same newspaper as it continued to pile on. One 
article, entitled “The Tricks of Mesmerism,” began is this fashion: 
 

Public attention has been somewhat excited during the last few days by the professions of 
a mountebank called W. Bovee Dods, who has been humbugging “large, respectable and 
intelligent” audiences, night after night, at Musical Hall. 

 
The article then turned unexpectedly to an earlier account of two performances in the prior two 
weeks of the “Adventures and Revelations of Frank A. Ball as a Mesmeric subject.” The article 
then proceeded,  
 

Ball was a professional clairvoyant, mesmerist, and general trickster, or “subject” of the 
notorious Leroy[sic] Sunderland, an intinerant lecturer in the Atlantic States, on 
Mesmerism, &c. . . . He made formal affidavit before James H. Bristow, then a notary 
public in this city, to the truth of his statement as published in the [California] Chronicle. 
As telling, in other names, the secret of the mummery of Dods and his clairvoyant 
“subject” “Dr. Burkmar,” and their other confederates—for, besides the general gulls who 
volunteer their buffooneries, we give here some account of Ball’s revelation. Ball became 
acquainted with Sunderland at Boston, in the spring of 1846, and from that time to the 
middle of 1848, a period of twenty-seven months, they were constant companions in a 
Mesmeric lecturing tour, and invariably Ball was the principal “subject.” . . . 
 
[Ball professed] In the course of our travels, our experiments frequently were subjected to 
thorough investigations by physicians and other educated men, who would take their stand 
on the platform beside the subjects; but in every case they failed to detect any collusion, 
and almost without exception, they declared themselves perfectly satisfied of the truth of 
the science * * * * [elisions in original article] In my capacity of subject, I was in a 
prominent position before my audience in all the cities where Sunderland lectured during 
the time I was with him; and in all these places I was well known as Sunderland’s Right 
Bower * * * * * * *   
 
I now declare solemnly that I never was in the mesmeric sleep, and never to the best of my 
belief, in the least affected by the mesmeric influence. Everything which I ever did as the 
ostensible mesmeric subject of Leroy Sunderland and others was done while I was fully 
conscious and awake; and all my experiments, some of which sufficed to convince well 
educated men, as sensible and skeptical as any that ever lived, were done by collusion with 
the lecturer; and we laughed at the success of our tricks. [Ball then proceeded to give a 
very detailed account of how he and Sunderland tricked the audience in a number of ways, 
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including how on a few occasions audience members were allowed to touch or pinch him 
(or even stick a needle in him) which he was forced to bear without showing pain—but he 
did insist on a higher salary if Sunderland did not stop such intrusions, which he did.] 

 
It is not surprising then that Dods and Burkmar walked into such an unfriendly reception. 
 
The second article of the day, entitled, “Popular Credulity,” brought more scorn on the two. The 
article included these opinions of the unnamed writer: 
 

The entire exhibition is based upon trickery and deceit, with so much of it as depends upon 
pure imagination. . . . So, too, the confederate, Burkman[sic], in reading through the 
handkerchief, which covers his eyes, must hold the paper to be read close to the bandage,  
while he is fully able to read something that is locked up in another room! 

 
Two days later the Bulletin printed another attack on Dods and Burkmar from a viewer named J. 
B. Badger: 
 

I was present, on Saturday evening, at the performance in Musical Hall of W. Bovee Dods, 
self-styled “Professor of Psychology,” &c; and being challenged, in his usually bullying 
style, to deny the genuineness of his exhibition, I stated before the audience that, in my 
opinion, the whole thing was a grand humbug, so far as Dods was concerned. In the 
confusion of the moment, I did not understand what reply was made; but since then I have 
learned that he used language towards me which I will not repeat, but will only say that I 
have been present at several of his exhibitions, and believe him to be one of the most bare-
faced humbugs now loose. The language he made use of before an intelligent audience, 
who dared to disbelieve him in his imposture, proves him to be so far below the grade of a 
gentleman, that it were a disgrace to myself to reply, where his remarks not made in 
public. 

 
 
Such reactions to Dods obviously made things difficult for him. See this notice in the Bulletin of 
April 20: 
 

BOVEE DODS AGAIN.— “Dr.” W. Bovee Dods, in view of anticipated trouble at his 
“psychological” lecture at Musical Hall this evening, demanded protection from the 
police. He seems to like the receipts at the door too well to forgo his lectures; but he is 
determined to run the risks of difficulty, which his appearance at the Police office shows 
he anticipates. Dods is a curiousity; his impudence is refreshing. As he expects a row this 
evening, it is presumed there will be no ladies present. 

 
A week later the Bulletin declared victory in its effort to unmask Dods as a rank fraud: 
 
 

A BENEFIT.— Bovee Dods, of “Psychological” notoriety, will give an exhibition at 
Musicall[sic] Hall, the entire receipts of which are handed over to the Treasurer of the 
House of Refuge or Industrial School. Those of our people who wish to be humbugged a 
little, for the sake of a worthy cause, have here a capital opportunity. Dods, however, has 
abated much if not all of his attempts at public deception since our beautiful exposé  of his 
original impostures. So long as he sticks to fair expositions of such effects as really can be 
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produced upon the imaginations of weak-willed subjects, he will afford amusement to the 
crowd. 

 
On April 29, the Bulletin printed its denouement on the Dods performances: 
 

BOVEE DODS DONE UP.— Professor Bovee Dods failed, even under his plea for the 
benefit of a praise-worthy institution—the House of Refuge—to attract more than a 
meagre number of witnesses to his last evening’s performances. Psychology, under Dods, 
is clearly played out, because of his attempts at humbug in the beginning. If there is any 
real charity under the fellow’s impudence, and if he has a spark of conscience in his 
composition let him disgorge in favor of some charitable object, a tithe of the amount he 
humbugged the community out of, before the Bulletin’s exposé of his trickery. It is a fit 
climax to the imposition of such a charlatan, to call in the assistance of charity to sustain 
him in his declining fortunes. We have probably heard about the last of his ignorant 
effrontery and impertinence. The gross receipts of last evening’s “entertainment” were just 
one hundred and one dollars. Which would represent two hundred and two persons. 
“Smallest favors thankfully received.” 

 
Dods was not just a performer but also a treating mesmeric doctor. See, for example, this 
advertisement (May 16, 1859) in the Daily Alta California: 
 

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND MESMERIC EXAMINATIONS.—DR. W. BOVEE DODS would 
respectfully announce to the citizens of San Francisco, that he has established an office at 
No. 113 Dupont street, between Pine and Bush, and is prepared to locate, define and 
prescribe for all kinds of nervous and chronic diseases, by the aid of clairvoyance. Office 
hours, from 10 A. M. to 4 P. M.                                                                           ap 14 

 
The allegations of humbug and fraud against Dods and Burkmar made their way across the 
country. This report from one in San Francisco to the New Orleans Times-Picayune, May 8, 
1859, stated: “An arrant impostor named W. Bovee Dods, has been giving clairvoyant 
exhibitions at Musical Hall to large audiences. His trickery was finally discovered, since when 
his show has been thinly attended.” Comparable reports made their way into the New York 
press, and John Bovee Dods took it upon himself to respond to the attacks on his son. He 
responded in the New York Tribune, June 6, 1859577: 
 

In The Tribune, May 16, your California correspondent says of my son, W. Bovee Dods, 
who had lectured in San Francisco on the science of Electro Psychology and experimented 
with success upon individuals, “He is an illiterate fellow, full of courage and decision—
has a ready tongue, and learned from this father, the Bovee Dods well-known in the 
Eastern States, how to manage his mesmeric subjects so as to make money out of them. 
He has been in the State about ten years, and has been a cook in the mines it is said.” 
 
The obvious intention of your correspondent in calling my son “an illiterate fellow”—“a 
cook in the mines,” etc. is to degrade him in public estimation, and he indirectly charges 
me with having made my money dishonestly by managing my mesmeric subjects, and 
have taugh the trick to my son! This is not true, and in evidence of what I utter, I appeal to 
the thousands over the United States where I have lectured, and to my published works. If 
I have not handled my various subjects philosophically, let my error be pointed out. That 
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my son has done his own cooking in the mines, or taken his turn in cooking for his 
messmates, is probable. How else could miners live? 
 
But “he is an illiterate fellow!” Justice requires that I should correct a statement so 
manifestly untrue, not to say cruel, against my son, who is far distant from his former 
friends and acquaintance, who, without an exception, admitted him to be a talented young 
man—a gentleman and a scholar, and as possessing up to the time of his departure an 
unstained moral reputation. My son left home at twenty-one years of age for the fields of 
California. I kept him at school from his childhood until he left. Till then he devoted all 
his energies to study, and had never spent a day in performing manual labor. He was for 
seven years a student in the Union Academy at Provincetown, Mass., and also, for a time, 
at the Academy in Taunton, and finished his preparation for college under the instruction 
ofone of the ablest teachers in the High School at Boston. And from his twelth year 
throughout his course of studies to their termination at Waterville College in Maine, he 
never was called “an illiterate fellow.” It required the astute editors of San Francisco, who 
could not bend his courage as to blackmail him, to make the discovery that he was indeed 
“an illiterate fellow,” and your correspondent has seen fit to sanction it. And yet on the 
face of their language so far as literature or grammatical precision is concerned, is written 
“mene tekel upharsin.” 

 
The next that I have been able to find on W. Bovee Dods is that within two years he had moved 
back to the East and established a medical practice. See this advertisment in the Brooklyn (NY) 
Daily Eagle, July 30, 1861: 
 

NOTICE EXTRAORDINARY—DR. W. BOVEE DODS begs to inform his patients and 
the public generally that he has REMOVED his office to 64 LAWRENCE STREET, 
NEAR MYRTLE AVENUE. Dr. D. in addition to his general practice, gives particular 
attention to the following diseases, viz: Palsy, Rheumatism, Deafness, Blindness, 
Neuralgia, Dyspepsia, Fits, Dropsy, Consumption, Asthma, and all other chronic and 
nervous diseases, in the treatment of which his success has been the most remarkable, 
instantaneous cures having in many instances been effected.                             Jy25ltm* 

 
The record of what happened to Burkmar thus far runs cold until the year 1868. In that year we 
find a letter to several Southern newspapers from a collection of ex-patriots living in Honduras, 
extolling the virtues of living in that tropical Central American country. Examples that year 
include notices in the Galveston (TX) Flake’s Bulletin (June 13); Edgefield (SC) Advertiser (July 
1); and Anderson (SC) Intelligencer (July 10). See these excerpts from Flake’s Bulletin: 
 

To the Southern Press. 
 
GENTLEMEN:—Knowing no class of men more willing to correct error and injustice than 
those who conduct the Southern press, we, the undersigned, hope through the influence 
which your immense circulation has on the current events of the day, to contradict the 
gross falsehoods now circulated through the Southern States and elsewhere in regard to the 
immigration at present established at San Pedro and the new town of Medina in Spanish 
Honduras. 
 
We have left our homes, and with our families have sundered the ties which once bound us 
to the land we love, to carve out a new destiny in this country. In feelings we are all 
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Southerners, “and to the manor born.” We think a few plain facts will set at rest the 
falsehoods in regard to the country we have adopted as our home, as well as quite the 
minds of many dear friends left behind us. It has been reported even in the press that we 
were actually starving or suffering for the actual and common necessities of life. This is 
untrue; we are all contented, and know the future will give us bright homes, surrounded 
with plenty and the comforts of life, untrammeled by strife or sectional dissensions. . . . 
 
[After explaining the rigors of starting out in a new country:] The soil is rich; the climate 
salubrious and delightful; water fine; labor cheap; the Government willing to do all it can 
to foster immigration; no taxes; lands given for the asking; the people of the country kind, 
willing and obliging, anxious to promote the welfare of every immigrant amongst them as 
well as to aid those who wish to come. Our settlement is not got up for speculative 
purposes. There are none of us who have lands for sale, because new-comers can obtain as 
good for the asking. . . . This is no country for idle men; we have no use for them, but for 
those who wish to rcuperate their fallen furtunes, there is no country that offers such 
inducements as this. . .  we advise none to come here unless provided with a year’s support 
and determined to meet and overcome difficulties. . . . 
 

Included in the over twenty signatories at the end of the letter was “L.E Burkmar, California.” 
Fifteen years later, George Quimby wrote in the above-cited letter that he understood that 
Burkmar still lived in Central America. One wonders how much the Quimby family kept in 
contact with Burkmar after 1850 or otherwise knew of his activities through other members of 
the Burkmar family, but they clearly had some connection. 
 
What should be made of the allegations that Burkmar had taken part in fraud by only pretending 
to be a clairvoyant? We saw that the specific allegation was made that Burkmar, while 
blindfolded, was only able to “read” documents when they were in front of his eyes. This was 
compared to the claim that as a clairvoyant he could “see” what was happening thousands of 
miles away or “see” into the body to diagnose medical conditions. The question was asked that if 
he could see remote distances while in the clairvoyant state, why could he not read the document 
if placed off-stage, under a cover, or even just behind him? So far as we know, Burkmar never 
responded to the allegations in the press. Certainly we have no record of his admitting to any 
fraud. Nonetheless, if he had by 1859 been reduced to being just another garden-variety huckster, 
that would call into question his years with Quimby. We certainly have no record of Quimby 
ever alleging this kind of fraud from his assistant. If we accept this unproven allegation about 
Burkmar in 1859, did Quimby perhaps discover, or at least suspect, that Burkmar was not being 
honest and that was one of the reasons he let him go? If he was a fraud in 1859 was he also a 
fraud in the 1840s? Or, instead, was the allegation unfair, from biased observers, and he was in 
fact a true clairvoyant (who according to Quimby sometimes only read the minds of those around 
him)? On this issue we have questions but no definite answers. 
 
 
                                                
1 The dates of birth and death vary depending on the source used. Jonathan Quimby was born September 18, 1767 (or 1765) and 
died November 29, 1827. (The Portland, Maine, Eastern Argus, December 14, 1827, listed Jonathan Quimby in its “Deaths” 
column as age 62.) 
 
Susanna White Quimby was born December 21, 1768 and died August 8 (or 18), 1827. (The Bangor Weekly Register, August 22, 
1827, printed an obiturary for Susanna, but did not give a date of death, simply saying instead that she was aged 58.) 
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Susanna White was the daughter of Colonel William White, whose father Deacon William White came to Londonderry from 
Ireland in 1725. Susanna was one of seven children of Colonel White’s first wife, Mary. (By his second wife Elizabeth, he had 
nine more children.) 
 
2 For the life story of Phinehas Parkhurst (1760-1844), see his biographical sketch in The Granite Monthly, May-June, 1889, pp. 
154-162. 
 
The portrait of Parkhurst is from the standard history of Lebanon, New Hamsphire, Rev. Charles A. Downs, History of Lebanon, 
N.H., 1761-1887. Concord, NH: Rumford Printing Company, 1908. The portrait is opposite p. 208. 
 
3 See Roger Carroll, Lebanon: 1764-1994. West Kennebunk, ME: Phoenix Publishing, [ca. 1994], p. 15. 
 
4 Phineas Quimby’s brothers and sisters were as follows, along with their genealogical data: 
 
—William Quimby (April 30, 1792 – January 23, 1879) 
—Daniel Quimby (1794 – September 23, 1830) 
—Sally Quimby (December 15, 1795- February 6, 1874) 
—Betsy [or Betsey] Quimby (December 25, 1797 – March 23, 1826) 
—Jonathan Towle Quimby (1799 – December 4, 1842) 
—Robert White Quimby (December 11, 1804 – August 10, 1860) 
 
A biographical sketch of William Quimby in Genealogical And Family History of the State of Maine, Vol. II. Compiled under the 
supervision of George Thomas Little, A.M. New York: Lewis Historical Publishing Company, 1909, p. 627, recorded that he was 
trained early as a jeweler (which is in keeping with being a watch and clock manufacturer and repairer) until his eyesight became 
weak, and then opened a general store in Belfast until 1864. His wife, Apha (or Alphia) [born August 15, 1799], died February 
14, 1864, so he moved to New Jersey with his son but eventually returned to Belfast. The William Quimbys lived in Belfast at the 
corner of Church and Spring streets. They had nine children but five of the nine died young. The others were Amelia Ann, born 
November 11, 1819, who died October 23, 1847, married Albert Merrill of Frankfort, Maine, on November 11, 1842; Julia 
Maria, born August 21, 1821, died January 4, 1892; married Daniel Haraden of Belfast, Maine, on December 29, 1847: children: 
John and Frederick; William Edward, born January 10, 1837, died Minneapolis, December 3, 1869, married Rose Oakes, 
children: Charles Jameson and Edward Conner; Herbert born November 26, 1840, in Belfast. He married October 14, 1866, 
Emma C. Dillingham, who was born December 25, 1843. 
 
This genealogical work traces the Quimby family back to Robert Quimby of Amesbury, Massachusetts, who died about 1677 and 
was the great-great-great grandfather of Phineas Quimby. 
 
Betsy Quimby was mistakenly referred to as Grace, the second wife of Job White, in the standard history of Belfast, Maine. See 
the following from the death notice of her brother, William, in Joseph Williamson, History of the City of Belfast in the State of 
Maine 1875-1900 Volume II (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1913), pp. 397-398: 
 
 “[Jan.] 23. [1879] William Quimby, 86. He was born in Lebanon, N. H., and came to Belfast with his father, Jonathan Quimby, 
in 1802. For many years he was a watch- and clock-maker, and afterwards in mercantile business. He had four brothers, Daniel, 
Robert, Jonathan Towle, and Phineas Parkhurst, and two sisters, Grace, wife of the late Job White, and Sarah, wife of the late 
Capt. John Wales. Although their senior, he survived them all. In Mr. Quimby's later years there was no resident whose memory 
of local events was so accurate or covered so long a period of personal knowledge concerning them.” 
 
Job White married Betsy (or Betsey) on February 2, 1823. She died three years later, and Job married Grace Ulmer on May 19, 
1831. 
 
Quimby’s older brother, William, according to Joseph Williamson’s first volume, p. 811, History of the City of Belfast in the 
State of Maine. Portland [ME]: Loring, Short, and Harmon, 1877, p. 811, was the sole survivor of a ship wreck of the schooner 
Superb in Provincetown, Massachusetts, on November 27, 1820. He lasted 17 days before being saved. 
 
Jonathan Towle Quimby married Abigail Burkmar from Northport, Maine, on February 1, 1824. The exact relation between 
Abigail and Lucius Burkmar is not clear but they were both part of the extended Burkmar family in Maine, which also went by 
other similar names, such as Buckmore and Buckmar. 
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Quimby’s brother, Robert, married Hannah Giles on October 30, 1831. They had the following children: Frances Olive, Susan, 
Charles Giles, Annie E., and William H. (A wedding announcement appeared in the Portland Weekly Eastern Argus, November 
8, 1831.) 
 
5 Quimby’s most influential champion, Horatio Dresser, would begin his book, QMSS, p. 1, with this paean of praise for 
Quimby: “WHEN a man of ability and influence in the world has been misrepresented, a golden opportunity is put before us. 
Once in touch with his spirit, we may have the good fortune to catch his vision, see the marvels he might have achieved had he 
lived until our day, his genius recognized, his truth made our own.  It will not then be necessary to devote much time to the 
controversies which have grown up around his name. 
 
Such an opportunity is put before the truth-loving world in the case of Phineas Parkhurst Quimby, gone from among us since 
January 16, 1866. He was not great as some account greatness. We need not praise him to do him justice. But he loved his 
fellowmen, lived and labored, and laid down his life for them. He was a very genuine lover of truth, and faithfully stood for a 
great truth of surpassing value for humanity. Whoever does this is worthy of our endeavors to put his work in its real light. 
Because he was persistently misrepresented, the world demands to know the full truth about him, and in knowing it may come 
into surer possession of his gift to humanity.” 
 
6 See pages 209 and 685. Jonathan Quimby built his home that same year, according to a history of Belfast homes. See Mrs. J. C. 
Durham, Old Houses of Belfast, Revised by Traveler’s Club. Belfast, ME: J. A. Black Co., 1982, p. 9. The original pamphlet was 
published in 1911. 
 
7 William G. Crosby, Annals of Belfast for Half a Century. Camden, ME: Picton Press, 1989, p. 8. This was originally published 
serially in Belfast Republican Journal, 1874-1875. Hereafter referred to as Annals. The poem by Longfellow was published in 
Belfast in the Waldo Signal of November 26, 1840. 
 
8 Annals, 23. Chase was a multifaceted businessman. An advertisement in the Republican Journal, June 10, 1842, records his 
jewelry shop “Opposite the American House” that was filled with spoons, silverware, violin strings, spectacles and the like, 
brought back from Boston. Not to be confined as a mere peddler of products, customers could also have their teeth extracted “as 
usual by T.C.” 
 
A later photograph of Jonathan Quimby’s house appears in a monograph at the Belfast [Maine] Free Library: Mrs. Elizabeth M. 
Mosher, Old Houses of Belfast (Belfast [Maine]: J. A. Black Co., 1983), p. 17a. Information on these early years is scant. Also it 
is recorded by Williamson, p. 18, that the Quimby family lived on “Quimby’s Hill” and in 1814 locals came there to witness a 
British frigate entering the bay after having come from Castine (see below). Also in the Library are Belfast tax records for the 
year 1812 showing the Jonathan duly paid his state, county, city, and highway taxes. Later tax records in the Library show that P. 
P. Quimby paid taxes in 1847 and 1848. Such extant tax records are spotty. 
 
For interesting information on the British incursion into Belfast during the war, see Megan Pinette’s article, “The First of 
September: Belfast in the War of 1812,” Belfast Historical Society & Museum News, Fall, 2012, p. [1]. The British stayed one 
week, from September 1 – 7, 1814, and then returned early the following year and even held a ball as a goodwill gesture after the 
signing of the Treaty of Ghent and the end of hostilities. One can only imagine what young Phineas Quimby saw and thought, 
about age 12, of the British occupying his home city for a week. 
 
9 Her name was alternately spelled Susannah, but her gravemarker in Belfast spelled it Susanna. Even a third spelling was used, 
in the announcement of the wedding of the two, in the Bangor Weekly Register, January 2, 1828: “In Belfast, Mr. Phineas P. 
Quimby, to Miss Susan B. Harraden.” The same spelling appeared in an announcement of the wedding in the Portland (ME) 
American Patriot, January 12, 1828. In comparison, the wedding announcement in the Castine (ME) Eastern American, January 
2, 1828, gave the bride’s name as “Mary Ann Harriden.” 
 
10 Their genealogical dates were as follows: 
—John Haraden Quimby (February 14, 1829 – November 27, 1899.) [Married Ann “Annie” Marie Noyes (April 26, 1838 – 
December 16, 1925) on June 21, 1859. Their honeymoon and later months are recorded in John H. Quimby’s diary in the Belfast 
Historical Society and Museum in Maine.] 
—William Henry Quimby (April 19, 1831 – August 14, 1857.)  
—Susan Augusta Quimby (March 26, 1833-1928.) [Married James Woodbury Frederick.] 
—George Albert Quimby (June 8, 1841 – January 10, 1915.) [Married Adelaide E. Chase June 8, 1885, who was much younger 
(April 8, 1859 – May 21, 1939). They had two daughters, Katherine Chase Quimby (March 22, 1887 -1978) who married Harold 
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Hollingshead and later Harry Carter [1886-1956], and Elizabeth Augusta Quimby (April 21, 1888 – May 12, 1986)  who married 
Charles Chipman Pineo on August 17, 1911. Earlier, George had been married briefly to Rose Oakes Quimby; she was the 
widow of his cousin, Edward Quimby. They were married in May, 1872, but she died the following November. George helped 
raise his two stepsons, Charles and Edward.]  
 
Susanna Haraden Quimby’s date of birth was October 4, 1808, and she died on April 19, 1875. 
 
11 The George Quimby biographical sketch in 1888 was evidently the primary source for a biographical sketch of P. P. Quimby 
that appeared in the book, The Quinby-Quimby Family of Sandwich, New Hampshire, by Henry Cole Quinby, A.M., LL.B. (New 
York: The Tuttle Company, 1923), pp. 66-70. A portion of that biographical sketch was reproduced in Collie-Seale, Volume 1, 
pp. 27-29, but in that volume the biographical sketch was mistakenly stated as having been published in 1888. 
 
12 This obituary is in the Quimby family material at the Belfast [Maine] Historical Society and Museum. The obituary later 
discussed Quimby and his son George’s connection to his work: 
 
“About the time of the Civil War he went to Portland to assist his father, who having become deeply interested in the art or 
science of mesmerism, when in it comparative infancy in this country devoted the last twenty years of his life to the development 
of its principles, especially with regard to the healing art, reducing these principles to practice he wrought out wonderful results.” 
 
13 A helpful review of the Quimby patents appeared in Wikipedia (November, 2014), but notice especially the comments on the 
1829 patent: 
 
“[Quimby’s] patents included: 
(a) US patent no.5650X, (held jointly with Job White: White & Quimby), dated 12 September 1829, for a "Circular Sawing 
Machine" (a later patent, lodged by Job White, US patent no.16157, dated 2 December 1856, for a "Method of Applying Steam to 
and of Cutting Scarfs from Wood" refers to this earlier patent); 
(b) US patent no.9679X, (held by P. Quimby), dated 23 May 1836, for a "Permutation Lock"; and 
(c) US patent no.7197, (held by P.P. Quimby), dated 19 March 1850, for a "Steering Apparatus… a new and useful machine for 
Steering Ships and Steamboats". 
 
Apparently, according to Clark (1982, p.104), another patent was issued to Quimby on 3 June 1829 for a "Chain Saw for 
Timber". Currently there is no record available for a patent on this date from the US Patent Office (and, currently, i.e., as at 21 
September 2007, there are no records for any of the patent numbers ranging from X5475 to X5497 inclusive — i.e., from 30 
April 1829 to 11 June 1829).” 
 
In addition, there was a patent for a chain saw issued (and signed by President Andrew Jackson) on June 3, 1834. (Quimby’s 
application for that patent was made May 27, 1834. He evidently traveled to Washington, D.C. to make the application.) The 
Republican Journal of February 6, 1834, wrote: “The ‘Rotary chain saw’ by Mr. P. P. Quimby, which is expected to cut lumber 
about five times as fast as the ‘up and down saws’ now in use in the saw mills.” This article was directly beneath a description of 
a horizontal saw invented by Job White. 
 
The Quimby heirs placed actual letters patent in the BU collection and one was dated June 3, 1834, and signed by Andrew 
Jackson. That appears to be for the circular saw that was widely covered in the press. Since the news reports for the circular saw 
were in 1833, the 1829 date above is possibly an error. However, the Williamson history of Belfast (1877), p. 691, said this: 
 
“A valuable machine for sawing coach-panels and veneer from the circular surface of timber was invented by Job White and P. P. 
Quimby, in 1829, and with improvements is still successfully used.” 
 
Perhaps the saw in 1829 was a different saw from the saw in 1833. 
 
That P. P. Quimby was not the only one in the family to obtain a patent is seen in a notice in the Republican Journal, March 14, 
1832, run by Quimby’s brother, Jonathan, for a truss that he invented for ship builders. This is also mentioned in Williamson 
(1877), p. 688. A notice also appeared in the Maine Working Men’s Advocate, March 29, 1832. 
 
One of the earliest book references to Quimby is found in List of Patents for Inventions and Designs, Issued by the United States, 
from 1790 to 1847, . . . Compiled and Published under the Direction of Edmund Burke, Commissioner of Patents (Washington: J 
& G.S. Gideon, 1847). “P. P. Quimby” was mentioned p. 49 for a lock patent, issued May 22, 1836. (Compare that date to the 
date given above—a day later.) 
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14 Hughes, pp. 640-641, provides the text of the article from the Republican Journal, August 3, 1833, regarding Quimby’s 
invention, but he misdated the article to 1834. The actual patent for the invention was not awarded until 1834 and he evidently 
presumed the article thereby must have come out that year. The article, which first appeared in the Bangor [Maine] Courier, 
included an addition by the Republican Journal that referred to Quimby as “our ingenious Towns-man.”  The Republican Journal 
later referred to Quimby’s invention, on November 14, 1833, when it told of another inventor in town who invented a device for 
cutting shoe leather. 
 
The identical article appeared in the Baltimore Niles’ Weekly Register, September 28, 1833, but this added bracketed commentary 
at the end about how the editor had seen a belt saw some 20 years earlier but it did not really work. 
 
An Internet search turns up that this invention was mentioned as far away as North Carolina. In the Tarborough Free Press 
(Tarboro, N.C.), August 30, 1833, appeared this news item: 
 

Invention.—A chain saw has been invented by 
Mr. P. P. Quimby, of Belfast, Maine. The teeth 
are rivetted together, & then the saw is placed 
round a cylinder in a groove. 

 
Another article appeared in the Arkansas Post, AR, Arkansas Gazette, October 9, 1833. It was also announced in the August 17, 
1833, American Railroad Journal and Advocate of Internal Improvements (New York). 
 
In BU is a letter to “Friend Park” from Albert Bingham, dated May 21, 1843, about a patent issue. 
 
The Belfast Republican Journal, February 6, 1834, reported on a new horizontal saw by Job White and a new “Rotary Chain 
Saw” by Quimby, “which is expected will cut lumber about five times as fast as the ‘up and down saws’ now in use in saw 
mills.”  
 
An Augusta, Maine, newspaper, The Age, wrote of Quimby’s patent in the past tense, on November 20, 1833: 
 
“We learn from the Belfast Journal that in addition to the recently invented machine of Mr. Job White, for sawing veneering stuff 
and Mr. P. P. Quimby’s new construction of a saw for the common saw mill, herefore noticed in this paper, Capt. Samuel 
Haynes, an industrious and intelligent shoemaker of that place, has invented a machine for cutting the leather for shoes.”  
 
The patent was also cited in the Philadephia National Gazette (August 10, 1833), the New London (CT) Connecticut Gazette, 
August 28, 1833, the New York American, August 9, 1833, and the Indianapolis Indiana Journal, September 7, 1833. 
 
For a good review of the Quimby patents, see Hughes, [634]-650. He pointed out that a terrible fire in 1836 destroyed much of 
the federal records for early patents so the record on patents during these years is incomplete. 
 
15 Williamson, pp. 687-688. 
 
16 See http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~silversmiths/makers/silversmiths/14630.htm. 
 
17 In the author’s collection is this original spoon from William Quimby (or perhaps P. P. Quimby?): 
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While it is more likely that this came from William Quimby, it is at least possible that P. P. Quimby produced this for this store in 
the 1830s. A prior silver and spoon collector ascribed this to William Quimby, perhaps based on information not available today. 
 
18 Henry N. Flynt and Martha Gandy Fales, The Heritage Foundation Collection of Silver With Biographical Sketches of New 
England Silversmiths, 1625-1825. Old Deerfield, MA: The Heritage Foundation, 1968. This work is one of the extremely rare 
ones to go back to the early Belfast newspapers to track Quimby’s life in Belfast, even if the effort here is only focused on his 
work as a jeweler and clockmaker. See pp. 306-307 for brief biographical sketches of P.P. Quimby and his older brother William. 
 
19 On November 19, 2016, a very rare P.P. Quimby clock was sold at auction for almost $2,000. The front face read simply “P. 
P. Quimby [|] Belfast.” 
 
20 This newspaper was perhaps favored by William Quimby in some way. His copy of a bound volume of the paper about this 
time, with apparently his signature, was preserved in the Quimby family and finally given to the Belfast Library in 1919 by the 
wife of George Quimby. 
 
21 The following month, on November 17, the paper included a notice from James White, administrator for the estate of Daniel 
Quimby, the brother of P. P. Quimby, who had died the year before. The notice said the Daniel, a blacksmith, had died with more 
debts than assets, and the administrator sought to sell his blacksmith tools and other assets. In addition to Quimby’s jewelry 
work, he was also an intermittent blacksmith, and he perhaps purchased some of his brother’s tools. 
 
22 In some cases similar notices appeared in the Maine Workingmen’s Advocate. 
 
23 What we know of Quimby at this early date is largely from items in the local press, such as the listing in the Republican 
Journal, April 3, 1834, that as of April 1 Quimby was one of many in Belfast with an unclaimed letter at the post office. Perhaps 
that signifies that he was out of town at that time. 
 
24 The issue of poor paying customers in the Quimby family was seen four years later, when Quimby’s brother William was 
closing or had closed his business. See this notice in the October 19, 1838, Waldo Patriot: 
 

Call and Pay Up!! 
 
I am desirous to settle up my business, and all that wish to pay me, can call and pay until the middle of November. After that time 
they will have to pay interest, in the way of cost to some other man.                              WM. QUIMBY. 
 
Belfast, October 16, 1838. 
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Earlier in the year, on July 6, the Waldo Patriot ran an advertisement for W. H. Conner & Co., which advertised its “Store 
recently occupied by Wm. Quimby, (head of Main st.). . .” 
 
25 As will be noted later in the text, Quimby decades later said that about 1833, due to ill health “I was compelled to abandon my 
business. . . .” According to Quimby’s account, he was soon better, due to physical exercise that had a therapeutic effect that was 
eye-opening to him. If indeed the selling of his business was related to this, it appeared from his account that he was soon better, 
but the timing of his recovery is not clear. 
 
26 A history of the church included this on its early furnishing: 
 
“The first musical instrument used was a bass viol which cost $25.00 and was played at first by William Moody, and later by 
William Quimby. In 1835 an organ from Newburyport was lost when the schooner, New Packet, went ashore near the mouth of 
Penobscot Bay. Since the organ was not to be paid for till delivered, another instrument was immediately ordered and used till 
1848 when the present one was bought for $1,300.00, minus $400.00 received for the old one. The Town Clock built by Timothy 
Chase and Phineas P. Quimby was placed in the belfry in 1836.”  See First Church in Belfast, Maine 1796-1946. Belfast, ME: 
Journal Publishing Company, Inc., 1946 (unpaginated). 
 
27 Timothy Chase would reach a high level of achievement as a Mason, and the Corinthian Lodge in Belfast would eventually 
become called the Timothy Chase Lodge (Williamson, 146). Quimby’s youngest son, George, many decades later would be one 
of the leaders in the Timothy Chase Lodge. John L. Locke’s History of Phoenix Lodge, No. 24, of Belfast, Maine (Belfast, ME: 
T.J. & G.W. Burgess, 1863), has many references to Chase but none to Quimby. 
 
Chase ran an advertisment in the March 4, 1827,  Belfast Gazette, introducing his new firm which was to specialize in “Clock 
and Watch Making.” 
 
Williamson, Vol 2, p. 385, records the following on him based on his obituary: 
 
“ [Mar.] 5. Maj. Timothy Chase, 82, the oldest Free Mason in the State. He was born in Charlton, Mass., in 1793. In 1818, he 
settled at the Head of the Tide, and eight years later removed to the village, then so called, and opened a watchmaker's shop on 
Main Street. In this business and its kindred branches he continued during the remainder of his life. He had a strong taste for the 
study of natural philosophy, and as a chemist and metallurgist, no one in this region exceeded him. For sixty years he was a 
prominent member of the Masonic order, and in 1854 was made Grand Master. He was also a Knight Templar and Past Grand 
High Priest. In recognition of his long service, the second lodge in this city was named for him. His funeral was conducted by the 
Grand Lodge. (See Portrait.)” (A photograph of Chase appeared opposite p. [384].) 
 
Of the town clock itself, here is how Crosby wrote of it in Annals, p. 106: “On the 3d of October the Town Clock on the 
Unitarian Meeting-house began to tell us how the hours rolled on. It was the joint handiwork of Major Timothy Chase and the 
late Phineas P. Quimby.” 
 
In a private collection (not the author’s) is a Quimby watch, with the insignia, “P. P. Quimby, Clock & Watch Maker: Belfast, 
Me.” At the Belfast Historical Society and Museum is a photograph of a Quimby clock in the Quimby family, which is simply 
identified as “P. P. Quimby Belfast.” 
 
To see Phineas Quimby and William Quimby included in a list of watchmakers in the nineteenth century, see Henry G. Abbott, 
Antique Watches and How to Establish Their Age (Chicago: George K. Hazlitt, [ca. 1897]), p. 163. Phineas Quimby was listed as 
being a watchmaker from 1830-1850, while William was listed as being a watchmaker from 1821-1850. See also Brooks Palmer 
The Book of American Clocks (NY: Macmillan Company, 1950), p. 263. 
 
Ron Hughes in his website on Quimby has a section devoted to the Quimby-Chase clock and its history, including the 
replacement of the clock mechanism in 2013. 
 
An early 1804 book, Illustrations of Masonry, by William Preston and inscribed by Chase, was offered on the auction site eBay; 
it included a bookplate or insignia that read:  
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TIMOTHY CHASE 

Watch Maker 
And 

Jeweller 
 

BELFAST, Me. 
Watches, Jewelry & 
Silver Ware for Sale. 

 
28 Bangor Daily Whig and Courier, March 18, 1893. 
 
29 Rev. Hodsdon was listed in John G. Adams’ book Fifty Notable Years: Views of the Ministry of Christian Universalism 
(Boston: Universalist Publishing House, 1882):  “Rev. Frederick [sic] A. Hodsdon was a native of Berwick, Me. In his childhood 
his parents removed to Kenduskeag, where his early years were mostly spent. When but eighteen years of age, he was the subject 
of religious impressions, and gave himself by personal consecration to the service of Christ. He became a Universalist in spirit as 
well as in belief, and resolved to devote his life to the ministry. He was a student with Rev. J.B. Dods and Rev. S. Cobb, D.D. . . . 
In 1839 he preached the sermon at the dedication of the Universalist church in Belfast, and was unanimously invited to become 
pastor of the society; but he was obliged to decline on account of previous engagements. A few years after he accepted a second 
invitation to the place, where his ministry was very prosperous. In 1849 he acted as General Agent for the Maine Missionary, 
Educational, and Tract Societies. In 1850 he accepted a call to New Haven, Conn., where his labors were highly successful. 
Failing health compelled him to resign his charge, and return to his home in Maine. He did not however, relinquish the work of 
the ministry, but preached at times in different places, until, on recovering his strength, he was induced to become again minister 
of the society in Belfast, where he continued for most of the time until he was obliged to abandon the active work of his calling. . 
. . He died Aug. 19, 1869, aged 64 years. . . .” 
 
A Hodsdon daughter, Maria S. Hodsdon, married Charles Edward Johnson, June 1874. She was born in Dexter, Maine, 1843 or 
1842. See Genealogical And Family History of the State of Maine, Vol. III. Compiled under the supervision of George Thomas 
Little, A.M. New York: Lewis Historical Publishing Company, 1909, p. 1470. 
 
Another Hodsdon daughter, Dorcas, was born in May 27, 1845, in Belfast. See Vital Records of Belfast Maine to the Year 1892 
Volume I—Births, Alfred Johnson, editor. [Portland, ME]: Maine Historical Society, 1917, p. 100. She died September 7, 1845. 
In Thomas Whittemore’s The Modern History of Universalism (Boston: 1830), Hodsdon was listed, p. 393, as a minister in 
Readfield. 
 
30 Rev. G. W. Quinby, editor, Fifteen Sermons Together With as Many Prayers from Fifteen Universalist Clergymen, of Maine. 
Portland, ME: S. H. Colesworthy, 1845, pp. 64-66. 
 
31 Beyond Emerson and the early Transcendentalists, many movements in religion, healthcare, and politics were notable in this 
era, including Grahamism, Thomsonianism, Mormonism, etc. 
 
Fraser, p. 63, attempted to tie Emerson’s published beliefs to Eddy’s later views. First she admitted that Eddy “probably did not 
read the works of Emerson, arguably the most influential American philosopher of his century, except in fragments published in 
newspapers and in Philosophic Nuggets, her treasured collection of aphorisms from Ruskin, Carlyle, and other figures. But 
Science and Health and her other writings are shot through with Transcendentalist notions and language; in many ways, her work 
is an unconscious misreading of Emerson.” (Actually, no quotes or selections of Emerson appear in the small book Philosophic 
Nuggets, and it is not clear how Eddy’s works are an “unconscious misreading” of the writings of someone Fraser said Eddy 
probably never read other than occasional fragments.) Nonetheless Fraser stated (with no evidence supplied) that “the strange, 
distorted echoes of Emerson resound in everything she [Eddy] ever wrote.” While there may be general similarities at times 
between Eddy’s nonconformist views and the nonconformist views of a whole host of other nineteenth century writers and 
thinkers, to attempt to link the two without specific evidence is intellectually risky. 
 
Eddy had some significant interaction with Bronson Alcott in the mid-1870s (he wrote nine letters to her and one to her assistant, 
Daniel Spofford), and Fraser quoted Bronson Alcott’s letter of March 7, 1877, to Eddy in which he said that Emerson’s wife once 
wished to meet her. Back on January 30, 1876, Alcott had written to Eddy: “Last Sunday evening I met a pleasant circle at Mr 
Emerson[’]s and took occasion to speak of yourself, your Science and disciples. Mr Emerson had heard of your book, it 
appeared[,] and the company listened to what I had to tell without disloyal criticism.” (Alcott had unusual handwriting, and he 
commonly appeared to capitalize his nouns, so it is not clear whether he intended to capitalize his reference to Eddy’s “Science.”) 
The original letter is in MBEL in the Bronson Alcott folder. Fraser wrote that Eddy “seemed” to have sent a copy of her book to 
Alcott. In fact Eddy sent copies of her book to Bronson Alcott and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow on the same day, January 14, 
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1876, and Alcott’s return letter to Eddy on January 17, referring to the “sacred truths” in her book, was in response to her gift. 
Eddy’s letter to Alcott [L05660] with the book included some interesting observations: 
 

Please accept from the author a copy of ‘Science and Health.’ 
 
Pardon its defects— ‘tis a work difficult to write in this age, its only character is that it contains truth that is 
demonstrable and of great importance to man, as we have found it. It is but a text-book. 
 
Your opinion regarding it would be gratefully received. 

 
In the author’s collection is a copy of the 1878 second edition of Science and Health, inscribed  “To Mrs. Emerson | With 
respects of the Author | MBGE.”  
 
Eddy wrote a letter to her student, Emma Lane, March 4, 1888 [L04171], in which she said she had gone to see Emerson some 
months before he died, which would have placed the meeting in early in 1882 or late 1881. Fraser quoted part of the letter on p. 
64. Despite the above evidence, Fraser wrote, p. 62, that “the tantalizing question of whether Mary Baker Eddy ever met Ralph 
Waldo Emerson himself remains unresolved.” Cf. the eyewitness comment of S. P. Bancroft many years later in his book, p. 8: “I 
have had the privilege of being present and listening to her [i.e., Eddy] discourse with deep thinkers of the past generation, 
Emerson, Bronson Alcott, and others.” 
 
32 Quimby and Burkmar were not alone in traveling the countryside giving demonstrations. As Adam Crabtree noted in From 
Mesmer to Freud, p. 231, “The 1830s and 1840s saw the rise of the itinerant mesmeric teams that gave clairvoyant 
demonstrations and offered clairvoyant medical diagnoses.” 
 
33 This is the slightly longer version at BU. In one manuscript version the last sentence is marked by someone “self deception” 
while at Houghton it is marked “not true.” This account is an example of how Quimby became disillusioned with Burkmar’s 
alleged power, as he came to believe that the healing and disease came not from the clairvoyant brilliance of Burkmar but rather 
from the mind of the patient, or in this case, the doctor who counseled the patient. As Quimby began to conclude that mesmerism 
and allopathic medicine were humbugs, he was forced to construct a theory that would fit his experiences in healing and 
experimentation. 
 
34 Albert Amao, PhD, Healing Without Medicine from Pioneers to Modern Practice. Wheaton, IL: Quest Books, 2014, pp. 25-
30. Another example of the belief that Quimby’s healing carrier started in 1847 is seen in Anthony Raimondo, Ph.D., CH, Return 
to Eden: Escape from Armageddon. Indianapolis, IN: Dog Ear Publishing, [ca. 2009]. He wrote, p. 104: “From 1847 to his 
passing on January 16, 1866, Phineas Parkhurst Quimby devoted his life to heaing the sick.” 
 
35 LC 9: 160ff., later entitled “Introduction Part 3.” 
 
Quimby’s early belief in electricity as a critical component of his demonstrations was understandable. For example, Robert H. 
Collyer wrote how electricity was the main cause of mesmeric phenomena, in Psychography, or, the Embodiment of Thought; An 
Analysis of Phreno-Magnetism, ‘Neurology,’ and Mental Hallucination, Including Rules to Govern and Produce Magnetic State 
(Philadelphia: Zieber & Co., 1843), p. 33: 
 
“My audiences in Boston and Philadelphia will corroborate this fact. Oftentimes during a thunder-storm my recipients have 
become convulsed, and all the experiments have failed. 
 
There is little doubt, in my mind, that electricity is the main instrument which brings about all these extraordinary phenomena. 
The nervous agency is electricity, assimilated to the animal economy to subserve the purposes of life." 
 
36 LC 9:182-184. 
 
37 Quimby’s eyes were often a point of discussion (as were Eddy’s, for that matter). It was even said that Quimby could go long 
periods of time without blinking. In the Quimby family papers in the Belfast Historical Society and Museum is an unidentified 
clipping from June 1910 that quotes a nephew of Quimby as saying, “The thing about him that most impressed on my boyish 
recollection were his wonderful eyes: bright always, and full of an intensity peculiarly their own. These eyes have descended to a 
granddaughter of his and when I look into them I wonder if the same mysterious power has been transmitted with them.” 
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Despite Quimby’s best efforts to promote his theory as being a science beyond mesmerism, here we see a family member who 
simply remembers not his theory but his “mysterious power.” Even worse was the obituary of George, written by the family in 
1915 (a copy of which is in the Quimby family papers in the Belfast Historical Society and Museum), which told of George’s 
stay in Portland to help his father. The obituary said of Quimby, “who, having become deeply interested in the art or science of 
mesmerism, when in its comparative infancy in this country devoted the last twenty years of his life to the development of its 
principles, especially wth regard to the healing art, and reducing these principles to practice he wrought out wonderful results.” 
Relegating Quimby’s theory to mesmerism is what the Eddy side always argued. 
 
38 For example, in a review of the entire year of the Republican Journal for 1838 I found no reference to Poyen in Belfast. Near 
the very end of the year there was a reference to a guest speaker on phrenology, who also advertised his lecture. Since 
newspapers were not often eager to give out press to those who did not purchase advertising, it it possible that Poyen showed up 
but bought no advertising. I am inclined to doubt that since there is no record of Poyen being anywhere in Maine that year. I am 
inclined to believe that George Quimby simply got the year wrong, since he said it was “about the year 1838.” 
 
39 Even though Collyer did not actually begin his touring career in mesmerism until 1841, many unaware of that have considered 
him as possibly the lecturer that Quimby saw in 1838. See, for example, Arthur Vergara (“Quimby on his own,” Creative 
Thought, February, 1996, p. 10): 
 
“In 1838 Phineas Parkhurst Quimby attended a series of lectures given by the traveling mesmerist Robert H. Collyer who, despite 
his eccentric character, was sufficiently credible and persuasive to furnish to furnish the impetus to Quimby’s career in 
mesmerism.” 
 
Quimby had easy opportunity to see Collyer when he came to Belfast in 1841. 
 
40 See Eric T. Carlson, “Charles Poyen brings Mesmerism to America,” Journal of the History of Medicine, April, 1960. 
 
Sibyl Wilbur interviewed George Quimby in 1907 for Human Life magazine, and in the April, 1907, issue appeared her transcript 
of that interview. She stated, “Mr. [George] Quimby had already stated that his father read the works of ancient philosophers. 
And he also said his father got his idea of mesmerism from a Frenchman named Poyen, who visited Maine in the forties[sic].” 
 
Robert H. Collyer, an Englishman, is not to be confused with Robert Collyer, an American Unitarian minister. 
 
Collyer’s chief book on his views was Psychography. He identificd himself as “Robert H. Collyer, M.D., Member of 
Massachusetts Medical Society, (Late Pupil of Dr. Elliotson at the London University,) &c. &c.” One of the testifiers cited by 
Collyer in the book was later mesmeric pioneer, John Bovee Dods, who in 1842 traveled in the “southern States” for three 
months (from his church in Fall River, Massachusetts) and evidently turned over his church to Collyer during that period. On p. 6 
Collyer wrote that while he became interested in mesmerism in 1839, it was not until the spring of 1841 that he made his “debut 
in public, as an advocate of this most abused and worried subject.” 
 
41 In Psychography, for example, Collyer attempted to defend his status as originator of certain breakthroughs in animal 
magnetism and phrenology against the claims of Dr. Buchanan and Sunderland. On p. [25] he wrote, “I know that my age will 
not give me the credit I demand, but I know that posterity will carry out what I have begun, and when scarcely a tombstone of 
this generation has been left behind, when all party strife and private animosity shall have been buried, and forgotten, then will 
these experiments take their proper rank in temple of knowledge 
 
42 Robert H. Collyer, Lights and Shadows, pp. 17 and 34. 
 
43 Ibid., pp. 18-19. 
 
44 Collyer, Psychography, p. 18. 
 
45 Ibid., pp. 22-23.  Collyer, p. 30, noted an experiment performed in February, 1841. He was able to have a woman under his 
mesmeric control experience various historical personages. He said: “I was obliged to embody the image of these personages in 
my own mind, before they could be recognized by the recipients; whose brain during the congestive state was so sentient that the 
impression was conveyed to the mind similar to the photographic process of Daguerre.” 
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46 Rev. Chauncy Hare Townsend, Facts in Mesmerism, or Animal Magnetism. With Reasons for a Dispassionate Inquiry of it. 
Boston: Charles C. Little and James Brown, 1841 (first American edition), p. [i]. 
 
47 Quoted in Edward John Nygren’s article, “Ruben Peale’s experiments with Mesmerism,” Proceedings of the American 
Philosophical Society, Vol. 114, No. 2 (April 1970), p. 100. 
 
48 A digital reproduction of this flyer is in the author’s collection. 
 
The potential of animal magnetism as a healing agent was outlined in Alphonse Teste, M.D. (translated by D. Spillan, M.D., 
A.M.), A Practical Manual of Animal Magnetism; Containing an Exposition of the Methods Employed in Procucing the Magnetic 
Phenomena; With its Application to the Treatment and Cure of Diseases. Philadelphia: Brown, Bicking & Guilbert, 1844. (This 
is the first American edition. A London edition was published the prior year.) 
 
49 Waldo Signal, June 2, 1842. 
 
50 History and Philosophy of Animal Magnetism, with Practical Instructions for the Exercise of this Power. Being a Complete 
Compend of All the Information Now Existing Upon this Important Subject. By a Practical Magnetizer (Boston: J. N. Bradley & 
Co., [ca. 1843]), pp. 6-8. 
 
That the author was heavily influenced by Collyer is seen in the following tribute in the pamphlet: 
 

“To 
Robert H. Collyer, M.D. 

(Pupil of Dr. Elliotson, Member Massachusetts Medical Society, &c.)  
THE GREAT CHAMPION OF MESMERISM 

IN THE UNITED STATES, 
THIS WORK IS RESPECTFULLY DEDICATED, 

BY THE AUTHOR.” 
 
51 Ibid., pp. 11-14. 
 
52 Craig James Hazen, The Village Enlightenment in America: Popular Religion and Science in the Nineteenth Century. Urbana, 
IL: University of Illinois Press, [ca. 2000], p. 118. Cf. Quimby’s comment cited above, “By accident I became interested in what 
was then called mesmerism, not thinking of ever applying it to any useful discovery or benefit to man, but merely as a 
gratification for my own curiosity. In this way I went into the investigation of the subject. Being a skeptic I would not believe 
anything that my subject would do if there was any chance for deception.” This suggests a more measured and almost nonchalant 
attitude by Quimby toward learning about mesmeric practice. 
 
53 Eugene Taylor, Shadow Culture: Psychology and Spirituality in America. Washington, D.C.: Counterpoint, [1999], p. 111. Cf. 
Wikipedia’s biographical sketch of Quimby (November 2012): “When Charles Poyen, a French mesmerist following in the 
tradition of Puységuer, came to Belfast, Maine on a lecture circuit about mesmerism around 1836, Quimby was intensely curious. 
Quimby attended one of Poyen's lectures in 1838, and immediately began plying the mesmerist with questions about the nature of 
animal magnetism and its powers. Poyen admitted that with proper training, anyone could become adept at administering 
hypnotism. Quimby left his job as watchmaker and followed Poyen's tour of New England for the subsequent two years (1838–
1840), until he became proficient at applying mesmeric hypnotism himself.”  
 
See also, Robert Fuller, Mesmerism and the American Cure of Souls (Philadelphia: Univerity of Pennsylvania Press, 1982), p. 
119: “After the demonstration Phineas fairly assaulted Poyen with questions abuot this mysterious mental fluid. Poyen obliged 
the young clockmaker and gratuitously added that he, too, could develop mesmeric powers if he applied himself. Quimby’s mnd 
was instantly resolved. He set his other duties aside and followed Poyen from town to town until he at last mastered the theory 
and practice of animal magnetism. In no time at all he was practicing on his own, beginning what was to be a twenty-eight-year 
career in mental healing.” 
 
There is no independent record I have found of Poyen visiting Belfast, although it is known that he lectured in Bangor. 
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54 Cliff Gallant, “Dr. Phineas Quimby,” The Portland [Maine] Daily Sun, June 20, 2013. 
 
55 Janik, p. 169. 
 
56 Milmine | Cather, p. 45: “Quimby's interest was directly stimulated by the visit of Charles Poyen, the well-known French 
mesmerist, who came to lecture in Belfast. The inquiring clock-maker became absorbed in Poyen's theories, formed his 
acquaintance, and followed him from town to town. Inevitably, Quimby began experimenting in the subject which so interested 
him. Discovering that he had mesmeric power, he exercised it upon many of his friends and easily repeated the performance of 
Poyen and other exhibitors. From becoming their imitator he became their rival, and abandoning his workshop, started out as a 
professional mesmerist. Among the wonder-workers -of the early '40's, " Park" Quimby, as he was popularly called, became pre-
eminent.” 
 
Milmine’s notes in MBEL from ca. 1905 include the following, quite possibly based on conversations with George Quimby: 
 
“[Quimby] Dropped everything from about 1840, except this science. Went in for fun[?] in 1840. Charles Poyen. . . . Q followed 
Poyen around from place to place— [words crossed out] wanted to mesmerize everybody.” 
 
(Note that it is in this note 1840 when Quimby “dropped everything,” not 1836 or 1838 or so when Quimby would have seen 
Poyen.) 
 
Another possible source for some of this is the Wilbur biography, where the author gave an account that was clearly based on a 
statement by an early resident of Belfast, Maine, Charles Sargent, dated January 14, 1907 (which followed his verbal account in 
1905). Sargent, who was born February 7, 1843, wrote:  
 

“I lived for years at Belfast, Maine, where Dr. Phineas P. Quimby resided before he moved to Portland. As I 
recall Dr. Quimby, he had keen, restless, fascinating black eyes, with which he would look intently at those 
who sought him for treatment. I remember him well. . . . I well remember, when quite a lad, a professional 
mesmerist gave an exhibition at the public hall in Belfast, which proved a failure because some person in the 
audience counteracted the hypnotic influence and prevented a perfect control. The hypnotist invited the 
person, whomsoever it might be, to remain and meet him after the performance, and it proved to be Dr. 
Quimby. 
 
Mr. Quimby was told by the hypnotist that he (Quimby) possessed the same mesmeric powers in an 
extraordinary degree, and that if he developed them he could become an adept. It was well known that Mr. 
Quimby acted upon this advice.” 

 
While this event may well have happened, it was certainly not Poyen or Collyer if Sargent “well remember[ed]” it. Poyen left 
America in 1839, some three years before Sargent was born. The only possibility this relates to Poyen or Collyer is if he was 
simply recounting oft-repeated town lore rather than a personal recollection. Another possibility is that this took place about 1850 
or later, when Quimby was well along in the development of his theory, and he was attempting to tease a visiting magnetizer. 
 
57 Sunderland in 1843 published his major work on animal magnetism, Pathetism; with Practical Instructions. Demonstrating 
the Falsity of the hitherto prevalent assumptions in regard to what has been called ‘Mesmerism’ and ‘Neurology,’ And 
Illustrating those Laws which induce Somnambulism, Second Sight, Sleep, Dreaming, Trance, and Clairvoyance. . . . . New-
York: P.P. Good, 1843.  
 
The book Quimby is referring to by Collyer is Psychography (1843). 
 
58 Collyer seemed preoccupied with making sure that he was given credit for the various “firsts” that he claimed. In his book, 
published evidently about 1843, Light and Shadows of American Life (Boston: Brainard & Son, [ca. 1843]), he made many 
claims such as he was the first to perform experiments in clairvoyance and the first to use clairvoyance for the examination of 
disease, which recognition he believed was stolen by the similar claims of La Roy Sunderland. In later years he attempted to 
achieve recognition as the discoverer of modern anesthesia.  
 
59 Waldo Signal, September 22, 1842. 
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60 This image is also reproduced in Barbara Kramer, Belfast and Searsport. Dover, NH: Arkadia Publishing Corporation, 1997, 
p. 8.  
 
61 Walter W. Dwyer, Spiritual Healing in the United States and Great Britain (1956). New York: Saphrograph Co., 1956 [fourth 
edition, first edition in 1955], unpaginated. 
 
62 In his research against Eddy, Gordon Clark for St. Bunco got to know Sarah Ware Mackay, George Quimby, and evidently 
others who had known Quimby, and he obtained early information from them that is not recorded elsewhere. Based on his 
research, apparently heavily influenced by this acquaintanceship with Mackay, he wrote of Quimby (p. 25), “. . . we know that 
Dr. Quimby himself was absolutely sincere, and could be fully trusted just so far as he understood his own nature and what he 
was doing. But this is not to say that he was always right. It is not even to say that he was without the strongest prejudices, which 
may sometimes have misled him. He was too broad and high a soul to be opinionated in any narrow, selfish sense; but he would 
stand for a conviction till ‘the crack of doom.’ ‘The old gentleman,’ says one who knew him familiarly for many years, ‘would 
argue a sitting hen off her nest.’” 
 
63 On his political views, for example, see this excerpt from the Portland Advertiser, February 5, 1862: “His patients come from 
the four winds of heaven — from every part of the compass, East, West, North and Sou - no,  no,  NO, not from the South.  The 
Doctor is a strong Union man; and would as soon cure a sick rattlesnake as a sick rebel.”  The same article noted that Quimby 
had patients from “all parts of New England, the Middle States, and the West.” 
 
Quimby wrote many pro-Union articles during the War and was strongly against slavery. 
 
One of his many interesting political statements, LC 6:48-51, expounded on his strong belief that an elite ruling class, which he 
called “aristocracy,” had made democracy subservient to it. In his February, 1863, article “The effect of mind on mind” (which 
someone in the Quimby coterie, probably George Quimby, marked “Good 1903”), Quimby segues from a discussion of how 
diseases have “odors” to a strongly worded political discussion and prophesy: 
 
“To every disease there is an odor & every one is affected by it when it comes within his knowledge. Everyone knows that he can 
produce in himself heat or cold by excitement. So likewise he can produce the odor of any disease so that he is affected by it. I 
have proved that I can create the odor of any kind of fruit and make a mesmerized person taste & smell it. 
 
The ignorance of this principle prevents man from investigating into the operation of the human mind. Such a course would 
change the whole mode of our reasoning: it would destroy society as it is now & place it on another basis. In the place of 
hypocrisy[,] aristocracy & democracy the three original elements of society, science, progress & freedom would be introduced. In 
his ignorant state, man belongs to the lowest of the aristocracy, but as he becomes [word struck through] scientific, he subdues 
this element & then the others are not needed to sustain it. His science works out patience, his patience perseverance & 
perseverance wisdom, & the fruits are religion. Now the religion of today contains the elements of society & they run through all 
its roots & branches & poison its fruit. Science makes war upon this trinity & the war will continue until it is crushed: then 
democracy will be subject to science & hypocrisy will not appear in the leaders. Then will come a new heaven or dispensation 
based on eternal truths & man will be rewarded for what he knows, not for what he thinks he knows. . . . Aristocracy never 
complains of oppression except when it cannot oppress, its motto is [‘]rule or ruin[’] & where it rules slavery is considered a 
divine institution. Science is mocked at in its religion & the mockery is echoed by hypocrisy as it sits in the hearts of the rulers & 
delivers the law. But science like an undercurrent is deep & strong & as its tide advances, it will sweep away the foundation of 
[the word ‘ignorance’ is added here, likely later] aristocracy. Revolutions must come & no man can tell what will be the end of 
this generation, but science will work out the problem of universal freedom to the oppressed in body & mind. 
 
I prophesy that the time will come when men & women shall heal all manner of diseases by the words of their mouth. They will 
show the democracy that they have been deceived by their blind leaders who flattered them that they ruled, when they have had 
no more to do with ruling the nation than the dog who is set on to the swine[?] has to do with his master[’]s affairs. No slave 
either black or white ever did or ever can rule, they both will fight for their master till they are intelligent enough to know their 
own rights. Of all slavery, democracy is the worst, for it is so indoctrinated into the hearts of man that it is as popular & it is not 
safe to oppose it. Aristocracy its master has given it a name which is superior to every other, name viz. the intelligence of the 
people & to oppose this is to oppose its master. It tells the people that they rule, while in truth aristocracy itself is the only ruler & 
it is the same with North and South and the democracy in both sections do their master[’]s bidding. African slavery is kept in 
check by the laws & democracy by the hypocrisy of the leaders. To appeal to truth with sound logic is as unpopular at the North 
as to preach emancipation & abolition at the South. The leaders would set the hounds on a person who would be rash enough to 
attempt it.” 
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64 While Mary Baker Eddy has been pilloried by many for her claims of divine inspiration and a divine authority for her 
teachings—thereby casting aside any significant Quimby influence on her—Quimby’s strong statements as to his complete 
originality and linkage to the works of Jesus (without any antecedents in-between) have gone virtually unnoticed and 
unchallenged. 
 
See for example the following excerpts from Quimby’s writings on how he viewed his role: 
 
“Christ is that the revelation, a science of the spiritual world which is a knowledge & cure of all the ills flesh & blood is heir to. . 
. .Thus P.P.Q. is I am the medium of the truth to correct the errors of the world, just as the Jesus was the medium of God or truth 
or Christ to convince man of his errors & lead him to Christ or health or truth.” (It is not known when the edits were made in this 
sentence or by whom, but they are original to the papers sent to the Library of Congress in 1930 by the Quimby heirs. The words 
in bold were added as part of the editing process. This is entitled “Love I” and is in LC 3:1.) 
 
“[Regarding the problem of whether there is a soul and afterlife] . . . has any class of persons tried to solve this problem on 
scientific principles? I know of no one on earth at this time, but myself. I stand alone solving a problem which heathen 
philosophers & poets in trying to solve have been lost in the floods or error and swept into the gulf of despair[?] atheism.” (LC 
8:207-208.) 
 
 “Man is not developed enough to see outside of his idea matter. He is in the idea prophesying of what may come hereafter. I 
have developed this wisdom which is the real man till I have broken through the bars of death & can see beyond the world of 
opinion into the light of science and wisdom. I can see what things have a being & how we take our opinions for a truth.” [LC 
6:111] 
 
Quimby’s son, George, supported the claim that his father had no antecedents except Jesus. Gordon Clark in St. Bunco, pp. 38-39 
wrote after interviewing George Quimby (this was evidently from a written statement by the younger Quimby): 
 
“Dr. Quimby had a son, Mr. George A. Quimby, who acted for years as his father’s secretary. This gentleman is living, and is a 
well and widely known citizen of Belfast, Maine. His distinct claim for Dr. Quimby is that ‘up to this time, no man, since Jesus, 
had attempted and succeeded in curing the sick, without medicine, applications, mesmermism[sic], hypnotism or spiritualism, 
simply mentally—through the mind and sense—and who further claimed that he did it in a scientific manner which could be 
taught to others, . . . and was in a normal state of mind all the time, as also was his patient.”  
 
While George seemed to fully accept his father as an original with no antecedents except Jesus, see his address before the  
Congregational Club on January 6, 1907 (preserved in the Quimby family papers at the Belfast Historical Society and Museum): 
 
“I cannot advance a thought or idea, that somebody else has not advanced before, and so I go through all the day, and when I 
have finished and lain down to rest, what one thing have I said or done, that is absolutely my own? And can any of you show a 
much better record? When great thoughts like these into me, they work and swell and fill my being, and I feel as if I had 
swallowed a yeast cake. Really and confidentially, I don’t know as much as an animal. . . . 
 
In the ages past a few people have discovered all we now know, and yet we sit up and think we are somebody. How Galileo and 
Pythagoras and Herschel, and Isaac Newton, and some of those old has beens must smile when they look down and see us all, 
appropriating their ideas just as though they were our own, now that the copyright has expired. These are not particularly happy 
thoughts, but when we sit down soberly,– and we cannot think very clearly unless we are sober,– it has a tendency to take the 
conceit out of us.  Once in a while in our own times somebody pops up with something new. I am not forgetting such men as 
Edison, Graham, Bell, Marconi, . . .”  
 
65 While this was almost certainly Lucius Burkmar (judging from the context), George Quimby in his 1888 biographical article 
of his father said that in “the course of his trials with subjects” he found Burkmar; thus evidently there were earlier subjects as 
well. 
    
Here is the original in Quimby’s own handwriting at the Library of Congress: 
 
“So I found a young lad som[e] 15 years of age that I put into the mesmeric state, and with him I found that all I had Lurned as I 
though[t] I had to relinquish for th[e]y were[?] the affect of my one [i.e, “own”] igner[a]nce, among the rub[b]ish I have[?] to 
liten my craft was [word struck through] phrenalligy [i.e., phrenology] [;]this is one of the humbugs of th[e] day.”  
 
 
66 LC 9:184-187. 
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67 The research also shows that the house was taxed on May 1, 1844. See Elizabeth M. Mosher’s historical records entitled, 
“Belfast Property Owners Extracted From Tax Records.” 
 
68 Quimby original handwritten manuscript in the Library of Congress collection. 
 
69 At this time, Quimby was still evidently a jeweler. See his advertisement in the Republican Journal the year before, July 18, 
1839: 
 

P. P. Quimby, 
Watch & Clock Maker. 

                                                        Belfast, Me. 
            SHOP 3d door below the Post Office.       3m21 

 
70 Williamson, 323, states that Collyer gave a lecture on “Animal Magnetism” at the Lyceum in Belfast in September, 1841. 
Collyer had lectured in New York City and later in Boston through much of the spring and early summer of 1841, before heading 
north. In addition to lecturing in Belfast in September, he also lectured several days in Bangor that month, prior to returning to 
Belfast the following month. Collyer was not the only on animal magnetism and related subjects that was reported on by the 
Belfast Republican Journal. On January 7, 1842, under the heading , “A New Science,” it reported on the lectures in the “West” 
by Dr. Buchanan. 
 
The Walso Signal also wrote extensively of Collyer’s visit to Belfast on October 21, 1841. Since that paper’s coverage was not 
laudatory enough for at least one correspondent, that person, using the name “An Auditor” wrote a glowing account of Collyer’s 
exhibition, which was printed in the November 4, 1841, issue of the paper. The Signal had no problem covering Collyer with a 
skeptical attitude and was quick to publish any unflattering news about him,  
 
71 Crosby, Annals, pp. 124-125. 
 
72 While conventional wisdom had Quimby and Burkmar performing together during the years 1843-1847, this indicates that it 
started at least a year earlier, if Quimby was accurate with the date. 
 
73 Rev. Hodsdon had four daughters, one of whom was born in 1843 in Dexter, Maine. A daughter Dorcas was born in 1845 but 
lived only four months. 
 
74 This could possibly read “Cornet” but a schooner called the Comet is recorded in the 1830s traveling from Boston to Maine. 
See, for example, the Republican Journal, May 8, 1834, which described the “Packet Schooner Comet” as a “first rate copper 
fastened vessel. . . .” 
 
75 Chauncy Hare Townshend, Facts in Mesmerism, with reasons for a dispassionate inquiry into it (London, 1840, and New 
York, 1841). 
 
76 This is the BU version. 
 
77 Here I believe Quimby was in error; the Rochester Rappings began in 1848, after by all accounts he had given up using a 
subject.  
 
78 The timing of this account seems confused. Quimby’s realization that electricity was not the reason for his successes in his 
experiments is believed to have been fairly early in his development, but this account suggests that he came to this realization in 
1848 or later, while he still had a subject (Burkmar), but he is believed to have dispensed with Burkmar as his assistant about 
1847. 
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79 This account, with the reference to the “hair lip,” was repeated several times by Quimby. Later, in Appendix C, we will see a 
version of the event in his own handwriting. Also in the Quimby papers is an article called “Can a Spirit Have Flesh & Blood” 
from May 1862, where he wrote this: 
 
“I will relate an experiment that I performed with my subject Lucius in mesmerism. I asked any person in the room to give me a 
name of an individual written on a slip of paper. I would send the boy to find the person, dead or alive, which he would do, 
bringing him into the room & describing him to the audience. On one occasion a name was handed to me which I gave, as usual, 
to the boy. He said he this was a man who had a wife & three children, that he left town ‘between two days,’ was a carpenter by 
trade & had left his chest of tools in a barn & had gone direct to Boston. I told him to follow the man. So he went & said he had 
found him in Ohio in a cooper's shop, that the man had died. Still I told him to find him. Finally he said he had found him & I 
told him to bring him before the people & describe him. Said he, ‘Can't you see him? he stands here.’ I answered the boy that he 
was in a mesmeric state. (He could never understand this but admitted it because I said so.) To him there was no change. He had 
all his faculties & his identity was as perfect as when awake. He expressed fear & joy at what he saw as much as though he had 
been in a waking state.) I said to him describe him. He commenced giving a general description & I stopped him saying if there 
was any thing peculiar trait or feature about him to mention it. ‘Well’ said he, ‘I should think any one might know this man by his 
hair lip.’ I asked the person who gave me the name if this description was correct & he said it was in every particular. Here was a 
clear case of Spiritualism.” 
 
80 The exact time period when Quimby and Burkmar toured is not known. Horatio Dresser in Health and the Inner Life (1906) 
gave the time period as 1838-1842, but that is clearly now known to be wrong. The most common time period given now is 
1843-1847, which is the determination that Dresser later came to. However it does not seem that simple. Burkmar’s journal ended 
in 1845, and as will be discussed later, Quimby in 1847 announced in the press that Lucius was in town for a few weeks and 
invited those who were interested in having their medical problems examined clairvoyantly by Burkmar to see come see Quimby. 
George Quimby in his 1888 biographcial sketch simply said that his father toured with Burkmar for “several years.” 
 
81 Cf. George Quimby’s later comment in a letter to Edward Arens, June 20, 1883: “He [Quimby] undoubtedly had the best 
clairvoyant subject that ever gave exhibitions. He is still alive in Central America I believe. He was a young fellow at school 
here, and father was at that time a watch maker. No matter where Lucius was, if father wanted him, he would call him and Lucius 
would say, ‘Mr. Quimby wants me,’ and off he would start.” Earlier in the letter he had written: “Father always claimed that he 
was able under certain circumstances and with certain ones, to affect them at a distance, and he always believed that the time 
would come when he or others would be able to do so, as well as when present.” 
 
82 While this is almost certainly Burkmar, I have not see the original, and George Quimby in his 1888 article simply labeled the 
photograph as Quimby with his “subject.” In the earliest years Quimby is known to have had other subjects. 
 
83 In the Quimby papers collection is a clipping, dated by Quimby or someone in the Quimby following as 1842 but was actually 
from the Waldo Signal, April 27, 1843: 
 

 
 

P. P. QUIMBY 
   We learn that our friend Mr. P. P. QUIMBY is about to exhibit his remarkable power of magnetizing to our 
friends at Bangor.  We will assure our good neighbors that Mr. Quimby will give them experiments of the 
highest order in all the various stages of Human Magnetism.  Mr. Quimby needs no recommendation as to his 
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qualifications in the science he demonstrates.  He places it upon a basis of experiments that challenge all 
cavil, and uses up all skepticism, and he goes a little beyond any thing we have ever seen or read.  We feel 
assured he will attract a large audience wherever he goes.  He gives practical results, without the abstruse 
theorizing of words. 

 
 
84 The Bangor Daily Whig and Journal, August 23, 1843, noted that Dods did finally make it back to Bangor with some 
demonstrations of mesmerism on August 22 and 23. 
 
85 This indicates that Quimby took with him both Lucius and one of the brothers of Lucius. Hughes in a biographical pamphlet 
for the Belfast Historical Society and Museum wrote in 2004 that Quimby used both Henry and Lucius Burkmar as subjects. An 
article in the Waldo Signal, April 6, 1843, stated that the two young men used by Quimby the Friday night before were named 
Lucius and Henry. According to available genealogical data on the Burkmar family, while Lucius was indeed 17 in April, 1843, 
Henry was ten or eleven years older than Lucius. A brother Edward, was two years older than Lucius. One genealogical list 
seems to indicate a possible brother Albert, who would have been six years older (and thus could fit the Bangor article), but the 
existence of Albert does not seem confirmed by census data. Perhaps in some cases Quimby used Lucius and Henry but in other 
cases he used Lucius and a third subject. We know that he often only used Lucius. 
 
86 Belfast Republican Journal, May 12, 1843. The partnership was also announced in the Waldo Signal, April 20, 1843 (the 
advertisement was dated April 17, 1843). Only a few days before, on April 13, the Waldo Signal ran an advertisement by Quimby 
alerting the reader to his new office location at the corner of Main and High streets. An advertisement on August 18, 1843, in the 
Republican Journal told more of their fare received. The following month, on the 17th, the Belfast readers learned that “P.P. 
Quimby and James Emery, watch makers, have just rec’d THE BEST ASSORTMENT OF JEWELRY ever offered in this town.” 
In the same paper, the Republican Journal, on January 26, 1844, Quimby & Emery ran another advertisement telling of their 
latest shipment of jewelry.  
 
87 When Quimby’s brother, Daniel, died in 1830, at first James White published that he was acting as the executor, but later 
Albert Bingham and William Moody announced (in the Republican Journal, November 5, 1831), that they were involved as well. 
Bingham was a Belfast attorney; however he wrote this letter to Quimby from Boston. 
 
88 An article in the Belfast Republican Journal of July 28, 1843, mentioned Quimby having been involved in such an event, and 
a similar article appeared in the Republican Journal, July 18, 1845. Quimby was not the only one in Maine doing this kind of 
thing; the Philadelphia Public Ledger on May 30, 1843, reported that a mesmerist, William E. Small, of Bangor, Maine, put a 
Mrs. Davis under a mesmeric sleep for eleven minutes while a tumor was removed surgically from her shoulder. Of course, 
internationally, James Esdaile, M.D., achieved notoriety with his important 1846 volume, Mesmerism in India, and its Practical 
Application in Surgery and Medicine, based on his experiments in India with mesmerism as a form of anesthesia. A slightly 
earlier account of a man whose leg was amputated only through the use of mesmerism, appeared in the Niles National Register 
(Baltimore, Maryland), December 31, 1842. 
 
In an article later entitled “The Explanation of an Error is the End of Disease” (LC 9:122ff), Quimby gave an example of an 
officer whose arm had been shot off below the elbow, but he could still “feel” his hand. The doctors could not help him get rid of 
his phantom pain. Quimby was able to show him that the pain was imaginary and it ceased. In a talk in 2002 on Quimby, Herman 
Afftink, who was one of the collaborators on the Collie-Seale book, stated that Quimby would work with Civil War doctors in 
helping them with surgery cases by providing his power to render the patient senseless to the surgical pain. Aaftink was perhaps 
thinking of this example of an “officer,” but I have found no record of Quimby providing such services to physicians after the 
1840s, and Portland, Maine, was a long way from where most battlefield surgeries would have taken place during the Civil War. 
An example of a Civil War soldier helped by Quimby is from this undated clipping in the Quimby papers in the Library of 
Congress: 
 
“SUDDEN CURE.—Mr. Henry J. Parsons of Glenburn, who was a soldier in the 1st Maine Artillery, was deprived of his speech 
about 18 months ago. After trying several physicians he was induced to apply to Dr. Quinby[sic] of this city, who, by some 
mysterious process restored his speech in a few moments, so that he talks as distinctly, although not as strong as before. His 
uncle, Mr. Dyer, feeling very grateful to the Doctor, wishes us to say this much in regard to the case.” 
 
Finally in MBEL is an affidavit from one Geo McGillis on March 6, 1907. He lived in Belfast, Maine, and stated: 
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 “Dr Quimby tried six or seven days, an hour each day to mesmerize me, so that an operation could be performed upon my leg 
but failed to produce the sleep. His modus operandi was to make passes over me, to stare at me and rub his hands down over my 
shoulder. That was about the year 1843 or 44.” 
 
89 An advertisement in the Belfast Republican Journal, December 30, 1842, introduced “Dr. Alburt T. Wheelock” to the 
inhabitants of Belfast. It is possible he had left and come back because Wheelock also ran an advertisement introducing himself, 
“Alburt Thompson Wheelock, M.D.,” in the Republican Journal of April 19, 1838. One sometimes sees his name misspelled 
“Albert” in works on Quimby, but in fairness he even ran advertisments for himself with the name spelled “Albert,” such as the 
ad in the Waldo Signal, June 10, 1841. 
 
90 Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, April 30, 1845, pp. 260-261.The actual title of the article is “Experiment in Animal 
Magnetism—Removal of a Polypus From the Nose.” The introduction of the article reads in brackets: “The reader must take the 
following, as the writer considerately permits the Editor to do, for what it is worth. Dr. Wheelock is a respectable practitioner in 
Belfast. This fact, though not sufficient to verify the inferences which many will draw from his statement, recommends his paper 
to the perusal of his professional brethren.” The original article in the BMSJ dates the surgical experiment in July, 1843, while 
when the article was reproduced in the Republican Journal, the date was pushed up one year, to July 1844. Wheelock in his letter 
of April 19, 1845, to the BMSJ said that the surgery had taken place in July 1843. The surgical account and Quimby’s 
participation was also described in some detail in the Republican Journal, August 18, 1843. 
 
91 Dr. Jacob Bigelow of Boston about this time was the president of the Massachusetts Medical Society. (See BMSJ, June 4, 
1845, p. 364.) Harvard University has a copy of Collyer’s 1843 work, Psychography, inscribed by Collyer to Bigelow. 
 
92 The Republican Journal account of August 18, 1843, said that the procedure was performed “on Saturday last” (i.e., August 
12). 
 
93 While there is no record of Quimby being a “mechanic” his inventing and blacksmith background probably made his a jack-
of-all-trades. 
 
94 The article appeared in Pseudo-Science and Society in Nineteenth-Century America, edited by Arthur Wrobel. (Lexington, 
KY: The University of Kentucky Press, 1987.) pp. 21-45. 
 
95 Ibid., p. 34. 
 
Collyer wrote in Psychography, p. 16: “I do allow that a person, while in the highest lucid condition, has the power of 
recognizing the particular portions of the brain in action. This I have seen done; and this capacity is not confined to himself, for  I 
have oftentimes witnessed the most perfect description of the diseased state of a person whom the recpient never saw while in the 
waking or natural state. The diagnosis was more precise than could have been formed by the ablest medical practitioner, though I 
never could yield my assent to the recipient’s capacity of prescribing for disease, independent of the knowledge of medicines 
known to him in the natural state. 
 
In the first instance, that of recognizing a disease, they inform me that they experience in themselves all the peculiar feelings of 
the patient. One recipient always prescribed vegetable remedies, another mineral, and on questioning them while awake found 
their information was confined to these."  
 
96 The typographical error in the title of the article was corrected in the following issues. The announcement also appeared in the 
Waldo Signal on August 10, 1843.  
 
97 David Sears had a strong connection to the Belfast area. Searsport, a town next to Belfast, was named after him.  In the Grove 
Cemetery in Belfast, near the Quimby family plot, is large monument to one William Moody, with this inscription, “In honour of 
his virtues and gratitude for his services this monument is erected by David Sears of Boston 1840.” 
 
98 It appears that the letter could be dated 1845, but 1843 seems accurate, which is the date that Horatio Dresser used in QMSS. 
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99 A Belfast resident took exception to Quimby being given that honor. In the Waldo Signal, November 30, 1843, appeared a 
letter to the editor from one styled “The Dawn of Light.” This person averred that one Daniel Johnson of Belfast could 
mesmerize himself by looking into an “extraordinary” mirror (and thus was magnetizer and subject all at the same time) and 
predict future events. 
 
100 This is the slightly longer version at BU. 
 
101 BU 98:1. 
 
102 Williamson, 324. 
 
103 Vital Records of Belfast Maine to the Year 1892 Volume I—Births, p. 41. There was some confusion on this because the later 
book on Belfast Maine marriages and deaths seemed to show a date of death before he was born, but it appears that the date of 
birth shown here is accurate, and it fits with the available information that is known of him. However, the 1850 census showed 
him as 26, when he would have been 24 based on this date of birth. Perhaps Lucius was born a year or two years earlier. 
 
104 Ann Taves, Fits, Trances & Visions [:] Experiencing Religion and Explaining Experience from Wesley to James. Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, [ca.1999]. p. 161, appears to have misunderstood the historical evidence when she said Burkmar 
left Quimby in 1847 to then travel with Dods as his subject. Quimby wrote of taking Burkmar back after he had traveled with 
Dods. 
 
Cf. the interview with Sibyl Wilbur and George Quimby in the April 1907 issue of Human Life: 
 

“ ‘Did your father ever know a man by the name of John Bovee Dods,’ I asked Mr. Quimby. 
 
‘Yes, a man of that name visited Belfast. He took father's hypnotic subject, Lucian [sic] Burkmar, and used him in his 
exhibitions.’ 
 
‘'Did your father converse with Dods, study with him, or attend his lectures?'  
 
‘He may have talked with him and attended his lectures. But he never studied with him.’ 
 
‘Did he ever read his book?’ 
 
‘He probably did.’ ” 

 
105 Hughes, p. xviii. 
 
106 Collie-Seale, Vol. I, p. 31. 
 
107 Burkmar’s full name is given on p. 41 of Volume One of Vital Records of Belfast Maine to the Year 1892. His name and 
middle initial was also given in William G. Crosby’s Annals, p. 153, from the month June 1847, where it referenced “Charles U. 
and Lucius E. Burkmar” as being early agents for the first time ice was ever sold in Belfast as a business. Finally, seen later, it 
was given by John Bovee Dods in 1847 when he listed the top clairvoyants in the United States. 
 
108 The article from April 27, 1843, mentioned “Professor Ingraham” as one of early Maine proponents of animal magnetism. 
That is believed to be Professor Joseph Holt Ingraham, and there might be some connection between that fact and the reason that 
Burkmar chose to read a book by him; however, the book Fanny H. is not about animal magnetism or mesmerism. Ingraham’s 
biography, J. H. Ingraham, by Robert W. Weathersby (1980) does not discuss this issue or even mention this book by Ingraham, 
but it does indicate that Ingraham was back in Maine about this time period, and that Ingraham was known as “Professor.” 
 
109 Clipping entitled “Animal Electricity” dated by hand, 1844, reads in part:  
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During Mr. Quimby’s exhibition in this town on Wednesday evening, (14th inst.) his intelligent 
CLAIRVOYANT, was in communication with F. Clark, Esq. a respectable merchant of this place. The 
Clairvoyant described to the audience a Barque owned by Messrs Clark’s & Co. called the CASILDA then on 
her passage from Cuba to New York, minutely from ‘clue to carving’ as seamen say. He then informed the 
company how far said Barque was from her destined port, and gave the name of the vessel and port. The 
distance we think was about 70 miles. 
 
On the next evening, he visited (in his somnambulism) the same vessel and said she arrived Off the Hook at 
New York, where she then was. 
 
On the Tuesday following this exhibition, the Merchants received a letter informing them of the arrival of this 
Barque (see our Marine Report) at the precise time stated by the Clairvoyant, and it will be recollected is 
Lucius Bickford [sic], a young man of 19 years of age. 
 
This was but one of several exhibitions of his visiting vessels which he could have had no information, and 
describing even the master and people on board. 

 
The Republican Journal, March 22, 1844, reported on this as well, under the heading “Clairvoyance once more.” A version of 
this article appeared in the New York periodical, The Dissector, April, 1844, but it was quoted from the Wiscasset Republican, 
February 22, 1844. 
 
110 This is part of the lengthy Quimby article in the Library of Congress that is transcribed in part in Appendix C in this chapter. 
 
111 In the BU collection. 
 
112 It is perhaps significant that this reference in May, 1844, was about Quimby’s proposed book and not about any touring with 
Burkmar, since Burkmar’s last note in 1844 in his journal was in March, 1844. 
 
113 This could well be an alternate spelling. See, for example, an advertisement for a lost mare in the Republican Journal, May 
19, 1830, by its owner Asa Cole. He noted that the horse was “formerly owned by Rev. J. B. Dodds.” 
 
Robert Collyer later referred to “Dodds” as his “pupil.” This appeared in the February, 1844, Phrenological Journal, as reprinted 
in Collyer’s, Mysteries of the Vital Element, London: Henry Renshaw, 1871 (second edition), p. 12. 
 
114 The Dods book that Quimby read was presumably his book from 1843: Six Lectures on the Philosophy of Mesmerism, 
Delivered in the Marlboro’ Chapel, January 23-28, 1843. 
 
On the online auction site eBay were sold some letters of a family that mentioned going to see Dods at the Marlboro Chapel. 
There are two letters from a Charles Scudder to his wife in January 1843 in which he talked about seeing Dod on two different 
nights. Of the first night he wrote: “I went last night as I told you I should to the Marlboro Chapel. Oh I wish I could tell you 
about it. A Dr Dod pretends to have ‘discovered the philosophy of Animal Magnetism and to be able to explain it that it will be 
comprehended by the humblest individual.’ I thought that included me and I expected to be much edified. He is the greatest 
humbug I ever saw. The Chapel was crowded, at least 2000. I soon found from his bad grammar that he was an ignoramus (he 
did not say learn instead of teach) but his reasoning was queer.” 
 
Of his second visit two nights later he wrote that he again went “to the Marlboro Chapel to hear the famous Dr Dods hold forth 
on Animal Magnetism, the house was crowded as before, he was more reasonable in his remarks than he was the night before 
last. After the lecture come the experiments. The first experiment was this, a young man was ‘thrown into the state’ and then ‘put 
into communication’ with a foreigner or Dane I think who willed him to sing with him in his language, but it was an entire 
failure, they tried hard but they could not make him singe, however they had some pretty fair experiments afterwards. I saw Dr 
Abbe there and spoke to him. I found he was rather skeptical.” 
 
While Quimby himself tended to be dismissive of Dods, here is what Horatio Dresser wrote of Quimby and Dods in 1899 in the 
revised version of his father pamphlet: The True History of Mental Science: The Facts Concerning the Discovery of Mental 
Healing, by Julius A. Dresser “Revised, with Notes and Additions, by Horatio W. Dresser.” Boston: Geo. H. Ellis, 1899, pp. 6-7: 
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“Perhaps the nearest approach to the theory and practice of Dr. Quimby was the contemporary investigation of John Bovee Dods, 
who believed that electricity was the connecting link between mind and matter, that disease originates in the electricity of the 
nerves, and can be cured by a change of mind. See ‘The Philosophy of Electrical Psychology.’ New York, S.R. Wells, 1870.” 
 
Prior to that, Dresser was even more inclined to link the theories of the two. In The Journal of Practical Metaphysics (May, 
1897), in a article about Dods (spelled Dodds), Dresser wrote (pp. 226 and 229):  
 
“In the year 1850 a little book entitled ‘The Philosophy of Electrical Psychology’ was published by John B. Dodds, after its 
subject matter had been used in a series of lectures delivered in several Eastern States, and before members of the United States 
Senate in Washington. The book is interesting as one of the earliest attempts to state in clear scientific language the facts and 
theories which have since received such wide recognition.  
 
According to the views advanced by Mr. Dodds, who seems to have been a most successful healer of many kinds of disease, 
electrictiy forms the connecting link between mind and matter. This great fact Mr. Dodds claims to have discovered as long ago 
as 1830, at which time he began the development of a general theory of the universe based on this central fact. His idea of God is 
not very different from that held by those who for ages have believed him to be the Creator of the universe. But he regards 
electricity as the eternal substance, co-existent with God, out of which all worlds have been made and by the activity of which 
they are kept in motion. . . .  
 
It is also interesting to note that with a few changes of terms this theory of electricity as the intermediary between mind and 
matter bears a close resemblance to Dr. Quimby’s theory of spiritual matter developed about the same time, i.e., between 1840 
and 1850. Dr. Quimby believed that fears, shocks and mental troubles of all sorts registered in the spiritual matter, and that to 
cure a patient it was necessary to make a change in this spiritual matter, which would in turn affect the body.” 
 
115 This suggests that Lecture Notes was written at least in part late in 1844. 
 
116 George Quimby always emphasized how his father was a confirmed experimenter who would not take a theory at face value 
until he could prove it. 
 
117 QMSS, p. 36. 
 
118 LOC 8:171-172. 
 
119 LC 8:101-102. In the author’s collection by coincidence is a letter from Dr. Richardson’s son, George, to the family in 
Eastport, Maine, dated March 21, 1838, in which he discusses animal magnetism in Boston at the time (George was living in 
South Boston): 
 
“You [Francis, the brother of George] asked me if I knew any thing about Animal Magnetism in your last letter. I know a little 
about it. I simply know how they put persons to sleep. Mr Wells had a man here who was a professor of Magnetism and Mr 
Wells let him try to put several of our boys to sleep, but I beleive [sic] he did not succeed in his undertaking; and what I have 
heard  I do not beleive much in Magnetism; and I guess the young lady that you said went to sleep was a natural sleep—that is all 
I can say on that subject; . . .” 
 
120 BU Notebook 5. 
 
121 John Bovee Dods, Six Lectures on the Philosophy of Mesmerism, Delivered in the Marlboro’ Chapel, Boston. New York, 
Fowler and Wells, 1847, p. 54. The same appeared in the later collection of addresses by Dods, The Philosophy of Mesmerism 
and Electrical Psychology, published in London by James Burns in 1886, p. 38. 
 
122 This appeared in volume 12 of the Quimby writings in LC, where the documents are generally in Quimby’s own 
handwriting, other than “Questions and Answers.” The document has in unknown handwriting, “previous to 1856,” and Quimby 
in the article refered to when he starting mesmerizing “16 years ago,” which would tend to date this about 1856. 
 
123 Williamson, p. 692. A daguerreotype that Quimby made of his four children suggests that it was taken not later than 1846, 
judging from the approximate age of his youngest child, George, in the picture. 
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Cf. Milmine note in MBEL after interview with George Quimby: “Quimby was one of the first to take dagurrotypes[sic]—It was 
discovered in 1839, & in 1841 he [Quimby] was taking them. See pictures of his four children.” 
 
124 See also this news item in the Republican Journal of January 22, 1847: 
 
Daguerreotype.— Mr. Quimby is really superior in this line, and frequently excels miniatures pronounced to be excellent in our 
cities. So good an opportunity, as that now presented, should not be slighted by the public generally, particularly as Mr. Quimby 
is able to give a good picture, which some appear unable to do, at a very moderate price. 

  
The same paper added this brief snippet on October 13, 1848: 
 

We have seen a beautiful Daguerreotype by Mr. 
Quimby, of the ship launched to-day by Messrs. 
J. Pierce & Co., as she lies, midway of the bridge. 

 
That Quimby at this time was generally known as a Daguerreotypist is partly seen in a letter in BU to Quimby on September 26, 
1847, addressed to “Mr. Quimby | Daguerreotypist | Belfast | Maine.”  When the Republican Journal began a business directory 
for local businesses on October 29, 1847, Quimby listed himself as follows: 
 

“P. P. QUIMBY 
Daguerrean Gallery 

Corner of Main and High Sts., 
(Up Stairs.) 

 
 However, as we shall see, he was still also known as mesmerist healer at this time. 
 
It is recorded that the Boston Weekly Journal of July 16, 1849, ran an advertisement for the “Daguerrean Rooms of Mr. P. P. 
Quimby” in Belfast and noted his high quality pictures.  
 
125 The deceased husband appears to be the “Rev. Mr. Niles of Lowell” mentioned in the Williamson family letters published in 
2003. Joseph Williamson, Jr., was the author of the standard history of Belfast, Maine. The elder Williamson wrote to his son 
from Belfast on July 15, 1847: “Our society has just given Rev. Mr. Niles of Lowell a call to settle at a salary of $800. His 
answer will be recd in a few days.” The younger Williamson’s brother, William, wrote to him ten days later: “Mr. Niles and his 
family came here yesterday and have gone to Mr. Anderson’s to board as not a house could be procured for them in town.” See 
The Williamson Family Papers: Volume I: The College Years, 1844-1852. Rockport, ME: Picton Press, 2003, pp, 54-55. 
 
Thus, it may be the suddenness of the death that caused the wife to want an autopsy. 
 
126 As we saw earlier, William G. Crosby’s Annals lists Burkmar as selling ice in Belfast in June, 1847. 
 
127 Robert C. Fuller, Spiritual But Not Religious: Understanding Unchurched America. New York: Oxford University Press, 
2001, p. 46. 
 
128 Dresser, QMSS, p. 30. 
 
129 Ibid., p. 10. 
 
130 It is worth noting that Quimby was only a public showman for about three years, from perhaps as early as 1842 through mid-
1845. There is no record that he performed any exhibitions in 1847 when Burkmar returned. 
 
131 Dresser, QMSS, pp. 9-10. Dresser here appears to treat the Lecture Notes as if they were speaking notes for Quimby’s 
exhibitions instead of the text of his proposed book. 
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132 Here Dresser seems to have suggested that “Lecture Notes” was something that Quimby or those around him “used” in some 
capacity, but I have found no evidence of that; rather the document appears to be the draft text for a proposed book. 
 
133 Ibid., p. 46-47. 
 
134 Ibid., p. 10. 
 
135 Ibid., p. 12. This timing by Dresser was determined by him later. In his article “A Word About Christian Science,” in 
Practical Ideals, April, 1909, he wrote, p. 16: 
 
“[Quimby’s mesmeric period] wholly belongs to the experimental period in Quimby’s work, years before he took up the practice 
of spiritual healing, and more than eighteen years before Mrs. Patterson-Eddy heard of him.” This would date the end of 
Quimby’s  “experimental” mesmeric period at no later than 1844. 
 
Four months later, Dresser wrote this in Practical Ideals, pp. 18 & 19: 
 
“Beginning in 1838 as a mesmerist, he soon became a student of the peculiar influences to which the hypnotized person is 
subject. . . . Thus in half a dozen years after his study of mesmerism began he dropped it altogether, and began about 1843 to 
develop an independent therapeutic method, . . .” 
 
Dresser’s dating changed significantly by 1921 when he published the QMSS. 
 
136 Anderson, Healing Hypotheses, p. 267. 
 
137 A stray bit of Belfast ephemera in the author’s collection records that on March 29, 1849, an Exhibition Ball at the American 
House in Belfast was held, with “P. P. Quimby” listed in the flyer for the event as one of the thirteen members of the Committee 
of Arrangements. Not all of Quimby activities focused solely on his picture taking, inventing, or researches. (This was cited in 
the March 23, 1849 Republican Journal, where Quimby’s name was mentioned. One week later, the same paper ran the names of 
those who had paid money to the newspaper, and that included Quimby. Interestingly, his dollar amount was far more than the 
others listed.) 
 
In the same year, with California gold fever gripping the nation, a ship called the Suliote left Belfast bound for San Francisco by 
way of South America. One young man died on the way, but it finally arrived on July 18, 1849, having left almost six months 
earlier. (Crosby, Annals, p. 164.) 
 
138 This is Daniel Haraden’s home in Belfast, believed to be dated from about the 1870s, taken from a series of Belfast 
stereoviews: 
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139 Williamson, p. 220. 
 
140 According to the census the Quimbys seemed to have had a Frances McDonald living with them, perhaps as a housekeeper. 
 
141 Hughes noted in his book, p. 647: “The Lillias was built in 1849 in the Belfast, Maine shipyards of John Haraden, who was P. 
P. Quimby’s father-in-law.” Williamson verifies the 1849 building date. The June 13, 1850, State Signal wrote a news report 
about Quimby’s patent. 
 
142 The invention was also referenced in the Boston Evening Transcript, September 20, 1850. 
 
143 The original document is in the Maine State Archives. Quimby was one of 16 Belfast residents to sign the petition. It was 
read by the Maine House and Senate respectively in June, 1850. 
 
144 Dresser, QMSS, p. 64. James Spalding, who was researching the life of Quimby and interviewing locals about 1930, wrote 
Emily Pierce on January 19, 1930, and included this comment from a Dr. G. F. French, who recalled that Quimby told him one 
day: “You will have to excuse me for I am in a hurry having sixty cases to see today.” 
 
145 Sargent as a longtime Belfast resident was a friend of George Quimby, and to George he corresponded about his statement 
that had been prepared for John C. Lathrop, a student of Eddy’s. George responded with a letter to “My dear Charlie” on January 
29, in which he attempted to convince Sargent that Eddy had stolen her ideas from George’s father, etc. Sargent wrote Lathrop 
based on an earlier letter from George Quimby (not extant), that while what he had written was “all true as far as they went,” he 
did not want to hurt Quimby’s reputation by recounting his early years, since he had “only taken a few pages out of his very large 
and useful life, . . .”(Cf. Sargent in October 1905 The Christian Science Journal, based on Lathrop’s letter to Eddy August 25, 
1905.) 
 
146 It is perhaps significant that the account of one E.J. Morrison, given later, also mistakenly referred to “Buckmore.” Both 
Sargent and Morrison appear to have remembered a certain amount of Belfast lore, and perhaps in later years the name Burkmar 
was mistakenly changed to Buckmore. Near the Quimby gravesite are some Buckmores, and it is possible that Buckmore was an 
alternate name for Burkmar. 
 
147 In the Milmine material in MBEL is Milmine’s note, ca. 1905, probably from talking to George Quimby, that Quimby 
“attended Unitarian Church. Afterward believed in his own theory.” 
 
148 Part of the difficulty in writing history is having to evaluate later second or third hand statements. One such example, in 
MBEL, is a letter from William Wallace Porter, the New York Committee on Publication for the Christian Science church, to C. 
Augustus Norwood, the head of the Committees on Publication in Boston. The letter was dated September 20 [1935]. Speaking 
of Sargent, he wrote how one of his Christian Science students, an Ella Volk, told him that several years earlier at a dinner table 
with Mrs. Ripley Hitchcock and her father Charles Sargent (spelled “Sargeant” in the letter), told her that her he knew Quimby 
well and heard from him “on more than one occasion” that Quimby said to him “that Mrs. Eddy [i.e., Mrs. Patterson then] had 
never gotten anything from him, but he had gotten a great deal from her.” Porter added that while Mrs. Hitchcock (whom he 
knew) remembered the dinner event, she did not recall the dinner conversation, but Miss Volk was “quite positive” that she 
remembered it. It is reported in a follow up letter from the Christian Science Board of Directors to C. Augustus Norwood on 
October 2, 1935, that Charles Sargent was a Christian Scientist. Since Sargent was age 10 in 1853, he would have had to be very 
young to remember Quimby with Burkmar, unless Quimby continued to work with Burkmar locally after he otherwise stopped 
using him. Another possibility is that Sargent was actually remembering Quimby with some other subject. Perhaps he was 
somehow confusing Quimby with a visit from Professor Grimes, who lectured in Belfast in 1851. Of this William Crosby wrote 
in Annals, p. 176: “Prof. Grimes gave a course of lectures in July on physiology, phrenology, mesmerism, &c.” 
 
149 In 1883 Eddy evidently sent a student, E. H. Hammond, to see George Quimby with the hope of having him write an 
affidavit to support her position, which he refused to do. Hammond wrote a statement of his meeting with George Quimby, as 
dictated by George Quimby and read by him and declared accurate. In the statement he said that Quimby “treated disease from 
about 1852 to the time of his death about 1866. . . .” It is not clear how George Quimby came up with the year 1852, since there 
are reminiscences that would indicate he was a healer in the 1840s. The Hammond statement is now in MBEL. 
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150 BU 98:1. 
 
151 This particular advertisement is found in the July 22, 1853 Republican Journal. 
 
152 Information on Quimby’s Daguerreotype carrier is limited. One minor bit of information is an advertisement in the June 13, 
1851, Republican Journal, by a Dr. C. Moore, “Surgeon Dentist.” He reported that his office on Church street was “opposite P. P. 
Quimby’s Daguerreotype Rooms.” 
 
153 The 1855 Maine Register listed “Quimby P. P. & Son” under Maine Daguerreotypes providers. See, George Adams, The 
Maine Register, For the Year 1855. Portland, ME: Blake & Carter, 1855, p. 342. In the 1856 issue of the book, the Quimby firm 
was no longer listed. 
 
154 Republican Journal, December 28, 1855. A similar ad from H. M. Stewart appeared in the Maine Free Press, January 4, 
1856: “New Dagurrean Establishment.” William H. Quimby died in 1857, and it is possible that his health may have been a 
factor in deciding to sell the business to Stewart. 
 
It was in this time period that Quimby sold part of his lot to his nephew, George W. Wales, on August 17, 1856, for $300. 
 
While by about this time Quimby’s work had been split between being a healer and selling daguerreotypes, in his letter to a Mrs. 
Wingate, from 1861, he mentioned that Mrs. Wingate’s mother had known him as a “jeweller” before he changed to the healing 
business. Thus it is probable that Quimby’s watchmaking business had continued alongside his daguerreotype and healing 
business. 
 
One of the Ware sisters (presumably Emma) met A. J. Swarts, as he was looking into the Quimby-Eddy controversy. Swarts 
wrote “This lady says the doctor was often inventing, that he was a jeweler. She has seen a clock that he invented.” (Mental 
Science Magazine, April, 1888, p. 159.) 
 
155 The document is transcribed in QMSS at some length, pp. 80-83. 
 
156 BU 146. 
 
157 For a much larger map of Belfast, including a similar view of the Quimby house, see Frank E. Claes, Waldo County The Way 
it Was. Camden, ME: Down East Books, [ca. 1985], p. 13. 
 
158 John Bovee Dods, The Philosophy of Electrical Psychology: In a Course of Twelve Lectures. New York: Fowler and Wells, 
1851, pp. 28-31. The book was originally published in 1850. 
 
That Dods was able to cure using his system is supported by the accounts given in his book, pp. 22-24:  
 
“‘HIRAM BOSTWICK, Esq., so long and so well known in this city [Auburn] and county, during more than two years before he 
saw Dr. Dods, did not take a natural step. For a year and a half past, could only slowly drag his feet along, as though they were 
attached to wooden legs, and, at that, did not attempt to drag himself about the streets. Besides an attack last spring (which was 
the fifth stroke of palsy he had received), he could not even distinguish light from darkness, with his right eye. In a word, he was 
dead to happiness and usefulness. He met Dr. Dods, and in less than a week he was taking walks of a mile in length. With his 
right eye he distinguishes persons, and is constantly improving, while he is daily promenading our streets with the perfect control 
and use of every muscle, and is quite as happy as any man we meet.’  
 
I will read again from another Auburn paper. It is as follows: 
 
‘Do the dumb speak and the deaf hear? In Auburn, in October, 1849, they do. This forenoon, two girls went to the City Hall, 
neither of them could hear a conversation in an ordinary tone. They were operated upon some five or six minutes each, upon the 
principles of Electrical Psychology as taught by Dr. Dods, and when they left, one of them could distinctly hear an ordinary 
conversation, and the other could as distinctly hear a whisper.’ 
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Yesterday noon, a lady from Massachusetts called upon Dr. Dods, at the Western Exchange. Her eyelids were so drawn down 
over her eyes that she could not see, and she could not talk. In twenty minutes she could both see and converse. If any one 
discredits this statement, let him ask Gen. Wood, the gentlemanly proprietor of the Exchange. When this blind and dumb lady 
came, her female attendant stated to Gen. Wood, that her friend had not opened her eyes for three years, and for the last year had 
not uttered a syllable. The afflicted lady made the same statement, after the doctor had restored her wonted powers of speech. 
During the three years, she was for one of them confined to a dark room, to avoid the supposed injurious effects of light. She 
could not raise the upper lids of the eyes. 
 
Such as her situation when she called upon Dr. Dods at the Exchange yesterday; and in half an hour she left again, drinking in 
with delight the prospect about her, and from which for years she had been entirely shut out, and while at the same time she 
poured forth her joy in words which it may be well imagined were those of the purest ecstasy. Her friends tried to prevail upon 
her, when she reached the carriage at the door, to shield her eyes, lest the sudden change from darkness to glare should have a 
deleterious influence upon those sensitive and delicate organs; but a gaze about the city was too rich a treat to be lost, and she 
availed herself the opportunity to enjoy it.’” 
 
The above is not to state that Dods and Quimby agreed on their theories, since Dods focused on electricity as a fundamental 
building block of both the cause and the cure of disease, which is not a Quimby tenet. See for example, Dods comment in his 
book, p. 71: “Though there is but one grand cause of disease, which is the electricity of the system thrown out of balance, yet 
there are, nevertheless, two modes by which this may be done. It may be done by mental impressions. It may also be done 
physical impressions from external means.” Nonetheless, Dods represented a trend away from putting the patient in a trance for 
healing. 
 
Note: any quotations from Dods’ book used in this book are from the somewhat revised 1854 edition. 
 
159 In the Quimby collection in the Library of Congress is a cache of early documents that all appear to be in Quimby’s 
handwriting, but only a small portion was noted as such. Of these documents Hughes wrote in his book, pp. xx-xxi, “Often 
overlooked by historians and scholars is a substantial collection of Phineas Parkhurst Quimby’s handwritten manuscripts in the 
Library of Congress collection. By my count, there are two hundred eleven pages penned in his own handwriting. Due to his lack 
of formal institutional education, Quimby developed his own unique phonetic ‘shorthand’ writing style. There is an all-too-
human urge to ‘fix’ Quimby’s writings. Spelling, capitalization, and punctuation protocols are largely ignored by Quimby, and 
this tends to make grammarians cringe.” 
 
I agree with Hughes that the cache of material all appears to be in Quimby’s handwriting. However, the use of the term 
“shorthand” by Hughes perhaps suggests that Quimby would have written a “longhand” document that was substantially clearer 
and more grammatically correct if he had just had more time. If he meant that, I have seen no evidence to suggest or support it. 
As we have seen, Collie-Seale, Hughes, and many others have succumbed to some extent to what Hughes called the “all-too-
human urge to ‘fix’ Quimby’s writings.” 
 
160 Collie-Seale add the word “subject” after the word “body” but that is not in Quimby’s original document. 
 
161 A slightly different version of this appears in the BU collection. That latter version appears in Hughes, pp. 412-418. 
 
162 As a comparison, here is how Emma Ware edited the first part of this document in her notebook, now in BU, of early 
Quimby material: 
 
“How does spiritualism differ from mesmerism? The word mesmerism embraces all the phenomena that ever were claimed by 
any intelligent spiritualists. The spiritualists claim that they get knowledge from the dead through living mediums. Do not 
mesmerizers do this? Surely. Then what is the difference? In the ignorance of the people. I will give some facts which have come 
under my own observation. When I first commenced mesmerizing about sixteen years ago, the most of my experiments were of 
the following kind; after getting my subject in a mesmerized state, I would try some simple experiment, for instance, imagine 
some person or animal which he would describe. I would then put him in communication with some person of the company & let 
that person carry him to some place which he would describe. In these experiments it would often happen that he would get 
intelligence from some person of whom the company knew nothing. At other times the company audience would like to have me 
send him after some one's lost friend. This I used to do but tried to make them understand that it was the reflection of their own 
thought. In these experiments I had an opportunity to see & hear the different opinions and beliefs of mankind in regard to 
whether he really saw the person that he would describe, or not. I found that my own opinion could have but little effect upon the 
mind of the audience. Their religious opinions would govern in most all cases. Some times, when the experiments would embrace 
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the friend of an infidel it would confuse him some; but I found that all persons were inclined to believe just about as their 
religious opinions were. I also found that my subjects religious opinions were just about like the person's opinions that he was in 
communication with. If they profest religion to the world & were a hypocrite at heart, the subject would find it out & the same 
was true of the subject. I had one subject who was very pious religious when awake, but when asleep was just the opposite.” 
 
163 LC 6:83-84. Another example, from July, 1860, is where Quimby wrote [LC 3:122-123], with words or letters in bold added 
by the copyist later: 
 
 “You know I have spoken of odor. It This is like the odor of any flower or vegetable, & is what arises from an idea. The 
Thought is a chemical change in the fluids, caused by a sensation produced on the mind. The mind is under the direction of a 
power independent of itself, & when the mind or thoughts is are formed into an idea, the idea throws off an odor; thatis  contains 
the cause & [illegible word struck through] effect. For instance, a person is affected, the effect is called nervousness; this in the 
eye of science embraces[?] contains no knowledge to science, only but simply an effect.”  
 
164 MBEL, Farlow papers. 
 
165 Bibliographically, only one issue or edition of the circular is known. It measures 4 ¾” x 8” and is printed on laid paper with 
no watermark noted on the copy examined. That copy includes an embossed emblem or insignia of some type in the upper right-
hand corner, which perhaps is not original. The copy saved in the newspaper clippings booklet of the Quimby family, now in the 
Library of Congress collection, is cropped to fit into the small booklet. 
 
166 Hughes, p. 569-570, dates this document to 1860-1865 (which matches the dates given in the Quimby family booklet of 
clippings that included a copy of this circular, but the date and source of that specific note is unknown); however, as I point out, I 
believe it more likely dates to the late 1850s since once Quimby was ensconced in Portland, it is unlikely he would have had 
much need for a circular designed for a traveling healer. For example, Eddy’s husband somehow received one of the circulars in 
1861, and he understood that Quimby might be visiting Concord, New Hampshire, but Quimby had no such plans to leave 
Portland. During Quimby’s stay in Portland, he rarely left Portland to visit patients other than his periodic trips back to his home 
in Belfast. For his part, George Quimby in his 1888 biographical sketch of this father said that the circular Quimby “distributed 
while in Portland,” but that should not be considered a definitive statement on a documet that would logically appear to be 
designed for an earlier era. 
 
The dates “1860-1865” also correspond to what George Quimby wrote in a letter that appeared on p. 438 of QMSS. However, it 
appears that the younger Quimby was writing loosely. Significantly, in the same book, p. 150, Horatio Dresser wrote of the 
circular, “It was in circulation for some years before Dr. Quimby began to practise in Portland, . . .” This point was also realized 
by Ruth L. Miller in the otherwise breezy book Healing with Spirit: 160 Years of New Thought in America (Gleneden Beach, 
OR: Portal Center Press, [ca. 2015, second edition], pp. 9-10. 
 
167 BU 106:11. The Library of Congress copy is dated at 1864. If one uses the date 1864 and subtracts twenty years that goes 
back to the year 1844. Quimby was not a formal healer at that point, but in his exhibitions with Burkmar, he was certainly 
learning of the possible mental nature of disease; he was presumably learning that before 1844 as well. I believe it is possible that 
the date of 1864 is incorrect, and this was written earlier, closer to the actual production of the circular. 
 
168 See, for example, Horatio Dresser in “The Spiritual Point of View in Mental Therapeutics,” in Practical Ideals, February, 
1909, p. 7. 
 
“One searches his manuscripts in vain for a clear explanation of his method of silent mental cure. He was not a preacher and his 
interpretations of the Bible revealed no learning. He was unacquainted with philosophy save so far as a smattering of Lucretius 
and possibly a very slight knowledge of Berkeley are concerned. A contemporary of Emerson and the transcendentalists, he does 
not appear to have felt the influence of any of note in his time. Yet he did a work that established certain methods, gave rise to 
productive teachings, and sent a religious life out into the world.  In the crude teachings and in the lives of those who knew him 
most intimately one discerns certain principles which are apparently sufficient to account for all that followed.” 
 
(A book version of this statement appeared in Horatio Dresser’s, A Message to the Well and Other Essays and Letters on the Art 
of Health. New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons (1910).) 
 
Martin A. Larson wrote of this in New Thought Religion: A Philosophy of Health, Happiness, and Prosperity (New York: 
Philosophical Library, [ca. 1987]), p. 52, “[Quimby] was no Swedenborg; and he never came to grips with many questions which 
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lie close to his principal thesis. It is difficult to discover just what he did believe in regard to matter, the human soul, or what 
takes place after death. Concerning all this, we have hints only.” See also Dresser’s comment in QMSS, p. 275: “Dr. Quimby is so 
greatly interested in calling attention to the power of human beliefs in relation to all man's troubles that he does not give much 
space to a description of the natural world, does not state his idea of matter very definitely, and often leaves the reader wondering 
how he distinguishes between matter and "spiritual matter" or the mind of opinions.”  Note: this is the later “revised and updated” 
version of Larson’s book, New Thought: A Modern Religious Approach, which is quoted later. 
 
Charles Braden observed in Spirits in Rebellion, p. 81, “One looks in vain in Quimby’s writings for an explanation of good or 
evil. . . . It is extremely difficult to get a thorough consistent idea of what he [Quimby] did think, perhaps just because he himself 
was not clear in his own thought. . . . Quimby, who lacked the philosophical background of [Warren F.] Evans and later New 
Thought leaders, seems to have been groping for a consistent theory, but never quite to have achieved it.” 
 
Hazen wrote of this, p. 121 and 130: “Quimby’s method of treatment, although unorthodox, appears to be straightforward 
enough. However, below the level of application lies a rather tangled body of theory developed by Quimby to undergird, explain, 
and defend his practice. Untangling and explaining the details of his ideas is an awkward task. . . .  
 
There is a danger in attempting to explain Phineas Quimby’s thought in a coherent and methodical manner: the reader may get 
the impression that Quimby’s thinking was more coherent and methodical than it actually was.” 
 
While Quimby tried hard to explain himself, he was often confusing. For example, see his attempt to explain the differences 
between mesmerism, thought reading, and clairvoyance in a letter copied in BU to a Mr. Carter on February 22, 1862: 
 
“I will try to illustrate my ideas by a parable. ‘You know what the phenomenon called mesmerism is. Clairvoyance is perfect 
light. Matter is annihilated except as it is admitted. Thought reading is another state in matter, like darkness, so that thought-
readers see or feel by the light of another, while clairvoyance sees by its own light. Our senses are in one or the other of these 
states of light and darkness. The separation of these states has always been the great problem, they who were sitting in darkness 
saw this light spring up, but as the prince of darkness had sway they crucified the light. Now, the world attaches their senses to 
the thing they can feel & see but Jesus attached his to this light, so that his light was in their error & they saw it not.’” 
 
Later in the same letter he is somewhat more successful, as he attempts to explain man as an entity separate from matter: 
 
“My hell is where I was & where all others are till they come to a knowledge of this great truth, that man is outside of matter. 
When he knows this, he cuts himself clear and floats in the ocean of light where matter is to him a shadow moved around by a 
wisdom attached to it, & their ignorance knows not that they are not of this matter but outside.” 
 
Part of Peel’s argument was that Quimby’s statements of religious or philosophical idealism ran up against his statements that 
sound very materialistic and much like the early animal magnetism practitioners; the seeming contradiction could be explained, 
he felt, by bringing in another influence, Eddy, whose Christian emphasis (which perhaps was more prone to idealism) could 
counterbalance statements such as this one from the article later called Senses II [LC 6:78ff]: 
 
“There are a great many kinds of life. Man begins at his birth. Mineral life is not vegetable & vegetable life is not animal life & 
there is another kind of life that is not understood & that is the life that follows the knowledge of this great truth. The word life 
cannot be applied to wisdom for that had no beginning & life has. The word death is applied to every thing that has life. All 
motion or action produces life, for where there is no motion there is no life. Matter in motion is called life, but life is not wisdom 
but a chemical change of matter & that is called animal life. Life is the action of matter & to know it is a truth & to know how to 
produce it is wisdom. I will now show how to produce eternal life. It was possessed by Jesus—for he says, [‘]My sheep hear my 
voice & I give unto them Eternal Life. I (Christ) and my Father are one.[’] . . . 
 
Every one is made of matter & matter is continually going through a chemical change: this change is life not wisdom, but life like 
vegetable or mineral life. Every idea is matter so of course it contains life & is the name of something that can be changed. 
Motion or change is life, ideas have life, a belief has life or matter, for it can be changed. Now all the aforesaid make up man & 
all this can be changed. As I am trying to convince you how I take your feelings, I must use such illustrations as you can 
understand for my life is in my words & if my words cannot destroy your life or matter, then I cannot give you my life or 
wisdom.” 
 
While I have not found any specific evidence to suggest that Eddy influenced Quimby’s thought, the Quimby writings are a 
mixture of materialism and idealism. Thus there is no clear way to illustrate such a possible influence. 
 
169 Sibyl Wilbur in her biography of Eddy also suggests the same thing. 
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170 See also this statement in a brief biographical article on Quimby in Yvonne Cache von Fettweis and Robert Townsend 
Warneck, Mary Baker Eddy: Christian Healer Amplified Edition. Boston: The Christian Science Publishing Society, [2009], pp. 
493-494: 
 
“Not until Mrs. Eddy suggested to him [Quimby] that there was a ‘science’ behind his practice did Dr. Quimby first start referring 
to it with that term. After a while he received so many insights from their many discussions about his work and her ‘views on 
mental therapeutics’ that he began to praise her to others. 
 
As to his ‘manuscripts,’ which created quite a stir a number of years after Mrs. Eddy discovered Christian Science, it is highly 
unlikely that the bulk of these writings could be his own. Phineas Quimby was barely literate and found it difficult to write an 
articulate sentence. While he wrote simple notes to himself about specific cases he treated, it is not conceivable that he could 
have been the author of what has been published as The Quimby Manuscripts. Whlle his concepts are woven throughout, it is 
obvious that others had rewritten and added much to his notes in an attempt to make his ideas comprehensible to readers and to 
insinutate that they are the source of Christian Science. 
 
The vast majority of the original notes in Dr. Quimby’s hand were destroyed by his son George, who refused to let anyone 
inspect them after Mrs. Eddy had become well-known in Boston. When quotations from some of the doctor’s alleged writings 
were published in 1887, Mrs. Eddy responded, ‘Some words in these quotations certainly read like words that I said to him, and 
which I, at his request, had added in his copy when I corrected it.’ Considering all the evidence, one is left to conclude that Mrs. 
Patterson’s influence on Dr. Quimby was far greater than any lasting effect he might possibly have had on her.” 
 
This is an extreme example of the Christian Science conventional wisdom that Eddy influenced Quimby far more than Quimby 
influenced her; also that the Quimby writings were more than just edited by the coterie, instead they were largely ghost-written 
since he could write only simple notes himself. As explained in this book, while I have found that the coterie performed much 
needed editing duties for Quimby, I have found no reason to suggest that they acted as ghost writers or that the Quimby writings 
themselves were tampered with to make him appear more like Eddy. (This is separate from the issue of how Horatio Dresser later 
edited the writings and added a capitalization schema that I believe was done to make Quimby appear more like Eddy’s later 
Christian Science.) 
 
171 While I believe that Quimby’s theory was generally set by 1859, that does not mean that his language did not change. 
Quimby scholar David Nartonis noted that Quimby’s use of certain words increased after the first year or two. That led me to do 
the following statistical analysis of the frequency of use by Quimby of certain words compared to all of the words he used, based 
on the Seale transcriptions of Quimby’s words, but only for articles that have a specific date ascribed to them. Here are the results 
of the statistical review: 
 
Percentage of the use of the word “wisdom” compared to the total words used: 
  

1859:    .097% 
1860:    .400% 
1861:    .929% 
1862:    .877% 
1863:    .632% 
1864:    .682% 
1865:    .787% 
 
Percentage of the use of the word “truth” compared to the total words used: 
  

1859:    .076% 
1860:    .320% 
1861:    .196% 
1862:    .388% 
1863:    .250% 
1864:    .378% 
1865:    .329% 
  
Percentage of the use of the word “science” compared to the total words used: 
  

1859:    .036% 
1860:    .753% 
1861:    .497% 
1862:    .379% 
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1863:    .330% 
1864:    .417% 
1865:    .355% 
 
Percentage of the use of the word “God” compared to the total words used: 
  

1859:    .028% 
1860:    .474% 
1861:    .387% 
1862:    .431% 
1863:    .241% 
1864:    .143% 
1865:    .303% 
  
Percentage of the use of the word “spiritual” (whole word only to avoid “spiritualism”) compared to the total words used: 
  

1859:    .017% 
1860:    .094% 
1861:    .025% 
1862:    .054% 
1863:    .058% 
1864:    .025% 
1865:    .077% 
 
As we can see, unexplainedly the frequency of use of most of the above words increased dramatically after the initial articles in 
1859. 
 
172 Cf., Dresser’s comment in QMSS, 23: “Most of the [Quimby] writings were produced prior to October 1862 [when Quimby 
and Eddy met], the later articles being mostly repetitions of earlier statements and on the whole not so clear.” 
 
173 When Quimby’s document “Questions and Answers” first surfaced in 1899, Dresser in the Arena, May, 1899, attempted to 
dismiss it as being a earlier work that was not so clear. Excerpts from the manuscript were printed in the Christian Science 
Sentinel that year, and Dresser responded:  “The extracts quoted from Dr. Quimby in the Sentinel are from one of his earlier 
articles, and do not adequately represent him.” In Health and the Inner Life: An Analytical and Historical Study of Spiritual 
Healing Theories, With an Account of the Life and Teachings of P. P. Quimby (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1906), Dresser 
wrote (p. 121), “Mr. Quimby’s later writings, never seen by Mrs. Patterson-Eddy, are much clearer on the crucial points.” 
 
Later in the second edition of QMSS, pp. 163-164, Dresser wrote of that document (emphasis added): 
 
“For our present purposes it is a question of the gradual development of Dr. Quimby's own views, which have reached a 
certain stage of clearness only in the case of "Questions and Answers." Dr. Quimby was not at his best when thus answering 
questions, but rather when giving the silent treatment and conversing with his patients.” 
 
Speaking of the “vicissitudes of such a manuscript as ‘Questions and Answers,’ Dresser added: 
 
“For better or worse, that manuscript is Quimby's. We may read it as a secondary expression of what Quimby believed, or we 
may read it to see just how it led to the development of the later Christian Science. One should guard against claiming too much 
either for this particular manuscript or for the use to which it was put by Mrs. Eddy.” 
 
I might add that my position also puts me at odds with Quimby’s most recent chronicler, Ron Hughes, who wrote in this book, p. 
xxi (after talking about whether Quimby would have wanted all of his writings in one volume): “As there was an evolution,—or 
to use his own word, a ‘progression’—of his spiritual understanding, he would most likely have discarded many of his earlier  
ideas or writings in favor of his best work.” 
 
An intriguing if, I believe, incorrect look at this question appears in John S. Haller, Jr., A History of New Thought from Mind 
Cure to Positive Thinking and the Prosperity Gospel. West Chester, PA: Swedenborg Foundation Press, [2012]. Haller wrote, pp. 
51-52: 
 
“Quimby could easily have spent his entire career treating patients using mesmerism. That he chose to depart from this practice 
and develop another theory of mental healing implied a quality in him that differed markedly from other healers in his day. . . . 
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However Quimby’s mesmeric period was followed by an intermediate period between 1847 and 1859 when he developed a 
method of treatment that he called his ‘Science of Health.’ 
 
Quimby’s intermediate period was understandably less noticed by contemporary observers, since it did not involve any public 
demonstrations. Instead, he sat silently beside his patients and depended upon his impressions and intuitions to discern each 
person’s particular malady. The key was making an intuitive diagnosis and then moving on to suggestion— not through 
conversing with the patient, as in his earlier mode of healing, but by thought transference. To accomplish this, he allowed himself 
to be receptive to the patient’s feelings, which sometimes gave patients the sense he was taking on their troubles. . . . So difficult 
and overwhelming were his sympathies for patients that Quimby frequently took leave of his practice, presumably to rest from 
his ordeal. Eventually, however, he claimed to have transitioned through this period by learning to call on God’s power to keep a 
portion of his spirit free. That led him to conclude that in every individual there was a portion of the spirit that was never sick and 
that never sinned. This he called the ‘scientific man,’ that is, the part of a human being that is divine, and the development of this 
concept marked the beginning of his effort to ‘learn the way of the Christ.’” (This last quote does not appear in the Quimby 
writings.) 
 
Haller here completely accepts the historical construct established by Horatio Dresser of a “mesmeric” period, followed by an 
“intermediate” period between 1847 and 1859. Haller appears to say that the phase of Quimby’s career in 1847-1859 included a 
healing methodology that he called his ‘Science of Health.’ In this phase, he sat silently by patients discerned his patient’s 
problems through his impressions. At some point, it is not clear when, Quimby had conversed with this patients, but he moved on 
to suggestion and thought transference. Apparently it was not until his next to last phase that he began taking on the pains of his 
patients. This however was succeeded by a phase in which he was able to “call on God’s power to keep a portion of his spirit 
free.” This led him to realize that there existed a “scientific man,” which is the divine part of a human. 
 
I have found no evidence to support the above confused historical construct. The term “scientific man” was used by Quimby as 
early as 1860, while the term “science of health” appeared as late as 1864. The chronology in Haller’s theory does not fit with 
available evidence. Haller’s scholarly works on New Thought and Quimby are marred by an almost total acceptance of the way 
Quimby and Eddy were presented by Horatio Dresser, completely ignoring an important body of later scholarship that 
significantly updates those views. As with so many other religious historians who have covered Quimby’s story, the 
historiographical dictum of always seeking out original source material was completely ignored by Haller in the case of Quimby. 
 
174 Quimby often spoke of disease being created by convincing someone that he had the disease, and that belief would cause the 
disease to manifest itself. See, for example, Quimby’s letter to the Portland press published February 17, 1862: 
 
“. . . suppose I tell a person he has the dip[h]theria, and he is perfectly ignorant of what I mean,  So I describe the feelings and tell 
the danger of the disease, and how fatal it is in many places.  This makes the person nervous, and I finally convince him of the 
disease.  I have now made one, and he attaches himself to it, and really understands it, and he is in it soul and body.  Now he goes 
to work to make it, and in a short time it makes its appearance.  My way of curing convinces him that he has been deceived, and 
if I succeed the patient is cured.”  
 
175 See also Quimby’s statement in an article in BU 129: “I do not call my aid mediums, Spirits, Electricity or any of the popular 
agencies of the day; but I appeal directly to the owner of the body & seek to Enlighten him as to the cause of the trouble 
difficulty & the means of correcting it. If I succeed, then the patient, himself, effects the cure & the cure is a permanent one; . . .” 
 
176 Cf. Quimby in his 1861 article and his view of Jesus and his healing methodology, in “A Defense against an Accusation of 
Putting Down Religion”[LC 4:85-86]: 
 
“Well hHow did he [Jesus] cure them? By changing their minds, for if he could not change their minds, he could not cure them. . 
. .” 
 
However, also see Martin A. Larson, New Thought or a Modern Religious Approach: The Philosophy of Health, Happiness, and 
Prosperity. New York: Philosophical Library, 1985, p. 59: 
 
“Quimby’s method was essentially psychoanalytic, the one used by Freud and his successors, by which they removed neuroses 
through the discovery and explanation of their origin.” 
 
An author, evidently Emma Ware, wrote in the Portland press on March 22, 1862, to describe Quimby’s healing theories and 
methodologies: “He does not place disease upon the presumption that it is imagination, and if a person would only think he was 
well, he would be so.” 
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In his 1863 article, “Introduction Part 3” [LC 9:167], Quimby wrote: 
 
“If you make a person believe that he is in danger of any trouble, he will be affected just according to his belief. So all beliefs are 
to be analyzed like food or drink to see what it contains & how it acts upon the body, for the belief being in the mind it shows 
itself on the body.” 
 
177 LC 8:1. 
 
178 Twain, Christian Science, p. 267. 
 
179 Dresser in QMSS, 15, unconvincingly attempted to make Quimby sound like a Christian Scientist through a decided 
distortion of his method:  
 
“What was most original with Quimby was his method of silent spiritual healing, with its dependence on the Divine presence.” 
Four years before, Dresser had written in Hand Book of the New Thought, pp. 39-40, of Quimby’s healing methodology: “Seated 
receptively by the sick, and holding his mind open to mental impressions, also to spiritual guidance, Quimby found that he could 
not only discern the fears, disturbing emotions, haunting mental pictures, false beliefs, and the like, but substitute other mental 
states for those that caused the trouble. That is to say, a prevailing fear tended in one direction, towards ill-health, while an ideal 
of health and happiness tended in the other, aroused a new process favourable to recovery. The direction of mind once changed, 
the new mental imagery once established, the restoration process could be furthered by the ‘spiritual realization,’ as it would now 
be called, which Quimby carried on while sitting by the patient. This method grew under Quimby’s hands and became an 
established mode of treatment. This method underlies the entire mental-healing movement and is what distinguishes it from 
hypnotism, faith-cure,and other forms of psychical treatment. It was acquired from Quimby by his patients, and developed in 
various ways according to the theory attached to it, as in the case of Evans and his extreme idealism.” 
 
Later in that same book, Dresser added (pp. 101-102): “Mr. Quimby employed that silent method as a means of untuitive 
diagnosis in connection with spiritual healing. He attributed the insights thus revealed to the divine wisdom. Thus the thought of 
God was the centre, and comparatively little was said about man save as a medium or instrument.” 
 
Compare the above calm, passive, and cerebral image of Quimby and his “method of silent spiritual healing” where “God was the 
centre, and comparatively little was said of man save as a medium or instrument” with Emma Ware’s own edited version of her 
account of her early meetings with Quimby as his patient (a fuller version of this document is printed later): 
 
“The first impression a patient receives of Dr. Quimby is often of the bitterest opposition to him. They feel ready to denounce 
him as an imposter & an infidel, & should they give expression to their feelings they would spare no language in abusing him. 
This may continue a longer or shorter time since, but if they remain under him, they invariably find their repugnance diminish & 
learn to respect & like him as much as they disliked him at first. . . .  
 
Some of his statements seem self contradictory & certainly make him appear assuming, while the arguments by which he 
undertakes to prove them are absurd & nothing to the point. . . . He opposes with the utmost audacity every idea & opinion which 
constitute the sum & substance of your character & you find yourself shaken from the foundation in matters where the wisest 
have never doubted, even the evidence of your senses goes with the general crash & ruin of all things. All this frequently creates 
an aversion too strong for language to describe, for who creates all this disturbance?—An uneducated and unlettered man!! This 
was my experience.” 
 
180  In spite of Quimby letters such as this one, Horatio Dresser wrote in his book A History of the New Thought Movement 
(1919), pp. 52-53: “The silent spiritual treatment which was Mr. Quimby’s chief discovery, his greatest gift to the world, 
consisted in a process of inner realization calculated to awaken this inner spiritual nature into exercise. The intuitive diagnosis 
with which the treatment began led the way to the main point, the centre of need in the patient. It disclosed the real as opposed to 
the apparent condition. It yielded the divine guidance for the occasion, according to the need. The spiritual realization then grew 
out of the intuitive discovery of the patient’s inner state. It was made effective by Mr. Quimby’s great power of concentration 
quickened by his consciousness of the divine wisdom, his practical way of realizing the presence of God. The treatment was 
spiritual rather then mental since the thought or idea was secondary to the power, the human agent or organ secondary to the 
divine wisdom. Mr. Quimby had no way of his own to impose on another’s mind. Hence his spirit was open to ‘the wisdom of 
the occasion.’ ” 
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Dresser’s comment that Quimby “had no way of his own to impose on another’s mind,” completely flies in the face of many 
reminiscences of Quimby’s days in Belfast and Portland, where his ability was legendary according to the local testimony to stop 
people in their tracks, make them unable to talk, make them cough, etc., sometimes without the person ever knowing it was 
Quimby’s doing. One of many possible examples is the earlier cited recollection of Mr. Houston, the Belfast banker: ‘He could 
influence a man to come from the street by fixing his eye on him.’ A similar reminiscence is given by Judge Charles K. Miller,  
“On one occasion there was a man walking on the opposite side of the street and Dr. Quimby went to the window and stopped 
him just by looking at him. He could not move, and the man was so mad he threatened to have Dr. Quimby arrested.” Eddy also 
added in a dictated note to her assistant, Calvin Frye about 1887: “when giving a lecture he [Quimby] said he would set the 
audience to sneezing & then changed the belief to coughing & did.” (The original of that document is in the author’s collection.) 
This is similar to what Eddy wrote to the Boston Post, February 19, 1883: 
 
“We were interested in your late article on mental healing, having been acquainted with the late Dr. Phineas P. Quimby, who died 
many years ago, and whom we regarded highly. He was a contemporary of the noted mesmerist, Dr. [J.R.] Newton, and often 
amused us with his unique descriptions of their mesmeric performances. He, Dr. Quimby, told us one evening, on our way to a 
lecture at the city hall in Portland, Me., that he would exhibit some of his power to us in the hall. Accordingly, after we were 
seated, he said to us, ‘I shall set them to coughing,’ and immediately one after another commenced coughing, until the assembly 
in general joined in chorus, longer or shorter, according to directions. Then all of a sudden the coughing stopped, but our laughter 
was not over, for immediately the people commenced sneezing as if a sudden coryza had seized them, and pocket handkerchiefs 
were in quick requisition.” 
 
Another example is seen in a letter from Bradford Sherman, a Christian Scientist, to Eddy on September 6, 1905 [Part 3 of 
William Lyman Johnson compilation of Quimby material in MBEL]: 
 
“A lifelong friend and prominent merchant in Boston for many years who in his youth was a resident of Belfast, Maine, and knew 
Dr. P. P. Quimby intimately said that he with other young men often met in Dr. Quimby’s office to witness his demonstrations of 
mesmerism for amusement. There was a young man in Belfast over whom D[r] Quimby seemed to have perfect control and when 
the young man was passing along the street Dr Quimby would say I will stop him when he comes to a certain plank in the side 
walk, and he would invariably stop at the point indicated and could not move until he had Dr Quimby[’]s mental consent.” 
 
Quimby himself wrote in an article later called Superstition III in 1864: “I know that I, this wisdom[,] can go & impress a person 
at a distance.” 
 
In an article, “About Patients,” Quimby wrote in November, 1860 (LC 11: 101-102): 
 
“My senses can act upon a person at a distance without that person knowing it, this I know.” 
 
Quimby wrote in his own handwriting in the Library of Congress collection:  “Now as I stand out side of all religious Belief, how 
do I stand along sid[e] of my followers? I [illegible] that I, this wisdom, can go & impress a person at a distance.” The Quimby 
coterie copied this document, dated 1864, in the following manner [LC 9:175]: “Now as I stand outside of all religious beliefs, 
how do I stand along side of my followers? I know that I, this wisdom can go & impress a person at a distance.” 
 
The reporter for the Lewiston Maine Journal, in an interview with George Quimby that appeared in that paper on May 18, 1907, 
included the following based on the reporter’s researches into Quimby by talking to the local citizenry: 
 
“The older inhabitants [of Belfast], men of his day, will now sit down and regale you by the hour with stories of things which he 
did. For instance they will tell of the way in which he could control Robie Frye, a ship carpenter from Montville. He had this man 
under such a control that if he were to meet him on the street all he needed to do was to make a few passes of his hand and Frye 
would obey his slightest command. 
 
Dave Griffin was another of the men over whom Dr. Quimby had great control. Griffin was a man with a hair lip. Mr. Quimby 
frequently stated that he could put him under his influence so that his lip could be operated on without pain. This was doubted by 
many and all efforts to ascertain any fact on the subject brings no result. No one knows that the experiment was ever tried. 
 
Several men recall that as result of this talk on several occasions Griffin was taken to Dr. Quimby’s office and there put under the 
influence. When his will had become thoroly[sic] subservient to that of Quimby, pins and needles were stuck thru his flesh in 
various places, to see if they would produce pain. None of them did. This was done a number of times, but it is impossible to 
secure information to show that the hair lip was ever operated upon.” 
 
As early as 1845, Lucius Burkmar recorded on February 13 of that year: “this afternoon he [Quimby] went and see a Child that 
was very sensitive. He could parylise his tounge [i.e., paralyze his tongue] and prevent him from walking, stop him when and 
where he pleased. the boy was about 10 years old.” 
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One E. J. Morrison wrote an account of being the neighbor of Quimby’s in Belfast, and made the account into an affidavit in 
1907. Morrison, who was clearly pro-Christian Science and scoffed at any connection between Quimby’s practice and Christian 
Science, recalled: 
 
“Mr. Quimby lived on the corner diagonally across from us—Pearl and Court Streets, up to the time of his going to practice in 
Portland, Maine. He and his family were intimately known to our household. The fact that P. P. Quimby was a mesmerist is a 
matter of common knowledge among those who remember him. I remember well hearing various citizens of Belfast who were 
well acquainted with Mr. Quimby tell of his mesmeric influence or power, especially over one man by the name of Buckmore 
[i.e., Burkmar], who was especially susceptible to his mesmeric influence. Quimby would frequently entertain his friends with 
demonstrations of mesmerism or hypnotism, as some might call it, and scores of citizens still living in Belfast distinctly 
remember his influence upon this man Buckmore, who, while walking down the street, would be made to stop and retrace his 
steps in obedience to the will of Quimby who would be standing fully a block away.” 
 
As Quimby wrote in his article “Experienced in Healing, Spiritualism and Mesmerism” (BU 98:1), with emphasis added in bold: 
 

I will now give one or two cases to show that my mind or spirit can go to a distant place and there 
produce an effect on a person without their knowledge. I was requested to try the experiment of putting a 
lady to sleep without her knowledge. She was about sixty years of age, nervous temperament and resided 
over two miles from my house. 
 
About eight o'clock in the evening, I lay down on the sofa and commenced opperations. In a short time it 
seemed to me that she had gone to sleep and I told my wife so. I could not keep my mind off the lady and laid 
still for some time, when my wife said to me, "If you have put Mrs. M. to sleep, it is time for you to wake her 
up." I seemed to try to do so, but it appeared to me that she did not want to wake up and as she wished it, I 
concluded to let her sleep all night. 
 
On making inquiries the next day, I ascertained that at the time I commenced putting her to sleep, she was 
sitting by the fire knitting. All at once she said, "Mr. Quimby is mesmerizing me," and she rose to go to her 
bed but was so near asleep that her son and daughter had to lift her onto the bed where she slept quietly until 
breakfast time the next morning. At their usual bed time, the family tried to wake her for the purpose of 
removing her clothes, but could not do so. At another time, her son-in-law, who was not present at the first 
experiment, wished me to try it again and I did so with equal success. I have tried experiments similar to the 
above a great many times, and with nearly the same success. 

 
Eddy’s witnessing of the ability of Quimby to manipulate the minds of others to keep them from being able to move, for 
example, as a kind of parlor trick would quite possibly have a profound effect on her later development, where she would 
use the common term “animal magnetism” to mean the mental means to affect others against their will. This will be 
discussed in greater detail in Part II, but I believe the later Eddy concept of malicious animal magnetism (“m.a.m.”) was 
an outgrowth of her witnessing, in her mind, the ability for a trained person to mentally influence those near or far 
without the subject even knowing it. This is not to suggest that she ever viewed Quimby as malicious in his apparent 
pranks, but she did later believe that others used that same ability for deleterious purposes. As Eddy became convinced in 
post-Quimby years of her having a divine mission to spread her spiritual beliefs, the concept of  m.a.m. took on increased 
importance as a kind of spiritual warfare between good and evil. An analogy could be air around metal. If the metal is not 
moving, there is no resistance, but if the metal is part of a high speed rocket, the resistance from the air can cause the 
metal to turn white hot. As Eddy saw her mission in increasingly apocalyptic terms, as the very discovery that could 
“reinstate primitive Christianity and its lost element of healing,” the concept of m.a.m. grew from being mental influences 
of a few specific persons to the very resistance of the human carnal mind that could lead to the crucifixion of Jesus, the 
stoning of Stephen, the reported murders of Paul and Peter in Rome, and numerous other religious persecutions. 
 
Finally, in an article, “Spiritualism vs. Mesmerism” (BU) Quimby wrote: 
 
“I found that I could stop persons while walking. This led me to the fact that I could act on living matter without contact. I could 
hold people down so that they could not rise & could keep them from rising. This showed me that man has an unconscious 
power, that is not admitted, which governs his acts. This is not recognized by his natural senses, & this is the mystery that hangs 
over the world.” Seale in Mingling Minds, p. 22, quoted only the line about man having an “unconscious power,” which he said is 
equivalent to the “double consciousness” that had been discovered by the “French hypnotists.” Religious Science historian, 
Arthur Vergara, also gave great importance to Quimby’s use of the term “unconscious power.” See his article in Creative 
Thought, July, 2011, “New Thought’s Unfounded Foundation,” where he wrote (the bracketed material is original to Vergara): 
“In this single, unique occasion Quimby wrote: ‘Man has an unconscious power [emphasis mine] that is not admitted [i.e., not 
recognized] which governs his acts.” Nowhere else does he use the word unconscious in this extraordinarily insightful way. . . .” 
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Seale and Vergara here interpret Quimby’s comment as an important precursor to what was later defined by psychologists as the 
subconscious mind of the patient, the same subconscious mind that could be treated therapeutically. While Quimby’s unclear 
term “unconscious power” might be equivalent to the latter day subconscious mind, as Seale and Vergara averred, modern day 
psychology certainly has no place for Quimby’s claimed ability to mentally affect people from a distance without their 
knowledge. This subject will be discussed later in this chapter, where the question will be considered whether Quimby’s belief of 
a dual consciousness was the same thing as the later view of a subconscious mind. 
 
181 Dresser, QMSS, p. 121. 
 
182 Dresser, QMSS, p. 131, after transcribing many letters from Quimby to his patients, wrote: 
 
“It is noticeable that in these letters, written in 1860 and 1861, Quimby shows that he has a clear conception of the "Science of 
Christ," or "Christian Science," a term which he employed later.” Regardless of what Dresser may have meant by this and his 
personal concepts of those terms, the Quimby letters of this time period commonly show a materialism that is quite at odds with 
Eddy’s later concept of Christian Science. 
 
The following excerpt from Quimby’s letter to Miss Brackett just quoted, is an example of a letter that is not remotely close to 
Eddy’s Christian Science theology: “I will now use my skill as far as I am able to correct your mind in regard to your trouble. 
The heat you speak of is not a rush of blood to the head but is caused by a sensation on your mind like some trouble. This causes 
a weakness at times at the pit of your stomach. The heat in the second stomach causes a pressure on the aorta which makes the 
heart beat very rapidly at times. This you take for palpitation & [“and” in BU 50] it causes a flash or heat, which of course you 
take for a rush of blood to the head. But it is not so. It is [“in” here in BU 50] the fluids.” 
 
183 BU 18. 
 
184 BU 41. 
 
185 BU 41. 
 
186 Hazen, pp. 144-145. 
 
187 LC 8:110. 
 
188 LC 7:174-175. In BU are two variant versions of this article, which are briefly excerpted below: 
 

[BU 56] 
 
“Error is matter for it can be destroyed. If I should tell you that you had committed an error in regard to a certain business 
transaction that would ruin you & should convince you of it, there would be an effect produced whether the error really existed or 
not if what I said did not contain something, and it still produced an effect, then it would seem that matter can produce 
something, which is absurd: therefore my representation of the error, was something real and I call it mind,  because it can be 
changed. The mind can be changed, and its ideas, one after another annihilated and still the mind will exist. If what I said did not 
contain something and it still produced an effect, then it would seem that nothing can produce something; therefore that which I 
called an error was something real, and I call it matter because it can be changed. The mind can be changed and the ideas 
annihilated and still the mind will exist.” 
 

[BU 115] 
 
“The mind can be changed and the ideas annihilated and still the mind will exist. A house is built of stone, the house is matter 
therefore. Now you destroy the house but the destruction of the house is not the destruction of the matter for the matter is eternal 
and everlasting and cannot be destroyed, though its elements may change. So it is with beliefs which, like buildings, are made of 
matter. The [word struck through] belief or house may be destroyed but the material is saved and can be formed into other ideas 
as is the case with any other matter. Man[’]s belief is all matter; . . .” 
 
189 LC 6:152. 
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190 LC 9:179 
 
191 BU 171. In the handwriting of this document in BU, it is not clear whether the “s” is uppercase or not. 
 
192 Long before Quimby was developing his theory, Thomas Paine had written (emphasis added): 
 
“As to the Christian system of faith, it appears to me as a species of atheism; a sort of religious denial of God. It professes to 
believe in a man rather than in God. It is a compound made up chiefly of man-ism with but little deism, and is as near to atheism 
as twilight is to darkness. It introduces between man and his Maker an opaque body, which it calls a redeemer, as the moon 
introduces her opaque self between the earth and the sun, and it produces by this means a religious or an irreligious eclipse of 
light. It has put the whole orbit of reason into shade. 
 
The effect of this obscurity has been that of turning everything upside down, and representing it in reverse; and among the 
revolutions it has thus magically produced, it has made a revolution in Theology. 
 
That which is now called natural philosophy, embracing the whole circle of science, of which astronomy occupies the chief 
place, is the study of the works of God, and of the power and wisdom of God in his works, and is the true theology.” (The 
Writings of Thomas Paine, Collected and Edited by Moncure Daniel Conway (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1894). Vol. 4.) 
 
While Quimby and Paine would have disagreed on many points, it is clear that the notion of linking science and theology was in 
the air, and even some of the Founding Fathers represented a move of some in the nation to a less orthodox view of God and 
religion than was generally taught in the churches. 
 
At a later date and in a much more religiously orthodox fashion, Charles Grandison Finney in his open letter  “To Ministers of the 
Gospel of All Denominations” in 1840 wrote (emphasis added): 
 
“Certainly the field of religious truth is infinitely extensive. The science of theology is as vast as the nature, attributes, 
providence, and government of God.” 
 
193 Hazen, p. 8. On the next page, Hazen added, “Practitioners of spiritualism, mesmerism, phrenology, psychography, and other 
phenomena that touched on things metaphysical also tried to hitch their claims to this powerful tool thought to be able to settle all 
disputes through proof by demonstration.” 
 
194 Poyen, Progress of Animal Magnetism in New England, pp. 46 and 54. 
 
195 Dods, p. 28. 
 
196 Quoted in Arleen M. Ingham, Women and Spirituality in the Writing of More, Wollstonecraft, Stanton, and Eddy. New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2010, p. 151. 
 
197 Horace Bushnell, Nature and the Supernatural, as Constituting the One System of God. New York: Charles Scribner, 1859 
(fourth edition, original edition 1858), p. 19. 
 
198 Ibid., p. 20. Bushnell concluded that universe included natural and supernatural components that combined constituted 
existence. He wrote, p. 21: “And exactly this must be the understanding of mankind, at some future time, when the account 
between Christianity and nature shall have been liquidated. When that point is reached, it will be seen that the real system of God 
includes two parts, a natural and a supernatural, and it will no more be incredible that one should act upon the other, than that one 
planet or particle in the department of nature should act upon and modify the action of another.” 
 
199 Eddy, Message to The Mother Church, Boston, Massachusetts June, 1901, pp. 31-32. 
 
200 The original is in the author’s collection. The accession number in MBEL is V03058. 
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201 Irving Tomlinson reminiscence, p. 782, in MBEL. 
 
202 Gottschalk, Rolling Away the Stone, p. 224. 
 
203 Anderson, Healing Hypotheses, pp. 71-72.  
 
204 C. Alan Anderson, “New Developments in New Thought,” Christian Century, January 19, 1966. 
 
205 Interview in Lewiston [Maine] Journal, May 18, 1907. Regarding George Quimby’s views of his father’s connection to 
religion in healing, see his later comment in a letter to C.F. Winbigler, November 11, 1901: 
 
“The religion which she [Eddy] teaches, certainly is hers, for which I cannot be too thankful; for I should be loath to go down to 
the grave feeling my father was in any way ever[?] connected with ‘Christian Science.’” 
 
The above is based on a photostatic copy of just a portion of that letter that is available to me. Dresser transcribes more of the 
letter in QMSS, pp. 436-437, including (the bracketed material is original to Dresser): 
 
“In curing the sick [conventional] religion played no part. There were no prayers, there was no asking assistance from God or any 
other divinity. He cured by his wisdom. . . . Don't confuse his method of healing with Mrs. Eddy's Christian Science, so far as her 
religious teachings go.” 
 
Cf. A. J. Swarts’ interview with George Quimby in 1888 in Mental Science Magazine (June, 1888): 
 
“I might say here that George Quimby has no sympathy with the cause as a religious movement, and says that his father did not 
so regard it. It has taken this trend however, and although Dr. Quimby did not believe the healing power to be either God or 
spirits, but Truth or understanding, still I am fully satisfied that from its religious conceptions the highest system of moral ethics 
which the race has known is to result as the civilization of the New Era now upon us.” 
 
Note the effort Swarts made to add a deific backing to Quimby’s beliefs that Swarts understood did not come from Quimby 
himself. 
 
206 Cf. Quimby’s comment in an untitled essay from 1864, later titled “Spiritualism III”: “I have no belief in regard to religion of 
any kind. . . . In fact I am a total disbeliever in any wisdom that ever taught any religion outside of man[’]s beliefs. Then you may 
ask what kind of a man are you without a belief? I have a belief like all men but it does not apply to what I have been talking 
about. I have a belief on all subjects that are agitating the country. My remarks are confined to this one thing. Mind—or belief in 
what is called the spiritual— or religion. To me both are the same. I believe there was one person who had these same ideas & to 
that person I give all the credit for introducing this truth into the world & that person was Jesus. I have no doubt of his being the 
only true prophet or person that ever lived that had ideas entirely superior to the world[;] not that he as a man was any better but 
he was the embodiment of a higher wisdom of that peculiar kind, more so than any man who has ever lived before or since.” 
 
Later in the same article he wrote: 
 
“Now I as a man claim no preeminence or superiority over other men but admit my inferiority to the learned & wise, but then it 
was said by one who was certainly superior to his followers that too much learning had made men mad or superstitious. So 
learning when wrongly directed led to bad results. So it is with the South. Their learning being directed by the false instructions 
of their early religious prejudices led them to believe that slavery was a divine institution so their learning will be the cause of 
their own destruction. Now I have none of these sins to answer for. I am free from all that false religion, but I have had to 
contend with the devil or error for more than twenty years before I was free. Now I stand as one that has risen from the dead or 
error into the light of truth, not that the dead or my error has risen with me, but I have shaken off the old man or my religious 
garment & put on the new man that is Christ or Science & I fight these errors & show that they are all the working of our own 
mind.” 
 
Quimby’s strictures against traditional Christian thought is well seen is his excerpt from his article from August 1, 1861 [LC 
5:59-60], later titled “What is Disease, Part I” (emphasis added): 
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“We have not a true idea of God. God is not a man any more than man is a principle. When we speak of God we are taught to 
believe in a person so we attach our ideas to a person called God & then talk about his laws & then disobeying them is our 
trouble. How often we hear these words, [‘]If man would obey all the laws of God he would never be sick.[’] Now the 
acknowledgingment of this error is the cause of nine tenths of our sickness, for all laws are arbitrary and binding & when a law is 
so severe that man is liable to be bound & cast into prison for committing an act or even thinking a thought that is not in 
accordance with the law, no wonder that people grumble & complain. The Christian's God is a tyrant of the worst kind. God 
is the name of a man's belief & our senses are attached to our opinions about our belief or God. The savages' God is their belief; 
the Mohamedans’ [God] is their belief & so on down to the Christians’ God. You see that the Christians’ God, like his followers 
is like a house divided against itself. The God of the north & the God of the south are as much at war as the christian 
worshippers, each prays to God for help & each condemns the other. Thus it is plain that God is a mere farce & all our worship is 
from a superstitious fear of a tyrant whose name we dare not take in vain. The time will come when the true God will be 
worshipped in spirit & in truth, for God is a spirit & not a man. When I say spirit, I mean that invisible something that, like the 
earth is ready to receive the seed of wisdom or error. Wisdom is the sower & God the vineyard & as man is made in the image of 
God, his mind is spirit & receives the seed of wisdom or error.” 
 
(Does Quimby mean to lessen God by making God here the vineyard and wisdom the sower?) 
 
Despite Quimby’s reluctance to cast his theory in religious terms (even though he believed Jesus was an exemplar of God’s laws 
that made healing possible), note how Horatio Dresser described Quimby in 1906 in Health and the Inner Life, pp. 95-96: 
“Therefore the fundamental consideration for Mr. Quimby was the existence of the omnipresent Wisdom, the God of peace and 
goodness, who created man to be sound and sane. The second great principle was that of the Christ within, or the principle of 
divine sonship. Just as Jesus fulfilled the Father’s will so long ago, so we may co-operate with the Power that is ever with us, but 
has long been despised and rejected. Hence each of us is to discover the true God within our own consciousness.” It should be 
noted that the term, the “Christ within,” is a later term that was not used by Quimby; it was however used frequently by Evans in 
his last book, Esoteric Christianity. 
 
In a proposed introduction for his book that he was not able to live long enough to see published, Quimby wrote [LC 6:159], 
 
“My object is to correct the false ideas & strengthen the truth. I make war with [word struck through] what comes in conflict with 
a person[’]s health or happiness, believing that God made every thing good & if there is anything wrong it is the effect of 
ourselves & that man is responsible for his acts & even his thoughts, therefore it is necessary that man should know himself so 
that he shall not communicate sin or error that will rebound to his disadvantage.” 
 
Despite the obvious religious sentiments of believing in a God that made everything good, that line is almost certainly a 
paraphrase of Genesis 1:31 (KJV): “And God saw every thing that he had made, and, behold, it was very good.” Quimby’s 
sentence was for public consumption as a proposed introduction; how much he believed himself that spiritual truth was to be 
found in the book of Genesis is unknown. 
 
It should be noted that while Quimby did not use the term “Christ within,” he did on two occasions use the term “Christ in us.” 
One appeared in an 1864 article. A version of that article in his handwriting in the Library of Congress reads in part: 
 
“Now when others read or hear anything the Ideas awaken in them son [i.e., some] new Idea that the author never thoug[h]t of & 
yet he Bel[i]eve[s] it & as[?] facts as tho he really hed a sim[i]lar Idea. Now it is the Christ in us that is making him self none 
[i.e., known] threw the senses. . . .” 
 
Another version, cleaned up by the coterie [LC 6:88] reads: 
 
“When one hears or reads any thing it awakens in him some new idea which perchance the author never thought of, yet the author 
feels as though he had a similar idea of its meaning. It is the Christ in us that is making itself known through the senses, . . .” 
 
Another version, from 1861, which was reprinted by Annetta Dresser in her 1895 book, p. 110, reads [LC 5:62]: 
 
 “Now the God I worship has no fellowship with man’s opinion, . . .  To believe in this God is to know ourselves & that is the 
religion of Christ: it is Christ in us, not opinions. . . .” 
 
Edwin Dakin, p. 112, averred, “The idea of ‘the Christ in us” was derived from Quimby.” While Quimby can get credit for 
having used the term, I find no record that Eddy ever used the term in her published writings or that the later New Thought 
writers got it from him. Certainly anyone steeped in the Bible would know of Paul’s question in one of his letters to the church in 
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Corinth [II Corinthians 13:5, KJV], “Know ye not your own selves, how that Jesus Christ is in you?” or his statement [Romans 
8:10, KJV], “And if Christ be in you, the body is dead because of sin; but the Spirit is life because of righteousness.” 
 
Eddy did have one use of the term in a somewhat equivocal fashion in her unpublished writings. To Ellen Linscott she wrote on 
June 26 [1893?], “I hope the large class [members] you are teaching in S.S. are gaining the true interpretation of Christian 
Science and this is Christ in us[.] with us[,] and manifest in our lives very hour.” [L10558.] 
 
207 LC 3:68-70. 
 
208 BU 71. 
 
209 LC 5: 103-104. 
 
210 LC 5:108-109. In this article the scribe seemed to alternate between capitalizing the word “science” or not. As is often the 
case, the handwriting is not clear on that point. 
 
211 BU 71. Note: some of the “S” characters in the document are uppercase, such as the “Standard of Mathematics.” 
 
212 BU 46. In this case the “s” in science might be uppercase but the “s” matches that in the word “scene” later in the article, 
which is not uppercase. 
 
213 LC 11:107ff. Here the “S” in science is capitalized but as is so often the case it appears to be a stylistic decision by the 
copyist. 
 
214 There is a shorter version of this article, LC 9:139, which does not includes this selection. That shorter version is dated 1863. 
 
215 BU 46. I have said elsewhere that I do not detect a clear evolution in Quimby’s thought in his writings from 1859-1865. Thus 
it is not clear that Eddy influenced his thought towards a more spiritual or metaphysical basis, even though such an influence 
cannot be entirely discounted. This cited article from 1864 is perhaps a case in point. Having been written some two or so years 
after Quimby met Eddy, its more metaphyical approach might be deemed a potential example of Eddy’s influence (presuming 
Eddy’s later metaphyscial outlook worked its way back to as early as her time with Quimby) or even that Quimby’s metaphysics 
influenced Eddy. However, see this, to me, more representative writing by Quimby, also from 1864 (LC: 9:129-130), with its 
reference to the fluids of the body as matter which are manipulated by the mind into creating disease: 
 
“Cold water to a child might make it start, but no effect would follow its putting its hand in it; but if the water was scalding, then 
bad effects would take place. So it is with the fluids of the body. Now the fluids of the body are the material to be worked upon. 
This I call mind & this is the starting point. The senses are something outside of this, but being mixed like gold & dross we take 
them as one. So when we speak of the mind we apply it to the senses. But in this way we deceive ourselves & are liable to get 
into trouble, because to adopt this mode of reasoning, there is no separating the truth from the error. Now one mode of reasoning 
combines the matter or fluids & the result is what is called disease: the other mode dissolves the mind or matter & destroys the 
phenomenon.” 
 
While Quimby influenced Eddy in many ways, I do not see that she obtained her overriding metaphysical approach from him, 
even if his non-standard religious views perhaps moved Eddy in the same direction and away from her traditional religious 
upbringing. 
 
216 LC 2:3-5. 
 
217 LC 3: 3-4 and 6. 
 
218 This is the Library of Congress version, LC 6:70-74. 
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219 Ervin Seale in his 1981 Unity Village talks gave this an example of Quimby having tied his theory and treatment to what 
Jesus said in the New Testament. In Seale’s view, this Christology was an example of the religious nature of Quimby’s teachings. 
An opposing possibility is that Quimby, while believing in God, related Bible stories only to those patients where such biblical 
language would help get his message across. 
 
220 Ervin Seale made this rather extreme statement about the Biblical exegeses of Quimby in Collie-Seale, Vol. 1, p. 2: “There is 
yet another reason for Quimby’s distinctiveness. If one were to read him for his Bible interpretations alone, one would be amply 
rewarded. Probably not since Origen, the early Church father, and Philo, the ancient Alexandrian Jew, has there been such 
rational and inspired exposition of the scriptures.” 
 
221 LC 8:133. (See also BU 7:13.) 
 
222 Still another example of Quimby’s distinctive transformation of a Biblical text is the following from an article later called 
“Another World I” [LC: 2:118-119], with words added by the copyist in bold: 
 
“As the doctors got control of the popular mind, they invented diseases to humbug the people as the priests had done & at last 
they made a sort of compromise, the priests taking the souls of men into their charge & the doctors the bodies. Between them 
both they almost destroyed both body and soul. This was the state of society at the time of Jesus appearance of Jesus. John saw 
all this humbug & warned the people against this pretense, & foretold that some one would come who would put an end to all this 
priestcraft & doctoring. He did not know that disease was all in the mind, but thought that the mind had a great influence upon it. 
Jesus, hearing of John & knowing that he taught a new theory went to hear him explain his ideas. This was called baptism, so 
John baptized or explained to Jesus his ideas of priestcraft & its effect on the mind but its remedy had never occurred to him. 
When Jesus heard John through, or was baptised, as he came from the water, or understood his ideas, the heaven or truth was 
opened unto him, & its voice descending from God or science said this truth is the son of God or science.” 
 
223 LC 5:69. 
 
224 BU 76: For several years after Quimby’s death, Eddy referred to her teachings as moral science, but that source of that is not 
known, and it is not known if she ever heard that term from Quimby. Only twice in all of this writings does Quimby directly tie 
morality and science together. Quimby and Eddy were certainly not the first to use the term; see for example Francis Wayland’s 
1835 work, The Elements of Moral Science. Ironically, David Hume used the term long before Wayland. 
 
225  The complete Library of Congress version article appears in LC 6:54-56. 
 
“Perfect wisdom embraces every idea in existence & therefore every idea that comes to the light through the senses existed 
before to wisdom. Every person who was or ever will be existed as much before he ever came to our senses as afterwards. The 
same as any mathematical problem or truth. Man[’]s intelligence is a truth that existed before he took form or was seen by the 
natural eye. Man[’]s body is only a machine & its senses are its medium to wisdom, the same as science is the medium to 
wisdom. The real man is never seen by the natural senses, but the real man makes himself known through science to his natural 
senses as a person who knows a fact can teach it to another. Wisdom or knowledge he teaches through science & he uses his 
senses to to explain this science, for his senses are all the medium the natural man knows. The real man is God or the first cause. 
Every idea that man embraces comes through his natural senses, but this real man is not seen, but is truth or wisdom. The natural 
man may be compared to a checker board, & science & opinion the players. Public opinion or common sense stands looking on 
& represents spectators; the wisdom that is superior is that which sees & knows the principle of the game. Now opinion makes a 
move & the natural man or common sense says it cannot be bettered, but science sees the working of opinion & makes him move 
in such a way as to compel his opponent to destroy himself for he knows that opinion knows nothing as he should know it. Every 
move of opinion suggests his opponent[’]s move. So if one knows his game & the other does not the ignorant one is beaten every 
day time, but if both are ignorant they think they play a very scientific game. Now there are certain games or arguments which 
men play called theories that have no foundation or basis & there is no way to test them because one is not the least above his 
neighbor & neither can prove anything. 
18645” 
 
The BU version (BU 133:1) appears to be an earlier version, since the changes made in the BU text are reflected in the Library of 
Congress text. Here is a sample from the BU version: 
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“Perfect wisdom embraces every idea in existence and therefore every idea that comes to light through the senses, existed before 
to wisdom. Every person that ever was or ever will be existed as much before he came to our senses as after. The same as any 
mathematical problem or truth. Man’s intelligence is a truth that existed before it he took form or was seen by the natural eye. . . 
. The  wWisdom or knowledge that he can teaches is through science and he uses his senses to explain, for that his senses are all 
the medium the natural man knows; the other real man is a God or first cause.” 
 
226 Eddy, S&H, first edition (1875), pp. 373-374. 
 
227 LC 8:4. 
 
228 LC 5:108-109. 
 
229 Yet another example is from his article, “What is the the relation of God to man?” from August 1861 [LC 5:88]: 
 
“What proof is there of a God according to the popular opinion of the day? Is there one single quality of wisdom in the God that 
man worships? Is not all the worship confined to an intellect far inferior to the natural man? And is not the true wisdom of 
justice, sympathy, love, good order & intelligence set aside or looked upon as a secondary thing? Are we not told that religion is 
something independent of man? It is true there is a wisdom higher than the natural man, for the natural man is superstitious, 
bigoted, overbearing, proud, vain, full of cunning deceit & all the passions of the beast. He is very religious under some 
circumstances: fear of death for instance; bold when there is no danger & only kept in check by fear. This is the religious man, 
but this is not the true religion or wisdom of the wise. All religion is of man & the trouble lies not in the religion or belief, but in 
the separation of religion or opinions as religion from the truth. I will not quarrel with any man's religion or opinions belief, but 
only see if his religion or wisdom is of this world of opinions or of the wisdom of God or Science. I will try to separate these two 
religions & to do this, it is necessary to show to the religious man the absurdity of his religion. This cannot be done except by a 
knowledge of the religion that these vain men worship. They, being ignorant of the true wisdom set up a standard of wisdom 
worship & bow down and worship an unknown God or wisdom. Now this unknown God or wisdom is not in their worship at all, 
he is not in houses made with hands nor in temples made of stone nor is he in the field of battle directing the opinions of man. He 
requires no offering of silver or prayers & has no laws outside of wisdom, in fact he is no man's God but the God of all who 
admit him.” 
 
230 LC 9:157. 
 
231 Portions of this interlineated note are difficult to read and decipher, and may therefore be incorrectly transcribed at points. 
 
232 LC 3:14ff.  
 
In an affidavit made by Emma Ware late in her life, after the Quimby-Eddy debate was well under way and sides had been 
defined, she attempted to defend him from those that would “deprive him of the credit of being the first to introduce the method 
of healing through the mind. . . .” In this defense she defined “healing through the mind” as “more correctly” the application of 
“moral philosophy to the cure of diseases.” Based on the reading of many hundreds of pages of Quimby’s texts, Ware’s latter day 
definition of Quimby’s theory as the use of “moral philosophy” to heal seems to be a gross redefinition of Quimby, since he spent 
little time applying morality to his theory. This is not to suggest that Quimby was in any way immoral, but his theory was not 
primarily a morality or spirituality-based system. (The affidavit appears in St. Bunco, pp. 57-58.) 
 
Quimby’s essay is similar to the statement made by the important 19th century liberal theologian, Theodore Parker, “The good 
life of a teacher proves nothing of any speculative doctrine he entertains, either in morals or mathematics. A man would be 
thought insane who should say Euclid’s demonstration of the forty-seventh problem was true, because Euclid lived a good life, 
and raised men from the dead; or that it is false, because he lived a bad life, and murdered his mother. If Christianity be the 
absolute, it is independent of all circumstances; eternally true, as much before its declaration as after it is brought to light and 
applied to life.” Quoted in Mullin, Miracles and the Modern Religious Imagination, p. 27. 
 
It is perhaps ironic that the American Medical Assocation, founded in 1847, included the following in its original Code of Ethics: 
 
“There is no profession, from the members of which greater purity of character, and a higher standard of moral excellence are 
required than the medical; and to attain such eminence, is a duty every physician owes alike to his profession, and to his 
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patients.” Quoted in Eric Topol, The Patient Will See You Now: The Future of Medicine is in Your Hands. New York: Basic 
Books, [2015], p. 24. 
 
233 Despite their pledge not to change anything that Quimby wrote, Collie-Seale and Hughes added the word “not” so that it is 
changed to the more politically correct “might is not right.” See the following copy from the Library of Congress collection: 
 

 
 
The version in BU 93 also reads “might is right.” The version in Houghton (Volume 6, p. 114) reads “might is right” as well. 
 
234 LC 11:101-104. 
 
235 See for example, Quimby’s comment in his heavily emended (by Quimby?) article about how Christ could “make to itself 
another body”, “Controversy about the Dead” (LC: 2:15-18),  
 
“The greatest evil to overcome  question to be considered was concerning the resurrection of the dead. This was a very difficult 
question to solve, for Jesus never  did not believed that in the natural body rising rose. . . . So when he spoke of Jesus he spoke 
as of the earthly man, but when he spoke of Christ he spoke of the heavenly man or science. . . . Now, to that he should rise 
from the dead was what he had promised his followers, but they believed that Jesus intended to prove that his body or the man 
Jesus, which was flesh & blood, should rise. Here was where they misunderstood him. Jesus He never intended to convey any 
such idea. Now if the people had understood what Jesus meant, they would have put a different construction on all the scene 
[unintelligible words added]. If they had known the facts truth, they would never have troubled themselves about the man, Jesus, 
but would have allowed let that body to remain in the tomb & when Jesus Christ showed himself to his disciples & others then 
they then could have gone & seen the tomb & flesh & blood there in the tomb. Then he He, that is Christ, would then have had 
established the saying truth, that although you destroy this flesh & blood, you don't destroy the knowledge of it, [18] & that this 
same knowledge can make to itself another body which can be seen in[?] & show it to the people to this will convince them of 
eternal existence, not after death but of a progression of our knowledge wisdom.” 
 
It is interesting that the original word “Jesus” was corrected to “Christ,” since to Quimby it was Christ that would project a body, 
not Jesus. 
 
236 Eddy, S&H, p. 317. 
 
237 Despite Quimby’s occasional reference to praying, it never appears to be a necessary factor in his healing work. (An example 
of a comment by him to praying is found in the same article, “Spiritual Interpretation”: “So all my prayers are offered up to 
Christ, not Jesus.”) 
 
Unlike Eddy’s later use of the word “soul” as a synonym for God, Quimby was ambivalent about the word and did not see it in 
deific terms. See for example, his comment in an early article later titled, “My use of the word mind” (LC 1:76): 
 
“We read of fat souls & lean souls & saving souls & losing souls, so that word cannot explain man, when he is not man. When he 
is not man, he is not soul, so we must get some other word to define what man is when he ceases to be matter.” 
 
238 Prof. J. W. Cadwell sent a letter to the Boston periodical Facts (June 1882) in which he wrote:  
 
“I have been a public mesmerist for some thirty-four years, and believe that I have mesmerized at least five thousand people 
during that time. I have spared neither time or expense for a careful investigation of mesmerism and its connection with 
spiritualism. 
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The best theory extant which explains both of the above subjects, so far as I can comprehend it, as that every brain is a battery, 
or, perhaps, more properly speaking, an electrical generator and reservoir of acetic electricity, assisted to a greater or less extent 
by the lungs.”  
 
239 Charles Braden, Spirits in Rebellion, p. 75. Lydia Maria Child in 1855 published in three volumes her work, Progress of 
Religious Ideas Through Successive Ages. This was an attempt on her part to put Christianity in the context of other world 
religions. As historian E. Brooks Holifield wrote in Theology in America: Christian Thought from the Age of the Puritans to the 
Civil War. (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2003), p. 208, about her and her book, “She thought it ‘impossible to 
exaggerate the evil work’ theology had done in the world, stifling the religious affections and obscuring the pure precepts of 
Jesus by identifying Christianity with transient formulations of doctrine.” 
 
For a helpful history of Unitarianism and Universalism in America, see Mason Olds, “Unitarian Universalism: An Interpretation 
Through its History,” in Miller, American Alternative Religions, pp. 87-97. Thomas Jefferson predicted in a letter in 1822 that 
every young man then living would ultimately die a Unitarian (see p. 87), which at least shows that he did not have the gift of 
prophecy. 
 
240 LC 4:81. 
 
241 LC 8:30f 
 
242 BU 41. 
 
243 MBEL, L09659. 
 
244 Crosby, Annals, p. 129. Barrett was a Millerite and ardently awaited the Second Coming about this time. 
 
245 Horatio Dresser, “The Spiritual Point of View in Mental Therapeutics,” Practical Ideals, February, 1909, pp. 10-11. 
 
246 Horatio Dresser, “Notes on Mental Healing, Part III,” Practical Ideals, August, 1909, pp. 20-21. 
 
247 LC 1:11. See Peel, Trial, pp. 361-362, for his comments on this article. 
 
248 The Mind-Cure, June 1885.  
 
249 Eddy, Science and Health, p. 365. 
 
250 Ibid., p. 2. 
 
251 Ibid., p. 113. 
 
252 Ibid., pp. 356-357. 
 
253 LC 5:71-72. 
 
254 LC 5:55. 
 
255 LC 4:131. 
 
256 LC 3:1-18. 
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257 LC 1:12-13. 
 
258 LC 5:93. 
 
259 LC 9:344-345. 
 
260 LC 9:327. 
 
261 Ervin Seale in Mingling Minds, p. 128, speculates about Quimby’s theory of fluids: “Apparently his idea of the relation 
between spirit and body was based on the ancient system that thought of the human body as containing four principal fluids: 
blood, phlegm, choler (or yellow bile), and melancholy (or black bile). A person’s disposition or temperament was determined by 
the relative amount of these fluids in the body.” 
 
262 BU 98. 
 
263 Robert Peel in Discovery, p. 336, mistakenly reproduced an erroneous report that had been compiled by a Christian Scientist 
(William Lyman Johnson?) that compared Quimby’s use of the word “epitome” to the use of the same word by John Bovee Dods 
as given in Annetta Dresser’s 1895 book.  
 
Peel wrote: “. . . on p. 150 of his book Dods writes, "Man is an epitome of the universe, and all the elements in exact proportion 
are most skilfully combined in his system." On p. 77 of the [Annetta] Dresser book Quimby is said to have described man as "an 
epitome of creation, 'with all the elements of the material world.'''  
 
Actually a closer review of the Annetta Dresser book shows that the word “epitome” was her word, not a word attributed to 
Quimby. 
 
264 Ervin Seale in a series of talks at Unity Village, Missouri, in 1981, stated that Quimby replaced his concept of fluids with his 
concept of “spiritual matter” but in fact Quimby continued to use the term and concept of “fluids” in his writings long after he 
developed the idea of “spiritual matter;” the term “spiritual matter” appeared in his first recorded article in Portland in October, 
1859. Seale presumably obtained this belief from the following footnote by Dresser in QMSS, p. 85: 
 
“This is one of the first endeavors on Quimby's part to take up the point of view of a patient consulting him by showing how 
strange the new method seemed. It will be noticed that in his letters Quimby does not yet clearly distinguish between the mind, 
and the nervous activities and disturbed circulation of the blood. He needs an intermediate term to show that thought produces 
actual changes in the substance of the mind, and then subconsciously in the body. Later he uses the peculiar term "spiritual 
matter" to cover the activities which lie between, and says less about the changes in the "fluids." When he apparently identifies 
the mind with the fluids, in one letter, he is not then teaching materialism, but vaguely arguing for mental causation. The form 
"mind" is always used in a subordinate sense, with reference to that part of our life which is nearest the body. Dr. Quimby's 
higher term is "wisdom." Our wisdom is wholly distinct from the nervous "fluids" and troublesome mental states.” 
 
Dresser provides no source to indicate that Quimby attempted to replace the term “fluids” with “spiritual matter.” 
 
265 Cf. Julius Dresser in his 1887 pamphlet, pp. 19-20: “During those years when his office was in Portland, his home and family 
being always in Belfast, he was compelled once in four or six weeks to get away from the pressing tide of humanity, and go home 
to Belfast, privately, and rest for three or four days. 
 
He sometimes would say to those nearest him, that if he ever should allow himself to get so far exhausted as not to be able to 
recover himself, there was no one to help him, and he would be compelled to go out. But, though he never expected to overdo to 
that extent, it is just what happened. In brief, he laid down his life for the sick, and died in their cause at the age of sixty-five 
years, twenty-one years ago.” 
 
266 Although Quimby believed in a Christ separate from the human man, Jesus, he appears to here be using the traditional term 
for Jesus, which was Christ. 
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267 LC 5:122. 
 
268 The reader should recall the warning given earlier from an animal magnetism pamphlet ca. 1843: 
 
“No person afflicted with nervous debility, bad humors, or chronic diseases, (especially of the heart or stomach) should ever 
attempt to magnetize. Apart from the injury sustained by the operator,, the effect of such diseases upon the subject must be 
decidedly bad. Persons in the magnetic state feel most keenly all the sensations of the magnetizer, and suffer all his ills, even in a 
greater degree, and are often seriously affected in consequence.” 
 
Quimby “equalizing” of fluids between doctor and patient appears to have been essentially the same concept as that promoted by 
early animal magnetism practitioners except that Quimby did not believe in the idea of a mesmeric fluid as promoted and 
explained by Mesmer himself and his early followers. 
 
269 Braden, Spirits in Rebellion, pp. 64-65. Horatio Dresser in QMSS, p 308, followed the printing of the Quimby article with 
this comment: 
 
“This description refers to the successive intuitions concerning the whole individual, the error to be banished, the fears to be 
overcome, the haunting mental pictures to be blotted out; and the picturing of the Divine image of health, made concrete by 
Quimby's great power of focussing the attention, as well as his insight into the causes on which he based the explanation 
following the silent treatment. The ‘receptive-plate’ of the patient includes part of what we now call the subconscious. When 
actual changes were wrought the patient began to feel the benefit. Then the process of re-education could be begun. Quimby 
judged by the ideal or ‘scientific’ man, in contrast with which the patient's own idea of himself as a sick person was a mere 
shadow.” 
 
Dresser’s metaphysicalized interpretation seems at odds with simple explanation that Quimby gave in his circular of his method. 
Dresser states that the explanation followed the silent treatment, but Quimby does not refer to his clairvoyant intuition as a form 
of treatment but rather as a tool of diagnosis. The later silent treatment of Christian Science and New Thought was in fact 
designed to be a treatment, not a form of diagnosis, but Dresser appears have be confusing the two concepts, intentionally or 
otherwise. 
 
270  La Roy Sunderland, Pathetism; with Practical Instructions. Demonstrating the Falsity of the hitherto prevalent assumptions 
in regard to what has been called ‘Mesmerism’ and ‘Neurology,’ And Illustrating those Laws which induce Somnambulism, 
Second Sight, Sleep, Dreaming, Trance, and Clairvoyance. . . .  New-York: P.P. Good, 1843, p. 2. 
 
271 Dresser, QMSS, p. 17. See also Horatio Dresser’s notes at Houghton Library as he reviewed Lyman Powell’s friendly 1930 
biography of Eddy:  “Q. only occasionally used his hands, not as part of his treatment.” 
 
Dresser promoted the above view that Quimby healed with a silent healing method in which Quimby would intuitively read the 
mental cause of the patient’s problem, explain the problem to the patient and the truth would yield a cure, with only a little 
manipulation used at end if needed for psychological effect. The available reminiscences of Quimby patients do not support that. 
For example,  Ellen Goodell Smith, M.D., in 1901 remembered Quimby having treated a patient from Dr. Vail’s Granite State 
Water Cure, possibly Fanny Bass (with emphasis added), “She made the trip to Portland and went directly to Dr. Quimby’s 
office. After a few moments’ talk and treatment of the head, he asked her to walk with him across the room, which she did 
without hesitation. A little more treatment and the walk was repeated, and then they went to dinner.” This reminiscence will be 
explored more fully later. 
 
In this case, it is not clear whether Smith was present or simply heard this from the patient later, and reminiscences given decades 
later must be treated cautiously, but such reminiscences of Quimby providing a fairly brief talk followed by manipulation are not 
rare. 
 
272 George Quimby article in the New England Quarterly, March, 1888, p. 272. 
 
273 Julius Dresser, The True History of Mental Science, p. 20. Here is just one of many examples where touching the body as a 
therapeutic technique was likened to the “laying on of hands” in the New Testament. 
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274 LC 9:331-332. 
 
275 BU 50.  
 
276 In the version in BU 93, the word is spelled “Sckepticism.” 
 
277 LC 3:132. 
 
278 LC 2: 148-149. This is presumably the “Mrs. Bosworth” that Quimby wrote to, which letter is cited later. 
 
279 “The New Truth,” later called “The Reception of This Great Truth.” LC 9:156-157. A difficult to read version of this in 
Quimby’s handwriting is in the Quimby material in LOC. 
 
280 Eddy responded to Julius Dresser’s 1887 pamphlet, which claimed that Quimby used manipulation and other physical 
methods as only a means to convince the person something was being done, in her article “Mind-Healing History”: 
 
“If, as Mr. Dresser says, Mr. Quimby's theory (if he had one) and practice were like mine, purely mental, what need had he of 
such physical means as wetting his hands in water and rubbing the head? Yet these appliances he continued until he ceased 
practice; . . . Did he believe matter and mind to be one, and then rub matter, in order to convince the mind of Truth? Which did 
he manipulate with his hands, matter or mind? Was Mr. Quimby's entire method of treating the sick intended to hoodwink his 
patients, as Mr. Dresser would now have us believe?” 
 
Eddy had been a patient of Quimby and been manipulated by him and had her hair drenched in water under his treatment, so 
when Dresser claimed that Quimby performed such activities solely for psychological effect, she transformed that purportedly 
benign motive to stronger language of Dresser claiming Quimby had been “hoodwink[ing]” his patients. Eddy’s view was that 
instead manipulation and water were part of Quimby’s healing methodology, not a psychological ploy. 
 
281 Ervin Seale in Mingling Minds, p. 75, wrote: “On one occasion, he [Quimby] sat with a girl subject to fits and nearly had one 
himself. His son had to be called to take him home, where he spent the rest of the day in bed. Thereafter he would not take cases 
of this kind.” No reference is made by Seale to the need for Quimby to have his head rubbed as part of a therapeutic treatment. 
 
282 Here specifically is what Quimby wrote on this case: 
 

I have been affected by persons to that degree as not to be able to stand it for a short time. I was attending a person 
who was subject to fits. At the time of one of my visits she was in convulsions. As soon as these ceased I felt a 
singular sensation in my head, and to all intents and purposes was about to have a fit, myself. A lady took me by 
the arm and sat me in a chair, and then sent for my son. He rubbed my head and in short time I felt better. He 
carried me to my house and for four or five hours I was not able to leave my bed and did not get over the shock for 
all the day. This person after waking from sleep would often have a fit, and therefore had been afraid to go to 
sleep. The shock was such as to change the fluids of my system so as to affect my mind to that extent that I was 
almost afraid to go to sleep for fear I should have a fit, and I have since declined to attend persons subject to them. 

 
A. J. Swarts visited George Quimby after Julius Dresser had publicized his views on Eddy and Quimby and how, among other 
things, manipulation was not needed by Quimby to achieve healing. Swarts wrote in Mental Science Magazine, April, 1888: 
 
“While in Portland recently, I [A. J. Swarts] visited the large room in the United States Hotel used by Dr. Quimby as his healing 
room. He also occupied rooms at the International Hotel, for he cured for several years in Portland. 
 
In this hotel one Mr. Rogers, a prominent business man of Portland, told me that he was born in this city in 1827; that he knew 
Dr. Quimby well. He gave me quite a history of the ‘strange little man’ and his methods of treatment. Dr. Quimby treated this 
gentleman for severe troubles some three and a half years in this hotel. He would tell the Doctor that he was ‘a fraud or a humbug 
for attempting to cure disease without drugs.’ The Doctor, who was a peculiar jester, would turn it with some joke that if he was a 
fraud "the people and you will come to be cured." He says it must be admitted that he had many patients and performed 
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wonderful cures. My inquiries relating to the power agency or cause of his cures, only corroborated the same that we have often 
heard, viz.: that the Doctor did not profess to know what it was other than Truth or Mind power. Whatever he could do to act on 
the patient's mind, i. e. his beliefs or fears, so as to restore hope or confidence, would result in curing. When asked why he put his 
hands in water and then on the patient's head, he said he did so with part of them to stimulate their hopes and so that they would 
feel that something was being done for them. The Doctor often said that a science would come out of it, and he hoped others 
would bring it out better. His instrumentality was honored, and his predictions have been fulfilled. If he used clear water on the 
brow of some God sent to him, he also cured many with Mind, with Truth, with mental treatment. 
 
This gentleman has many good things to say to the lasting credit of Dr. Quimby. He could never get him to name his bill; 
however, so Mr. Rogers gave him his check for $350 as final and then presented him with a barrel of flour. . . .” 
 
It appears that Swarts was possibly not getting that information from Rogers but rather what he had “often heard” elsewhere, 
which could easily have been Dresser and George Quimby. It seems unlikely that Quimby would have made such an admission 
to a patient, who should have been the beneficiary of such a psychological device, and Quimby obviously would not have been 
helped if such an admission, if true, were publicized. Interestingly, in the above account, Quimby seems to be saying that of the 
patients that he provided water and manipulation to, only for “part of them” did he do so as a psychological device. Did that 
mean for the others he gave water and provided a rubbing of the head because it was therapeutic, or did he mean he did nothing 
material for the others? How much Mr. Rogers could have known of Quimby’s theory, writings, and innermost thoughts is 
unknown. 
 
A similar example is Edwin Reed (1835-1908) who was a patient of Quimby’s in Portland and who said he remembered when 
Eddy met Quimby in 1862 (Milmine | Cather, 56). Gordon Clark wrote of him in St. Bunco, pp. 38-39 (emphasis added in bold): 
 
“There is now living in Boston a gentleman who happens to be personally known to the present writer. The gentleman is a 
college graduate of high culture, of large experience, and with the rest, is an author of distinction. When a young man he had a 
serious affliction of the eyes, which gradually increased until he was threatened with blindness. He was a man of means, and no 
expense was spared to secure the best medical treatmnet[sic]. It was unavailing. He heard of Dr. Quimby, and, as the usual ‘last 
resort,’ applied to him. ‘He cure me,’ says the gentleman, ‘and I have had no trouble since. But how he did it I don’t know. He 
sat and talked with me, and sometimes touched my head and face with his hands, moistened with cold water, though 
declaring even this to be of no vital consequence. He cured other people of all sorts of things, as easily as he cured me. Here I 
am with two good eyes, and you have the facts.’” A footnote adds: “The gentleman is Hon. Edwin Reed, of Boston, Mass. His 
name is given by his permission, from a feeling of gratitude to Dr. Quimby, and profound respect for his memory.” 
 
(The same Edwin Reed was mentioned in the McClure’s articles (Feburary 1907): 
 
“Edwin Reed, ex-mayor of Bath, Maine, declares that Quimby cured him of total blindness. He visited him as a young graduate 
of Bowdoin, had his sight completely restored, spent several months studying the theory, and left with the conviction, which he 
has never lost, that Quimby was a strong and original thinker.”) 
 
Again, these comments were made several decades later in what appears to be a defense of a much respected friend, when both 
sides of the debate had been defined. At the least it seems illogical for Quimby to touch the head and face with moistened hands 
from cold water, only to say that what he was so doing was not vital to the healing process. If the purpose of such manipulations 
was simply to buoy the confidence of the patient to let him or her know that “something” was being done, telling that patient that 
the physical treatment was of no importance would be self-defeating. It would be equivalent to a physician giving out pills but 
admitting that the pills were really just sugar pills designed to act as a placebo. 
 
 
283 In this letter to Atwood, Quimby continued on an important point about how he limited his healing ability, which is 
surprising since his general theory that the mind can condense “spiritual matter” into visible matter does not seem to include such 
specific limits. He seems to differentiate between an organic blindness, especially one from birth (where Quimby recognized the 
person was blind and had no faith he could be of help), and one that is the result of a secondary cause. Thus a man blind from 
birth is “well” and for some reason would not want to be cured, and Quimby would have a difficult time getting the person’s 
mind worked up sufficiently to make a difference: 
 
“In regard to the blind, I should not recommend anyone like your description to come to see me for I have no faith that I could 
cure him. If a man is simply blind I have no chance for a quarrel, for we both agree in that fact. But if a person has any sickness 
which he wants cured and is partially blind besides, then I might affect his blindness, but that is thrown in. I never undertake to 
cure the well & if a man is blind & satisfied, I can't find anything to talk about, for if I undertake to tell him anything, he says, 
Oh! I am all right, but my eyes, so he is spiritually blind & cannot see that his blindness ever had a beginning. So it is hard work 
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to get up a controversy & therefore I refuse to take such persons for opinions of popular quacks are law & gospel about blindness 
& so long as the blind lead the blind, they will both be in the ditch. . . .”   
 
One of many possible statements by Quimby that has no apparent limit is found in BU in an article “Wherein do I differ in theory 
& practice from all others who cure the sick?” It reads in part: 
 
“My theory is this: mind is matter & the medium of wisdom. Like iron or clay, it contains no wisdom in itself but is only a 
material to be molded into ideas by wisdom or error. Mind (being the material called man) is a shadow or machine whose owner 
cannot be seen. Man may be compared to a corporation: you see the building, the machinery & the operation, but the corporation 
you do not see. In like manner, you see the human body, but the power that works it, though it is the real man, is invisible.” 
 
(There is a second version of this document in BU (131) that says it is “Dedicated to our absent sister, Emma.” This first article is 
labeled at BU “Vol. VI, No. IV, Page 23.”) 
 
284 BU 18. 
 
285 Dresser, QMSS, p. 116. Note in this version by Dresser, he carefully edited out Quimby’s comment that “religion is of man 
& must perish.” 
 
286 Such comments by Quimby may be the source of Eddy’s letter reference to his clairvoyant visits as “angel visits.” 
 
287 It should be remembered that Quimby believed his alternate consciousness, the spiritual man, communicated with the 
patient’s alternate consciousness, and that this was often (but not always) at a level the “natural man” did not notice. See for 
example a letter he wrote to Miss Brackett in Boston (now transcribed in BU), the same day, March 10, 1861: 
 
“Owing to a press of business, I have not had time to answer your letter until now, but I often see you & talk to you about your 
health. I feel as though I had explained to the spiritual or scientific man the cause of your trouble, which I may not have made 
plain in my letters to the natural man, but it may sometime come to your senses or you may see me [clairvoyantly], then I can tell 
you what I cannot put on paper. As for the cause affecting you now, I feel as though I had removed the cause [clairvoyantly],  & 
the effect will soon cease & you will be happy in your and enjoy good health. I wait to hear that my prophecies have been 
fulfilled but I shall keep a look out for your health till I hear you say that you are well.” 
 
288 This is just one of many letters transcribed by the Quimby coterie, now in BU, that for some reason are focused on the spring 
of 1861. Why other time periods are not equally represented is not known. 
 
289 In October 1860 Quimby drafted an advertisement (which will be discussed later) for a hair tonic, which included this 
comment: 
 
“Dr. — having been in the practice of curing diseases of every kind, & finding that all disease finds its growth in the fluids & that 
changing the mind was the cure, his attention was turned to the restoration of the hair. He found that as he restored the patient to 
health, the hair commenced growing & this induced him to investigate the causes. Not wishing to affect the imagination of the 
patient, he often tried such remedies as would suggest themselves to him, till at last he found restoratives in certain ingredients 
which act upon the head, produce softness & health in the parts where applied.”  
 
If Quimby’s healing method was purely mental, with only a few minor rubs to fool the patient into thinking something was being 
done, and that one of the results of the healing work was a cure of baldness, why would Quimby think to look for material 
remedies and investigate a material cause? This would only seem to make sense if Quimby considered his material ministrations 
as being part of the cure, for otherwise, what “remedies” could Quimby have connected to his mentally “curing diseases of every 
kind”? 
 
290 MBEL, A11316. Cf. Samuel P. Bancroft’s comments in two letters to Mary Beecher Longyear, originals at Longyear 
Museum. The letters were dated August 29, 1920, and September 5, 1920, respectively: 
 
“As I have stated in a former letter, Dr. [Richard] Kennedy practiced by physical manipulation, a somewhat lengthy and vigorous 
process. I have never known Mrs Glover following this method even while permitting it.” 
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“I have told you Dr Kennedy’s method was rubbing the head and stomach together with the use of Cold Water. This was 
probably the method used by Dr. Quimby. His theory, as I have understood, was that the head and stomach are the centers of 
activity, and that disease is caused by a congested or inflamed condition, and that a normal action could be induced by 
manipulation. In the case of a lady patient, this necessitated taking down the hair and drying it later. In my own practice I found 
this to be objectionable, and so reported it to Mrs Glover, who instructed us to discontinue the use of water, and merely place our 
hands on the head. The method of rubbing the stomach was also discontinued, this having proven still more objectionable, for 
reasons that are obvious.” 
 
291 It is worth noting here that while Eddy often used the word “soul” to mean the inner being or that identity that can survive 
death, which is its common meaning, she also went beyond that to mean something quite different, such as making it later a 
synonym for God. In comparison, Quimby’s use of the word appears to be only the traditional meaning. Thus when Eddy used 
the term, “presence of soul” she was extending the meaning of soul beyond the Quimby (and common) usage. Compare this line 
from a poem Eddy recorded in her notebook—after her first husband died, the poem being titled “Written on leaving N. Carolina 
July 19th 1844”: 
 

“I am now alone in soul.” 
 
There is no record of Quimby using the term “in soul,” which is a very different use of the term soul than the traditional use of 
the term. 
 
292 MBEL. F00362. 
 
293 BU 162. The version in the Houghton Library collection reads: 
 
“Answers to questions asked by patients, showing the way the sick reason about disease. (Q) ‘Why do you not rub your head 
when sick?’ (Ans.) Because I have nothing to rub out. . . . When the patient asked the question, he had the answer in the question, 
for his ignorance was what I was rubbing out, so if he had known that, he would not have wanted any rubbing.”  
 
Another version in BU also does not have the words “reaction or” at the end of the citation. 
 
294 By June, 1887, in her article, “Mind-Healing History,” in The Christian Science Journal, Eddy would write in defense of 
herself against Julius Dresser’s public attack on her: 
 
“If, as Mr. Dresser says, Mr. Quimby's theory (if he had one) and practice were like mine, purely mental, what need had he of 
such physical means as wetting his hands in water and rubbing the head? Yet these appliances he continued until he ceased 
practice; and in his last sickness, the poor man employed a homoeopathic physician. . . .” 
 
295 In a letter from Mrs. Quimby to “Mrs. Clarke,” after Quimby’s death (in BU), she pointed out that Quimby had never really 
recovered from his exertion in helping to put out the giant fire in Belfast, Maine. That tragic fire on October 12, 1865, destroyed 
some 125 buildings. The fire was sufficiently large to warrant an article on the “Great Fire” in the November 4, 1865 Harper’s 
Weekly. 
 
296 Part of this reminiscence was reprinted in Clifford Smith, Historical Sketches From the Life of Mary Baker Eddy and the 
History of Christian Science (Boston: Christian Science Publishing Society, [ca. 1941]), p. 50. Part of it was also published in 
Eddy’s day. Alfred Farlow in his response in The Outlook (October 9, 1909) quoted part of the Clark reminiscence. 
 
297 See, for example, Horatio Dresser, Health and the Inner Life, p. 119: “Guided by the practical impetus which Mr. Quimby’s 
work gave him [Evans had visited Quimby twice], Dr. Evans in course of time worked out a remarkable combination of all these 
spiritual and philosophical teachings. In his writings [i.e., the six books on mental healing by Evans] one finds a well-reasoned 
account of what Mr. Quimby meant to say, what he would have said had he possessed all the data as well as a trained mind. For 
there was remarkable affinity between the two men. To one who has read Mr. Quimby’s manuscripts it is a constant satisfaction 
to note the harmony of thought and unity of purpose in their writings. Although Dr. Evans only once refers to Mr. Quimby, there 
is nothing he wrote in the six volumes above mentioned that does not directly relate to the Quimby teachings.”  
 
Dresser apparently about this time discussed this with William J. Leonard, who was writing a biographical sketch of Evans, 
which conversation Leonard quoted in Practical Ideals, November, 1905, pp. 14-15: 
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“My father always esteemed Dr. Evans highly and, so far as I know, held that his exposition of the mental method and theory was in 
entire harmony with the Quimby teaching.”  
 
Dresser later backed away from these remarkably inaccurate statements. Evans and Quimby had very different views on a 
number of key points, which differences have often been glossed over by certain Quimby supporters who wished to continue the 
persona created by them of Evans as a dutiful disciple of Quimby. 
 
298 Rev. W.F. Evans, The Mental-Cure, Illustrating the Influence of the Mind on the Body, Both in Health and Disease, and the 
Psychological Method of Treatment. Boston: H.H. & T.W. Carter, 1869, pp. 73-74. Cf. this statement by two of the most 
important interpreters of Quimby to New Thought history, “. . . some individuals apparently have special healing powers that are 
not fully understood. Such people frequently work by the laying on of hands. Unusual energy has been measured in the hands of 
some healers. Here, too, God is at work.” (Deborah G. Whitehouse and C. Alan Anderson, Practicing the Presence of God for 
Practical Purposes [ca. 2000], p. 112.) 
 
299 One of the difficult aspects of recording the history of mental healing is the question of how to evaluate the many claims that 
are made (including first hand testimonies) that are outside of the constraints of the material laws that science tells us control the 
known universe. Some will argue that mental healing (outside of psychosomatic illness), clairvoyance, thought transfer, and the 
like are not true because they are a physical impossibility. In the case of Quimby, it is my belief that many of these questions 
have been glossed over on the part of some historians or writers simply because of their animus or other bias against Eddy. Since 
Quimby was an easy card to play against Eddy, there was no interest by such writers to actually explore the veracity of the claims 
made on behalf of Quimby—to do so would not serve their purpose. Thus, many “common sense” historians who were 
confirmed materialists and in no way believers in the claims of Eddy about the reality of Christian Science healing, could 
duplicate the claims of Quimby about his (or Lucius Burkmar’s) alleged clairvoyant or healing abilities without a trace of 
skepticism or doubt. 
 
One of the claims made of Quimby was his ability in a telepathic, intuitive fashion to explore the inner mind of the patient and 
thereby diagnose the patient’s problem. As such, the question has often been left unasked whether Quimby could in fact 
accurately read the mind of the patient. Some patients affirmed that he did accurately explain their aches and pain without them 
having said anything, but here in this letter Pierce gave a contrarian view: “It was evident he was waiting to be led & with a turn 
or word I could have misguided him. He said he could do nothing till he got some heat in me.” 
 
As an example of how Quimby was later interpreted to fit the belief system of his most important interpreter, see Horatio 
Dresser’s book, A Physician to the Soul (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1908). In discussing the Emmanuel movement, which 
was largely a Protestant effort to provide church members with a more “respectable” form of healing within the church than 
Christian Science, Dresser wrote (pp. 99 and 107-108): 
 
 “Wisely conservative, the founders of this movement [i.e., Dr. Ellwood Worcester and Dr. Samuel McComb] first won the co-
operation of the medical profession, then limited the practice of psychotherapy to the cases of functional and nervous diseases 
which were pronounced eligible by competent physicians. . . .  
 
The Emmanuel movement in a measure fulfils the expectations of Mr. P. P. Quimby, in whose pioneer work as a therapeutist the 
American movement began. Quimby’s work and teaching grew out of psychological discoveries, not out of quasi-metaphysical 
theories. The questionable metaphysical doctrines were added later. . .   although he [Quimby] began with hypnotic experiments, 
he made discoveries which led him gradually into religion. The method of silent treatment which took the place of hypnotic 
suggestion was largely religious in character, and depended upon the belief that the divine wisdom enters into us.” 
 
Quimby’s theories went well beyond the constraints of psychosomatic medicine that Dresser above placed on him, and Quimby 
would certainly not have agreed with this evaluation by Dresser. 
 
300 That such accounts continued through the end of Quimby’s career in seen in the following undated holographic statement by 
Mary. A. Batchelder, likely from 1907. The account relates to Quimby’s work after he had left Portland, Maine (it is clear she 
was not a fan of Quimby based on her continual questioning of the term “Doctor” as related to him, and she was inclined to 
compare his work to Christian Science): 
 
“During the second week of July, 1865, Doct. ? Quimby of Portland, Me. visited Joseph Eaton of Winslow, Me. who was then 
lying dangerously ill. 
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Doct. ? Quimby had a certain reputation as a healer of disease through Mesmeric or Magnetic influence. In treating Mr. Eaton he 
made passes over him with his hands and after each pass dipped his hands in cold water. He remained at Mr. Eaton’s house in 
constant attendance upon him for 3 or 4 days, but his treatment was not successful. 
 
Mrs. M. A. Batchelder, daughter of the said Eaton was present nearly all of the time and witnessed Doct. ? Quimby’s mode of 
treatment, which in no way corresponded to that of Christian Science, as taught by Mrs. Eddy, or practiced by her students.” 
 
301 Though a Christian Scientist, Hinds wanted to fair to her old friend, Quimby. She wrote to Judge Septimus Hanna on 
November 7, 1904 (a transcript of which is in MBEL): “I have great respect for Dr. Quimby. He lived a good life. His method of 
treating disease healed many people who had been given up by M.Ds. I have much sympathy for his son George, and know that 
every word in regard to his father’s being uneducated hurts him. As far as book learning goes he was ignorant, but he was far 
ahead of his time in many things.” 
 
302 A transcript of the letter is in the Milmine file purchased by the Christian Science church and now in MBEL. 
 
303 Quimby’s comment to Gilman may sound hard to believe, since he spent so much time attempting to put his theories on 
paper, but it is reminiscent of the account of Christian Scientist, Emma Morgan Thompson, a former Quimby patient. In The 
Christian Science Journal, November, 1886, Thompson wrote, 
 
“I was treated by Dr. P. P. Quimby, in Portland, for neuralgia in the head. Mrs. Eddy was also a patient of his. I first met her 
there, and it was in the summer [sic] of 1862. His mode of treating the sick was to immerse his hands in water and manipulate 
their heads. My father (W. P. Morgan) offered him one thousand dollars ($1,000) to explain his method of treating disease; to 
which the Doctor replied: "I cannot; I do not understand it myself." I never knew of his attempting to teach any one. His method 
was entirely different from Mrs. Eddy's system of Christian Science. 
(Witness) MRS. E. A. THOMPSON.” 
 
Thompson elaborated on this in a 1907 affidavit. In 1862 Quimby came to the Morgan household near Portland and stayed 
overnight, returning to his office the next day. Of Quimby in 1907 she wrote:  
 
“His treatment consisted in placing hands on his wrists, plunging his hands in cold water, manipulating the head and making 
passes over the body. He asked me to concentrate my mind on him and to think of nothing and nobody but him. He requested the 
members of the family to leave the room as he could not control my mind with anyone present. As the relief came to me, he 
suffered greatly himself saying he took on my pain. I learned afterwards that the pain was so intense that it became necessary for 
my father to assist him to bed where he remained until he was called to treat me again for recurrence of the pain. The same 
experience was repeated and as the pain left me it manifested itself in him in aggravated form and he was forced again to retire 
for several hours. When he left that morning I told him that I would have another attack at eleven o’clock—as the attacks came 
periodically—and asked what I should do. He left instructions for me to think of him and to drink water until relief came. The 
following day I was taken to his office in a carriage for further treatment and continued treatments with him for a week or more 
until he left town [i.e., to visit a patient out of town]. These treatments were all of the same character as the first, and the only 
instructions ever given me by him were to concentrate my mind on him and drink water until the pain was relieved. I took no 
further treatments but followed his directions to a greater or lesser extent for about four years, experiencing only temporary relief. 
I then tried other courses of treatment and remedies without success until 1884, when I was finally and permanently healed 
through the reading of ‘Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures,’ by Mary Baker G. Eddy. 
 
Upon my first visit to Dr. Quimby I saw Mrs. Eddy in his office in Portland, as a patient. He had cited my case to her and she 
remained in the office during my treatment. 
 
There was nothing in Dr. Quimby’s method of treating disease which bears any resemblance to the teachings or methods of 
Christian Science. He never spoke of God to me, or referred to any other power or person but himself. (As far as I know he had 
no manuscripts or books relating to his subject.) He gave me nothing to read and no explanation of his treatment. In fact he had 
no explanation. I distinctly recall that before he left our home that morning, my father offered him a check for One Thousand 
Dollars if he would impart to him or any member of his family his method of treating disease, to which the Doctor replied, ‘I 
cannot. I don’t understand it myself.’” 
 
The Christian Science Sentinel, February 16, 1899, published an extended review of the Quimby claim, with a focus on the 
manuscript, “Questions and Answers,” which prior to that had not been mentioned in the debate. In the series of articles in that 
issue was a republication of Emma Morgan Thompson’s statement from 1886 that her father offered Quimby $1,000 to explain to 
him how he worked and Quimby reportedly said "I cannot; I do not understand it myself." 
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Horatio Dresser, and perhaps his mother, decided to strike back on two fronts. One was the former’s article in the May, 1899, 
Arena, that attacked Eddy’s position, and the other was the reissuance of Julius Dresser’s History of Mental Science from 1887. 
In the reissued pamphlet, p. 38, Horatio Dresser wrote: 
 
“One of these intimate followers [probably his mother, Annetta Dresser] informs me that ‘very often after a sitting with a patient 
would say, ‘O doctor, tell me how your cure?’ Usually he would say, ‘Oh, I don’t know myself,’ simply to get rid of the patient. 
How could he in one answer, in a few minutes’ time, tell one, who had not the remotest conception of his method, what he had 
been years studying? . . . But there is plenty of written evidence from himself just what he did believe, and what others say he 
believed, is no evidence at all, but simply their opinion.’” 
 
Note: for further information on the Emma Morgan Thompson history with Quimby and Eddy, see this account by her daughter 
Abigail Dyer Thompson from 1928, recounting what she remembered from her family of her mother’s history: 
 
 “My mother, Mrs. Emma A. Thompson, C. S. D. of Minneapolis, Minnesota was born and grew to younger womanhood on a 
beautiful farm situated a few miles from Portland, Maine. She was an active energetic child and a brilliant student, graduating 
with honors from the Yarmouth Academy, followed by postgraduate work at Waterville Academy, and later taught school until 
her marriage. However, she had one serious handicap. As a young girl she developed a severe physical condition. Frequently she 
would be stricken with attacks of pain in the head that physicians pronounced an extremely acute form of neuralgia. At times the 
distress became so intense that it made her nearly frantic, and under these conditions she would insist on having her mother, who 
was rather a heavy woman, sit on the side of her head to counteract the pressure as she lay on a pillow. The malady baffled the 
physicians and no method of medical treatment brought relief. 
 
 These attacks continued at intervals until she was twenty years of age. At this time a young man from a neighboring farm went 
to see Dr. Phineas P. Quimby, a mental healer, who had his office in the city of Portland. This young man had been suffering for 
several months from a distressing stomach trouble, and apparently experienced marked relief through Dr. Quimby’s treatment. 
This interested my grandfather who had become discouraged, and by this time was willing to try anything suggested that 
promised a possible means of help for his daughter’s condition. 
 
The next severe attack, after talking with the neighbor, sent him in haste to the office of Dr. Quimby, and as quickly as possible, 
the two men drove back to the suffering patient. When Dr. Quimby entered the room he was startled at the apparent agony young 
girl was passing through and immediately called for a wash bowl filled with water. He told the patient to put her mind on him, 
and then he emersed[sic] his hands in the water, and snapping his fingers made passes over her, and also manipulated her head, 
frequently dipping his hands in the cold water. This treatment was continued for perhaps half an hour, and as the relief came to 
the patient he apparently took on the condition himself in all his severity. His own suffering rendered him so helpless that my 
grandfather was obliged to assist into a sleeping room and put him to bed, where he remained until the following morning. 
 
When he arose for breakfast he said he could not understand how my mother had lived through repeated attacks of such agony 
because it had taken him most of the night to throw off his own suffering. When they left the breakfast table my grandfather, after 
expressing gratitude, took his check book from his pocket saying to Dr. Quimby, ‘I will write you a check for one thousand 
dollars if you will impart your remarkable method of healing to me or any member of my family.’ Dr. Quimby shook his head as 
he replied sadly, ‘I cannot, I do not understand it myself.’  Then my grandmother asked, ‘If the attacks occur again, what shall I 
do?’ He answered, ‘Give your daughter all the water she can drink and tell her to put her mind on me.’ 
 
 Within a few days there was a recurrance[sic] of the difficulty and a member of the family was dispatched to a mineral spring on 
the farm that was noted for miles around for the purity of its water. As soon as the water was brought to the house my 
grandmother filled a two quart measure which her daughter drank; twice it was refilled making six quarts in all, and as fast as she 
drank the water it passed through her. In a degree the help followed, and thereafter for a period of time she looked to that means 
for relief. Twice she had occasion to go to Dr. Quimby’s office in Portland, and there met and talked with Mrs. Eddy who was 
then Mrs. Patterson, and who was under the doctor’s magnetic treatment. In introducing Mrs. Patterson, Dr. Quimby said, ‘This is 
a very wonderful woman and in comparison I am the man, but Mary is the Christ.”  The beauty of her face and charm of manner 
linger in the memory of my mother through the succeeding years. 
 
This ended all personal contact with Dr. Quimby and gradually the use of the water was dropped, although the attacks continued 
in a somewhat milder form until the year 1884 when a copy of Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures by Mary Baker 
Eddy came into our home. The earnest study of this book, night and day, brought a complete and permanent healing, and so 
illumined my mother’s consciousness that she was able to bring the same remarkable freedom to majority of those who turn to 
her for help. Within a short time patients came to her in such large numbers that her days and nights were crowded with work. 
Finally she applied for class instruction from the discoverer and founder of Christian Science. At the end of two years in the 
practice, not having received word to go to the Massachusetts Metaphysical College, she felt that undoubtedly there were so 
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many applicants from the Eastern states that Mrs. Eddy would not be able to include one so far from Boston. However, her 
gratitude for the inspiration that had come through the pages of Science and Health was so over-flowing that it prompted her to 
send a check for $300.00, which was the amount for tuition in our Leader’s classes, with a note stating that she felt that she owed 
it to Mrs. Eddy for the instruction that had come from the study of the textbook alone. The letter bearing its message of 
Thanksgiving passed one from Mrs. Eddy calling my mother for her first class in the Metaphysical College at 571 Columbus 
Ave. 
 
The morning of the opening lesson she recognized the beautiful face that had stayed in her memory through the years; and the 
following day upon entering the college, she spoke to Mr. Calvin Frye in the hall saying, ‘Mrs. Eddy has not changed much since 
I saw her last.’ Mr. Frye asked she where she had ever seen Mrs. Eddy, and she replied, ‘Years ago I met her in Dr. Quimby’s 
office in Portland, Maine.’ When Mrs. Eddy entered the class room that morning she opened the lesson by asking my mother to 
rise and give her experience with Dr. Quimby, which she did as I have described here. At the close of her remarks our Leader 
said said earnestly, ‘I have waited long years for this testimony.’ And later in talking with my mother on the subject, Mrs. Eddy 
said that she was the first one to come to her rescue and make a statement clear enough to show the wide difference between the 
unquestionable hypnotic nature of the Quimby treatment and Spiritual method of the healing power in Christian Science; also the 
fact that he had acknowledged in his own words his inability to impart to another the way in which he produced his cures, thus 
proving the futility of the claim that was made by his followers after his death, that he was the discoverer of Christian Science 
instead of Mary Baker Eddy.” 
 
In addition to the account from Thompson, see this from a statement by a former patient of Quimby’s, one Gilbert Bailey, in 
MBEL, dated June 20, 1899: 
 
 “[PPQ] declared repeatedly he had no actual knowledge of how he healed the sick. He knew he had an influence over them by 
which they were made better, but he said he did not understand the opperation of that influence.” 
 
Quimby himself answered a question often put to him [LC 5:42]: 
 
“I am often asked what I call my cures. I answer the effect of a science, because I know how I do them.”  
 
However in the Quimby papers is a lengthy article that includes a reported colloquy between Quimby and a patient [LC 11:107ff] 
that includes this (emphasis added): 
 
“(Doctor Quimby)  You may seat yourself in this chair 
(Patient)  Do you wish me to tell you how I feel? 
Dr.  No, I will tell you. 
P.  Oh, that is all the better, for doctors all want the patient to tell them how she feels. 
D.  Yes, I know that & here is where I [differ] from them. I tell you your feelings & you tell the doctors, do you 

understand that?   
P.  Yes, I think I do.   
D.  Well, which do you like the best?   
P.  Why, your way of course, for if you tell me how I feel I shall think that you know more than I do, for I 

always supposed that you had to tell the doctors how you felt.   
D. So they do & then the doctor gives his opinion based on your feelings & you know just about as much of 

your case as he does. So you see it is the blind leading the blind & they both fall into the ditch. 
P.  Yes, so says the good book that never lies. 
D.  Now I don[’]t do any such way. I sit down by the Patient & take hold of their hands & sit till I feel a sensation 

in my mind. 
P.  How do you do that[?] 
D.  That is the mystery.” 
 
Ultimately I believe the Dressers are correct in interpreting Quimby’s response of not knowing how he healed as a dodge to avoid 
the time or effort to go into his theory more closely. 
 
304 Eddy might have been referring to Quimby’s practice when she wrote in her manuscript ca. 1867 about a spiritual 
interpretation of the Bible (emphasis added): 
 
“Admitting, that although sickness had been removed by command, by faith, and the laying on of hands in the past and present 
ages, yet never before had it been reduced to a science in its explanation so as to be understood.”  
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Eddy seems to be saying that Quimby discovered the science from the Bible, but there is no record of the Bible as being his 
source. Her reference to the “laying on of hands” to heal in the “present ages” is presumably about Quimby’s practice. 
 
305 Eddy, S&H, (1875 first edition), pp. 332-333, 374-376, 378, 381, and 428. 
 
306 Dr. A. S. Hayward, “The Mental or Mind-Cure Problem,” Fact magazine (May-June, 1887), p. 141. 
 
307 Charles Braden, whose extensive writings on Christian Science and mental healing history can all too often be relied upon to 
promote the Dresser conventional wisdom with little additional insight or even a curious counter thought, wrote in Spirits in 
Rebellion (1970, third edition), p. 57, after quoting a passage by Quimby from Dresser’s QMSS: 
 
“Note too that Quimby was using the terms ‘error’ and ‘Truth,’ capitalizing the latter, just as is regularly done in Science and 
Health.  
 
Writing in 1859, he asks the question that had undoubtedly been raised by someone, ‘Is the curing of disease a Science?’ His 
answer is a categorical ‘Yes.’ Who then was the founder of that Science, he was asked. Note that the word science is also 
capitalized as it normally is in Christian Science.”  
 
In Spirits in Rebellion, p. 159, Braden published in 1963 the following,  
 
“During 1961 microfilm copies of the entire body of original manuscripts on deposit in the Library of Congress were made for 
the Bridwell Library of Southern Methodist University in Dallas [where Braden was]. . . . Thus it is now possible to compare the 
work of H. W. Dresser with these [i.e., the QMSS] and discover how faithfully he dealt with them. Meanwhile microfilm 
reproduction had been made of those parts omitted by Dresser. Examination of these revealed no significant omission of material 
or obvious slanting of what he used. Others who worked through this material were agreed in the judgment.” 
 
It is evident that Braden and the “others” did not look very hard or conduct any kind of serious or scholarly examination of the 
papers in the Library of Congress. I have found no evidence that Braden incorporated anything from the Library of Congress 
collection of Quimby papers into his important history of Quimby and New Thought, even though he had two years or so to 
examine the material before his book was published, and that of course ignores the option of simply visiting the Library of 
Congress prior to 1961 to accomplish the same. Instead Braden simply relied on Dresser’s QMSS as the ultimate authoritative 
text on Quimby’s writings. 
 
This may explain Braden’s seeming complete acceptance of Dresser’s account, as explained by Braden on p. 159 of his book, 
where he was speaking of the time period immediately after Dresser released his book, QMSS, in 1921: “Now it was possible for 
anyone wondering about the relationship between Mrs. Eddy and Dr. Quimby to make his own investigation of the Portland 
healer’s writings and determine for himself what the probable relationship was.” When Braden discussed Quimby’s view of 
religion, p. 71, he determined Quimby’s beliefs from “a careful reading of his Manuscripts” by which he meant not Quimby’s 
manuscripts on microfilm from the Library of Congress but rather his writings as transcribed and edited by Dresser. 
 
Old traditions die hard. Here is what the Phineas Parkhurst Quimby Philosophical Society wrote as editors of their 2008 volume, 
Complete Collected Works, p. v: “Sometimes Quimby chose to capitalize certain words, and in other places did not capitalize the 
same words, such as Science, Wisdom, Truth, etc. In this publication, for the most part, we have capitalized words as is 
commonly customary.” 
 
As we saw in Chapter One, Eddy many years later sent a letter to Christian Scientists Edward Kimball and John Willis, who were 
performing editorial work for her, on April 23, 1901. Evidently the word “wisdom” had been capitalized in an article on Christian 
Science, so Eddy commented “As to the capital letter you attached to ‘wisdom’ I got rid of that shortly. Wisdom is not a name for 
Deity, and is a common noun[.]” Eddy in the years after Quimby’s death has capitalized the word “wisdom” but later stopped 
doing that. 
 
308 Eddy, S&H, first edition, p. 5. 
 
309 Ann Ballew Hawkins, Phineas Parkhurst Quimby: Revealer of Spiritual Healing to this Age[—]His Life and What he 
Taught. Jackson, TN: Published by the Author, [ca, 1951], p. 30. 
 
310 Arthur Vergara, “Dr. Quimby and Mrs. Eddy,” Creative Thought, March, 1996, p. 10. 
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311 Collie-Seale, Volume One, p. 109. 
 
312 Anderson, Healing Hypotheses, pp. 211-212. Anderson later ignored this correct observation in an article in which he 
reversed himself without giving a reason for doing so; that article on Quimby entitled “The Father of New Thought” is dated 
October 6, 1995, and is available on www.ppquimby.com . In that article he wrote “Science, with a capital S, was a synonym for 
God, for Quimby, but clearly he also used the word to stand for a systematized, provable procedure, . . .” 
 
This question of the capitalization of “Science” is not one that relates to only the periphery of the larger subject. Many writers 
have used the alleged capitalization of the word by Quimby to be a strong sign of Eddy’s indebtedness to him. See for example, 
Caroline Fraser, p. 473: However well or poorly he [Quimby] himself wrote, letters by Quimby’s patients preserved in The 
Quimby Manuscripts describe and confirm his practices—the absent treatment, the use of the capitalized word ‘Science,’ the 
notion that ‘mind is matter’—that later appear in Eddy’s teachings. There is no doubt that Eddy was inspired in these matters by 
Quimby.”  (As I point out elsewhere, the “mind is matter” concept is decidedly not one that Eddy adopted in Christian Science. 
In addition, the phrase “absent treatment” was not used by Quimby, and while it is possible that Eddy first experienced the 
concept with Quimby, it is also quite possible that she did not, since it was a concept fairly common at the time among healers, 
all of whom could trace it back to absent healings by Jesus in the Bible.) 
 
313 Dresser, QMSS, p. 61. It is hard to determine just how Quimby’s verbal use of certain words would automatically lead the 
hearer to know to capitalize those words, especially since Quimby clearly never made his wishes known to the Wares, his son, 
etc. In addition, in this surprising comment by Dresser, he seems to suggest that the use of phrases such as “science of health,” 
significantly preceded Quimby’s identifying his theory with the Christ. I have been unable to find anything that supports the 
belief that Quimby’s tying his theory to the Christ came late in his development. If that were true, it would certainly support the 
Eddy allegations that her Christian background and commitment led Quimby to adapt his theory to her religious views—a notion 
that the Dressers and George Quimby always emphatically denied. 
 
314 Hughes, p. xxi. 
 
315 An article by Quimby in the Library of Congress collection [LC: 5:105], is titled in the original, “The identify of God or 
Wisdom. Ignorance of man in regard to the true God.” The word “Wisdom” seems to be capitalized; if so, this is certainly a rare 
example of the word “Wisdom” being capitalized. Quimby, for example, in his own handwritten articles that have been preserved 
did not capitalize that word. 
 
One of the few clear cut examples appears at the end of an article in the Library of Congress collection [LC 2:43] but even in that 
example, the first “science of truth” is not capitalized: 
 
. . . . The science of this world is to make disease & the science of truth is to destroy it, one is the science of an opinion & 
superstition & the other is the Science of Truth.” 
 

 
 
 
316 Dresser, QMSS, p. vi. Dresser likely was basing this on statements by Quimby such as this one in 1861 in an article later 
titled Senses II, which is transcribed by Collie-Seale (it is not in the QMSS) as: “But they confused mind and senses into one, like 
the modern philosophers who make wisdom and knowledge, mind and senses, Jesus and Christ, synonymous. Now mind and 
senses are as distinct as light and darkness, and the same distinction holds good in wisdom and knowledge, Jesus and Christ. 
Christ, Wisdom and the spiritual senses are synonymous. So likewise are Jesus, knowledge and mind.” However, a more literal 
transcription [LC 6:78] reads: “. . . but they confused mind & senses into one. Like the modern philosophers who make wisdom 
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& knowledge, mind & senses, Jesus & Christ synonomous. Now mind & senses are as distinct as light & darkness & the same 
distinction holds good in wisdom & knowledge, Jesus & Christ. Christ, wisdom & senses are synonomous. So likewise are Jesus 
knowledge & mind.”  
 
Despite such statements, the record does not show that Quimby intended to capitalize words that he deemed synonymous with 
God. 
 
317 Ibid., p. 101.  
 
318 However, that is not to say that Collie-Seale and Hughes did not at times use an uppercase “wisdom” or “science” where 
there are not uppercase in the original. See for example, Hughes, p. 127 (emphasis added):  
 
“So my religion is my wisdom, which is not of this world, but of that Wisdom that will break in pieces the wisdom of man. 
Man’s wisdom is the superstition of heathen idolatry; all Science is at variance with it.” 
 
The original in LC 11:102 reads:  
 
“So my religion is my wisdom which is not of this world[?] but that of wisdom that will break in pieces the wisdom of man. 
Man[’]s wisdom is the superstitions of heathen idolatry: all science is at variance with it.” 
 
In general, the words “science” and “wisdom” word in the actual Quimby papers are almost always lower case, despite the 
common transcription by Horatio Dresser, his mother Annetta Dresser in her 1895 book, and Collie-Seale and Hughes. 
 
319 Even though Quimby in his own handwriting routinely capitalized the first letter of many nouns, see what his son said to 
Sibyl Wilbur as reported by her in the April, 1907, issue of Human Life: “My father's head was full of speculative ideas and he 
was constantly writing down his thoughts. He wrote without capitalizing or punctuating. His mind was always ahead of his pen 
and he would not paragraph or formulate his thoughts into essays. I guess many of his words were misspelled, too. But he had the 
thought, that is the point.” Probably what George Quimby meant was that his father did not mean to capitalize words, that is was 
more an issue of handwriting style. 
 
320 In a letter that Emma Ware wrote to Edward Arens, January 9, 1883, she refers to Quimby as a “Scientific man,” but her 
reference to Quimby’s “science” seems to be lowercase. In comparison, George Quimby wrote for his father to Helen Crosby, 
April 28, 1865: “Discord is in mutiny and the heat is the effect; and your science or truth is not sufficient to allay the discordant 
elements. . . . so a constant warfare is kept up till the scientific man is nearly exhausted.” Phineas Quimby himself wrote a letter 
as well to Helen Crosby, which letter was transcribed by Sarah, which letter included his attempt to explain his theory within 
Crosby’s religious background: “For instance, disease will tempt you to call recovery hallucination; or dependent upon the 
material Dr. Quimby; or not sufficient to stand alone; but, as you grow in grace, that is, the knowledge and belief of truth, you 
will be more sure of what it is, and know that the temptation was from the devil, or, as the scriptures define him,—the father of 
lies. Hence truth expels him. . . .” [Farlow papers on Quimby in MBEL.] 
 
See in the footnotes for a possible use of an uppercase S in “Science” by Eddy. Also in Eddy’s letter to Quimby, April 24, 1864, 
she gave the title of her lecture, which appeared to capitalize the “S” in science, but elsewhere in the letter when referring 
Quimby’s science, it was not capitalized. 
 
Early in 1883, Julius Dresser wrote George Quimby, telling him of his new ally, Edward Arens, and the support that Arens was 
giving to Dresser and the claim that Quimby was the true father of mental healing. Included in the letter were two references to 
Quimby’s science:  
 
“Dr Arens now gives credit of forming the science to Dr Quimby, . . . Dr Arens feels sore over his former connection with Mrs 
Patterson-Eddy & her stealing, or attempting to, the credit of founding the science, . . .” 
 
321 LC 2:43. 
 
322 This is the only example found of Quimby using the phrase “science of Christianity,” to go along with his sole use of the 
phrase “Christian Science” the year before in a different manuscript, which will be discussed later. Eddy back in the May, 1847, 
issue of The Covenant, an Odd Fellow publication, published an article, “Immortality of the Soul.”  
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323 Collie-Seale, II, 281. 
 
324 Fanny Bass (January 25, 1835 – April 11, 1889) was from Williamstown, Vermont, one of many children of Joel and 
Catherine Bass (but she did not have a sister Clara). Her older brother by about eight years, Perkins, moved to Chicago in 1854 
after graduating from Dartmouth and became a successful attorney in that city. On October 5, 1861, he married his second wife 
(the first died in 1858), Clara Foster (January 1, 1844 – March 9, 1933), just seventeen years old at the time. By 1861 Fanny had 
moved to Chicago as well. It is believed that Clara Foster Bass is is the same Clara Bass that wrote Quimby. Her middle initial as 
written in her letter might be a “Y.” Ron Hughes read it as an “F” which would makes sense if she kept her maiden name of 
Foster as her middle name; despite the above, Hughes referred to Class Bass as Fanny’s sister rather than sister-in-law. See his 
posting on his website, dated May 26, 2013.  
 
325 While nowhere in Quimby’s writings did he refer to “my science of health” or otherwise say that he called his theory that, in 
comparison there are approximately 50 uses of the phrase “my theory” in his writings. In George Quimby’s letter to Edward 
Arens on February 23, 1883—in the middle of the start of the Quimby-Eddy debate, with the letters from Julius Dresser and 
Eddy appearing in the Boston Post—he wrote that Quimby called what he taught “his ‘Theory of healing the sick[’].” 
 
George Quimby wrote in his 1888 article in New England Magazine, p.  276: 
 
“An hour before he [Phineas Quimby in 1866] breathed his last, he said to the writer: "I am more than ever convinced of the truth 
of my theory. I am perfectly willing for the change myself, but I know you all will feel badly, and think I am dead; but I know 
that I shall be right here with you, just as I always have been. I do not dread the change any more than if I were going on a trip to 
Philadelphia." 
 
Thus, to the end, Quimby appeared to favor the term “theory.” (It is interesting that George Quimby, p. 271 in the same article, 
wrote to illustrate that his father was not about making money: “[Quimby] used to say: "Wait till I get my theory reduced to a 
science, so that I can teach the Truth to others, and then I can make money fast enough." Since Quimby himself in his writings 
often used the term “science” to signify his concept of ultimate truth (starting with his earliest dated articles in 1859), it is not 
clear why Quimby, according to his son’s later statements, considered his theory not yet reduced to a science. 
 
326 While historically the focus has been on Quimby’s occasional use of the term “science of health,” other constructions were 
used by Quimby and his coterie, such as the “science of happiness.” In BU are two versions of an article “Introduction” that does 
not appear in Collie-Seale but was later printed by Hughes. One in BU 32 is undated, while the version in BU 58 is dated May 
1865. (The article in BU 32 was labeled “Not important” by Horatio Dresser or George A. Quimby.) In the article appeared the 
following: “Dr. Quimby claims to teach the science of happiness. It can may be denied by some that there can be such a science.” 
However, in the BU 58 version of the same article, “Science of Happiness” is uppercase. Another article in BU, written by one of 
the coterie members, probably by Emma Ware, wrote of Quimby’s theories: “It admits Wisdom & Truth as eternal principles and 
to them there is no Life, Death or Disease.” This kind of unpredictable variability in the capitalization of nouns is why it is so 
difficult to claim that Quimby intended to have a capitalization schema from which Eddy derived her later very definite schema.  
 
327  It is often said categorically that because Quimby used the phrase on occasion, the “science of health,” he must have called 
his theory by that phrase. That is no more accurate than to say that if Albert Einstein used phrases over the years to describe his 
1905 “Theory of Relativity,” he must thereby have meant to change the name of his theory to some other phrase. The same can 
be said of Quimby’s single use of the phrase “Christian Science” in 1863, which was promoted by Dresser and others as another 
name for his theory; there is no evidence from Quimby’s writings or of the Quimby coterie to support that notion. 
 
Cf. Dresser in QMSS, pp. 389-390, “Here we have the origin of the term "Science and Health," and the other terms on which the 
later "Christian Science" was founded. This Science was to Quimby the clue to the spiritual interpretation of Scripture. He also 
speaks of it as ‘revelation.’” 
 
Note: while Quimby used the word revelation from time to time, I have not found any case where he suggested that his insight 
came from any form of divine revelation. 
 
Julius and Annetta Dresser, on the other hand, in 1884 (and before the Quimby debate had developed a life of its own) published 
a two-sided circular entitled To those who Inquire from their office at the Hotel Huntington in Boston (a copy of which is in 
MBEL). It included the following (emphasis added): 
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“This mode of practise applies to all cases, and is based upon principles of truth discovered and reduced to a science by Dr. P. P. 
Quimby of Maine. We learned it of him, personally, and we have NO OTHER NAME for it but the Quimby system of 
Mental Treatment of Diseases.” (This circular was mentioned by Horatio Dresser in Health and the Inner Life, pp. 121-122, and 
dated 1884 by him.) 
 
At a minimum, that seems to suggest that the Dressers knew at that time of no other term for Quimby’s theory. As the two who 
were most prominently put forth as Quimby’s champion, if they did in fact no know of any other name for Quimby’s theory in 
1884, that certainly lessens the likelihood that Quimby had several names for his theory. 
 
328 Annetta Dresser in her book, pp. 41-42, says this appeared in the Portland Advertiser, but it actually appeared in the Portland 
Daily Press, May 17, 1865. A clipping of the article by Emma Ware was kept by the Quimby family is part of the Quimby family 
collection of old newspapers that mentioned Quimby. 
 
329 LC 5:42. 
 
330 LC 8:51. 
 
331 LC 10:88. 
 
332 LC 4:121. 
 
333 LC 8:193. 
 
334 LC 7:129 & LC 9:298. 
 
335 LC 3:111. 
 
336 LC 5:112. 
 
337 LC 6:78. 
 
338 LC 4:137. 
 
339 BU 38. 
 
340 LC 5:11. 
 
341 BU 18:1. 
 
342 Collie-Seale, Volume Three, pp. 105-114. 
 
343 Cf. the general blanket statement made by Beryl Satter (p. 62), which is representative of most of the historical writing on 
this subject, “Eddy adapted many terms from Quimby’s writings, such as ‘error,’ ‘science,’ and even the phrase ‘Christian 
Science.’” 
 
One historian, Craig James Hazen, in his article “‘Science Never Fails:’   Popular Science and the Emergence of American 
Metaphysical Religion” (Perspectives on Science and Christian Faith 44 (June 1992): 95-108), appears to suggest that Quimby 
used the phrase, “Science of Truth,” but no such phrase appears in the Quimby writings. (It is not clear that Hazen meant to 
ascribe that phrase as a direct quote from Quimby.) 
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344 Ibid., p. 473. An example of  Quimby writing “mind is matter” reflects his background in clairvoyance, where the mind is 
believed to  leave the body and transport itself elsewhere: 
 
“At one time I have said mind is matter. At another time I have separated the two by saying that mind leaves matter, going to 
distant places & describing objects not there is sight. Both of these statements are equally true & of the latter I will endeavor to 
give some explanation. 
 
Mind is the medium of a higher power. . . .”  [BU 107, with Sarah Ware’s initials as the copyist.] 
 
“Mind is matter” is not an Eddy concept. 
 
345 Fraser, pp. 50-51. 
 
346 In the KJV of the Bible we read (1st Corinthians 2:16) “. . . we have the mind of Christ.” Martin Gardner wrote in his book 
The Healing Revelations of Mary Baker Eddy, p. 32: “ ‘All sickness is in the mind,’ Quimby wrote. Inside each of us, he taught, 
is a higher self, a spark of God that he liked to call ‘the mind of Christ.’ Once this higher self can be induced to give up false 
beliefs in illness and pain, true thoughts will flood in and ailments will evaporate like morning dew. ‘The truth,’ he declared, ‘is 
the cure.’” 
 
While Eddy did use with approbation Paul’s line in the Bible, nowhere is it recorded that Quimby ever used the phrase, “the mind 
of Christ.” Certainly it is incorrect to say that Quimby “liked to call” his theory or one’s higher self  “the mind of Christ.” This is 
just one example of Gardner rewriting Quimby’s beliefs out of thin air in order to make them similar to Eddy’s Christian Science. 
See also Gardner’s description, p. 33 (emphasis added): “As years went by, Quimby became convinced it was the patient’s faith, 
not mesmerism, that did the healing. Even body manipulations, he decided, were unnecessary, though he occasionally used them 
because patients believed they helped. His eventual technique was simply to talk quietly to the patient, explaining that God 
did not wish anyone to be ill, and that their pain would go away if they strongly believed it would. His authoritative voice 
and his penetrating ‘magnetic’ eyes had a lot to do with bolstering a patient’s faith.” 
 
There is no record that Quimby even remotely talked to his patients in the manner described by Gardner. 
 
Gardner’s comment that Quimby said “All sickness is in the mind,” is technically incorrect since there is no record that Quimby 
ever said that, but he did make comments comparable to that. 
 
347 Ibid., p. 57. While Gardner does not actually claim that Eddy got this term from Quimby, he said Quimby “preferred to call 
his theology ‘Christ Science.’” In the canon of Quimby’s recorded writings, “Christ Science” does not appear even once. Eddy’s 
later church was The Church of Christ, Scientist, so Gardner’s statement of what Quimby supposedly called his theory might 
possibly be put forth by him to promote the idea that Eddy obtained the name of her Church from Quimby. 
 
Haller, in A History of New Thought, p. 55, appeared to ascribe this term to Quimby. He entitled his chapter on Quimby “Christ 
Science.” 
 
The same term ascribed to Quimby was seen in Albert Amao, Ph.D., The Renaissance of Mind Healing in America: How 
Millions of People Were Healed Without Medicine, Mustang, OK: Tate Publishing & Enterprises, LLC, [ca. 2011], p. 61. 
 
348 Paul K. Conkin, American Originals: Homemade Varieties of Christianity. Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North 
Carolina Press, 1997, p. 232. 
 
Eva S. Moskowitz, In Therapy we Trust: America’s Obsession with Self-Fulfillment. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2001, p. 10. Moskowitz actually wrote, “He was said to offer instead ‘Spiritual Science.’” 
 
Horatio Dresser used this term frequently to describe Quimby’s theory, but Quimby did not use the term. 
 
349 John K. Simmons and Brian Wilson, Competing Visions of Paradise: The California Experience of 19th Century American 
Sectarianism. Santa Barbara, CA: Fithian Press, 1993. [This is Vol. III of Religious Contours of California Window to the 
World’s Religions.] Simmons also made the same comment in Timothy Miller, editor, America’s Alternative Religions (Albany, 
NY: State University of New York Press, 1995), p. 64. 
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Fraser also attempted to tie this term “divine Mind” back to Quimby (p. 63). Fraser on the same page also appeared to tie Eddy’s 
term, “malicious animal magnetism,” back to Quimby, but Quimby had no such concept. 
 
Horatio Dresser used this term in QMSS, but Quimby did not use the term. 
 
350 John S. Haller, Jr., Swedenborg, Mesmer, & the Mind/Body Connection: The Roots of Complementary Medicine. West 
Chester, PA: Swedenborg Foundation, [ca. 2010], p. 167.  
 
351 Amao, p. 60.  
 
352 Haller, A History of New Thought, p. 45. Horatio Dresser used this term in QMSS to describe Quimby’s method, but Quimby 
did not use the term. 
 
353 Ibid., p. 48. 
 
354 Ibid., p. 54. 
 
355 Ibid., p. 55. Horatio Dresser used this term in QMSS , but Quimby did not use the term. 
 
356 J. W. Winkley, MD: “The New Thought Movement and Physical Healing,” Practical Ideals, July, 1910, p. 18. 
 
357 Amao, p. 61. 
 
358 Ibid., p. 62. 
 
359 Gallant, The Portland Daily Sun, June 20, 2013. 
 
360 Janik, p. 173. 
 
361 Amao, Healing Without Medicine, p. 35. 
 
362 H. Addington Bruce, Scientific Mental Healing. Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1911, p. 34. Interestingly, in the May, 
1910, Journal of the Michigan State Medical Society, p. 258, a Dr. J. N. Rogers wrote in an article on the mental therapeutics, “. . 
. the old original Quimby idea, ‘get yourself thinking right and you’ll be right.” 
 
363 Quimby’s use of the word “spiritual” varied. See for example this excerpt from this article, later titled “About patients” (LC 
11:82-82): “The wisdom of this world is spiritual like an odor that arises from the earthly man. In this odor all sorts of spiritual 
forms are made of a spiritual nature governed by the same laws as its father. Thus the spiritual world is the son of its father. Jesus 
called it the devil & its believers the children of their father & as he was of matter he must be destroyed. Now the kingdom of 
God was not of matter but of wisdom. So God called it father. As God is the son of wisdom, wisdom made man out of the dust of 
this earth & breathed into him this breath of life, then man became a living progressive wisdom or man.” 
 
364 There is some question whether “science” in the title of the lecture is capitalized in Eddy’s letter; the full title of the lecture 
is, “P. P. Quimby’s spiritual science healing disease—as opposed to Deism and Rochester-Rapping Spiritualism.” By comparing 
the “s” in “science” to a few examples of what is clearly an uppercase “s” in the letter, I believe it is not capitalized, but it is 
close. 
 
365 Quimby also used the word “spiritual” but with a variety of meanings. In some cases he related the term to spiritualism. In 
other cases, he used the term “spiritual matter,” as when he wrote in his first article in 1859 recorded by the Quimby coterie, 
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“Mind is spiritual matter. Thought is also matter, but not the same matter, any more than the earth is the same matter as the seed 
which is put into it.” 
 
At other times he used the term in a mixture of idealism and materialism, as in this rather unclear example: 
 
(LC 11:82) “The wisdom of this world is spiritual like an odor that arises from the earthly man. In this odor all sorts of spiritual 
forms are made of a spiritual nature governed by the same laws as its father. Thus the spiritual world is the son of its father. Jesus 
called it the devil & its believers the children of their father & as he was of matter he must be destroyed.” 
 
366 Edwin Dakin wrote in his book, p. 102, “It should be stressed, in this connection, that Quimby differentiated sharply between 
intelligence and mind, and also between wisdom and mind. He never once said, so far as the writer can discover, that there is no 
mind in matter. There can be no doubt, however, that Mrs. Patterson failed utterly to grasp Quimby’s distinction.” 
 
Quimby wrote at times, “mind is matter” or “mind is spiritual matter,” although there is no record of him writing “mind in 
matter.” Dakin did not make clear what alleged distinction Eddy failed to grasp. 
 
Dakin’s unfamiliarity with Quimby’s belief is seen in part in his statement, p. 99: “Quimby's psychology was actually a simple 
thing—a system of mental prophylaxis. One denied all evil, affirmed the reality and possession of all good. It was an application 
of a system of mental suggestion which would meet with the approval of almost any modern psychiatrist.” Not only does that 
place on Quimby a philosophical view of evil that was totally foreign to him, it suggested that the later Christian Science 
ontological positions on evil and reality were somehow common to the “modern psychiatrist,” which is completely false. 
 
367 Milmine | Cather, p. 52. This also appeared in the February, 1907, McClure’s article. 
 
368 LC: 9:284-285. An example of how this issue has been distorted is seen in this excerpt by Ron Hughes in his Science of 
Wisdom online newsletter at www.ppquimby.com, dated August 31, 2014. He gave this purported passage from Quimby which 
was taken from QMSS, p. 391: 
 
“So Science to the natural man is nothing that contains life. But this Science is a Principle. This is the only living and eternal life. 
This Science is what rose from the dead or natural life.” 
 
While this technically is nothing more than a reprint of Dresser’s transcript, the fact that Hughes highlighted the above is, I 
believe, a mistake that as editor he should not have made. The text in his own book does not match the highlighted text from 
Dresser. 
 
An original of the article in question, at LC: 3:74, reads as follows: 
 
“So life or science, to the natural man is nothing that contains life. It is a sort of principle, but this is the only living & true life. 
This wh was what rose from the dead or natural life.” 
 
As with so many of the Quimby writings, this was amended at an unknown date. The amended version reads as follows: 
 
“So life or science, to the natural man is nothing that contains life. It is a sort of principle, but this is the only living & Eternal 
true life. This Science wh was what rose from the dead or natural life.” 
 
In the above example it is not clear whether the person making the changes wished to signify “science” as a capitalized word 
since on the same page there are other emended words that are capitalized (“Eternal” and “This” in the middle of a sentence). 
 
369 LC 6:40. 
 
370 BU 17. 
 
371 LC 8:38. 
 
372 LC 7:85-86. 
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373 LC 9:274-281. In a more religious manner, Quimby equated the “scientific man” with the “son of God,” but he did not seem 
to limit that term to Jesus (LC 8:216): 
 
“I will now introduce the scientific man. He is the son of God, while the other is the son of man. The latter is merely the changing 
of matter to become a medium of a higher development, as a forest is cut down to prepare for a higher cultivation of the earth. 
The life of this man is ignorant of itself, for he knows not what manner of man he is.” 
  
374 LC 9:9-10. 
 
375 Milmine | Cather, pp. 54-55. Stephen Gottschalk wrote in The Emergence of Christian Science in American Religious Life, p. 
136), that Quimby never used the triad of words together, “sin, sickness, and death” that Eddy often used. Gottschalk did not 
have ready access to this unpublished article, which is the only one by Quimby that uses those words together, but it was quoted 
in Milmine | Cather, p. 55. This article is not in the “Volume One” that Julius Dresser reportedly loaned to Eddy, and there is no 
evidence either way on whether Eddy ever saw it. 
 
376 In addition to the spiritualist healing mediums of the day, there were also faith healers who believed in the simple power of 
prayer to heal, including at a distance. Later the “faith healing” movement (also known as the “Divine Healing” movement) 
would gain ground, especially due to the efforts of Charles Cullis in Boston in the late 1870s. For an example of such a healing at 
a distance, see the letter that a healer, Mrs. Edward Mix, sent to future Faith Healing leader Carrie Judd (Montgomery) on 
February 24, 1879, from Connecticut, which letter offered her healing assistance for her debilitating condition: “Whether the 
person is present or absent, if it is a ‘prayer of faith,’ it is all the same, and God has promised to raise up the sick ones, and if they 
have committed sins to forgive them. Now this promise is to you as if you were the only person living. Now if you can claim that 
promise, I have not the least doubt but what you will be healed. You will first have to lay aside all medicine of every description. 
Use no remedies of any kind for anything.” Mix organized a prayer circle “between the hours of three and four” and instructed 
Judd to pray for herselt and then get up out of bed and walk. Judd was in fact able to do just that, according to her reminiscence, 
based only on the letter and without having met Mix. (In Our Own Voices: Four Centuries of American Women’s Religious 
Writing, edited by Rosemary Skinner Keller & Rosemary Radford Ruether. Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2000, 
p. 233.) Another helpful book on this subject is Joseph W. Williams, Spirit Cure: A History of Pentacostal Healing. New York: 
Oxford University Press, [2013]. 
 
While this specific example is admittedly many years later, I believe it is representative of many years of little-known faith 
healers, or other non-medical healers, who were outside of the orb of the spiritualists and mediums, the mesmeric and animal 
magnetism healers and experimenters in the 1830s and 1840s, and the later Christian Science and New Thought healers. An 
example of an early backwoods healer (to the extent the Hannibal, Missouri, area represented “backwoods”) is seen in Samuel 
Clemens’ Autobiography of Mark Twain, (p. 215 of the 2010 edition): “We had the ‘faith doctor,’ too, in those early days—a 
woman. Her specialty was toothache. She was a farmer’s old wife and lived five miles from Hannibal. She would lay her hand on 
the patient’s jaw and say, ‘Believe!’ and the cure was prompt. Mrs. Utterback. I remember her very well. Twice I rode out there 
behind my mother, horseback, and saw the cure performed. My mother was the patient.” 
 
377 McClure’s, February, 1907, p. 349. 
 
378 Dresser, QMSS, second edition, p. 155. 
 
379 Fraser,  p. 52 
 
380 Dakin, p. 99. 
 
381 Collie-Seale, Volume Three, pp. 388-389. Ervin Seale in his 1981 Unity Village talk said that “absent treatment” was not 
Quimby’s term and he thought Eddy invented it. 
 
382 BU 28. 
 
383 Dresser, QMSS, p. 64. 
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384 Dresser, QMSS, 1961 reprint edition with Ervin Seale Preface, pp. x-xi. See below in an article from March 1860, now titled 
“How I Cure the Sick” how Quimby compares the natural body to the spiritual body. In this article, he makes a clear distinction 
between the man Jesus and the Christ (Eddy would later make a similar distinction): 
 
“I will illustrate. A lady called on me whose feelings were as follows. She felt so weak that she could not keep from stooping 
over, it was with much difficulty that she could sit up. This feeling I could feel but the lady who was with her could not, therefore 
to cure her & make her sit up, must be done by an explanation that she could understand, & this must be by a parable because the 
lady's identity was in her belief. 
 
It seemed as though I could see the lady sitting in that posture but her body had an identity separate & apart from the earthly 
body, & this sick (spiritual) body is the one that tells the trouble. This body is the belief & it seemed to be holding up the natural 
body till it was so weak it could not sit up. These were the lady's feelings. This spiritual body is what flows from or comes from 
the natural body & contains all the feelings complained of. It speaks through the natural body, & like the heat from the fire, has 
its bounds & is enclosed by walls or partitions as much as a prison. But the confinement is in our belief, its odour is its identity, 
its knowledge is in its odour, its misery is in its false ideas, & its ideas are in itself & connected with its natural body. This is all 
matter & has an identity. . . , but the life is in the spiritual body which, being ignorant of itself, places its own identity in the flesh 
& blood. This is because the heat from the body contains the body identity, & the soul puts such construction, as has been taught, 
& thinks its own trouble is in & around a part of the natural body. This is the prison that Christ, not Jesus, entered & broke the 
walls by his word or power, & set the captive free. At this door he stands & knocks & if we will let him in, he will explain away 
the error or forgive the sin & save the soul. He will deliver us from our earthly hell, that is made by the wisdom of the world.” 
 
385 While the spiritual concepts of Christian Science cannot ultimately be reconciled with the materialism inherently built into 
quantum or other physics, it is at the very least possible to point out that both posit a reality that is far from the “seeming” world 
that we see around us.  
 
386 To see Horatio Dresser’s attempt to align the theories of Quimby and Freud, see his book Hand Book of the New Thought, 
pp. 172ff. 
 
Cf. Moskowitz, p. 11: “What mid-nineteenth-century Americans found strangely fascinating—Quimby’s reliance upon 
psychology to diagnose and heal—has become commonplace today.” 
 
While it is not the position of this book that Quimby fit the mold of a latter-day psychologist in the traditional sense—because the 
foundational points of his theory included, for example, an out-of-body alternate consciousness that does not comport to the 
strictly materialistic theories of modern day psychology—there were times when Quimby sounded somewhat as a psychologist, 
as when he wrote in an untitled article later called “Nations and Individuals have their Characters” (LC 7:116): 
 
“I have also found that I can change the mind so that a person that is hated can become loved if he has any thing to be loved & 
also the person that is changed can respect what he never had any respect for. He who knows this science can read this opponent 
& see whether his mind is worth working, for some persons are like a mine that is soon exhausted, while there are others where it 
seems the more you dig into their mine the richer is the ore. This desire to develop mind is God working in us & if man[’]s senses 
become attached to this wisdom, his happiness is in the improvement of others. I derive more happiness in developing a 
person[’]s mind than in all the scientific pursuits I ever followed.” 
 
Another example is found in Quimby’s notes of a patient, dated November 1860, who was divorced from her husband (LC: 
3:135ff). In this lengthy account he related the couple’s loves and fears and concluded that the woman was partly insane. In his 
notes he concluded: “Insanity consists in some little discord that might be corrected if the person knew it, it is brought on by the 
disturbance of the world's opinion.” Thus, even in this example, Quimby saw insanity as something more than just a problem in 
the mind of the patient, but rather was a result of the world’s thought. 
 
Finally, even New Thought historian, Martin  A Larson, got into the act; see p. 115, of his New Thought: A Modern Religious 
Approach: 
 
“Quimby’s Discovery of Psychic Levels. Quimby definitely comprehended the psychological factors which operate through the 
emotions and which the Freudian school was one day to lay bare. He discovered that man has two levels of mind or 
consciousness; his ‘reason’ is active on the upper level, but his beliefs are active on the lower, or the sub-conscious.” 
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387 Cf. Seale in an article in the Bulletin of the International New Thought Alliance, quoted in Braden, Spirits in Rebellion, p. 85: 
“[Quimby taught] all our actions are really reactions. All that you and I say and do and engage ourselves in, are not direct actions 
of our conscious will; they are really reactions of our subjective conditioning. Modern psychology has just come to that point. 
But it was Quimbyism.” 
 
It is perhaps significant that celebrating the 200th anniversary of Quimby’s birth, a group of Quimby followers and New Thought 
historians hosted a seminar about him at the 2002 International New Thought Alliance Annual Congress in which his theory was 
strongly related to modern day psychology (New Thought was referred to as “applied psychology” and psychological healing, 
with a reference to Neuro-linguistic Programming (NLP) and hypnotism—especially the hypnotic theories and experiences of 
famed hypnotherapist Milton Erickson—and Jesus was referred to as probably the greatest psychologist on record). At that 
meeting, noted New Thought author, Deb Whitehouse, labeled Quimby’s term “spiritual matter” as his equivalent term for what 
was later called the subconscious mind. (This view can be easily traced back to Horatio Dresser, who wrote, for example, in his 
Hand Book of the New Thought, p. 39, “Mr. Quimby’s starting point was the interior mental condition, conscious and 
subconscious,” which was followed by Dresser’s footnote: “Quimby used the term ‘spiritual matter’ to indicate that the 
subconscious is intermediate between mind and body.”) Another proponent of the belief that Quimby’s practice was similar to 
latter-day NLP is Michael Likey, as seen in his book, Journey of the Mind, Journey of Soul: The Key to Holistic Well-Being and 
Happiness (Bloomington, IN: iUniverse, 2009). 
 
One speaker at the 2002 meeting was particularly strident in claiming animal magnetism and mesmerism had been left behind by 
Quimby in his later practice, but this group of speakers, including New Thought historians, seemingly had no problem relating 
his healing practice to hypnosis, which is commonly considered today (whether rightly or wrongly) as the more respectable, 
latter-day “scientific” version of animal magnetism and mesmerism (without the fluid theory and a few other early relics of that 
era). Whitehouse in her talk referred to the animal magnetism theories of Mesmer as a precursor to modern clinical hypnosis. The 
term hypnotism was coined in English by James Braid as early as 1842, but its origin in French goes back to as early as 1820. 
The willingness to ally New Thought with hypnotism appears to be a later phenomenon; Dresser in the above book, Hand Book 
of the New Thought, pp. 7-8, stated that New Thought proponents in general did not favor the use of hypnotism in healing. In 
comparison, Deb Whitehouse stated that Quimby and all mental healers placed their patients in a light trance. (In Practicing the 
Presence of God, p. 111, she or her husband referred to it as the “alpha state in which they [the patient] could be most resourceful 
in their healing work on themselves.”). Some of this might be explained by the latter day viewpoint of some Quimby followers 
that historical New Thought theology has not necessarily been an authentic explication of Quimby’s theory. For an interesting 
look at this issue, see Deb Whitehouse’s 1999 address, “Lost Threads of New Thought: Influence of Other Metaphysical (and 
Non-Metaphysical) Groups Carrying New Throught Off Course,” at http://websyte.com/alan/lostthr.htm. Also see Alan 
Anderson’s article, “The Father of New Thought,” where he wrote, “Quimby stands out not only as the father, or at the least the 
grandfather, of New Thought, but as the propounder of vastly more sound insights than those which have contributed to most of 
the currently existing New Thought groups.” It might be significant in this regard that in William Koopman’s 363-page book, 
Talking Lightly: Interviews with Leading Personalities of New Thought (Rutland, VT: Charles E. Tuttle, Inc., 1994), none of the 
personalities interviewed referenced Quimby or that era in any way and the general views of those interviewed seem far astray 
from what one reads in the Quimby papers. On the book’s back cover, the statement is made that the book is about “twelve 
prominent personalities of new thought—figures who have helped define the New Age movement.” Merging New Thought and 
the beliefs found in the New Age movement may have been what Whitehouse was lamenting. 
 
The apparent attempt to align Quimby’s theories with the experiences of Milton Erickson is interesting, since Erickson’s beliefs 
and conclusions actually undercut much of what Quimby believed. See, for example, Erickson’s statement in an essay entitled 
“The Limitations of Hypnotherapy” (emphasis is original to Erickson): 
 
“Serious students of hypnosis know from experience that all hypnotic phenomena can be found in the normal behavior of 
everyday living. There is no transcendance of normal abilities in hypnosis. In all my experiences I have never found any validity 
to the claims of paranormal powers, miraculous healing, or extrasensory perception arising out of hypnosis. In all such cases that 
I have personally investigated  I have found that the so-called paranormal powers and miraculous healing were simply activated 
states or normal psycho-physiological processes. The so-called ESP was based on the unconscious utilization of minimal cues. 
We all have many more potentials than we realize. Hypnotherapy consists of the evocation and utilization of these often hidden 
potentials.” (Ernest L. Rossi, editor, The Collected Papers of Milton H. Erickson on Hypnosis, Volume Four (New York: 
Irvington Publishers, Inc., [ca. 1980]), p. [ixx].) Regarding whether hypnotism is simply a different name for mesmerism and 
animal magnetism, Erickson wrote (p. [4] of the same volume), “Although actually known for centuries, even by primitive 
savages, hypnotism made its semiscientific debut about 1775 in a study by Mesmer, after whom it was originally termed 
‘mesmerism.’”  
 
In light of Erickson’s view of the inherent limitations of hypnotherapy and the unreality of psychic or paranormal activities, 
beyond the evidences of the five physical senses, it is interesting to see what Horatio Dresser wrote in an article, “Quimby’s 
Technique,” dated sometime after 1928: 
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 “Many psychologists would begin by discounting as illusory (or impossible) precisely those matters which to Quimby were to 
prove most productive when he gave up Lucius as subject and ceased to experiment with hypnotism. He was ready to accept all 
the evidences at their face value because he was not deterred by the assumption that the bodily senses are the only sources of 
contact with worlds. Again he was free because he did not hold that all mental states are caused by states of the brain. What he 
needed, to carry the evidences through to complete orientation was not physiological psychology or any spiritualistic theory; but 
Myers’ conception of the subliminal self, with the hypothesis that beyond the margin of consciousness the self’s relationships, 
including direct contacts between mind and mind. Lacking the theory that was not yet formulated in terms of what we now call 
extra-sensory perception, Quimby simply assumed that when the physical senses were quiescent Lucius saw with an inner eye, 
his vision being spontaneous. Quimby was free to ‘listen in,’ so to speak, to whatever Lucius might say, the mind of Lucius being 
in that case the leader. . . . Lucius could listen to Quimby mentally, receive suggestions, and see the mental picture which 
Quimby desired him to see, while also discerning clairvoyantly as freely as if Quimby were not communicating with him.” 
(Quoted in Alan Anderson’s Healing Hypotheses, pp. 283-284.) 
 
Dresser understood the dangers of Quimby followers reducing his theories to mere human psychology, since the psychologists 
were generally in line with Erickson’s disbelief in clairvoyance and any other paranormal activities, including ultimately the 
disbelief in mental healing beyond psychosomatic medicine. Dresser attempted later in the article (Ibid., p. 287) to free Quimby 
from this argument by saying Quimby left  “the psychological to the spiritual phase of his career [which] signalized the rejection 
of hypnosis in favor of the method of spiritual healing as his own deepest inner experience had brought it to light.”  Dresser 
continued on the same page by essentially promoting Quimby as an Ur-Christian Scientist: “. . . his spiritual conviction that man 
is spirit, created into the image and likeness of Wisdom, with an unchanging true identity to be summoned into activity. . . . Thus 
the creative phase of his work was outstanding. He had a true religion to offer to his patients, displacing the ‘false identifications’ 
of the old order of things in the churches.” Dresser continued later (pp. 292 and 299) with a disavowal of the notion that 
Quimby’s theories were related to many of the Freudian practices of the day: “No device [by Quimby] like ‘free association’ was 
called for, because Quimby was not interested in what the patient could conjure up from the depths. Any analysis of dream-states 
would have been of minor importance. . . . Had Quimby been content to remain a merely mental therapist, he might have begun 
somewhat as Freud did by tracing emotional suppressions to infantilisms. For he had abundant evidences of the concealed 
‘mechanisms’ which have been identified as complexes.but the releasing of emotions associated with the illness was part only of 
the process, and incidental. The whole selfhood was involved, and the analysis alone could not disclose that. The whole furniture 
of the mind was at stake. What the analysts have termed ‘transference’ was included in what Quimby learned concerning mental 
atmospheres. Had his technique stopped with analysis he would have been unable to make the complete explanation which was 
the cure.” Nonetheless, as we have seen, Dresser was not against at least relating Quimby’s theory and practice to the later 
concept of the “subconscious” mind. 
 
In comparison to how Quimby was later interpreted by Horatio Dresser and later commenters, it is interesting to see how one 
leading New Thought periodical—and a periodical that was generally friendly to the belief that Quimby was the father of New 
Thought—wrote in 1907 on how hypnotism did not fit into mental healing as seen in New Thought, in an editorial entitled 
“Hypnotism vs. Mental Cure”: 
 
“So hypnotism is no part of the distinctively mental treatment. . . . [Henry Wood wrote the following words:] 
 
‘The American mental healing, or New Thought movement, has no hypnotic element. . . . Through telepathic unison, ideals 
desired are deposited in the subconsciousness of the patient, auxiliary to his own desires. His liberty is not impinged upon as is in 
the case of hypnotism, but he is simply re-enforced from within. His conscious mind is serene and undisturbed while the seed of 
the ideal truth germinates. . . . 
 
The second method, though involving outside co-operation, is free from hypnotic imposition. Through telepathic unison, ideals 
desired are deposited in the subconsciousness of the patient, auxiliary to his own desires. His liberty is not impinged upon as in 
hypnotism, but he is simply re-enforced from within. . . .’ 
 
No one can become a very successful practitioner of Mental Healing unless he well understands in theory and by practice how to 
give his patients telepathic or silent treatment for his ills. . . .  The main new important feature, indeed, in the mental cure is 
telepathic suggestion, and of it Prof. Oliver Lodge says: ‘If it is a fact—and he believes it—it is the greatest discovery of the 
century.’” (Practical Ideals, December, 1907, pp. [21]-22.) 
 
Earlier in the same publication, Helen Wilmans Post had written (November|December 1903), pp. 28-29: 
 
“Is it hypnotism that the mind curers use in healing their patients? 
 
It seems to me that it is almost the exact reverse of it. . . . 
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Hypnotism—even with the objections we have to it—may possibly be the forerunner of Mental Science, but if so, there is a vast 
change occurring between the start and the culmination.” 
 
The proposed definition of successful mental healing as telepathically transmitting mental messages to the subconscious of the 
patient while in the latter’s waking state, actually sounds closer to Quimby’s theory and methodology than the human-psychology 
based interpretations of some of Quimby’s interpreters some 95 years later. 
 
To the extent that one views Quimby as a doctor attempting to change the mind of his patient in order to help the patient, 
and to the extent that one views the “belief” of the patient as synonymous with the subconscious, on those levels it is 
possible to consider Quimby a precursor to modern day psychology. The problem arises when Quimby’s theory of the 
nature of mind and matter and alternate levels of consciousness (both inside and outside of the body) is whitewashed so 
that Quimby is devolved down by his purported champions to being some kind of Freudian psychiatrist or psychologist 
with just a few special intuitive abilities. 
 
388 See also Quimby’s article “Can a Spirit Have Flesh & Blood?” where he discusses differing identities, 
 
“The mesmerized person cannot understand why the person in the natural state cannot know what he knows in the mesmeric 
state. So each one is a mystery to the other. Here is the fact. Wisdom has no shadow, a belief has one does. A fact is not a solid. 
For instance, there is a stone, that is a fact & it casts a shadow. The stone being the invention of man, it is matter according to our 
belief & this belief makes it a shadow. Man acts either by his belief or his wisdom. When he is in his wisdom, he is to opinion a 
spirit, but to him he is himself with all his belief. So as his belief makes him act in matter every act is in his belief & the 
acknowledging of matter depends on his belief. Jesus to the world was dead. So to the world he was a spirit, but to himself he 
was alive & had flesh & blood. Wisdom makes a man know himself, & when he does know himself he can be in two places at 
once. This proves to man that as he rises from error into truth & knows it he has two identities, one in the body & one outside. To 
know this is to understand it so that you can put your wisdom into practice for the benefit of those who suffer for the sins of their 
belief.” 
 
In a series of talks that Ervin Seale gave in 1981, he said that he considered Quimby effectively the first psychiatrist because he 
could intuitively diagnose the patient from mental cause back to physical evidence on the body, but he pointed out that, unlike 
Freud, Quimby did not need to have the patient talk. Later, in his booklet Mingling Minds, pp. 3 and 69, he reiterated that point. 
The issue of Quimby’s purported ability to diagnose intuitively differs, however, from the question of whether Quimby’s theory 
was a precursor to Freud’s theory of a subconscious mind in the human brain. 
 
Dresser in QMSS, p. 69, refers to this issue: “There is one further point to note in reading the letters and accounts of the 
intermediate period, that is, the frequent references to the mind as if it were merely part of the body or identical with the "fluids" 
of the organism. Dr. Quimby has found that opinions and adverse mental pictures take such hold upon the mind that they produce 
what we would now call subconscious after effects. He has found that these disturbing mental states, believed in and increasing in 
power through fear and other disturbing emotions, bring about changes in the nervous system, in the circulation, and in other 
ways. But he lacks the common term, subconsciousness, and so is compelled to speak, now as if the mind were constituted of 
thoughts simply, again as if it were the mere nervous activities and the circulation of the blood. This is why he refers to the mind 
as "the name of something, and this something is the fluids of the body. Disease is the name of the disturbance of these fluids or 
mind."   Later we shall see that by the term mind used in this sense Dr. Quimby always means the lower mental processes, never 
the real self. This is "the mind that can be changed," the mind that is subject to every wind of doctrine. Dr. Quimby was in 
possession of the facts we now call "subconscious," but could not readily name them.” 
 
Certainly Quimby believed that the thoughts of the patient caused the disease, and he did not distinguish, as Dresser points out, 
between “conscious” and “subconscious” thoughts, but ultimately that question is unrelated to Quimby’s view that man has two 
identities, one inside the body and one outside of the body. The Quimby belief that man has a conscious identity outside of the 
body (that sometimes has to be coaxed back into the body) has, I believe, no connection to the foundational, matter-based 
premises of human psychology. 
 
389 Quimby often reported spiritualistic or occult events, which is a part of this theory in that these events represent the 
phenomena of the human mind that could be detected by one who was sufficiently receptive.  (The possible impact these theories 
and experiences that Quimby had on Eddy in later years shall be discussed later.) Quimby wrote in Spiritualism II [BU 91:1], 
evidently ca. 1856 or 1857 based not only on its internal evidence but also its textual similarity to another article “Spiritualism 
and Mesmerism II” which Dresser dated before 1856: 
 
“[I] found that ideas when condensed into a form contained a portion of our own natural body. It is the heat that arises from the 
fluids of the body, under a nervous excitement. For instance, a lady came to see me who was sick. She appeared like a person 
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who had the dropsy. I took her by the hand. Her mind then left the body (as it appeared to me) and I followed it, altho it seemed 
as tho’ I was in two places at the same time, for I was still sitting in my office, and at the same time I could see a scene which I 
will now describe. I seemed to follow her some distance over the water, the wind blew a gale, the water seemed very much 
disturbed, the sun looked as tho’ it was near 11 Oclock AM. At last I saw a brig under full sail, my attention was then fixed on 
that. I saw a man on the bowsprit dressed in [an] oil cloth suit, at last he fell overboard, the vessel hove to, but the man sunk. This 
seemed as plain to me as tho’ I had seen it with my natural eyes. I have asked spiritualists to explain this. They call at the spirits 
of the dead. My explanation is this, The lady lost her husband five years before, he was in a brig off the Bahamas and lost as I 
described. On hearing the death of her husband, it produced a nervous shock, producing a chemical action upon her system, 
which threw off this heat and in this heat—as vapor she created the cause of her trouble. This was to her like the remembrance of 
some trouble which she could not be reconciled to. This heat is the secret of all the phenomenon that has heretofore been as 
mystery to Mankind. It shows itself in a thousand wayes. It is the foundation of all superstition and ignorance. Out of this men 
form images that frighten them. Persons in fevers create all the scenes that trouble them. It is the material used to create all the 
ideas and forms of all our false ideas. This is taken for the spirits of the dead. This the spiritualists jump over.” 
 
390 Dresser, QMSS, second edition, p. 163. 
 
391 Peel, Discovery, p. 137. 
 
392 This debate goes back to the New Testament, where the account is given of Jesus doing few works in a certain village due to 
the unbelief of the villagers. 
 
393 One is reminded of J. R. Newton’s reported lament to Buckley, “It seems as if we cannot always affect our own kindred!” 
 
394 BU 38. 
 
395 BU 106. 
 
396 Barbara Ehrenreich, Bright-Sided, p. 79. She was not the only one to attempt to tie Quimby to the later concept of “positive 
thinking.” Seale in Collie-Seale, p. 2, wrote: “. . . ‘mind over matter’ is not a Quimby concept but it is derived from him. The 
same is true of ‘positive thinking.’” 
 
397 The question of any connection between Eddy and Swedenborg will be examined later. 
 
398 BU 79. 
 
399 John Whitehead, M.A., Th.B, The Illusions of Christian Science. Boston: The Garden Press, 1907, p. 224. 
 
400  Horatio W. Dresser, Handbook of the New Thought. New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1917, p. 193. 
 
401 W. F. Evans ms., “Occult Science of Medicine: A Practical Application of Idealism to the Cure of Disease,” Vol. I, pp. 66-
67. 
 
402 Alan Anderson in Healing Hypotheses, pp. 119-120, provides a 1962 reminiscence of a Mrs. Jessie Hamilton, who knew 
Horatio Dresser. Regarding Dresser’s connection to the Swedenborgian New Church, she wrote, “Dr. Dresser, was ordained in 
the ministry of that church but again I do not think he can be classified as a Swedenborgian, though he seemed to be well 
acquainted with Swedenborg’s teachings. Frankly, I think the reason he went into this ministry at this time was that it was a 
means of gaining a little income at a time when he must have needed it sorely. He substituted in Swedenborgian pulpits for a 
while and that was about all there was to it. It didn’t seem to be a very strong ‘call.’ I do not know why he discontinued his 
association [with the New Church].” Nonetheless, Dresser did write of Swedenborg in later years, and his brother Jean Paul 
Dresser, was a Swedenborgian minister. 
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403 Mrs. Julius A. Dresser, The Future of The New Thought, [N.p.: N.p.], 1914, pp. 10-11. This is an astonishing admission from 
one who championed Quimby as the father of the science of mental healing and who, with her husband, taught what they 
broadcast was Quimby’s science. Since Evans’ six books on mental healing with strong Swedenborgian overtones were readily 
available, Annetta Dresser’s lack of familiarity with Swedenborg is at the least very surprising. Dresser in this address probably 
unwittingly reduced Quimby’s theory and life work to “metaphysical speculation.” In her address, she continued to effectively 
downplay Quimby’s explanation of his own theory by making the following mini-confession (p. 12): “I have franky told you of 
the great light and understanding that has come to me, that has wrought such a change in my views in recent years.” This later 
insight seems to have almost eclipsed Quimby and his writings. See for example her admonition to the listeners at her address (p. 
14): 
 
“I do not ask you to go to some one source to gain the insight which shall bring the rational basis for New Thought. I do not even 
say that you must find the basis, that I feel you need, as I have found it, in the writings of Emanuel Swedenborg, though I know it 
to be there. I only ask you to be broad, to face squarely the truth, and to be open to the work that has been done by the many of 
the great writers of the past, and to keep your thought in touch with the clear thinkers of the day—to somehow, somewhere, get 
your basis, firmly founded on the true principles of life.” 
 
In this address, Dresser provided an early example of the tendency to see Quimby through the later lens of modern psychology 
(p. 4): “During the years of Mr. Quimby's practice of healing, he had sought for this scientific understanding. He had seen that 
mind is substance; he also saw that there is an intermediary substance between mind and body, and he called this "spiritual 
matter." He said this is the substance which receives all impressions both good and bad. This is the same intermediary substance 
which the modern scientist speaks of as the "sub-conscious" mind—that Mr. Frederick Myers called the ‘subliminal self’—. . .” 
 
404 Ibid., pp. 11-12. 
 
405 BU 95. The Hughes transcript appears on pp. 230-231 of his book. 
 
406 Caroline Fraser, p. 480, made the comment,  “Quimby himself was a literary magpie, helping himself without reference or 
acknowledgment to morsels from Swedenborg and tidbits from the Transcendentalists and other philosophers that were then 
floating through the zeitgeist.” I have been unable to find such “morsels” or “tidbits” and Fraser offered no examples of 
Swedenborgian or Transcendentalist borrowings by Quimby. 
 
407 Martin A. Larson, New Thought or a Modern Religious Approach, p. 43. 
 
408 To see a discussion of Hermann S. Ficke’s 1928 allegation of Eddy’s reliance on Swedenborg’s Dictionary of 
Correspondences, see Peel, Discovery, pp. 348-349. While it is possible that Eddy had seen the book and was aware of the 
concept of a glossary of spiritual interpretations, it is difficult to show any kind of direct connection between Eddy and 
Swedenborg. 
 
While the connection of Swedenborg to Quimby and Eddy is weak and tenous at best, Swedenborg was highly influential to 
Emerson and other Transcendentalists. See, for example, Eugene Taylor’s article on Swedenborg and Emerson on  pp. [127]-136 
of Emanuel Swedenborg: A Continuing Vision [—] A Pictorial Biography & Anthology of Essays & Poetry, edited by Robin 
Larsen, Stephen Larsen, James F. Lawrence, William Ross Woofenden. New York: Swedenborg Foundation, Inc., [ca. 1988]. 
 
409 Haller, A History of New Thought, pp. 45 and 58-59. 
 
410 Davis wrote extensively, starting with his first book, The Principles of Nature, Her Divine Revelations, and a Voice to 
Mankind (New York: S.S. Lyon and Wm. Fishbough, 1847.) In 1857 he published on autobiography, The Magic Staff; An 
Autobiography of Andrew Jackson Davis. A breezy biography of Davis was published by John DeSalvo, entitled, Andrew 
Jackson Davis: the First American Prophet and Clarivoyant (1826-1910) ([N.p.]: Lulu.com, [ca. 2002]). Despite the title, the 
book is a rather odd combined look at both Davis and Abraham Lincoln. 
 
411 Catherine Albanese in Republic of Mind and Spirit, p. 301, also hinted at an influence by Davis on Quimby. 
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412 J. Stillson Judah, The History and Philosophy of the Metaphysical Movements in America Philadelphia: The Westminster 
Press, [ca. 1967], p. 40.  
 
Andrew Jackson Davis wrote, for example, on how to cure cancer, in The Great Harmonia; Being a Philosophical Revelation of 
the Natural, Spiritual, and Celestial Universe. Vol. I [The Physician] (1850), pp. 346-347,: "The patient must acquire the power 
of self-magnetization, by daily and hourly application of the proper principle. The Will must be powerfully concentrated upon the 
diseased locality. . . . Say to the cancer, BEGONE!-- or, to the fluids and forces, DISPERSE!" 
 
In The Harbinger of Health; Containing Medical Prescriptions for the Human Body and Mind, published in 1861, p. 22, he 
wrote, "In treating with disease, two things are to be kept in mind: first, the fact that all disturbances of the physical structure 
originate in the soul-principle; and second, that the laws of equilibrium make it certain that all disturbances shall pass 
periodically from one extreme to the other." 
 
413 Judah, pp. 151-152 and 154. 
 
414 Peel, Discovery, pp. 160-163. 
 
415 Rev. Jamie L. Saloff published this book quoting from Quimby and Davis but he did not suggest that Quimby got his theory 
from Davis: The Wisdom of Emotional Healing: Renowned Psychics Andrew Jackson Davis and Phineas P. Quimby Reveal Mind 
Body Healing Secrets for Clairvoyants, Spiritualists, and Energy Healers (Edinboro, PA: Sent Books, 2010). 
 
416 The original of this letter is in the author’s collection, with a scanned image in the collection at MBEL. 
 
417 Powell, Christian Science: The Faith and its Founder,  p. 258. 
 
418 LC 5:87. 
 
419 The use of the term “Spiritualism” in this book is because has a more common usage than the more precise term, “Spiritism,” 
but is used synonymously with “Spiritism.” 
 
420 Eddy, S&H, pp. 70-99, passim. 
 
421 J. Stanley Grimes, The Mysteries of the Head and Heart Explained. Chicago: W. B. Keen & Company, 1878 (second 
edition), pp. 299-300. 
 
422 Ibid., p. 316. 
 
423 Ibid., pp. 332-334. 
 
424 Ibid., p. 334. 
 
425 An article from the Poughkeepsie Telegraph, as reprinted in the Newark [New Jersey] Daily Advertiser, January 5, 1846. 
 
426 The actual quote by James was from his address to the Society of Psychical Research in 1896, where in speaking of Mrs. 
Piper, he said, “. . .  a universal proposition can be made untrue by a particular instance.If you wish to upset the law that all crows 
are black, you mustn’t seek to show that no crows are; it is enough to prove one single crow to be white. My own white crow is 
Mrs. Piper. In the trances of this medium, I cannot resist the conviction that knowledge appears which she has never gained by 
the ordinary waking use of her eyes and ears and wits.” 
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427 Walter R. Martin, The Kingdom of the Cults (Ravi Zacharias, General Editor, Jill Martin Rische and Kevin Rische, Managing 
Editors). Minneapolis, MN: Bethany House Publishers, 2003, p. 267. 
 
428 LC 8:101-102. 
 
429 Compare Quimby’s belief to William Lyman Johnson’s contrarian comment: “The faculty of becoming clairvoyant and 
being able to diagnose disease in the ‘spiritual matter’ as Quimby designated the ‘odyllic fluid’ was also a dream of the 
imagination. If there had really ever existed a clairvoyant power, condition of faculty, by which the user could have diagnosed 
accurately the diseases of patients, it would still exist, and be used in every hospital in the world.” Johnson believed the 
Quimby’s theory of fluids was allied with the “odyllic fluid” promoted by Baron Carl von Reichenbach. 
 
Johnson (the son of William B. Johnson, the first Clerk of the Christian Science church) was an early historian of the Church; he 
wrote thousands of pages on Church history, much of which he was in a position to witness personally. While some of his notes 
were privately printed in 1926 by Mary Beecher Longyear in a two-volume book, History of the Christian Science Movement by 
Contemporaneous Authors Written For and Edited at the Request of Mary Beecher Longyear, most of his historical work was not 
published. In MBEL is a compendium in four parts (probably not set up by him as such) which had a working title of 
“Compilation Regarding The Quimby Manuscripts by William Lyman Johnson.” At least the first two parts were dated January 
1, 1931. The above excerpt is from Part I, p. 184. 
 
430 BU 98. Based on internal evidence, this event would seem to have taken place about 1852-1854, since Quimby’s brother, 
Jonathan Towle Quimby died on December 4, 1842, and Quimby above refers to his brother having been dead ten to twelve years 
at that point. 
 
431 Gill, pp. 130-131. 
 
432 As Gill pointed out, Georgie Hodsdon was not a Christian Scientist. 
 
433 Clark, St. Bunco,  p. 30. 
 
434 Peel, Discovery, p. 312. The cemetery marker for Hilton (April 1, 1820 – April 26, 1908) is located near the Quimby family 
plot in Belfast. 
 
435  Peel in Discovery, p. 339, read his name as Weller, but Miller appears to be the correct name. 
 
436 This was stated by Eddy about January, 1907 [L15459]. Earlier, in 1896, Eddy had written a history she called “Inklings 
Historic,” which first appeared in her Miscellaneous Writings the following year. Today the following appears on page 378: 
 
“Having practised homoeopathy, it never occurred to the author to learn his practice, but she did ask him how manipulation could 
benefit the sick.  He answered kindly and squarely, in substance, "Because it conveys electricity to them."  That was the sum of 
what he taught her of his medical profession.” 
 
In another history dictated by Eddy to Calvin Frye [L09659], she said: 
 
“Only a few months before his death I asked him why he applied water to the body and manipulated his patients and he replied, 
‘because water can convey more electricity to them.’”    Eddy saw Quimby about four months before his death. 
 
Claire Hoertz Badaracco in her book, Prescribing Faith: Medicine, Media, and Religion in American Culture (Waco, TX: Baylor 
University Press, [ca. 2007]) gave his description of Quimby’s healing methodology, p. 30: “Quimby, for example, had 
manipulated the scalp, passed his hands over the head, so that the electrical charge from his hands would activate certain organs.” 
It is not clear whether she was writing of his early years or later years, but I have not been able to substantiate this interpretation 
of his means of treatment. 
 
437 LC 8:77. 
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438 The Quimby family kept a copy of this clipping in the clipping collection now in the Library of Congress. Someone noted 
that this clipping was from the “Fifties.” 
 
439 Anonymous note in the Bangor Daily Whig and Courier, April 30, 1859. 
 
440 Here is how the name appears in the Quimby original at the Library of Congress: 
 

 
 

441 BU 91:1.  
 
442 Ervin Seale in his 1981 series of talks at Unity Village, Missouri, cited this article and said that the three witnesses recorded 
how they “saw” Quimby during his absent work, but a closer examination of the text seems to support the position that they 
witnessed the patient walking, regardless of whether they saw Quimby’s image.  
 
443 BU 93. 
 
444 Brooklyn Daily Eagle, December 16, 1887. A clipping is preserved in the Quimby papers in the Library of Congress. This 
was reprinted in the Louisville, KY The Courier-Journal, December 26, 1887. 
 
445 The newspaper collected by the Quimby family was not the The Progressive Age, which merely noted on August 20, 1857, in 
its obituary section, “Died. In this city, Aug, 14, William H. Quimby, aged 26 years.” 
 
446 The reminiscence was dictated to her assistant, Calvin Frye, and is in his handwriting. It was for a proposed pamphlet, “Facts 
for the People,” that was never published. The manuscript of only two leaves (four pages) is in the author’s collection.  See also 
this second reminiscence, undated, by Eddy as dictated to Frye, where she misremembered the son’s name (MBEL, A10408): 
 
 “He [PPQ] told me one day that when his son Stephen[sic] was dying he put him in a hypnotic state & his son believed that he 
was fishing in a certain pond & the doctor added that he believed that after he died the first thing he would know was to find 
himself fishing.” 
 
Quimby wrote about his views on dying and issues of the afterlife in October, 1862 (LOC 8:171ff): 
 
“I was called to see a young lady who was dying, as it is called. She was seated in a rocking chair & after sitting by her a few 
moments I knew she was about to leave the body & just as I was going to ask her if I should not lift her on to the bed she said to 
me, "Shall I now lay you on the bed?" I said yes & took her in my arms & laid her on the bed. She then said "now I will place her 
head so you will lie easy." I placed her head on the pillow & she said "now I will cover you up." I did as she said & she then 
remarked "I will now sit down by you & make you quiet so you can go to sleep." So I took my chair & sat down by her & in less 
than five minutes she had ceased to breathe. This young lady was as much detached from her body as I was & she grieved for me 
instead of herself. She believed that I was sick, so her happiness was in helping me, but her life was in her wisdom for she knew 
she was alive & was trying to comfort me, since I felt grieved to see her leave, as I had then the same idea which the world has. 
This is one of the many cases I might mention to show that when persons are leaving the body they have all their senses but to 
those who are looking on the person appears insane. . . . 
 
I will now say a word to those persons who are so anxious to have their friends know they are dying. To me this is horrible & if 
they only knew what I know, they would never forgive themselves for the misery they inflict on those who would like to stay 
with them. There is no worse punishment I can inflict on a mesmerized subject than to mentally carry him away & leave him 
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among strangers. Every one who has ever mesmerized knows this fact. Now see how the dying like to embrace their friends. The 
army nurses will tell you that the dying man will get as near you as possible & that they like to have you soothe them till they are 
separate from our belief of life, for that is what torments them. I have seen a great many when their friends cut the cord that held 
them to their belief of life & I know how it acts upon them. According to the Christian belief, it is necessary to prepare the dying 
to go to heaven, so the minister comes to create a heaven in his own mind, far off, & to impress the dying man of it & as he 
grows nervous he creates one according to his own belief & starts for it under the direction of his pious friend.” 
 
447 Hughes, p. 522. 
 
448 Regarding the use of large amounts of water and entangling the hair, see the following from a statement by Martha Hunter 
Hinds, also in 1907. Hinds had known Eddy as a patient of Quimby’s about 1862, when both were in Portland. She later became 
a Christian Scientist and only then realized that the Mary Patterson she had known was the later Mary Baker Eddy: “his 
[Quimby’s] mode of treatment was that of dipping his fingers in a bowl of water and rubbing his patient[’]s head, and I well 
remember the fearful tangle which Mrs. Patterson’s hair was in after her treatments and [I] often helped her comb it out.” One 
observer of Quimby and his treatment, a surgeon named F. L. Town from Louisville, Kentucky, wrote for the Portland 
Advertiser, March 8, 1862, and emphasized Quimby’s use of water:  “The whole scope of his Materia Medica, would 
comprehend water, and a pitcher to hold it.  The application consists, if the case demands, in an imbibition of this fluid that 
would put the votaries of Lager to blush.” 
 
Recall from above the later account left my Emma Morgan Thompson of her treatment by Quimby in 1862: 
 
“His treatment consisted in placing hands on his wrists, plunging his hands in cold water, manipulating the head and making 
passes over the body. He asked me to concentrate my mind on him and to think of nothing and nobody but him.” 
 
In a letter to Mr. and Mrs. Hodsdon, January 2, 1861, Quimby wrote in part on a more general use of water: 
 
“Now a word or two to your wife. I will try my best while sitting by you, while writing this letter to produce an effect on your 
stomach. I want you to take a tumbler of pure water while I write this and now & then take a little. I am with you now 
[clairvoyantly] seeing you. Do not be in a hurry when you read this, but be calm and you will in a short time feel it start from 
your left side and run down like water.” 
 
449 In 2012 Ron Hughes reprinted a series of historical works by or about Quimby entitled Phineas Parkhurst Quimby: The 
Historical Collection With Illustrations (Sanford, MI: Phineas Parkhurst Quimby Resource Center, [2012].), hearafter cited as 
Historical Collection. In the Preface, page 7, he wrote that Quimby “began his healing practice at the Hatch House in Bangor, 
Maine in December of 1857.” While Quimby’s trip to Bangor certainly seems to be an important step in his career as a public 
healer, judging from the testimonials to Quimby healing efforts prior to 1857, it seems be stating too much to say that he began 
his healing practice at the Hatch Hotel. 
 
450 This emphatic statement, that Quimby’s healing methodology was a “purely mental process” and that he refrained “entirely 
from any manipulations over the patients,” is clearly not borne out by the large list of reminiscences and testimonials from his 
patients. Even the Quimby followers in later years readily admitted that he used manipulation and other similar means, even if 
only to give the patient an idea that he was “doing something.” (Whether or not that last point is accurate will be discussed later.) 
 
See for example, Horatio Dresser’s comment in QMSS, p. 64, where he effectively admits that use of manipulation but attacks 
those that claim it was a necessary part of his treatment: “Bearing this explanation in mind, when we come to read Quimby's 
letters to patients, we will understand why he speaks as if he were putting his hand on a person's head at a long distance, that is, 
during an absent treatment. This was to engage the patient's attention and arouse faith. The explanation becomes perfectly 
intelligible, when we see the reason for it. There could be no reason for the bare statement, made many years after, that Quimby 
‘manipulated his patients,’ without giving the above explanation, unless the one who said it wished to misrepresent the great 
spiritual healer.” 
 
451 At BU is a letter  in 1858 addressed to “Dr. P. P. Quimby Hatch House Box 18 Bangor” 
 
452 This is from a transcript made of the article by John Thompson in MBEL 
 
453 The Barker letter ends with the following: 
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“I have not heard from Mrs. Crane since yesterday morning. She was then as well as when you left her, perfectly happy and free 
from all pain and care. I think she has had too many visitors however. The house is thronged by people anxious to witness the 
miracle for a greater miricle [sic] was never performed since Christ raised Lazarus as I wrote Maj. Chase yesterday. If she sinks 
down again to-day it is none the less astonishing. I have been looking for Lewis’ statement of the case. Had you remained here 
another day you would have been surrounded with patients for the country is a blaze of excitement about the case. 
 
In haste Gratefully Yours, 
David Barker.” 
 
454 The account book’s history was hinted at on the Quimby website of Ron Hughes, speaking of the book used by Quimby to 
hold his pasted down newspaper clippings: 
 
“It appears this book was originally a recycled business ledger of some kind, that was a common re–use of old books. The ledger 
itself, would be of great interest to Quimby historians and scholars, if it could only give up its secrets, that lie beneath the 
articles.” 
 
This account book from the Bangor period would seem to belie the statement by George Quimby in his 1888 biographical sketch 
of his father: “Until the writer went with him [Quimby] as secretary [apparently no earlier than mid-1860], he kept no accounts 
and made no charges. He left the keeping of books entirely with his patients, and although he pretended to have a regular price 
for visits and attendance, he took at settlement whatever the patient chose to pay him.” 
 
455 Amazingly, George Quimby allowed Lyman Powell to have this historically valuable book for a month in 1907. See this 
comment from Powell’s Christian Science: the Faith and It Founder, pp. 38-39: 
 
“There lies before me as I write a little worn and faded scrapbook. It bears on the fly-leaf the name of P. P. Quimby. It was his 
own book. His wife pasted in it for him now and then in the fifties and early sixties newspaper comments on his work.” 
 
Powell included this footnote, page 228, “After a careful study of the Quimby Scrapbook, which has been in the author’s 
possession for a month through the courtesy of Mr. George A. Quimby, the writer is convinced that it alone should suffice to the 
close the [Quimby-Eddy debate] case.” Less than a quarter of a century later, Powell would write an adulatory biography of Eddy 
with a very different interpretation. 
 
 

 
 
 

Quimby’s Name on his Account Book, as Seen by Lyman Powell 
 
It is interesting that, according to Powell, this scrapbook was Mrs. Quimby’s project. Since Quimby used it as an account book 
through 1858, the scrapbook was started no earlier than 1858, even though many of the articles had been preserved by the family 
from the early 1840s. 
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456 This is in BU 149|150 and in QMSS, p. 110. It was about this time that an E.C. Welch was treated by Quimby in Bangor and 
gave this later statement about it: 
 
“Many years ago when Dr. Quimby was in Bangor I went to him for trouble with my eyes[.] He looked me square in the eyes, 
then put his hand on top of my head & turned it around & said, [‘]don’t you hear a noise in the back of your neck?[’] I did, and he 
said [‘]I think you will find yourself well.[’] 
 
I asked Dr. Q. [‘]How do you perform these wonderful cures[’] ‘Don[’]t you read your bible? Why it is the same way Christ & 
his disciples healed the sick. I only know it is the power given me of God.’ 
 
E. C. Welch. 
 
He did not attempt [to] explain, but said Don’t you read your Bible.” 
 
457   Bangor Daily Whig and Courier, April 30, 1859. 
 
458 While 1859 is the year most historians have ascribed to when Quimby moved to Maine, Julius Dresser in his 1887 pamphlet 
The True History of Mental Science wrote, p. 6 (emphasis added): 
 
“The first that I knew of P. P. Quimby was in June, 1860, when I went to him as a patient, in Portland, Me. This was five and a 
half years before his death. He had then, 1860, been in the regular practice of mental healing for many years, in different towns in 
Maine, and had been located in Portland about two years.” 
 
459 Hughes wrote in Historical Collection, p. 7, “According to his newspaper advertisements, Quimby first began making trips 
into Portland to treat patients as early as December of 1858. In the fall of 1859, Quimby first established his healing practice in 
the United States Hotel and subsequently relocated to the International House Hotel, both in Portland.” As will be seen Quimby 
moved back and forth between Belfast and Portland in 1859, and it is not absolutely clear that Quimby did not decide to establish 
“his healing practice” in Portland until the fall of 1859. However, it is clear in retrospect that his permanent move to Portland for 
the years 1859-1865 did not take place until the fall of 1859. 
 
460 Below the advertisement on February 5, 1859, was an advertisement for “Dr. John T. Morse, Entranced Healing Medium.” 
 
461 A little below the Quimby ad is an advertisement for “Burnett’s Cocaine,” which cost just 50 cents for a large bottle. This is 
an example of the state of standard medical care in America in the mid-nineteenth century. 
 
462 John Quimby was listed by Joseph Williamson as being the Belfast City Clerk for 1856-1860 and 1864-1873 (althought he 
was listed as Town Clerk in The Maine Register, for the Year 1855, p. 282.), and here from the author’s collection is a document 
signed by him as Clerk at the same time that his father was in Portland: 
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463 George was only about 18 at the time of his father making an effort to move his practice to Portland. In the Belfast Historical 
Society and Museum is a program “Exhibition of the Public Schools, Belfast, January 22nd, 1859” at which event George Quimby 
gave the opening address. 
 
464 A report on the journal of Sea Captain Leonard Samuel Grant, who worked the Maine waters, gave the following description 
of the Daniel Webster: 
 
“Until the advent of the steamer Katahdin in 1868, the steamer Daniel Webster was not exceeded by any steamers in Maine 
waters for strength, speed and passenger accomodations. The Daniel Webster had 42 staterooms and over 200 berths. A life-size 
portrait of DANIEL WEBSTER, presented by the Boston friends of the statesman, adorned the saloon.” The Seaman’s Journal of 
Captain Leonard Samuel Grant (1812-1880), compiled by Wilburn Metcalf Potter, p. 18. This pdf article is easily found on the 
Internet. 
 
465 An expected event of this magnitude brought out the entrepreneurs. In the Eastern Argus, October 13, 1859, were two 
advertisements, both with the heading, “The Great Eastern is Coming!” One person was moving from the city and offered “all the 
Stock and Fixtures of Saloon No. 31 Union Street” while another proclaimed that now was the time to buy real estate and offered 
his “house, No. 44, Atlantic Street, at a bargain.” The same issue reported that the repairs were being made quickly to the Great 
Eastern to remove “the traces of the late explosion.” The great vessel had suffered a mechanical explosion in the English Channel 
on September 9, 1859, which killed several crew members and caused it to return to port. 
 
A nice history of the ship may be found in Robert D. Ballard and Rick Archbold, Lost Liners (New York: Hyperion, [ca. 1997]), 
pp. 24-27. 
 
466 Ron Hughes on his www.ppquimby.com website is a section on early Quimby photographs, said, for example, that George 
was his father’s secretary starting in 1859. 
 
467 In Chapter Seven are notes of George Quimby’s interview with Georgine Milmine. There may or may not be any 
significance to Milmine’s note that George Quimby “finally” became his father’s secretary. 
 
468 Cf. Quimby in an 1863 article “Aristocracy and Democracy” (not the same article that included the term “Christian Science”) 
in LC 7:91:  
 
“A person afflicted with the rheumatism is obliged to apply the sting of a bee to the part affected as a sure means of restoration: 
there follows an explanation which is merely an opinion. I know from my own experience that the word [word struck through] 
rheumatism applies to some effect on the body, but men take the effect for the cause.”   
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469 I have been unable thus far to determine George Quimby’s status as an able-bodied young man during the Civil War years. I 
do not recall that it is a question that has been asked by any historian. In a monograph in the Belfast Free Library called Belfast, 
Maine and the War of Rebellion: The Soldiers and Sailors, by Paul Emerson (Frankfort, ME: Paul Emerson, [ca. 1999]), p. 7, 
“George A. Quimby” is listed along with the soldiers but rather than show his rank, he was shown as “Principal.” (George’s 
brother was listed as an “Ord. Sergt Company A” in letters transcribed in the back of the book.) The Adjutant General reports 
after the war—which recorded the many Maine soldiers who served in the War—did not list George Quimby. Williamson in his 
history of Belfast (1877), p. 918, listed George as a Principal who evidently had a subsitute, Roscoe B. Smith, mustered into the 
army on March 1, 1865, on his behalf. By that date George was 23. Interestingly, Quimby wrote this essay entitled “On the 
Draft” [LC 7:99-101]: 
 
“What will be the effect of the draft on the political parties? The copperheads intended to turn the draft to their advantage by 
hypocritically pretending to help the poor, while their true object was to prevent the towns from paying the conscripts. To 
accomplish this object, the leaders hit upon the idea of making the cities & towns vote to pay each drafted man three hundred 
dollars & allow him to keep it & & go into the army or pay it into the government & stay at home. This all looks very fair but 
when you analize it you will see their true motive. They knew they never could get the loan taken & therefore every drafted man 
must either go or pay three hundred dollars himself. This was the plan in order to get rid of paying any thing themselves. The 
deception was so apparant that it soon showed itself & then they turned & said that the cities & towns would never have voted to 
raise a dollar if they had not driven them to it. Now let us see how the city stands with those towns that voted to pay every man 
who was drafted three hundred dollars, when the Copperheads had every thing their own way. Portland voted to pay every man 
who was drafted & went into the army or furnished a substitute three hundred dollars. Westhook where the Copperheads ruled 
voted to pay every drafted man three hundred dollars whether he went into the war, or staid at home, giving him his choice which 
to do. Portland has got her loan taken while Westhook cannot raise hers & the leaders do not want her to & never intended that 
she should. Now Mr. Copperhead, if you are as good a friend to the poor as you pretend to be why do you not step up & toe the 
mark as Portland has done & take the Westhook loan? and not wait for Union men to do it for you? You never intended to take it 
& never will. Now how does it affect the poor? In Portland the poor man who happens to be drafted gets from the city three 
hundred dollars & then by paying out of his own pocket twenty five or fifty dollars can provide himself with a substitute, instead 
of paying three hundred & fifty dollars himself or as is the case in the towns where the Copperheads conducted the raising of 
money. Such has been the effect of this deception. It was a trick, laid by the Copperheads & now they are caught in their own 
trap. Let the poor conscripts call on these leaders & ask them to take the loan & advance the money & show whether they are 
ready to back up the proposition as the loyal men have done. They have done what they agreed to & if these Copperheads do not 
back up theirs you will know it was all a trick & a tool with which to work against the administration. 
1864” 
 
The Belfast Historical Society & Museum News (Vol. 2 No. 1, Spring 2013) included a helpful article on Belfast in the Civil War 
years. It pointed out that in 1860 Belfast has a population of 5,065, but had nine recruitment centers for Belfast and the 
surrounding areas. A poster from 1861 was reproduced that offered a $100 bounty for one who was honorably discharged, and 
one who became disabled during the war due to injuries would qualify for a pension. 
 
The Portland Weekly Advertiser, July 18, 1863, ran an article “Draft in Portland,” which gave an account of the draft for the war 
and which included a list of the names of the potential conscripts. That list included “Julius A. Dresser.” There is no record that 
Dresser ever was drafted into the war, however. 
 
470 Here is the same advertisement in the Eastern Argus in Portland, July 10, 1860: 
 

"Notice. 
——oo—— 

 
DR.  P. P. QUIMBY,  OF  BELFAST, 
CAN BE CONSULTED AT HIS ROOM, 
No. 2,  at the United States Hotel, 
By all person desiring his services. He will 
also visit patients  at their residences. 
 
dec.19                                                      dtf” 
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471 That move to the United States Hotel may not have been immediate, as least as far as his lodging was concerned. Emily 
Pierce wrote Alfred Farlow that “Dr. Quimby stayed for weeks with the Wares, in Portland in the early sixties.” See later for 
more on Emily Pierce and this and other letters regarding Quimby. 
 
472 Cf. Julius Dresser, The True History of Mental Science (1887), p. 19: “During those years when his office was in Portland, 
his home and family being always in Belfast, he was compelled once in four or six weeks to get away from the pressing tide of 
humanity, and go home to Belfast, privately, and rest for three or four days.” Here Dresser seems to indicate that his family 
stayed behind in Belfast, but certainly his son George was in Portland with him, and there is at least one reference to his daughter 
Augusta being in Portland as well at one point. 
 
Here is an example of Quimby writing in Belfast in July, 1862 [BU 28]: 
 
“I will try to give you the true man standing by you at this time, not myself as a man, is in Belfast but myself as a teacher of this 
truth is with you in whatever condition you may be placed.” 
 
473 In addition to healing mediums there were advertisements for physicians of all types. One, a Dr. Atleigh, ran an 
advertisement in 1859 in the Eastern Argus for his wonderful cures of chronic cases wrought by his special medicinal 
concoctions: “Most of his preparations,” his ad said, “are the result of a long and faithful research while with the Indians[.] No 
educated physician who has tested them or seen their effect, but gives them a preference over all others.” 
 
474 Greenlaw’s advertisements in the Eastern Argus in September 1859, the advertisement was dated August 10, which is 
probably about the time that she arrived in Portland. Greenlaw’s advertisements ran for many months. 
 
475 Mental Science Magazine, April 1888. An excerpt from this letter also appeared in Milmine | Cather, p. 104. This suggests 
strongly that Milmine et al. had access to the Swarts articles but did not use the important information in those articles about W. 
F. Evans and Quimby. 
 
476 Cf. George Quimby’s letter to Edward Arens, February 23, 1883, before the Quimby-Eddy debate was in full swing and 
partisans had taken up sides: “He [Quimby] called it his ‘Theory of healing the sick.[’]” 
 
477 Ervin Seale in his talk at the Unity Village made a special point to say that Quimby purposely capitalized the word “truth,” 
even though that was not the case. Seale perhaps was referring to this phrase “The Truth is the Cure”—but that does not seem 
accurate. It is possible that later Seale changed his mind since in Collie-Seale he referred to the point that it is not clear that 
Quimby intended certain words to be capitalized. 
 
478 This is an example where the writer (I believe it to be Emma Ware) seems to use an uppercase “S” for the word “science” in 
the opening sentence: “You speak of this Science as if it were a picture on which you had but to look & understand; . . .” 
 
479 Clark, St. Bunco, p. 24. 
 
480 Ibid., p. 58. 
 
481 Gillian Gill, p. 144, wrote: “What Quimby's family and friends did was to transcribe what Quimby dictated, or, more 
mundanely, take down what Quimby said. By their own testimony the so-called copyists functioned at the very least as 
stenographers, copy editors, ghost writers, and think-tank participants. These were no doubt disinterested and even noble 
services, given freely to assist a man all loved and admired and who was clearly incapable of writing for himself. But the claim 
that this activity was copying is very odd indeed, and, in my view, the claim is defined less by truth than by polemic.” 
 
482 Bates-Dittemore completely misunderstood the nature of the Quimby papers and the way they were copied by the coterie. 
Speaking of the Quimby writings, Ernest Bates wrote, pp. 82-83: 
 
“Written as they were with the practical aim of meeting the difficulties of his patients, Quimby's articles were not an orderly 
exposition of his thought so much as a series of disconnected paragraphs or short passages. These were bound up in two 
manuscript volumes which were often lent to his patients. The first, known as "Volume I," or, sometimes, as "Christ or Science," 
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dealt with the religious implications of his thought; the other, "Questions and Answers," embraced fifteen replies to questions 
propounded by his patients on various topics connected with his teachings. Other essays were grouped together by his editors 
long after his death, under the general headings ‘The World of the Senses,’ ‘Disease and Healing,’ “God and Man,’ ‘Religious 
Questions,’ and ‘Science, Life, Death.” Taken in their entirety, they present a body of wide, unsystematic conclusions regarding 
the nature of man and the universe.” 
 
Bates characterized the Quimby essays as “disconnected paragraphs or short passages.” That gives the impression of short 
articles that were dashed off. While that might accurately describe some of the writings, it is certainly not true on average. 
Quimby wrote many long articles on a variety of topics. Since the articles were edited by Dresser to fit into his book, that fact is 
not as evident in his book as it is with actual manuscripts themselves. Based on a very rough word and article count, and with 
Lecture Notes removed, the average Quimby article was roughly twelve paragraphs long. While Quimby could bounce around 
from topic to topic in his articles, on average it would incorrect to say that his articles represented a jumble of  “disconnected 
paragraphs.” 
 
Ironically, the Bates-Dittemore comments were perhaps unduly influenced by Eddy’s comment in her earliest published reference 
to Quimby just a few weeks after meeting him, where she wrote: “At present I am too much in error to elucidate the truth, and 
can touch only the key note for the master hand to wake the harmony. May it be in essays instead of notes, say I.” (See Chapter 7 
for more on this article.) Eddy also wrote in 1896 in an article “Inklings Historic,” that first appeared in her Miscellaneous 
Writings the following year, about what it was like to see the notes that Quimby wrote after treating a patient (p. 379): 
 
“After treating his patients, Mr. Quimby would retire to an ante-room and write at his desk. I had a curiosity to know if he indited 
anything pathological relative to his patients, and asked if I could see his pennings on my case. He immediately presented them. I 
read the copy in his presence, and returned it to him. The composistion was commonplace, mostly descriptive of the general 
appearance, height, and complexion of the individual, and the nature of the case: it was not at all metaphysical or scientifice; and 
from his remarks, I inferred that his writings usually ran in the vein of thougt presented by these.” 
 
Such notes about patients would have been separate from his voluminous writings that were edited and preserved by the coterie. 
 
Bates said the articles were bound up into two manuscript volumes, “Volume I” and “Questions and Answers.” While according 
to Horatio Dresser, his father may only have had Volume I, as we see above, there were actually as many as six volumes, and 
“Questions and Answers” was a stand alone document that was virtually ignored in the Quimby debate until a copy was found 
and excerpts published in 1899. Beyond the coterie, only a few stray examples exist of Quimby patients who said they were able 
to read any of his articles. To state that Volume I and “Questions and Answers” were “often lent” to Quimby’s patients clearly 
goes against the available historical records. Also there is no evidence that Quimby or the coterie called Volume I “Christ or 
Science.” That was a categorization invented by Horatio Dresser. 
 
Bates correctly stated that Quimby’s “editors” (really just Horatio Dresser) divided his articles up under headings such as “The 
World of the Senses,” “Disease and Healing,” “God and Man,” etc. However, Bates failed to explain that the philosophically 
sophisticated headings from Dresser were unrelated to Quimby, who had no such headings and no such form of categorization. If 
Quimby had been asked how to divide his articles, we do not know how he would have done so and what he would have said. 
 
483 In the Quimby notebooks in the Library of Congress is the name of another copyist, Julia Maria Quimby Haraden, who had 
the distinction of being both Quimby’s niece as well as his sister-in-law, when she married his wife’s younger brother Daniel 
Haraden in 1847. Her contribution as a copyist was fairly minor. 
 
The notebooks have dates that indicate when the article was copied, which usually was in 1866 or early in 1867 (although one 
document in BU is marked with the date “August 1869” then the next eleven pages are in blue ink with the first page marked 
“Washington March 1883” with a pencilled note above it “Copied” to evidently show that it was copied then and there). It is not 
completely clear to me whether the date indicates when that specific article was copied into the notebook itself or when it was 
copied elsewhere, using that notebook copy as the original. I believe it is the latter.  
 
In the S.M. Deering copy of Volume One at BU, the last article was dated April 1860. Another copy at BU is “Dr. P P Quimby’s 
Ideas of Health and Disease Vol 2, 1860.” There is also at BU a Volume 3 dated 1860. 
 
In the Houghton Library collection are six of what might be termed “official” volumes of Quimby writing, but the Quimby 
coterie also produced seven different volumes of miscellaneous articles that are not part of the above six volumes. (The six 
volumes were produced in fairly chronological fashion, whereas the seven volumes represent a non-chronological collection of 
miscellaneous articles.) 
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The dating of the articles in the six “official” volumes are as follows: 
 
Vol. I.: 1859 – April 1860 [Sabine’s copy said April] 
Vol. II: 1860: May and later 
Vol. III: 1860: July, August & later 
Vol. IV: 1861 [a Sabine notebook in BU has articles from March 18, 1861 – March 1862, with later articles added] 
Vol. V: 1861 (August) to late 1862 
Vol. VI: 1862 (November) – 1865. 
 
That Quimby was readily aware of the above copying is seen, for example, in his article “The Christian’s God” (dated August 3, 
1861): 
 
“My theory will explain all phenomena. If you will read the first article in Vol. 1st, you will see that according to that, mind can 
be changed & any kind of any idea produced, so apply this truth to the mind, and you can cure or correct the error & establish the 
truth.” 
 
Articles copied into the Quimby volumes appear in a variety of handwritings. While Emma Ware’s is fairly recognizable, the rest 
are not to me. In the Library of Congress Volume 5, pp. 95 and 98, are notes that respectively say that they were copied in 
Belfast, Maine, in March and April, 1863. Was this George who was back home or Quimby’s wife or even a third member of the 
family? (The handwriting differed from that of Emma Ware.) 
 
For a record of the Quimby notebooks in the Library of Congress (all rebound by the Library), here are the sizes of each of the 
eleven notebooks (“Volume 12” is a book rather than a bound volume): 
 
Volume 1  7 15/16” by 6 ½” 
Volume 2  7 5/8” by 6 ½” 
Volume 3  7 15/16” by 6 ½” 
Volume 4  8 1/8” by 6 5/8” 
Volume 5  10” by 7 9/16” 
Volume 6  10 ¾” by 8 3/8” 
Volume 7  9” by 7 5/8” 
Volume 8  10 ¾” by 8 ½” 
Volume 9  9 7/8” by 7 7/8” 
Volume 10  8 1/8” by 6 ¼” 
Volume 11  7 7/8” by 6 ¾” 
 
The account book used by Quimby in Bangor for his patient records and then reused as a small scrapbook for holding his 
collection of clippings has the following size and pagination: 6 3/8” by 3 7/8” and pagination (handwritten page numbers added) 
up to 142 pages, followed by four blank pages and then the end paper. Interestingly, it appears that at an early date some of the 
pages were lost. The first page number is 23; pages 51-70 are missing. However, since the newspaper clipping on page 50 is 
immediately followed by the remainder of that clipping on page 71, it is clear that the loss of pages occurred prior to the use of 
the account book as a scrapbook. Here is the spine of the scrapbook, labeled “LEGER”[sic]: 
 

 
 

 
Here are photos of the scrapbook and its first page: 
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484 In some of the Sabine notebooks are notes in unknown handwriting strongly suggesting that in the year 1900 efforts were 
being made to prepare for a publication of some of the Quimby writings. The notes include the following:  
 
“Nov. 15, 1900 Perhaps some selecting” 
“Not copy 1900” 
 
Here is a sample handwritten title-page by “S.M. Deering” (later Sabine) for one of the volumes in BU: 
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“Dr. P. P. Quimby’s 

Ideas 
OF[sic] Health and Disease 

Vol. 2. 1860.” 
 

485 Hughes, p. xxi. 
 
486 Ibid., p. xx. 
 
487 One example is an article in BU by Emma Ware entitled, “Can Disease be Entirely Destroyed?”  
 
Ron Hughes on his website said the article was first published in The Spirit of the New Thought: Essays and Addresses by 
Representative Authors and Leaders, edited by Horatio W. Dresser. (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, [ca. 1917]); the 
Ware article appears on pp. 67-72. However, it first appeared in The Journal of Practical Metaphysics (Sept. 1897) Vol. 1, No. 
12., pp. 363-366. 
 
488 Dresser, QMSS, pp. 319-322. 
 
489 Hughes, pp. 8-9. 
 
490 LC 9: 172. 
 
491 LC 9:176ff. (While the article is dated 1862, it immediately follows the 1864 article above in the notebook, so that the 1862 
date could be an error or misreading.) 
 
492 An example of Quimby as a teacher to those who wished to learn how to heal in his manner, can be seen in his March 19, 
1861, letter as copied by his coterie to a Mr. W.S. Atkins who was evidently a devout Christian (emphasis added in bold): 
 
“I will now sit down to answer your letter and will straighten you up as I used to. Remember the illustrations I used to make to 
you and I will stirr[sic] up your ideas by referring to the my theory. You want to know if I was in earnest in regard to your 
learning[.] I was, but you nor anyone else can learn of yourself, any more than a person can get religion of himself. It must 
be the effect of a change of mind, this you cannot understand, for your change of mind when you got religion was the effect of 
error not of truth. So you worship you know not what but I worship I know what, &, "whom you ignorantly worship, him declare 
I unto you." This same Christ whom you think is Jesus is the same Christ that stands at the door of your dwelling or belief, 
knocking to come in & sit down with the child of science that has been led astray by blind guides into the wilderness of darkness. 
Now wake from your sleep & look around & see if your wisdom is not of this world, based upon an opinion. To be born again is 
to unlearn your errors & embrace the truth of Christ; this is the new birth, and it cannot be learned except by desire for the truth 
of that wisdom that can say to the winds of error & superstition [‘]be still[’]and they obey.” 
 
Quimby continues in the letter with almost an admonition not to take the task of being a healer too lightly, based on the sacrifice 
that Quimby himself had made for the prior 20 years: 
 
“It is not a very easy thing to forsake every established opinion & become a persecuted man for this truth's sake, for the benefit of 
the poor sick, when you have to listen to all their long stories without getting discouraged. This cannot be done in a day. I have 
been twenty years training myself to this one thing, the relief of the sick. A constant drain on a person feeling for the sick alters 
him and he becomes identified with the suffering of his patients: this is the work of time. Every person must become affected one 
way or the other, either to become selfish & mean so that his selfish acts will destroy his wisdom, or keep it under and 
[unintelligible crossed out] let his error reign; or his wisdom will become more powerful till it will run away with his wisdom 
obligation to himself and family. 
 
It is not an easy thing to steer the ship of wisdom between the shores of poverty & the rocks of selfishness. If he is all self, the 
sick lose that sympathy which they need at his hand & if he is all sympathy, he ruins his health & becomes a poor outcast on a 
cold uncharitable world. For the sick cant help him and the rich wont. It is difficult to steer clear & keep your health.” 
 
Another example we saw earlier in his writing from his home in Belfast: 
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“I will try to give you the true man standing by you at this time, not myself as a man, is in Belfast but myself as a teacher of this 
truth is with you in whatever condition you may be placed.” 
 
493 Cf. Fanny C. Bass’ letter of October 22, 1860 in which she says that Quimby had stopped in Portland “the last two years.”  
 
494 As mentioned in the Introduction, Emma Ware was born on August 27, 1833 and Sarah Ware was born on July 10, 1838. 
 
495 Clark, St. Bunco, pp. 37-38. 
 
496 Gill, pp. 144-145. 
 
497 Griswold was one of Quimby’s success stories, and in the BU Quimby archive (BU 50) is a nice collection of documents 
relating to her success with Quimby. 
 
498 One of the Ware sisters told A. J. Swarts in the late 1880s that the sisters, according to Swarts, “assisted him [Quimby] in the 
records and correspondence as his scribes.” (Mental Science Magazine, April, 1888, p. 159.) 
 
499 BU 38. 
 
500 George Quimby in later years had several jobs but his avocation was being a writer for the local press, preferably as a 
humorist along the lines of Mark Twain (one of George’s scrapbooks had many Twain newspaper contributions saved and pasted 
in). In later years he was the much-liked, even beloved “Our George” in the local Belfast papers, but he started writing for the 
press as early as his time in Portland. In the Quimby family papers in the Belfast Historical Society and Museum is a large 
collection of his published writings as preserved by George and his family. George produced a holograph collection of some of 
his writings under the title “What I Know About Slinging Ink,” with a tag line at the bottom, “Humorists seldom own little 
hatchets.” It appears that George’s first published article was entitled “In a Crowd.” He wrote of it in his production above, “ ‘In 
a Crowd” was the first sketch written. Wrote it in Portland in 1861 or 1862. Sent it to the Transcript anonnymously. These 
Sketches have been written for the  
Portland Transcript, 
Portland Daily Press, 
Webster (Mass.) Times [i.e., where Julius Dresser was the editor], 
Minneapolis Paper, 
And 
Belfast Journal.” 
 
George mentioned the Webster Times, where Julius Dresser was the editor. In the scrapbook is a published letter in the Times  
from George to “Friend Dresser,” dated September 28, 1868, from New York, where George was living. The letter mentioned the 
weather and other odds and ends but did not mention P. P. Quimby, even though that would have been the perfect time to do it, 
had he been so inclined. The letter was signed “Quim.” (George picked several additional pseudonyms for his articles.) 
 
George’s main scrapbook included a clipping of the article “In a Crowd” from the Transcript, signed by “A Subscriber.” 
 
501 William Lyman Johnson, in his compendium of research on Quimby, reported on his interview with Horatio Dresser that the 
hoped-for publication of Quimby’s manuscripts was a dream of Dresser’s as well as his father and mother. Dresser said that his 
family waited for a miracle to appear in a change of heart in George Quimby. George Quimby had written Daniel Spofford on 
August 21, 1878: “My father did not leave any published book, although he had a good deal of manuscript, which had he lived he 
undoubtedly would have published.” George Quimby’s adamant decision not to publish his father’s manuscripts appears to have 
been based solely on the extreme aversion he developed to Eddy—but that does not explain his not having at least made 
provision for the publication of his father’s manuscripts after Eddy’s death in 1910. 
 
502 Annetta Dresser, pp. 25ff. 
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503 This letter was sold on the Internet auction site, eBay, a photocopy of which is in the author’s collection. 
 
504 Quimby in Portland in 1860 appears to have been not as tied down to that city as perhaps he was later. In BU 99 is a letter 
from Quimby to a patient, dated September 17, 1860, in which he referenced the patient’s letter of August 27 which was received 
by Quimby “after a long journey through the state of Maine.” 
 
505 For some reason, Collie-Seale mistranscribed this letter to be to the wife and called her Mrs. Wayne rather than the patient 
living in Wayne, Maine: 
 
Portland, March 21st, 1860 
To Mrs. Wayne 
Dear Madam: 
Yours of the 19th is received and I was very glad to hear I succeeded so well, but I was not disappointed, for I felt sure I could 
raise you up. I will say a word or two to you, Mrs. W. I was with you every little while after I first wrote you till the time I 
named, and then it seemed as though you were up so I left you. Now I shall drop in and see you often so you may not be 
surprised to feel my influence. Were there any ones at your house when you first got up? If so let me know how long you had 
been sick and how long since you walked. I shall be very glad. I think I shall make a statement to the facts of your case; it is so 
remarkable that it ought to be published for the benefit of the sick. 
Yours, etc. 
P.P.Q. 
 
506 Cf. this letter also from Quimby to a would-be patient: 
 
“Oct. 20th, 1860 
Dear Sir 
In answer to your enquiry, I would Say that owing to the Skepticism of the world I do not feel inclined to assure you of any 
benefit which you may receive from my influence, while away from you, as your belief would probably keep me from helping 
you. But it will not cost me much time nor expense to make the trial. So if I stand at your door & knock, and you know my voice 
or influence: and receive me, you may be benefitted. If you do receive my benefit, give it to the principle, not to me as a man but 
to that wisdom which is able to break the bonds of the prisoner, set him free from the errors of the doctors, and restore him to 
health. This I will try to do with pleasure, but if this fails & your case is one which requires my seeing you, then my opinion is of 
no use. 
Yours, etc. 
P.P.Q.” 
 
In a similar fashion, he wrote to Mr. and Mrs. Hodsdon on January 2, 1861: 
 
“In answer to your letter I must say that it is out of my power to visit your place in person at this time, from the fact that I have 
some thirty or more patients here on my hands, but if there comes a slack time I will come and let you know before hand so you 
can meet me in Bangor. . . . Now remember what I say to you. I am in this letter and as often as you read this and listen to it, you 
listen to me. So let me know the effect in one week from now. I will be with you every time you read this.” (It is not clear 
whether Quimby means this literally, such as a “magnetized” letter, or if he was simply using a figure of speech.) 
 
A third letter, to a Miss Georgie Fowler on February 9, 1860, in Hill, N.H., (probably at the water cure facility), is similar (here 
are transcripts from the Library of Congress compared to the version at BU, with emphasis added): 
 
LOC version: 
“Your letter apprised me of your situation & I went to see if I could affect you. I am still trying to do so, but do not know as I can 
without sitting down & talking with you as I am at present. So I will sit by you a short time & relieve the pain in your stomach & 
carry it off. You can sit down when you receive this letter, and listen to my story & I think you will feel better. Sit up straight. I 
am now rubbing the back part of your head and round the roots of your nose. I do not know as you feel my hand  but you twist 
your [ erased or blank] as though it felt rather good but it will make you feel better. When you read this I shall be with you & do 
as I write. I am in this letter so remember & look at me & see if I do not mean just as I say. I will now leave you & attend to some 
others that are waiting, so good evening. Let me know how you get along. If I do not write, I may have time to call for that does 
not require so much time." 
 
BU 41 version: 
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“Your letter apprised me of your situation and  I went to see if I could affect you. I am still trying to do so but do not know as I 
can without sitting down & talking with you as I am at present. So I will sit by you a short time & relieve the pain in your 
stomach & carry it off. You can sit down when you receive this letter, and listen to my story & I think you will feel better. Sit up 
straight. I am now rubbing the back part of your head & round the roots of your nose. I do not know as you feel my hand  but you 
twist your [blank] as though it felt queer, but it will make you feel better. When I you read this I shall be with you & do as I 
write. I am in this letter so remember & look at me & see if I do not mean just as I say. I will now leave you & attend to some 
others that are waiting, so good evening. Let me know how you get along. If I do not write, I may have time to call for that does 
not require so much time." 
 
 
507 This phrase perhaps suggests that Quimby was having a tough time financially and the Ware family knew it. 
 
508 This was a common observation by Quimby’s patients, that when he touched them, his hands gave off a pronounced heat that 
did not come from the cool water that he dipped his hand in.  
 
509 The 1863-1864 Portland directory has a listing for a Nathan Wood who sold patent medicines as well as a William Wood, 
who was an M.D. 
 
510 That Pierce capitalized “Truth” here does not seem significant since she also capitalized “Error,” and she likely had no 
connection to his writings. 
 
511  Quimby later wrote of how he wrote his articles and how he used the Bible stories to convince his patients of their false 
beliefs (“Introduction Part 3” in LC 9:164-165): 
 
“I have said many things in regard to the medical science but all that I have said was called out by my patients being deceived by 
the profession. The same is true of the religious profession. Every article is written under a very excited state brought about by 
some wrong inflicted on my patient by the medical faculty, the clergy or public opinion, & all my arguments are used to correct 
some false opinion that has affected my patient in the form of disease mentally or physically. In doing this I have to explain the 
Bible for their troubles arise from a wrong belief in certain passages & when I am sitting by my patient those passages that 
trouble them trouble me & the passage comes to me with the explanation & I as a man am not aware of the answer until I find it 
out. So I cannot be responsible for the exact words, but the meaning that the author had I feel certain I shall give. The exact 
language may not be the same, for language is not used to convey the impression, but our ideas or things. Now there is a wisdom 
that has never been reduced to language, for science that never has been taught has never been described by language. The 
science of curing disease has never been described by language but the error that makes disease is described & is in the mouth of 
every child: the remedies are also described, but the remedies are worse than the disease for instead of lessening the evil they 
have increased. In fact the theory of correcting disease is the introduction of life.” 
 
Quimby also in a proposed introduction for the book he hoped to complete, wrote of using the Bible especially when talking to 
female patients (LC 6:162): “Females are more spiritual than men, therefore with them my illustrations are drawn more from the 
Bible than from any other work.” 
 
512 Pierce later wrote another letter to Farlow, on July 2, 1907:  
 
“Mr. Farlow 
Dear Sir: 
 
My father has recently found the inclosed letters from Miss Emma Ware & Mrs. McKay[sic] (Sarah Ware) & I thought you 
might possibly like them. 
 
Do not return them. When I asked him in March for any letters he thought he had destroyed all. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Emily W. Pierce.” 
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513 In MBEL is a letter from Ada Morgridge to Georgine Milmine on January 2, 1907; she said she had some Quimby 
manuscripts from her deceased cousin, Sarah Mackay, who died in 1904. She said that Mackay was the one who provided 
Quimby manuscripts to Gordon Clark, for his anti-Eddy book, St. Bunco. She told Milmine that Eddy “stole” Quimby’s ideas. 
 
514 About this time, in the first half of 1860, Barton G. Towne and his family from Lancaster, New Hampshire, wrote letters to 
Quimby, now in BU, that are a good example of out-of-staters who heard of Quimby and wrote to him. Quimby actually traveled 
to Lancaster to see Towne’s daughter, who had been lame for some nine years and with vision problems for six or so months that 
forced the family to keep her in the dark. Towne recorded that Quimby arrived to see his daughter on March 17, 1860, at 9:30 
P.M. “The next day at one P.M. she [Maria, his daughter] got up from her Chair alone, and walked ten feet without assistance. 
She can now bear some light in the room and begins to see quite well; she walked from her room, to the dining room, with very 
little help[.]” This document is dated March 18, 1860. (In BU are other documents relating to this case. Barton wrote for example 
on April 1 and May 21, 1860, seeking to come to the United States Hotel to see Quimby.) 
 
515 The Dressers first child was Horatio, born January 15, 1866, the day before Quimby died. They had several other children, 
including the last one, Philip David Seabury Dresser [1885-1960], who later became a noted psychologist and writer using the 
name David Seabury. He was born nineteen years after Horatio, on September 11, 1885. According to some online genealogies 
of the Dresser family, David was actually a twin, and a stillborn second brother delivered the same day was named by the family 
Parkhurst Quimby Dresser. I have thus far been unable to verify that. 
 
Seabury, the year before his death and after his parents and brother Horatio were no longer alive to hear or read his testimony, 
gave a statement of his view of Quimby, of which Arthur Vergara printed excerpts in Creative Thought, May, 2011. Seabury 
wrote of Quimby’s great discovery but of his (Quimby’s) inability to explain it: 
 
“. . . intellectual processes of thought did not come easily to him. He was almost as unendowed in his ability to explain the truths 
he knew as he was endowed with the ability for a deep perception of them. . . . Not since Quimby has any great metaphysician 
given us such a fragmentary and inadequate explanation of how he achieved his unusual results. . . . He was himself unable 
definitely to intellectualize his knowledge.” 
 
Seabury, in keeping with his background in psychology, saw Quimby’s discovery in the area of the subconscious mind. Seabury 
believed the Quimby’s practice was different from his teachings. He saw Quimby’s healing practice as “a powerful, concrete, and 
definite use of constructive suggestion.” 
 
Seabury’s view of Quimby’s healing, as a series of counterpoint arguments to an opposite problem, I have been unable to 
substantiate. Seabury wrote: “While the power was of God, one must assert the definite changes needed for health and for one’s 
life adjustments. . . . He balanced every negative thought . . . with an equally precise and positive one. For each evil concept there 
was a constructive goodness to counteract it. . . . [He] uncovered each angle in which fear was entrenched and found its 
constructive counterpart.” While Quimby believed that his patients often had beliefts that led to their problems, from which his 
explanations were designed to free them, Seabury’s view of Quimby’s healing methodology seems to me a far cry from how 
Quimby explained it in his circular: 
 
“If the patients admit that he tells them their feelings, &c., then his explanation is the cure; and, if he succeeds in correcting their 
error, he changes the fluids of the system and establishes the truth, or health. The Truth is the Cure. This mode of practise applies 
to all cases. If no explanation is given, no charge is made, for no effect is produced. His opinion without an explanation is 
useless, for it contains no knowledge, and would be like other medical opinions, worse than none.” 
 
Note: a Wikipedia biography of Julius Dresser (March 2015), stated that the Dressers took Eddy to court in the 1890s and lost. 
There is no record of any such court action. 
 
516 Charles Brodie Patterson, “Horatio W. Dresser: A Biographic Sketch,” Mind (December, 1901). 
 
517 The term “discoverer and founder” is one that was officially used by Eddy, when she referred to herself as the “discoverer 
and founder” of Christian Science. The earliest use that I have found appeared in the third edition of Science and Health (Vol. 2, 
p. 33) in 1881, where she wrote: “It is not disputed by those who know us that the advantage of being the discoverer and founder 
at this period of metaphysical healing. . . .” The next recorded use that I have found appears in an anonymous article (but clearly 
written by Eddy or at her direction) in the Boston Advertiser, June 12, 1884: “The discoverer and founder of the system and 
practice of Christian science is Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy.” This article was reprinted in the Journal of Christian Science (August 
2, 1884). Dresser may have known of these or later usages and purposely used the same language in his address. 
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518 Julius Dresser, p. 6. 
 
519 Horatio W. Dresser, A Message to the Well, pp. 59-60. 
 
520 Horatio W. Dresser, Spiritual Health and Healing. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, [ca. 1922], pp. 3-4. 
 
521 Dresser, QMSS, p. 5. 
 
522 While hardly definitive on the subject of whether Horatio Dresser greatly exaggerated the importance of his parents in the 
history of the New Thought movement, especially in the 1880s when they had their peak influence, this observation from Dr. 
Helen Densmore about the mental healing scene in Boston in the 1880s is at least noteworthy: 
 

“. . . I had two long interviews with Mrs. Eddy, whose book, ‘Science and Health,’ I have read and carefully studied. My 
investigations and study cover about three years, largely absorbing my mind during that period. 
 
In regard to the different schools of mind cure, so far as I am able to see, in essential principle and method of demonstration, 
they are all off-shoots and repetitions of Mrs. Eddy’s teachings, notwithstanding the fact that misunderstandings and dissensions 
have divided them into various and ofttimes hostile camps.” 
 
Densmore mentioned in her article the following people of that time period that she had some personal connection with or had 
read: Evans, Swartz [i.e., Swarts], W. J. Colville, J. W. Dewey, Mrs. Stuart, Mrs. Grimke, and Anna Newman. (See Dr. Helen 
Densmore,  An Analysis of Mind Cure; Viewed from a Psychological Perspective. [N.p.: N.p., ca.1888.], p. 4.) 
 

See also this innocent comment from Sarah F. Meader in the pro-Quimby New Thought periodical Practical Ideals, May, 1905, 
pp. 12-13: 

 
“Once upon a time to be a ‘metaphysician’ was to be a ‘Christian Scientist.’ Most of us, doubtless, took our primary lessons in 
spirituality from [Eddy’s] ‘Science and Health.’ ‘All is Mind, there is not matter. All is Spirit. All is God. Got is Spirit, I am 
Spirit, Everything is Spirit.’ . . . 
 
Whatever Mrs. Eddy may not have done, she certainly took a powerful hold upon such as ready to be led into the untried fields of 
the mind. In her science of mind over matter, she struck with a new emphasis the keynote of all theologies. What is God, what am 
I?” 
 
Another New Thought writer who was not tied to the notion that New Thought movement necessarily had to tear down Eddy and 
elevate Quimby was William Walker Atkinson. He published in The Crucible of Modern Thought (Chicago: The Progress 
Company, 1910), pp. 191-192 and 198:  
 
“‘Christian Science,’ the most successful of any of the cults which are grouped under the general term of ‘New Thought,’ was 
founded by Mary Baker Eddy in the ’60’s, although it did not rise into popular favor for many years after that time. Whether or 
not Mrs. Eddy received her inspiration from Dr. P. P. Quimby, as some claim, is outside the matter of the present consideration. 
Whatever may have been the history of her start in the movement, the fact is indisputable that the ‘Christian Science’ of to-day is 
the result of her own energy, ability and judgment, and she is justly entitled to her claim of ‘founder’ and actual promoter of the 
movement. Without Mrs. Eddy, ‘Christian Science’ would not be known as it is to-day. . . . 
 
Through Dr. Quimby, Dr. Evans, and Julian[sic] A. Dresser, the ‘Quimby’ theories have reached ‘New Thought,’ but the 
methods of applying the same are found to have been adapted from Mrs. Eddy’s ‘Science’ in the majority of cases. Faith Cure 
and Mental Healing, however, are as old as the race, and there is no need for a discussion between cults or schools on that point. 
It is merely a question of names and theories.” 
 
See also New Thought author Henry Wood, who wrote a chapter, “An Unbiased View of Christian Science,” in his book, The 
New Old Healing. Boston: Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co., 1908. This book did not mention Quimby but it did offer a level of 
praise to Eddy, pp. 225-226: “Whatever unfriendly critics may say of her [Mrs. Eddy], she deserves honor for the great work she 
has done in the new recognition and reaffirmation of spiritual laws and principles, rescuing them from the stagnant pool of 
indifference into which they had fallen.” 
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While some later New Thought writers and historians followed the track that it was necessary to tear down Eddy in order to 
promote Quimby as the father of New Thought, that was not always the case in the early years of New Thought. An example of a 
later, twenty-first century New Thought historian who did not feel it necessary to dismiss Eddy’s role in the history of New 
Thought (and not just relegate her to the history of Christian Science) is Thomas Shepherd. He wrote in Friends in High Places 
[:] Tracing the Family Tree of New Thought Christianity. (New York: iUniverse, Inc., 2006 [third edition]), p. 126: 
 
“Let it suffice to say that Mrs. Eddy did go to Quimby and was healed afterward; she taught a method similar to Quimby’s 
discovery; and she, more than any other person, was responsible for popularizing the mental/spiritual healing techniques now 
widely used by New Thought Christianity. It’s probably fair to say that without Mary Baker Eddy, we might not have any 
metaphysical Christian churches today.” 
 
523 Horatio Dresser also wrote in 1899 in the reissue of his father’s pamphlet, p. 20: 
 
“Mrs. Eddy never saw a page of the original manuscripts; and volume 1, loaned her by my father in 1862, was his copy from a 
copy. Mrs. Eddy may have made a copy of this volume for her own use, but the majority even of the copied articles Mrs. Eddy 
never saw. I have read and copied all of these articles, and can certify that they contain a very original and complete of the data 
and theory of mental healing. There are over eight hundred closely written pages, covering one hundred twenty subjects, written 
previous to March, 1862, more than six months before Mrs. Eddy went to Dr. Quimby. The later articles are chiefly elaborations 
of these earlier essays. The ideas and methods of treatment were original with Dr. Quimby: the language of ‘Science and Health’ 
is original with Mrs. Eddy.” 
 
As I read this, several points are raised. First, how does Dresser know what Eddy did or did not see when she was huddled with 
Quimby in the meetings that all agree took place? Horatio Dresser was born the day before Quimby died, so he had no direct 
knowledge, and even his parents were not in a position to know what Eddy did or did not see in those private meetings. Second, 
Dresser always emphasized the closeness that his parents had with Quimby, but it appears that all they had of his writings was a 
copy of a copy of Volume One. That seems a bit odd for a couple who were presented to be in later years two of Quimby’s 
closest allies and confidantes. After the Dressers returned to Boston in 1882, they were able to obtain copies of the other 
volumes, and Horatio Dresser busied himself making copies for the family (such as when he wrote “I have read and copied all of 
these articles”). It is perhaps significant that while the Quimby papers at the Library of Congress and BU came from the Quimby 
family, the contribution to Houghton Library came from the Dresser family. 
 
524 In MBEL in the Farlow files is a letter from R. H. Putnam to Farlow, April 18, 1907, in which Putnam recounted the 
following: 
 
“As you request, I will try to state the conversation as it took place between myself and (Dr.) Joseph Morton. He said to me that 
he and Mr. E. J. Arnes [an alternate spelling of ‘Arens’] roomed together during the time that Mr. Arnes was plagiarizing Mrs. 
Eddy’s copyrighted book. Mr. Arnes would read aloud the statements out of the printed book entitled ‘Science of Man’ by Mary 
Baker G. Eddy and then ask Mr. Morton to state it in different words but not to change its meaning. They continued in this way 
during the time that Mr. Arnes was preparing the pamphlet he published.” Calvin Frye in an early notebook (now in MBEL) 
recorded a similar statement by Morton. 
 
The details of the suit against Edward Arens will be discussed in Part Two. 
 
525 A photostat of this letter is in the author’s collection. 
 
526 Cf. this untitled and perhaps unpublished letter to the editor by Quimby in BU, in the booklet maintained by Emma Ware (the 
one in which she wrote some of her own articles): “For many years I have been trying to convince the people that concerning my 
way of curing diseases, I am wholly separate from all that class of persons calling themselves healing mediums, clairvoyants & a 
variety of other names & any allusion to me, be it sneer or cavil, making this separation is entirely satisfactory to me—I therefore 
tender my hearty thanks to J.R. [i.e., not J.R. Newton] the writer of a certain article which has recently appeared in the Argus, 
provided he intended the first few sentences to apply to me. I have no sympathy for the classes of persons [about] whom his 
article is written to praise & when their advertisement begin by ridiculing me I feel sensibly grateful for the favor.” 
 
527 This is one of Quimby’s few references to having followers or disciples, even if the reference was only meant symbolically. 
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528 In BU is a letter from Celia Griswold to Quimby, dated December 2, 1860, in which she wrote: “About three weeks ago 
Early in the fall I heard of Dr. Quimby through Miss Bass’s funeral. . . .” (She arrived in Portland on 10/18, so three weeks is not 
right, because she wrote Quimby upon learning of him; thus she corrected it to start “Early in the fall. . . .”) I do not know what 
connection if any this funeral had to Fanny or Clara Bass. 
 
529 This clipping is in the Quimby papers in the Library of Congress. It was initially published in the Lowell Daily Citizen and 
News (Lowell, Massachusetts), October 23, 1860. 
 
530 See for example the Granite State Water Cure advertisement in The Water-Cure Journal. Vol. XXXIII (June, 1862) No. 6 . 
New York: Fowler and Wells, 1862. This is approximately the month that Eddy first arrived at the water cure facility. It is 
recorded that in May, 1869, Dr. Vail ran an advertisement for his facility, the “Granite State Health Institute” in The Health 
Reformer, a publication in Battle Creek, Michigan. At that time the medical staff was listed as follows: 
 
“Wm. T. Vail, M.D., (Physician-in-Chief.) 
Mrs. E.M. Vail, 
John A. Tenney, M.D. 
Miss Mattie A. Willjams, M.D.” 
 
Vail described his facility as “one of the oldest establishments in the country, long known as a favorite resort for invalids. It is 
devoted to the business of curing the sick. The arrangements of the house are for patients; but a few boarders who desire to live 
hygienically will be received.” 
 
The same month he ran the same advertisement in the New York periodical, The Herald of Health and Journal of Physical 
Culture. 
 
531 Dresser, QMSS, pp. 84-85. 
 
532 The Quimby letter to Mrs. Ware refers to “Judge Ware” as her father (or father-in-law) and says he wrote to her at the request 
of Emma and Sarah. Ron Hughes stated definitively that this letter was to Joseph Ware’s wife Ellen [Willis] Ware, who married 
Joseph on September 5, 1857. Their son, Richard C. Ware, was born on July 22, 1861, and Hughes speculated that Quimby’s 
references to Ellen “Nelly” Ware’s illness was an intuitive recognition of her early stage pregnancy. See the newsletter of Ron 
Hughes on his website at www.ppquimby.com, dated July 21, 2013. 
 
533 In BU is the letter transcribed by the Quimby coterie to a “Mr.___” that includes the following: “Now in regard to my going 
to Chicago, I am not in a situation to leave here at present, as I have as many patients as I can attend to & my expenses here 
amount to not less than $5.00 a day, which goes on, whether I am in town or not, & my business varies from twelve to twenty a 
day, therefore I cannot leave on uncertainties. If I were certain of curing your wife & others, that would alter the case, but the 
uncertainty I do not wish to risk nor can you, lest I should fail. I do not wish your wife to come here unless you feel as though 
there was a fair chance for her recovery. Mrs. Ware might be of some service to you, she, having some ideas of my cures, might 
be a better judge than you or your wife, but if you feel inclined to come this way, then I would do the very best I could. If your 
wife would write me the facts of her case, I will devote one hour to her & send her an account of her case. Then she may feel 
better satisfied what course to pursue.” 
 
534 This notice in the press was recorded and copied by John Thompson in 1907 and is from his notes to Alfred Farlow. 
 
535 Dr. Smith was by this time a nutritionist and reformer and the author of a book, The Fat of the Land and How to Live on It 
(1896). 
 
536 Psychic and Occult Views and Reviews, Vol. IV, No. 4 (October 1901), pp. 131-134. 
 
537 Catherine L. Albanese, “Physic and Metaphysic in Nineteenth-Century America: Medical Sectarians and Religious Healing,” 
Church History, Vol. 55 (December 1986), No. 4, p. 491. 
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538 In Quimby collection in MBEL. This is from an undated fragment of a letter that Dresser wrote to Arens at some point in the 
first half of 1883. 
 
539 Hughes, pp. 128-129. 
 
540 BU 70. 
 
541 This sentence is significant for several reasons. First, the author (the handwriting is Emma Ware’s and she was presumably 
the author) points out that Quimby does not deny the existence of disease (a cardinal point in Eddy’s later Christian Science 
theology is that is denies the ultimate existence of matter and disease) but rather considers disease to be the result of ignorance; 
but disease, the author points out, does not come from God. Since Quimby considered mind to be a spiritual matter that could be 
molded by thought, disease was not from God but rather was from the human mind, and the changing of that human mind could 
cause the spiritual matter to change to a position of health. At roughly this same time, Quimby in a letter cited earlier, on October 
28, 1860, had stated that Dr. J. R. Newton ascribed the imagination of his patients as the cause of disease. In this article the 
author specifically defends Quimby from the notion that it is imagination that causes disease. 
 
542 This appears to be the same person [BU50] who was from Lebanon who came to Portland to be treated by Quimby. She 
wrote of her experience; she started by saying that she asked her family doctor if she should go to see Quimby in Portland, and he 
said no, but the patient went anyway. She wrote: 
 
“When I arrived in Portland by faith was all gone & all I wished was I could be landed at home. 
 
When Dr Quimby came into my room I was on my bed, suffering great pain in my head & eyes so that the room was entirely 
dark as I could bear no light. After sitting by me a few moments he relieved me entirely from all suffering and asked me to walk. 
I did so & walked about the room more than I had done for a long time. He left me & I continued feeling well & walking about 
the room. I slept refreshingly all night & went down to dinner the next day, after which I continued improving and finally walked 
out of doors without experiencing any sickness. . . . [She said her problems were:] attacks of sickness from my liver, of a bilious 
nature. The local disease proved to be displacement of the uterus and I could not move without suffering.”  
 
(She said she had had back and head pains and at times could not bear the light.)  
 
543 In BU are articles that appear to be by Quimby that have not been transcribed and do not appear in Collie-Seale. I have not 
been able to determine if they are all in Hughes. 
 
544 Hughes, p. 98, has the name “Smith” rather than “Swett.” 
 
545 Quimby did not get a lot of press in his lifetime at the national level, but here is a stray reference to him in the Banner of 
Light, January 26, 1861: 
 
“W. T. Portland, ME.—We cannot publish your letter unless you send us your full name. We think you had better detail the cure 
performed by Mrs. H., without animadvertising against Dr. Quimby, even if, as you assert, the cure is wrongfully attributed to 
him. Communication on file for further word from you.” 
 
 
546 Wilbur, p. 72. 
 
547 Peel, Trial, pp. 343-344. Brush gave his account to the Portland Sunday Telegram, which appeared on April 3, 1910. 
 
548 Anderson here points out her possible connection to Quimby. Also see QMSS, p. 18. 
 
549 Julia Anderson Root, Healing Power of Mind. San Francisco: Women’s Co-operative Printing Office, 1884, p. 117. 
 
550 Ibid, pp. 119-120. 
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551 Portland Daily Advertiser, December 5, 1861. Manchester was in the Portland area for some time. For example, a lengthy 
adverstisement of her testimonials, including a cure of spinal disease, “ONE OF THE GREATEST CURES on RECORD,” 
appreared in the Portland Daily Press, October 29, 1863. An advertisement for one of her cures in The Portland Transcript, 
November 15, 1862, told of a woman who had a growing stomach for two years and could get help from on one. After consulting 
Manchester, and being examined by her, she was told by Manchester that she had a live animal inside of her “which looks 
[clairvoyantly] like a caterpillar as much as anything.” She took Manchester’s medicine which she was told would make her sick. 
After three days of vomiting, the account reported, she threw up what looked like a lizard. The testifier continued, “. . . I think I 
owe my life to Mrs. Manchester. She told me what no other doctor ever did, or could. My health is gaining rapidly.” (An 
adverstisement for Manchester in the Transcript, January 31, 1863, recorded a couple of cases where she had helped patients with 
a tapeworm, and the above case may have been one of them.) 
 
While Quimby had renounced material medicines, Manchester represented the healing mediums of the day who, similar to 
Lucius Burkmar, used clairvoyancy to diagnose and select medicines. As a marketer, she and her husband were much more active 
in the press than Quimby was. 
 
552 Annetta Dresser in her book in 1895, p. 33, went so far as to reprint the article and then put the name “E. G. Ware” at the end 
of it. The Portland Daily Advertiser on March 21, 1862, announced the upcoming article on Quimby. It called it “a well written 
communication on Doctor Quimby’s new and unique mode of curing disease, written by a young lady of this city, whom the 
Doctor found very sick, and restored in a short time to perfect health.” 
 
553 “The Separation of Myself from All Others Who Treat Disease” [LC 5:158-159]. The bold text indicates changes by a 
copyist. 
 
554 LC 5:105. 
 
555 The Advertiser, March 6, 1862, had a stray reference to Quimby and the International Hotel: 
 
See advertisements of the International Hotel in another column. We have been boarding there for two months last past, and can 
testify to good tables, rooms, beds and servants. 
 
The landlord took to himself a helpmate, about three weeks ago. Since that time he has had the honey moon,  and is usual in such 
cases—but not very bad; and he is now convalescent, and his friends think he will be entirely well in a week or ten days more, at 
the furthest. By the way, that is a complaint that baffles the skill of Dr. Quimby, who boards there. He says time is the only 
remedy—and that that never fails to effect a permanent cure. 
 
556 See this later advertisement by Huse in the Boston Herald, December 10, 1866: 
 
PROF. A. H. HUSE continues to exercise his vocation as a Seer and Magnetic Physician at 161 Court street, near Revere House, 
Boston. The Professor’s great powers of retrovision, his spontaneous and lucid knowledge of one’s present life and affairs, when 
in rapport with him, and this keen forecasting of one’s future career, have been too often tested to render special assertion of them 
now necessary. 
 
557 Evidently the day before the Advertiser printed this notice: 
 

We have received communication from a lady who has been under the care of Dr. Quimby, and whose 
restoration to health is somewhat marvelous.  We believe Dr. Quimby is an ORIGINAL, entirely differing 
both in theory and practice from all his predecessors and co[n]temporaries.  Without the aid of the apothecary 
or Spiritualism, he has effected some of the most remarkable cures on record.  An acquaintance of some 
twenty years with the Doctor enables us to judge pretty well of his singularities.  We hope at no distant day 
he will publish his medical theory, even though it may conflict with the present opinions of the profession.  
The communication [will] appear to morrow. 

 
About this time, on April 27, 1862, Quimby wrote a letter to a Mrs. Marsh, a copy of which in his own handwriting is preserved 
in the Quimby papers: 
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“Your Daughtor Letter was received & it Gave me much joy to lurn that he was still going a hed but for you I Cant say that the 
nuse was so gratifying but I must say I thut it is all for the best we no that Gods som times youses rather strongs means to 
accomblish his End, this is according to the Christian Belial, but I dont Believe that my God neve youses any means he is the End 
to obtain & the means of obtaing to this End Every one tryes to find, man is the inventer of his one misery. Mans & happiness is 
not an element but was the reaction of our one Beleaf or acts if you throw up a stone it must con down. . . .” 
 
A month earlier, the Advertiser printed an item entitled, “The Healing Art—Laying on of Hands,” by “L.” It praised the healing 
power of both Quimby and a Dr. A. H. Huse. 
 
558 Charles Brodie Patterson, “Horatio W. Dresser: A Biographic Sketch,” Mind (December, 1901). 
 
559 Annetta Dresser, pp. [43]-45. 
 
560 Ibid., pp. 47-48. 
 
561 Somewhat of an oddity is that while the Library of Congress collection has the three copies of the “Questions and Answers” 
documents, they were not added to the collection until 1947 by the Quimby heirs, according to Anderson’s Healing Hypotheses, 
p. 267. This despite that fact that Questions and Answers played an especially important part in the Quimby-Eddy debate. 
 
562 Horatio Dresser in QMSS refers to three copies of “Questions and Answer” in the Quimby collection, but in Collie-Seale is a 
reference to a possible fourth copy in BU; I have been unable to find any such copy in the BU collection today.  
 
563 The relationship of Sarah and Helen Crosby is not completely clear, but based on the 1850 census, it appears that Albert 
Crosby, of Albion, Maine (the husband of Sarah Crosby) lived next door to Andrew Crosby, 19 years his senior. Andrew Crosby, 
in turn, had a daughter Helen, who was 13 in 1850. Albert was one of five children, but Andrew was not one of his brothers. Thus 
it appears that Andrew was his uncle, which would make Helen the cousin by marriage of Sarah. (In 1860, Helen was listed as 
“Ellen M,” which could simply be a mistake in recording the name.) 
 
564 Dresser, QMSS, p. 175. 
 
565 The text of the questions is from the document dated February 1862. However, due to the difficulty in reading the copy of 
that document made by the Library of Congress, the text of excerpts of answers that follow the questions is from the document 
dated June 1862. 
 
566 Dresser, QMSS, p. 6. 
 
567 Dresser’s evaluation of the document is given in QMSS, p. 390, “It is noticeable that in "Questions and Answers" there is no 
clear idea of the human self, and that other points obscure in that manuscript are obscure in "Christian Science," also. On the 
whole "Questions and Answers" is very obscure.” 
 
568 Cf. Charles Braden, in Spirits in Rebellion, p. 59, “Certain questions were asked frequently of Quimby. One questioner made 
out a list of fifteen questions, and he wrote out his answers. Copies of this ‘Questions and Answers’ were passed around freely to 
thoughtful patients who came to him for healing, in order that they might study them. Thus it was that they came into the 
possession of Mrs. Patterson, later Mrs. Eddy. In the Quimby-Eddy controversy it was alleged by Georgine Milmine that 
‘Questions and Answers’ constituted the basis of Mrs. Eddy’s ‘The Science of Man,’ and ultimately the important chapter in 
Science and Health entitled ‘Recapitulation.’” 
 
That a document was created to answer questions (probably posed by Emma Ware) is clear. Whether it was in response to 
“certain questions” that “were asked frequently of Quimby” is conjecture. Braden’s comment that “Copies of this ‘Questions and 
Answers’ were passed around freely to thoughtful patients who came to him for healing” is also conjectural, but at least it is 
based on Horatio Dresser’s statement, p. 12, in QMSS, that “after February, 1862, copies of his "Questions and Answers" were 
kept in circulation among patients.”  
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After the New York Times on July 10, 1904, published a version of an Eddy MS, copied by her pupil, Mrs. Wentworth, that was 
largely Quimby’s “Questions and Answers” with a Preface by Eddy and many textual emendations by her, George Quimby 
responded on August 19, 1904, to a letter from the noted minister and writer, Minot J. Savage,  
 
“I did not fully get your meaning in regard to the manuscript of my father. Did you mean, can you have a copy of the Wentworth 
MSS., or of the original, in my possession? If the former, I do not consider that I have any claim on that document. While it is 
undoubtedly a copy of father’s MS., I do not know that it is, or how it came in the possession of the present holder.  I have no 
reason to doubt his story, and I do not think that his mother copied it from one given her by Mrs. Patterson (now Eddy). She 
certainly had an opportunity to copy it if she desired, as father frequently allowed his patients to take his writings and read them, 
and also copy them. If Mr. Wentworth will allow you to make a copy, I certainly have no objection.” 
 
Based on the relative obscurity of this document outside of the Quimby family collection (and even including the versions of 
those early writings by Eddy that she disseminated to her pupils up through the early 1870s, that were based on “Question and 
Answers”) it appears that the document was little used and little known. The scarcity of the document (and its obscurity prior to 
1899) does not support Braden’s breezy comment that Quimby’s “‘Questions and Answers’ were passed around freely to 
thoughtful patients who came to him for healing, in order that they might study them.” There is no direct record that anyone other 
than Eddy and the Crosby sisters ever even had access to them (outside of the immediate Quimby coterie). Braden’s comment 
also presupposes that Quimby patients came to him to be taught something. Most likely they just came hoping to be healed, and 
only a small few appear to have made an effort to study his theory. 
 
As an example of how the history of this Quimby document has been misunderstood and misrepresented, see Martin Gardner’s 
comment, p. 47: “When Mrs. Eddy left Quimby in 1864 she took with her a manuscript by Quimby titled Questions and Answers. 
Huge chunks of it were incorporated in Mrs. Eddy’s pamphlet The Science of Man, which she published herself in 1870. With 
numerous alterations it was eventually added to Science and Health as the chapter titled ‘Recapitulation.’ Even after all the 
changes one can still see how much of it was taken from Quimby’s paper.”  Eddy did not publish The Science of Man in 1870, 
she just copyrighted the title. When the pamphlet was finally published in 1876, it was a completely different document, not just 
an altered version of Quimby’s document. Thus the chapter in Science and Health, “Recapitulation,” does not include any 
original Quimby language. (Also Eddy did not leave Quimby in 1864, since she went to see him in Belfast in 1865.) 
 
569 In Collie-Seale, “wisdom” and “science” are capitalized, but they are not capitalized in the originals based on my analysis of 
those originals. 
 
570 After the word “his” there is no noun, in versions two and three. In versions one and four the word “wisdom” appears. In the 
Wentworth manuscript based on a version used and amended by Eddy in the late 1860s, the word “knowledge” appeared. 
Inexplicably, in Collie-Seale, the word “idea” is inserted. 
 
571 Portland Daily Advertiser, August 7, 1862. 
 
572 Dresser, QMSS, p. 104. 
 
573 LC 8:123ff. In New England there were a great many whites who were against slavery in concept but firmly were convinced 
of the superiority of whites to other races. Quimby’s view that God made all races (or at least black and white) alike set him apart 
from most of his fellow citizens. 
 
574 Cf. Quimby’s article from May 1862, “Can a Spirit Have Flesh & Blood”: 
 
“[Burkmar] would read sealed letters, he would go to a distant place & ask a person a question & get an answer, and yet the 
person would not be aware of asking answering any question.  The year that Mr Dunn was chosen Speaker of the House of Rep. 
in this state, I sent the boy from Belfast in a mesmeric state to Augusta to Mr. Abbott, then representative from Belfast, to inquire 
who was elected Speaker. He asked Mr. Abbott who was making a speech & received the answer that Dunn had a certain 
majority, naming it. This was before the vote was cast. A letter was sent to a gentlemen, by one who was present when this 
experiment took place, mentioning the fact, & from some cause he had neglected to open it until after the vote was taken, when 
he found that it agreed. Here you see he got a fact before it was known to the world.” 
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575 Here is the Burkmar family from the 1850 (August) federal census in Belfast, with Lucius shown on line 24 (his occupation 
appears to read “Clerk”):  
 

 
 
576 According to an online genealogy of the Dods family, William Bovee Dods was born June 2, 1829, and died in Toole, Utah, 
September 20, 1895. 
 
577 His response in New York was reprinted in part in the San Francisco Bulletin, July 2, 1859. 
 


